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To our students and our teachers 

"No matter how well-trained the tumbler's boy, 

he will never be able to stand on his own shoulders." 





Preface to the Third Editio.n 

With the need for a new printing of the Devava!Jipravdika, we de
cided that it would be desirable to produce a new edition, further refining 
and modifying various grammatical explanations and exercises in the 
text. Many of the resultant changes arose out of suggestions made by 
students and colleagues who were using our Sanskrit primer. We are 
most grateful for their suggestions .  Two of the most important changes 
in this edition are the addition of an English to Sanskrit Glossary as 
well as an Index. The lack of these has been felt by our students over 
the years, and we are glad that we have finally been able to address it in 
this new edition. 

We would like to express our very special thanks to Chandan N arayan, 
graduate student in the Department of South and Southeast Asian Stud
ies, without whose energy and tireless efforts this project never would 
have been completed. We would also like to thank Richard Lasseigne 
of the Space Sciences Laboratory at the University of California at 
Berkeley for letting us use his fonts, "Devanagari" and "Times Nagari," 
to typeset this edition and for his good-natured help in solving our 
many technical problems its use entailed. We would also like to thank 
Deven Patel, a graduate student in the Department of South and South
east Asian Studies, for helping us enter the text into the computer. We 
would also like to express our gratitude to the staff at the Center for 
South Asia Studies, especially Raba Gunasekara, Choo Hawj Yaj, and 
Ann Higgins, for their help and support in this project. Finally we would 
also like to extend a special word of thanks to the students in the 1998-
99 first year Sanskrit class, who suffered through the rough draft of the 
revised text. Their thoughtful and insightful comments and sugges
tions have been invaluable in the revision of this work. Special thanks 
go to Simone Barretta, Karen Beal, Prudence Farrow Bruns, Ami Buch, 
Mukhesh Darke, Hung Van Ho, Eun-Sun Jang, Hudaya Kandahjaya, 
Manali Kasbekar, Michael Gressett, Layne Little , Hollis Meyer
deLancey, V. Sundararajan, and Kristin Johnston Sutton. 

Robert P. Goldman and Sally J . Sutherland Goldman 
Berkeley 1 999 
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Preface to the First Edition 

No American Sanskritist, or for that matter no student of Sanskrit in 
America who has suffered through the "traditional ," quasi-inductive 
Whitney-Perry-Lanman method, would question the desirability of new 
Sanskrit teaching materials .  Indeed, the interest in and enthusiasm for 
such materials that I' have seen on the part of numerous Sanskrit teach
ers and students is undoubtedly the result of a growing frustration with 
the limits of the existing materials. 

I do not mean to denigrate the work of the above named authors . On 
the contrary I shall continue to use Lanman as my first reader; while it 
is clear that, aside from the dated nature of his terminology and the 
archaism of his style, Whitney has stood the test of time admirably, 
remaining a valuable reference grammar for Sanskrit and Vedic. 

The problem in the teaching of Sanskrit in this country has been 
simply that books like Whitney' s Grammar and Lanman' s Reader have, 
for want of acceptable alternatives, been used for a task to which they 
are poorly suited. Most students findit at best frustrating and painful 
to try to learn any language, not to mention a language like Sanskrit, 
from a reference grammar and from the depressingly small portions of 
a reader that one can cover in such a first-year course. That some 
students do manage to continue and ultimately gain some measure of 
control over the language speaks largely for an enthusiasm and dedica
tion on the part of teacher and student which are able to keep them 
going in spite of the first-year materials .  Even those relatively few 
students who persevere and do well in comparison with their class
mates seldom have any usable knowledge of Sanskrit as they enter the 
second year. 

The origins of this problem are, I think, to be found, in part, in the 
history of Sanskrit in American universities. With a few distinguished 
exceptions, most American (and European) Sanskritists have come to 
the study of Sanskrit in a roundabout way. Many have been linguists, 

The "I" in the preface refers to Robert P. Goldman, who put together the original 

draft for Devaviil}iprave5ikti. In 1980, Sally J. Sutherland [Goldman] was given 

co-author status. 
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phi lologists or classicists for whom Sanskrit has been a secondary in
terest and who, because of their profound knowledge of the classical 
languages, were able to teach themselves and their students, after a 
fashion, on the basis of such materials as described above. Others, like 
some comparative religionists, have come to regard Sanskrit as a "tool" 
whereby they would be able to get at the "meat" of some circumscribed 
type of text. For their purposes the "'traditional" method was adequate. 

Yet, as professional Indologists know, a mere "working knowledge" 
of Sanskrit will not do for those who are truly interested in the almost 
overwhelming richness of India 's traditional culture; literary, intellec
tual , scientific, and spiritual. For the Sanskrit language is not merely 
an abstruse code to be cracked laboriously to read a given message. 
Neither is it solely of interest insofar as it represents a well-preserved 
example of an old lndo-European language. Rather, it has served as 
the very medium of much of the finest in India 's long and illustrious 
history of art, science, philosophy, and religion. In its timelessness, in 
its subtlety, in its delight in the profusion of its own forms, the Sanskrit 
language is a kind of mirror for the whole of traditional Indian culture. 
It is no wonder that for classical India the study of grammar was re
garded as men ' s  highest intellectual endeavor. 

But my intention here is not to write a polemic on the value of San
skrit education. Rather, I shall introduce materials which, my experience 
has shown, can make that education a more efficient and more reward
ing experience. 

Since I began teaching Sanskrit I have been approached by literally 
hundreds of students interested in lndia-in Indian literature, religions, 
and philosophies . Many of these students, though bright and moti
vated, had no Greek or Latin, no training in linguistics, and often only 
a nodding acquaintance with languages other than English. Students 
like these have been turning up in fair numbers for first year Sanskrit 
for years, to go on, thanks to the typical 80-90% attrition rate, only in a 
trickle to more advanced courses. This problem has become more no
ticeable in the past few years as more and more students have expressed 
interest in things Indian. 
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Potentially good students were dropping out of Sanskrit simply for 
the want of a clear, self-contained progressive Sanskrit textbook which 
did not presuppose advanced linguistic or philological training on their 
part. My aim here has been to provide such a text. My own experience 
with it, over three years of use, has been most encouraging. I am satis
fied that most of my students know, by the end of their first year, as 
much Sanskrit as I and my contemporaries knew at the end of our sec
ond. But the real test of these materials is in the hands of teachers 
other than the author. It is for them and their students to say how far I 
have succeeded in my aim. 

My purpose, then, in writing this primer, was to provide a self-con
tained primer, workbook and reader for teaching first-year Sanskrit to 
students with no previous linguistic training. The work is not intended 
to serve as a comprehensive reference grammar of the classical lan
guage. There are already a fair number of these, some of which, like 
Gonda' s  useful work, are specially aimed at the student of linguistics . 
Rather, I have tried throughout the work to introduce, explain and il
lustrate the most significant features of the language and through verses, 
quotations ,  and readings encourage the growing interest in Sanskrit as 
a means of expression and a medium of a rich culture. 

To these ends the grammar has been, in several areas, simplified to 
prevent the beginner from being more hampered than is absolutely 
necessary by relatively insignificant paradigms, rules, and exceptions. 
This does not mean that the course is by any means an easy one. There 
is all the material that the best students can handle in their first year 
and much to which the more advanced will wish to return repeatedly. 
The study of Sanskrit is by its nature demanding and I have accord
ingly geared this approach to the student with some natural aptitude 
for the language. 

Upon completion of this course, students should have a real working 
knowledge of the major outlines of Sanskrit grammar. They should be 
able to read and compose sophisticated Sanskrit sentences with some 
facility and read, with dictionary, approximately five to ten verses of 
the Viilmiki Riimiiya!Ja or a similar text in an hour. 
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Method: 

The grammar of classical Sanskrit is, for many reasons, an unusually 
complex system for students to master. For this reason I have through
out this work exc luded many rules, exceptions, forms, and grammatical 
subtleties that I regard as unnecessary for an elementary course. Many 
of these items occur but rarely and, as such, seem to me to place a 
strain on the already overburdened memory of the first-year student 
without repaying the effort required to learn them. This notion has led 
me to what might be described as a sort of "statistical" method whereby 
I have stressed forms, rules and even lexical items which are statisti
cally quite common in texts and in the usage of the pm:ujits and enable 
the student to express general ideas simply. I have adhered to this 
practice even when more common and useful forms are themselves 
exceptions to general rules . Thus, for example, I cite and stress the 
important, though irregular, root jiiii to illustrate the ninth gm;a. As 
examples of simplification I have throughout cited verbal roots as be
ing either parasmaipada or iitmanepada even in cases in which optional 
conjugation is permitted by the grammarians. The arrangement of the 
material in the text was intended to enable the student to increase his 
repertoire of usable grammatical material steadily. Thus, verbal and 
nominal paradigms are introduced together, the more common or use
ful appearing in the earlier chapters. In addition to this rough functional 
ordering of the material, the amount of time spent on explanation of 
the various grammatical features of Sanskrit has been weighted in ac
cordance with the degree to which a given formation normally presents 
conceptual difficulties to the English speaker. Thus, much of the ma
terial, even when it is complex, like the gm;a-s of the present system 
and the problems of the perfect system, requires a good deal of simple 
memorization but no special explanation as to usage. On the other 
hand, it has been my experience that certain issues, especially the na
ture of the karmaf)i prayoga, the uses of participles and, of course, the 
formation and application of bahuvrihi compounds are almost always 
perplexing to my students . I have accordingly spent a proportionately 
greater amount of time and effort on these forms. This will be clear 
from an examination of Lessons 13 and 1 5  where I have preferred the 
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risk of seeming repetitive to the certainty that, without such repetition, 
the use of the bahuvrlhi-s and the present participles will remain mys
terious to most students. 
Pronunciation, Script, Sandhi: 

Three issues which deserve special mention here, and form the sub
jects of the first three lessons ,  are pronunciation, script, and sandhi. 

Teaching the proper pronunciation of Sanskrit is, I think, important. 
Sanskrit has the distinction of being perhaps the only language in the 
world which is neither "dead" nor "living." It is a special, timeless 
language whose recitation, chanting, and even speaking are still much 
practiced and prized in certain contexts in India. I found in my own 
case and in the case of my students, the ability to speak and understand 
spoken Sanskrit has had the twin advantages of increasing the p10rale 
and motivation of the students and, partly because of this, noticeably 
increasing their ability to grasp and internalize the common forms and 
regular syntactic patterns of the language. Moreover, ability to prop
erly pronounce Sanskrit and to correctly recite a few well-known verses 
and proverbs makes a good impression upon Indian Sanskritists and 
facilitates what should be a very valuable communication with them. 

Pronunciation of Sanskrit is not really very difficult. Only a few 
points cause serious difficulty for English speakers. On the other hand, 
it is clearly not possible to master the pronunciation of any language 
without a proper model. For this purpose, I have been fortunate to 
have available to me a series of traditionally trained pafJ4its fluent in 
.spoken Sanskrit. This is, alas, not possible at most places where San-

,,.skrit is taught. For this reason I am preparing, with some pafJ4its, a 
.series of tapes2 for use with the primer. These will serve as a basis for 
emulation. Until these tapes are obtained, careful study of the material 
in Lesson 1 will have to serve, however poorly, to provide the basics of 
Sanskrit phonology. 

2 "Many users have called and written over the years in order to secure copies of the 

tapes for assistance with pronunciation. These tapes, including a supplement with 

all the new verses. may be ordered directly from the Language Laboratory, Univer

sity of California at Berkeley, 94720." Taken from the Preface to the Second Edition, 

1986, p. xvii [SJG 1998]. 
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The issue of the use of the devaniigari script is to my mind a simple 
one. This text is aimed primarily at students who plan to make some 
serious use of Sanskrit literature. I have found that failure to introduce 
the devaniigari script at a very early stage leads to an excessive reli
ance on transliteration, which, in many cases has led to a lasting inability 
to read comfortably what is after all not a very difficult script. In order 
to avoid this I have introduced the devaniigari script in the second 
lesson. From that point on until the tenth lesson, forms and examples 
are given both in niigari and transliteration. This enables students to 
become increasingly familiar with the script while they are not depen
dent upon it for an understanding of grammar. From the tenth lesson 
onwards the use of transliteration is abandoned and the student is com
pelled to rely upon his knowledge of the script. The readings are given 
only in niigari throughout. As a result of this method, I have rarely had 
a student for whom the script presents any serious problem by the middle 
of the course. 

In the case of sandhi, as with the grammar in general, I have found it 
useful to minimize or eliminate rules of rare or trivial application. My 
general purpose in the sandhi lesson (Lesson 3) is to provide the mini
mum number of rules for the generation and interpretation of syntactic 
units. Accordingly, I have stressed the basic rules of external sandhi. 

It has been my experience that it is very difficult for beginning stu
dents to master what, in the absence of any knowledge of the grammar 
and vocabulary, is an almost wholly abstract system of sound changes. 
Therefore, except for some important exceptions, I have left many of 
the individual important issues of internal sandhi to be presented in 
conjunction with morphological processes in which they figure promi
nently. 

Thus the treatment of sandhi in this primer, while more than suffi
cient for the first-year student, is not intended to be exhaustive or 
systematic . Such a treatment, however, is to be found in the elegant 
and useful Sanskrit Sandhi and Exercises of M. B. Emeneau and B .  A. 
van Nooten published by the University of California Press. I recom
mend that students work through these exercises after completing those 
of Lesson 3 and while working through the materials of the following 
lessons . 
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Use of Sanskrit Grammatical Terminology: 

One additional point which requires some comment is the usage of 
Sanskrit grammatical terminology . I have used this terminology 
throughout the primer for various reasons. Apart from the interests of 
classicists and comparative philologists, there seems to me to be no 
reason whatever to abandon the precise and sophisticated terminology 
of the Indian grammarians for the poorly adapted and often simply 
misleading terminology of classical grammars. For one thing it is some
thing of a disservice to the most incisive and accurate tradition of 
linguistics that the world has known. Indeed, many modern linguists 
are turning to Sanskrit for its subtle terminology. Moreover, learning 
the proper terms, like learning proper pronunciation, contributes to the 
enthusiasm and sense of progress in a new study which is important to 
student motivation. 

In any case the Sanskrit terminology is designed for Sanskrit gram
mar. Many of the terms (e.g . ,  tatpuru�a. bhute krdanta, etc . )  are 
themselves examples of the forms they designate. On the other hand, 
Western terminology is frequently confusing. Thus, we have been 
taught to contrast active and passive voice as well a:s active and middle 
when the term "active" represents two completely different concepts . 

. The term "past passive participle" is used to indicate a form which is 
by no means always "passive." Indeed, with regard to something like 
the issue of "passive" to "active" transformation, the whole idea of 
subject and object which we learn in school is rather different from 

. that expounded by the Sanskrit grammarians. To avoid confusion on 
the part of those who have had some Sanskrit previously, I have al
ways given the Western term alongside the Sanskrit term. I suggest, 
however, that the latter be used. A glossary of Sanskrit grammatical 
terms has been provided. 

For similar reasons I have given paradigms to be learned in the tradi
tional Indian fashion rather than in the usual Western way. One 
additional reason for this is that it seems, especially in the case of nomi
nal declension, simpler to learn groups of three (one case at a time) 
than to try to get sets of seven (one number at a time) by heart. 
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A Note on Vocabulary: 

The vocabulary of Sanskrit presents a serious problem to the learner. 
First of all he is deprived of the help of the many cognates so easily 
recognizable in European languages. Moreover, the lexicon of San
skrit is extremely large. There is a great deal of true synonymity while 
homonyms abound. Indeed, the whole problem is made more complex 
by the fact that each different type of text has, to a large extent, its own 
specialized vocabulary. For the second-year student these problems 
become dominant; however, as I think that the first duty of the begin
ner is to master the grammar, I do not place any great emphasis in the 
first year on vocabulary acquisition. I have found that students will 
manage to learn a fair working vocabulary from the readings in this 
text and are able to summarize the story as they go along with little 
difficulty. Nonetheless, the grammar is ample material for the begin
ner and accordingly, I usually provide a small glossary for all words 
that I feel the students do not know readily, on all quizzes and exami
nations. 
Use of the Primer: 

This primer is intended to provide material for approximately the 
first twenty weeks of an elementary Sanskrit course. The actual rate at 
which a class is able to move through the lessons will vary somewhat 
with the circumstances, number of hours per week, etc. The course 
has been designed to cover the first two of three ten-week quarters of 
First Year Sanskrit at the University of California at Berkeley. This 
c lass meets for 4112 hours per week. I have also used the same mate
rial for a special ten-week intensive course which met for 15 hours per 
week. In general a rate of one lesson per week should be about right 
but time should be allowed for frequent review and, in any case, there 
is no point in rushing a class through the material. Each class will find 
its own rate. Each lesson from Lesson Four to Lesson Twenty-one 
consists of rules and forms illustrated with Sanskrit examples and ex
plained so that the student may follow the rationale behind the rules. 
Each lesson is followed by a series of exercises consisting of practice 
in translation from Sanskrit to English and English to Sanskrit and vari-
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ous types of grammatical dril l. A special feature of the primer is that 
each of these lessons is followed by a graded reading passage which 
specially illustrates the forms introduced in that particular chapter while 
providing increasingly sophisticated use of previously acquired mate
rial. These readings are also of cultural value as they form, together, a 
concise retel ling of the main story of the Viilmiki Riimiiya�w from the 
curse of Dasaratha to the abduction of Sita. The readings of the later 
lessons incorporate more and more verses from the epic text itself, 
while Lesson Twenty-two consists wholly of a selection of verses which 
complete the epic tale. 

Exercises and reading should be assigned daily and may be broken 
up into whatever units are deemed advisable. I have found it advisable 
to have students read a little ahead of the material being covered in 
class and in the homework. 

In the later chapters I have provided some verses from various works 
of Sanskrit literature. These generally illustrate some of the grammar 
of the lessons in which they appear. They are to be memorized for 
classroom recitation and this ,  along with reading from the Rama story, 
should be drilled regularly in class. 

I have also found it useful to have students keep current their own 
short version of the main elements of the Rama story to be read and 
discusseq in class . 

Quizzes should be frequent, not less than every two or three lessons. 
When the primer is completed, the rest of the first year should be used 
to build vocabulary and grammatical skills by reading and practicing 
composition. Lanman's reader is very useful for this purpose, espe
cially his selections from the Hitopadefa and the Kathiisaritsiigara. I 
have found it entertaining and very helpful to ask the students to write 
their own brief Hitopadefa stories based on the characters and situa
tions of the selections chosen from Lanman. If the students are quick 
and desire some variety , they may be given some Riimiiym;a or 
Mahiibhiirata (especially Gitii) towards the end of the year. 

R. P. Goldman 
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LESSON 1 

Phonology 

1 .0 The Sanskrit language, like any other natural language, has for 
its irreducible units a series of articulable sounds. These can 
be represented by a series of abstract graphic symbols. There 
are various systems of such symbols (scripts) ,  but the one with 
which we will be chiefly concerned is known as the devanagari 
(or nagari) lipi (script), the vehicle of the overwhelming ma
jority of printed Sanskrit texts . 

1 . 1  There are two interesting features of this script and the phonetic 
system of Sanskrit that make them in some ways easier to learn 
and memorize than English and its use of the roman script. 
The first of these features is that in the devaniigari script, there 
is a one to one correspondence between each distinct graphic 
symbol and a unique phonetic symbol. Thus, each "letter" of 
the script corresponds to one and only one sound. Compare 
English and its roman script where, for example, the symbol 
"a" may indicate many sounds, and where the symbols "c" 
and "s" may indicate the same sound. 

1 .2 The second and more significant of the features of the Sanskrit 
phonetic (and graphic) system is the fact that it is unique among 
all the world's languages (with the exception of those languages 
whose systems are derived from Sanskrit) in having its sounds 
(and by 1.1 necessarily its script) systematically arranged on a 
scientific basis . 

1.3 The Sanskrit phonetic system, then, consists of some forty
nine discrete sounds, represented by an equal number of discrete 
symbols. 

1 .4 The sounds are divided into two basic types: svara , or 
"sounded," corresponding to "vowels," or syllabic sounds, and 
vyaiijana, or "manifesting," corresponding to "consonants," 



2 

which cannot, without a sound of the svara group, form an 
articulable syl lable . 

I .5  The svara sounds are twelve in number arranged in s ix pairs, 
each of which is distinguished by a short-long alternation, which 
is one of the chief characteristics of the sound pattern of classical 

1 .6 
Sanskrit. 
The svara sounds (vowels) are : 

a a 

u ii 

f f 

e ai 
0 au 

Each pair is produced at the same point of articulation in the 
vocal apparatus ,  but the occlusion, or closing of the stream of 
breath at each point is minimal . The first four pairs of vowels 
are called simple (suddha) vowels, while the remaining two 
pairs (e, ai; o, au) are said to be complex (saf!!yukta). (See 
1 . 1 8 .a for pronunciation.) 

1 .7 The vyafijana sounds likewise are of a number of types. The 
greatest number of the consonants fall into a series of five sets 
each consisting of five sounds. The sets, or varga-s, are 
arranged by point of contact (spada) in the vocal apparatus 
. and consist of four ordered sounds, each characterized by a 
high degree of occlusion at a given point, and one corresponding 
nasal. Such occlusive sounds are sometimes called "stops." 

1.8 The groups are defined by their points of articulation (sthiina). 
These points range from the back to the front of the vocal 
apparatus. The points of contact are: the velum (kat;�tha), soft 
palate (tiilu), hard palate (murdhan), teeth (danta), and lips 
(o$tha). The series is then, in order: kat;�!hya (velar) or "ka" 
varga, tiilavya (palatal) or "ea" varga, murdhanya (retroflex) 
or "ta" varga, dantya (dental) or "ta" varga, and O$!hya (labial) 
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or "pa" varga, named either for the point of articulation or the 
initial sound in each series . 

1.9 Except for the nasal that belongs to each varga, the sounds 
within each varga are differentiated in accordance with the 
presence or absence of two phenomena: voicing (or the use of 
the vocal chords) and aspiration (or a concomitant strong 
explosion of breath in their articulation) . The order of the 
occurrence of these phenomena is the same in all the varga-s . 
If V stands for voicing and A for aspiration and ( +) and (-) 
indicate respectively presence and absence of the phenomena, 
the order in the varga-s is as follows: 

[-V-A] [-V+A] [+V-A] [+V+A] 
1 . 1 0 The varga-s then are: (with vowel "a" to permit articulation) 

1 . 1 1 

-V-A -V+A +V-A +V+A NASAL 
1 .  ka!Jfhya ka kha ga gha iia 
2. ttilavya ea cha ja jha iia 
3 .  miirdhanya !a !ha <;la <;!ha I) a 
4. dantya ta tha da dha na 
5. O$fhya pa ph a ba bha m a 
Most of these sounds occur in some environments in the various 
dialects of English. Thus, for example, most English speakers 
habitually use a somewhat retroflex "r' and "<;!." Others use a 
more dental "t" and "d," but since no one English dialect is apt 
to use both (i.e. , make a distinction), some care is required in 
learning to distinguish, both in hearing and speaking, the two 
different series. (See 1 . 1 8b. l .c-d for pronunciation.) 

1 . 1 2 The other major problem that English speakers are likely to 
encounter with the spada-sounds arises from the juxtaposition 
of the phenomena of voicing and aspiration. English speakers 
maintain distinctions of aspiration and non-aspiration, but these 
distinctions are intimately related to the question of voicing 
and position. Thus, for example, non-voiced stops (spada-s) 
in English are generally aspirated when in word-initial position, 
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and non-aspirated when in other positions; (e.g. , pot vs. spot). 
This makes initial voiceless non-aspirated stops and non-initial 
aspirated voiceless stops (both of which occur in Sanskrit) tricky 
for English speakers. Similarly, aspirated voiced stops, which 
never occur in English, are a little difficult at first for English 
speakers . These sounds "gha," "jha," ' '(;lha," "dha," and "bha" 
must be realized (despite their roman representation) each as 
one simple sound: a voiced stop accompanied by a discharge 
of air. They are not to be pronounced as two separate sounds, 
stop plus voiced "h." (See 1 . 1 8 .b. 1 for pronunciation.) 

1 . 1 3 The remaining vyaiijana-s fall into two small groups. 
1 . 1 4 The first is known as antal;stha, or "in between," that is , 

between the vowels and consonants (semivowels) . These are 
"ya," "ra," "la," and "va" and are associated with the tiilavya, 
murdhanya, dantya, and o�fhya varga-s, respectively. (See 
1 . 1 8 .b .2 for pronunciation.) 

1 . 1 5 The final group of consonants is called u�man, "heated," or 
subjected to friction (sibilants) . These are (back to front) "sa" 
(tiilavya), "�a" (murdhanya) ,  "sa" (dantya) and "ha." ("ha," a 
member of the kaJJ{hya varga, is not in the usual order of back 
to front.) (See 1 . 1 8.b.3 for pronunciation.) 

1 . 1 6 It is important to distinguish, in reading and writing, the palatal 
sibilant (s) from the retroflex sibilant (�) although, in fact, they 
are not often clearly distinguished in speech . 

. 1 . 1 7 The other sounds of Sanskrit are a nasalization of vowels called 
anusviira (rp), and a slightly velarized aspiration called visarga 
()).) . (See 1 . 1 8c for pronunciation.) 

1 . 1 8  Note on pronunciation 
The pronunciation of Sanskrit is usually not very difficult for 
English speakers. The few exceptions to this rule simply require 
a little practice. It is, of course, impossible to learn proper 
pronunciation from a printed page alone. This must be learned 
either from a teacher whose pronunciation is good or from taped 
materials designed for this purpose. However, a few guidelines 
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here will serve to clarify the basic pronunciation of the sounds 
of Sanskrit as used by fluent speakers of Sanskrit in most parts 
of India. English examples are based on hypothetical 
"dictionary" pronunciation. 
a. svara sounds 
The svara sounds, with the exception of the "long" saf!lyukta 
sounds (ai and au), are always pronounced with a single clear 
effort like the vowels of standard Italian and are not, like many 
English vowel sounds, allowed to glide into diphthongal 
sequences. Long vowels are generally held about twice as long 
as their corresponding short vowels. 

a pronounced like the u in "but" 
a pronounced like the 0 in "mom" 
1 pronounced like the i in "bit" 
1 pronounced like the ee in "beet" 
u pronounced like the first u in "suture" 
ii pronounced like the oo in "pool" 
r pronounced like the ri in "rig" 
r is rare in Sanskrit and has no English equivalent. It 

is pronounced like r but the sound is held 
approximately twice as long. 
pronounced somewhat like the "lur" in "slurp." 

e pronounced like the a in "gate" 
ai pronounced somewhat like the i in "high." This 

sound is diphthongized to glide slightly into an 
"i" vowel. 

o pronounced like the o in "rote" 
au pronounced somewhat like the ou of "loud" 

with a similar lip-rounding glide. 
b. vyaiijana sounds 
Pronunciation of the spada sounds is problematic for English 
speakers chiefly because of the first and fourth item in each 
varga. The second item is tricky only in some environments . 
The first (non-voiced, non-aspirated) occurs commonly enough 
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in English, but never in word initial position. Such sounds 
occur, however, in all positions in Sanskrit. Thus some 
difficulty arises when they occur in initial position. Try to 
resist the natural (English) tendency to aspirate these sounds. 
When they are properly distinguished from their aspirated 
equivalents , they wil l at first sound almost l ike their 
corresponding voiced non-aspirates. Practice will clarify this 
issue. The second sound in each varga (non-voiced, aspirated) 
is the same sort of sound given to initial non-voiced stops in 
English. Be sure, however, not to lose the aspiration in non
initial occurrences (e.g. ,  sthUla). The third sound in each varga 
(voiced, non-aspirated) should present no special difficulty to 
English speakers. The fourth sound in each varga (voiced, 
aspirated) is of a type that does not really occur in English in 
any position, hence no English equivalents have been given. 
Try to repeat these sounds as you hear them from your teacher 
or from tapes. Remember to give the sounds both voicing and 
the same strong aspiration th(lt you normally give to the non
voiced stops in initial position. 
1 .  spada sounds 

a. ka!Jthya varga: 
k like the k in "skate" 
kh like the k in "Kate" 
g like the g in "gate" 
ii like the n in "sing" 

b. tiilavya varga : 
c like the eh in "eschew" 
eh like the eh in "chew" 
J like the j in "Jew" 
fi like the n in "cinch" 

c. murdhanya varga: These sounds are similar to the "t" 
and "d" sounds of most English dialects but the tip of 
the tongue should be curled back further to the roof of 
the mouth for the proper Sanskrit pronunciation. 



like the first t in "start" 
th like the first t in "tart" 
<;I like the d in "dart" 
I) like the n in "tint" 
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d. dantya varga: These sounds, which occur in place of 
the preceding in the speech of many New Yorkers, are 
realized with the tip of the tongue protruding slightly 
between the teeth . The sounds thus produced are 
characteristically "flatter" and less resonant than those 
of the preceding varga. The same English examples 
may be used, since no English dialect has both series 
of sounds. 

e. O$!hya varga: 
p like the p in "spin" 
ph like the p in "pin" 
b like the b in "bin" 
m like the m's in "mumps" 

2 . anta/:lstha sounds : 
y like the y in "yellow" 
r a fronted, miirdhanya sound, rather like the r in 

"drama" 
like the I in "lug" 

v produced generally with just the slightest contact 
between the upper teeth and the lower lip; slightly 
greater than that used for English w (as in "wile") but 
less than that used for English v (as in "vile") 

3 .  ii$man sounds 
s like the sh in "shove" 
� produced with the tongue-tip further back (in the 

miirdhanya position) than for the s�, but giving a 
very similar sound. 

s like the s in "so" 
h like the h in "hope." Make sure that the sound is 

fully voiced. 
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c. additional sounds 

The following two sounds, although they frequently are the 
forms taken by certain consonants in certain environments, are 
not, themselves, consonants. Rather they generally are to be 
regarded as "colorations" of a preceding vowel. 
1 .  rp anusviira : This sound is realized by permitting the air 

used in the articulation of a preceding vowel to escape 
through the nose. If, however, the anusviira i s 
immediately followed by a spada consonant, i t  will 
be realized as the nasal belonging to the same varga 
as that consonant: e.g. , vanaiJl gacchati would be 
pronounced "vanaii gacchati." 

2. b visarga: The visarga is an aspiration of a preceding 
vowel and is pronounced, almost like an echo, as an 
"h" followed by the short form of the preceding vowel. 
The saiJlyukta vowels e and o will echo as themselves, 
respectively. After long sQ.f(lyukta vowels, the "echo" 
vowel will be the short form of the simple vowel 
corresponding in point of articulation to the saiJlyukta 
vowel. Thus , for ai the "echo" will be i, while for au, 
the echo will be u. The following are some examples. 
Echo sounds are put in brackets. 
deval) pronounced as deva(ha) 
deva.Q pronounced deva(ha) 
mu nil) 
dhii) 
vi�I)UQ 

pronounced muni(hi) 
pronounced dhi(hi) 
pronounced vi�Qu(hu) 

munel). pronounced mune(he) 
devail). pronounced devai(hi) 
Note: These "echo" or "ghost syllables" are not truly 
syllabic in a word or line. Often, when visarga occurs 
within a word, the "echo" is not clearly articulated. In 
this case it is audible just as a slight "hiss" of air at the 
vel urn. 
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1 . 1 9 Stress 

A. 

Stress accent, while perhaps not as important in Sanskrit as in 
English, is usual in proper pronunciation. The general rule is 
that the penultimate syllable (next to last) receives mild stress 
if it is as heavy (guru-see 17 .6.c . i) . If the penultimate is light 
(laghu-see 1 7.6.c.i) , the stress falls on the syllable that pre
cedes it (antepenultimate) regardless of its weight. Secondary 
stress is not usual; all the remaining syllables receive equal 
stress. 
Example: 
vikramorvasfya 
ramayal).a 

(penultimate heavy) 
(penultimate light) 

EXERCISES 

Repeat the following and memorize. 
1 .  
2 . 

a, a, i, 1, u, fi, f, e, ai , o ,  au, (a)rp, (a)l). 
ka kha ga gha 
ea cha ja jha 
ta tha c;la c;lha 
ta tha da dha 
pa pha ba bha 
ya ra la va 
sa �a sa ha 

fla 
fla 
I). a 
na 
m a 

B .  Repeat A.2 with each of the following svara, anusviira, and 
visarga sounds 
a, a, i , 1,  u, fi, f, e, ai, o, au, arp, al). 

C. Repeat the following. 
1 .  ko 'yam? (see 2 .26) 

Who is this? 
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kako 'yam. 
This is a crow. 

api sthiilai)? 
Is he fat? 

atha kirp !  kakai) sthiilai). 
Yes , indeed ! The crow is fat. 

kutra ti�thati sthiilakakai)? 
Where is the fat crow located? 

vatavrk�e ti�thati kakai). 
The crow is in the fig tree. 

a pi dharmarp janati kakai)? 
Does the crow know dharma? 

atha kirp! dharmarp janati dvijatvat. 
Yes ! He knows dharma because he is twice-born. 

(dvija-brahman/bird) 

kirp tu tasya dharmapravrttir nasti . 
But he does not practice dharma. 

bhavatu! vayarp sarve dharmacaraJ.IaiJl ea dharmarp ea 
jam mal). 
Let it be! We all know proper conduct and dharma! 

kirp tu, yatha sthiilakaka dharmarak�aiJ.arp vayarp 
ghorarp bhayam iva pasyamal). 
But, like the fat crows, we look upon the protection of 
dharma as a dreadful danger. 



2. kasyaitat phalam? 
Whose fruit is this? 

phalaJTl mama. 
[It is] my fruit . 

mahyam anyat phalam anaya. 
Bring me another fruit. 

as tu, ahaJTl phalarthaJTl jhatiti gacchami . 
Certainly, I go at once for fruit. 

1 1  





LESSON 2 

The Devanagari Script 

2.0 Learning the niigari script is made somewhat simpler by the 
fact noted above ( 1 . 1 )  of each letter' s  representing one, and 
only one, phonetic entity. 

2. 1 The script with its correct transliteration is as follows: 
BR (svara) : 

3i = a  3lT = a  
� = 1  � = I  
'3 = U  3i = U  
=11 = r :tt = r  
� = l* 
"Q" = e � = ai 
3TI= o 3tl = au 

*This sound, vocalic J, is articulated as an l preceding the vowel 
r. It is almost non-existent in Sanskrit and you need not be too 
concerned with it. 
� (vyanjana): 

CI"T � 31'j'11�Cfi 3Rf:fej" � 
varga spada anuniisika anta/:lstha il$man 

-V-A' -V+A N-A +V+A +V +V -V 
� Cfi" (cl ";IJ 'Cl 6- [�] 
kalJ{hya ka kha ga gha i'i.a [ha] 

� 'q � � � "5l <!" � 
tiilavya ea eh a ja jha iia ya sa 

� c: 0 6 G' UJ ( � 
murdhanya ta tha <;la Qha I). a ra �a 

� � eT c:: 'cl 1 � B 
dantya ta tha da dha na la sa 

� q q; Gf ll lf q 
O${hya pa pha ba bha m a va 

' -V non-voiced ; -A non-aspirate; +V voiced; +A aspirate 
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� voiced, not considered a marker o f  sibilant varga , although 
it is an � (tl$man)  
variants: for 3l (a)- � 

for � (jha)- 'lt 
for UJ (!)a)- m 

additional signs: l-fTl (anusviira) e.g. , 3l-af11 
T :-b ( visarga) e.g. , 3l:-ab 
(see l . 1 8 .c) 

2 .2  Notice that the script typically frames the distinctive portion 
of a given letter with a vertical and a horizontal line (T) . In 
writing, the distinctive portion is written first, then the vertical 
line, and only last is the top line added; e.g. , to write "ja" (� . 
In general, write left to right and top to bottom; 

3 3 3 3 
� � � � 

l"cr-7t2 � (ja) It t2 '1 (pa) 1 o- t2 Cl"(va) 11=-7 j_2 � (bha) 
Note that in the list of niigari symbols, each consonant has 
been transliterated with the vowel "a" (3l) although this is not 
indicated in the script. 

2.3 Herein lies the basis and the central pecul iarity of the 
devaniigari writing system; i .e . , that the vowel "a" (3l), by far 
the most frequently recurring vowel in Sanskrit, is considered, 
without any graphic representation, to follow every consonant 
symbol unless it is otherwise indicated. This fact explains in 

'whole or in part, the use of the three most striking and initially 
confusing features of the script: ( 1 )  the use of vowel signs, (2) 
the non-vowel sign or viriima, and (3) conjunct consonants . 

2.4 Vowels and vowel signs. The symbols for the svara, or vowel 
sounds, are given in order at 2. 1 above. 

2.5 A major peculiarity of the system is that these signs are used 
only in those cases in which a vowel begins a syllable (regard
less of word boundary) and does not form a part of a syllable 
begun by a preceding consonant. (See below 2.23 .) 
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2.6 In cases in which a vowel does not begin a syllable, and these 
form the greatest majority of instances, the vowels are each 
represented by a special post-consonantal ligature or symbol. 

2.7 Sanskrit ' s  most commonly occurring vowel, "3l (a) ," has no 
post-consonantal symbol and is assumed after every conso
nantal sign if not otherwise indicated (2.3) . 

2.8 Thus the simple sign for any consonant is to be read as that 
consonant followed by a. 
So Cfi = ka, "'Cl' = ea, <:!' = ya, 'ti = gha, etc. 
The word q:;crq is to be read as kavaca. 
The word � is to be read as gagana. 

2. 9 The post -consonantal forms for the other vowels replace "a." 
They are as follows: (All are shown with the consonant "�' to 
indicate proper placement. ) 

3l � 0 ; Cfi-ka 
� � f ; �-ki 
3 � "'  ; �ku 
;ji � "' ; <r-kr 
� �-�; CR?:-kl* 
'Q � "' ; �ke 
3TI � 1 ; Cfil-ko 
*See note to 2. 1 

31T � I ; Cfil-ka 
$ �1 ; ctl-ld 

i! � � ; �-kai 
31\ � l ; q;l-kau 

2 . 10  Note that in  the case of  the vowel symbols themselves, there is 
a general typologi�al similarity between long and short vowel 
signs of the same point of articulation. Keeping this in mind 
will aid memorization. 

2. 1 1  One or two points concerning the post-consonantal vowel signs 
require special attention. 
a. By far the greatest source of confusion, especially in the 

writing of the script, is the fact that the post-consonantal 
sign for �. f ("i") is written "before," i .e . , to the left of the 
consonant it follows, despite the fact that the vowel sound 
follows the consonant. 
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b. The subscribed signs ( � ) ,  ( " ) and ( , ) are written in 
special form or placed in special juxtaposition with a few 
consonants. 
1 .  Thus, the "u" signs ( _, ) and ( " ) are attached at the 

right middle of the consonant \ (r), while the short 
sign is inverted. Thus �ru. �ru. 

1 1 .  The vowel "r" sign is very closely combined with the 
consonant C::--d; thus �--dr. 

111. It is also placed peculiarly in juxtaposition with � -h; 
thus {i:-hr. 

2. 1 2  Thus far, the issue of writing post-consonantal vowels is clear. 
A consonant is written and read as being followed by a vowel 
"a" unless it is marked by the sign for another vowel. 

2. 1 3  The simplest way of indicating a consonant not followed by a 
vowel is to append to the consonant a short stroke, called 
viriima, which signals the elision of the inherent vowel "a . "  
Thus <I._-t; �-pad; �-re; etc. 
This sign is sometimes used in printed texts to separate words 
when a word boundary falls within a conjuilct, but is generally 
restricted in use to the elucidation of particularly complex 
conjuncts (e.g. ,  � or � (pafiktya]) and to marking 
consonants that occur in absolute final position. (See below 
3.25.) 

2. 1 4  Consonant sequences. (Conjunct consonants) 
The zero form of the non-syllable-initial "a" vowel, which lends 
a certain elegance to the niigari system of writing, creates, at 
the same time, a problem in the script-realization of sequences 
of consonants with no intervening vowel. 

2. 1 5  This problem is handled by the script in an ingenious but slightly 
clumsy manner. Only the final consonant of a sequence ap
pears in its full form while only the distinctive portions of the 
earlier members of the sequence are prefixed to it. 
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2. 1 6  Thus, if we wish to properly write the sequence "tva," we can
not write 'CfCr as this would yield "tava." The proper method 
then is to take the distinctive portion of <l, that is �. and prefix 
It to the Cf. Thus, the proper result is � "tva." 

2. 1 7  Most conjunct clusters are transparent and are evidently the 
lateral or vertical sequences of distinctive portions of conso
nants prefixed to the final member of the cluster. 

2. 1 8  Consonants , like � , 1:. ,  Cl , etc . ,  which have their distinctive 
portion well to the left of the vertical line, tend to form hori
zontal (i .e . , left to right) conjuncts with similar following 
consonants . For example, 

�-tma, Cfcl-kva, l-�bhya, �-stha, 
8t-sya, f"Cf-sva, �-tya, �-hya, etc. 

2. 1 9  When final members of a cluster have a chiefly vertical axis 
(distinctive portion on, on both sides of, or in place of the ver
tical line) or have a horizontal axis , but occupy only a small 
vertical space compared to the height of the full vertical line 
(e.g. ,  1{_ ,  q__ , � ,  1!{_, etc.) , the cluster may be written vertically. 
For example, 

nt-pti, ;W--<idho, �-na. 
2.20 In general, read the clusters as they are written, i.e., left to 

right and top to bottom. 
2.2 1 A few consonants have special reduced or altered forms when 

they occur in conjunction with other consonants. These re
quire special note. 
a. �§, when followed by a consonant, with which it com

bines vertically (see 2. 19) (and, irregularly, by a subscribed 
vowel sign) is generally changed to � 

For example, 
�-sea, W-sva, (and llj-su, ,-sr) 

but �sya, �-sma. 
b. "{-ra has two peculiar forms when in conjunction depend

ing upon whether it is first or non-first in a conjunct. 
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1 .  When first, i t appears as a superscribed hook, which is 
always written as far to the right as possible over the 
last member of the conjunct or the last member 's vowel 
sign , whichever is farthest right. If, however, the syl
lable of which the "r" is the initial, ends in anusviira, 
the sign for this will appear within the hook. So 
arthal)-31et: ; arthi-31�; dharme-�; svargarp-
�-

1 1 .  When other than first, i t  appears as a straight line be
low and to the left of the letter it follows, rising about 
45° from the horizontal. So pra-"11"; kri-�. 
Note: under a few letters, like C: and o, this appears as 
�-tra, �thra. 

c . <1._-t, when preceding another Q., is reduced to a simple 
line �tta. It is similarly reduced when followed by r. 
Thus �-tra. 

2.22 There are two common conjuncts that provide no apparent clue 
to their composition. These are �jiia, and a:T-k�a. These 
must simply be learned as special forms. 

2.23 Note that Sanskrit is written syllabically as well as by words , 
and so it is the common practice not to separate words written 
in a sentence or unit of verse unless the word boundary coin
cides with a syllable boundary. A syllable (31aTr-ak�ara) is 
generally considered to be either a single vowel, or a conso
,nant (or consonant cluster) followed by a vowel. The vowel in 
either case may be nasalized (�--anusviira) or aspirated 
�-visarga). Thus, for example, the famous utterance of 
the Chiindogya Upani�ad, tat tvam asi, "you are that," would 
be syllabified as ta-, ttva-, ma-, -si. Since no word boundary 
corresponds to a syllabic boundary, it then would be written in 
� (nagari) as �- In the same way, if a word final 
consonant precedes a word initial vowel, the two will form a 
single syllable and the vowel will take its post-consonantal 
sign, if any. 



Examples: 
agnir asmy aham 31fi!n::s:<Ott;'{_ I (I am fire.) 
syllabically a-gni-ra-smya-ham 
gam anaya � I (Bring a cow.) 
syllabically ga-ma-na-ya 
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However, in the very common case in which a word ending in 
a vowel (with or without fcRFt-visarga [1:1] or �Fcl"R
anusviira [rp] ) precedes a word beginning with a consonant or 
in certain cases (see 3 .2 1 )  a vowel, word boundary is indi
cated, since it coincides with a syllable boundary. Thus, matsyii 
iva janii nityaf!l bhak�ayanti parasparam would be written: 
t:RBIT � � � �� � I (Like fish, men always are 
devouring one another.) Here all the word boundaries happen 
to coincide with syllable boundaries .  

2.24 Words are separated in roman transliteration. Except where 
(for reasons discussed at 3 .3-4) a single roman letter obscures 
the point of word boundary. For example, � and � 
would be transliterated as giim iinaya and agnir aham. But 
<:P:ifJ(-.-\=li ((Ill + � must be transliterated as riimiigaccha 
since we cannot break up the roman symbol a (see 3.3) .  

2.25 The 2:CI<i1Jitl (devaniigarl) numerals, which are, in fact, the 
source of our "arabic" numerals, are: 

'I �  :? � � G \.9 �:; � o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

They are used in exactly the same way as our numbers. Thus 
��OG�:; 24,068. 

2.26 A sign (S), called � (avagraha) or separation, is often used 
to separate words whose initial "a" or "a" vowel has been lost 
or has combined with another vowel from words that precede 
them. It is represented in transliteration as apostrophe ( ' ) in 
place of the missing letter. For example, �: + 3141l_ � � 
� (3 .35) , is transliterated as, "kako 'yam." (This is a crow.) 
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EXERCISES 

A. Transliterate Exercise l C  into J:Cl<iiJifl (devaniigari) . 
B .  Transliterate the following into roman transcription . 

(Do not worry about proper word division.) 

9. �a:Cfi<�UIIf?I�I�Cf � � I 
� � ;fl mf � �P"lctl84k( ll 9 11 
'1Ricil<t � <Sftcilljfe: � I 
'1Ricit<t ftm• � lWlf en CRfa � 1 1 � 1 1  

Let a king of the Ik�vaku line be consecrated immediately; 
For without a king, our land would be destroyed; 
In a land without a king, not a handful of grain is sown; 
In a land without a king, sons do not obey their fathers 
nor wives their husbands. 

� - t&1'11 .. '€'4B4�( .. J(cil( .. q(J(cill'tlcill1._ I 
�a:II41�1!1Cf�"R1lil .. '3� 1 1 

(Hanuman saw) elephants of noble lineage, of beautiful 
form, murderous to the elephants of the enemy; well
instructed in elephant training, and the equal of Airavata 
in battle. 

�- $TI 4lJr�c::i � �· 1 
'1\!fe�Cf�: �lilr4l�1Cf: �{l�"dli: 11 

He is yoga incarnate, foremost among those who know 
yoga, lord among great men, he takes on the form of a 
man-lion, he is the majestic Kesava, the supreme spirit . 
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C. Transliterate the following words. 

� � 311 "t:{§ I fd:ct I : 
� Gf)l�'€'ftl01: C'ia:-qUf;J 

� tf8R1: 3Th]: 

�: � � 
� Gf)l->=t:l�: �•n fifch 1� 
� ��lil§'}·0 cfl <.>41 fCf;: 

D. Write the following words in a,Cl"ifJttl (devaniigari) . 
tattvasya parval)i bhayaftkarel)a 
artaya tram nilakal)l:hal). 
da�:p.�trabhyam svaha patrarathal). 
" ab  JY . drsyamana.I:t durgat 
kha<;lgani labdhva daridryam 
gacchanti manasvinal). r�abhal). 
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LESSON 3 

� (Sandhi) 

3 .0 Perhaps the most peculiar, and initially dismaying, feature of 
Sanskrit is its complex system of conditional phonological 
change known as � (sand hi), or combination. Various kinds 
of environmentally conditioned change occur in all languages, 
but no other has so formalized and systematized them as has 
Sanskrit. 

3. 1 There are two basic applications of the � (sandhi) rules, 
depending on the circumstances under which the sound changes 
occur. Many of the same rules hold for both applications. The 
first historically and morphologically more significant appli
cation applies to the junctures of the morphemes, or meaningful 
parts of words. This is called internal � (sandhi). Less, 
perhaps, in historical significance, but of greater importance 
for the beginner, is the external � (sandhi), which occurs at 
word boundaries and between members of compounds . With
out familiarity with the rules of external � (sandhi), it is 
impossible to read or understand a Sanskrit sentence. 

Therefore, while all � (sandhi) changes are of interest, it 
is essential, at the outset, to learn the rules for external � 
(sandhi) and a few internal � (sandhi) rules of common 
application. Let's examine the rules as they apply first to vowels 
and then to consonants. 

3.2 External Vowel � (sandhi) 
In general, the basic rule governing vowel � (sandhi), in 
internal as well as external combination, is that two vowels 
should not come into direct contact. That is to say, except in a 
few cases (see 3 .2 1 ) , vowel hiatus is avoided. It is avoided by 
the collapse of the two juxtaposed vocalic syllables into one. 
This in turn may be accomplished in three ways: the coales
cence of the two vowels into one, the change of the prior vowel 
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to a consonant, which then forms a single syllable with the 
remaining vowel, or by the loss of one of the vowels. 

3 .3  Coalescence 

The simplest kind of coalescence, or at any rate the easiest to 
remember, involves like vowels. Any two concurrent simple 
vowels of the same pair of long-short alternates (a, i, u, r) , 
regardless of the length of either one, coalesce to form the long 
vowel of the set. Vowel length is not an issue, as any such 
sequence yields a long vowel. 
Examples: 

31 + 31 � 311; (1iM + � + � + m � �  tl�l"l-ci§d:::ftdl I 
a + a � a; rarnel).a saha agacchat s1ta � ramel).a sahagacchat si:ta. 

31 + 311 � 311; (1iM + � + 311"1-ci§RI + m �� t��l"l-ci§RI m , 
a + a � a; rarne!J.a saha agacchati s:tta � rame!J.a sahagacchati si:ta. 

311 + 31 � 311; B1d<n + � + � � 81d41"1-ci§djliJ::tl I 
a + a � a; si:taya agacchat sumitra � si:tayagacchat sumitra. 

a + a � a; sitaya agacchati rama!J � si:tayagacchati rama!J. 

In the same way, any two concurrent "i" vowels, long or short, 
yidd "i," and any two concurrent "u" vowels, long or short, 
yield "ii." 
Examples: 
� + � + � � J(-ci§141RI � I 
gaccharni + iti + vadati � gaccharni:ti vadati. ("I 'm going," 
he says.) 

� + 3"-dli � � (supreme Kuru) 
kuru + uttama � kuruttama (supreme Kuru) 

3.4 Coalescence may also occur as a result of the contact of two 
dissimilar vowels but only if the prior vowel is an "a" vowel (a 
or a) . Here again, the length of the two vowels is immaterial 
to the result. 



Examples : 
3U + � -7 'Q; llm + � -7 � 
a + I -7 e; maha + Isa -7 mahda (great lord) 

3l + 3" -7 3TI; � + 3"GJ" -7 � 
a +  u -7 o; lamba + udara -7 lambodara (pot belly) 

3U + ':li  -7 3l\_ ;  llm + �  -7 � 
a + r -7 ar; maha + p�i -7 mahar�i (great sage) 

3l + 'Q -7 �; 3r-l + 'QCf -7 � 
a + e -7 ai; atra + eva -7 atraiva (right here) 

3l + � -7 i!; � + � -7 � I 
a + ai -7 ai; gaccha + aisvaryam -7 gacchaisvaryam. 
(Become a sovereign.) 

3U + 3TI -7 3ff; m + � � -7 oo � 1 
a +  o -7 au; sa + odanam pacati -7 saudanam pacati. 
(She cooks rice. ) 
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a + au -7 au; yaccha + audumbaram -7 yacchaudumbaram. 
(Give the udumbara fruit.) 

Note that the complex vowels � (ai) and � (au) may be re
garded as the "long" form of the complex vowels 'Q (e) and 3TI 
(o), respectively. Since length is the maximal grade, the coa
lescence of 3l (a) with either the short or long form yields the 
long form. 

3.5 Vowel Strength 
Closely related to the results of the previous series of 
coalescences, although not identical, is a system of vowel grade 
or strength which is pervasive in Sanskrit and must be learned. 

3 .6 The two grades of vowel strength are called � (gwJa) and 
� (vrddhi). These grades are similar to the coalescence in 
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3 .7  

3 .4 ,  except that they distinguish vowel length of the strength-
ened "a" vowel . � (gw;a) increases the 31 (a) vowel, as it 
were, by short 31 (a), and � (vrddhi) by 3IT (a) . 
� (gwza) and � (vrddhi) apply only to the simple vowels 
and are as follows : 
B'R 3l,31T �.� 3,31 � 
svara a, a i, I u, ii r 

� 31,31T "Q 311 31\ 
gw;a a, a e 0 ar 

� 3IT t1 :m 31TZ 
vrddhi a ai au ar 
Note that the extremely common vowel 31 (a) (short) is un
changed in � (gw;a). This is sometimes expressed by the 
statement: 3l (a) is its own � (gw;a) . 

This series of changes is extremely important, especially 
in internal � (sandhi) processes of word derivation, and 
must be learned immediately and thoroughly. 

3 .8  When two dissimilar vowels are juxtaposed and the first is not 
an "a" vowel (long or short), the syllabic coalescence is ef
fected by changing the first vowel into its corresponding 
homorganic nonsyllabic semivowel. 

3 .9 The correspondences are: 
�N � � (i/I � y); 3/31 � Cl (u/ii � v); �/-:;.;.. � "{_ (r/f � r) 
Examples : 
3liJI��If?l + � � �UJI��It=<'l�¥{_ I 
agacchami + aham � agacchamy aham. (I am coming.) 

� + �: � cii<kcti4S* I 
jayatu + aryaputral). � jayatv aryaputral).. (May my lord be 
victorious.) 

� + � � ftl=Al�d't 
pitr + Ipsitam � pitr Ipsitam ( . . .  desired by the father) 
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3 . 1 0  Complex Vowels 

The complex vowels, which are, as we can now see, vocalic 
sounds that may be analyzed into other vowel sounds, betray 
their complex form when juxtaposed with a vocalic sound 
(simple or complex). 

3 . 1 1  To understand this process, it is essential to have a clear idea 
of the structure of the complex vowels. Keep in mind that : 

� (e) is the � (gw:za) of fiN (i/I) and represents 31 + '!;/� (a + ili) 
t! ( ai) is the CJ:% ( vrddhi) of <t;lrJ (ill) and represents 3ll + <t;/� (a + i/i) 
3TI (o) is the � (gw:za) of 3/� (u/ii) and represents 31 + 3/� (a + u/ii) 
:m (au) is the CJ:% (vrddhi) of3/� (u/ii) and represents 3ll +3/� (a+u/ii) 

3 . 1 2  Now, when one o f  these four complex vowels occurs immedi
ately before a vowel sound and is juxtaposed with it, two 
processes, as it were, take place: 
a) the complex vowel is analyzed into its components, and 
b) the final "i" or "u" element of that analysis is changed into 

its corresponding semivowel. 
3 �  1 3  Clear examples from internal � (sandhi) : 

a. The analysis of the word � (jayatu-May he be victo
rious ; 3.9, ex. 2) is as follows: The vowel of the verbal 
root � (ji-conquer, be victorious) is, for reasons to be 
learned later (see 7 . 14 ), subjected to � (gw:za) in the for
mation of the stem required here. Thus � �� (ji � je) . 
When the � (e) is juxtaposed with the 3l (a) of the class 
marker, the following steps occur (although only the final 
result is evident) : 
� + 31 � (3l + '!;) + 31; (31 + '!;) + 31 � 3l + <I.. + 31 
e + a �  (a + i) + a; (a +i) + a � a +  y +a 

so: � + 31 + � � � +  31 + � � � 
je + a +  tu � jay + a +  tu � jayatu (see 7. 1 4) 
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b. In the same way, the root lj_ (bhu-to be) in forming � 
(bhavatu-let it be) , undergoes a parallel series of BPl 
(sandhi) changes : 
.Ylj_ + � � �; � + 3l � � (3l + 3) + 3l; 
bhii + gw;a � bho; bho + a �  bh (a + u) + a; 
.YlfC{ + 3l + � � � 
bhav + a + tu � bhavatu 

3 . 14  This process, with regard to the complex vowels 3lt (o) and 3il 
(au) is similar to that in external BPl (sandhi). 

3 . 1 5  Thus, the sequence � + 'QC! (ubhau + eva-both of  them) : 
3llT + 3 + 'QC! � 3llT + Cl +  'QC! � � 
ubha + u + eva � ubha + v + eva � ubhav eva 

3 . 1 6  Final 3lt (o) , except as the result of another BPl (sandhi) 
operation (3.35), is not common in word-final position. 

3. 1 7  This process is obscured i n  external BPl (sandhz) by  the im
portant additional rule that: the <{_ (y) element of the complex 
vowel 'IZ (e) is lost before a word-initial vowel other than short 

31 (a) (3.20), and, in the case of 'i! (ai), before any vowel. 

3 . 1 8  So, in the sequence m + �: (svarge + indraJ.z-Indra is in 
heaven), the result would be: 
m �: (svarga indral}.). The process might be depicted as 
follows: 
m + �= � c�) cm + � + �= � 
svarge + indrab � ( 1 )  (svarga +i) + indral}. � 
c�> m + <t + �= � <�> <t � 0 (tl) m �= 
(2) svarga + y + indral}. � (3) y � 0 (4) svarga indra)J 

Also, in the sequence � + � (tasmai + adadiit-He 
gave to him), the process could be seen as: 
� + � � (�) � + � + �  
tasmai + adadat � ( 1 )  tasma + i + adadat � 
(�) � + <{_ + �  � (�) <{_ � 0 (tl) � � 
(2) tasma + y + adadat � (3) y � 0 (4) tasma adadat 
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3 . 19  Note that when vowel hiatus (the sequence of two vowels) 
occurs as a result of a � (sandhi) rule or series of � 
(sandhi) rules, it is permitted to remain. In other words, in the 
case of vowels, only one pass through the � (sandhi) rules 
is valid. One must not subject the resultant hiatus to further 
� (sandhi). 

3 .20 In the case where a final '1:! (e) immediately precedes a short 3l 
(a) , the '1:! (e) remains unchanged while the 3l (a) , frequently 
unstable in initial position (3.35), is lost. 
Thus: 
a + � � a �  
te + abruvan � te 'bruvan (They said. )  

� + � � � �  
bharatadese + avasat � bharatade§e 'vasat. (He lived in In
dia.) 

3 .2 1 � (Pragrhya) Vowels 
Certain vowels in certain restricted environments are not sub
ject to the above rules. They are called � (pragrhya) vowels 
and are as follows: 
a. vowels �. � (i, i), :!, 3l (u, ii), and 'Q" (e) , when they serve as 

dual endings (4. 12, 27) 
b. the �. � ( i ,  i)  of the pronoun 31lft (ami) (See 19 . l .b) 
c. the vowels of particles or interjections 
Examples: 
� + � + �: � � � �: 
dve + kanye + agacchatal:I � dve kanye agacchatal:I. (Two girls 
come.) 

� + � � � �  
he + aryaputra � he aryaputra (0 my lord) 

3.22 Initial and Final Positions 
Since external � (sandhi) applies, by definition, at the junc-
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tures of words, it is useful to have a set of terms that describe 
sounds that occur at these junctures, namely at the beginning 
and end of words. 
a. The terminology for sounds occurring at the beginning of 

words is quite simple. Such sounds are called initial sounds 
or are said to be in initial position. 

b. The situation for sounds that occur at the end of words is, 
however, a little more complicated. This is so because 
sounds in this final position are liable to various kinds of 
change depending upon whether another sound (i.e. , an 
initial sound of a following word) follows them, and, if 
one does, upon the nature of that sound. 
1 .  Therefore, when we refer to a sound that occurs at the 

end of a word, regardless of what may or may not fol
low it, we say that the sound is a word final or in 
word final position. 

1 1 .  When we refer to a word final sound that has no other 
sound following it in a sentence, as at the end of a 
sentence, or a single word cited by itself, we say that 
the sound is in absolute final position. 

1 1 1 .  In addition, we will also have occasion to refer to cer
tain sounds that almost always change when they occur 
in word final position. Obviously such sounds will 
usually be represented in final position by other sounds. 
We will call the original sounds (which are important 
despite the fact that they rarely occur in final position) 
original finals. 

3 .23 Possible Absolute Finals 

Despite the large number of sounds in Sanskrit, only a surpris
ingly small number can occur in absolute final position. This 
is important because, especially with regard to consonants, ex
ternal Bf.:'cl (sandhi) operations are performed on word-finals 
with the absolute final as the point of origin. 



3 .24 Vowels in Absolute Final Position 

3 1  

Any of the vowels, long or short, simple or complex, may oc
cur in absolute final position. 

3 .25 Consonants in Absolute Final Position 

a. Non-palatal stops 

Of the stops em-s (spar5a-s) of the CFT-s (varga-s) other 
than the palatal �-tiilavya), only the first (non-voiced, 
non-aspirated) of each CFT (varga) is possible in absolute 
final position, i .e. , � (k), � (0, q__ (t) , and '!{_ (p). If others of 
the series (with either or both of the features of voicing 
and aspiration) occur as original finals, they are replaced 
by the first of the series . 

Examples: 
� � � � � � 
anu�tubh � anu�tup; suhrd � suhrt 

b. Palatal stops 

Palatals cannot appear in absolute final position; original 
final "9._ � Cf1:._ (c � k), � � � or Cf1:._ (j � t or k). 

Examples : 
C:�Rt � � � � � Fcrmt � � 
vac � vak; bhi�aj � bhi�ak; viraj � virat 

c . Original Final "-tl.. " ( -s) 
The most common of the consonantal original finals, "-&:' 
(-s), becomes � (visarga) " : " (-b) in absolute final posi
tion (see 3 .26). 

d. Nasals 
"-l(' (-m) and "--::r'' ( -n) are extremely common in abso
lute final position but are subject to a number of important 
changes (see 3 .46) . 
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e. Original Final "-z" ( -r) 

Original final "-"{' ( -r) becomes " :" ( -1)) and behaves in 

some environments like final "-�· (-s) (see 3.40) . 
f. Original Final Consonant Clusters 

Original final consonant clusters are reduced to the first 
consonant of the cluster. 
Example : 
� � � 
gacchant � gacchan 

3 .26 � (Sandhi) of Original Final "-&. '' (-s) 
By far the most confusing aspect of non vocalic � (sandhi) 
and the one most essential to grasp quickly and thoroughly 
concerns the phonological permutations of original final "-�· 
(-s), which may be replaced with the postvocalic aspiration 
called � (visarga) " : " (1)) or with the semivowel ""{' (r) . 
The treatment of this sound in the various final positions is a 
little complex. However, it is especially important to learn, as 
"-�· (-s) is among the most common original final sounds in 
the language. 

3.27 Treatment of final � (visarga) is, like almost everything in 
Sanskrit grammar, systematic and elegant and should cause 
little difficulty if learned as such. 

3 .28 Treatment of original final "-�· (-s) varies broadly according 
to whether or not the "-�· (-s) follows an "31" (a) vowel or a 
non-"31'' (a) vowel. The treatment of the final "-�' ( -s) in each 
of these cases then further depends upon the consonant or vowel 
that follows; whether or not that sound is voiced or voiceless, 
and in the case of a voiceless consonant, the � (varga) to 
which it belongs. 

3 .29 " -&._" (-s) Following Any Vowel but 3l (a) or 3lT (a) 
a. Original final "-�· (-s) becomes fcR:pf (visarga) in abso

lute final position. 



Example: 

� � 3lfu: agnis � agnib (fire) 
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b. Final "-"&:' ( -s) before any voiced initial ( i .e . ,  any vowel or 
any voiced consonant) becomes "\' (r). 
Examples: 
� + � � � 
agnis + iva � agnir iva (like fire) 

� + � � �  
vi�Qos + ayudham � vi�Qor ayudham (Vi�Qu ' s  weapon.) 

.. + -;nf@ 0 + 311@) � J1Rt'1fffa 
gatis + nasti (na + asti) � gatir nasti (no way) 

� + � � ri: 
hares + gaus � barer gaub (Hari's cow) 

There is no exception to this rule, but if the following ini
tial voiced sound happens to be an "\' (r), then to avoid 
the sequence "rr," there is a further change whereby the 
first "\' (r), the result of the change "'&:' (s) � "\' (r) , is 
lost, and in compensation the preceding vowel, if short, is 
lengthened. 
Example: 
� + iRffi � � + iRffi � 3lflr (0) + iRffi � 
agnis + rocate � agnir + rocate � agni (e) + rocate � 
3Bfi iRffi I 
agni rocate (Fire shines.) 

c. Original final "'&:' ( -s) before non-voiced initials again var
ies according to two categories of following initiaL The 
categories are: 
1. Stops (�-s-sparsa-s) of the three Cf3f-s (varga-s) 

homorganic with the three non-voiced sibilants 
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�S-il$man-s) . The sibilants are "�' (s), "\I(' (�). 
and "B:' (s), and they correspond to the palatal (� 
tiilavya), retroflex (�-miirdhanya) ,  and dental 
�-dantya) classes . Non-voiced stops (�-s
spada-s) of these Cf.f-s (varga-s) , then, are the 
following six: 
""C(' (c) ; "�' (eh) ;  
"�' (t) ; "�' (th) ; 
"�' (t) ; "�' (th) . 

u .  All other non-voiced consonants (including the sibi
lants themselves) . 

3 .30 In the first case, original final "-(\' ( -s) becomes the sibilant 
corresponding to the CFT ( varga) of the following initial. 
Examples : 
�. + � � � � 
haris + calati � haris calati. (Hari goes.) 

� + � � �tSofl�iW'll 
vi�IJ.os + chaya � vi�IJ.OS chaya (Vi�IJ.u 's shadow) 

� + ilq;i � � � � l 
haris + tikarp karoti � hari� tikarp karoti. (Hari writes a com
mentary .) 

� + �lfO'(: � �lfO'(: I 
agnis + tik�IJ.aQ � agnis tik�IJ.aQ (no change) (Fire is fierce.) 

a. Of these six stops (�-s-spada-s) only ""Cl'' (ea), "W' 
(cha), and "-a'' (ta) are really common in word-initial posi
tion. Therefore, the most frequently encountered changes 
are "(\' � "�' (s � s) and ·�· � "(\' (s � s) (no change). 
Still, if one is aware of the correspondences here, the 
changes are easy to master. 

3.3 1 Original final "-(\' (-s) before all other non-voiced word-ini
tial phonemes is changed to � (visarga) .  



Examples: 
� + � � �: � 1  
haris + pasyati � haril). pasyati . (Hari sees.) 

� + � � �: � 1  
haris + khanati � haril). khanati . (Hari digs.) 

3 .32 Original Final "B," (s) after "3f' (a) Vowels 
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The changes of final "t(' (s) after "3f' (a) and " 3ll'' (a) are 
peculiar in several ways, and, since the morphological end
ings "-3RT:' (-as) and "-31Tt(' (-as) are of extremely common 
occurrence, it is important to learn the forms these endings 
take before the various kinds of word-initial phonemes. 

3 .33 Original final "t(' (s) after "3f' (a) and " 3ll'' (a) behaves in the 
same way as original final "t(' (s) after other vowels in abso

lute final position and before non-voiced initials. 

Examples: 
WR\ + � � (111: � I 
ramas + pasyati � ramal) pasyati. (Rama sees.) 

WR\ + m + � � (111: BRrt � 1 
ramas + sitarp pasyati � ramal) sitarp pa§yati. (Rama sees Sita.) 

WR\ + � � � 1  
ramas + calati � ramas calati . (Rama goes.) 

3.34 Original final "-3RT:' (-as) before voiced initials undergoes one 
of two transformations depending upon whether the initial is 
a. any voiced consonant or the vowel (short) "3f' (a), or 
b .  any vowel other than (short) " 3f' (a) .  

3 .35 Before voiced consonants or a short "31" (a) , original final 
"-3R(' (-as) changes to " -311" (-o), while a following initial 
short "31" (a) is, additionally, lost. 
Examples : 
WR\ + � � wtl � l  
ramas + gacchati � ramo gacchati . (Rama goes. )  
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� + -rnf: � � -rnf: 
pasyatas + rajflal) � pasyato rajflal). 

(While the king watches . . .  ) 

� + � � � S<lll_ l 
ramas + ayam � ramo 'yam. (He is Rama.) 

� + � � � � 
pasyatas + arjunasya � pasyato 'rjunasya 

(While Arjuna watches . . .  ) 

3 .36 Before any vowel but short "31" (a) , original final " -31t(' (-as) 
becomes "31'' (a), and the vowel hiatus remains unchanged. 
Examples: 
� + '3C!fil � � '3C!fil 
ramas + uvaca � rama uvaca (Rama said. ) 

� + �  fcw<n � �  � fcw<n 
buddhas + iva vidyaya � buddha iva vidyaya (like the 

Buddha in wisdom) 

3 .37 One further restriction on the conditioning of original final 
"-3Rt' (-as) needs to be memorized. This is a restriction not 
only with regard to phonological environment but a restriction 
to two specific lexical items. 

3 .38 Original final "-3Rt' (-as), when it ends either of the common 
nominative singular masculine pronouns "B :" (sal)) or "�:" 
(e�al)) (see 5 .5), becomes "31'' (a) before any consonant, voiced 
or unvoiced. 
Examples : 
m={_ + � �  B cpur: 
sas + lq�l).as � sa lq�l).al). (He is Kr�l).a.) 

� + � + 31f@ � �  � sf@ I 
e�as + sukas + asti � e�a suko ' sti. (That is a parrot.) 
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3 .39 The treatment of original final "3WJ." (-as) is quite simple: "3WI.:' 
(-as) becomes "31T" (-a) before any voiced word-initial (vowel 
or consonant) without exception. 
Examples : 
� <fim:J. Jl-c0Pd fC!atMlifi'{ � 
hatas viras gacchanti svargalokam � 

� cfuT Jl-c0Pd fC!at&lifi'{ I 
hata vira gacchanti svargalokam. (Slain heroes go to heaven. )  

3 .40 Original Final " -31\_ " (-ar) 
In addition to the very common original final "-3R1.:' (-as), there 
occur, in only a very few words, instances of original final 
"-�· ( -ar) . Original final " -�· ( -ar) before non-voiced con
sonants and in absolute final position behaves like final 
"-3Rl,"(-as) (see 3 .29.c). Before voiced sounds, except "-\' 
( -r), it remains. Don't forget, Sanskrit does not allow the con
sonantal sequence R (rr) (3 .29.b) . 
a. There are a few instances in the language where 

final "-\' (-r) is preceded by a vowel other than "31" 
(a) . The rules for these are the same as those for 
"-�· (-ar). 

b. Final "-�· ( -ar) should not be confused with "-3Rt' 
(-as) despite the fact that 1) original final "�' (s) (only 
after a non "31 " (a) vowel) becomes "\' (r) before an 
initial voiced sound and 2) original final "-�· (-ar) 
becomes "-31:" (-ab), "-�· (-a8), "-311!(' (-a�). or 
"-3RI.:' (-as), in the same environments as does origi
nal final "-3RI.:' (-as). 

REMEMBER: Before voiced initials, original finals "-3R(' (
as) and "3Wt' (-as) never become "-�· ( -ar) and "-31R'' ( -ar), 
while original final "-31\'' (-ar) never becomes "-3TI"(-o). 
Original final "-�· ( -ar) is virtually restricted to the two ad
verbs � (punar-again) ,  and � (pratar-in the morning). 
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Learn these words with the original final "-\' ( -r) so as to a void 
confusion. 
Examples: 
S1'Z + S1'Z � "f{: "f{: 
punar + punar � punal:I pun$ (again and again) , 

but S1'Z + S1'Z + � + � � "f{: g'1cd'1ctH.\PQ 
punar +punar +danavan +hanti � pun$ punar danavan hanti 
(Again and again he kills the demons.) 

� + 3l(J(�ts4Rt � !OIId((J(�ts4Rt 
pratar + agami�yati � pratar agami�yati 
(He will come in the morning.) 

3.4 1 General Principles of Consonant � (Sandhi) 
Just as the avoidance of vowel hiatus serves as a general prin
ciple of vowel � (sandhi), so an overriding principle of 
much consonantal Bf.:'q (sandhi) is the avoidance, to a great 
extent, of the contact of markedly dissimilar consonants. Such 
contact, where it occurs, is often mitigated by the alteration of 
at least one feature of one or sometimes both of the juxtaposed 
sounds . 

3.4 2 Assimilation in External Bf.:'q (Sandhi) of Final m (Spar.Sa) 
Sounds 

The alteration of one or more features of a sound to make it 
more like another sound is known as assimilation. When a 
sound assimilates to a following sound, the assimilation is said 
to be regressive. When a sound assimilates to a preceding 
sound, the assimilation is said to be progressive. External 
consonant � (sandhi) generally involves assimilation with 
respect to the feature of voicing. The assimilation is generally 
regressive. 

3 .43 In general, a non-voiced final m (sparsa) of any CfJf (varga) 
becomes the voiced (non-aspirate) of the same Cfdf (varga) 
before a voiced initial (FcR-svara or �-vyaiijana) .  In 
general , such finals are unchanged before non-voiced initials . 
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Examples : 
� + 11cffcr + �: � � �: 
krodhat + bhavati + sarpmohal:t � krodhad bhavati sarpmohaJ:t. 
(Confusion comes from anger. ) 

� + �: � �: I 
asit + asural) � asid asural). (There was a demon.) 

� + �: � Blilt:ktlfir4w:r: I 
sarpmohat + smrtivibhramal) � sarpmohat smrtivibhramal). 
(Loss of memory arises from confusion.) 

3.44 A very important exception is that final "q_'' (-t) , when it pre
cedes an initial � (spar.Sa) of the palatal class (�talavya 
or ""CC'' --ea �-varga) or retroflex class �-murdhanya 
or "C:"- ta �-varga) becomes a de-aspirated � (spar.Sa) 
of the same class as the initial and is voiced or non-voiced just 
as in 3 .43. 
Examples :  
mt + fi4<tl�Rt � aR-:q<t\�Rt 1 
tat + cikir�ati � tac cikir�ati. (He wants to do that.) 
mi_ + � � av'51tilkt I 
tat + jahati � tajjahati. (He abandons that.) 

3.45 An important corollary of this requires special attention. Final 
"q:' ( -t) , when it precedes initial "-�· ( -s), (the palatal sibi
lant) , becomes ""9:' (c) and the following "�' (s) becomes "�' 
(eh) . 
Examples: 
mt + 'fCIT + � + � + �: � 
tat + srutva + kupitas + abhavat + sivaJ:t � 

� � �: I  
tac chrutva kupito 'bhavac chivaJ:t 
(Upon hearing that, Siva became enraged.) 
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3.46 External BPl (Sandhi) of Nasals 

Nasals, whether the first or second of a pair of juxtaposed con
sonants, constitute exceptions to the above rule in that such 
consonant contacts generally entail more thorough assimila
tion than in the case of non-nasal contacts .  In  external 
consonant contact involving a nasal, assimilation may affect 
not only the voicing of a � (sparfa) but also its mode and 
even the point of articulation (oral/nasal and �varga) .  

3 .47 Thus, any word-final stop before a word-initial nasal becomes 
the nasal of its proper � (varga) .  
Examples : 
� + lfl + � � � � I 
etat + ma + kuru � etan ma kuru. (Don't do that ! )  

� + ll<i: � �: 
vak + mayal) � vafimayal) (consisting of speech) 

3 .48 � (Sandhi) of Absolute Final Nasals 

Absolute final nasals are subject to a number of rules of vary
ing importance for the beginner. 

3 .49 By far the most important and most commonly invoked rule 
concerns absolute final " -1{ ' (-m), one of the most frequent 
finals in the language. Final "-1{' (-m) becomes �8'l'R 
(anusviira) " · " (-q1) before any following initial consonant 
(voiced or unvoiced) . 
Examples: 

Wl&. + � + � � � cR � I 
ramas + vanam + gacchati � ramo vanaq1 gacchati. 
(Rama goes to the forest.) 

� + � + 'l:fOfcl -7 � p 'l:fOfcl I 
r�i:Q.am + pustakam + pathati � r�iQ.aqi pustakaq1 pathati . 
(He reads the sages' book.) 

There are no exceptions to this rule. 



3 .50 Treatment of Absolute Final "-�" (-n) 

4 1  

"-�· (-n), also a common final, is the subject of the following 
changes. 

3 . 5 1 Final "-�· ( -n) before a non-voiced stop (�spada) of the 
three "sibilant" �-s (vargas -s) (see 3 .29.c) becomes � 
(anusviira) " · , (111) .  In addition, the sibilant homorganic with 
the following initial is inserted between the new final (111) and 
the initial . 
Examples: 
� + � + � + � + mll -7 
kasmin + cit + nagare + avasat + raja -7 
� Sct8S::J>iitl l  
kasmi111s cin nagare 'vasad raja. (The king lived in a city.) 

� + � + �: -7 lf_'!:Clfh:'!l>iitkt �: I 
miirkhan + tyajati + PaiJ.Qital) -7 miirkh3.qls tyajati paQc;lital).. 
(A wise man leaves fools alone. )  

3 .52  Final "-�· (-n) before a voiced initial of the � (tiilavya) or 
� (miirdhanya) �-s (varga-s) becomes the nasal of the 
q7f (varga) in question . 
Example: 
� + � + �: -7 d}1ctiQo>iit'!lJlO::S:::: I 
danavan + jayati + indrab -7 danavaii jayatindral). 
(lndra conquers the demons.) 

3.53 Final "-1:.:' ( -n) before initial "�' (s) becomes "3(' (ii), and the 
··�· (s) becomes "�' (eh) (cf. 3 .45) .  
Example : 
� + � + � -7 �((Qo\:§<S>GJQo�OTikt I 
madhuran + sabdan + sp:10ti -7 madhuraii chabdaii chrooti. 
(He hears sweet sounds.) 

3 .54 Final "-1:.:' ( -n) before initial "�' (l) becomes " ·  " (111) (�
anusviira) ,  and an additional "�' (I) is inserted before the 
original one. 
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Example : 
� + � + � + �: �  
uttaman + lokan + labhate + dharmajiiab � 

3"dlik·MlCfilc-C"J� �: I 
uttamaq1l lokaq1l labhate dharmajiiai). 
(A knower of dharma attains to excellent worlds . ) 

3 .55 Final "�' ( -fi.), "UJ::' ( -IJ) , and "1:' (-n) are written as doubled 
when they occur after a short vowel and precede any initial 
vowel. 
Examples : 
� + 311JI,.B>RI � �ctiiiJI,.B>RI I 
stuvan + agacchati � stuvann agacchati (He comes praising.) 

� + � � � � 
hasan + iva � hasann iva (as though laughing) 

3.56 Initial "�' (h) after a final m (sparsa) becomes the voiced 
aspirated � (sparsa) of the crf (varga) of the preceding 
final. 
Example: 
� + � + -.:cfu": � � -.:cfu": I 
etat + harati + caurai) � etad (3 .43) dharati caurai). 
(The thief carries that away.) 

� + �  + �  � "Cilf.T'q � I  
vak + hi +  devata � vagghi devata. (For speech is a divinity.) 

3 .57 Internal � (Sandhi) 
Most of the above rules apply to external � (sandhi) situa
tions. Some, especially those concerning vowel � (sandhi) 
are applicable to internal � (sandhl) as well. In the case of 
consonantal � (sandhz), however, the rules for external and 
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internal B8l (sandhi) often differ considerably. Internal B8l 
(sandhi) rules are complex and, moreover, in order to be prop
erly understood, depend upon knowledge of a great variety of 
different morphological units and processes. Therefore, it is 
better to leave discussion of most particular internal B8l (san
dhi) rules for consonants to be dealt with as they arise in our 
survey of the various grammatical categories and forms of 
Sanskrit. Before proceeding to that survey, however, we may 
consider two simple but important and very common internal 
B8l (sandhi) changes. These are the changes of the � � 
(dantya ii$man) "&:' (s) and nasal "1:.:' (n) to the � � 
(miirdhanya ii$man) "'t!f' (�) and nasal "UJ:' (IJ.), respectively. 

3.58 The dental � (ii$man) "&:' (s)-ifnot in word final position 
or followed by the 3Ff:� (antal.zstha) '"{'' (r)-is changed to 
"'t!f' (�) if immediately preceded in a word by any vowel other 
than the "31'' (a) vowels or by the consonants "�' (k) or ""{' (r) . 
Examples: 
� (sidati-he sits), but � (vi$idati-he sinks down) 

-� ( -su-locative plural ending): � (kanyasu-among 
maidens), but � (deve$u-among gods) 

-fB (-si-second person singular ending) :  � (atsi-you eat), 
but � (bhunak$i-you eat) 

-B! ( -sya-future tense marker): � (dasyati-he will give), 
but � (bhavi$yati-he will be) 

3.59 If the � (dantya) nasal "�' (n) is preceded in a word by the 
� � (miirdhanya ii$man) "!{' (�). the 3Rl:� (dntal.zstha) 
"�' (r) ,  or the vowels ":ji" (r) or "�' (f) , and if no � 
(talavya), � (miirdhanya) ,  or� (dantya) consonant (ex
cept the � 3Rl=�� [talavya antal.zstha] "<{' [y] ) intervenes 
between the two, then the "�' (n) is changed to "UJ:' (IJ.) if it is 
immediately followed by a vowel, semivowel, or nasal. 
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3.60 This alarmingly conditional rule may seem to be a bit complex 
for such a seemingly minor change, and perhaps it is. Still, 
since the change is quite common, it is necessary to know the 
rule in order to spell many words correctly. For the moment, it 
will suffice to remember that "�' (n) when preceded by "\' (r) , 
"1!1_" (�) , or "=li'' (r) is retroflexed in many environments and 
that the change, therefore, is a common one. 
Examples : 
rr:J (riima) + "Q";:r ( ena-instrumental singular ending) � 
� (riime!Jll-bY Rama) 

� (brahman-the Absolute) + 3lT (a-instrumental singu
lar ending) � � (brahmm;ii-by the Absolute) 

3.6 1 The operation of these two rules (3.59 and 3 .60), in fact, ac
counts for the great majority of the occurrences of the sounds 
"�' (�) and "UJ:' (I).) in Sanskrit . 

EXERCISES 

A. Write out in Roman the following sequences supplying the 
proper � (sandhi) where necessary . Transliterate into 
J:cl"'IIJitl (devaniigari) . The words in the section are cited in 
absolute final form, except for those that have original final "{_ 
(r). These sections are graded, you need only perform � 
(sandhi) relevant to the section numbers. 
1 .  Exercises for 3 . 1 -3 .9 

pasyami indram 
atra asit 
yada abhavat 
s!ta icchati 
parama ISvaral) 
yatha Ipsitam 
maha r�il) 
sa eva 
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iti aha 
smi urmila 

2. Exercises for 3 . 1 0-3 .20 
vane asti iti uktam 
tasmai adadat pustakam 
bhojanarp tau ubhau icchatab 
tasmai eva aharp pustakarp dadami 
kau api grhe asate 

3 .  Exercises for 3 .26-3 .40 
asvab agacchati eva iti uktam 
dhanul) udaharat 
punar punar manu�ab avadat 
deval) iicul) 
raghul) roditi 
deval) jalpanti evarn 
munel) agacchati 
visvamitrab ati�that 
ramab lak�maJ.Iab tatha vane avasatam 
gatab asmi aharn 
gata asmi aham 
sab kr�J.Iab 

4. Exercises for entire lesson: 
ekasmin ea 
sagarab iva 
asti uttarasyam disi 
tatab tu 
etasmin gate eva sati 
�at mukhab 
maha uraga 
naga indra 
etat eva 
bhavan sardiila 
tau ubhau 
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tau antarik�agau 
asmin granthe 
sal) avasat vane 
e�al:l puru�ab vanam gacchati 
kaman labhate indravat 
santapuru�at bhayam na asti lake 
maitreyyai adadal:l tvam yajnavalkya 
deval:l ea asural:l ea yuddham kurvanti iti uktam 

B .  Read the following passages aloud and memorize them. They 
will serve as valuable mnemonic devices for recurrent Bf.:'c:l 
(sandhi) problems. Write out the sentences in � (niigari) . 

1 .  sarvaq1 khalv idaq1 brahma (u + i --7 vi) . (All this is in
deed Brahman.) 

2. mana eva manu�yal)ilip karal)aip bandhamok�ayol:l (as + 
non-"a" vowel). (The mind alone is the cause of men' s  
bondage or  liberation.) 

3 .  prasadasikhare 'pi na  kako garu<;layate (e + a; -as + voiced 
consonant) . (Even on the pinnacle of a palace a crow does 
not become an eagle.) 

4. te hi no divasa gatal:l ("ab" + voiced consonant) . (Those 
days are gone.) 

5. so 'ham (as + a) . (I am he ! )  
6 .  dharmak�etra ity arabhyate bhagavad-gi:ta (e + non-"a" 

vowel; i + a; t + g). ("On the field of the dharma," so 
begins the Bhagavadgitii .) 



LESSON 4 

Parts of Speech and the Sanskrit Sentence 

4.0 Conjugation of Verbs; Declension of Nouns and Pronouns 

Despite the fact that Sanskrit preserves many formal distinc
tions no longer maintained in English, it expresses ideas in 
sentences that are in many ways quite close to English sen
tences. A grammatical sentence in either language normally 
requires that certain categories be filled, either explicitly or 
implicitly. 

4. 1 All the words of the Sanskrit language may be divided roughly 
into three basic types. These may, for the moment, be crudely 
designated as nominal (nouns and adjectives), verbal, and ad
verbial . 

4.2 It is important at the outset to understand that the only unam
biguous basis for this classification is formal rather than 
functional. In other words, despite grade school training, one 
should avoid regarding nouns as "things" and verbs as "ac
tions." 

4.3 The distinctions that will concern us are as follows: 
a. A finite verb, � (tiiianta), is a word that varies in 

accordance with person, number, tense, mode, and voice. 

b. A nominal item, � (subanta), is a word that varies in 
accordance with case, number, and gender. 

c .  An adverbial item � (avyayapada) i s  a word that 
never varies, (except, of course, when affected by � 
[sandhi] rules) .  

4 .4 The Sanskrit Verb 

The Sanskrit verbal system comprises several conjugations. 
These permutations of several hundred, mostly monosyllabic, 
verbal roots (�-s--dhatu-s) constitute perhaps the single most 
intimidating aspect of the language to the beginner. It must be 
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kept in mind, however, that many of the possible forms are of 
very rare occurrence and are retained only because of the con
servative and artificial nature of the language. In this course 
we shall be concerned chiefly with a relatively small number 
of forms which will not absolutely defy your command. Re
member, the first rule of learning Sanskrit is Don't Panic; 

everybody in the class is going through the same thing. 
4.5 Finite Verbs 

A finite verb is a verbal root, modified in accordance with the 
categories of person, number, tense, mode, and voice. Such 
modifications comprise the conjugation of a verb. A finite 
verb is the heart of a Sanskrit sentence. Without a finite verb, 
either expressed or implied, there can be no complete gram
matical sentence or independent clause. On the other hand, a 
finite verb by itself may (with an implied or expressed subject) 
constitute a minimal sentence. 
Examples: 
�: 1 � I 
pasyama.l). (we see); hanyate (he, she, it is killed) ; 

� I  
tyajet (he, she, it should abandon) ; 

Cf;�64kl I � I 

f?};:e:Pa I 
chindanti (they cut) ; 

kari�yati (he, she, it will do) ; bhavatu (let i t be) ; 

� �  m 1  
jagama (he, she, it went); asmi (I am) 

4.6 Thus, the finite verb is the key word of any Sanskrit sentence 
or independent clause and must be discerned and understood 
in order to construe the sentence. This fact is basic to the un
derstanding of any sentence, and we shall refer to it repeatedly 
when discussing the technique of reading a Sanskrit sentence. 
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4 .  7 You will have noticed that in the above examples a single word 
seems to specify the act, the person, the number of actor(s), 
the time of action, the way or mode in which the speaker in
tends the action (i .e. , as a description, or prescription, or 
command, or wish, etc.) , and even the distinction of passive/ 
active. All these categories are, in fact, specified in a given 
Sanskrit finite verb and are encoded in a given verbal form by 
the presence or absence of several series of subverbal units . 

4.8 These units are interrelated and may vary according to the other 
determinants in the same word. 

4.9 Person 

"Person" specifies the relationship among the actor(s) or 
subject(s) of a finite verb, the user(s) or speaker(s) of the clause 
or sentence of which the verb forms a part, and the audience, 
person, thing, or group to whom the sentence is addressed. 
The possible relationships are: 
a. First Person: The actor and the speaker are the same. 

Example: 
�(J(-ei:Piftl I 
agaccharni (I 'm coming.) 

b. Second Person: The actor and audience are the same. 
Example: 
� I  
tat tvam asi. (You are that.) 

c .  Third Person: The actor is neither the speaker nor the au
dience. 
Examples: 
m q-c:fc( 1 
ramo vadati. (Rama speaks.) 

� � I  
deva nandanti. (The gods rejoice.) 
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4. 10  Person, then, is used just as in  English. First person means 
that "I" or "we" is the subject of the verb. Second person means 
that "you" (any number) is the subject of the verb. Third per
son means that "he, she, it, or they" is the subject of the verb. 

4. 1 1  Since we shall be using traditional Sanskrit grammatical ter
minology, it is important to note here that, since verbs tend to 
be cited in their "third person" form (as opposed to the English 
practice of citing "infinitives"), the third person is called in 
Sanskrit� (prathamapuru�a), which means literally "first 
person." Second person is called lfc.� (madhyama puru�a), 
literally "middle person," and first person is called 3'ilt:tS<t>t51 
(uttama puru�a), literally "last person." Thus, Sanskrit stu
dents in India learn their verbal paradigms "upside down" with 
respect to the way in which paradigms are learned in European 
languages, insofar as the issue of person is concerned. 

4. 1 2  Number 

This category specifies the number of subjects (or in some 
cases-see Lesson 9--Qbjects) of a finite verb. Thus, we have 
in Sanskrit, as in English, a singular and a plural. In addition, 
Sanskrit has retained a third category, the dual, which is used 
with verbs having two subjects. The numbers with their San
skrit names and function, are: 
Singular-QCf)Ciil"'l (ekavacana), speech for one, one subject. 
Dual-� (dvivacana), speech for two, two subjects. 
Plural-� (bahuvacana), speech for many, three or more 
subjects. 
Examples :  
QCf)Ciil"'' (ekavacana)-� � 

suko vadati. (The parrot speaks. ) 

� (dvivacana)-� 'CIG:a': (sukau vadata/:t) 
sukau vadatal). (The two parrots speak.) 

� (bahuvacana)-� � 
suka vadanti. (The parrots speak.) 



4. 1 3  Tense 

5 1  

Generally, the "tense" of a Sanskrit verb indicates the time of 
the action or state expressed by the verb, relative to the time at 
which the verb is used. Basically, there are three such times , 
past �bhUtakiila ), present (CidliHCf516-vartamanakiila ), 
and future ("IOifc!IS<kCf)IC''l-bhavi,\'yatkala), although these do not 
actually correspond to the tense systems of Sanskrit. These 
systems will be studied individually. 
Examples: 
m q.:i � � 
ramo vanaq1 gacchati . (Rama goes to the forest.) 

m Cl"11iJI-c01._ I 
ramo vanam agacchat. (Rama went to the forest.) 

m q.:i JI�IS4kl I 
ramo vanaq1 gami�yati. (Rama will go to the forest. ) 

q.:i � q� I 
vanaq1jagameti vak�yati. (He will say, "I went to the forest.") 

4. 14  Mode 

Distinctions of mode specify how a finite verb is to be used or 
how the actor or the subject is related to the action. Important 
examples are the indicative (description or narration) ,  impera
tive (injunction, command) ,  and optative (exhoration, 
prescription). 
Examples: 
m q.:i � � 
ramo vanaq1 gacchati . (Indicative: Rama goes to the forest.) 

� w:f, q.:i � I 
he rama, vanaq1 gaccha ! (Imperative: Rama! Go to the forest.) 

m q.:i � � 
ramo vanaq1 gacchet. (Optative: Rama should go to the forest.) 
(The modes will be learned individually as we proceed.) 
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4. 1 5  Voice 

The distinction of voice is one of the most pervasive and ini
t ial ly puzzling aspects of the Sanskrit verbal system. 
Essentially, i t is a binary distinction, encoded along with per
son and number in the verbal paradigm. What is puzzling about 
it is not that it presents any special difficulties in memoriza
tion. In fact, such difficulty is minimal, as the binary voice-pairs 
are usually closely similar. The problem is that, for the most 
part, voice has lost its semantic significance in Sanskrit, per
sisting in the main as a purely formal, but nonetheless 
significant, distinction. 

4. 1 6  In accordance with the distinction of voice, then a verb is clas
sified as either � (parasmaipada-word for another) or 
31kli�4C:: (iitmanepada-word for one's self). These forms are 
frequently referred to in Western grammars as active and middle 
voice. However, the Sanskrit terms should be memorized im
mediately to avoid confusion with the binary pair active/passive, 
a wholly different issue. 

4. 1 7  � (Ubhayapada) Verbs 

Many verbal roots (-c.rra-s--dhiitu-s) of classical Sanskrit are 
conjugated either in the 31kli�4C:: (iitmanepada) or the � 
(parasmaipada). However, a large number may be conjugated, 
sometimes under certain conditions, in either q-e: (pada ). Such 
roots are sometimes called � (ubhayapada-word for 
both). Still, to facilitate your mastery of the verbal paradigms, 
and to avoid confusion, in general verbal roots have been cited 
only in the "4Cl: (pada) in which they most commonly appear 
and in which it is, therefore, most convenient to learn them. 
Thus, in the glossaries, verbal roots will be followed by the 
signs (A) or (P) to indicate either � (iitmanepada) or 
� (parasmaipada). 

4. 1 8  These, then, are the major categories involved in the conjuga
tion of Sanskrit verbs. As will be clear from the fact that there 
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are three persons, three numbers, some five modes, four tense 
systems, and, throughout, two voices, a Sanskrit verb may po
tentially have a very large number of forms. Of these, however, 
in the case of a given verb, many never occur or are only theo
retical. Of those that do occur, many are rare and even 
deliberately obscure. Of the remainder, only a small portion 
are very common and need be mastered in the first year. 

4. 1 9  � � (Vartamiine Lat) : The Present Indicative 

4.20 

The Sanskrit grammarians have, for the sake of precision and 
concision, designated each of the tenses of the language with 
its own little code word. All of these words consist of the 
letter "C'(' (l) followed by a vowel and a consonant. These 
little code words are often used in conjunction with other words 
which signify relative time, past rFf-bhUta), present � 
vartamiina) ,  or future (�bhavi�ya) .  One of the most 
common and useful of the tenses is the present indicative, a 
tense used for simple description or narration of actions, states, 
or events occurring in the (relative) present or even the imme
diate past and future. The grammarians call this tense � 
� (vartamiine laf) . 

The endings for the � �  (vartamiine lat) are as follows: 

4<:�4C:: (parasmaipada) active 
q:q;:{ QCf)cl''cH � � 
vacana (number) � ekavacana dvivacana bahuvacana 
� 

J.. puru�a (person) 

1)� fa 'ij: 31R 
prathamapuru�a -ti -tal:l -anti 

lf't.� fB �: � 
madhyamapuru�a -si -thal). -tha 

3'dli:ft'� ftr C[: 11: 
uttamapuru�a -rni -val). -mal) 
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� (iitmanepada) middle 
QCf)CliH � 

vacana (number) ---7 ekavacana dvivacana bahuvacana 
� 

..L puru�a (person) 
J;f� it 31Tit 
prathamapuru!fa -te -ate 

lft.� B 311� 
madhyamapuru:Ja -se -a the 
3*1li�i61!1 t:! � 
uttamapuru!fa -e -vahe 

Examples :  
WIT q.:f � I  
ramo vanaq1 gacchati. (Rama goes to the forest.) 

�lP"tUflqfq eR �: I 
s!talak�mal).av api vanaq1 gacchatalz. 
(Sita and Lak�mal).a also go to the forest.) 

� f.¥ � 1  
site ! kiq1 bha�ase? (Sita, what are you saying?) 

� JJ-c0� <fl<I@:::Ufq JJ-c0Jt4t:l{ l 
yatra gacchanti viras tatrapi gacchamy aham. 
(Wherever the heroes go, I also go.) 

� � �: I  

3R 
-ante 

"c:� 
-dhve 

� 
-mahe 

sadhu ! vayam api gacchamalz. (Very well. We too are going.) 

Note that there are some characteristic clues to person, num
ber, and voice. 
a. "-�" ( -i) is typical of the singular active (QCf)CliFI 

ekavacana, �-parasmaipada) and the third person 
plural (J:I'�-prathamapuru!fa, �-bahuvacana 
�-parasmaipada) .  
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b. "-"Q'' (-e) is characteristic of all the � (atmanepada) 
endings . 

c .  "Cl_- "  (t-) i s  characteristic of (TJ.�-prathamapuru$a, 
QCflcfcl"'t-ekavacana) ,  the third person singular in both the 
31kli�qc;: (iitmanepada) and � (parasmaipada) .  

Note that the 3"i'tli�<t>Cl QCflCl'cl"'t (uttamapuru$a ekavacana-
first person singular) 31kli�qc:: (iitmanepada-middle) ending 
is simply ""Q'' (e) , with no characteristic consonant. The very 
important singular voice contrast, then, is : 

1:( p 311 A 
#r -ti � -te 
fB -si B -se 
fi:r -m1 1:! -e 

The paradigms for the verbs CfC\ (...Jvad-speak) � (para-
smaipada), and llJl!l (...Jbhii$-speak) 31kli�qc;: (iitmanepada) 
are as follows: 
CfC\ (q) "{fcf;o fuo �0 
vad (P) eka dvi bahu 
TJ.ejllO crefcf -crc::q: cre:R 
prathama0 vadati vadatal). vadanti 
11':-<:p:[O cro:fB "CIG:ef: "CIG:et 
madhyama0 vadasi vadatha}J. vadatha 
�0 - C!GJCJ: cre:rq: 
uttama0 vadami vadava}J. vadama}J. 

llJl!l ( 311) "{fcf;o fuo �0 
bha� (A) eka dvi bahu 
TJ.ejllO � fi � 
prathama0 bha�ate bh�ete bha�ante 
11':-<:p:[O � �� �it 
madhyama0 bha�ase bh�ethe bha�adhve 
�0 � � � 
uttama0 bha�e bha�avahe bha�amahe 
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4.22 It is important that the following rules be learned now. 
a. When the vowel "-31-" (-a-) precedes any of the above end

ings which begin with either "ll:' (m) or "CC' (v), it is 
lengthened. 
Examples: 
qGfc{ 
vadati (He speaks.) 

but � 
vadami (I speak.) 

� 
gacchati (He goes. ) 

but �= 
gacchaval:) (We two go. )  

b. When the vowel "-31-" (-a-) (short) precedes either of the third 
person plural endings 01'� �-prathatnapuru$a 
bahuvacana), it is lost 
� + 31R � Jj-1::0� 
gaccha + anti � gacchanti (They go.) 

� + � � � 
bha�a + ante � bha�ante (They speak.) 

c. When " -31-" (-a-) precedes the first person singular middle 
ending (3•¥1�'61!1 QCf)CiiH-uttamapuru$a ekavacana), it is 

lost. 
Example: 
� + a � � 
manya + te � manyate (He thinks.) 

but � + 'C! � �  
manya + e � manye (I think.) 

d. After "-31-" (-a-) the initial "311'' (a) of the 'I!'� 
(prathamapuru$a) and 11':-� � (madhymapuru$a 
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dvivacana-second and third person dual) � 
(atmanepada-middle) ending becomes "'�:!'' (e) and as in 
the previous rule (c) the "-31-" (-a-) is lost. 
Example: 
� + 3fRI � � 
manya + ate � manyete (Two people think.) 

e. After any letter but "-31-" (-a-) the nasal "-1:-" ( -n-) of the 
'!:�'�, �. 31kJOI�qe:; (prathamapurU$0, bahuvacana, 
atmanepada) is lost. 
Example: 
fi + � � �  
yuiij + ante � yuiijate 

but fi + sA � 'g:>'ciipq 
yuiij + anti � yuiijanti 

4.23 The verbal root 3R=l (..Jas-to be) 
One of the most common and useful of the Sanskrit verbal 

roots is 3R1_ (as-to be). It is regularly used in the sense of 

"there is" or "there are" and is especially common as a copula 
to establish predication of the sort "A is (are) B," where A and 

B are any two nouns or a noun and an adjective. One peculiar

ity of this verb is that, when it is used as a copula, it need not 

actually appear in the sentence and may be "understood." 

Examples: 

::!ih"4��� �: I 
asty asmin dese 11fPal,l. (There is a king in this country.) 

m � WH: I 
svarge santi deval).. (The gods are in heaven.) 
� �: I 
ramo nfPaQ. (asti understood) (Rama is king. ) 

�: rpurr: I 
kakal) lq�Qlil).. (santi understood) (Crows are black.) 
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4.24 

vanaro 'smi. (I am a monkey.) 
qr;:Rl � I 
vanaro 'ham. (asmi understood) (I am a monkey.) 

One slight problem that arises out of this frequent omission of 
the copula is that there may be some difficulty, on occasion, in 
distinguishing between a descriptive and a predicate adjective 
or between nouns that are in a predicate relationship and those 
that are in apposition. Thus, the phrase �: q:;rqi': (k!$1Jal:z 
kiikal:z) might mean "The crow is black," or "The black crow . . .  " 
By the same token, the phrase �� �: (dasaratho nrpal:z) 
could mean "Dasaratha is king," or "King Da8aratha . . .  " In 
these and similar examples only the context can serve as a sure 
guide. It is clear, for example, in sentences like �: � crat 
� I (k!$1Jal:z kiika/:z vrk$e vasati) "The black crow lives in 
the tree," and �� �: � � I (dasaratho nrpa/:z sukhal'{l 
fivati) "King Dasaratha lives happily," that the copula is not 
involved. 
Memorize immediately the � � ( vartamiine la{) para-
digm of this important verb. 31&_ (as) '{_ (P) 

t::!CFO �0 �0 
eka dvi bahu 

lAl?.Tllo � �: BR 
prathama0 asti stal,l santi 
1=('\:.<:Jll'O 31fu �: � 
madhyama0 asi sthal,l stha 
�0 � �: fll: 
uttama0 asrni sval,l smal). 

The irregularities of this paradigm will be discussed in a 
later chapter. 
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Nominal forms together with the finite verbs make up the skel
etal structure of the Sanskrit sentence. Just as verbs are 
conjugated, i.e. , vary in accordance with person, number, tense, 
mode, and voice, so nominal items are "declined," i.e. , vary in 
accordance with gender, number, and case. 

4.26 � (Linga) Gender 

Gender is a thoroughgoing distinction throughout the declen
sional system of Sanskrit. Sanskrit, like German, has three 
genders, masculine (��-pu1J1liiiga), feminine (�
strlliiiga), and neuter (�8ct>l&�· napu1Jlsakalinga) . The 
genders are "natural" insofar as animals and people are usu
ally masculine or feminine according to their sex, but for the 
most part words simply belong to a given gender on a rather 
arbitrary basis and must simply be learned with their proper 
gender. 
Examples : 
�: (pUTU$0/:z) (m) man 
-a:cft (devi) (t) goddess 
lWlT (bhlirya) (t) wife 
� (kanya) (t) girl 
� (mitram) (n) friend 
Tre:j: (granthal;z) (m) book 
� (pustakam) (n) book 
Adjectives have no inherent gender and take on the gender of 
the nouns they modify. 

4.27 q:q;:r (Vacana) Number 

As with verbs (4. 1 2) , nouns are singular, dual, or plural, de
pending upon whether one, two, or more than two of the 
persons, places, things, actions, etc . ,  represented by the noun 
are indicated. 
�: (ajal:z)-goat; ri (ajau)-2 goats ; �: (ajal:z)-goats 
Note: The category of number is the only one which is 
applicable to both nouns and verbs. Because of this, verbs and 
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their subjects (or objects [see Lesson 9]) must always be in 
number agreement. 
Examples: 
� � I 
puru�o gacchati (The man goes .) 

� �: I 
puru�au gacchatab (The two men go.) 

� J('t:0Pd I 
puru�a gacchanti (The men go.) 

4.28 � (Vibhakti) Case 

Cases are a series of formal modifications, marked by special 
terminations, that define precisely the function of a noun in a 
sentence, that is, the relation of that noun to a verb or to an
other noun. The case endings thus serve much the same 
function that is served in English by word order and preposi
tions. 

4.29 There are seven differentiated case functions in Sanskrit. This 
fact, although appalling at first, makes for a system that is much 
more lucid in its fine distinctions than are the declensions of 
many other lndo-European languages, which must defme the 
same relations with a smaller number of cases. The seven cases 
�-s (vibhakti-s) are usually distinguished by the first seven 
ordinal numbers in Sanskrit and are, with their Sanskrit names, 
Western names, some principal functions, and corresponding 
English prepositions: 
1 .  l;f� (prathama-first) Nominative, naming, subject, or 

direct object case. 
2. � · (dvitiya-second) Accusative, direct object case. 
3. � (trtiya-third) Instrumental, agentive, or subject case. 

(with, by) 
4. �4f (caturthi-fourth) Dative, indirect object case. (to, 

for) 
5 .  � (paiicami-fifth) Ablative, source case. (from) 
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6 .  � ($O$!hi-sixth) Genitive, possessive (partitive) case. 
(of) 

7. BWfi (soptomi-seventh) Locative, location case. (in, on) 
Examples: (numbers following words indicate case) 
�� crt:R � �:� 
dasarathasya (6) vacanrup (2) srutva, nagaran (5) nil).srtya, 

�Z:� 8�61Jk� -.:m· c8 � "{Jli: I 
lak�mal)ena (3) sahehagatya, dharmaya ( 4) vane (7) vasati 

ramal). ( 1 ) . 

Having heard Dosorotho 's (6) speech (2), having come out 
from the city (5), and having come here with Lak$ma!J.o (3), 
Riimo ( 1 )  lives in the forest (7) for the sake of righteousness (4). 

4.30 To this list is often added an eighth item which is not a true 
case. This is the vocative, or � (smrzbodhona), the form 
of direct address . 
Example: 
� rpul � rpul rpul rpul � W I 
hare kr�IJa, hare kr�IJa, kr�IJa lq�l)a, hare hare 

0 Hari ! 0 Kr�Qa, etc. 

4.3 1 Sanskrit nouns fall into several declensions depending upon 
their phonological structure (predeclension stem final) and in
herent gender. 

4.32 The Citation of Nouns 

Although it is common practice in the West to cite Sanskrit 
nouns in their stem forms (i.e., predeclensional forms), we shall 
depart from this practice to a certain extent. For " -31- "  (-a-) 
stems particularly, it is advisable to learn the nouns in their 
nominative singular form. In this way, the gender of each item 
can be learned along with the word itself. These nominative 
forms should then be cited in absolute final position. For 
example, cite� (puru$0) as �: (puru$o/:l) (nom. sing. masc.) 
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4.33 

"man"; and cite � (pustaka) as � (pustakam) (nom. 
sing. neut.) "book." Nouns ending in other vowels, particularly 
"�' (r) and in consonants should be learned both in stem-form 
and nominative singular. 
Examples : 
stem nom . 
� (pitr) (m) fiHr (pita) 
� (rajan) (m) mu (raja) 
� (brahman) (n,m) � (brahma) (n) 

� (brahma) (m) 

Declension of the "-3l-" (-a-) stems. 

father 
king 
brahman 
Brahma 

Example: �: (puru�a/:l) " (puf!lliiiga) (masculine) man 

� � � �
0 vacana � eka0 dvt bahu 

� 
4.- vibhakti 

'!i� �: � �: 
prathama puru�ab puru�au puru�al) 
� � � � 
dvitiya puru�am puru�au puru�an 

� � �<w{ �: 
trtiya puru�el).a puru�abhyam puru�aii) 

�� � �<w{ ��: 
caturthi puru�aya puru�abhyam puru�ebhyai) 
� � �<w{ ��: 
paiicami puru�at puru�abhyam puru�ebhyal) 
� � �: �'61Sj(01il{_ 
�a�thi puru�asya puru�ayoi) puru�al).am 
� � �: " 
saptami puru�e puru�ayoi) puru�e�u 
� � � �: 
sambodhana puru�a puru�au puru�ab 
(vocative) 
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Example: � (pustakam) 1 �tl Cfi R-5 �· (napuf!1sakaliiiga) 
(neuter) book 
q:q;:J t:fcf)o fu" �0 
vacana � ekao dvt bahuo 

� 
J, vibhakti 

qep:rr � p Stactilf.l 
prathama pustakam pus take pustakani 
fucftm St!CIICfil{ p 3@Cfilf.l 
dvitiya pustakam pustake pustakani 

� � �� �: 
trt1ya. pustakena pustakabhyam pustakai)J 
�eft 3@Cfil4 �� ��: 
caturth1 pustakaya pustakabhyam pustakebhya)J 
� � �� ��: 
paiicam1 pustakat pustakabhyam pustakebhya)J 
� 3@Cfif4 �: StaCfiiOIIl{ 
�a�th1 pustakasya pustakayo)J pustakaQ.am 
� � �: � 
sap tarn! pustake pustakayo)J pustake�u 
� � p StCI<Pif.l 
sambodhana pustaka pustake pustakani 

4.34 The declensions of the masculine and neuter stems differ only 
in the first and second cases. This is true of almost all sets of 
masculine and neuter nouns with the same stem final. 

4.35 The � (saf!1bodhana), or vocative, form differs from the 
nominative only in the singular. This is true of all nouns re
gardless of stem final or gender. 

4.36 Memorization of paradigms 

This is perhaps the least stimulating aspect of language learning. 
Unfortunately, however, it is necessary to memorize at least 
the major paradigms in order to avoid constant reference to 
grammar books . Paradigms should be learned in the traditional 
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Indian fashion (i.e. , case by case "across" the number) . Thus, 
the declension of �: (puru$a/:z) should be recited as �: 
(puru$a/:z) I �  (purU$GU) I �: (puru$ii/:z) ; �(puru$am) I 
� (puru$au) I �  (puru$iin) ; etc . In the same way, the 
conjugation of verbs is learned person by person "across" the 
number. Thus, the conjugation of qc:fu (vadati) should be 
recited as : CfGfcf (vadati) I Cl'G3: (vadatal:z) I �  (vadanti) ; 
� (vadasi) I CfG:�: (vadathal:z) I era:� (vadatha) ;  etc. 

4.37 Parts of Speech, the � (kriyiipada) and the � (kartr) 
a. As mentioned above (4.6) a finite verbal form may be con

sidered to be the heart of and indeed , the minimal 
requirement for a grammatical Sanskrit sentence. Consid
ered as an element of a sentence, such a verbal form may 
be called the � (kriyiipada-action word) in that it is 
expressive of the action or state that is indicated by a given 
verbal � (dhiitu) or root. There is normally only one 
finite verb in a clause. 

b. The next most important word, or group of words in a 
sentence is the � (kartr), the agent or subject. The � 
(kartr) denotes the person, thing, place, or even abstract 
concept that carries out the action or experiences the state 
or condition expressed by the � (dhiitu). All grammatical 
sentences must have a finite verb (or some equivalent form) 
and a nominal subject whether or not the words for those 
items actually appear in the sentence. Thus, in the sentence 
�: � (riima/:l pasyati-Riima sees), the word � 
(pasyati-sees) , which is the �� (prathamapuru$a) 
QCf)cfi:H (ekavacana) � (parasmaipada) � � 
(vartamiine lat) of the root � (pas), is clearly the � 
(kriyiipada). The ending " -#r" ( -ti) here specifies the 
number of the subject. If we ask now "Who sees?" we 
must answer "Riima." "Rama" then is the � (kartr) or 
the subject; the one who does the seeing. It is important to 
note here, for later reference, that the subject � (kartr) of 
a Sanskrit sentence is always the agent of the action, 
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regardless of whether the sentence is "active" or "passive." 
Thus, although we might say that "dog" is the subject of 
the English sentence, "The dog bites the man," but that 
"man" is the subject of the sentence, "The man is bitten by 
the dog," Sanskrit grammarians would not hesitate for a 
moment in saying that "dog," the biter, is the � (kartr) of 
both. 

4.38 Parts of Speech Continued: � (sakarmaka) and � 
(akarmaka) �-s (dhiitu-s) and the � (karman). 
The verbal �-s (dhiitu-s) must be distinguished according to 
whether or not they express an action that may have, in addi
tion to the necessary � (kartr) an immediate and direct 
recipient of its force. This distinction corresponds to the one 
we know that separates transitive from intransitive verbs. The 
immediate recipient of the force of an action is called the � 
(karman) or direct object. Transitive roots are said to be 
�-s (sakarmakadhlitu-s-roots with a direct object) 
while intransitive roots are called �-s (akarmakadhiitu
s-roots without a direct object) . In general, it is correct to say 
that a Sanskrit root is � (sakarmaka) when its English 
equivalent is transitive. The equivalence holds for � 
(akarmaka) or intransitive roots. One should note here, how
ever, a peculiarity concerning the treatment in Sanskrit of verbs 
of motion (see 4.41 ). Despite the fact that such verbs are re
garded, like their English equivalents, as intransitive, it is the 
usual practice in Sanskrit to place the goals of motion in the 
cases appropriate to the genuine direct objects. Thus, in the 
sentence wfl ?:f � I (rlimo nrpaf!l pasyati-Rama sees 
the king), �: (nrpa/:l), the one who is seen, is thereby the � 
(karman) or the direct object of the verbal � (dhatu) � (pas). 
This too, would be so whether the sentence were active or pas
sive. In addition, in the sentence wfl eR � I (rlimo 
vana1J1 gacchati-Rama goes to the forest), 'CAll (vanam), the 
goal of Rama's going, is treated like a direct object. 
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4.39 The Cases and Their Functions 

It is by no means accurate to say that each case has one and 
only one function. Some of the cases may have several func
tions in different contexts while one function may be served 
by more than one case. Moreover, even so cultivated a lan
guage as Sanskrit shows numerous examples of what may be 
called "loose construction," whereby a case may be forced to 
serve a function other than its own. This is especially true in 
the language of the epics. On the other hand, it is true that 
each case generally does have, if not one, then a fairly restricted 
range of uses. It is these significant uses that must be learned 
now. 

4.40 '!l� fcp:@p (Prathamii Vibhakti) :  The Nominative Case 

The '!l� fcp:@p (prathamii vibhakti) has a variety of func
tions, all of which may be subsumed under the heading of 
"naming." It is unique among the cases in that it is used to 
name or specify parts of speech whose form has already been 
determined by the form of a finite verb. Thus when a nominal 
item in a sentence appears in the '!fep:fl fcMfu; (prathamii 
vibhakti) , it must be in number agreement with a finite verb 
whether that verb actually occurs in the sentence or is "under
stood." The full application of this mysterious statement will 
not be clear until you have studied the contents of Lesson 9. 
Until then, however, i t will suffice to say that, in general, the 
'!l� fcp:@p (prathamii vibhakti), is used to denote the subject 
of a finite verb in a clause or sentence. It may also be used as 
the citation case for a noun. 
Examples: 
� cre:fu I 
nrpo vadati. (The king speaks.) 

� � �: I  
briihmf.Wu nrparp pasyatal).. (The two briihmans see the king.) 
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� gh1CfliPI ";{ BR I 
tatra pustakiini na santi . (There are no books there.) 

4.4 1 � � (Dvitiya Vibhakti) : The Accusative Case 

The � � (dvitiya vibhakti) or accusative case is pre
dominantly the case that marks the direct object of a transitive 
verb or the goal of a verb of motion. 
Examples : 

� tpi � l 
puru�o mrgaf!l hanti. (The man kills the deer.) 

�: �@CfliPI � I 
brahmal)al)pustakani pa.Syanti . (The brahmans see the books.) 

rrTI eR �  I 
ramo vanaf!Z gacchati. (Rama goes to the forest.) (See 4.38.) 

It may also be used with words meaning units of time to indi
cate duration. 
Example: 
Wf: � cR � I 
ramal) sarpvatsararp vane vasati. (Rama lives in the forest for 
a year.) 

The accusative singular of many nouns may be used adverbially. 
The resulting forms are, of course, �-s (avyayapada-s
indeclinables) .  
Examples: 
3lf@ � «<Refl ;w:{ I 
asti nwo dasaratho nama. (There is a king by name Dasaratha.) 

«<R�: wet � I 
dasarathal) sukhaf!l jivati. (Dasaratha lives happily.) 
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4.42 � � (Trtiyii Vibhakti) :  The Instrumental Case 

The � � (trtiyii vibhakti) or instrumental case, serves 
several functions. 
a. It is the case of agency or accompaniment. 

Example : 
� � � �  
sare!JQ hanti balakam. (He kills the boy with an arrow.) 
When accompaniment is meant, the instrumental is fre
quently followed by one of three 3fcXl<l" (avyaya) words: � 
(saha) ,  � (samam), or � (siikam). 
Example: 
�� � � �: I  
dasarathena saha saqlVadati brahmaJ)al).. 
(The brahman converses with Dasaratha.) 

b. The � � is the agent or subject case in so-called 
"passive," or� m (karmaiJ.i prayoga) constructions, 
(Lesson 9) 

c .  The � � ( trtiyii vfbhakti) has a number of impor
tant idiomatic usages, among which you should learn the 
following: 

1 .  With the � (avyaya) word fcAT (vinii) the � 
� (trtiyii vibhakti) (like the accusative and 
sometimes the ablative) is used to indicate the ab
sence of something in the sense of "without," or 
"excluding." 
Example: 
� fcr-:rr q.t � �: 
balakena vinii vana.Ql gacchati brahmal).al).. 
(The brahman goes to the forest without the boy.) 

2. With the invariable word � (a/am-enough, 
sufficient) , the instrumental is used in the sense of 
"enough of . . ! "  
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Example : 
� � I 
alam anena vacanena ! (Enough of this talk ! )  

3 .  With the interrogative pronoun � (kim), the � 
� is used in the sense of "what of (it) ," signi
fying lack of interest or belief in the relevance or 
use of something. 
Example: 
� � I 
kim anena pustakena? (What ' s  the use of this 
book?) 

4.43 � � ($a�!hi Vibhakti) : The Genitive Case 

The � � (�a�!hi vibhakti) or genitive, is the possessive 
case, and unlike the other cases, it generally relates one noun 
to another. 
Examples : 
ijji&IOif\!1 �: 
briihmaiJasya putral). (the son of the briihman) 

ijj i&IOif\!1 � � I  
briihma!Jasya putrasya mitram 
(the friend of the son of the briihman) 

It is very commonly used with a verb "to be" to indicate pos
session, as Sanskrit has no verb really equivalent to English 
"to have." In this important construction the possessor is put 
in the genitive while the thing possessed in the nominative is 
the subject of the copula. 
Examples: 
ijji&IOif\!1 � ;nf@ I 
briihmaiJasya putro nasti . (The briihman has no son.) 

«<R� � � (@:) I 
dasarathasya dve pustake (stal).). (Dasaratha has two books.) 
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4.44 Word Order 

Since the case endings of Sanskrit so precisely specify the 
relationships of all the parts of speech, there is no need for the 
rigidly restricted word order associated with English. For 
example the sentence m lfT � I (ramo mrga!J1 pasyati
Rama sees the deer) will be perfectly clear, regardless of the 
sequence of the words. Thus, lfT � (lll: I � m lfT I 
(mrga!J1 pasyati ramaf:t; pasyati ramo mrga!J1) ; both mean 
exactly the same thing. This is clearly not the case with the 
English translation. Because of this ,  word order is relatively 
free in Sanskrit, and in some cases, because of the requirements 
of metrical composition, words of a complex sentence may 
occur in fairly jumbled order with, for example, a noun and its 
modifier at opposite ends of the sentence. However, there is a 
general order of words in Sanskrit prose to which we should 
closely adhere when composing sentences, unless there is an 
overriding reason to ignore it. The order is basically subject
object-verb . Other parts of speech are inserted within this 
framework, and all modifiers of a given noun should be 
contiguous. 
For example: 
(JarnRl � G:W� 'Ti (Jl=f mw � 1 
ralq;asanaqJ. nrpo (subj . )  dasarathasya putra!J1 rama!J1 (obj .) 
saro$a!J1 pasyati (adverb-verb). 
(The king of the rak�asas views Dasaratha's son Rama with 
anger.) 
One regular departure from this order is that narratives, or sto
ries, often begin with a form of the verb 3ffl.. (as-to be). 
Example: 
3lf@ � G:Wen ";f(l1 1 
asti nrpo dasaratho nama. 
(There is a king named Dasaratha.) 



4.45 Personal Pronouns 

7 1  

Sanskrit has a large and varied system of personal and demon
strative pronouns �s-sarvanaman-s), and it is convenient 
to learn this system as quickly as possible. The pronouns of the 
first two persons �111!�1!i[ (uttamapuru$a) and tJ"t.�-g;� 
(madhyamapuru$a) are closely analogous and are alike in not 
distinguishing gender. 

4.46 a. � (aham-1) : The 3'i'fl"l�'t'CI (uttamapuru$a) or first 
person pronoun. 

'Cf't'f."f t::[c:po fu" � 
vacana ---7 eka0 dvt bahuo 

� 
J_ vibhakti 

� � � 
1 .  aham avam vayam 

tJI1l_ (lll) � �0·) 
2. mam (ma) avam asman (na}:l) 

tJ<ll 3liCIP-<:fltl �. 
3 .  may a avabhyam asmabhil} 

� (-q) 3liCIP-<:fltl �<Pl_0•) 
4. mahyam (me) avabhyam asmabhyam (na}:l) 

� 3liCIP-<:fltl � 
5 .  mat avabhyarn as mat 

llll �) �. �0·) 
6. mama (me) avayol} asmakam (na}:l) 

� �. � 
7 .  mayi avayol} asmasu 
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b. � (tvam) : Just as the pronoun of the first person is de-
rived from various stems iRi._ (mat) , � (asmat), etc . ,  so 
that of the second person � (tvam) is similarly derived 
from � (tvat) , � (yu�mat), etc. 

crq;:r "Qq;" � � vacana � eka0 dvt bahU0 
� 

j, vibhakti 
� � � 

1 .  tvam yuvam yiiyam 

Ccl"Jll. 0"'T) � ��:) 
2. tvam (tva) yuvam yu�man (val)) 

� �<wl �: 
3 .  tvaya yuvabhyam yu�mabhil) 

w-� 0) �<wl ��(Cl":) 
4. tubhyam (te) yuvabhyam yu�mabhyam (val)) 

� �<wl � 
5 .  tvat yuvabhyam yu�mat 

crq 0)  �: �IStj (Cflt{_ �:) 
6. tava (te) yuvayol) yu�makam (val)) 

� �: � 
7. tvayi yuvayol) yu�masu 

The shorter forms in parentheses which follow some of the 
forms above are equivalent but are generally subordinate in 
that they can never occur at the beginning of a sentence or in 
position of great emphasis. 
Examples: 
crcJ GRtl � l 
tava daso 'ham. (I am your servant.) 

q<:j 1" �: I 
vayarp na janimal). (We don't know.) 

� 1": � 1  
pustakarp nal) pathati . (He reads our book.) 
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tp::f � � � l  
mama bharya gramarp gacchati. (My wife is going to the vil
lage. ) 

Note: These forms are declined pronouns and not adjectives. 
Therefore, there is no issue of agreement between them and 
the things they appear to modify. Keep this in mind especially 
with regard to the � (�a�thi) or the genitive case. 
Examples: 
tfl1 Tf: I (mama putra/:t) (m) my son 
tfl1 � I (mama bhiiryii) (f) my wife 
tfl1 � I (mama pustakam) (n) my book 

4.47 f.ltmf (Nipata): Particles 

a. The particle � (sma), when it appears after a � (tar
present indicative) form, makes of the form a simple past 
tense. 
Examples : 
� I  gacchati. (He goes.) 
� � I  gacchati sma.(He went. )  

b. The particle � (iti) i s  one of the most important and useful 
of the Sanskrit particles. It functions frequently as a quo
tation mark immediately after the speech, thought, or idea 
quoted. Since Sanskrit rarely uses indirect quotation, the 
use of � (iti) is extremely common. Thus, � � 
� I (nrpo 'ham iti vadati), "He says he is the king" or 
literally, "He says, 'I am the king' ." � (iti) , then, has the 
function of setting off independent sentences within sen
tences. Thus, in the above example there are two sentences; 
� � (nrpo 'ham-I am the king) ;  and � (vadati
he says) .  Unless the � (iti) is understood, the two will be 
confused and difficult to separate. If you find an � (iti) 
in a sentence, then, use it as a convenient point to break 
the sentence down into smaller, more manageable units. 
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EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading selection into English. 
B .  Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit. 

1 .  The brahman' s son sees the angry king. 
2 .  The people say that our king is a fool. (Use iti .) 
3. The king and the brahman see our son. (Use dual . ) 
4. The king kills the beautiful deer with your arrow. 
5 .  The brahman says again that the king does an evil act. 

(Use iti .) 
6. Rama, the son of king Dasaratha, dwells there without 

sorrow. 
7. King Dasaratha, afflicted with sorrow, thinks, "How will 

I live without a son?" 
8 .  The angry brahman sees and curses the righteous king. 
9. The king, though a young man, experiences grief. 

10 . "Oh ! Rama is afraid," thinks the fool. (Use iti . ) 
1 1 . The fool sees the two slain deer and again becomes very 

angry. 
12 .  The beautiful boy and the righteous king live in the 

forest. 
1 3 .  I have a sharp arrow. You have (two) sharp arrows. 

(Use �- )  We have (many) sharp arrows. (Use 
�-) (See 4.43 .) 

14. We both think that the king is angry. 
15 .  How do you (all) afflicted with misery speak to right

eous people (use � �? 
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READING 

1 1  �wn=<:f � 1 1  

3rt@ � �en ;w:r 1 m � 'cl� 1fBt:f: �(cj � 1 
� �:(ci 'iltJl� � �: I � ��en eR Jl "t:Bl� I 
cltfJi.-q�* ���Oit<:f � cmfcf I 3Wt �� lfT 4�<:fiS:<:ffj�� 
�<ffi:r 1_'[{: I � -:q cfla:-lTt";J �Uf � I �mul 3fiJI"t:Bl� 
� �� � -:q I Bl � � � I � -:q- � � � � 1 
� fch�� l11l �� mB l dCl �tstd'il� �:�l1cWr l �U( fcr;n 
';{ 6\lql� 1 �qJiC<:ffj�q lJ,"::u"t:B�lct5l11� 1 1:l1 � 1 m m 
'i�'414l� l � � � Jl "t:Bl� 1 1  

* See 5 .5 
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GLOSSARY 

ABBREVIATIONS 
m-masculine 
f-feminine 
n-neuter 
adj-adjective 

· ind-indeclinable 
prop--proper name 
pr-pronoun 
A-atmanepada (numbers are 

gaJJa-s) (See Lesson 7) 

:m + � (3lldl-c0RI) 
a +  �gam ( I P) (agacchati)--<::ome 

iti (ind)-quotation mark 
(see 4.47ob) 

� 
iva (ind)-like, as (follows word 

to which it refers) 

P-parasmaipada (numbers are ekada (ind)--once, one time 
ga�Ja-S) 

ativa (ind)--exceedingly, very 

� + "1 (�) 
anu + �bhii ( l P) (anubhavati)

experience, feel 

api (ind)-also, too, even; question 
marker indefinitiser (with 
interrogative pronouns) 
(see 60 1 9) 

� (� 
�as (2P) (asti)-be 

� 
aham (pr)-1 (See 4.46oa) 

� 
aho (ind)-"Aha ! "  

� 
evam (ind)-thus, in this way 
Cfi� 

katham (ind)-how? 
How is it 0 0 0 ?  

kimiti (idiom)-What' s  this?, 
why? 

� 
kupita (adj)--enraged, angry 

'!' (� 
�lq (8P) (karoti)--do, make (See 

glossary lesson 5) 

� (�) 
�gam ( l P) (gacchati)-go 

� 
grham (n)-house, home 



ea (ind)-and (placed after a series 
or between each pair of a series, 
e.g. , � �� or� �� 

� 
caritam (n)-adventures, life story 

� cfi4�<lRI) 
..Jcint ( 1 OP) ( cintayati)-think, 

consider 

�: 
janal) (m)-person; as 

collective noun-people; 
plural-folk 

� �  
..Jjiv ( l P) (jivati)-live, survive 

� 
tatra (ind)-there, with regard to 

that 

cfilfUJ 
tik�l).a (adj)-sharp 

� 
tvam (pr)-you (See 4.46.b) 

��: 

dasarathal) (m) (prop )-famous 
king, Rama's father 

� 
dharmika (adj)-righteous 

�:� 
dul:;kham (n)-sorrow, misery 
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du�krt:am (n)---evil act 

;r 
na (ind)-negative particle 

� (�) 
..Jnas ( 4P) (nasyati)-perish, be 

destroyed 

;:w:r 
nama (ind)-"by name," namely 

1G'= 
nwaJ:; (m)-king 

� �) 
..Jpas (4P) (pasyati)-see 

� 
pi<,iita (adj)-afflicted, oppressed 

�: 
putral:; (m)-son 

�: (� 
punal:; (punar) (ind)-again; 

�:�: again and again, (for� 
see 3 .40) 

�: 
balakal:; (m)-boy, young man 

�: 
brahmal).al) (m)-a brahman 

� (� 
..Jbha� ( lA) bha�ate-speak, say, 

address 
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lful 
bhita (adj)-afraid 

� (�) 
Vbhii ( I P) (bhavati)-be, 

become 

�: 
bhiimipal) (m)-king 
lFl (�) 
Vman (4A) (manyate)-think 

�: 
miirkhal) (m)-fool 

'Tf: 
mrgal) (m)--deer 

� (C!Gftr) 
Vvad ( IP) (vadati)-speak 

� 
vanam (n)-forest 

CR=l �) 
Vvas ( l P) (vasati)--dwell 

m 
vina (ind)-without (use after 

�. p or � � 
� (� 
Vsap ( I P) (sapati)-curse 

�: 
saral) (m)-arrow 

sokal) (m)-grief, sorrow 

B: 
sal) (pr)-he (See 5.5 , and 3.38) 

�: 
sriramal) (m) (prop )-"glorious 

Ram a" 

� 
sukham (ind)-happily 

� 
sundara (adj)-beautiful, 
handsome 

f1l 
sma (ind-see 4.47) (used after 

� to form simple past tense) 

� 
svayam (ind)-by one 's  self, to 

one's self 

� 
hata (adj)-killed 

� (� 
..Jhan (2P) (hanti)-kill, strike 

m 
ha (ind)-vocative particle 

("Ah") expressing grief 

he (ind)-vocative particle ("0") 
precedes vocative 
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t�l&�· (striliiiga-Feminine) Nouns in 3lT (a) ;  
�eft, � and � �-s (Caturthi, Paficami and 

Saptami Vibhakti-s) ; Demonstrative Pronouns 

5 .0 In addition to the " (pw?tlinga-mascuiine) and '13tt<t>f&�· 
(napwJ1sakalinga-neuter) nouns in -31 (-a), there is an impor-
tant class of � (strilinga-feminine) nouns in -311 (-ii) .  
Some of these nouns are related in meaning to some of the 
" (pwJ1linga-masculine) nouns in -31 (-a). 
Examples: 
�: (biilab) boy � (biilii) girl 
�: (sutab) son � (sutii) daughter 

5 . 1 The paradigm is as follows: � (kanyii) girl, daughter 
q:q;r "(fc:po m" � 0 vacana � ekao dvt bahu 
� 

J.. vibhakti 
� � �: 

I .  kanya kanye kanyiil). 

� � �: 
2. kanyam kanye kanyal). 

� �<wl_ � : 
3 .  kanyaya kanyabhyam kanyabhil). 

� �<wl_ �<:[: 
4. kanyayai kanyabhyam kanyabhyal). 

�: �<wl_ �<:[: 
5 .  kanyayiil). kanyabhyam kanyabhyal). 

�: �: Cf>P<lHI¥{_ 
6. kanyayiil). kanyayol). kanyanam 

Cf>P4141¥{_ �: � 
7. kanyayam kanyayol). kanyasu 

� � �: 
sam. kanye kanye kanyal). 
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Note that although the paradigm differs considerably from the 
ones already learned, particularly in the singular, several end
ings remain the same. Note especially the �� (caturthl) 
and � (�a�thi) �o (bahu \ the � (�a�fhi) and � (saptami) 
�o (dvt) ,  and the � (trtiyii) , �� (caturthi) and � 
(pafzcami) �o (dvi\ These endings- -3Wl (-am), -31\: ( -oi)) , 
_l.<:f: ( -bhyai)), -l-<w{_ ( -bhyam)-are the same for all stems of 
all genders in the language. 

5 .2 �� � (Caturthi Vibhakti) : The Dative Case 

a. The fourth, or so-called dative case, is the case of the indi
rect object. It expresses the relations covered in English 
by the prepositions "to" and "for." It is also regularly used 
in the sense of "for the purpose of." 
Examples : 
� w � �. c:R -:q � �  
dvijo bhiiryiiyai sarvam dadati, vanam ea gacchati. 
(The brahman gives everything to his wife and goes to the 
forest.) 

'!!�141JI..,014Jkt � <fu:: I 
yuddhliyiigacchamiti bhai).ati viral). 
(The hero says, "I come for battle.") 

b. It is regularly used with objects of"reverence" �(namas). 
Example: 
i 1 $ � ;:p:f: I J 
0111 riimliya namai) ("OM" Reverence to Riima) 

5 .3 � � (Pafzcami Vibhakti) : The Ablative Case 

a. The fifth case, or ablative, is the case of origin, or source. 
Example: 
e�·ld=i6114d Cfill1: Cfllt:tk�ltlt � 1 
safzgiit saq1jayate kamai) kiimiit krodho 'bhijayate. 
(Desire arises from attachment, and anger springs from 
desire. )  



� � �: I 
nagariid vanarp gacchati kumaral). 
(The boy goes to the forestjrom the city. ) 

b. The � is used for objects of fear. 
Example : 
-n� � rr:f: I 
riik$asan na bibheti ramal). 
(Rama does not fear the demon.) 

8 1  

c. This case may, like the � (dvitiyii) and � (trtlya) , 
be used before the invariable word fcr.n (vinii) in the sense 
of "without." 
Example: 
<141@:'11 �<IT I 
ramad vinO. kvayodhya? 
(Where is Ayodhya without Rama?) 

5.4 � fcMf$ (Saptaml Vibhakti) : The Locative Case 

a. The seventh, or locative case, expresses location (in, on, 
etc .) .  
Examples: 
<!� cmfa �: I 
vrk$e vasati dvijal). (The bird lives in the tree.) 

�<:il<rt cmfa «<J(ef: I 
ayodhyayarrz vasati dasarathal). 
(Dasaratha lives in Ayodhyii.) 

�· � � -;nf@ l 
deve$v api ramasya tulyo nasti. 
(Rama has no equal, even among the gods.) 
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b . The locative is also used to indicate reference to something. 
Example : 
�HmUR"'4 m �  ::nf@ I 
brahmal).asya hanane prayascittarp. nasti. (With respect to 
the murder of a brahman, there is no expiation.) 

c . It is also used idiomatically for the object of love, 
attachment, or devotion. 
Examples: 
� � �: I 
radhiiytif!l snihyati srilq�Qai). (Kr�Qa loves Radhti.) 

� raT �: I 
dharme rato nrpai). (The king is devoted to dharma.) 

kiime$u safigat krodha upajayate. 
(Anger arises out of attachment to objects of desire.) 

5.5 B4<11'i{ (Sarvanaman) : Demonstrative Pronouns 

Sanskrit has several pronouns that may correspond as third 
person 'SI"eTll � (prathama puru$a) to the two personal pro
nouns given in Lesson 4. These pronouns, however, distin
guish gender and frequently serve as demonstrative pronouns 
or even as definite articles. 
Examples: 
"ij � � B �: I 
taiJl balakarp. pasyati sa nrpai). 
(The [that] king sees that [the] boy.) 

afe:J;:qq cmfu B: I 
tasmin vane vasati sa/:t. (He lives in that forest. ) 

One of the most common of these pronouns is "that," cited ih 
its neuter nominative singular form as Cfcl (tat) . The paradigm 
is as follows: 
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" (puf!lliiiga) 

� �0 �0 �0 
vac ana � eka0 dvi0 bahu0 

� 
J.. vibhakti 

cit B: a 
1 .  sal). tau te 

� cit � 
2. tarn tau tan 

iR (ffl-� �: 
3 .  ten a tabhyam tail;l 

� (ffl-� ��: 
4. tasmai tabhyam tebhyal:). 

� (ffl-� ��: 
5 .  tasmat Uibhyam tebhyal:). 

Cl"8l Cf<ll: � 
6. tasya tayol;l te�am 

� Cf<ll: � 
7. tasmin tayol;l te�u 

"'f�Cfl!M�· (napuf!1sakaliiiga) 

� �0 �0 �0 
vac ana � eka0 dvi0 bahu0 

� 
J.. vibhakti 

� a qf.J 
1 .  tat te tani 

� a qf.J 
2. tat te tani 

iR (ffl-� �: 
3 .  tena tabhyam tail;l 

� (ffl-� ��: 
4. tasmai tabhyam tebhyal:). 
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� all-<l'Jll ��: 
5 .  tasmat tabhyam tebhyal). 

� �: � 
6. tasya tayol:t te�am 

� �: � 
7. tasmin tayol:t te�u 

� (strilinga) 

CfCFl" "�:%"" � � 0 vacana � ekao dvt bahu 
� 

J_ vibhakti 
a BT Cfl: 

1 .  sa te t3.Q 

Q1ll. a Cfl: 
2. tarn te t3.Q 

� � arfil: 
3 .  taya tabhyam tabhll:t 

� all-<l'Jll �: 
4. tasyai tabhyam tabhyal). 

�: � Cfll-�: 5 .  tasyai:t tabhyam tabhyal). 
�: �: � 

6. tasyai:t tayol:t tasam 

� �: � 
7. tasyam tayol:t tasu 

Note that in several cases, these forms correspond closely to 
the equivalent forms of -31 (-a) and -31T (-a) stem nouns. This 
is especially so in the singular of the � (trtiya) and 1!ffiT 
($O${hi) �-s (vibhakti-s) and for the 1fc?w {puf!llinga ) ,  
<t1ec:pf&W (napuf!lsakalinga) � � (trtiya bahuvacana) .  
These forms are typical of the pronominal declension, and their 
correspondence indicates that the -31 (-a) and 3lT (-a) declen-
sions, although statistically overwhelming, are, in fact, irregu-
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lar among the nouns in that they show, in the cases cited, the 
typically pronominal endings (e.g. ,  -t:R" [-ena] , - � [-asya] ,  
-�= [ -ai(z] ,  etc.) . The neuter � (tat) i s  o f  particular impor
tance as an abstract impersonal pronoun, used much as we use 
"that" or "it" in English. 
Examples: 
ckA 4h:ft <1 l1cifcf I 
tat samlclnarp bhavati . (That 's okay.) 

"?ftt � 4li€JOif<l � � I 
nrpo tasya brahmal).asya putrarp hanti. 
(The king kills the brahman' s son.) 

� � �:� 1 
tena brahmal).o dul).kham anubhavati. (Because of that [liter
ally, "by that"] ,  the brahman experiences grief.) 

Memorize: It is a good idea to memorize the instrumental � 
(tena) and especially the ablative � (tasmlit), which are 
commonly used in the sense of "therefore." 
Example: 
m � � I <:1ftil�ci1'11 �:ftBT � I 
ramo nagararp tyajati. tasmlij jana dul).khita bhavanti. 
(Rama leaves the city. Therefore, the people become sorrowful.) 

5 .6 A closely related pronominal stem � (etat) has, with the 
prefix � (e), the same paradigm as � (tat) . Thus its �� �o 

0 
(prathama eka ) forms are: �= (e$ab-m, see 3 .58) ,  � 
(etat-n), and tz!5IT (e$a-f). For other important pronominal, 
stems see 19 .0-2. 

5 .7 Adjectives of Pronominal Declension 

Quite aside from the partial similarity between the -3l (-a) stem 
nominal items (nouns and adjectives) and that of the demon
strative pronoun, there is a small but fairly important group of 
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-3l (-a) stem adjectives whose declension is virtually identical 
with that of this pronoun. Five of the more common of these 
adjectives are: 
3Pi (anya) 
t:rCP (eka) 
tR (para) 
� (purva) 
Bet (sarva) 

Examples: 

other 
one (in �-several) 
other, next, higher 
previous, former 
each, every, all 

QCf)�..e.�l t:fcf;) �: 
ekasmin desa eko nrpal).. 
(In one country there is [only] one king.) 

<�11€40181 � � �: I 
brahmal).asya sarve putra hatal).. 
(All the sons of the brahman are killed.) 

'i_<f�o:tic:k�� cfR1 eR Jl-c0� t=tl I 
purvasmin sarpvatsare vira vanarp gacchanti sma. 
(Last year the heroes went to the forest.) 

� � � �: I  
sarve$Gf!l puru�al).arp rama uttarnal).. 
(Rama is the best of all men.) 

3Hk!!@<i � � � I 
anyat pustakarp tava naharp pasyami. 
(I don't see your other book.) 

5 .8  The paradigms of these adjectives are exactly like that of 
demonstrative pronouns in all three genders except that of all 
of them only 3Pi (anya) shows the ending -� ( -t) in the �er=IT 
(prathama) and � (dvitiya), t:!Cfi"0 (eka0), of the �o 
(napuf!lsaka0). 
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Example: 
�: BCl �<it � "81 I � df'!liM!!Rctl14fil 1' � I 
nrpal). sarvaf!l brahmal).ebhyo dadati sma. tena tasyiinyat kim 
api na bhavati. 
(The king gave everything to the brahmans. Therefore he has 
nothing else. )  

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B .  Write out and learn the paradigms in all three genders for � 

(purva) ,  and in � (napuf!1saka0) for � (anya) .  
C. Translate the following sentences . 

1 .  Therefore, the king loves all his sons. (See 5.4) 
2. In Ayodhya, all sons of the king are handsome. 
3 .  The angry brahman does not hear the words of the king ' s  

wife. 
4. All righteous kings rule for the sake of their subjects . 
5 .  Kings do not perform sacrifices without brahmans. (See 

4.42.b.) 
6. Because of those (two) sacrifices, the kingdom is peaceful. 
7. King Dasaratha loved especially his eldest offspring. (Use 

"81-sma.) 
8. But, in the course of time, the two wives forget the sacrifice. 
9. With those wives, the heroes dwell in Ayodhya. 

10. Rama goes to the forest for the sake of righteous people. 
1 1 .  The hero hears the words of his wife and becomes angry. 
1 2. Joyfully the girl thinks, "I am listening to the adventures 

of Rama." 
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D. Memorize the following verse 

w:lT (lciiYfOI: BGJ � � � � 
� Pl�ll"qfi:Pi � � ";fll: I 

(IYI�II@ � tmR W1Bl GJffi � 
<P) Rl=ijM4: BGJ � if l1t Wf � 11  

Rama, jewel among kings, i s  always victorious. 
I worship Rama, Rama's (Sita's) lord. 

By Rama the hosts of night-stalkers are destroyed. 
Homage to Rama. 

There is no higher recourse than Rama. 
I am a servant of Rama. 

Let the focus of my thoughts always be on Rama. 
0 Rama, save me ! 

READING 

�� 1ftldt4 �ltf10if4 "Cfi:R � I � � � �Jti 
f4tY<Ri I �<n<IT �: � � cmfcr � � -:q I 
�ft<ldt4 'fltact5 �:� I CJBJ � '11td1Ri I miT �mUt: � a 
� � � I 3l� � � :q�41J�ctRi I � �a:� 
� � � � � � �: �: �  
cftmT I � � � �: �m � I dtYI:rU <Tif ff'1tURi 
f4�1Sfd: 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

3l� 
atha (ind)-now, then 
3R 
anya (adj)-other (declined 

pronominally ; see 5.7) 

3<rr 
ayodhya (f prop)-Dasaratha's 

capital city 

� + � �) 
ud + ...Jbhu ( IP) (udbhavati)

come into being, be born 

� 
eka (ad j)-one (declined 

pronominally; see 5.7) 

�: 
kalal;t (m)-time 

� 
catu�tayam (n}-a foursome, set of 

four 
� 
jye�tha (adj)-eldest 
crcf: 
tatal;t (ind)-hence, then 

namadheyam (n)-name 

tR 
para (adj)-distant, next (declined 
pronorninally; see 5.7) 

q@fq: 
parthival). (m)-king 

� 
purva (adj)-previous, former 

(declined pronominally; see 5 .7) 

kalena (ind)-in the course of time � 
� 
kirptu (ind}-but, however 

Cf (� (�-�� �0) 
...Jk.r (8P) (karoti) (kurvanti-

o prathamapuru�a, bahu )--do, 
make, conduct, etc . 

�: 
gul)al). (m)-excellence, quality, 

virtue 

praja (f)-offspring, children, 
people of a kingdom or realm 

ll«f: 
bharatal;t (m prop )-one ofRama's 

brothers 

� 
bharya (f)-wife 

�: 
yajnal). (m)-ritual offering to 

the gods (a Vedic sacrifice) 
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� 
rajyam (n)-kingly rule, 

kingdom (with --./Cf-to rule, 
reign) 

�8:'BUT: 
lak�maQal). (m prop)-one of 

Ram a's brothers 

� 
vacanam (n)-speech, words 

�: 
vise�atal). ( ind )--especially 
fcl + fll (fcltt�ttRt) 
vi + --./smr ( lP) (vismarati)

forget 
cfR: 
viral). (m)-hero 

'Fl <cm> 
--.fvrt ( lA) (vartate)-be, exist, 

occur 

�: 
satrughnal). (m prop )-one of 

Rama' s brothers 

� 
santa (adj )-calm, peaceful 

�: 
sapal). (m)---curse 

� �) 
--./sru (5P) (srooti)-hear, hear 

about 

sre�tha (adj)-best 

sarva (adj)-each, all, every 
(declined pronominally ; 
see 5 .7) 

m 
saha (ind)-with (used after 

� as marker of 
accompaniment) 

� 
sanandam (ind)-joyfully 

� 
sukhita (adj)-happy 

� �  
--./snih (4P) (snihyati)-love (with 

object of love in �) 



LESSON 6 

Nominal Stems in -� ( -i) and -3' ( -u) ; 
Interrogative, Relative, and Correlative Clauses: 

The cn..;-�q__ (k-y-t) Series of lndeclinables and Pronouns 

6.0 Sanskrit has a large number of nominal stems in short -� ( -i) 
and short -3" ( -u) whose declensions are closely analogous .  
The nouns are of all genders, although " (pu!Jlliiiga) and 
� (striliiiga) nouns in -� ( -i) are the most important class . 
"''St�Cfl!B?�· (napu!Jlsakaliiiga) -� ( -i) stems and � (striliiiga) 
-3" ( -u) stems are relatively rare and, therefore, their paradigms 
are omitted here. (See 6.2.c below.) 

6. 1 The paradigms are : 
a. " (pu!Jlliiiga) -� (-i) ljf.l: (muni/:1) sage, holy man 
cr:q.:r � fu" � 0 vacana � eka0 dvt bahu 
� 

t vibhakti 
ljf.l: 1ffi �: I .  mu nil). muni munayal). 

� 1ffi 1flt.l 
2. munim muni munin 

� F� �: 
3 .  munina munibhyam munibhil). 

� �� ��: 
4. m una ye munibhyam munibhyal). 

�: �� ��: 
5 .  munel). munibhyam munibhyal). 

�: �: � 
6. munel). munyol). muninam 

1fll �: � 
7. munau munyol). muni�u 

Bl(' � 1ffi �: 
sam. mu ne muni munayab 
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b. � (striliiiga) -� (-i) �: (gatil:z) way or path 
� � � � 0 vacana --7 eka0 dvt bahu 
� 

.L vibhakti 
�; � �; 

1 .  gatib gati gatayai). 

� � �; 
2. gatim gati gatii). 

� �� �; 
3 .  gatya gatibhyam gatibhii). 

� �) �� �<i: 
4. gatyai (gataye) gatibhyam gatibhyal). 

�: (�:) �� �<i: 
5 .  gatyai). (gate!).) gatibhyam gatibhyal). 

�: �:) �: � 
6. gatyal). (gate!).) gatyoi). gatinam 

�("JRit) �: � 
7. gatyam (gatau) gatyol). gati�u 

Bll" � � �; 
sam. gate gati gatayai). 

Note: The " (puf!lliiiga) and � (striliiiga) paradigms 
differ of necessity only in the instrumental singular and the 
accusative plural, while the feminine has alternate endings for 
cases 4, 5 ,  6 , and 7, one of which is the same as the masculine 
-� ( -i) stem and the other of which is the same as the feminine 
-3ll (-a) stem (see 5 . 1 ) .  Since the stem forms and the nomina
tive singular forms are the same for both the " (puf!lliiiga) 
and � (striliiiga) forms , it is important to memorize the 
correct genders of such words as they are learned. There is a 
general, but by no means invariable, rule that words that end 
in -Rr ( -ti), -fu (-dhi) and -� ( -ti) are usually � (striliiiga) .  
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c .  � (pur[lliiiga) -3 ( -u) �: (satrul:z) enemy 
q:q.{ w � � 
vacana � eka0 dVi0 bahuo 

� 
t vibhakti 

�: � �: 
1 .  satrul). satrii satraval). 

� � � 
2 .  satrum satrii satriin 

� �<wi_ �: 
3. satrul)a satrubhyam satrubhil). 

� �<wi_ �<j": 
4. satrave satrubhyam satrubhyal). 

ri: �<wi_ �<j": 
5 .  satrol). satrubhyam satrubhyal). 

ri: �: � 
6. satrol). satrvol). satriil)am 

� �: � 
7. satrau satrvol). satru�u 

Blt' ri � �: 
sam. satro satrii satraval). 

d. rt38Cfll&�· (napur[lsakaliiiga) -3 (-u) � (madhu) honey 
q:q.{ w � � vacana � eka0 dvt bahU0 

� 
t vibhakti 

� � � 
1 .  madhu madhuni madhiini 

� � � 
2. madhu madhuni madhiini 

� �<wi_ �: 
3 .  madhuna madhubhyam madhubhil). 

� �<wi_ �<I: 
4. madhune madhubhyam madhubhyal). 
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�: �� �<:J: 
5 .  madhunab madhubhyam madhubhyab 

�: �: � 
6. madhunab madhunob madhiinam 

1fc#r �: � 
7 .  madhuni madhunob madhu1?U 
Bl{o tNt (ll'<j) lftJfi � 
sam. madho (madhu) madhunl madhiini 

6.2 a. The -� ( -i) and the -3 ( -u) stems are exceptions to the general 
rule that "(pwJlliiiga) and "1SBCfif0'¥}· (napuf!1Saka) nouns 
in the same stem final are identical except in the "!;!� 
(prathamii) and � (dvitiyii) �-s (vibhakti-s). 

b. Note that in these declensions -� (-i) and the -3 (-u) are 
treated analogously, each remaining unchanged, being 
"gm).ated" (see 3 .6-7), lengthened, or changed to the cor
responding semivowel in the same cases. 

c. � (napuf!lsaka) -� (-i) stems and � (strlliiiga) -3 
( -u) stems (not illustrated here) are similarly analogous to 
� (napuf!lsaka) -3 (-u) and � (striliiiga) -� (-i) 
stems, respectively. Thus the � (striliiiga) noun � 
(dhenu) ,  "cow," declines similarly to �: (gatib) :  �: 
(dhenub), � (dhenii) , �: (dhenavab), etc. The "1�t!Cfil0� 
(napuf!lsakaliiiga) noun cnft (vari) ,  "water," declines 
similarly to 11'<;! (madhu) :  � (vari), cnftufi (varil).l), cntlfUr 
(varil).i) ,  etc. 

d . Keep in mind that the � 'QCfio (saptami eka0) of the 
" (puf!lliiiga) (optionally � [strlliiiga] ) stems in 
both -� (-i) and -3 (-u) is -3TI (-au). This often causes 
further confusion among already confused Sanskrit stu
dents, especially since this ending is the one which marks 
the "!;fer:fl (prathamii) and � � (dvitiyii dvivacana) 
of many stems. 
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3TT.ft � � � 
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agnau prak�ipati ghrtam. (He throws the ghee in the fire.) 

-3 (-u); 
� � W:J: 
satrav api snihyati sadhul). 
(A good man loves even his enemy.) 

e. In addition to the nouns that end in � (i) and 3 (u), there are 
a number of adjectives that have their stems in � (i) and 3 
(u) . These of course must agree in gender, number and 
case with the noun they modify. 
Example: 
�: �: � G6R I  
bahaval) si�yal) pustakam pathanti. (Many students read 
the book.) 

6.3 Interrogative, relative, and correlative: The q:;,�-q__ (k-y-t) 
series 

As in English, a Sanskrit sentence may be either declarative 

or interrogative, while a clause of a sentence may be subor

dinate or independent. 

a. Interrogative sentences 

A sentence may be marked as interrogative in a number of 
ways. 
1 .  One way is by giving a declarative sentence a rising 

inflection at its end similar to the inflection used for 
this purpose in English. This, however, cannot be rep
resented in the written language. Another simple way 
to turn a declarative sentence into an interrogative is 
to make the � (avyayapada-indeclinable) 3lftr 
(api) the first word of the sentence. Here again a ris
ing inflection is usually employed in speech. These 
two techniques serve to form general questions with 
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regard to an entire statement. Such questions can be 
answered either "yes" or "no." 
Examples : 
declarative: 
ntl: � � cR � I 
ramal:! sitaya saha vanarp gacchati. 
(Rama goes to the forest with Sita.) 

interrogative: 
3lftt ntl: � � cR � I 
api ramal). sitaya saha vanarp gacchati? 
(Does Rama go to the forest with Sita?) 

ii. Another very important kind of interrogative sentence 
is that in which a particular part of speech is replaced 
by an appropriate interrogative element. This kind of 
question calls for a specific answer. 
Examples :  
declarative: 
Wt: � � q.i � l 
ramal). sitaya saha vanarp gacchati. 
(Rama goes to the forest with Sita.) 

interrogatives: 
q;: � � q.i �  I 
kab- sitaya saha vanarp gacchati? 
(Who goes to the forest with Sita?) 

nq: � � l  
ramal). kil'Jl karoti? (What does Rama do?) 

ntl: q;<ff Bm cR � I 
ramal). kayii saha vanarp gacchati? 
(With whom does Rama go to the forest?) 

ntl: "¥l crnfa I 
ramal). kutra vasati? (Where does Rama live?) 
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� Cf>fl"lldJJI-c0IB I 
kas tvarp? kasmiid agacchasi. 
(Who are you? Where do you come from?) 

All of these "question words ," whether pronouns, ad
jectives , or adverbs, begin with the sound � (k) . 

b. Subordinate Clauses 

As in English, a Sanskrit clause may be either indepen
dent, i .e. , able to stand alone as a sentence, or subordinate, 
i .e. , unable to stand alone. Subordinate clauses may be 
participial or relative. The former will be considered in 
connection with the various participles . The latter corre
spond to English relative clauses such as : 

"all who wish to leave . . .  " 

"where the sun never shines . . .  " 

"the girl with whom you were speaking . . .  " 
Clauses of this kind in Sanskrit always include a relative 
marker. These are pronouns, adjectives, or adverbs corre

sponding closely to the interrogative markers. These words, 

however, always begin with the sound "<{_ (y). This distinc

tion is in contrast to English where the same words are 

generally used both in interrogative and relative senses .  

Examples :  

<:{: � � eR � 
yal; sitaya saha vanarp gacchati . . .  

( [the man] who goes to the forest with Sita . . .  ) 

wtl � � cR �  
yayii saha ramo vanarp gacchati . . .  

( [the woman] with whom Rama goes to the forest . . .  ) 

<r-1 cmta �: 
yatra vasati ramal). . . .  (where Rama lives . . .  ) 

c. Correlative Clauses 

Correlative clauses are independent clauses that "complete" 
relative clauses to form complex sentences. They are like 
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the English clauses : "All who wish to leave may go," "/ 
couldn 't live where the sun never shines," "The girl with 
whom you were speaking is my sister." Notice that in the 
English examples only the relative clause contains a marker 
(in these cases a pronoun). Sanskrit usage differs from 
that of English in that it generally requires that the correla
tive clause, too, contain a corresponding marker. Thus it 
is as though we were to say, "All who wish to leave they 
may go," "Where the sun never shines I couldn't live there," 
or "The girl with whom you were speaking she is my sis
ter." Such correlatives are marked by a series of pronouns, 
adjectives, and adverbs corresponding to the interrogative 
and relative markers. The pronouns in this case are none 
other than those you have already learned as demonstra
tive pronouns (5 .5) .  With the exception of the '!:�'� �0 

(prathamli eka0) of the �� (puf!1linga) and � 
(strlliiiga) ,  B: (saf:z) and Bl (sli), all these forms begin with 
the sound q__ (t) . 
Examples: 
�: � � cR � B �: 
yal). sitaya saha vanarp gacchati sa rlimaf:z. 
(Rama is the one who goes to the forest with Sita.) 

<r<rr � <11TI eR � m m 1 
yaya saha ramo vanarp gacchati sa sitii. 
(Sita is the one with whom Rama goes to the forest.) 

yatra vasati ramas tatra vasati sitli. 
(Sitli lives where Rama lives.) 

6.4 Knowledge of this �-q__ (y-t) set of markers is essential in that it 
enables one quickly to break up seemingly imposing sentences 
into simple, easily manageable units. 
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Example: 
� [�] � eR � 'GW� S�&ii&J$ � I 
yaya [kanyaya] saha vanarp gacchati dasarathasya putras tarn 
aharp pasyami . (I see her [the girl] with whom the son of 
Dasaratha is going to the forest.) 
In this sentence the <{,-Cl (y-t) (relative/correlative) correspon
dence � (yaya) I �  ( tam) shows us that we have two clauses 
with a common referent. (For convenience we will use the 
most common prose word order for such clauses according to 
which the relative and the correlative marker each appear at 
the beginning of their respective clauses .) Each clause may 
now be read as a separate entity, each with its own syntax. 
Thus the independent clause is the simple sentence: � 
� I (tam ahaf!l pasyami-1 see her) , while the relative 
clause is the simple sentence: � � eR � '('Ill: (yaya 

saha vanaf!l gacchati ramab-Rama goes to the forest with a 

girl), made relative by the substitution of the appropriate rela
tive pronoun. 

6.5 �-s (Avyayapada-s-lndeclinables) of the CP.:.-<1:-Cl (k-y

t) series. 

The �-s (avyayapada-s-indeclinables) belonging to this 

series are adverbs with a variety of meanings, which are more 

or less closely related to the basic case system and each of 

which is represented by a particular ending or letter. 

6.6 The meanings, corresponding case (if any), and distinctive 
endings are shown in the following chart. 

Ending General meaning Corresponding case 

0�J err (-tham manner � (trtiya) 

or -tha) 

0Cf: (-tab) source-origin � (paiicami) 

(time, place, etc . ) 
OGJ (-da) time � (saptami) 

0� (-tra) place � (saptami) 
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6. 7 These endings are affixed to a syllable consisting of � (k) , <{_ 
(y), or Q._ (t) (depending on whether an interrogative, relative, 
or correlative is intended) and a short vowel (which is always 
3l [a] , except in the case of two interrogatives which have 3 
[u] ) .  

6 .8 The adverbs of the series, then, are: 

Interrogative Relative Correlative 

Cf;� (katham) �� (yathii) a� (tathii) 
how? in what just as, in the thus, in that 
way? manner in which way 

¥: (kutaf:z) �: (yataf:z) era: (tataf:t) 
whence? why? since, from the from that, 
since when? point that therefore, 

after that 

Cf;GJ (kada) � (yada) aGJ ( tada) 
when? when, whenever then 

'¥" (CfCI) (kutra <:r-1" (yatra) a::I (tatra) 
or kva) where, wherever, there, 

where? concerning which concerning that 

6.9 With this list one should also learn the relative-correlative cor
respondences for: 
� (yadi) 
if 

�(yavat) 
as long as, 
to the extent that 

� (tarhi) 
then 

�(tavat) 
so long, 
to the extent that 

6. 10 These series must be committed to memory as quickly as pos
sible. In addition, the general meanings of the endings listed 
in 6.6 should be memorized, as this will make their other ap
plications quite simple to grasp. 



Examples: 

Ci)el � � � l 
(Q) katharrz dharmarp. janasi tvam. 

(How do you know what is right?) 

<ten � � �� �  1 
(A) yathii tvarp. janasi ,  tathaharp. janami. 

(I know in the same way as you.) 

�: � �: I 
(Q) kutab praQasyati puru�ab. 

(From what does a man perish?) 

<rat �it4�4kt � � � �: I 

1 0 1  

(A) yato buddhir nasyati, tata eva praQasyati puru�ab. 

(Whence the intellect is destroyed , from that very 
thing a man perishes.) 

q;GJ q;:i JI-.::0Pa lfJ<I: I 
(Q) kadii vanarp. gacchanti munayaQ. 

(When do sages go to the forest?) 

<rGJ � �·;u;:q�;qPa -aGJ � � q;:i T.f JI-.-0Pa 1 
(A) yadii putraQarp. putran pasyanti, tadii grharp. tyajanti 

vanarp. ea gacchanti. (When they see their sons ' sons, 

they abandon home and go to the forest.) 

-aGJ � � I 
(Q) tada kutra vasanti. (Then where do they live?) 

� �: � 3mr:IT � � � f.lcnB: I 
(A) yatra ramaQ1yiiQ santa asrama vartante tatraiva te�arp. 

nivasab. (They have their dwelling where there are 

charming and tranquil asrams.) 

� q;:i ';j' � �� � l 
yiivad ramo vanarp. na gacchati tiivad rak�asas tatra 

nandante. (As long as Rama does not go to the forest, 

[so long do] the demons rejoice there. )  
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6. 1 1  The adverbs in -GJ ( -da) and -� ( -tra) can be repeated to indi

cate a distributive sense of various times or places. Thus:  

� � � � � � dldljJI-c\Jikt I 
yatra yatra ramo gacchati tatra tatra sitanugacchati . 

(To whichever places Rama goes, there Sita follows. )  

<lGJ <lGJ � � � � I 
3P-<f� dG:klil<i �lt4�l{ 11 lOiJict4:)dl � 1 \.9  

yadii yadii h i  dharmasya gHinir bhavati bharata, 
abhyutthanam adharmasya tadatmanarp srjamy aham. 
(Whenever, o Bharata, there is a waning of righteousness and 

an increase of unrighteousness, then I create myself. ) 
(Bhagavadgita 4. 7) 
(Memorize this verse.) 

6. 1 2  The adverbial endings given at 6.6 are not restricted to the Cf;._:

<J:-q_ (k-y-t) stems. They may also be added to a variety of 

other pronominal (and in a few cases nominal) stems to form 

adverbs with the same general meanings. This is especially so 

in the case of the pronominally declined adjectives listed at 

5.7 . Some of the more common and useful of these forms are : 

-en ( -thii) : �en (anyathii) otherwise 

�en (sarvathii) every which way 

-'Cl": ( -tal:z) : �: (anyatal:z) from another source 

�: (ekatal:z) from one side, 

on the one hand 

B"Cfu: (sarvatal:z) from all sides 

-GJ (-da) : � (anyada) another time 

� (ekada) once, one time 

� (sarvada) always, all the time 

-� (-tra): 3Pf:'f (anyatra) elsewhere 

� (ekatra) in one place 

00 (sarvatra) everywhere 

q0{ (paratra) in another place, 

in the next world 
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6 . 1 3  B4"'11'"li (Sarvanaman-Pronouns) of the �-<J;-q__ (k-y-t) series. 

The same Cfi-:-<J:-q__ (k-y-t) correspondence exists throughout the 

regular pronominal system. 

6. 1 4  I f  the third person demonstrative pronouns given i n  5 . 5  are 

taken as the correlatives, then the relatives are formed simply 

by substituting <I. (y) for the initial consonant &_ (s) or q__ (t) of 

the desired form. The interrogatives are likewise formed by 

the substitution of � (k) for the initial ,  except in the case of the 

� (prathama) and � "QC'fi0 • (dvitiyii eka0 napwJISaka), 
where the very common interrogative � (kim-what) is substi

tuted for qq__ (tat)-«<!_ (yat). 
6 . 1 5  Usage of Cfi-:-<1:-Cl (k-y-t) Series Pronouns 

In .order for there to be true correlation between two pronomi

nal items, one relative and one correlative, they must, of course, 

agree in gender and in number. The gender of the person, 

place, thing, action, etc. ,  is inherent. The number is depen

dent upon the context. One feature of this type of compound 

sentence, however, is often confusing to the beginner and should 

be made clear at the outset. This is the fact that the case of the 

relative need not be the same as that of its correlative. For, 

unlike gender and number, case is strictly a function of a given 

syntactical sequence, i.e., of the relation of words in a clause. 

As we saw at 6.4, each clause in such a sentence is itself a 

syntactical unit. 

Consider the following sentence: 

� UarnRi UCfUTI 'iq@HlPd Ut:t: I 
ye$iif!l rak�asanaxp raval).o nrpas tiin hanti ramal).. 

(Rama kills the demons whose king is Raval).a.) 

Here the noun U$ (riik$asa) plays a role in both clauses. The 

gender is, of course, " (puf!llifiga) . Since the context re

quires many U$-s (riik$asa-s), the number must be �o 
(bahu0). Regarding the cases, however, each clause must be 

treated individually. In the independent clause, the U$-s 

(riik$asa-s) represented by the correlative pronoun are the � 
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(karman-direct object) of the verbal root ...J� (han) . There
fore, the word must be in the � (dvitiyii) .  In the relative 
clause, however, the � (kartr-subject) of the verbal root 
...J3R:i_ (as) (understood), the king of the demons, is in the '!:refill 
(prathamii) while the relativised demons must be put in the 
appropriate � ($a$fhi) . 
Examples : 
iR � W � "fl= B tffl: I 
yena puru�el).a saha bha�ate OfPal}. sa mun�. 
(The man with whom the king is speaking, [he] is a sage.) 

yasmin vane vasati ramas, tasmin vane na vidyante rak�asal). 
(In the forest where Rama lives, [in that forest] there are no 
demons.) 

M W � BRrr cft � C?&:� I 
yiibhyiif!l saha gacchati sita, tau ramas ea lak�mal).as ea. 
(The two with whom Sita is going are Rama and Lak�mal).a.) 

� JIRI'if� B � 1:fORJ I 
yasyiinyii gatir nasti, sa saq1slqtarp pa!hati. 
(Who has nothing else to do, he studies Sanskrit. )  

4flitifl�'iiia � &lq;tifl�'ii18 "t:[ �: B � � � � �: I 
yasmiin nodvijate loko lokan nodvijate ea yalj, sa me priya iti 
vadati s�l).al).. (On account of whom the world does not 
tremble, and who does not tremble on account of the world, he 
is dear to me, so says Srilq�l).a.) 

6 . 1 6  It should be clear that learning the above indeclinables and 
pronouns will provide you with powerful tools for generating 
complex sentences, especially in response to a specific question. 
Such questions and answers, with respect to a specific story or 
reading, form a major part of the traditional method of Sanskrit 
instruction. 
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These same forms of the interrogative and relative adverbs and 
pronouns may be used in conjuction with a few simple particles 
to generate phrases indicating indefiniteness and absolute 
negativity . 

6 . 1 8  A very simple technique to indicate indefiniteness is to use the 
corresponding relative and interrogative in succession, often 
following the pair by the particle 3lftt (api) . 
Examples : 
<:r-1 p (yatra kutriipi) somewhere or other 
iR 43"'11'<gqllf"'' (yena keniipy upiiyena) by some means or other, 
by hook or by crook 

6. 1 9  The interrogative alone followed by  the particles 3lftt (api) , "i:f"''' 
(cana), or � (cit) serves to indicate something not really 
specified. This construction often has a force similar to that of 
the indefinite article in English. It is especially common where 
the name of a person or place is not specified or not important. 
Examples : 
� fcfi�g:e;Rt I 
mahyarp kilrtcid vadati. (He tells me something.) 

� � � d l 
tatra kascana brlihmaQo vasati. (A [Some] brlihman lives there.) 

� d � ?;r: l  
kasmif!1S cin nagare vasati sma nrpal).. 
(The king lived in a [some] city.) 

6 .20 The addition of the negative particle "'"I" (na) to one of the above 
phrases indicates absolute exclusion or negativity. 
Examples: 
""''" � � lWI__ I 
na kascana srooti mam. (Nobody listens to me.) 
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1' � � � � 1 
na kayiipi kanyaya saha sarpvadati . 
(He is not speaking with any girl .) 

na me nasyati kif(lcana. (Nothing of mine is destroyed.) 

6 .2 1 Negation 

Negation in Sanskrit is basically of two kinds. These may be 
called propositional negation, whereby a verbal phrase is 
negated, and term negation, whereby a nominal item alone is 
negated. In propositional negation the negative particle 1' (na) 
(or 111 [mii] ; see 1 1 . 1 8) is inserted into the clause, normally 
before the finite verb if it is expressed. 
Examples : 
� cR 1' � 1 
ramo vanarp na gacchati. (Rama doesn't go to the forest.) 

� �: I 
naharp brahmaQal).. (I am not a brahman.) 

In term negation, a nominal item alone may be negated by the 
prefixation of the syllable 31 (a) , similar in meaning to English 
un-, in-, non-, im-, etc. If the item begins with a vowel, the 
prefix is 3Ft (an) . 
Examples: 
d®tfl:cfl=i � I 
tad asami:cinarp bhavati. 
(That is not good.) 

�: '¥'! cmR I 
anaryal). kutra vasanti? 
(Where do non-aryans live?) 
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EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English and be prepared to answer 
simple questions about it in Sanskrit. 

B .  Translate into Sanskrit : 
1 .  The woman with whom Rama is speaking is S!ta. 
2 .  A certain brahman told me that Vil:)QU i s  the supreme god. 
3 .  When Rama goes to the sage's asrama, the demons tremble. 
4. Who is there? Who is there? Nobody at all . 
5 .  Whoever knows the highest bliss, he does not tremble. 
6.. The sage of whom he is afraid is very clever. 
7 .  Whenever the gods speak, no one understands. 
8 .  When the rakl:)asa comes, all the women (-;ffil, see 7. 1 )  say 

"ha ha." 
9. Rama saw the demon on account of whom Sita was 

distressed. 
IO .  Since the sage is a protector of demons, what is the 

alternative? 
1 1 . A twice-born who is skilled (clever) in archery will not 

experience worry. 
1 2. Who is that woman who goes quickly to the hermitage? 

C. Memorize the q:;,<J:-CJ_ (k-y-t) adverb series . 
D. 1 .  Write out the paradigms of interrogative and relative 

pronouns based on 5 .5 .  
2 .  Write out the paradigms for the adjectives � (suci) , 

"white, pure," and � (guru), "heavy," in all three genders. 
(See 6.2.) 

E. Memorize the following verse. 

� dJRS::il �<.[ � � �ck!IR"liG:Ci: 
q����=�fj ci1Jid:icf 1' l"li � � 1 1  

Homage, 0 Poverty, to you . 
Through your grace, I have acquired magic powers. 

I can see the whole world, but not a soul sees me. 
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READING 

� � «<Rell � � nJf � � � 4UPii+-C:'"I-
1� I wit sftr � �Cl: I B BCfi�C:I'iCI"I"t;0RI �G\f'!llfq 
trR "l"t;0RI I � B iSliOilj�<RI � � 3fftr c:ptq.-8 m I 
� � ��<:ri �'�l"l"t;0RI I «<R� �fa CfGftf -:er I � 
-:rr 1 cr<i � naffi� � lf<Wl: 1 � � r� 
sfB I � � ";f � cfR �� � Cf<i � ;rei: Pl � I 
«<Ren CfGftf 1 � � 1 ��-m nam�<:r � S9� �lili m 
Cl?: tlllef � I �frrc{Gfti I cpfq-;r B1ll2ffcfRl �� ������RI I 
C1?1 � '!"t;0RI «<Rl!f: I �  � wit C?a:�fa � �: I 
� ?;U �� ,ultfu CIG\1 Bl satCi �:ftcrcfl � I <rci) �moit 
lJ1� � � mft ?;U sftr �1€1Uif� CfCR � I �: � 
-:er �  eR �� �mUR � 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

� � � � 
atyantam (ind)-exceedingly "'-'kamp ( l A) � kampate-tremble 
31� �: 
atha (ind)-now, then kutal) (ind)-whence 
31fq ¥l 
api (see 6. 1 9) kutra (ind)-where 
31cl" + � � 3JqJ(-c0Rt CfCl" 
ava + "'-' gam ( 1 P) � avagacchati- kva (ind)-where 

understand 

�: 
anandal) (m)-joy, bliss 
�: 
asramab (m)-hermitage 
'3<\ + fclq_ � � 
ud + "'-'vij (6A) � udvijate

tremble 
'3<\ + � � �  
ud + "'-'hr ( 1  P) � uddharati-lift 

up 
�: 
f!jil) (m)-sage 
t:!Cl' 
eva (ind)-emphatic particle, 

emphasizes preceding word 

�� 
katham (ind)-how 

Cf>GJ 
kada (ind)-when 

"Jlfcr: 
gatil) (f)-way, "alternative" state 

of existence 

� 
guru (adj)-heavy 
""CA" 
cana (see 6. 1 9) 

� 
cit (see 6. 19) 
� 
cinta (f)-care, worry, anxiety 

� � � 
"'-'jna (9P) � janati-know 

� 
tat (n)-that, this 

eR{: 
tatal) (ind)-thence 
CBI 
tatra (ind)-there 
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a err 
tatha (ind)-thus 
CfGJ 
tada (ind)-then 

tarhi (ind)-then 

� 
tavat (ind)-so long, to that 

extent 

�:� 
dul:llchita (adj )-unhappy 

�: 
devab (m)-god 

�: 
dvijab (m)-brahman, "twice

born" 

�: 
dhanurvedab (m)-science of 

archery 
;re 
na�ta (adj)-ruined, destroyed 

nari (f)-woman (for declension 
see 7 . 1 )  

� 
nipu1.1a (adj)-clever 
qrt:[ 
parama (adj)-supreme 
'G'R: 
parab (m)-lit . ,  "far shore;" with 

� (-!gam) excel at, fully 
comprehend 

�: 
puru�ab (m)-man, person 

� --7 � 
-lprach (6P) --7 prcchati-ask 

� + � --7 � 
pra + -li� --7 pre�ayati (causative, 

conjugated as lOP)-send, 
dispatch 

prati (ind) (with preceding 
acc.)-to, until, towards 

� 
priya (adj)-dear, beloved 
�: 
ba1.1ab (m)-arrow 
� 
badhita (adj)-afflicted, 
distressed, oppressed 

li\: 
bhob (ind)-hail or greeting 

"hey, hail, oh" note on sandhi: 
before initial voiced sound 
"bhob" loses "b." 

li'fa: 
matib (f)-mind, intelligence 

�: 
manu�yab (m)-mortal, human 

�: 
munib (m)-sage 
�: 
yab (m) (pr)-who (relative) 
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� �8:f<P: 
yat (n)-what (relative) rak�akal) (m)-protector 

<:fa': rrarn: 
yatal) (ind)-whence, since rak�asal) (m)-demon 

<Bl' �: 
yatra (ind)-where vedal) (m)-Veda 

<l� � 
yatha (ind)-as, like (relative) sighram (adv)-quickly 

<lGJ � 
yada (ind)-when suci (adj)-pure, white 

� B'li� 
yadi (ind)-if samartha (adj)---capable, 

<n competent 

ya (f pr)-who (relative) BB! 
� sita (f prop )-Sita 

yavat (ind)-so long as, to the m= 
extent that svargal) (m)-heaven 

<Ja � 
yuta (adj)-endowed with hananam (n)-killing 





LESSON 7 

t:;ftf&�· (stri'liiiga-Feminine) Stems in t ( -i) ; 

The ';l'fUT-s (Gal}.a-s) of the Present System 

7.0 Aside from � (striliiiga-feminine) stems in - 3lT  Hi), 
the most common � (striliiiga-feminine) stem end
ing is -� ( -i) . The paradigm is as follows: 

7. 1 � (strlliftga) -� (-i) -a:cfi (devi) lady, goddess 

7 .2 

CfCR W fuo �o 
vacana ---7 ekao dvt bahuo 

� 
.!. vibhakti 

-a:cfi � �: 
1 .  de vi: devyau devyal). 

� � -a:cfi: 
2. de vim devyau devil). 

� � • = 
3 .  devya devi:bhyam . devi:bhil). 

� �� �<t: 
4. devyai devi:bhyam devi:bhyal). 

�: �� �<t: 
5 .  devyal). devi:bhyam devi:bhyal). 

�: �: � 
6. devyal). devyol). devi:nam 

� �: � 
7 .  devyam devyol). devi:�u 

Blt' � � �: 
sam. de vi devyau devyal). 

The Present System 

The present system comprises an extensive complex of tenses, 
modes, and participles, which together make up the most sig-
nificant coherent portion of the Sanskrit verbal system. The 
"present" system is the basis for the � (/at-present indica-
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tive), the � (/an-imperfect), the � (/of-imperative), the 
� � (vidhi /in--optative) and the � � (vartamiine 
krdanta-present participle). These together make up a great 
portion of verbal forms actually in use. 

7 .3 Al l  these different forms are said to belong to a single system 
because of the fact that regardless of which personal endings , 
modal signs, or verbal prefixes they may involve, they all share 
a common feature. All are formed from a special verbal base 
derived from the verbal roots, � -s (dhiitu-s), by several pro
cesses . This base is called the present stem. 

7.4 The �-s (Ga!Ja-s) of the Present System 

A few verbal roots, � -s (dhiitu-s) , have no forms belonging 
to the present system. The great majority of roots,� -s (dhiitu
s), however, do have such forms. These roots , � -s (dhiitu
s), are divided into ten separate conjugations classes, called 
�-s (ga!Ja-s) according to the way in which their present stem, 
the base for conjugation, is formed. 

7.5 To form their present stems, the roots belonging to the differ
ent �-s (ga!Ja-s) may be augmented in one or both of two 
ways: 
l .  By  the addition of a characteristic � (ga!Ja) sign. 

a) It may be (and is in eight of the ten �-s [ga�JQ-s]) 
suffixed to the root. 

b) It may be (as in the third � [ga!JQ]) prefixed into the 
root. 

c) It may be (as in the seventh � [ga�JQ]) infixed to the 
root itself. 

2. By � (gu!Ja) (see 3 .7) of the root vowel in some or all of 
the forms of the paradigm. 

7.6 The �-s (ga!Ja-s) are ten in number and are so numbered by 
traditional grammarians. They are also given names based on 
a typical root for each 'lJU1 (ga!Ja). Thus, the first class is named 
for the root '1 (...fbhU-to be) and is called� (bhviidiga!JQ) 
or the � (ga!Ja) consisting of'1 (...Jbhu), etc. We can call this 
the '1 � (bhU ga!Ja) .  
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Although the fact is not indicated by any grouping in the tradi
tional ordering, the ten "JUT-s (ga!Ja-s) fall typologically into 
two basic groups: 
1 .  Those whose "JUT (ga!Ja) sign either is or ends in the 

vowel 3l (a) and is suffixed to the root, and 
2 .  All other "JUT-s (ga�JQ-s) . 

7.8 The major difference that should be grasped between the two 
groups is that roots of the first group (the "a" group) form a 
present stem that, once formed, is invariable throughout the 
conjugation(s) regardless of changes of number and voice, 
while roots of the second grm�p ("non-a") form stems that are 
liable to variation, by a change either in the root or in the gal).a 
sign. 

7.9 Strong and Weak Forms 

Roots of the "non-a" "JUT-s (ga!Ja-s) have, in sharp contrast to 
those of the "a" "JUT-s (ga!Ja-s) , stronger and weaker stem forms. 

7 . 10  The basis for the strong/weak distinction in the "non-a" "JUT-s 
(ga!Ja-s) is quite simple and regular and must be memorized at 
once. The only strong forms are: 
I .  The three QCflCI'G"'' q(fllqe;: (ekavacana parasmaipada) 

persons of the � (la!) and � (/an-imperfect [Lesson 
8]) .  

2. The 1;[� QCflCI'G"'' q(fllqe;: (prathamapuru$a ekavacana 
parasmaipada) and all 3"¥1�161!! (uttamapuru$a) forms 
(q<:fllqe;: [parasmaipada] and :jjklOJ�qe;: [atmanepada] re
gardless of number) of the � (lo{-imperative [Lesson 
1 1 ] ) .  

In other words, with regard to the � (la{) , the only conjuga
tion that you need concern yourself with at the moment, only 
the three QCflct'G"'' q<:fllqe;: (ekavacana parasmaipada) forms 
are strong. All others (i .e. , QCflCI'G"'' 3lKlRqc:: [ekavacana 
atmanepada] and all �o [dvivacana] and �o [bahuvacana]) 
are weak. 
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7. 1 1  The traditional list of the '3'fUT-s (gm:za-s) is given below. Each 
is listed with its traditional number and name, the '3'fUT (gm;za) 
sign, the stem strength, if any, and the �� QCficf"'l"'' � 
(prathmapuru�a ekavacana !at) of the root which names the 
'3'fUT (gaiJa). The problems of the individual '3'fUT-s (gaiJa-s) will 
be discussed separately below. 

7. 1 2  The '3'fUT-s (ga1:za-s) o f  the Present System 

number name ga.,a placement stem 
root si2n of si2n stren2th 

� of root 
vowel 

1 .  � 3l suffix to in all 
..Jbhii a root forms 

where 
possible 

(see 7 . 1 6) 

� of root 
2. � (0) - vowel in 

..Jad strong 
forms 

� � of root  
3 .  � (abhy prefix to vowel in 

..Jhu -asa) root strong 
forms 

4 .  � � suffix to none 
..Jdiv ya root 

� "' 

l1cffi1 
bhavati 

3lfu 
atti 

-
juhoti 

� 
divyati 

(note long i) 

� of '3'fUT 
� 5 .  � 1 suffix to sign 

..Jsu nu root vowel in sunoti 
strong 
forms 

meaning 

he is, 
becomes 

he eats 

he 
offers 

he plays 

he 
presses 
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number name gal}.a placement stem � meaning ' 
root si2n of si2n stren2th 

6 .  �� 3l suffix to none �c::Rl he 
--ftud a root tudati pushes 

infix is ';)' 
7 .  � ';fA__ infixed in ( -na-) in � he 

--frudh na/n root strong rui)addhi blocks 
forms, 1:._ 
(-n-) in 
weak 

� of 7[Ul 
� 8 .  Cf.\ 3" suffix to sign he 

--/tan u root vowel in tanoti stretches 
strong 
forms 

suffix is ;n 
( -na-) in 

� 9 .  � 11{;ft suffix to strong he buys 
--fkri na/ni root forms, ;ft krii)ati 

(-ni-) in 
weak 

� of root 
� 1 0 .  � -31<1 suffix to vowel he steals 

--/cur -ay a root where corayati 
possible 

(see 7 . 1 6) 

7 . 1 3  The remainder o f  this lesson deals in greater detail with the 
individual �-s (gal)Q-S), their irregularities, and the most com
mon and useful roots of each class. Where indicated, particular 
roots, with their present stem, should be learned immediately. 
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7. 14  The first, or  'l! � (..JbhU gm;w) 

This is perhaps the most important of all the �-s (galJa-s). 

Most of the verbs that we have already encountered belong to 
this class. To form their present stems, 3l (a) is suffixed to the 
root, whose vowel takes � (gufJG) (3 .7) if possible (see 7. 1 6) . 
The personal endings are added to this stem. 
Examples : 
� + 3l � � + R --? �  
..Jryaj + a �  tyaja + ti --? tyajati (he, she, it abandons) 

'l! + 3l  � �  + 3l --? � + 3l  + R  --? �  
..Jbhu + a �  bho + a � bhav + a +  ti --? bhavati 
(he, she, it is) (see 3 . 1 3 .b) 

�+ 3l --? � + 3l + a --? c:raa 
..Jvrt + a �  vart + a +  te --? vartate (he, she, it is/exists) 

� + 3l � -a- + 3l � � + 3l + R --? �  
..Jji + a � je + a --? jay + a + ti --? jayati 
(he, she, it conquers) (3. 1 3 .a) 

� + 3l  � ere: + fff --? � 
..Jvad + a  --? vada + mi --? vadami (see 4.22) (I say) 

7 . 1 5  Irregular Roots of the 'l! � (..JbhU galJG) 

a. A few roots with nasalized vowels lose the nasalization 
in the formation of the present stem. 

Example: 
� � � 
..Jdarp.s --? dasati (he, she, it bites) 

� � I 
sarpas tarp. dasati. (The snake bites him.) 

b. Two very important roots of the 'l! � (-.fbhu galJa) lose 
their final consonants and replace them with the conjunct 
� (-cch-). 



Examples: 
� 
--./gam 

<:Fl 
.V yam 

ramo gacchati . (Rama goes. ) 

BRn � l 
sita yacchati . (Sita gives.) 

Learn these roots. 
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c .  The root � (--./sad-to sit) has an irregular present stem, 
Bre: (sida) . 
Example : 
3$ � 1 
arjuno vi�Idati. (Arjuna· sinks down in despair.) 

d. The two important roots � (--.lsthii-stand, be located) 
and qr (--.lpa-drink) are conjugated on the basis of the ir
regular s tems faH (ti$tha), and � (piba), respectively. 
Examples :  
�: � � � 
deva.I:t somarp. pibanti. (The gods drink soma.) 

� Blcn � "¥f �: I 
ramas ea sita ea kutra ti�thatal).? 
(Where are Rama and Sita standing?) 

7 . 1 6  Exceptions to regular � (guiJO) strength 

There are two instances in which a root vowel, even though it 
should be subjected to � (gw:za), is exempt from this strength
ening. 
1 .  A long root vowel followed by a final consonant. 
2. Any root vowel followed by a final consonant cluster. 
Examples: 
� (l P) � �  
--./jiv ( l P) (lives) jivati (he lives). The root vowel � (I) is by 
rule 1 above not subject to � (gw:za) even though first � 
(gm:za) roots normally take it. 
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� (lOP) � filra�ld 
"./cint ( lOP) (thinks) � cintayati (he thinks) . Here � (i) is ex
empt from � (gw;za) by rule 2 even though tenth dJUT (gm;za) 
roots normally take it. 

7. 1 7  The second, or � dJUT ("./ad gal}a) 
This dJUT (gal}a) is sometimes referred to as "root class" be
cause of the fact that its present stem is the same as the root. 
This results from the fact that this dJUT (gai}Q) has no character
istic dJUT (gal}a) sign. The root vowel takes � (gui}Q) in the 
strong forms (7 . 10). 

7. 1 8  Internal Consonant � (Sandhi) 
In this and several of the other non-a dJUT-s (gal}a-s ), the present 
stem may often end in a consonant, which must then be fre
quently placed in juxtaposition with an initial consonant of an 
ending. This brings into play a number of internal � (san
dhi) rules. Some of the more important of these rules will be 
mentioned here and at other appropriate points. 
a. A voiced non-aspirated � (spar5a) before any non

voiced � (vyaiijana) (as in absolute final position) 
is changed to its corresponding non-voiced � 
(spar5a) .  
Example: 
� + fa � � 
"./vid (2P) (know) + ti � vetti (he knows) 

b. A �  (sparsa) or a nasal of the � � (dantya varga) 
following any sound of the � � (murdhanya varga) 
or the� �' (murdhanya ii$man "�") is changed to 
its corresponding � (murdhanya) sound. 
Example: 
�l!{ + fa � � 
"./dvi� (2P) (hate) + ti � dve�ti (he hates) 
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c .  The sound '!{ (�), when i t precedes the sound &._ (s) ,  is gen
erally changed to � (k) . The following B._ (s) is then (by 
rule 3 .58) changed itself into '!{ (�) . 
Example : 
� + fB --7 � 
.Vdvi� (2P) (hate) + si --7 dvek�i (you hate) 

d .  A nasal before &._ (s) is changed to � (anusviira). 
Example: 
� + fB -7 mB 
.Vhan (2P) (kill) + si --7 harpsi (you kill) 

e .  Root final T{ when it precedes any � (vyaiijana) other 
than a nasal or the 3Rf:� C{_ (antaf:zstha "v"), is treated as 
though it were the sound � (k) in the same position. 
Example: 
� + Rl -7 qRP  
--./vac (2P) (speak) + ti --7 vakti (he speaks) 

� + fB --7 qfal 
--./vac (2P) (speak) + si --7 vak�i (you speak) 
(See c. above) 

7 . 1 9  Some Examples of Second � (ga�a) Forms 

Examples: 
� + Rl --7 � 
.Vi (go) + ti (strong) --7 eti (he goes) 

� + ll: --7 �: 
--./i (go) + mal). (weak) --7 imal). (we go) 

� + 3R --7 <if.=a 
.Vi (go) + anti (weak) --7 yanti (they go) 

fu:t:l + fB --7 � 
.Vdvi� (hate) + si (strong) --7 dvek�i (you hate) 
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� + 3A � � 
...Jdvi� (hate) + anti (weak) --7 dvi�anti (they hate) 

� + ffr � � 
...Jvid (know) + mi (strong) --7 vedmi (I know) 
� + Cl'= �  f<m:: 
...Jvid (know) + val;l (weak) --7 vidval;l (we two know) 

7 .20 Irregular Roots of the � dfUT (...Jad gaiJa) 
a. By far the most important root of the dfUT (gaiJa) is 3Rt 

c...Jas-be). It is irregular in that it loses its initial vowel in 
weak forms of all parts of the present system except the 
� (imperfect) and loses its B._ (s) before the B._ (s) of the 
l=Fc-<r=l'0 �o � (madhyama0 eka0 parasmaipada) 
ending. This paradigm, given at 4.24, should by now have 
been memorized. 

b .  The very common root � (...Jbru-speak, say) takes the 
additional vowel t (I) between its strong stem and an ini
tial consonant of an ending. 
Examples : 
� 
bravimi (I say) 

� 
braviti (he says) 

but: �: 
brtimal;l (we say) 

� 
brute (A) (he says) 
The consonant C{_ (v) is inserted before endings beginning 
with a vowel and the root vowel is shortened. 
Examples : 
� 
bruvanti (they speak) 
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� 
bruvate (A) (they speak) (see 4.22.e) 

This root does not occur outside the present system. 
c .  The roots �(..Jrud-weep) and � (..Jsvap-sleep) insert 

� (i) before consonant initial endings. 
Examples : 
� ?_tl: I 
svapiti nrpab. (The king sleeps.) 

CflPii�R;J� � I 
kasmad rodi�i devi (Why are you weeping, lady?) 

d. The common root � (..Jhan-kill) is rather peculiar in that 
before consonant initial endings (except "'\ [m] and 9:._ [ v ] ) ,  
the weak stem loses its � (n) ,  while before an vowel initial 
endings, the weak stem loses its vowel 3J.. (a). In the latter 
case the initial � (h) is changed to '"€{_ (gh). The paradigm 
is as follows: 

� (..Jhan) (2P) 
Cf'CR t:[<:fi" 
vacana � ekao 

� 
puru�a 
1;[�0 � 
prathama0 hanti 
lfc.""WJO � 
madhyama0 harpsi 
�ci � 
uttama0 hanmi 

7 .2 1 The third, or � 7(Uf (..Jhu gm;a) 

fuo � dvt bahU0 

. �: � 
hat ab ghnanti 
��: �� 
hathab hatha 
R: �: 
hanval) hanmab 

The third 7(Uf (gm;a) is unique in that its 7(Uf (gm;a) sign is 
prefixed to the root. The sign is even more striking in that it 
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has no fixed form for the whole class but takes its form from 
the phonological structure of each root. It is in fact a sort of 
echo syllable or "reduplication," which the Indian grammar
ians call 311-� (abhylisa), or repetition. 

7.22 General Rules of 311-� (Abhyiisa) 
The basic rules of "reduplication" (which also apply to a num
ber of forms outside the present system) are that the 311-� 
(abhylisa) syllable represents a part of the root. A root begin
ning with a vowel will have an 311-� (abhyiisa) syllable con
sisting of that vowel, or of the vowel and a following conso
nant. For a root beginning with a consonant or consonant clus
ter, the 311-� (abhyiisa) will consist of that consonant or the 
first consonant of that cluster, and the following vowel. 

7.23 Specific Rules for the � 7fUT ("hu galJ.(l) 
a. A root vowel generally appears in its short form in 311-� 

(abhyiisa). 
Example: 
GJ ("dii-give) � GJ'lJ (dadii) = present stem, but 

b. Root vowel "Sfi" (r) is changed to � (i) in 311-� 
(abhyiisa) .  
Example: 
lJ ("bhr-bear) � � (bibhr) = present stem. 

,c .  As is evident in the previous example, an initial aspirated 
consonant is represented in 311-� (abhyiisa) by its non
aspirated counterpart: 
Example: 
'I:U ("dhii-put) � � (dadhii) = present stem. 

d. An initial � (ka!Jthya-velar) is represented by the 
� (tiilavya-palatal) corresponding to it in voicing, 
while initial � (h) is replaced by � U). 
Example: 
� ("hu-sacrifice) � � (juhu) = present stem. 
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7 .24 Strong forms of the present stem show � (gw:za) of the root 
vowel. 
Examples : 
lf ('lbhr-bear) � � (bibharti-he bears) 

�: (bibhrmaf:z-we bear) 
� ('lhu-offer as a sacrifice) � - Uuhomi-1 offer) 

�: Uuhumaf:z-we offer) 

7.25 It is an important peculiarity of this ';J]'UT (ga�JQ) that its roots 
regularly require the loss of the � (n) of the '!:{erqo �o � 
(prathama0 bahu0 parasmaipada) ending, not only (as with 
other non-a ';J]'Ul-s [ga�a-s ] )  in the 31k10f�qc;: (iitmanepada). 
Examples: 
� 
juhoti (he offers) 

� 
juhvati (they offer) 

bibheti (he is afraid) 

�� 
bibhyati (they are afraid) 

7.26 Irregular roots of the � ';J]'UT ( "hu gaiJQ) 
There are two extremely common roots belonging to the � ';J]'UT 
("hu ga�a) that require special attention and with which you 
must become familiar. 
a. These roots GJ ("dii-give) and 'tlT ("dhii-place, put) are 

alike in completely losing their root vowel in all weak 
forms. 
Examples : 
� 
dadati (he gives) ·(strong) 
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G;G:t: 
dadmal) (we give) (weak) 

� 
dadhati (he puts) (strong) 

� 
dadhati (they put) (weak) 

b. When the 'cl_ (dh) of the weak stem G:'{ (dadh) comes di
rectly before the Q._ (t) , � (th), or tJ... (s) of an ending, it 
becomes Q._ (t) and its lost aspiration reappears in the 
initial of the 311-� (abhylisa) syllable. 
Example: 
'<:@: 
dhattal) (the two place) 

7 .27 The fourth, or fa:q_ � ("div ga�Ja) 
The � (gaJJa) sign is <l" (ya) . It is suffixed to the root, which 
takes no strength. 
Examples : 

nasyati (he is destroyed) 

nasyami (I am destroyed) 
Some common roots of this � (galJa) are: 
� 
"kup (P) (be angry) 

� � 
"krudh (P) (be angry) 

� � 
"man (A) (think) 

� 
kupyati (he is angry) 

we-� 
krudhyati (he is angry) 

� 
manye (I think) 
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7.28 The fifth, or � ("-.fsu) and eighth, or CA:_ (-.!tan) dfUT-s (gm:za-s) 
These two dfUT-s (gm:za-s) are treated very similarly. The dfUT 
(gm:za) sign of the � c-.fsu) class is � (nu), and that of the CA:_ 

(-.!tan) class is 3" (u); but, as almost all of the roots of the latter 
end in � (n) , the two conjugations show few differences. 

7 .29 Rules for the � (...Jsu) and CA:_ dfUT-s {'./tan gm:za-s) 
a. The final vowel of the stem 3" (u) is subject to � (gw:za) 

in the strong forms. 
Examples: 
� � �: 
-.fsu (press) � sunoti sunumal) 

CA:_ CR1fu �: 
...Jtan (stretch) � tanoti tanumal) 

b. The 3" (u) of the weak forms of either dfUT (gaiJll) may be 
dropped optionally before the l!._ (m) or <'{_ (v) of �o (dvi0) 
and �o (bahu0) endings. � dfUT (...Jsu ga!Ja) roots with 
final consonants are an exception to this. 
Examples : 

but 3lTtL_ 
...Jap � 

�: / �: 
tanumal) or tanmal) 

�: / �: 
sunuval) or sunval) 

3lf9ll= 
apnumal) (we obtain) 

7.30 The most important roots of these dfUT-s (gaiJll-S) to learn are: 
<f ...J1q (8P) (do, make) 
� ...Jsru (5P) (hear, hear about, listen) 
3lTtL_ ...Jap (5P) (get, obtain) 
The first two are somewhat irregular. 
a. <f (...Jkr) is one of the most common and useful roots in the 

language and, like '1 (...Jbhii) and � (...Jas) , must be memo
rized. It is somewhat irregular in that: 
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1 .  I t  is the only root of the � �  ('·./tan ga!Ja) that does 
not have a root-final � (n) . 

u.  Both its strong and weak forms are irregular in that: 
a) Strong forms involve � (gu!Ja) of both the root 

vowel ":fi (r) and the � (ga!Ja) sign vowel 3" (u) . 
The strong stem, then, is Cfii1 (karo). 

Examples: 
Cfii1fct 
karoti (he does) 

� 
karo�i (you do) 

� 
karomi (I do) 

b) In weak forms, the root changes to R (kur). 
The weak stem, then, is � (kuru). 
Example: 

�: 
kurutal) (the two do) 

111. As a corollary to rule 7.29.b, weak forms of <f (""kr) 
always lose the 3" (u) vowel of the � (gaiJQ) sign 
before lJ.. (m) and C{_ (v) of fg:o (dvi0) and �0 (bahu0) 
endings. 
Example: 

¥= 
kurmal) (we do) 

b. The root � (-../sru) becomes "! (-../sr) before the � (gaiJQ) 
sign. Thus the paradigm is � (sr!Joti) , �: (sr!Juta/:l), 
� (S!IJVanti) , etc. 
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This 7fUl (ga!Ja), like the '1 7fUT  (.,fbhii ga!Ja), has 3l (a) as its 7fUl 
(ga!Ja) sign and behaves just like that 7fUl (ga!Ja) except that its 
roots never take � (gu!JQ) before the 7fUl (ga!Ja) sign. 
Example: 

� � 
-vnud (push) -7 nudati (he pushes) 

7 .32 a. A few relatively common roots of this 7fUl (ga!Ja) are 
strengthened before the 7fUl (ga!Ja) sign by the infixation 
of a nasal before, and corresponding to, the root final con-
sonant. 
Examples: 

1fCl � 
.,Jmuc (release) -7 muiicati 

� � 
.,Jsic (sprinkle) -7 siiicati 

� � 
.,Jvid (find) -7 vindati 

b. The common root � (.,fi,J-wish, want) forms the present 
stem � (iccha). 
Example: 
� 
icchami (I want) 

7.33 The seventh, or � 7fUl (.,Jrudh ga!Ja) 
Roots of this 7fUl (ga!JQ) are relatively few in number and all 
end in consonants. The 7fUl (ga!JQ) sign is a nasal consonant, 
homorganic with the root-final consonant and infixed imme
diately before it. In the strong forms, the sign is strengthened 
to the syllable ";£ (na) . 
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7 .34 Internal Consonant � (Sandhi) 
The seventh � (ga!Ja), like the second, presents a few prob
lems of internal consonant � (sandhi). The following rules 
are applicable : 
a. A nasal immediately preceding a � (sparsa) is changed 

to the nasal of the same <FT (varga) as that � (spada). 
Example: 
<pt 
..Jyuj (yoke, join) + infix � (n) � (weak stem) fi (yuiij) ; 

-Cf: <N: 
yuiij + -tal) � yuftktal) (the two join) 

b. Root final q_ (j) of several roots that belong to this � (ga!JQ) 
is treated exactly like root final '9._ (c) .  (See 7. 1 8 .e) 
Example: 
<pt 
..Jyuj 

-Cf: ��: 
+ -tal) � yuftkthal) (you two join) 

c. 1. An aspirated � (spada) ioses its aspiration when it 
occurs immediately before any � (spada) or � 
(u�man). 
Example: 
� � 
rudh (A) � runtse (you block) 

n. If a root final voiced aspirate � (sparsa) (except as 
in 7.26.b) precedes initial Cl (t) or � (th) of an ending, 
the (!_ (t) or � (th) is voiced and aspirated. 
Examples: 
� ..Jrudh (block, prevent) 
strong stem � (ru!Jadh) + fcf (ti) � 
� (ru!JQddhi-he blocks) 

weak stem � (rundh) + Cf: (tab) � 
�: (runddhafz-the two block) 
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7 .35 Some Examples of� "JTUT (...frudh gm;a) roots: 
A few relatively common � (...frudh gm:za) roots, with 
some examples are: 
¥l_ (...fyuj-join) 

� (...fbhuj---eat) 

7 .36 The ninth, or � "JTUT (...fkri gm:za) 

(yunakti-he joins) 
(yuiijmal:z-we join) 
(bhunak#-you eat) 
(bhuiijanti-they eat) 
(chinatti-he cuts) 
(See 7 . l 8 .a) 
(chindanti-they cut) 

This "JTUT (gm;a) has relatively few roots of common occurrence. 
The "JTUT (gm:za) sign is the syllable ";ft (ni) suffixed to the 
unstrengthened root. In the strong forms, the suffix is ;n (na) . 
The � (I) of the weak stem is lost before endings beginning 
with a vowel. 
Examples: 
� � 
....Jkri kriiJ.ati 

�: 
(he buys) 

kril)imal). (we buy) 

kril)anti (they buy) 

7 .37 The most important and common root of the "JTUT (ga�:za), � 
(..Jjiiii-know), is irregular in that it loses its own root-nasal 01_ 
(ii) before the "JTUT (gaiJQ) sign or, in other words, throughout 
its entire present conjugation. 
Example: 
� � �: 

janati, janimal)., jananti, etc . 
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� � 1' "'i it �: I 
� 1' "'i it �: 1 1  
janami dharmarp na ea  me pravrtti}:l. 
janamy adharmarp na ea me nivrtti}:l. 
(I know what's right, but I don't do it. 
I know what 's wrong, but I don't stop.) 
Memorize this example and the forms of this useful root. 

7 .38 The tenth, or "'R dfUT ("Vcur gaJJa) 
This dfUT (gaJJa) has very few roots. Its dfUT (ga!JO) sign is � 
(aya), which is suffixed to the root. It is thus like the other "a" 
dfUT-s (ga]Ja-s) . The root vowel is strengthened by � (gu!JO). 
Perhaps the most common root in this dfUT (ga]Ja) is � 
(v'cint-think) (see 7. 16.2). 
Example: 
�.-a�RI 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B .  Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit (number in 

brackets indicates dfUT (ga!JO) to which root belongs) . 
1 .  Where is the demon? (use �-v'vrt lA) ;  I think he is in 

the ashram (iisrama/:l) (use �-v'sthii lP) . 
2. How does the hero cut off the limbs of the demon? I know! 

He does it with the arrow. 
3 .  How do  you know? Since the lady says it, therefore I know 

it. 
4. Whenever Rama comes, the demons are afraid (use �

v'bhi 3P), but Rama is never afraid. 
5 .  Lady ! In this region there i s  another forest. 
6. Then the sages of the hermitage obtained permission from 

the goddess �-devil 
7. The rak�asas sit (UG,__-v' sad 1 P) on the ground and perform 

(<Jj-v'kr 8P) meditation. 
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9 .  The descendants of Raghu assembled for the protection of 
the city of Mithila. 

10 . The women of that region do not understand the bliss of 
marriage. 

1 1 . Hail , daughter! Where does the sage go? 
1 2. He went to Mithila; and now, a rak�asa is harassing 

me here in the forest. 
C. Write out and learn the (PIA) paradigm of <f (..Jkr) (8). 
D. Memorize the following verse. 

� ";{ � %IT  ";{ � 
� � � � ";f � l 

� � � �  
� ";{ � 11 

There is nothing whatever here, nothing elsewhere. 
Wherever I go there is nothing there either. 

When I think about it, I see that the world itself is nothing. 
There is nothing greater than understanding one's Self. 

READING 

� C:fR"'!Wfl�llil'"'llRI l!llitddJ � � m � Jt "t::BiRt I � 
c8 � � CIB��41"'.::� I -a l"fCfuJ �4HIOJI""cHPd 4�1c:<f� 
-:er 1 atf¥OJact � � rramtt=at .. ljrft .. citttR 1 rr�� 1f1Ai 
�a'JOII'QIJI"t;;Bifa Wf: I cii i&Cf?l sftt B' cfRt �� I � 
4::ti41Rl I!I'COJCitddtdcfl PI:W�I!I �<:rfcr q&J"Q.-d -:q I � � 
rla:lftl.-q�;qcfl W1) �8:� � � Jll::tlfOI �: I � � 
Pl�u·t:Rt � � en B'R � W1T eR � �  -:crr
Jt"t::BiRt I dtf¥OJ.-d:� satq qfOscfl � � ;w:r m<:i � I 
51'1Cf'ti!ll<:flct (IOJUfi41 � tfAT ;w:{ I � ;ffiTurf �liOT �fij 
f?q .. a;qPa �= 1 � � � Cf'il41Rl f?q ... a;qPa � "itrr = 
mr@ � BliiJI"t;BiPd 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

� 
anujii.a (f)-permission 

� 
aral).yam (n)-forest 

3lT + -:qz ---7 � 
a +  ,Jcar ( l P) ---7 acarati-

practice 

3llq_ ---7 � 
,Jap (5P) ---7 apnoti-obtain 

3lT + c:rr ---7 � 
a + ,Jya (2P) ---7 ayati-come 

� 
idanim (in)-now 

�: 
i�ul). (m)-arrow 

� 
iha (ind)-here 
q;;::<:fl 
kanya (f)-daughter 

� 
gatram (n)-limb 

� ---7 � 
,Jchid (7P) ---7 chinatti-cut, cut off 
�: 
janakal). (prop. noun)-name of 

Sita' s  father 
mf: 
tatal). (ind)-hence, then 

� 
devi (f)-lady, queen 

�: 
desal). (m)-place, region 

�� 
dhyanam (n)-meditation 
� 
nirgata ( adj)-departed 

�: 
nisacaral). (m)-Lit. "night 

� ---7 � roamer," a rak�asa 
,Jkup ( 4P) ---7 kupyati-be angry; �: 

become angry 

¥l. ---7 we-� 
,Jkrudh (4P) ---7 krudhyati-be 

angry; become angry 
"TCJ 
gata (adj )-gone 

pal).<;lital). (adj)-wise, 
(m)-leamed man 

� + �  ---7 � 
pala + ,Ji ( lA) ---7 palayate-flee 

(conjugate like an a-� root 
from stem �-palaya) 



� 
bahu (adj )-many 

� 4 � 
'-'badh ( l A) 4 badhate-harass 
� 4 � c�--<l'f�o 
'-'bhi (3P) 4 bibheti (bibhyati = 

3rd pl. )-fear 

�: 
bhumil) (f)-land, earth 
� 
rnithila (f prop )-city of Mithila 

� (-� 
yat (-d)-used to introduce direct 

or indirect discourses, used with 
or without � at the end 

(ll:lUr\ 
rak�aQ.am (n)-protection 

ramal)iya (adj )-beautiful 
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('I"C:'''q: 
raghaval) (m)-descendant of 

Raghu = Rama 
qr 
va (ind)-or (placed after words 

like ea) 

vivahal) (m)-marriage 

� 4 � 
sad ( lP) 4 s!dati-sit (See 7. 1 5 .c) 
WL_ + 3lT + � 4 8'11JI-c0kt 
sam + a +  '-'gam ( lP) 4 

samagacchati-assemble 

sarvada (ind)-always 
� 4 � 
'-'stha ( lP) 4 ti�thati-remain 

m 4 � 
'-'ha (3P) 4 jahati-abandon 





LESSON S 

Noun Stem Strength; Noun Stems in -3f.\ (-an) ; 

� � � (Anadyatana Bhiite Laii) The Imperfect; 

�-s (Upasarga-s) 

8 .0 All the noun stems introduced thus far have ended in vowels . 
This is not the case, however, with all nouns. Several classes 
of nouns have stems with consonant finals . These stems (and 
some vowel stems-see below, 10.0), unlike the nouns so far 
learned, have a distinction of stem strength. 

8 . 1 Noun Stem Strength 
a. Of" and � stems, the only strong forms are �er:IT 

�. Q<t)CI'i:H, �' and �; and the � �. 
Q<t5CI'i:F'I , and �- The rest are weaker. Some stems 
further distinguish, among the weaker forms, a weak and a 
weakest, depending upon whether the inflectional ending 
begins with a consonant (weak) or a vowel (weakest). 

b. Of "''�aq;i&�· stems, only the �er:IT and � � are 
strong. If the stem distinguishes degree of weakness, the 
�� and � Q<t)CI'i:H are weak while the same cases of 
the � are the weakest. Other cases are, as usual, the 
same as the corresponding " stems. 

8 .2  Noun Stems in -3Fl (-an) 
An important class of consonant stems ends in -3f.i. (-an). These 
stems are all " or '1�<t5i&W. Try to learn these nouns in 
both stem and nominative singular form. If only the first is 
learned, you will not know the gender; if only the second, you 
are apt to forget the stem ending and confuse the nouns with 
those of the -31 (-a) or -31T (-a) classes. 

8 .3 Strength in -3Fl (-an) Stems 
The strong forms show the last vowel of the stem as -31T (-a), 
the weak as -31 (-a), and the weakest as 0 (i.e., the vowel is 
lost) . The difference in the degree of the strong-weak distinc-
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tion has to do with the place of accentual strength at an earlier 
stage of the language. This also accounts for the strength in 
the present system. This type of accentuation is absent in clas
sical Sanskrit, although its effects are clearly seen. In dealing 
with this class of nouns, it is wise to learn the paradigms of the 
important items thoroughly. As an aid to memory, however, 
keep in mind a short sentence incorporating the instrumental 
singular form of each item. This case shows the weakest form 
if there is one. For practical purposes keep in mind that stems 
whose second consonant is part of a conjunct (e.g . ,  � 
[atman], � [karman]) show the strong/weak alternation while 
others (e.g. , �  [rajan], � [naman])  show the strong/weak/ 
weakest alternation. 
Examples: 
mrr fcFrr � � 1 
rajiia vina rajyaQl nasyati . 
(Without a king, the kingdom perishes.) 

� fcFrr ";{ � � I 
karmaoa vina na kascana jivati. (Nobody lives without karma.) 

31ktt'1kttl4 � �: I 
atmanatmanaQ1 janati pao<;lital).. 
(The wise man knows the Self by means of the Self.) 

3� -mrr -cm �� -;mu 1 
ayodhyayaQl raja vartate da§aratho namna. 
(There is a king in Ayodhya, Dasaratha by name.) 

8.4 Typical Case Endings 

Note the case endings of these nouns. Although these and 
other stems are statistically outnumbered by the -31 (-a) and -
31T (-a) classes, these endings are really the "typical" ones for 
each case. This is especially important to note in the QCf)CiiH 
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weak cases. The proper endings then, for consonant and many 
vowel stems are: 
�-3ll 
�eff-1:! 
�-31: 
�-31: 
�-� 
Memorize these endings as quickly as possible. 

8 .5  Paradigms of -31-l (-an) stems 
a. 1. "; � (atman-the soul, self) (strong/weak) 

CfCF£ � m;o � vacana � ekao dvt bahuo 
fcplfu; 

..1.. vibhakti 
31P1Rl � 3fRl=IR: 

1 .  atma atmanau atmanal). 

� 31P1Rl �: 
2. atmanam atmanau atmanal). 

31KlRT 31Rlll-"<Wl_ �: 
3 .  atmana atmabhyam atmabhil). 

� 31Rlll-"<Wl_ 31Rlll-<:f: 
4. atmane atmabhyam atmabhyal). 

�: 31Rlll-"<Wl_ 31Rlll-<:f: 
5 .  atmanal). atmabhyam atmabhyal). 

�: �: � 
6. atmanal). atmanol). atmanam 

� �: � 
7. atmani atmanol). atmasu 

W(' 3lR11rl 31P1Rl 3fRl=IR: 
sam. atman atmanau atmanal). 
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ll .  "; � (riijan-king) (strong/weak/weakest) 
q-q.:r � � � vacana � ekao dvia bahua 
� 

.j,. vibhakti 
� miRl �: 

l. raja rajanau raj anal). 

� miRl �: 
2. rajanam rajanau rajiial). 

'ffill �<rr'\ �: 
3 .  rajiia rajabhyam rajabhib 

mt �<rr'\ �<:[: 
4. rajiie rajabhyam rajabhyal). 

�: �<rr'\ ("1'5fl-<:f: 
5.  rajiial). rajabhyam rajabhyal). 

�: mfl: � 
6. rajiial). rajiiob rajiiam 

(lfu I mlf.t mfl: � 
7 .  rajiii I rajani rajiiob rajasu 

W(' � miRl �: 
sam. raj an rajanau raj anal). 

b. i. '1�(14)1&�·; � (karman-action) (strong/weak) 
q-q.:r � � � 
vacana � ekao dvt bahU0 

� 
.j,. vibhakti 

� � � 
1 .  karma karmat}.i karmal)i 

� � � 
2. karma karmal)i karmal)i 

� �<rr'\ m: 
3 . karmal)a karmabhyam karmabhib 
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� �� �<i: 
4. karmal).e karmabhyam karmabhyal:t 

m: �� �<i: 
5 .  karmaiJ.al:t karmabhyam karmabhyab 

m: � : � 
6. karmaiJ.al:t karmaiJ.ob karmal).am 

q;lffUJ � : � 
7. karmaQi karrnaiJ.ob karmasu 

B1t' �� ern q;1fafi � 
sam. karmanlkarma karmaQI karmaiJ.i 

ii. '1�q;f&W; 1111-i. (nliman-name) (strong/weak/weakest) 
C{"i::"'1" t[cf;" � � vacana -7 eka0 dvt bahU0 
� 

J.. vibhakti 
� ;w:r;:ft I "'1Hft � 

1 .  nama namani/narnni namani 
� ;w:r;:ft I "'1Hft � 

2. nama namani/namni namani 
';f(1JI ';fllll-� �: 

3 .  namna namabhyam namabhib 
� ';fllll-� ';fllll-<i: 

4. namne namabhyam namabhyal:t 
"i'm: ';fllll-� ';fllll-<i: 

5 .  namnal:t namabhyam namabhyal:t 
"i'm: "1'ml: "'1ml1l_ 

6. namnal:t narnnob narnnam 
;ufu j �  "1'ml: "'1PRj 

7 .  narnnvnamani narnnob namasu 

B1t' "'iT'Fl. I � ;w:r;:ft I "'1Hft � 
sam. naman/nama namani/narnni namani 
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8.6 � � (Anadyatanabhate Lafi) ; The Imperfect 
This is one of the several verbal (and nominal-verbal) forms 
used to indicate preterite or "past" time in Sanskrit. All of 
these forms are best translated as "simple past" tenses in En
glish. Keep clearly in mind that terms like "imperfect" have 
been given by Western grammarians as classifiers on the basis 
of parallels with grammars of classical languages. They do 
not indicate anything with regard to the "aspect" or degree of 
duration or repetition of the action or state suggested by a ver
bal root. Even the Sanskrit name � (past time prior to 
today) serves now only as a classifier. The form is by no means 
actually restricted in its application as the name would sug
gest. 

8 .  7 The � is formed mechanically from the present stems of the 
previous lesson. Once these are learned, the � is quite simple 
and so has the virtue of greatly expanding your ability to use 
the language with a minimum of new memorization. 

8 .8 Formation of the � 
The � is formed from the appropriate present stems by two 
simple steps: 
1 .  A preterite augment: the syllable 3l (a) is prefixed to the 

stem. This augment, or 3lJ"7Ill (iigama), which is used with 
some other past tenses, is peculiar phonologically in that it 
combines with root initial vowels to form the � of the 
initial instead of the expected (3.7) �-
Example: 
� 
-../i (2P) (go) 

+ �  
a (augment) + i (weak stem) � ai (weak stem of � 

2. To the appropriate � stems (strong or weak as at 7. 10. 1 )  
are directly suffixed the appropriate "secondary" endings. 
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The Secondary Endings for the � (laii) are: 

� 31k1J�qc;: 
"QCPO mo �0 "QCPO mo �0 

q�o (!_ � 3f.I_ I 3": Cl 3TRJ1"f{ 3R'J I 31Cf I � 
-t -tarn -anlul) -ta -atam -anta!ata!ran 

tfc-�0 tl Cf1{ Cl �: 3llewJ.. "'t.Citl 
-s -tarn -ta -thal) -atham -dhvam 

'311110 31l=l q 1l � / !!.  � � 
-am -va -ma -i/e -vahi -mahi 

It is evident that they are often closely related to the "primary" 
endings but are shorter or lighter. The '31111° "Q<Po 31kk1J�qc;: 
ending � (i) regularly combines with the 3l (a) of a preceding 
� sign to form !!. (e) . 
"31" �-s 
For the "a" �-s the situation is quite simple and regular. 
Root ��O"QCPO� q�o"Q<Po� Meaning 

� � � 
--.'bhii bhavati abhavat he was 

"3Tll_ � � 
--.'gam gacchati agacchat he went 

lf.l � � 
--.'man many ate amanyata he thought 

� � � 
--.'kup kupyati akupyat he was angry 

Rules for adding the terminations are the same as those given 
at 4.22 above. The ��o �o � takes the ending -3q 
(-an) . The '!:1"�0 �o 31k1J�qc;: takes the ending -3Rf ( -anta). 
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8 . 1 1 

Before these endings, and before the �o QCfi"0 � ending 
-3111._ (-am), the 3l (a) of the � signs is lost. 

� (agacchan) they went 

3Pf<q (abhavan) they were 

� (avadam) I said 
� ( amanyanta) they thought 

"Non-31'' �-s (ga!JG-S) 

The "non-31'' �-s are also generally regular, but there are a 
few points that require mention. 
a. The third, � .� takes the ending 3": (ul).) in � 'iSIW � 

Before this ending the final vowel of the stem is subject to 
�-
Examples: 
� � � 
...Jhu � ajuhot (he offered), ajuhutam (those two offered), 

�: 
but ajuhavul). (they offered). 

b. The seventh, � � is quite regular, but note that the 
'!:1'�0 and lf<.<:fJ1'0 of the strong forms present what appear to 
be anomalous endings because of the fact that their stem
fmal consonants form, with the single consonants of the 
endings, conjuncts that must be resolved (see 3.25 .f) by 
the loss of what are, here, the actual endings. 
Examples: � (...Jbhuj-eat) (7P) 

(� � �  
(abhunakt) � abhunak 

(3llfilli) � � 
( abhunak�) � abhunak 

c. The important root 31&.. (be) inserts the vowel t (1) be
tween the stem and the endings Cl (t) and B,_ (s) of the � 
yielding 3l!Bt: (ilsi�-you were) and the enormously com
mon narrative � (ilsit-he, she, it was; or there was). 
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Example: 
3flalS::I�I «<R� 1'111 I "ffiTI � � � 3lltf.l l 
asi:d raja dasaratho nama. rajno rajye bahavo munaya asan. 
(There was a king by the name of Dasaratha. There were 
many sages in the king ' s  realm.) 

8 . 1 2  �-s (Upasarga-s): Verbal Prefixes 
�-s, or verbal prefixes, are one of a number of factors ac
counting for the flexibility and richness of Sanskrit. The use 
of these simple, easily memorized prefixes greatly enhances 
the connotative power of the various verbal roots without any
thing like the mental effort that would be required to memorize 
wholly different verbs for each meaning. 

8. 1 3  The �-s function basically in three ways, although these func
tions frequently overlap and are not consistent for all �-s or 
even for the same one with different roots. We may classify their 
function as: 
a. pleonastic: This is the case in which the prefixation of an 

� does not substantially alter the basic meaning of a 
verbal root. 
Example: 
311 + C?1l_ � � = � 
upa + ...Jlabh ( lA) (obtain) -7 upalabhate = labhate (gain, 
obtain, acquire) 

b .  analytic: Here the � has a particular semantic value 
of its own, by which it modifies or qualifies the meaning 
of a verbal root. 
Example: 

31ci + � -7 � 
ava (down) + ...Jtr ( lP) (cross) -7 avatarati (he descends) 

c. idiomatic: Here the combination of an � and a root 
yields a meaning not clearly related to either. 
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Examples: 
31cr + � � 31ClJI-.,\Jkt 
ava (down) + ...Jgam ( l P) (go) � avagacchati 
(he understands) 

� + � � 31'j61Hikt 
anu (after) + ...Jjii.a (9P) (know) � anujanati (he permits) 

8 . 1 4  I n  any given case, the same combination of � and verbal 
root may be used in any of these three ways. The context and 
usage must always be considered. 
Examples: 
31cr + � � 31ClJI-.,\Jkt 
ava (down) + ...Jgam (go) � avagacchati-(a) he understands ; 
(b) he goes down 

3tf + � � �  
upa + ...Jlabh (obtain) � upalabhate-(a) he obtains ;  
(b) he learns, knows 

8 . 1 5  The following is a list of the major �-s with their basic 
meanings. Examples are provided of their nominal analytic 
use and in some case, of important idiomatic usages. 

Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

31fu' (ati-beyond, ;/� ( IP) (step) 
exceeding, 31kt�lttRt 
surpassing) (he oversteps, 

transgresses) [irregular 
length of 31 (a)] 
;/"f1cl ( lP) (jump, fly) 
� 
(he skips over) 
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Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

� (adhi---over, ..J'f (8P) (do) ..J� ( l P) (go) 
superiority) � � 

(he appoints, (he attains) 
authorizes) 

� (anu-after, ..Jrr ( l P) (move) ..Jm (9P) (know) 
successive, � 31 'j611'11 Rt 
following) (he follows) (he permits) 

..Jqq,__ ( l P) (speak) 

� 
(he repeats, translates) 

..J'f (8P) (do) 

� 
(he imitates) 

3RJZ (antar- ..Jm (3P) (place) 
within, inward) � 

(he hides, conceals) 

..J� ( l P) (go) 
3j;qJf,::1:§Rt 
(he goes in, insinuates) 

3W (apa-away; ..J-;fi ( 1 P) (lead) 
bad moral or � 
value judgment) (he leads away) 

..J� (6P) (push) 

� 
(he drives away) 
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Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

3lq' --./� ( IP) (speak) 
� 
(he speaks ill of, 
reviles) 

.,fey: ( IP) (take) 
� 
(he kidnaps, abducts) 

3lfi:r (abhi-to, for, --./'31f{_ ( IP) (go) 
towards, fully) � 

(he approaches 
sexually) 

--./fur ( IP) (win) --./"q[ (3P) (place) 
� � 
(he triumphs) (he says, tells) 

--.!m (9P) (know) 
� 
(he recognizes) 

3rcr (ava-down) --.11 ( 1  P) (cross) --./'31f{_ ( 1  P) (go) 

� �qJj-c0Rt 
(he descends) (he understands) 

--./� (lA) (look) 
31q&l<t>d 
(he looks down) 

3IT (a-back, --./'31f{_ ( 1  P) (go) 
return [in motion 31Jdl-c0Rt 
verbs] ; (he comes) 
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Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

3TI (with non- -../{!; ( 1  P) (take) 
motion verbs, an � 
intensifier or (he fetches) 
used pleonastically) 

3<\. (ud-up, rising, -../� (3P) (stand) 
arising) 3RliS3Rl 

(he stands up) 

-../'1 ( 1  P) (be) 
� 
(he arises, originates, 
is born) 

-..ftRt ( lP) (fly) 
� 
(he flies up) 

-../{!; ( lP) (take) 
� 
(he lifts, rescues) 

3'lf (upa-towards) -../� ( lP) (go) -../� (6P) (point out) 

34"1�0Rl 34�ikl 
(he approaches) (he teaches, instructs) 

-../� (6P) (live) 

34�C4kl 
(he lives off, subsists 
on or by) 

f.t (ni-down, into, -../� ( lP) (dwell) 

in) � 
(he inhabits, settles in) 
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Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

f.:r: (nif:z---out, out ..J� ( l P) (step) 
from) Pt�lltlkt 

(he goes out) 

...JCf&_ ( l P) (dwell) 
� 
(he lives abroad in 
exile) 

tR1 (para-away, ..J"lffi_ ( 1  P) (go) 
forth) q(jJ{"tj\31kt 

(he returns) 

..J� ( l P) (win) 
4<:1:::st4Rt 
(he defeats) 

lift (pari-around, ..J� ( l P) (wander) 
about) � 

(he wanders about) 

'!:!' (pra---onward; ..J� ( l P) (move) ..J� ( lP) (be) 
often used � � 
pleonastically) (he goes on, moves (he is powerful, has 

along) mastery over, rules) · 

..J-;pt ( 1 P) (drag) ...JQ: ( lP) (take) 
� � 
(he drags along) (he strikes) 

� (prati-back, ..J"lffi_ ( 1  P) (go) ..J� (9P) (know) 
against, reciprocal !OfktJf"tj\31kt !Oikt:::i!Hikt 
action) (he goes back) (he promises, vows) 
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Basic Meanings "Analytic Examples" "Idiomatic" Examples 

fcl' (vi--opposition, ..J� ( I P) (remember) ..Jey: ( IP) (take) 
against, reciprocal 
action) 

� � 
(he forgets) 

..J"¥t (7P) Uoin) 
� 
(he disjoins) 

Bll._(sam-together) ..J7fli_ ( I P) (go) 
BJI-ci§kt 
(he comes together 
with) 

..J� ( IP) (speak) 
� 
(he converses) 

..Jey: ( 1  P) (take) 
� 
(he puts together, 
collects) 

(he diverts himself, 
takes pleasure) 

..J'1 ( IP) (be) 
� 
(it is possible, he comes 
into existence) 

8 . 1 6  It should be kept in mind that the above examples are by no 
means intended to be exhaustive of the uses of the �-s. 
Rather they are to suggest some of the common applications 
of these important prefixes. 

8 . 1 7  There i s  no restriction as to the number of �-s that may 
precede a given verbal form or its derivatives. Two and 
sometimes three may be strung together before a root to give 
some additional shade of meaning. 
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Examples: 
� + 3ll + � � �  
ud + a +  ...Jhr ( l P) � udaharati (he gives an illustration) 

� + 3lT + � � tt"t(J(.,i§� 
sam + a +  ...Jgam ( lP) � samagacchanti (they convene) 

3lfil + 3"q + 3lT + � � 311-� 
abhi + upa + a +  ...Ji (2P) � abhyupaiti (he approaches, agrees) 

8. 1 8  Placement of �-s (upasarga-s) 

An � or series of �-s is placed immediately before the 
verbal form that it modifies. However, in the case of preterite 
tenses such as the � which require the preterite augment 
(3lFT"l), it is the augment that immediately precedes the verbal 
stem, while the �-s, if any, must precede the augment. 
Examples: 

� � ' 
3"q + � 3414�tRt 34tl4�kl 
upa + ..../vis (6P) (sit) upavisati (he sits) upavisat (he sat) 

f.t + � � � 
ni + ..../vas ( l P) nivasati nyavasat 
(inhabit) (he inhabits) (he inhabited) 

3lfil + 3"q + � 311-�: 311-� 
abhi + upa + ...Ji (2P) abhyupemal) abhyupaima 
(agree) (we agree) (we agreed) 



EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
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B.  Rewrite the reading, changing all the � forms into their 
corresponding � forms, and all the � forms into their 
corresponding � forms. 

C. Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit: 
1 .  When Rama came for Slta's � (svayaf!lvara), all the 

kings ridiculed him. 
2. None of the kings (lit. , no king at all) lifted Siva's bow. 
3 .  The sages did not understand what you said. (Put relative 

clause first.) 
4. J anaka stood up in the assembly (Bllf-sabha) of the kings 

and said, "Rama has won." (Use � [ iti]) .  

5. Finally the proud king became very angry �...Jkrudh). 

6. But the hero did not exert himself and did not break the 
bow. 

7 .  The proud queen forgot the name of the angry sage. 
8 .  "0, Sambhu ! You promised me a kingdom!" he said. 
9. That woman never forgot her � (svayaf!lvara). 

10. The king' s son, by name Devadatta, reviled Sambhu. 
1 1 . A fool does not easily obtain the Self. 
1 2. "Why did he eat grass?" they thought. 

D. Memorize the following verse. 

� ";J � � � ";J :q.-rocrcrct&l 
";J FrFi ";J � ";J � ""IIM<fdl �: 

ctiO�Cf51 8BMct5ilRI � <u � � 
� � � � � � 11 

Bracelets do not adorn a person, nor necklaces shining like the 
moon, not baths and ointments, flowers or jewelled coiffures. 
Only that speech which is refined (saf!lskrta) adorns a person. 
Mere ornaments will always fade; the ornament of speech is 
the only true ornament. 
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READING 

� �: 81C11li4�4"tldJ clf<tllOJ.-cR v'!tcl I C1�li--Chl0 � -mTR: 
� : fct4ct<l<tiJI-ci9"{_ I � �CiliCIC::-c� I <l: ChT sfll -mrl 
�lctf<t � � B� B lOj'"q � 4ROI<td1RI I ?:IT �
� I � �* �";{ Cf?ltun � -;rrft lfllCJ lWlf � I 
Jlfclcllfd � � scfiCJ "Jj� I 3lemtt � 
�� I ";{ � -mrl C1�'"l--Ch4fUT Bllef 31Rful 1  �: � 
cit l&c.pl sfll � �141j)41JI-c0q__ I <Fiill'1fC1li4�4--�TQB� I � �* 
cit l&c.pl cfRTuri � �� � I B ";{ fct>lOJC<tctC::q__ I � -:qTti 
4SlrBct �&<n� 1 �� sw-c�� �= utat 
���ts<tclll{_ 1 1  

* See 5 .5  
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GLOSSARY 

3Wr + � � 31Rtr:tit¥iRt 
ati + ...Jkram ( 1 P) � atikramati

transgress 

31enftt 
athapi (ind)-(equals 31ef in most 

cases) moreover, however, even 
so 

� + � � � 
anu + ...Jraiij (4A) � anurajyate-

be fond of, like 

3FCfa: 
antatal). (ind)-finally 

3fCf + � � � 
apa + ...Jvad ( lP) � apavadati

revile 
� + � � � 
abhi + ...Jgam ( lP) � abhigacchati 

-approach 

� 
uttama (adj)-supreme, excellent 
� + �erl � � 
ud + ...Jstha ( lP) � utti��hati

stand up 
3ll' + � � 34J(-ci§Rt 
upa + ...Jgam ( lP) � upagacchati

approach 

karman (n)-activity, religious 
act, grammatical object 

• 
garvita (adj)-proud 

guru (adj)-heavy; (m)-teacher 
"Cflll': 
capal). (m)-bow 
�: 

abhi + ...Jji ( l P) � abhijayati-win janakal). (m prop)-king ofMithila 

� 
atman (m)-self, Self, commonly tathapi (ind)-even so 

used as reflexive Wi. � � 
� � � ...Jtu� ( 4P) � tu�yati-be happy 

...Ji� ( 6P) � icchati---desire, wish, � 
want tu��a (adj)-content, happy 
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� � 
troam (n)-blade of grass, a straw, yat (see Glossary, Lesson 7) 

often used metaphorically for U"5Fl something of little consequence raj an (m)-king 
or value. 

� 
naman (n)-name 

� 
patram (n)-leaf 
t@ + ";fi -7 qRot<lRt 
pari + ...Jni ( l P) -7 paril)ayati

marry 
m + � -7 !>!Rici!HIRI 
prati + ..../jna (9P) -7 pratijanati

prornise, vow 
w:tfCI": 
prabhaval) (m)-power 
!>!" + <rci. -7 m 
pra + ...Jyat ( lA) -7 prayatate

attempt, try, exert oneself 
!01" + � -7 � 
pra + ..../has ( I P) -7 prahasati

ridicule 

� -7 � 
...Jbhafij (7P) -7 bhanakti-break 

� -7 � 
...Jbhuj (7P) -7 bhunakti-eat 

� 
Hla (f)-play, sport 

�: 
sambhulJ (m prop)-Siva 

� + � -7 � 
sarp + ...Jdha (3P) � sarpdadhati 

-join, bring together 
tfqJ 
sabha (f)-assembly 

� 
sulabha (adj)-easy 

� 
svayam (ind)-oneself, used 

reflexively and applicable to 
all persons, i.e., himself, 
herself, yourself, etc. 

�: 
svayarpvaral) (m)-lit. , "self- . 

choice," the name of a cere
mony at which a princess 
chooses a husband, or has one 
chosen by contest. 



LESSON 9 

Noun Stems in 3l: (aJ:t) ; The � m (KarmaQ.i Prayoga) 

9.0 Noun Stems in 31: ($) 
There is another important class of nouns whose stems end in 
31: ($). They are mostly '1gt�Cfll&\1· nouns, and their declen-
sion is a good example of a regular consonantal paradigm. 

9. 1 a. '1�Cfli&W; Cfq: (tapaJ:z-act of austerity) 
�0 fgo �0 
Cfq: m CftfifB 

1 .  tap$ tapasi taparpsi 
Cfq: m CftfifB 

2. tap$ tapasi taparpsi 
aqm �� �: 

3 .  tapasa tapobhyam tapobhil). 
� �� �<i: 

4. tapase tapobhyam tapobhyal:l 
qtffi: �� �<i: 

5 . tap as$ tapobhyam tapobhyal:l 
qtffi: M= � 

6. tap as$ tapasol). tapasam 
QltfB M= Cfq:lj 

7 .  tapasi tapasol). tapal:lsu 
Cfq: m CftfifB 

sam. tap$ tapasi taparpsi 

b .  " nouns ending in 31: ( $) are not at all common, while 
� nouns with this ending are virtually nonexistent. 
However, by a process to be discussed at length later on 
( 13 .9 .a) , it is rather common for the '1�Cfli&W stems to be 
treated as adjectives. When this happens they must, of 
course, be declined in the gender of whatever they modify. 
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9.2 

For this reason it is necessary to learn the appropriate para
digm. In this instance the " and � forms are the 
same. They are, moreover, different from the "'118Cflf&�· 
forms only in the first two cases. 

"; •= (aiigirab-name of a sage) 

l .  

t:f<:PO �0 

•= � 
aflgirab aflgirasau 

2. ang1rasam aflgirasau 
(other forms same as "'l�Cflf&�) 

�0 

3lfWm : 
aflgirasal) 

3lfWm : 

aflgirasal) 

There are a few nouns whose stems end in -3 : ( -ub) and -�: 
( -ib) . Their paradigms closely parallel those of the stems in -
31: (-ab) .  

a . "'118Cflf&�·; �: (havib-oblation) 
t:f<:PO �0 �0 

�: � � 
l .  havib havi�I havirp.�i 

�: � � 
2. havib ha vi� I havirp.�i 

� m-• �: 
3 .  havi�a havirbhyam havirbhib 

� m-• m.<l: 
4. havi�e havirbhyam havirbhyal) 

�: m-• m.<l: 
5 .  havi�al) havirbhyam havirbhyab 

�: �: � 
6. havi�ab havi�ob havi�am 

� �: �:� 
7 .  havi�i havi�ob havib�u 

�: � � 
sam. havib ha vi� I havirp.�i 
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b. '"13Act>k»�·; �: (dhanuf:z-bow) 
'l:fc.Po m:o �0 
�: � � 

I. dhanul). dhanu�I dhaniirp�i 

�: � � 
2. dhanul). dhanu�I dhaniirp�i 

� �· �: 
3 .  dhanu�a dhanurbhyam dhanurbhib. 

� �· ��: 
4. dhanu�e dhanurbhyam dhanurbhyal). 

�: �· ��: 
5 .  dhanu�al). dhanurbhyam dhanurbhyal). 

�: �: � 
6. dhanu�al). dhanu�ob. dhanu�am 

� �: �:� 
7 .  dhanu�i dhanu�ol). dhanul).�u 

�: � � 
sam. dhanul). dhanu�i dhaniirp�i 
Adjectival application of these stems ( 1 3.9.a) take, in � 
and � the same strong endings as do the stems in -3l: 
( -al).), except in the � � where they show no strength. 

9.3 It is helpful to learn the important nouns of this class with the 
original final� (s ) , the � �, and another case, preferably the 
� � so that the absolute fmal, : (1).), is not confused with that 
of the � 'l:fc.P0 ending of� stems with final 3l (a). 

9.4 Some of the important nouns of these classes are listed here 
with a) original stem final, b) �� � and c) � 'l:fc.P0• 
Learn them. 
(a) (b) (c) 
-:q� � 'qllj: -:qag;n 
cak�us cak�ul). cak�u�a eye, faculty of sight 

� � lfrl: lf.R11 
man as m anal). manasa mind, mental faculty 
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� � C{q: ('l'tfffi 
tap as tapa.Q tap as a austerity 

� � Qll: Qllm 
tamas tama.Q tamasa darkness 

� � �: � 
dhanus dhanul). dhanu�a bow 

� � �: � 
vapus vapul). vapu�a body 

� � ;p:J: ;p:rm 
namas nama.Q namasa homage, a bow of respect 

� � �: � 
cetas ceta.Q cetasa mind, thought 

� � �: � 
yasas yasa.Q yasasa fame, glory 

� � �: m 
tejas teja.Q tejasa splendor 

Examples: 
�: �8fll � � I �: tRll � 1FR1I � I 
sadharal).al). puru�as cak�u�a lokarp. pasyanti. sadhava.Q 
paramatp satyarp. manasa pasyanti 
(Ordinary men perceive the world with the eye, sages see the 
highest truth with the mind.) 

� "�1rif4:<� m: 1 
sivasya dhanur noddharanti rajanal). 
(Kings do not lift the bow of Siva.) 
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9.5 CfilffiJT m (Karma!Ji Prayoga) :  The Sanskrit 'Passive' 
[Note :  Before proceeding with this section it is advisable to 
refer back for a moment to the sections on the uses of the J;f�. 
�. and � �-s ( 4.28) and to make sure that you clearly 
understand the concepts of � (subject) and � (direct ob
ject) of a verbal root (4.40-42)] .  All the clauses and sentences 
that we have thus far encountered have two important and re
lated points in common: 
a. The � (subject) of any � (verbal root) is in the ];[� 

� (nominative case) . 
b. The � (verb) of any clause always agrees in number 

and person with the � (subject) . 
9 .6 For example, in the sentence � n'i�:r.:�qrnlf::::�;q:rr61�ktP-r I (pa!Jtjito 

milrkhiif!ls tyajati-A wise man abandons fools), the verbal 
ending -� ( -ti) tells us that the � is QCf)Cl=t:H. It also tell us 
that the "person" of the subject is J;f�. In fact, it is so 
specific that except for the actual name, type, or identity of the 
� nothing else need be provided. This is especially clear in 
the case of the .� and if\:.� where the identity of the 
subject is already clear from the context. Thus, the -ffr ( -mi) 
of� (gacchiimi-I go) is so specific that the inclusion of 
the � (� is optional. The same would be true for the 
second sentence of the sequence: � � � I aal q;:j 
� I (ramo nagaraf!l tyajati. tato vanaf!l gacchati-Rama 
leaves the city. Then he goes to the forest.) 

9.7 In all of these sentences, then, the verbal ending alone speci
fies everything we need to know about the �except its name 
and gender. Therefore, when that name is provided, it is in the 
J;f� or nominative (naming) case. 

9 .8 In the first sentence if we change the number of the �. the 
verbal ending also changes. Thus: 
� 't<I:.Cil&4'51kt I (pa1Jtjito milrkhiif!ls tyajati) 

� 't<I:.Cil&4'51a: I ( pa1Jtjitau mi1rkhaf!ls tyajatal:z) 

� 't<'"li&461Pa I ( pa!Jfjita mi1rkhiif!ls tyajanti) 
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On the other hand, a change in the number of the Cfilf.J.. (direct 
object) makes no difference whatsoever to the verbal ending 
or the � governed by it. In short, then, the � (verb) tells 
us nothing about the � (direct object), not even its abjectness . 
Therefore, everything about the � its number and its very 
abjectness, must be provided. This is done by the appropriate 
� (accusative) case ending. 

9. 9 Such a usage of the finite verb to refer exclusively to the � is 
called the � m, which means, the verbal usage, m, with 
respect to the � (subject) . It is similar to the English "active 
voice," but, as noted above, it must not be confused with the 
41!�4C:: ("active" voice) . 

9 . 1 0  There is, however, another type of  sentence, which differs from 
the � m in that the finite verb refers to (or agrees with) 
the Cfilf.I._ (direct object) instead of the �- This is called the 
� m, or verbal usage with respect to the direct object. 

9. 1 1  Just as in the � m, the verbal ending specifies the num
ber and person of the � so in the � m, it varies with the 
number and person of the � 

9. 1 2  I n  the sentence '!{.<'tRot4v4ra I (milrkhiis tyajyante-Fools are 
abandoned), note that the ending -3Rt (-ante), which specifies 
the number and person of the �, and the 4" (ya) sign of the 
� m, which specifies its abjectness, obviate the need for 
-the special object marker (the � ending) . All that needs to 
,be supplied is the "name" of the object. Therefore, like the � 
in the � m, it is put in the J;J� (nominative/naming case). 

9. 1 3  O n  the other hand, there i s  now nothing to specify the 
subjectness of the �- This must now be shown explicitly by 
means of the agentive case, the � (instrumental) case. 

9 . 14  So to complete the transformation of the example a t  9.6, the 
� or the subject of the action of the verbal root � (--./ tyaj), 
must be in the � :  "[{.<'tRot4'6"4ooa � I (milrkhiis tyajyante 

pafJ4itena-Fools are abandoned by the wise man.) = (The wise 
man abandons fools.) 
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9 . 1 5  Note that just as the verb in the � m takes no account of 
the number, etc . ,  of the � so in the Cf>lffUl m it is indepen
dent of the cmf. 
Examples : 
lf'lq*<J�<J.-8 � I 
murkhas tyajyante pal).<;litena 

lf'lq*4�4.-8 �� I 
murkhas tyajyante pal).<;litabhyam 

lf'lq*<J�<J.-8 � : I 
murkhas tyajyante pal).<;litail) 

lf'lct�4�48 � I (- 3W-� ; -�:) 
but murkhas tyajyate pal).<;litena ( -abhyam ; -ail)) 

9 . 1 6  To recapitulate, then, in traditional terminology: 
a. In the � m (i .e . , cmf in '!l"er:TI; � agrees with �. 

the � (abjectness) of the � is �  (unspecified) 
by the �- Therefore, the � is in the � �-

b. In the Cf>lffUl m (i.e . ,  � in '!fep:J; � agrees with 
�. the $ (subjectness) of the cmJ is � by the 
�- Therefore, the cmJ is in the � �-

9 . 1 7  The � m (Bhiive Prayoga) : Abstract Construction 
It is clear from the very terminology used to name these con
structions that the distinction should apply only to � �-s 
(transitive verbs)(4.38) , i .e. , to verbs that can take �s (di
rect objects) .  In fact, however, the freedom and frequency 
with which the Cf>lffUl m is used has led to the creation of a 
parallel construction used with � �s (intransitive verbs). 
This construction, for which English has no real equivalent, is 
called the � m, the abstract construction. 

9 . 1 8  This construction, a sort of "passive" of intransitive verbs, is 
actually a sort of analog to the m m constructed in the 
absence of a �  Since every verb has a cmf, one can proceed 
with the � m as far as the cmf with no difficulty. The cmf 
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is put into the �, just as it is in the CfilffUT m. But whereas 
the verb of the CfilffUT m agrees with the � in the l1fct m 
there is no Cfilf.:l with which to make it agree. Here, then, the 
"�' is taken to be the abstract � (it or that) . Accordingly 
the verb in a �  construction must always be �� QCf)Cfil"'l. 
Examples: 
The � sentences : 
� eR �  I 
munayo vane vasanti. (The sages live in the forest.) 
and 
�= wcf � l 
raj anal) sukharp jivanti. (Kings live happily.) 
could be transformed into the following � sentences: 
� � I 
munibhir vana u�yate. (See 3 . 1 8  for �) 
(Literally, "It is lived in the forest by the sages.") 
and 
mlfi'l: wcf � I 
rajabhil) sukharp jlvyate. 
(Literally, "It is lived happily by kings.") 

9. 1 9  To transform a� to a CfilffUT m sentence: 
1 .  Put the � in the �· 
2. Put the � in the ��. 
3. Use the CfilffUT form of the verb in agreement with the � 
Example: 
� rr�eH:� 1 
ramo rak�asan hanti. (Rama kills the demons.) 

1 .  rill: � � I ramal) � rameJ)a 
2. U8:TBF{_ � Uaml: I rak�asan � rak�asal) 
3 .  � � � I hanti � hanyante 

� Uaml � l  
rameJ)a rak�asa hanyante. 
(Rama kills the demons [lit . , the demons are killed by Rama] .) 
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9.20 To transform a CfllffUT to a Q m simply reverse the above 
procedure. 
Example: 
l1<l1 � mrr n 1 
maya tvarp raja kriyase. (You are made king by me.)  

reverse 1 .  l1<l1 � � I 
2 . � � � 1 
2. mfi �  � I  
3. A � � �  

3«f � -mwf � I 

maya � aham 
tvam � tvam 
raja � rajanam 
kriyase � karomi 

aharp tvfup. rajanaq1 karomi. (I make you king.)  

9.2 1 The cpt:ffUy and � m-s may be formed in the � as well as 
the � They are formed just as though from a fourth � verb 
with the prefixed augment. They must of course always have 
the 3lk"'�4G> versions of the "secondary endings" (see 8.9). 
Examples: 
Uaml � �  I 
rak�aso 'hanyata ramel)a. (The demon was killed by Rama.) 

"''"R"'"IR!d mtT I 
nagaram agamyata rajfi.a. (The king went to the city.) 
(Literally: "It was gone to the city by the king.") 

9.22 Remember that in transforming a sentence from or to the CfllffUT 
m the only parts of speech that must be changed are the � 
� and the �- Of course, any adjectives that modify 
the � and �and any nouns or pronouns in apposition with 
them must remain in agreement or apposition and must then 
change accordingly. Adverbs and other nouns that are not the 
� or � and not in agreement or apposition with them do 
not change. This latter includes nouns in cases other than the 
��. �. and �- Be careful of words in the � that are 
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not the � in CfilffUT constructions. This case may mark the 
instrument (Cf)(U() of an action and may appear to be in agree
ment or apposition with the true �- For example, in the 
sentence «<R� � � � I (dasarathena sare!Ja 
briihmaJJo hanyate-The brahman is killed with an arrow by 
Dasaratha) , the � is Dasaratha while the arrow is the Cf)(U(, 
despite their seeming agreement. The correct � transfor
mation would be : «<Re.T: � � � I (dasarathaf:i sareJJa 
briihmaJJaf!l hanti) . 

9.23 These constructions, the CfilffUT and � m-s, are extremely 
common in Sanskrit but do not always have any special force 
that sets them apart in meaning from their � m counter
parts. When translating into English, then, it is generally ad
visable to render them into active sentences if the passive sounds 
awkward or forced. Certainly this should always be done in 
the case of � sentences. 

9.24 The Formation of the CfilffUT m (karmaJJi prayoga) 
The formation of this complicated-sounding, but actually rather 
simple, construction is quite mechanical and is easily learned. 

9.25 The CfilffUT (and � m is not part of the present system. It is 
formed by two simple steps. 
a. To the � (verbal root) , absolutely without reference to 

its '7fUT, is added �. the CfilffUT marker to form the CfilffUT stem. 
b. To this stem are then added the appropriate :::tll��qc;: end-

ings. 
Example: 
� � 

� � 
--Jtyaj ( 1 )  tyajati 

� � 
--JjfUi (9) janati 

� � 
--Jchid (7) chinatti 

CfilffUT 
� 
tyajyate 

ft 
jiiayate 

� 
chidyate 

Meaning 
(he, she, it . . .  ) 
is abandoned 

is known 

is cut 
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a. The <l of the � m is not to be confused with the <l of 
the fourth �. even though there are cases where the two 
forms might be identical. The � m is formed from 
roots of all �-s and is not derived from the present 
stems. 

b.  Although the � m always takes the 31ktt�q<;> end
ings, it is not true that those endings always indicate � 
m. (See 4. 1 6) 

9.27 The following are important exceptions to the basic rule of 
� stem formation: 
a. Root final � (i) or 3 (u) is lengthened, 
� � � Meaning of� 
� � ti (he, she, it . . .  ) 
.Vji ( 1 )  jayati jiyate is conquered 

� � � 
.Vhu (3) juhoti hiiyate is offered 

� � � 
.Ystu (2) stauti stiiyate is praised 

b .  Root final 31l (a) (or any complex vowel) almost always 
becomes t (I) . 

GJ � � 
.Vda (3) dadati diyate is given 

� � � 
.Vstha ( 1 )  ti�thati sthiyate is stood 

qy � � 
.Vpa ( 1 )  pibati piyate is drunk 

. if  � � 
.Vgai ( 1 )  gayati giyate is sung 
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m � � 
.../ha (3) jahati hiyate is abandoned 

but � � ft 
'1/jna (9) janati jfiayate is known 

c.  Root final � (r) becomes ft (ri) . This takes place most 
significantly with: 

er � 
'1/Iq (8) karoti kriyate is done 

but, if � (r) is preceded by a conjunct, it is subject to �: 
� 
'1/smr ( 1 )  

� M 
smarati smaryate is remembered 

d. Certain roots beginning with CJ (va) or Cl' (ya) and ending 
in a consonant undergo a reduction, called � (saf!Z
prasiiralJa), of the initial semivowel and its vowel 31 (a) to 
3 (u) or � (i) respectively: 

� CJGfu � 
'1/vad ( 1 )  vadati udyate is spoken 

� � � 
.../vac (2) vakti ucyate is said 

cm cmfa � 
.../vas ( 1 )  vasati w�yate is lived 

� � � 
'1/yaj ( 1 )  yajati ijyate is sacrificed 

e. Some roots, especially the important roots 3Rl._ (.../as-be), 
� (.../brit-speak), and � ('1/arh-be worthy, capable) have 
no � forms.  

f. The root � (.../pas-see) is replaced in the � and all 
other forms not formed from the present stem by � (..Jdrs). 
Example: 

� (he, she, it is seen) 



EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
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B .  Translate the following sentences and transform them from 
� to � or �. or from � or � to � m, as is 
applicable.  
1 . � � q.:f Jl-c0� � a  lWlf= 4R�<:tcil� 1 

yada sadhavo vanrup gacchanti, tada te bharyal) parityajanti . 

2. <l: � 3lRl1A � B 'QCi Actl;C"Jl"fil<>cil<Oikt I 
yal). puru�a atmanrup janati, sa eva sarvarp1 lokaii jayati. 

3 .  it;{ � � � 1¥iH>il'"4{:1{_ 1 
yena loko 'kriyata, tasmai namaskaromy aham. 

4. ��!fiT � af.='"f�"<ll I 4-c01rd1 1:RBT � � I  
yac cak�u�a drsyate tan mithya, yac chantena (see 3 .45 for 
�) manasa jfiayate tat satyam. 

5 .  m=f: WfT<li � cfm: �1{"141CfG:0:{_ 1 
rajiial). sabhayarp sarve viral) satrun apavadan. 

6. � m S'j�llj4&� � � I 
yada ramo 'nujiiam upalabhate tadarat).yarp gacchati. 

7. � ljf.10lq; 44�<:tcil"i1GJ aq) � I 
yada munir lokarp paryatyajat tada tapo 'karot. 

8 .  lj�@cilAI � � I 
munes tejasa suryo 'py antardhlyate. 

9. <lT � �<:J: � -aT 'QCi �<:Jkt I 
ya naryo nisacarebhyal). palayante ta eva bibhyati. 

10. (IG;+(I( � � {:fcl<:¥!G:f£l � I 
tadanantarrup vrddho raja havir ajuhod api cabhi�ekam 
akarot. 
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C. Memorize the following verse. 

� 4G>k£v-4l sfit 4G;Jit� sfit � I 
CRB "'G;Cl.-'CJl sfit B � � � 1 1  
The dishonorable one is honored, the one who should be 
shunned is now approached, the blameworthy one is praised, 
for such is the power of wealth. 

READING 

<:fGJ 'iii'"FN:"' � q<:foft"'d �er81" � dGJ � � 
� I 'iii'1Cfit4141!:1 � q<:foft"'d (')1}-qUR I � � (')1}-qU)"'"f 
-:q � I 3f.Ri -at ID cfti!:ICl<flt.<:fi !k('!IJI-ci§dll{_ I � -:q 
��� CJP-� 1 � mn �� 3lRllR � � 
'iil1'11kl I 3lftt "=t:l' B FcfBI �� � wf � �J1J1J1.-('!d I 3mf 
CJ_� � I m<i "'"{ �'1f{IS('!d lp:ff I eR lp:ff � � "=t:l' �: 
� I lJll l!:lv-"'t"' lW: �� � � �'1<:fil.-a4qt�: I "dGJ 
<:IJ1t41��Cfil41�1 <:1�1<{14a 1 1  



GLOSSARY 

31RT + � � �  � 
adhi + 1/gam ( l P) � adhigacchati jara (f)-{)ld age 

-attain fuf �� 

� 1/ji ( I  P) �jayati-win 
anantaram (ind)-after d G>"'' ;:q < ¥{_ 

1 7 1  

� + � �3t'j�Hikl tadanantaram (ind)-after that 
anu + 1/jna (9P) � anujanati

permit 
qt{: 
tapab (n)-asceticism 

3RI\ + 'cTI � � �: 
antar + ..Ydha (3P) � antardadhati tejal) (n)-splendor 

-hide 
GJ �� 

31tR 
apara (adj)-{)ther, another 

(declined like 11<', see 5 .7)  

�: 
abhi�ekab (m)-<::onsecration, 

coronation 

� 
ajiia (f)-{)rder, command 

3ll" + � �� 
upa + 1/Iabh ( l A) � upalabhate-

attain 

llfll 
k�ama (adj)-able, competent 

"CillJ 
cak�ub (n)-eye 

�: 
cetab (n)-intellect 

..Yda (3P) � dadati-give 

� (stem = {1:) 
(number)-two, treated as an 3l 
s tem noun, in dual only ( see 
l9 .6.b) 

�: 
dhanul) (n)-bow 

;p:f: 
namab (n)-reverence, homage, 

bow of respect 

f.{ +  futi.. � � 
ni + ..Yk�ip (6P) � nik�ipati

throw down, entrust, place 

qft + � � 4R�'4�R1 
pari + ..Ytyaj ( lP) � parityajati

abandon 
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'llfc1 + � � !llklJI-.:;\Jikl 
prati + --./gam ( l P) � 

pratigacchati-go back 

� 
brahman (n)-Brahma, absolute 
reality ; (m)-the god Brahma 
'lR: 

� 
santa (adj)-calm 

Brq: 
sadhul). (m)-sage, holy man; 

stidhu! (ind)-( exclamation) 
"wonderful !"  

�: 
bharal). (m)-load, weight, burden si1ryal). (m)-sun 
lFf: � � � 
manal). (n)-mind, mental faculty --Jstu (2P) � stauti-praise 
f?fe.<n 
mithya (ind)-false 

m= 
lokal). (m)-world 

� 
vrddha (adj)---old 

B=l' 
sva (adj)---one 's  own (declined 

like 'IR, see 5 .7 ,  but optionally 
follows masculine in -a) 

� � � 
--./hu (3P) � juhoti---offer 



LESSON 10 

Nominal Stems in -� (-r) ; Verbal Adjectives; 

The � � (Bhiite Krdanta) 

10 .0 There is relatively small but important group of nouns whose 
stems end in the vowel -:fi (r) . This group is divisible into two 
closely similar subgroups with slightly different declensions . 
Nouns of these declensions are unlike other nouns in final vow
els in that they show the system of stem strength typical of 
consonant final stems. 
1. The first, and much more restricted, of these subgroups con

sists almost wholly of terms for kinship relations such as: 
� (duhitr) (f) daughter 
� (pitr) (m) father 
� (bhratr) (m) brother 
llRJ (matr) (f) mother 

ii. The second, and larger, group consists of a series of quasi
adjectival agent nouns formed from many verbal roots by 
the addition of the suffix -� ( -tr) , similar in meaning to the 
English agentive suffix -er. This suffix is either added 
directly to the verbal root or in some cases, is separated 
from the root by the vowel � (i) . (See 13 . l .a, 1 6. 1 .) In 
either case the root vowel takes � if possible. 
Examples: 
root agent noun 
Cf (..Jkr) (8P) do � (kartr) doer, grammatical 

subject 
� (..Jji) ( l P) win � (jetr) winner, victor 
� (..Jgam) ( l P) go � (gantr) goer 
� (..JbhuJ) (7P) eat � (bhoktr) eater 
(� (..Jra�) ( I P) protect � (ra�itr) protector 
This group also contains two kinship terms: � (naptr 
[m]-grandson) and � (svasr [f)-sister) . 
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I 0. 1 Gender of Stems in -::ti (-r) 
a. The stems of group one (kinship terms) are " or � 

according to the natural gender of the family member 
named. This group contains no nouns of the "1gtt<f'fM�·. 

b. The agentive nouns of group two, however, are quasi-ad
jectival in that they may take on the gender of a person or 
thing with which they are in apposition. When � 
forms occur the ending -� ( -tr) is replaced by the ending 
-::fi ( -tri). These forms are then declined regularly accord
ing to the paradigm for stems in -� (i) given at 7 . 1 .  Thus, 
one has to learn new declensions only for " and the 
less common "1gtt<f'fMW. The kinship term FcRi (svasr

sister) is, of course, �-
10.2 Declension of Stems in -::ti ( -r) 

a. All stems of group one and " stems (plus FcRi-svasr) 

of group two have very similar declensions with only two 
basic differences: 
1.  Except for the lJ� 'QCP0, where all these forms show 

the ending -31T (-a) , the two groups differ in the strong 
forms (8. 1 ) ;  nouns of group one showing � of the 
stem final -31{ ( -ar), nouns of group two showing � 
-� (-ar) . 

ii. � nouns of group one and the noun FcRi (svasr

sister) of group two have as their � � ending 
-::tt: ( -rl.l) in contrast to the corresponding ending -::rt1.. 
(fn) for " nouns of both groups. 

b. Final -::ti ( -r) of "1gtt<f'fM�· nouns of group two is treated (as 
regards length) exactly as is the final -3" ( -u) of the "1�8Cf'fM�· 
nouns in final -3" ( -u) (see 6. 1 .d) . 

10 .3  Paradigms of -::ti (-r) Stem Nouns 
a. The following paradigm shows the declension of� (pitr

father) a typical " noun of group one. In addition the 
1Jer:!l and � �-s of � (kartr-doer), a "  noun 
of group two, and of 11RJ. (matr-mother) representing a 
� noun of group one are given. Their � through 
� forms will follow the paradigm for �-
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i .  "; ftrcJ: (pitr-father) 

Q'CI?o � � 
fiBT � fttcR: 

1 .  pita pitarau pitaral) 

� � � 2. pitaram pitarau p1trn 

� fitcr-� �: 
3 .  pitra pitrbhyam pitrbhil:t 

� fitcr-� fitcr-�: 
4. pitre pitrbhyam pitrbhyal) 

�:� fitcr-� fitcr-�: 
5 .  pitul)/pitur pitrbhyam pitrbhyal) 

(see 3.40) 

�:� �: � 6. pitul)/pitur pitrol) p1troam 

� �: � 
7. pitari pitrol) pitg;u 

fiH:� � �: BlJ_o pital)/pitar pitarau pitaral) 
(see 3 .40) 

ii. "; � (kartr-doer, agent, grammatical 
subject) 

� � � 
� � �: 

1 .  kart a kartarau kartaral) 

� � $ 2. kartaram kartarau kartrn 

lll. �; 1lR! (matr-mother) 

�0 fuo � 
lffil 11KRt lffiR: 

1 .  mata matarau mataral) 

� 11KRt �: 
2.  mataram matarau matrl:t 
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b. '1�tl'"h��-; GJ(! (datr-giver, giving) 
'l:fcl)o � Glf 
G;K! � � 

1 .  datr datroi datroi 

G;K! � � 
2. datr datmi datroi 

GRJ.UTT �� �: 
3. datma datrbhyam datrbhib 

� �� ��: 
4. datme datrbhyam datrbhyal). 

�: �� ��: 
5 .  datmab datrbhyam datrbhyal). 

�: �: �itirn 6. datmab datroob 

GRJjUT �: � 
7. datmi datroob datr�u 
�0 G;K! � �t;i datr datmi 

<::IQ:� 
or datal)/datar 

(see 3.40) 

10.4 Verbal Adjectives: Sanskrit Participles 
Despite its possession of a rich and complex system of verbal 
conjugations, or perhaps because of this, Sanskrit shows a 
marked proclivity for norninalization-the substitution of nomi
nal forms �-s) for finite verbal forms �-s). This is 
done through the use of a variety of declinable and indeclin
able words, which are derived from the verbal roots. Perhaps 
the most versatile and useful of these words are the participles 
�-s). These words are remarkable in that they are adjecti
val in form but verbal in function. As a result of this peculiar 
dual nature it is often possible for one word, formally a simple 
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adjective, to replace virtually an entire clause. Beginning stu
dents are particularly fond of these forms as, through their 
use, they are frequently able to substitute an easily declinable 
adjective for a possibly obscure and almost certainly forgot
ten finite verb. Participles, like any nominal forms, may be 
negated by the prefixing of -3l or before initial vowels, -31-l 
(see 6.2 1 ) . 
Example: 
� (...Jsru) (5P) hear � (sruta) heard 

� (asruta) unheard 

1 0.5 The � � (Bhiite Krdanta): Past-passive Participle 
Now that the� m has been introduced, it is advisable to 
learn, in conjunction with it, the so-called past-passive parti
ciple of Sanskrit. This participle is very common and useful. 
It is formed from virtually any � , or verbal root, and de
pending mainly on the transitivity of the root, has two basic 
applications. 

1 0.6 a. From � (transitive) roots, it forms adjectives that indi-
cate that the nouns that they modify are the �s (direct 
objects) of the action expressed by the � , or verbal 
root. Such a verbal adjective, agreeing (here as regards 
case, number, and gender) with the � of its root, is of 
course a nominalization of the � m. As such, its 
subject, if expressed, must be in the � �. 
Examples : 
� 
...Jhan (2P) (kill) 

� 
...Jpath ( l P) (read) 

rak!?aso hato rame.J:}a. 
(The demon is [was] killed by Ram a.) 

�k��q; ;r t:r1f � I 
tat pustakarp na maya pafhitam. 

(That book is [was] not read by me.) 
(I didn' t  read the book.) 
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� 
.Ytyaj ( I P) 
(abandon) ; 

� 
.Ychid (7P) (cut) 

� Sfctct>l�qfdctlf.l I 
tani pustakany apathitiini. 

(Those books have not been read. ) 

� � � I 
tyaktiim kanyarp pasyami. 
(I see the abandoned girl .) 

� '1ffl0::11{_ I 
kirp nas chinnam? (What of ours is 
cut? [i .e., What's it to me?]) 

Note that the action expressed by this usage of the � 
� is not necessarily "past." Rather one might say 
that it is "perfective" in that it is completed and not still 
in process regardless of the tense of the clause in which it 
appears. 

b. From � (intransitive) � -s, or verbal roots, it 
forms adjectives that indicate that the nouns modified are 
the �-s (subjects) of the action of the � , verbal root. 
This action is frequently in the past. In other words, the 
participle serves as a nominalization of a simple past tense 
(e.g. , � in the � m. 

Examples: 
1 .  This usage is especially common with verbs of motion, 

which, although they have their locus of motion in the 
� � (see 4.38, 4 1  ), are treated as � � :.s 
(intransitive roots) .  
� 
.Y gam ( 1  P) (go) 

31l + <:JT 
a +  ...Jya (2P) 
(come) 

� eR �: I � � 'JRl1 I 
ramo vanatp gata/:z. (Rama 
went to the forest.) smipi tatra 
gatii. (Sita also went there.) 

31�1l'4141ct: I 
aham apy ayatai). (I also 
came.) 
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u .  From other � roots the participle may be an ad
jective with no particular reference to time. 
�en � � eR �: 1 
.Ystha ( l P) (stand) bahavo munayo vane sthitiil;. 

(Many sages are standing 

(located) in the forest. ) 

� � �#rahfl ro 1ffi 1 
-v'kup (4P) (be angry) ativa kupitau tau dvau muni. 

(The two muni-s are 
extremely angry.) 

1! 
.Ylllf (6A) (die) 

� 
..Jjan ( 4A) (be born) 

� & �: I  
sarve v!ra mrta.Q.. 
(All the heroes are dead.) 

� ¥f -aKJ: I 
tvaq1 kutra jatal).. 
(Where were you born?) 

By extension, such adjectives may come to be used as nouns 
in their own right. 
Examples: 
� 
..Jbudh ( 1  P) (be 
enlightened) 

� 
..Jvrdh ( lA) (grow) 

buddha (enlightened) ; 
buddhasya nama gautama iti . 
(The Buddha 's name was 
Gautama.) 

cm I � fcbliCf<*( I 
vrddha (fully grown, old) ; 
vrddha kim avadat. 
(What did the old woman 
say?) 
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I 0 .  7 The formation of this useful participle is generally quite simple. 
The participle is invariably an -3l stem adjective. It is usually 
formed by the suffixation of the syllable -({ directly to the 
� , or verbal root. 
a. The root normally shows no strength. 

Cf fcF � � I 
...J1q (8) kirp. tvaya krtam. 

(What have you done?) 

� 
...Jsru (5) 

fcr + Pi 
vi + ...Jsmr ( 1 )  

3lfil + � 
ab hi + ..Jbhii ( 1 )  

l:!Cf lFIT � I 
evarp. maya srutam. 

(Thus have I heard.) 

31mfit m ;r lFIT � 1 
adyapi sa na maya vismrta. 

(Even today, I don'tforget her.) 

m= q;�= � l  
sival;t katham abhibhUta/:z parvatya. 
(How was Siva overcome by Parvati?) 

b. If the root has a weaker form, the suffix is added to that 
(cf. 7 . 1 .5 .a) .  
Examples: 
� � 
...Jdarp.s ( 1 )  dasati (bite) da�ra (bitten) 7 . 1 8 .c 

� Gj"\:.-;:nfu � 
...Jbandh (9) badhnati (bind) baddha (bound) 

This applies also to those roots which are weakened in the 
� m (9.27 .d). 

Examples : 
� � 
...Jyaj ( 1 )  (sacrifice) i�ta (sacrificed) 
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� � 
--./vac (2) (speak) ukta (spoken, said) 

NOTE: The extremely common root --./� is especially 
common in � forms, and its � �. �. may refer 
either to something that was said or to a person addressed. 
This is often confusing. A good clue is that when the former 
is meant (something said), it is usually in the "''�tl<f;i&�· 
whereas a person addressed will require the participle to 
be in the gender proper to that person �. � 
Examples : 
<hct'41'if) �C::tt,'4i!CI I 
yat tvayoktaf!l, tad asatyam eva. 
(What you said, is surely false.) 

� "{[� � � � 
evam uktii ralq;asena siUi bhi:Uibhavat. 
(Addressed thus by the demon, Sita became frightened.) 

c .  A group of roots, some of them very common, ending in 
nasals, lose the final nasal before the ending -cL 
Examples: 
� (--./gam) ( 1 )  go 
� (--.!yam) ( 1 )  restrain 
� (--.lnam) ( 1 )  bend, bow 
� (--.!ram) ( 1 )  delight, be 

content 
� (--.lhan) (2) kill 

� (gata) went 
� (yata) restrained 
"'"�"a (nata) bent 
rcJ (rata) delighted 

� (hata) killed 
10 .8 The following sound changes should be learned: 

a. In general, root final -31T or complex vowels become -� 
before the ending -Cl. 
Examples : 
qJ (--./ pii) ( 1 )  drink 
� (--.lgai) ( 1 )  sing 

tfta" (pita) drunk 
� (gita) sung; 
"3fu:rr (gitii) song 
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But, the following important exceptions must be memo
rized: 
1 .  � (..Jjnii) (9) know 
u .  � dsthii) ( I )  stand 
HI. GJ (..Jda) (3) give 
IV.  "'ell (..Jdha) (3) place 

� (jnata) known 
� (sthita) stood 
� (datta) given 
� (hita) placed 

b. A root final voiced aspirate is deaspirated before q, and 
the q__ is voiced and aspirated. (7 .26.b) 
Examples : 
� (..Jbudh) ( I )  awaken + q (ta) -7 � (buddha) 

awakened 
� (..Jk$ubh) (4) shake + q (ta) -7 � (k$ubdha) 

shaken 
� (..Jlabh) ( 1 )  obtain + q (ta) -7 � (labdha) 

obtained 

c.  The roots � ( 1 )  (.,fdah-bum) and Wl (2) (..Jduh-milk) 
are treated as if they were � (dagh) and Wt (dugh) re
spectively, and the root � (4) (..Jnah�bind) as if it were 
� (nadh). 
� (..Jdah) bum + q (ta) -7 � (dagdha) burned 
Wl (.,fduh) milk + q (ta) -7 � (dugdha) milked 
� (.,Jnah) bind + q (ta) -7 � (naddha) bound 

d. Several other roots with final � are treated peculiarly: The 
root final � before -q becomes � and the q__ is lost. A 
preceding � or 3" vowel is lengthened. In the roots � ( 1 )  
(.,Jsah-endure, bear), and C«l ( 1 )  (..Jvah-carry) ,  the 31 
vowel becomes 3lt. (See 20.6.i .) 
Examples: 
� (.,ffih) (2) lick -7 � (litjha) licked 
� (..Jruh) ( I )  climb, mount -7 � (rutjha) climbed, 

mounted 
� (.,Jsah) ( 1 )  endure -7 
C«l (..Jvah) ( 1 )  carry -7 

BlG (sotjha) endured 
� (votjha) carried 
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e . See 7 . 1 8.e and 34.b for the treatment of the � root 
finals '9._ and � before -Cl. Note also the change of � to ?;.,_ 
after '- (7 . 1 8 .b ). � before � or q__ everywhere becomes 'f\, 
Examples: 
¥I__ (.YyuJ) (7) join --7 
� (.Ydvi�) (2) hate --7 
� (.Ydrs) see --7 

� (yukta) joined 
� (dvi�ta) hated 
� (dNta) seen 

10 .9 Certain roots are set off from the -Cl ending by the vowel �
There is no comprehensive set of rules covering all cases of 
this use of �- There are, however, certain root finals which 
generally require it. 
a. Root final conjuncts. 

Examples : 
� (.Ynind) ( 1 )  blame --7 
� dcumb) ( 1 )  kiss --7 
� (.Ysank) ( 1 )  doubt --7 

b. Root final � consonants. 
Examples: 

� (nindita) blamed 
� (cumbita) kissed 
$ (sankita) doubted 

� (.Ypafh) ( 1 )  read --7 � (pathita) read 
� (.Ybhii�) ( 1 )  speak --7 ft (bhii$ita) spoken 
� dvas) ( 1 )  --7 �-u�) --7 � (u$ita) dwelt 

dwell 

c . Root final � (I) or <I._ (v) . 
Examples: 
� ..... (.Veal) ( 1 )  move --7 
• (.Yftv) ( 1 )  live --7 
� (.Ysev) ( 1 )  serve --7 

� (calita) moved 
� (jivita) lived, enlivened 
� (sevita) served 

d. Root final nonvoiced aspirates. 
Examples: 
� dlikh) (6) write --7 � (likhita) written 
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e. All lOth � roots take �. which is added to the strength
ened stem. 
� (...Jcint) ( 10) think � 
� (...Jcur) ( 1 0) steal � 

� (cintita) thought 
� (corita) stolen 

10 . 10  Many other finals may require � .  These should simply be 
learned as they are encountered. The following are important 
examples: 

tRl (...Jpat) ( 1 )  fall � fi (patita) fallen 
<.C1JG.. (...Jkhad) ( 1 )  eat � � (khiidita) eaten 
� (...Jkup) (4) be angry � � (kupita) angry 
� (...Jbiidh) ( 1 )  oppress � � (biidhita) oppressed 

10. 1 1  The root � (9P) (...Jgrah-take hold of) inserts � before the 
ending. The correct form, then, is � (grhlta-taken). 

10. 1 2  A few roots form the � � with the suffix -';f. The largest 
class of these are roots ending in (\_ .  The (\_before the � of the 
ending is peculiar in that it assimilates completely and be
comes � 
Examples : 

� (...Jchid) (7) cut � 
� (...Jbhid) (7) split � 
� (...Jpad) (4) move � 

� (chinna) cut 
Pm (bhinna) separated, split 
q;:t (panna) moved 

There are other roots which take this ending and which are 
simply learned as encountered. 
Examples: 
� (...Jp!) (9) fill � 
'i (...Jj!) (4) waste away � 
� c...Jm (4) cling � 
m (...Jhii) (3) abandon � 

i (...Jtt) ( 1 )  cross � 

� (pilrl)a) full, filled 
� (jirfJ,G) wasted, aged 
� (lina) attached 
m (hina) abandoned 
� (tirfJ.G) crossed 



EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B .  Translate the following into Sanskrit using the � � 

wherever possible. 
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1 .  I think that Siva and Vi�QU are the (two) fathers of the 
world. 

2. If all the rak�asas are slain by Rama, how then do we see 
them in the hermitage? 

3 .  Lak�mal)a never abandons his dear brother. If  a brother 
is slain, whence comes another? 

4. Si:ta said, "If I am abandoned by my husband, how will I 
stay in Ayodhya?" 

5 .  Gautama's daughter i s  desired by  the aged victor. 
6. Bound and bowed, he was abandoned in the prison by 

mother and daughter, like an old pot. 
7 . The jewel was acquired by my brother, but in the course 

of time, it was forgotten by him. 
8 .  The land was shaken by lndra' s thunder, and the people 

were overcome with fear. 
9.  The words were spoken to her father, but their truth was 

doubted by him. 
10. The queen was served by my mother, and to her was given 

a gem as brilliant as the sun. 
C. Memorize the following verse. 

� �crq�di � � fcl8'14'"11'�1d: I 
� � -;r � men � �&�&1'€1<:4'{_ 1 1  

Seeing the blazing funeral pyre, the doctor is greatly aston
ished, "I didn't attend him, nor did my brother. Whose skill , 
then, has accomplished this?" 
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READING 

� '«R� �: �err �<:JH.-J:'i �CfPlCI'Cl l 'iJRt<:f 
llFf� � JII<:�Pa 15<:�Pa -:cr 1 � -:cr � sftr �lSCT 
� I 3@ � ftffi zyqq) mJT � � �:  I � � I 
� �CIOIIG>4h.<:JH.-G;t<:! BAt � I �ffi 
�<R ���onfil 1 � q:q.f.:J �ljfd:dl sftr � �:� �� 1 
� m<i 1l<n � � �: ftrcrr eR Jl"t;iPRI I dGJ 'llCJ.fiT: BQ 
Cl?� Rftsdll"<:f��Rt 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

31fil + � 
ab hi + v'bhO ( I  P)-overcome 

� 
abhibhOta (adj)-overcome 

�: 
indral) (m prop)-Indra 

� 
i�ta (adj)-desired 

� 
iha (ind)-here 

3W 
ukta (adj)-spoken, spoken to, 

addressed (see 10.7.b) 

� 
kartr (m)-doer, agent, 

grammatical subject 

fcfi �  
kirp bahuna (idiom)-'why 

continue on ' (e.g. , fcfi � 
�-'what is the use of 
prattling on, '  see 4.42.b) 

¥i 
krta (adj)-done, made .. 
p:t: 
kumbhab (m)-pot 

� 
k�ubdha (adj)-agitated, shaken 

� 
garjanam (n)-thunder 

� (�) 
v'gai ( l P) (gayati)-sing 

�: 
gautamal) (m prop )-Gautama 

jii1).a (adj)-old, aged 

� 
jivita (adj)-living 

� 
v'jr ( l P)-waste away, age (also 

4P �-jiryati) 

jetr (m)-victor, conqueror 

� 
v'tyaj ( l P)-abandon 

� 
tyakta (adj)-abandoned 

� 
dipta (adj)-shining, brilliant 

� 
duhitr (f)-daughter 

� 
nagaram (n)-dty 

';[ij 
nata (adj)-bowed, bent 
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� 
naddha (ad j)-bound 

� 
...Jnam ( l P)-bow, bend 

� 
...Jnah ( 4P)-bind 
� 
nimagna (adj)-sunk 

;ft 
...Jni ( 1 P)-lead 

� 
...Jnrt (4A)-dance 

� 
net:r (m)-leader 

qq_ 
...Jpat ( lP)-fall 

� 
pitr (m)-father 

� 
piii1Ja (adj)-full 

� 
pramudita (adj)-delighted, 

pleased 

�: 
bandhanagaral_l (m)-prison 

� 
buddha (adj)-awake, enlighten; 

-b (m)-the Buddha 

l1cf 
bhartr (m)-husband, lord 

(belongs to the class of agent 
nouns despite the fact that it 
seems like a kinship term) 

� 
bhratr (m)-brother 

�: 
bhitil) (f)-fear 

�: 
bhiimil) (f)-land, earth 

llfUT: 
mal).il) (m)-jewel 

lll9: 
mat:r (f)-mother 

lWf: 
margal_l (m)-path, road 

� 
...Jlabh ( !A)-acquire, gain 

� 
labdha (adj)-acquired, gained 

�: 
lesal_l (m)-little, small bit, trace 

� 
...Jsafik ( I  A)-doubt 

� 
safikita (adj)-doubted 

� 
sraval).am (n)-hearing 



'¥ BFR: 
sruta (adj)-heard sagaraJ:t (m)---ocean 

� � 
satya (adj)-real, true; -m (n)- Vsev ( !A)-attend on, serve 

reality, truth � 
sevita (adj)-served 
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LESSON 1 1  

Stems i n  -3f=% Adjectival Suffixes i n  -lFl.._ and -'C:RI; 
The � (Past Active Participle) ; 

The ·�c:rr;:�{/C'<:!<SI--1:1 (Gerund); The � (Imperative) 

1 1 .0 Stems in -3R{ 
There are a number of nominal and adjectival stems in Sanskrit 
that end in the vowel 3T followed by the conjunct -� These 
words fall into a very few fairly significant categories. 
I .  Adjectives formed with the possessive suffixes -lF'l and 

-� (traditionally called � and �respectively by the 
grammarians). 

2. The � cp::;=a (present participle). See Lesson 1 5 .  
3 .  A small number of anomalous forms which appear to have 

belonged originally to 1 or 2. 
1 1 . 1  The following paradigms are for stems belonging to 1 and 3 

above. The present participles (2), whose paradigm differs 
slightly, will be treated separately (Lesson 15) . · 
a. " I � (blessed) �0 �0 �0 

�0 � � lFJCFa: 
�0 � � �: 
�0 lFJCRlT 
;:ro � 
qo �: 15f0 �: 
'8'0 � 
'8'9..0 � 

l=l�lq��lll. 
l=l�lq��lll. 
l=l�lq��lll. 
� : 

� : 

� 

�: 
�: 

�: 

� 
� 
lFJCFa: 
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b. As usual, the rt�q;l&�· differs from the " only in the 
�ern and �-
"1�{"1q;j&�- I � (blessed) 

�0 

B'llo 

Qq;O �0 
� 
� 

Note that stem strength and weakness is shown by the pres
ence or absence of the stem nasa1 1:_ (see 8 . 1 ) . 

c .  The �. or feminine, of the stems is formed by adding 
� to the weak stem ( -3lq) and is then declined like any 
noun of that stem final (see 7 . I ) . 
Example: 
� (blessed lady) 

1 1 .2 There are two stems that end in -3Rl ,which are very useful 
and should be learned. 
a. The important adjective � (large, great) is declined like 

the above, but its stem vowel 3l is long (311) in all the 
strong forms. 
Examples : 
'1&1'!�4�4d ";f � q{ � � I 
(Does a great p�i appear or not in the kali age?) 

ua:m � <flU ;:r � � 1 
(The rak�asa-s never kill the two great heroes. ) 

b. The word l1cRl (�-� ) ,  perhaps a shortened form 
of�,is regularly used as a polite or respectful equiva
lent of the lft.� pronoun. It construes with the verb in 
the �� and may be used in the � to show still 
greater respect. 
Examples: 
l"ICJI;cp8"1JC( d:�IIC:JJidCll"{. l 
(From what country have you come?) (See 1 1 .4) 



l1cR'f: � cruA I 
(Where do you live?) 

� Cfci drt:f€'1lidlCl � I 
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(What you [my lady] have done pleases me very much.) 

�� � �: I  
(How do you know this?) 

1 1 .3 The Adjectival Suffixes -9 and -q;:q_, 
The most common forms of this type are adjectives made by 
suffixation of the possessive affix -9 � to the stem form 
of most nouns. 
Examples: 
�: (f) (intelligence) 
�: (f) (memory, sacred 

knowledge) 
�: (n) (bow) 

� (n) (honey) 

��li'"1_ (wise) 
tlJ:kili'"<t (possessed of 

memory) 
� (having a bow) (m) 

(archer) 
� (sweet) 

� �f.Wi14kililfrl�:� � I 
(It is said in the Ramaya1Ja that Rama is wise and possessed of 
memory.) 

The suffix -9 is changed to -C:Rl when: 
1 .  The stem ends in a 1l.. or an 31 or 31T, or if any one of the 

proceeding occurs as the penultimate. 
Examples: 
m (f) (knowledge) 
�� (f) (fortune) 

fcWJICl""Q._ (possessed of knowledge) 
�� (possessed of fortune) 

� (n) (fame) '4�1tCl'"1_ (famous) 
2. The stem originally ends in a �

Example: 
� (n) (lightning) fctfJ�:Cl'"1_ (possessed of lightning) 
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NOTE: The stem to which the -9 or -q;=q_ suffix is added is 
not considered word final . Therefore, the addition of these 
affixes do not require external �-

1 1 .4 The � (Past Active Participle) 

Such possessive usages are fairly limited. However, the suf
fixation of -q;::q_ (�-<Bt) to a� �. whether its verbal 
root is � or �. yields a useful and common verbal 
adjective modifying the � , which functions as yet another 
simple past tense in the � m. 
Examples : 
.V� (go) 1 � eR � I BTalftt � I 
(Ra.ma went to the forest. Sita went too.) 

.Y�a:t ( lOP) (eat) ; .V� (2P) (say) 
� �aClH'"�'�*FlCll'>-if)<ftsOfl � I 
("I didn' t eat [it] mummy," so said Srilq�l)a in the 
Bhiigavata Puriit:za.)  

1 1 .5 The �� (Gerund) 

The gerund, or indeclinable participle in -� or -<1, is one of 
the most frequently encountered and useful items in the lan
guage. The gerund is used, often profusely, to mark successive 
dependent clauses, the actions of which are meant to be prior 
to, or, in some cases, simultaneous with, the action of an inde
pendent clause. In most cases the � of the dependent clause 
is the same as that of the independent clause. In this way, a 
complex sentence may have only one finite verb or its syntac
tic equivalent. 
Examples: 
Yhll'i]l � YR�:4v4 eR � 'i8J81 B1ftq 3Yfci��P"9:411ill � 
tRll '=-� "'Cf tfta_i � �: I 
(Having seen his grandchildren, having left his family, having 
gone to the forest, having sat down near a tree, having sub
dued his senses, and having meditated on the highest, a man 
obtains liberation.) 
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Cf)q@g:"CCri � m � 1 
(Having heard the monkey ' s  speech, Sita became happy. )  

3CFCIT � -;rrat � I 
(Having talked and eaten, she went home.) 

1 1 .6 Since it is always an � (indeclinable) the � or � 
is not subject to agreement of any kind with � ,  Cfllf.:t.,  or any
thing else. Because of this it may be used freely in both � 
and CfllftOT clauses with reference generally to the � regard
less of its case. 
Example: 
(1ituy � � � (J8:1BT �: I 
(Rama, having gone there, killed all the rak�asa-s .) 

1 1 .7 The �� is formed in different ways, depending upon 
whether the verbal root is preceded by an �- (See 8. 1 2.) 
a. i . If there is no �. the suffix -� is added directly to a 

weak form of the root, in general the same form which 
precedes the --a of the � �- (See 10.7-9.) These 
forms are called �-
Examples: 
"""lff{_ ( 1P) --7 � (having gone) 
..J� (2P) --7 � (having slain) 
""� (4P) --7 � (having seen) 
"", (5P) --7 � (having heard) 
""Cfi'{ (2P) --7 3CFCIT (having said) 
""� ( lP) --7 � (having abandoned) 
""<ti (8P) --7 � (having done) 
� ( lP) --7 � (having stood) 
""q[ ( lP) --7 1fuqy (having drunk) 
""GJ (3P) --7 -eycn (having given) 
"""'tl[ (3P) --7 � (having placed) 
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n. A number of roots require the insertion of the vowel � 
before the ending. Others take the vowel optionally. 
The root "� (9P) �) requires the vowel � (cf. 
10.9- 1 1 ) . 
Examples: 
"m={_ ( 1  P) ---7 

"� (2P) ---7 
"� (9P) ---7 

� (having dwelt) 
� (having known) 
� (having taken) 

111. Roots of the tenth "JUT (7.38) require that the ending 
-Ccfl, which must be preceded by the vowel �. replace 
the final 3l of the present stem. 

Example: 
"� ( 10P)-�ra��CII (having thought) 

b . Roots preceded by �-s form the gerund in two ways, 
depending upon whether or not the root ends in a short 
vowel. These forms are called �-
1. If the root does not end in a short vowel (by far the 

most common case), the � is formed by adding 
the suffix -� directly to the root. Before this suffix 
(and the suffix -�; see ii below) the roots generally 
take the weakened forms appropriate before the -Cl of 
the � <pR. (See 10.7-9.) 
Examples :  
qft + ;/� 
31T + "� 
� + "m 

qR�'!l$£1 (having abandoned) 
31PR (having come) 
� (having permitted) 

ii. If a root ends in a short vowel and is preceded by an 
� the suffix is -�. 
Examples: 
fc{ + "� 
� + "<J? 
1) + "� 

� (having abandoned) 
� (having irr.itated) 
� (having died) 
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1 1 .8 Note that some roots in -3lll.. or -3Ft that form weakened past 
� �-s (� � �; � � �) (see 10.7 .c) are sometimes 
treated as short 3l stems after �-s. So, 31T + � may form 
� or � (having come), while #r + � always forms 
� (having killed). 

1 1 .9 The � (Imperative) 
The � is the mode of instruction or command. Since it oc
curs most commonly in direct address, 1=f'c.<Pl � forms are 
the most frequently used, although for various reasons, includ
ing politeness, the 'j;Je.r=r � forms are also quite common. 

1 1 . 10 The � has no mode-sign of its own and simply adds its own 
distinctive endings to the present stems of the various roots. 

1 1 . 1 1  The scheme of personal endings is as follows: 

q{�qa: 
�0 �0 �0 �0 �0 

'j;JO � CJTii,_ JFW� OFl � 3RWJ!� 
-qo 0� Gil � fCI' 31Tetf'l '\:.cr:I.. 
3'0 31l#r 3llCl 3WJ Q fi � 

1 1 . 1 2  "1'\:.<Pl � Endings: 

a. The 1=f'c.<l'11° �o � ending for roots of the • 31' �-s 
( 1 ,4,6, 1 0) is 0 (zero). In other words, this most important 
� form, is identical with the present stem. 
Examples: 
"� ( lP) (be) % �1*o:aes �ticsi§lidl l1cl' 1 
(0 Sakuntala, be well respected by your husband !) 

.,J� ( lP) (stay) ;  .,J� ( lP) (go) 
� ;pR lfl � � � l 
(Rama! Don't stay in the city, go to the forest.) 
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qft + ..Jq5J_ ( IP) (wander) 
eR 4R�:51Rt WctT 4R�tstct>l � I 
(Having heard, "wander in the forest," he became a wan
dering mendicant. )  

..JlNl ( I P) (worship) 

� � � � � � � � 
(Worship Govinda [Kf�l)a] . Worship Govinda, Worship 

Govinda, 0 you fool ! )  

b. The non-3l �-s (2, 3 ,  5, 7, 8 , 9) have, for this form, the 
endings -� or�. depending upon whether the verbal stem 
ends in a vowel or a consonant. Note that this particular 
form is unusual in that for the non-3l �-s it is made from 
the weak form of the stem, even in those �-s that require 
root strength in all other t:fcf;O � forms .  
Examples: 

� 
..Jf; (2) � 
..J� (2)� 
..J,_ (2)� 

� 
� (go ! )  
'3lt � �= (Milk the cow for milk!) 

� � trr-1 (Speak! Speak, friend ! )  

c .  Some roots of  the third CID � present irregularities. 
i .  The root ..J� itself violates rule b., in that it takes the 

ending -�. despite the fact that its stem ends in a vowel. 
Example: 
� (offer!) 

11. Far more important are the two common roots ..JGJ and 
..J'\:'tf. Here they form � (give) and � (place). 
Example: 
� � mF{_ (Give [me] food, 0 King ! )  

d .  Since all roots of the seventh 0'cl) � end in consonants 
and the� sign precedes the fmal consonant, all the present 
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stems of the "Jf1JT likewise end in consonants. Therefore, 
the l=f\:.<:fl1° t:fcfi0 � ending in the � of roots of this 
"Jf1JT is always -�. 
Example: 
.Y� I �. "yoke !"  

e .  Roots of the fifth and eighth ((j and � "JfUT-s take the 
ending -� when the root itself ends in a consonant. 
Example: 
.Y31Jti._ I (j{Cf'"fiL'j� (Attain happiness ! )  

But, when the roots end in vowels, this form is identi
cal with the weak stem itself. 
Examples : 
.Y<f (8P) <lRq�l� � -aKt I 
(Do what your father says, my dear boy ! )  

.Y, (5P) '!Jil<hFi � I 
(Hear the words of the guru.) 

f. 9th "Jf1JT roots ending in vowels take -�, but those ending in 
consonants lose their class sign and take the special end
ing -31FJ. 
Example: 
.Y� I � "take" 

1 1 . 1 3  The l=f\:.""W1° t:fcfi0 3'1k'"fqqc;: is formed by adding the ending -81' 
to the present stem in all cases. 
Examples: 
.Y<J'{ (4A) 
.y 8:T9.. ( I  A) 
.Y3Wl_ (2A) � I  

(fight ! )  
(Forgive me, 0 God.) 
(sit ! )  

1 1 . 14 After l=f\:.<r1° t:fcfiO forms, the most important are the J;fer:f0 t:fcfi0• 
a. The � adds -� to present stems. The non-3'1 "JfUT-s 

show normal strength. 
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Examples: 
--./� 1 � cR � I 
(Let Rama go to the forest. ) 

--./<f l � � � � 
(Let Bharata rule the kingdom.) 

b. This form is very frequently used, especially in dramas as 
a polite or respectful equivalent of the lfi:.<r=l"0• 
Examples : 
--./� ( l P) �: I 
(May my lord [i.e. , "you"] be victorious.) 

"!l" + .Y� �14�kcll4: 1 
(Please enter, my lord.) 

c .  This form of the roots --./� (2P) (be), and --./� ( lP) (be) 
(�, � is often used in the senses, "Okay.," "very well," 
"Let it be," etc. 

1 1 . 1 5  The "!l"epf0, �. � ending -� behaves exactly like the 
indicative ending -3lf.cf in that it causes the loss of the -3l of 
an 3l '3JUT stem and loses its nasal after stems of the third '3JUT. 
(See 7.25.) 
Examples: 
--./� (4P) 

(May everyone see auspicious things.) 

--./� ( I P) 

(May everyone overcome difficulties.) 

.YGJ (3P) 

(Let them give wealth to the brahmans.) 

--./� (3P) 

(Let them fear nothing at all .) 



1 1 . 1 6 The CfilffiJT m of the � : 
20 1 

The � may be used in the CfilffiJT and llfcl' m-s as well as in 
the � m. It is formed, like the CfilffiJT m of the � , by 
the addition of the appropriate � � ending to the CfilffUT 
stem. (See 9.24-27.) 

1 1 . 1 7  This form functions as a very formal or polite imperative and 
is very freely used in conversation. In actual use, the � (in 
the �-here usually �. l1cKIT, or� : ,  "by you") is gener
ally unexpressed, and the � (in the "!iep:jl) is frequently 
(necessarily in the llfct � (see 9. 1 7) not made explicit. 
Examples : 
"CRI_ (2P) 3-c4dl'{ 

"� (6P) I(JJ{o4dl'{ 

"31Rl (2A) � 

Lit. ,"Let it be spoken (by you)." 
"Please speak." 

Lit. ,"Let it be written (by you) ." 
"Please write (it) ." 

Lit. , "Let it be sat (by you) ." 
"Please sit down." 

3ll"� ( l P) l=j<:l'( �{liJil"4diJ{_ Lit., "Let it be come (by you) 
with me." = "Please come 
with me." 

�"<Jj (8P) 3lTtRl{_ �(J)QI;;qal'{ Lit . ,"Let the seat be adorned 

(by 
you)." = "Please sit down." 

Lit. , "Let this person be 

pardoned." = "Pardon me." 
(For �� see 19 . 1 )  

1 1 . 1 8 Note that the negative particle tJT is used instead of ';{ to negate 
� forms. 
Examples: 
� tJT � I (Don 't go to the city .) 
drlTI � I (Don 't do that.) 
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EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English and be prepared to answer 
questions about it Sanskrit. 

B .  Rewrite all the gerunds in the reading, removing �-s from 
those that have them and adding the � � to those that 
have none. (Don ' t  worry about the meaning of the forms thus 
generated. )  

C . Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit. 
1 .  Having entered the house and having sat on the ground, he 

said to me, "Give me some food !" 
2 .  Upon hearing the words, "Mother, having left home, I am 

going to the forest," Kausalya said, "Let it not be !" (Use 

-../�) 
3 .  Ah ! Rama, I am oppressed by great sorrow. Do not go, 

having left me ! 
4. My daughter is extremely intelligent and well-versed in 

the �-s. (Use -ll�_suffix.) Therefore let her be the 
wife of the king. 

5 .  Stand up, you old fool ! Does a man sit when the king 
enters? (Use 31flt as question marker.) 

D. Transform the � clauses or sentences in "A" and "C" above 
into � or � m forms. 



E. Memorize the following verse. 

� � � 8Fli � � -cm � lfT ��: 
� �iU'j41ffi � � fclg:v-ciHif I 

CJir4lrCJH4 � SL4'j'14 !ll"t::i.§IC::'4 � � 
cp'1fcl � �:ftra' � C:41��H=tcli �8:1Ull{_ 1 1  
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Cut off your desires, cultivate tolerance, put an end to your 
drunken ways, take no pleasure in evil, tell the truth, follow 
the path of the virtuous , serve the wise, honor those who de
serve to be honored, conciliate even your enemies, conceal 
your own virtues, preserve your good name, have compassion 
for those in trouble ; this is the mark of the virtuous. 

READING 

� � � "ciRl '1PC:dl � 1 qcyfl *'4HrC:f4 
� P!CJaqc:uc;.� 1 �� �� � ct?1e(>41 "'11ll lfq lJ;� 
� 1=RC{T tRli �� 1 3le{ � mn � � �<ft 
'11CJI6l<z <:f811: lJ;� %1= 1 lJ;n ��� m �(eJt<l 
Cli:;lrclljqcflli ¥Cfi mn ID cRt �� I � � cRt ";[ � 
�Cb«41 <!dlcufclll{_ 1 3f¥1 � m �fl!� �� t¥ftti 
� Cf=t:4'1CI�cfic{_ I 614,Cfl4�* I 31'4'jtl1h·'414� � CRl 
<!uftcs�,4kl1ofl � I � � fi"4rclPkctiCfC:,fCJ(Ir?J �� 
� 4fu:"t::i.Pfe �� I ��-;r cRuJ lfq lJ;� lffiit � 
� � I @:dl4'1 -:er � �:<lj qR,<!lv-4 eR Jl"t::i.PRck1ffictal 
�<ft I clt'41fclg"q;j ,� �� �G � aJOiljqfcl�41�1r41 "Qdl 
<!ai � lf''""I ICfqclCL_ I I  
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GLOSSARY 

3ftFT 
(ind)-now, at present 

� + "� 
( I  P)-recall, remember 

� 
(f)-mother (irreg. � = � 
� 
(ad j )--consecrated 

�: 
(f)-bolt of lightning 

3Wf: 
(m)-noble person, lord; as term 

of address-sir. 

�: 
(m)-"my lord"; used by wife to 

husband 

�: 
(m)-assistance, favor 

3ll + './fut 
(6P)-sit 

� 
(f prop )-Kaikey!, Bharata' s 

mother 

llJUf: 
(m)-a moment, instant (see 4.4 1 )  

� 
(ind)-but 

-�� 
see (non-present equivalent of� 

fu (stem = f;:) 
(number)-two, treated as an 3l 

stem noun, in dual only (see 
19.6.b) 

� 
(ad j)-second 

� 
(ad j)--overjoyed 

� 
( IOP)-protect 

'!:{� 
(adj)-first 

'!:� + �  
(6P)-enter 

'!i'./31Jll. 
(5P)--obtain 

�: 
(f)-wit, intelligence 

� 
(adj ; f -3KfD-wise 

-�� 
(2A)-speak, tell 

� 
(n)-food 



� 
(adj)-great, large 

liT 
(ind)-negative used with 

imperative 

� 
(adj)-stupefied 

CR: 
(m)-boon, wish 

�: 
(ind)-in fact 

..J"f! (�) 
(9A)--choose (as a boon) 

'C!83= 
(m)-tree 

'¥ 
(ad j)-chosen 

�: 
(m)-time, period of time 

� 
(n)-nearness, vicinity 

..J"ffi 
( 1 P)-remember 

�ti;:q:_ 
(adj)-possessed of memory, 

well-versed in � 
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LESSON 12 

Nominal Stems in -� 

'81liB' (Nominal Composition) 

1 2 .0 The suffix -� is used freely in Sanskrit to form adjectives or 
nouns that indicate that the thing denoted by the word to which 
the suffix is added is possessed by, or in some way an attribute 
of, the word that the newly formed adjective modifies. 
a. The suffix is normally used with noun stems in -3l or -3lT 

and replaces the final vowel. 
Examples : 
�: (hand) + � � �  (possessing a "hand"= elephant) 
�: (yoga) + � � � (yogi) 

b. A number of stems in -3Ttl form a similar adjective by the 
suffixation of -fcf.:t which is added to the stem. 
Examples: 
�: (asceticism) + fcq_ � � (ascetic) 
lf.l: (mind) + fcq_ � � (wise) 

c .  These forms are all " or 'jtit�¥1&�·. as the context re
quires . The corresponding �-s are formed with the 
suffixes -� and -fcr.fi and are then declined according to 
the -� paradigm (7. 1 ) . 
Examples: 
� (female yogi) 
d41B:irft (female ascetic, a wretched woman) 

1 2. 1 .  The declension of the " and '11tfctii&W forms is as follows: 
a. "; �(yogi) � tfcf)o fg:o �o 
"IF fg:o 
cro 
"'q"O 
qo 

� 
� 
� 
� 
�: 

� �: 
� �: 
D<nll. �: 
fl.<nti_ n<�: 
fl.� n<�: 
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'15(0 �: �: � 
Bo � �: � B'll..o � � �: 
b. <i�Chi&W; � (possessed of form) 
�0 � � � 
� � � � 
wr � � � 
The remainder of the declension is the same as the "· 

1 2.2 This paradigm is quite regular. The only point that should be 

stressed and watched for is that the �� � " ends in �. 
Do not on this account confuse these forms with those of the 

-� or -� declensions. This confusion is best avoided, as with 

the other consonant stems, by memorizing the stem form as 

well as the ��. 

Example: 

� ---? $It 
1 2.3 tll1IB: Nominal Composition 

Now that you have learned most of the major nominal declen

sions in all their confusing variety of stems and endings, we 

come to a feature of Sanskrit that almost makes one wonder 

why one ever had to learn all this. The feature is WllB, nomi
nal compounding, and is one of the most significant and 

distinctive characteristics of the classical language. It is the 

variety of nominal compounds that lends to classical Sanskrit 

much of its characteristic density, terseness, sonorousness, 

subtlety, and power. 

1 2.4 There is nothing about the formation of most Sanskrit WllB-s 

that should present any great difficulty to a speaker of English. 

What sets Sanskrit compounds off from those of English and 

similar languages is the great freedom allowed in compound 

formation and in literary and scientific texts, the extraordinary 
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number of words that may be brought together into a single 
compound. 

1 2 .5  Nominal compounding is a technique whereby nouns may be 
related to one another without need for the conventional mark
ers of syntactic relation (i .e., the nominal case-endings). Thus 
composition normally entails �(loss) of�s (case-endings). 
Now, as mentioned above (4.44), it is precisely the presence 
of these �s, specifiers of syntactic relations, that makes word 
order a matter of considerably less significance than it is in 
English. Therefore, if the �-s are lost, one would expect that 
some other factor, such as fixed word order, would be required 
to prevent confusion. This is exactly the case in BllTB' when
ever there is a syntactic relation or some degree of subordination 
between two nouns. Except for one type of BllTB' (see Lesson 
14), then, word order is rigidly fixed in the formation ofBll!B-s. 

1 2.6 Word Order in �-s 

The word order is always the same. The principal noun (or 
adjective), i.e. , the one which itself does not modify, and is not 
subordinated to, any other word in the compound (or potential 
compound), is always placed last, with the immediately sub
ordinated word preceding it. A few examples from English 
may serve to clarify this. In the compound "bluebird" (as
sume for a moment that it refers to any blue bird), it is clearly 
the word bird that is principal and the modifier blue that is 
secondary. Therefore, in the sentence, "He sees the bluebird," 
bird serves as the direct object of the verb sees; it is directly 
related to something outside the compound. Blue merely speci
fies something about bird. In the same way, in the sentence, "I 
took the horsecart," it is cart and not horse that is the direct 
object of take. If we reverse the order of the members of the 
compound, as in, "I took the carthorse," we have a completely 
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different sentence. In the first, horse is subordinated to cart 
and serves merely to specify a kind of cart. In the second, cart 
specifies a kind of horse. Thus, in both sentences only the 
final member has any reference outside the compound. This is 
the general rule in Sanskrit with respect to the two most im
portant kinds of compounds. 

1 2 .7 Analysis ofWim-s 
Analysis of compounds in Sanskrit, then, proceeds from the 
last member back to the first by a series of word-pairs . The 
technique is to establish the relation of the final member to the 
preceding member, and next, regarding the last pair as a single 
unit, to determine its relationship to the preceding member; 
and then to consider the relationship between the final triplet 
and the preceding member, and so on. Thus, the great length 
of some compounds should not be a cause for alarm. No com
pound relation refers to more than two words. The following 
diagrams will illustrate how this is done. Each roman letter 
indicates one compound relation. 
Examples: 
ci1'1CflcH41HH�o<.flc;:q;l{_ (n) (See 1 2. 1 4.) 

(Water sanctified by the bath of the daughter of Janaka.) 
� CR'<:rr FIR � - � 
janaka daughter - bath holy - water 

I I 
A 

B 

c 

D 
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Jncflifl•W�'tWid:'1 'Clo-'t:l<'5Cfl<:';JJI�IIfM'"l (ad j .) 
(Having two hands trembling to knead the swelling breasts of 
the cowgirls. )  
� - tfR - � - � - � - CR-<fl-� 
cowgirl-swelling-breast-kneading-trembling-hand-pair-having 

. . . . . . L__j 

E 

F 

G 

1 2.8 Techniques of Compounding 

c 

D 

B 

A 
I 

In almost all types of Bll!B, there is � or loss of the case
number ending, in all members except the last. The last 
member relates to things outside the '811IB and is treated in gen
eral as though it were uncompounded. Prior members ofW!lB-s 
usually appear in their stem forms or in some alteration of these 
stem forms and do not show any change for number or case. 
Example: 
e:qftist'{C=� � 
(The friend of god) 

If we assume that the unspecified case-relation here is � 
(genitive) , the BlliB could equally well stand for � � 
<1:Cl4l�st� or � � (the friend of the god, two gods, or 
gods) . Despite the � . or loss of the case-number ending, the 
word -a,q has not lost its power (fi) to express syntactic rela
tion and number. However, here, as with most composition, we 
must rely on the context to determine what the lost ending was. 
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1 2.9 Types of wnB-s 
There are several types ofBTlm-s in Sanskrit. These are distin
guished according to their �. 'analysis, ' which enables us 
to "dissolve" the compounds or paraphrase them by restoring 
what has been lost in composition. 

1 2. 10 The two most important types of Bflm-s for the beginning stu
dent to master are called � and �-
a. The � wnB is extremely common. Its formation 

and � (analysis) are extremely simple. 
1 .  In its most common form, it is composed simply of a 

noun (or nominal item) to which is prefixed a modify
ing adjective in its stem form. � at all compound 
junctures is external. 
Examples: 
BT1m Meaning � 
�a:r: tall tree � <Ja:T: 
�--G.<1!�1: beautiful deer � lpl: 
Rl;qftl�q__ dear friend � �  
�ll:lBT: slain rak�asa-s � �ll:lBT: 
� abandoned wife � �  
<J,wt4IB:441 aged ascetic woman � aq!B:t<f1 
� two recognized heroes � �  
Notice that the noun modified is in no way altered. It 
retains its usual gender and proper number and is used 
exactly like an uncompounded noun. 
Examples: 
�a} � �: I � <Ja.l � �: �: I ) 
(Many parrots live in the tall tree.) 

�� � (Ill: I � �� . . .  ) 
(Rama stands amidst the dead rak�asa-s .) 

b. A less common but still frequently occurring kind of� 
BT1m is that in which one noun is equated with another. 
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Here again it is the prior member, which is subordinate, 
that "qualifies" the latter. 
Examples : 
.BlliB Meaning 

(speech-door) 
a doorway which is of the 
form of a speech 
(ocean-girdle) 
a girdle which is the 
ocean 
(king-sage, a royal sage) 
(man-lion) 

In this type of BlliB, which is called the appositional or 
equational �. the two elements, being nouns, retain 
their inherent genders, just as when any two nouns are 
equated. Thus, in the compound � �is �while 
�is '1��ct>l&�·. 

12. 1 1  � :  Case Agreement 
In either of the two types of� Bllm, the members, when 
subjected to � must be in the same case. This is because 
these members, whether their relationship is that of adjective 
and noun or of apposition, always stand in the same grammati
cal relationship to a verb or other part of speech. Thus, for 
example in the sentence: 
�� � � � � � cR � I 
(The great King Dasaratha kills the great elephant in the great 
forest.) 

a. ��=. �and � are in apposition and so must be in the 
same case 01'�) as � of ..J� 

b. � modifies �. which is the � of..J�, so they 
must agree. 

c. � modifies eR, the � (locus) of the action of ..J'fq 
so they too must agree. 
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The sentence could be rewritten using � �-s each one 
including a group of words in agreement: 
G:W�&i$R15fl &1$1$1@1 � � I 
The Sanskrit term for this kind of equal governance of several 
words by a verb, etc . ,  is called �- This is not to be 
confused with the apparent agreement such as we saw in the 
sentence of the type: 
� � traml � l  
(Rama kills the rak�asa with an arrow.) 
in which there is no � relating �. the � and �. 
the q:;(Ul (instrument), of the action of -../� A � � 
then, is one whose members are governed by the relationship 
of�. 

12 . 1 2  The � � : Syntactic Compound 
The other major compound type which must be mastered thor
oughly is the so-called �. or syntactic compound. The 
� contrasts sharply with the � in that, as appears 
when subjected to fcRm, there must not be case agreement 
�) between the two members . . If in fcRm, the last 
member is cited in its 1Jer:tl form, the prior member will be in 
any other case. The � may then be identified by the num
ber of the case of the prior member. In fact, the 1lj"fi(ft and � 
are, in that order, the most common types of �. 

Type � fcRm Meaning 
1lj"fi(ft �: (m) � �: son of the god 
� �: (m) � �: Rama' s messenger 
� tr� (f) tramBI � daughter of the rak�asa 
� 4ldl3&f<t>¥{_ (n) �: � Sita's book 
� �: (m) "'1\!:IOIIlj'if&i: best of men 
� � (adj) � � oppressed by sleep 
� � (adj) � � slain by the king 
� � (n) Ji(OII�<l¥{_ fear of death 
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q;:rq[B: 
aM� si 
qi�C:<t>l{ 
FPTJilJ'1l{ 

(m) eR cm=!': dwelling in the forest 
(t) � m sport in the water 
(n) t:IlCW'41�GO<tll{ water for the feet 
(n) � ma 'J'!l1'1'1l.going to heaven 

1 2 . 1 3  Notes on the formation of � and � BlllB-s 
a. � or � BlllB-s may either be nouns or adjectives, 

as their final members are nouns or adjectives. 
Examples: 

Bll1B � 
(� �) � � (adj) spoken by the king 
� �) 'iqCliHl{ � Ci"iRl{ (n) the speech of the 

king 
�· 'Clal: (n) the tall tree 
'Clal � wr (adj) tall as a tree 

In fact, however, the placement of certain types of adjec
tives in a Bll1B can very often tell us a lot even before we 
have understood the compound. 
i. The lft · � functions most ge�erally as an adjec

tive. Its placement in a �  can be particularly helpful. 
a. If any lft � or other adjective occurs as the 

prior member of a BlllB, the B11IB is almost certain 
to be a �  of the type discussed in 12. 10.a.i. 
Examples: 
� : = �: �: 
ljl@ll€101: = � �: 
ljl��I€JOfl � � I 

(m) slain son 
(m) angry brahman 

(The angry brahman sees the slain son.) 

b. If, on the other hand, the lft � of a �  root 
occurs as the final member of a BlllB, one is most 
likely dealing with a �  functioning as an ad
jective. Moreover, since such a lft � is a �  
form, the B11IB is most likely to be � �-
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Examples: 
� (adj) = niluT � slain by Rama 
�ll5441d�1Pt (�ChiP!) = �: � (�ChiP!) 
(books) read by students 

u. Since there is no limit to the number of members in a 
WI'1B nor any restriction as to the types of compound 
functions possible within any one BJnB, there is no rea
son why a �� adjective so formed cannot then 
precede another noun and make a new compound and 
so on. 
Example: 
14el��::j � !&4>CSII@OI: I 
(The angry brahman sees the son slain by the king.) 

�1ts4qR;��t(!CfliPt � C'flGJfit � �: �: I 
(Other people never read the books read by students .) 

m. A WI'1B in which an adjective other than a � � of 
a �  root occurs as final member following a noun 
is very likely to be a� adjective comparing some
thing to the prior member in regard to the quality 
expressed by the final member. The word � (like) 
frequently appears in the Q of such compounds. 
Examples: 
�� 
CfliCfl<jj tsot 

�aT � � tall as a tree 
Cfl1CP � <p'Ol black as a crow 

12 . 14  Remember that the Q of compounds of  whatever length is 
carried out from right to left, one juncture at a time. 
Examples: (Cflo= �; a"= �; 9:o= �; 'l!io= � 

Q 
� �: �: 

9:o Cf0 (a son killed by a king) 



��-m-�u41G:<ti&{ 
1-----J 

CfiO 

;j11Cflt'4 �: � 
(Janaka' s) (daughter' s) (by bath) 
�041G:<fi&{ 
(sanctified) (water) 

(Water sanctified by the bath of the daughter of Janaka. ) 
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12 . 1 5  One may refer to a compound a s  a whole by  the term describ
ing its final juncture. 

1 2. 1 6  Certain words have reduced or altered forms when they occur 
in �-s. Following are a few important examples. 
a. Stems in -3Fl and -� lose their final -,:_ when they are prior 

members of �-s and appear as -31 or -� stems respec
tively. 
Examples : 
� � 
�: �: �: 

3l8R1 � 
� ;m:rr 
mrT mfi!l': 

(king' s man) 
(suicide) 
(elephant's trunk) 
(king-sage) 

b . The word � (m) (king) loses its final -,:_ when it is at the 
end of most� and � �-s, thereby falling into 
the -31 declension. 
Examples : 
�ermf: �� mrT (King Dasaratha) 
�: -mri mrT (king of kings) 
� ((;jl((;jlf'4 (servant of the king of kings [Kubera]) 

c . Stems in -�take their weak form ( -� when they are 
prior members of �-s. 
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Examples : 
lOlJict�dl 
(:14id''l<=d:�l· 

(the song of the Lord) 
(Haniiman's message) 

When the very important adjective �(see l l .2.a) is the 
prior member of a �. it always takes the irregular 
form ll(:l. 
B1Wf 
�· 

�· 
� 

(m) 
(m) 
(f) 

·� (n) 

(n) 

Meaning 
(great king) 
(great sages) 
(great goddess) 
(great sexual union 
of Siva and Parvati) 
(great vehicle) 

d. The pronouns have special forms when they occur as prior 
members of � Bl'Wf-s (their only use in compounds). 
1 .  The 3"ijl'[ � and l'f':."'Wl � pronouns � and 'fc:ll'l 

are represented by their � forms for the number 
intended, regardless of the case-relation intended. 
Examples: 
JfriR': (l=Rl + 'JOOfrf:) ffl"J 'JOOfrf: (my mind) 
�R•q@:<i\JI: � �. (separation from us) 
'glStff.::q�q_ � � (your friend) 
� '(1CI � (for your sake) 
�· � �. (love for you) 

n.  The �epn � demonstrative pronouns tf:,  � and BT 
always appear in the � "i�BCfii&�, �epn form mtre
gardless of the number, case, or gender intended. 
Examples: 
�· 
�. 
�· 

(his man [servant]) 
(her husband) 
(devoted to that) 
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1 2. 1 7  � B11IB : "Reduced-word" Compounds 
Several � �-s end in reduced forms of bare verbal 
roots, which signify the agent of the action of the verbal root. 
The prior member is often the � of this root. Since these 
final members are �-s, "reduced words," in that they have 
no forms independent of such compounds , the �-s require 
the substitution of a finite verbal form for the last member. 
This form is usually the '!i� � � in the number and 
voice required. 
Examples : 
Root B11IB � Meaning 
"� (2P) �* (m) ClG:I�Rl (knower of 

the Vedas) 
"� (9P) �: (m) �IIF::tlfill � I (knower of 

the siistras) 

"� (2P) � (m) cri �  I (slayer of 
Vrtra) 

"qr ( l P) BF=rtr: (m) Bl1:f � I  (drinker of 
soma) 

As the above examples show, the long vowels of roots are short
ened to make the stem forms. Roots ending in short vowels 
have a final Cl added in generating these forms. 
Examples: 
"� ( l P) (conqueror 

of lndra) 
(8P) ��* (m) � � � I (destroyer 

of the worlds) 
*(for declensions see 2 1 . 1 .b . ,  c.) 

1 2. 1 8  This formation occurs with case relations other than �' no
tably with the roots "� "f� and·�� "�is reduced to �-
Examples: 
tcFJ': � �  (sky-goer [bird]) 
�: � �  (householder) 
�: � �  (foot-drinker [tree]) 
� : � �  (born from Brahman) 
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EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B. Identify and give � for all the compounds in the reading. 
C. Form � compounds from the following. 

1 .  � �: (great muni-s) 
2. C'St:GI'jG:'!I{ (pot-belly) 
3. fctcll�dl ;:ntl (married woman) 
4. � �: (many brahmans) 

D. Form � compounds from the following: 
1 .  -mU �: (enemies of the kings) 
2 .  � � (knowledge of the Atman) 
3. � � (song of God) 
4. � mrr (king of fools) 
5. � �: (overcome with sleep) 
6. � «t: (devoted to Rama) 
7. fcm � ('/�) (conqueror of all) 
8. � � (her speech) 

E. Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit, using � 
and � compounds, whenever possible. 
1 .  Dasaratha, having heard the speech of the cruel woman, 

was overcome with grief. 
2 .  Ab! Let not the son of the old king go to the great forest. 
3 .  You are a knower of truth, 0 sage-king, therefore do that 

which you previously promised. 
F. Memorize the following verse. 

� � � lfC\. � Pk4Jio44lllTCf: 
� � � 3 Brt �: ll 
I am a married man (dvandval:z) with a measly two cows 
(dvigul:z) (i.e . ,  a poor man) ; in my household there is never any 
money to spend (avyayibhiival:z). My good man, please do 
something (tat puru$a karma dhiiraya) so that I can be a rich 
man (bahuvrihi/:z) .  
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READING 

�41Cl=t:t'"i � '"161(1� '"161Cl6j\6cl<!al � qfum lf._� I BCft: 
B� q;emftr �Tft8= m � 1 �(clJ:tlatal<pi �� llT �
CWl I ��� cR llT � I � ll1l �CjillmJm ti)(I(U;4 
Jl-ci?kl � '!l'"IBG>'""IJ:tRl(l�-c014lkl l � m  (lcifq,rft @ct?l<f&t'!l 
"ffif: Cfi\?OICl=t:to:i � Cf3ctM�6BG>Cld>-c=t:f I � ��mf I � FcJ<i 
�� eR �;n Cfi� �: I 3RJ:tg� � CfiGJftt � � I 
�"'"I": �'""lf."f!Sioojl "fltcl!1-=t:t"d4RctJ.q �'!l,'""l lkl�l'!lJ:tCf?()CL_ I 3FKJ: 
B 'C:P:fci�T�af�1,'CJT l=ICJCJ, tJTtf lf���T �Tlf 3lT�<:JCJTfff�"<!Cf�CJT 
�"'""l'@la=ui�R6cl<.ctJICl4(1cl� � tlf 1 1 

*� (Crcl)-at end of word = �-
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GLOSSARY 

� � 
(ind)-shortly, soon (adj)-terrible, frightful 

�: � 
(m)-great degree, excess (n)-heart, mind 

3l'flT � 
(ind)-now (n)-net, snare 

(adj)-distressed, agitated, disor- (adj)-conquering (from "�; see 
dered 12 . 1 7- 1 8) 

31W � � 
( I  P)--call, summon 

� 
(n)-belly 
� 
(adj)-pitiful, tender 

� 
(ind)-only 

SF 
(adj)--cruel, terrible 

� 
(n)-air, sky 
(c1"71: 
(m)-bird 
-� 
(adj)-going, moving (in, on, to) 

(from "� see 1 2. 1 7- 1 8) 

-� 
(adj)-knowing ·(from "�T; see 

1 2. 1 7- 1 8) 

� 
(n)-knowledge 

� 
(m; f -fcr.fi)-ascetic 

� 
(n}--surface, plane 

� 
(adj)-such 
"\:RI 
(f)-earth 

�: 
(m)-law, duty, right, etc. 

f.@:[ 
(f)-sleep 
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� � 
(ad j)-dejected (adj )-hanging 

ttfa: �: 
(m)-lord, husband (m)-race, lineage 

(irregular declension, see 2 l .3 .b) �: (� 
tFft (m,n)-thunderbolt, Indra 's 

(f)-wife weapon 

4Rctd<iq__ �: 
(n)--change, reversal ( m)-deliberation, hesitation 

tfT41 � 
(f)-wicked woman (adj)-married 

� �: 
(adj)-promised, vowed (m)-enemy 

�: � 
(m)-effort (f)--consciousness 

mftta � 
(adj)-restored to (n)-palace 

�: � 
(m)-palace (ad j)-tender 

� WJ= 
(m)-the god Brahma (m)-son 

<Pt: �: 
(m prop)-god of Death (m)-attendant 

�: "� 
(rn}--royal sage, royal seer ( lP)-laugh 





LESSON 13 

1Yih'f (The Infinitive); Bl1IB Continued; 
CSl§dlffi Application of � and � Bl11B-s: 

The � Bl1IB 

13 .0 An extremely useful and simple indeclinable of an "infinitive" 
or dative "infinitive" value may be formed freely from virtu
ally all roots in the language. 

1 3 . 1  a. Formation of the Infinitive 
The characteristic and invariable marker of this formation 
is the suffix -WL Before this suffix, the root vowel is sub-
ject to �- Between the root and the suffix the vowel � is 
inserted in some cases . The pattern for the occurrence of 
this � and the stem itself is the same in each case as with 
the agentive suffix � ( lO.O.ii; see too, 1 6. 1 ) . 
Examples: 
..J'j} � (to do) 
"� � (to go) 
"� � (to hear) 
"� � (to go) 
"� � (to read) 
..Jqq__ � (to fall) 
"l! � (to be) 
...feR{ � (to say) 
..Jmr_ � (to take) 

b. The common root ...f�(to see) irregularly forms �(to 
see) (instead of the expected � form) . ..J� ( 1 P) (create) 
forms � (See 16.5.b. i . ) 

c .  The suffix -WL_preceded by the vowel � replaces , as in the 
formation of the gerund ( 1 1 .7.a.iii) , the final 3l of the 
present stem of roots of the tenth �-

Example: 
"� fil ""d r4ij'{ (to think) 
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1 3 .2 As in Engl ish, the infinitive may be used with an auxiliary 
verbal or nominal-verbal form. It serves as an infinitive in the 
sense of "to + verb." It frequently occurs with auxiliary verbs 
indicating desire, will, intent, capability, undertaking, etc . 
--./� d..:ifj<;!f?I..:B>If?l I I want to hear that. 
--.f"J'ff{ � � � I They don 't want to go there. 
--./� � � � � I He resolves to kill Raval)a. 
--./� di �4WiiR� I He starts to leave her. 
Note that this � can take a � like a finite verb or 
verbal adjective. 
a. An extremely common occurrence of this usage is with 

the fifth or --.If}, � root --./� (5P) (be able) . This root 
rarely occurs except as an auxiliary to an infinitive. It 
should be memorized at once. 
Examples :  
3lCf + --./"J'ffl._ d�':)fdCf'tJqJI� ;r � I 
(He is not able to understand that book.) 

--.�"J'ffl. m � cp� � = 1 
(How are we able to go to heaven?) 

--./� � fcR1 ;r � �1Cf'jct"'44l'C.41ctii�H: I 
(The inhabitants of Ayodhya are not able to live without 
Rama.) 

b. The form also occurs freely with verbs of motion in a "da
tive-infinitive" sense of"in order to," "for the purpose of," 
etc. 
Examples : 
--./� 3=tftt lll � �ctHIJidctl'i__ l 
(Did you come to see me?) 

--.fCfj f.i�II'CIC!IOij � � eR � C?l}tJOI'!<:fcit: I 
(Lak�mal)a' s elder brother [Rama] went to the forest to 
bring about the destruction of the nisiicara-s.) 
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c. The infinitive occurs frequently with the auxiliary verb ...J� 
( l P) "to be worthy or capable." The phrase (infinitive + 
finite form of ...J� generally serves as a polite impera
tive. 
Examples: 
3lT + ...J"Jff{_ �qHIJI"1&1tkl I 
(You ought to come = Please come.) 

...,j� � � � l  
(Kaikeyi, you ought to hear my words. = Please listen 
Kaikeyi.) 

...J"1 � mrr �fctt!&itRI 
(Rama should be king.) 

1 3 .3  The infinitive may be used "passively," with no change in form, 
if its auxiliary verb is in the � m. 

Examples :  
...JCRJ. I can't say that. 

...JCRJ. That can' t be said 

(by me) . 

...J"Jff{ WruT � � � I Rama goes to kill 

him. (See 4.38.) 

1 3 .4 � Application of� and � �-s 
The � is one of the most characteristically Sanskrit appli
cations of nominal compounds. It is basically simple and even 
delightful in its conception, but often confuses students be
cause they fail initially to grasp the idea. Before attacking 
these compounds it is necessary that a few points be under
stood. 

1 3 .5 Absolutely the most important thing to understand is that the 
� is not a type of compound in the sense in which the 
� and � �-s are. To identify a compound as a 
� does not, as in the case of the � and �. tell one 
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anything about the relationship between the members of the 
compound. Rather, the term � indicates a secondary ap
plication of a compound of the � or � types. The 
term suggests the relationship of the whole compound (whose 
internal structure we must determine as discussed in Lesson 
1 2) to some other word outside the compound. 

1 3 .6 The usage of�-s is based on the fact that, in Sanskrit, any 
noun may function as an adjective with no special adjectival 
marker, when and only when it occurs as the last member of 
a �  or � �- In other words, unless its last mem
ber is already an adjective (see 1 2. 1 3), any � or � 
compound can do double service both as a noun in its own 
right or, when used as a �' as an adjective. 

1 3 .7 English has several examples that may illustrate this interest
ing usage. 
a. When Paul Revere cried, "The redcoats are coming !", he 

was not really referring to coats at all. What he really 
meant to say was that the men whose coats were red were 
on their way. The issue was of more than purely sartorial 
significance. In the same way, when we refer to someone 
as a loudmouth, bluestocking, blue-blood, yellow-belly, 
fathead, or redhead, we are not talking about mouths, stock
ings, blood, etc. We mean people who possess the things 
mentioned. When we talk of paperbacks, red wings, large
mouths, or sulphur-bottoms, we are speaking of books, 
birds, fish, and whales. In all of these cases, the com
pounds (mostly �-s) serve as adjectives �-s) 
modifying some other noun, which may be implied or ex
pressed. In none of these cases would it be possible simply 
to use the uncompounded final noun as an adjective. We 
can call a man a redcoat or redcap, but not just coat or cap. 

b . The same situation prevails in Sanskrit. The only differ
ence is that whereas in English this usage is restricted to a 
few compounds, most of which are internally of the � 
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type, in Sanskrit the usage may be applied freely to almost 
any � or � compound whose final member is a 
noun. 

1 3 . 8  The structure of  �-s i s  no different from that of  the under
lying compound in each case. It is only the fcroQ that, in 
explaining both the underlying compound relation and the re
lation of the whole compound to something outs ide it ,  
differentiates the forms. The � must of course be supplied 
by us. 

1 3 .9 � Blml-s can be easily identified by contextual criteria, 
and in many cases by formal criteria. 
a. The formal criteria are quite simple. Since the essence of 

the � function is that certain nouns serve as adjec
tives, then such nouns must behave as adjectives. They 
must take on the gender of the noun (outside the compound) 
that they modify . If, as is often, but (alas ! )  not always the 
case, the final member is of a different inherent gender 
than that of the noun being modified, then it must lose its 
inherent gender and be treated as an adjective of its own 
stem final. Thus, we may take the � B1ml "q)di'"csW"t' 
� q)a4¥0CSI('i) ("yellow clothing"), which is '1�Cfii&%'}· 
(neuter), and make it serve as an adjective modifying a 
" (masculine) noun (e.g. , �:) in the sense of the man 
whose clothes are yellow, the man with the yellow 
clothes. But in order to do this, the neuter �must be 
brought into agreement with �:. This is done by treat
ing it as an adjective in -3l (its proper stem final). Thus, 
while q)dl'"csW'l_ means, "yellow clothes," � : can only 
mean, "the man or god with yellow clothes." By the same 
token, q)dl'"csHI can only mean "the woman with yellow 
clothes." In the same way, the� �"1'511'1'1¥0( (Q
"1'51t4H'1JL"the face of an elephant") must, if it appears as 
�= . mean "the man or god who has the face of an el-
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ephant." The adjectival treatment of� final nouns is 
occasionally confusing since nouns may take forms that 
they never have in their regular paradigms. 
Examples: 
<rTI �: (brilliant Rama) 

� � (Hanuman having accomplished his duty) 

Here the � nouns �: and � must be declined as 
"nouns to agree with nq: and � Thus �: is treated 
like the " stems ending in 3l: (e.g . , .: [9. l .b]), while 
� is declined like the " stems ending in -3f.l.. (e.g. , 
31K1F1._[8.5 .a.i] ) . Thus, when a final noun of a compound 
appears with a gender other than its inherent gender, you 
can be virtually certain that the compound is a �-

b. If the inherent gender of the compound-final member is 
the same as that of the noun being modified, we are still 
able to identify the � by the context, just as we know 
that in the sentence, "His father was a black-shirt," we do 
not intend to propagate a theory of spontaneous genera
tion from filthy laundry. Take as an example the � 
compound "�:" ("man with a lot of rice") . This is a 
�application of the� BlllB-"�:" (m) � 
�:), "much rice." Now if the compound is to serve as 
an adjective modifying, or referring to, a man, there will 
be no formal distinction between the two usages, since �: 
is " to begin with. Even so, in the sentence � -mit 
ISI§;;ft�cfuRI m � I ("In our village a bahuvrlhi lives 
with his wife"), it is clear that a person, not rice, is being 
referred to. However, since only rice appears to be men
tioned as the subject of the sentence, there can be no doubt 
that the compound is used in a �  application. By the 
same token, in the sentence BY � � � ISI§�I€10IItd 
'li11fd:<J"'IJI-e0i_ I (Having heard, "She is cooking bahuvrlhi," 
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many brahmans come to eat it. ) , it is clear that the simple 
� is meant. 

1 3 . 1 0  � of � BlilB-s 
a. The analysis of a �  application of a B1ilB must provide 

two levels of information: 
1. It must serve as a� of the underlying form (or forms) 

i.e. , � or �. 
u .  I t must clarify the relation of the B1ilB as a whole to 

whatever it modifies and, at the same time, indicate 
clearly that the compound is a �-

b. This information is provided by a conventionalized proce
dure for � of �-s. The steps of this procedure are 
as follows: 
1 .  Give the � of the underlying compound in the same 

order in which the members appear in the compound. 
This is to establish, as in Lesson 1 2, whether the un
derlying compound form is a � or �- It is 
very important to note here that this step is done with
out reference to the �, or adjectival application of 
the compound. Therefore, the final member and any 
preceding adjective are given in their proper inherent 
gender. 

n .  Immediately after this � appears a form of the rela
tive pronoun-<{:,� or <rr. This is the unmistakable 
marker of the �· s �- The number and gender 
of this form are determined by the number and gender 
of the noun that the � B1ilB modifies. The case of 
the form is determined by the relationship of the un
derlying members of the compound to the noun 
modified. This relative form, then, specifies the way 
in which the � is to be understood. As in the case 
of the � forms of prior members of � BlilB-s, 
this relative form may be in any case but the �er:rr. 
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Again, however, as with �. the � and � 
�-s, in that order, are most common, with the � 
running a poor third, and the rest occurring less fre
quently. 

iii. After this relative form, its correlative appears either 
in the case in which it actually occurs in the sentence 
in question, or in the '!:ler:IT followed by this case. Of
ten the '!:ler:IT is replaced or supplemented by a repetition 
of the whole (now completely analyzed) � B'11IB 
in the '!:ler:IT. 

iv. So in the example �: ("he whose clothes are yel
low," epithet of Vi�IJ.U), the Q would proceed as 
follows: 
� � � B': (�dl�(:) 
(yellow) (clothing) (of whom) (he) (is pitiimbaral:z) 
This is, "whose clothing is yellow is pitiimbara/:l." 
Here, the first stage is the q of the simple underly
ing q;lf�, with the adjective tfu:r modifying and 
agreeing with the neuter � Since the noun which 
the compound modifies (Vi�I).u) is " and since the 
relation of this noun to the final member (� is 
possessive, the relative is in the � �0, "· If 
the same form occurred in another case, we could, to 
be meticulously correct, add the appropriate case form 
of the correlative as the final step, but we could omit 
the '!:ler:IT form. 
Example: 
1 1 tftd1�<14 ;p:[: 11 (Homage to Vi�I).u ! )  
A typical Q would be: 
tftd'l�i � � . . .  
If the phrase were: 
tftdi�"CSI<t<l �: (a devotee of Vi�I).u) 
The Q could read: �d'l�"<�li � 'dBJ . . . , but it would 
have to be clearly understood that the 'dBJ and the � 
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are neither in apposition nor agreement. The � refers 
to the relationship between �and �: and defines 
the � relation. The �. on the other hand, is simply 
a reference to the quite accidental fact that the compound 
happens to be in the � in this sentence. 

v. An appositional � would be analyzed as follows: 
("HJRG<!:<"l01 (having the ocean for a girdle) = � (f) 
(the earth) .  m�-B'FRT (m) .  �(cl� (f) , �: B'T 
(B'IJRG<:901) (she whose girdle is the ocean). 

1 3 . 1 1 a. As noted above ( 1 2 . 1 3 .a.i) , it is very common for � 
B'llm-s to have � �-s of � roots as prior mem
bers . When such compounds are applied as �-s, it is 
usual for the relative pronoun of the Q ( 1 3 . 10.b.ii) to be 
in the � and to construe with the prior member. 
Examples: 
�dP9:4: (one who has conquered the senses) 
(conquered) (sense) 
Q: 
��t41P9:4tf01 iR B': (�dP9>4:) 
(he by whom the senses are conquered) 

� (one who has performed an action) 
(performed) (action) 
Q: 
'Fi Cf)1:f iR B': ('fi�Cf)tilJ 
(he by whom the action is performed) 

41ale:ctl 
(drunk) (water) 
Q: 

(one [f] who has drunk water, 
or whose water is drunk) 

4l�Jje:q; <l<f! m ( 4lcil�) 
(she by whom the water is drunk) 
or 
4l�JjC:ch '4Bfl: B'T: (4lcfle:Cf)l) 
(she whose water is drunk) 
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� Blmi-s of this type may be used like the � � 
itself to denote a perfective or completed action ( l0.6.a) .  
Example : 
�cllf'lli lfi�lr4::1'41f?l I 
(I see the lions who have killed the deer.) 
�: 
� lfTT � 

b. When the � � is of an � root or has no clear 
q;4fUT application, it is normally treated as any other adjec
tive and the relative construes with the last member. 
Example: 
�� Cf>l � l 
(What is the description of the man of established 
intellect?) 
�: 
�ercrr � � � 1 

1 3 . 1 2  � application may also be easily made of� compounds. 
Example: · 
�: (elephant-faced one = Gai).eSa) 
�: 
J(5tt'41+1 � B: I 

1 3 . 1 3  �-s may be of  any length and may occur, like any other 
. adjective, as members of other compounds. 
Examples: 
<il�::iflliltdi&Cij::iltllt: 
(whose body is covered with lots of blood) 
�: 
� � � � � B: 

�d�:::t�'ll€101 : 
(brahman whose son has been killed or who has killed his son) 
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1 3 . 14 As is clear from the �, a �  BlnB may replace an entire 
relative clause. 
Example : 
� -q �: I � lf.l: � B -q �: 
(The man of pure mind is dear to me. ) 

1 3 . 1 5  �-s are extremely common a s  names and epithets . 
Examples : 
Name/Epithet � 
�: (having great horses) � SW"! � B: 
;ft&Cf>Oo: (having a blue throat = Siva) -;:fiM": 'Cf>U61 � B: 
�: (having a plowshare 

for a weapon = Balarama) 
cfRiH: (having an army of heroes) 
�Cf>Cll$1: (having a rat 

for a mount = Gal)esa) 

1 3 . 1 6  The � tlll1B 
The � ("two cow") tlll1B is a kind of � of which the 
first member is a numeral . (For declension of numerals see 
1 9.6.) This type of compounding is not normally used simply 
to enumerate things .  Its major uses are: 
a. To denote aggregates or sets of things of which the num

ber is well known. The QCf>Cl'il1 is always used regardless 
of the numeral involved. 
Examples : 
� (n) 
� (f) 

(n) 
(n) 

(the three worlds) 
(the seven steps of a 
marriage ceremony) 
(the three worlds) 
(the five nights of a certain 
rite) 
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b. As �-s in the sense of names or epithets: 
Name/Epithet � 
«<R�: (having ten chariots) «<< (eTl <l8l B: 
�: (having ten necks «<< m <l8l B: 

� : 

= Raval).a) 
(having three eyes 
= Siva) 
(having ten powers 
= Buddha) 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B .  Identify and provide fcrnQ-s for all the B11'1B-s in  the reading up 

until the sentence beginning with �-
C. Do the same for the remainder of the reading. 
D.  Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit, using �-s 

and infinitives wherever possible. Provide the � for each 
�-
1 .  He whose mind is pure does not want to stay in the city. 
2. The demon with the face of a monkey is unable to kill the 

king. 
3 .  I am unable to understand the meaning of those many

paged books. 
4. Please tell (use ..J3l{plus infinitive 13.2.c) me that, lady. 

I am one whose curiosity is great. 
5 .  "Today the king 's son must go (use ..J3l{ plus infinitive 

1 3 .2.c) to the forest." Hearing that, all the inhabitan,t,s of 
Ayodhya became (such that) their minds were afflicted with 
grief (use �-



E. Memorize the following verse. 
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I praise the son of the wind, that jewel in the great necklace of 
the Riimiiya�za, who treated the mighty riik�asa-s like so many 
mosquitoes and the vast ocean like a puddle in the hoof print 
of a cow. 

READING 

-:ri s;>ts(�/"IIJI"t;i§,cll4�st $'4 1�i � �: 81j,4ilcN1�Ml cii1Cl�'1 
� I 3W8I � fcrquf� mJR �"[! cilldR:i--� 
CI"CI'il'"t�cftq__ I cil4,ctl4: I lOJCidJ�41Jidl sfBl 1  � �:I 
� cilla�lt:t � � � I � 15dl4(1'it � I �31CI"Cirt 
� �e{: q;a1114,;:fl sftr fcl:;1::rftt � '11�1Cfrflq__ 1 crGJ (lcil15l"ll( : 
��� I � 14;fftR! 14RlaJ �tiloollOJ'11 :  1 BCfGJ lfi � 
1¥f fttaT ¥ra1 sftr !llala:Rl I 3W � l"li B�a:<:r (l��a�4 �C::: 
�: �"<:Rfu � I �Cilj)'Q51 � l"!Qkl"J'1 1 �UT "81 �'1(RIG:F6Ui 
Cl:ct'1�ctdl 1 � w:r � 1 �n aq � � ID  <Rl � 1 
�eTl)";{ � � 1"1"41 �J1�'1 � CJq G;U$CflRU4JIJOt'19__ 1 � 
ftrcR �� �fft"t;gfe � lfll ffi;f l'"ICII--CI'1C11Bl � 
� m<:t � I � CfBIT ClcifjqJi Cfq: � � 
�ettr I �11--dl"l'il �Cil"lbj <lo4�CI eR � 1 1 
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GLOSSARY 

3lRf 
(ind)--a prefix used with adjectives 

and adverbs meaning ' very , '  
' too, ' 'excessively' 

3W 
(ind)-today 

�: 
(m)-sin, offense 

3lel: 
(m)-meaning 

..J� 
( 1 P)--be fit, worthy; auxilliary with 

infinitive forms polite imperative 
(see 13 .2.c) 

� 
(n)-tear 

� 
(n)-face 
� 
(adj)-arisen, sprung up 
�+ ..J� 
(6P)-point out 

� of�+ �-pointing out, 
with reference to . . .  

3tfl1T 
(f)-similarity; simile 

q;fq; 
(m)-monkey 

� 
(ind)-why 

�: 
(m)-boy 

Cfll1e;01{_ 
(n)-----curiosity 

�: 
(m)-anger 

�: 
(m)-depression, sadness 

� 
(n)-going 

� 
(adj)-bom, arisen 

� . �: 
(n, m prop )-DaJ)gaka, name of a 

forest 

G:R?UT 
(adj)-harsh, cruel, severe 

�: 
(n)-king 

� 
(n)-page, leaf 

� 
(ind)-previously, long ago 



� 
(n)-book 

� 
(f)-vow, promise 

C{f.R: 
(m)-monkey 

�: 
(m)-wind 

"Q" + -Y� � 
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( !A)-proceed, take place, continue (m; f -�)---dweller, inhabitant 

-q + "� fcrquf 
(2P)-rule, reign 

-q + "� 
(adj)---devoid of color 

� 
( I  P)-be pleased, appeased, be (adj)---dejected 

pacified 

� 
(adj )  (f -3ttfi)-blessed one 

� 
(n)-palace 

"� 
(2P)-appear, seem 

� 
(n)-face 

� 
(n)-eye 

'Cf"CC: 
(n)-speech 

�: 
(m)-speed 

-YD<l� 
( IA)-be agitated 

"� 
(5P)-be able 

� 
(adj)-pure 

� 
(adj)-arisen 

'81\ + "Q"+ -Ytey__ 
(6A)-see, regard 





LESSON 14 

BllTB Concluded; The g;:g: and � Bllm-s;  

The fcr1tl � (Optative) 

1 4.0 There remain two basic types of compounds to be examined. 
These are rather different from the preceding two types and 
their � applications, but they are extremely simple and 
require only the briefest treatment. 

1 4. 1 The R B'11lB 
The first of these is the R B'111B, sometimes given the racy 
title of "copulative compound." This compound differs from 
the basic � and � types in that it does not consist of 
sets of pairs but is simply a stringing together of any number 
of nouns, which in ordinary syntax would be connected by the 
conjunctive particle -:er or, in rare cases, the disjunctive particle 
err. Since the items are simply listed, there is no grammatical 
subordination of one member to another. Still, the formation 
of the R is the same as that of the others insofar as prior 
members lose their �s or case endings . 

1 4.2 a. The gender of a R is the same as that of its final 
member. Thus: 
8lctRI41 = BtaJ 'Cf wml 
(Sitii and Rama) 

� = � � -:er  
(son and daughter) 

b . Number is determined not by the number of members of 
the compound but by the number of things represented by 
these members, thus � (the god and the man), but 
�: (gods and men). 

c. There is no limit to the number of members in a R, e.g . ,  
d:CJ J�( J(r'C:Ic\'fCI �Jl 'Cf( JarnT: 
(The gods, asuras , gandharvas, pisacas, and rak$asas) . 
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14.3  In some cases , especially when a pair (R) of nouns is 
closely associated , it may be represented by a R with the 
'1gt�<f'fM%!i· Q<f'C!�"'t ending. 
Examples : 
�:� (pleasure and pain) 
This a common technique for linking pairs of opposites. 

� (what is heard and what is not heard) 
(what is done and what is not done) 

1 4.4 R-s may be included in extended trnB'-s. In the � of 
such compounds, the R-s are left intact. 
Examples: 
a. <fl4�{4:B4i'l (endowed with valor and intelligence) 

L,-J 
R . 
L.,-J CJ:o �o 

� = <fl4�{4:l-<ti � 
b. �:(ci'G; (causing pleasure and pain) 

L.,..J . 
R . 
L,-J �0 �0 

� = �=� � 
c. <:*flf&t�W."'dlj(il: (having hands and face smeared with blood) 

L,-J -go 
L,.-J q;o 

L...,-J CJ:o �o 
� = � � $@1j(91f.?l � B: 

14.5 The order of words in a R is not, as in other types ofBlllB, of 
any syntactic significance. There are, however, a number of 
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rules laid down by the grammarians that regulate word order. 
The two most important such rules, in order of precedence are: 
a. A word signifying a person or thing of greater importance 

or entitled to greater honor or precedence precedes one 
signifying someone or something less worthy. 
Example: 
�b38!4��4�1: 
(brahmans, k�atriyas, vaisyas, and sudras) (the four classes 
of Indian society in descending order) 

b. If rule 'a' does not apply, a word with fewer syllables pre
cedes one with more. 
Example : 
3l�"'''t&l{ ( 14.3) (snake and mongoose) 

14.6 When a kinship term ending in -'3fi" ( lO.O.i) precedes another 
such term or the word �: in a �. its stem vowel is changes 
to 3lT. 
Example: 
� + � ---7 1llalf?la<l (mother and father) 

14.7 � � : Elliptical Dual 
In a few cases, when two nouns, especially kinship terms, are 
extremely closely associated as a natural pair, the � of 
one of them may be used to express the �-
Example: 
� ( -1llalf?laotl) (mother and father) 

14.8 The �. then, is perhaps the most rudimentary form of nomi
nal compound. There is only one point worth stressing: despite 
the fact that when a �  is subjected to �. all the members 
are in the same case, this type of� should clearly be distin
guished from a � �. for which this is also the case 
due to �. 
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14.9 � : Indeclinable Compound 
Another relatively common type of� is called �. 
or indeclinable (� nominal compound. As the name im
plies, these compounds function as adverbs. They are formed 
by the junction of an � (as prior member) and a nominal 
stem (as final member). 

14. 10 The endings of the final members of these compounds are usu
ally changed so as to conform to the J;l"e{lll-� �o Oi�{"!CfifM�· 
endings of nouns of the various stem finals. Some stem finals 
are, however, reduced. 
a. Final members ending in -3fl_ take the ending -3llt though 

� nouns may take -3T. 
b. Final long vowels are shortened. 

Examples: 
<:fer! + q:;p:f: � 
m + 3lfT.i= � 
31f4 + mR,_ � 

<:!'� (according to desire) 
� (facing the fire) 
� (upon the king) 

14. 1 1  The prior member, or �. most often belongs to one of 
three categories : 
a. � 

Examples: 
m + f<8: (m) (day) � 

� + � (n) (hair) � 

till_ + 3T8f.l. (n) (eye) � 

� (lit . , with hair, or fur, 
i.e. , in the proper manner) 

�a:lli__ (before the eyes) 

b. the form � (=m) (together) . 
Examples : 
� + Cfilq: (m) (anger) � � (with anger) 
� + "Cfil11: (m) (desire) � � (with desire) 
� + 31'TGJ: (m) (respect) � � (with respect) 
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c .  a relative �. especially �err (just as) and <l'JCRl (to 
the extent that) . 
Examples: 
"<l'err + � 
"<1'� 
�err + Cfil1l = 

<l'JCRl + �: 
'41ct 'l'6ftctl{_ 

<l'JCRl + BctttR:-: 
'41ct�:tict�:('il!lf._ 

Sentences: 
Bllai � it  � I  

(authoritative text) 
in accordance with the sastras 
(desire) 
in accordance with desire 

(rule, custom) 
in accordance with established 
practice 

(life) 
for one ' s  whole life 

(year) 
as long as a year, for the duration of 
a year 

Look at my mouth which is before (your own) eyes. 

� m �� q;4 q)��r;a 1 
Everyone should always work according to (his) ability. 

� � �� � � 
I did all this in accordance with the sastras. 

14. 12  � � : The Optative Mode 
The � � is the last important conjugation to be based on 
the �-s of the present system. It is a mode of the present 
system, just as the �-.! or imperative, is a mode, and it had two 
major uses. 
1 .  Prescription. In this usage, the � indicates that the 

subject should, ought, must generally, or had better, per-
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form the action or undergo the state expressed by the ver
bal root. As such, it serves a similar (injunctive) function 
as that of the � The difference is that here the "com
mand" is usually of a general sort. 

Examples: 
�: � tlR � I  
(In an assembly of the wise, a fool should resort to 

silence. ) 

(He who wishes liberation should go to the forest.) 

�:* � � f4:>l41Bld � � I  
(How would a man of firm intelligence speak, how sit, 

and how move about?) 

";{ ctd:'€W=l4f � mUf: if>OdJI8<ftl I 
(One should not speak a Western language even to save 
one 's life.) 
*See 2 1 .3 .h 

2. Hypothesis. In this usage, the � is used conditionally 
to indicate either a state contrary to fact, or one which is 
probable but not certain. The first of these usages is most 
common in relative clauses, while the second is common 
in the sense of "might," "may," or "would." 
Examples: 
� <ifu: CI;:II'J�RJa •Wi-<::J*\ta� � JI-.::J<l� I 
(If Rama should not return at once from the forest, then I 

would die.) (Literally, "would go to Yama' s  realm.") 

� cfRt ":f �el �: �: I 
(If Rama were not a hero, how would men live?) 
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<l: q;) � � � �IC14�lfl(") � I 
(Whoever should read this book, he would attain the fruit 
of a hundred sacrifices.) 

�� � -:q � -:q Bil4k1i � I 
� -:q o444k1i dg�dBJ:t(J(J:t : 1 1  
(Just as two bits of driftwood might come together in the 
ocean, and, having met, might go their separate ways, just 
so is the coming together of living beings.) 

� fcil!6i=i1G£i�Cl � I 
(On the very day that one turns away from the things of 
this world, one should wander forth [as an ascetic]) .  

1 4. 13  The fcl'fu � i s  unlike the other modes of the present system 
(�. � � in that it is distinguished not by particular per
sonal endings but by a special mode-sign that is inserted 
between the present stem (7 .5) and, for the most part, the sec
ondary endings (8.9). 

1 4. 14  Mode Sign of the fcl'fu � 
The optative mode-sign is basically � for all forms except the 
� forms of roots belonging to the non-3l �-s (2, 3, 5, 7, 
8, 9). For these roots, the mode-sign is <ll. In the case of the 3l 
�-s ( 1 ,  4, 6, 10),  the mode-sign � coalesces with the preced
ing 3l of the �-sign to form '1:!. 

1 4. 1 5  The various cases are best considered individually by  voice 
and by type of �-
a. � 

i. 3l �-s 
a. The mode-sign � plus the 3l of the �-sign yield 

'1:!, which is then the characteristic sign of the fcl'fu 
� of the roots of these �-s. The endings are 
the normal secondary endings, but the "!:fetll0 � 
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ending is always -'3: and never -3Fl: 
b. The 'Q 0fUT-sign + mode-sign) is never allowed to 

come into contact with an initial vowel of a per
sonal ending (e.g . ,  -� -'3: ) .  Such contact is 
avoided by the insertion of � between them. 
Examples : 
� + �  + 311\ --7 � 
(I would, should, might go.) 

ere: + � + '3: --7 �: 
(They would, should, might say.) 

c . Thus, the conjugation of ...JlJ,. ( lP) in the � � 
would be: 

�0 

n. non-31 "J'fOT-s 
The mode-sign � is added to the weak form of the 
stem regardless of the usual strong-weak distinction 
of present stems. The endings are the same as for the 
3l "J'fOT-s, but the mode-sign loses its 31T before the end
ing '3:. 
Example: 
� + "·31Tll_ (5P) (attain) 

� �0 �0 
�0 � !:llt'j<.tl�lf£.. �: 
r:ro �: !:llt'j41�f£.. � 
� � � � 

ill. You should learn the paradigms of the two important 
roots "� (2P) and "cr (8P) . In accordance with (ii) 
above, the � of "� is based on the weak stem, 
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which is B, Thus, the paradigm is: 
'!:£0 8mi._ � �: etc. 
These forms are useful. 8mi._ means "maybe," "per
haps," etc. -J<f} is, as always, irregular. Here it loses 
its final stem vowel 3' before the mode-sign. 
'1:[0 � � �: etc . 
Fill out and memorize both paradigms. 

b. 3'1klOJ�q<;> 
1. 31 �-s 

The mode-sign is as at 14. 15 .a.i.a above. The endings 
are the regular � secondary endings, except that 
the �o t:rc:P0 has 31- and the '!:£�0 �o has -r-t instead 
of tz and -3Ff, respectively. The �-sign plus mode 
sign (='Q) is, as in 14. 15 .a.i.b . , not permitted to come 
into contact with an initial vowel of an ending. 
Examples: 
� + �  + 31  � � 
(I should, would, might get.) 

� + � ·  3lRJ1ll � l11�4k111{_ 
(They [two] might speak.) 

u. non-31 �-s 
The mode-sign � is always added to the weak stem. 
Since most 3'1kJiqq<;> forms are weak anyway, this is 
not as surprising as it is in the � forms. As in i. 
above, the mode-sign is set off from a following vowel 
by � 
Example: 
� + � + 31 � � 
(I would, should, etc . ,  eat.) 

14. 16  The � � , or the Benedictive 
Grouped by the grammarians with the� � , but not formed 
from the present stem, is a somewhat rare conjugational mode 
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known as the -_ �  or optative of blessing. It is used as 
the name implies mainly for uttering blessings or prayers. Its 
detailed formation is complicated and need not concern the 
beginning student. However, its � J;f�o forms may be 
encountered occasionally. 
Examples : 

� � �: 
May it be ! May those two be ! May they be ! 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B .  List and identify all � (optative) forms and substitute for 

them the corresponding � (imperative) forms. 
C. Translate the following into Sanskrit (See English-Sanskrit 

Glossary at end of lesson) : 
1 .  If a man would experience bliss, let him go to the forest 

and there sit long in meditation. 
2. Having left the city and become a muni, how then should 

I speak to you, friend. 
3 .  Are all brahmans men of stabilized mind? How should 

I know? It is not known to me whether they are all sages 
or not (use «<<._ and ';f <il and �) .  

4. Having done what, might men attain liberation? A man 
should do what is written in the sastras. Thereby he may 
become liberated. 

5 .  I f  I should not see the faces of Rama and Lakl?ma.I).a (use 
g:;:ro again, I should surely be afflicted by great sorrow. 

6. Let Lakl?ma.IJ.a go with Sita and Rama (use� if he wishes 
to fulfill (use --./<f) truth and duty ('tllf: ,  use wro. 

7 .  If  they were not afflicted by birth, old age, and fear of 
death (use R), men might be happy. Moreover, (3lftt 'q) 
having experienced disease, poverty, sorrow, and disas 
ters (use g:;:ro, they would be of agitated minds. 
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D. Memorize the verse beginning <l"err Cfi'l"8"fl (from 14. 1 2) and be 
prepared to recite it in class. 

READING 

�8Ps:>4: ��:� U1ll lffiR � �� 'kql .. ei=lJ�
� I a �TICfllqfjfdl.-ci � <:Jl"P"IIeiT tROJ8;0�CflG;(>S"]q l]_� 
� I mft �Of'i4'""11 {"IICSicflct_ I "'J� <lfa: � i1Cfllq� ";f 
�eJita�fjl"l!ll611 ;:r � �:� 1 <ll lffifl � 'icrr .. <1e��i 
� ;:r q�4�el q;� � 1 q;� �� 1 a"t;*�ql � "5f'""l1 
� o4&41_ I � (')ltl"JOitei����:(cf ��l�eis:6l'l:l: Chl4<:*!''14'1 
� * q.q) � I l-it 1;1� � ;:r �ICfcfl� I � q01JIJ"t'1. 
� ;:r � I � � I 311q4}J��: ftrcJT '11�q�IJIC1 : 
� ;:r �� I � StRrci fcRT 14hqi m<i � eR Jl"t;i?RRI 
CJ;� � I CJ;: lJ:ft lWrt� �cf-:q;{ ro � I �
�: 1 � ��� ata:��-;rt cs� 1 miR fCia<:J"tfCI 
� BlleiT � 1 �fCidt4 1;1��: � U1ll scstcft"dld � 
q;)tf: I � ;:r CflG>Icfl��j CfiCRi �� I 3lfit � � ;:r � 
�� �{?� I fcr�T�tm �fcl�lltfB �Tfrr� I 31�l 
(')8:"l"J"OT@eJIIf�q�1ihl "JPj 4<:1��4 � � � �� � 
�4l"Jfjl"Jcfk9)� 1 1  

*See 19 . 1 
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GLOSSARY 

3l- ; 3f.i:-
(negative prefix for nominal or 

indeclinable forms. 3l- precedes 
consonants, 3f.i:- precedes 
vowels-un-, non-, without-, 
-less) 

� 
(ad j)-unconquered 

3F{:� 
(n)-inner apartment, esp. , 

women' schambers 

� 
(adj)-bringing, conveying 

(common at end of compund) 

�: 
(m)-moon 

� 
(n)-sense, organs of sense 

� 
(adj)-such, of this kind 

'3Gfi;r: 
(m)-{)cean 

� 
(f)-plantain or banana tree, often 

an object of comparison due to 
its frailty and its transitory 
nature 

� 
(n)-log 

cplq: 
(m)-anger, rage 

� 
(n)-going 

� 
(adj)--cut 
....;� � � 0{�0 �0 � 
(4A)-be born, arise 

fura 
(adj)--conquered, subdued 

CfTa: 
(m)-1 ) father; 2) a term of 

affection applied to any person, 
but usually to inferiors or 
juniors, 'my child, ' 'my son, ' 
'dear one,' etc. 

-G: 
(adj)-giving, causing, giving rise 

to (at end of compound only) 

� 
(n)-eye 

f.l:-
(ind)-without, devoid of (only as 

first member of compound) 



;fur 
(adj)-led 

�: 
(m)-axe 

lRT + --lfvl 
( 1 P)--conquer, subdue 

� 
(f)--earth 

ma 
(ind)-1 )  as postposition 
following �: to, with respect to; 
2) as first member of � : 
every, each 

�: 
(m)-tears 

� 
( adv )--extremely 

�: 
(m)-anger, rage 

� 
(n)-friend 

tTia:l: 
(m)-liberation 

� 
(ind)-in that (neut. rei. pronoun 

used adverbially) 

� 
1 )  (adj)-reddened 
2) (n -11)-blood 

253 
""� 
( l A)-to be pleasing [to . . .  
(object in �eft)] 
�: 
(m)-power, control, influence 

� 
(adj)-under the influence (of ) 

� 
(n)-speech 

� 
(adj)-gone, departed 

fc! + --}(?f{_ 
( lP)-lament 

� 
(n)-valor 

�: 
(m)-report, news, story 

� 
(n)-scholarly text 

B-
(ind)-with, having (used only as 

prior member of compound) 

�: 
(m)-year 

� 
(adj)-like, fit, suitable 

tr=r 
(ad j)-same, equal 
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�: � 
(m)-meeting, coming together (n)-heart 
Bll_ + 3lT + "� ro + "<r 
(2P)--come together, meet (idiom)-take seriously, take to 
.Y� heart 
( I  A)-bear, endure 

ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

agitated 3ll¥i (adj) 
birth � (n) 
death �: (m) 
disaster � (n) 
disease �: (m) 
for a long time � (in d) 
liberated � (adj) 
liberation �81: (m) 
moreover 31ftt -:q (in d) 
old age � (f) 
poverty c::�R�q__ (n) 
stabilized �e)( (adj) 
surely, certainly � (in d) 
written � (adj) 



LESSON 15 

� � (The Present Participle) 

1 5 .0 With the fclfu � (optative) we learned the last verbal conju
gation of the present system. However, there is sti l l  one 
participial (i.e. , nominal) form based on the present stem. This 
form, the present participle, is of very common occurrence and 
great usefulness. It is, like the � � and other non-conju
gational verbal forms, an excellent example of classical 
Sanskrit' s tendency to depart from the � forms. It func
tions like the � � in that it, too, is both adjectival (in that 
it must agree in case, number, and gender with the noun to 
which it refers) and verbal (in that it must have a � [gram
matical subject] ) and may, if formed from a �  root, have 
a �  (direct object) . Its relation to the � � is very 
much like that of the � to the � m. That is, it is 
subject-referent, i .e . , is in grammatical agreement with its �. 
while the � � (of a �  root) is object-referent, i .e. , in 
agreement with its � Its use, however, is rather different. 

1 5 . 1 The use of the � �-
The � � is basically a simple formation. Neverthe
less, the use of this form, like that of � 'flllRl-s, and the 
� m, is sometimes confusing to the beginner. There
fore, it requires some explanation. 

1 5 .2 There are basically two reasons for confusion regarding this 
participle, one conceptual and significant, the other mechani
cal and trivial. 
a. The latter, trivial reason is nothing more than the fact that 

certain common forms of the participle are identical with 
some common finite verbal forms. This, however, is rarely 
the cause of real ambiguity. This minor issue will be dis
cussed below ( 1 5 . 1 3) .  
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b. The major reason for misunderstanding the function of the 
CKfqR � is a failure to understand that the participle is 
limited, unlike the � �. to a status in a sentence sub
ordinate to another finite verb or its equivalent. The present 
participle can never substitute for the principal verb of a 
sentence or an independent clause. In this it is rather like 
the gerund (see 1 1 .5) .  
Thus, although Ullt q;:i �: I (or �. � � 
� etc.) is a complete sentence, the phrases 
i. UJlt q;:i � �) 
ii. UJlt q;:i � � �) 
require an independent verbal phrase just as clearly as do 
their English equivalents: 
1. Rama, having gone to the forest, . . . and 
ii. Rama, going to the forest, . . .  
The "resolution" of these sentence fragments must be a 
finite verb or some nominal equivalent. For example, the 
phrases i. and ii. could be resolved by the clause ljf.ittq�<lq, 
The sentences would now read: 
i . UJlt q;:i � ljf.ittq�<lq__ I 
ii. UJlt q;:i "l"t;0Pijf.1ttq�<lq__ I 
which would mean: 
1 .  Having gone to the forest, Rama saw a sage. 
ii. [While] going to the forest, Rama saw a sage. [or] 

Rama, [who was] going to the forest, saw a sage. 
1 5 .3 As the above sentences show, the major difference with regard 

to usage, between � and the CKfqR �. is that the action 
expressed by the former is more or less perfective while the 
action expressed by the latter is more or less imperfective. The 
� is used to indicate an action that is completed by the 
time of the action expressed by the finite verb of the comple
mentary independent clause. The CKfqR �. on the other 
hand, generally expresses an action that is in process at the 
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time of the action of the independent verb so the two actions 
(or states) are more or less simultaneous. Thus in sentence (i) 
above we would understand that Rama had already completed 
his journey to the forest before he saw the sage. In (ii) he sees 
the sage while he is still on his way. 

1 5 .4 a. This expression of simultaneous actions maybe otherwise 
accomplished by the compound sentences of the type 
<lGJ . • .  a<\1 etc. , (6.5 ff. ) that have been introduced earlier. 
Examples : 
1 .  <lGJ U'TI �'1"1JI-.-0"i!C::I B ijPI"'q�<kl 

(When Rama went to the forest, he saw a sage.) 

11 . �: �: cpuT � B "11/l:l � I 
(The man who worships Kr�Q.a, [he] attains liberation.) 

An important function of the � � is to serve as a 
substitute for such relative clauses. The above examples 
might be paraphrased as follows: 
i. eR Jl-.-§'"'!lifl ijf.?l"'q;�;q1_ I 
ii. ¥oi li":ilrs'bt(} "'lll:T � 1 

b. If you always remember first to translate a �  � 
regardless of its case, as a subordinate or relative clause, 
you will have no difficulty with the form. Afterwards, if 
you feel the result is not always the best English, you may 
change the English wording; but you will have understood 
the sentence. It is impossible to stress this point too strongly 
because the � �. like the � �. is a verbal 
adjective and must, therefore, agree in case, number, and 
gender with the noun it modifies. If, however, you try to 
express the case of this adjective separately, you will not 
understand the sentence. 

15 .5 a. Consider the following sentence: 
eR � � ijPI{�'4;t I 
(Rama, going to the forest, sees the sage.) 
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Here we see the � � of the root .V"Jff{_ in its �. 
'l:!CP, " form. Now the structure of the finite phrase of 
the sentence is clear: 
nituJ ljf.i�;q� I 
(The sage is seen by Rama.) 

b. The remainder of the sentence, q.:f �. requires some 
explanation. 
1 .  Two specific questions arise: 

a. Why is � in the �? 
b. What is the syntactical role ofCRtl._in the sentence? 

11.  The answers to these questions are: 
a. � is in the � because, being an adjective, 

it must agree in case, number, and gender with the 
noun it modifies. Since WtuT is �. 'l:!CP, " 
and � modifies Wtol, it must be the same. This 
does not mean that the action of "going" is to 
be understood or translated as being agentive 
or instrumental! 

b. CRti._ is �. t:fc'fi", � and is the locus of mo
tion of the action of the root .V"Jff{_ as expressed in 
the form � (see 4.38). 

m. In these two questions (and answers) lies the whole 
explanation of the function of the � �- It is 
nominal in that it is an adjective and it is verbal in that 
it can (if formed from a � root) have a direct 
object. As such, it can serve as a transition between 
two separate clauses by serving as an adjective in one 
and as a verb in the other. 

iv. Thus, in our example the words CRti._ and nituT each 
relate in a different way to the key word �the 
first as locus of motion of a verb and the second as the 
governing noun of an adjective. It is as though nituT 
were the subject of two different clauses, of which the 
verbs were derived from .V"Jff{_ and .V�. respectively. 
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v. Because of this dual nature of the present participle, 
we should translate it as a verb of a subordinate or 
relative clause. 

v1.  We should then translate 
c:r=i � � ljPt{�4d as : 
(The sage is seen by Rama, who is going to the for
est .) (or) (Rama, while going to the forest, sees a sage.) 
a. Remember that the � � is a verbal adjec

tive and not a verbal noun. Therefore it is no more 
proper to attempt to give its own case relation than 
it is with an ordinary (nonverbal) adjective. Thus 
if (as many beginning Sanskritists do) one were to 
translate the phrase: � � as "by Rama' s 
going . . .  ," it would be as great an error as to trans
late � � as "by the dark of Rama . . .  " 

b. There are indeed many true nouns derived from the 
verbal roots (Lesson 20). The � �' how
ever, may be easily distinguished from these (and 
all other verbal adjectives) by the fact that it is 
formed from the present stems of the various roots , 
rather than from the roots themselves. 

15 .6  Formation of the � � 
The � � has one feature more characteristic of verbal 
than of nominal forms. Unlike the other participial formations 
learned thus far (the � � [Lesson 10] and -� [ 1 1 .4] 
constructions) , it distinguishes voice. Like finite verbs it has 
different endings according to whether its verbal root is conju
gated in the 311�q�qe; or �-
a. The qi(Jtqe; participle may be formed quite mechanically. 

The stem form is discovered in each case by dropping the 
final � of the �er:J, �' � form of � �(present 
indicative). 
1 .  Thus, the "active" participle of the following roots may 

be generated as follows : 
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root J;l'�O�O� participle stem 
...f� ( l )  JI-.;0Pd � 
..J� (5) � � 
...fer cs) � � 
..J� (3) �� �� 
..J3Tfl (2) B'R � ...f� (7) f?9rG;Pd � 

u.  The forms thus generated are ones with a strong/weak 
alternation of -3Af- 31CL The only exception to this is 
that roots of the third 'J'!UT (which have no 1._ in their 
J;l'� � � �forms [see 7.25]) ,  therefore have a 
participial stem form in -3ttl, which then has no strong/ 
weak alternation. All its forms are in this sense "weak." 

iii. The paradigm is thus the same as that given at 1 1 . 1 ,  
with the single important exception that the "' t:[cl3", 
J;l'� is always formed without length of the final 31. 
Examples : 
..J� (4) m 4�'4�141 .� � ,  
(Seeing Stta, Rama became happy.) 

..J� (5) �(J;,{§<S>G;I;,�OCl<ijftctdJ sftt � � I 
(Even a happy man, when he hears sweet sounds, 
might be stricken by longing.) 

..J� (3) -ua:@.<n �'4�ili<Cf<11k'4':ik( l 
(Fearing the rak�asa-s, the r# left the terrible forest.) 

3lT + ..J� ( 1 )  lOICI""dtiiJi..,0o:d � � 3Rl1S3� I 
(Seeing you coming, let everyone rise.) 

...fCRl_ ( 1 ), Btl + ..J"CfC'\_ ( 1 )  eR Cltt�1Plfil: � � 
� �� 8 �: 1  
(Rama and Lak�mm.m view with affection the people, 
who are conversing with the sages dwelling in the for
est.) 
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iv. The � forms of the participle are formed by the 
suffixation of� to either the strong or weak stem (de
pending on the �Uf) and are declined regu larly 
according to 7 . 1 .  
The � is added: 
a. to the strong stem in �-s 1 ,4 and 10 .  

Examples : 
root m. stem f. stem 

�� ( 1 )  � 
b. to the strong or weak stem for � 6 and for roots 

of the 2nd � ending in 3ll, although the strong 
stem is perhaps more common. 

Examples: 
root 

�¥.._ (6) 
�<IT (2) 

m. stem f. stem 

�� 
Hl<ffifi 

c. to the weak stem for all others. 
Examples: 
root 

�<f (8) 
�� (7) 

m. stem 

� 
� 

f. stem 

� 
� 

v .  The '1�Bctii&W is formed in general from the weak stem 
-$land its declension is the same as that of neuter 
stems in -CRI.. or -9 ( l 1 . 1 .b) except in the lJl?.Pll, � 
and � fucRR forms where stem-strength occurs 
in accordance with the pattern of the feminine. 
For example: 
�'lffl_ �0 �0 �0 

lJO � , ;!l-e�� ;�1-c�� �0 � ;�1-c�� ;�l-e�� 
'Btlo � Jl-c�;:JI ;�1-c�� 
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15 . 7  The 31kli�4G> stem form of the � �. which, as with the 
finite verbs, has no semantic value to distinguish it from the 
�. is generated simply by: 
a. adding -llR' to present stems of roots of the 31 �-s ( 1 ,4,6, 

and 10). 
Examples: 
root 
vilTitl 0 A) 
vi'!:Fl ( 4 A) 

stem form 
� (See 3 .59 for �-) 
t:p:j1lR' 

b. adding -31R to the weak present stems of the non-31 �-s 
(2,3,5, 7 ,8,9) . 
Examples: 
root 
vi� (2) 
vi<fj (8) 

stem form 
� (See 3 .59 for �.) 
� 

vi� (3) � 
c. Since the 31kli�4G> forms are all -31 stems, their declension 

is of no difficulty. The '!:�'� 'l:fc:P endings are: 
": . -31: 
'igaCflf&�·= -3ll\ 

and �: -31T 
d. The use of the 3lk4�4G> is just like that of the �

Example: 
� � q;GJfq c46i41flk1 li'"4lil�� " m Cf>� I 
(How could vairagya arise among men who think, "I would 
never abandon sensual pleasures?") 

· 15 .8  A CfllffUT (or �) equivalent of the � � may be formed 
from the CfllffUT stem of any verbal root. As in the case of finite 
verbs, this participle is formed with the � ending, which, 
for this form, is invariably -llR'. 

15 .9 As with any CfllffUT m form, this participle agrees with the 
� or object of the action expressed by its verbal root, if the 
root is �. or transitive. 
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Examples: 
� tir'!II1HI trllffil � Ji-c0R <t� � 'j'ai1H1Pt � 1 
(The rak�asa-s, being slain by Rama, go far away, like leaves 
driven by the wind. ) 

11<TI � '!111 1'1 l{j CF<mj eldl"i"tiJ kl � � I 
(I think that among the girls I see (lit . ,  being seen by me), Sita 
is the best. ) 

15 . I  0 There are a number of special or idiomatic applications of the 
� � which, if studied carefully, greatly increase one ' s  
ability to understand and generate sophisticated Sanskrit 
sentences : 
a. The � � of the root ..J� (�<=RI._�, "being," is 

quite useful. One of its regular idiomatic applications is 
with the f.l'%:J (particle) 3lflt to indicate a situation contrary 
to normal expectation. 
Examples: 
�: � B � �: I  
(Even though he is a brl:ihman, he is not a knower of the 
Vedas. ) 

� � wlT � fclctl�dl I 
(Even though she is beautiful, Durga is not married.) 

i . This sense of "even though" may be conveyed by 3lflt 
and the � � of any other root as well. 
Example: 
� �� �lctJI-c01fil I 
(Even though I read the book, I don't understand the 
meaning.) 

b. The � � of the 31kl1�4a: roots ..Jcrcl(lA) and ..J� 
(4A), "to be, exist," (� and fcw:1R) in the sense of 
"existing," "going on," "present," have several common 
uses . 
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1. The participle � can be used as an adjective mean
ing "present" or even as the noun "the present." It is 
from this form that we have the grammatical term � 
�, or the �(indicative) used in the present. 

n .  The negative of the participle of .V� 31fC!tlliH is used 
in order to provide the � of a particular kind of� 
BlilB. In this kind of BlilB, the prior member is the 
negative particle 31, which here serves as a sort of ad
jective meaning not-existing. When such a compound 
is subjected to �. however, a real word is required. 
The word is usually supplied by the participle �
Example: 
B11IB � meaning 

31Ritii"IHI: � a (realm) having 
;qftt:i@q:_ no men 

c .  Another common use of this participle i s  as a true continu
ative or "imperfective." This is done by making use of the 
simultaneity of the participial action with a finite form of 
a verb of motion or of standing still. 
Examples: 
.V� ( lP) (sing) Jll<q;tJJJ-.-0Rt I 

lFI_ + .VlW!l ( lA) (speak) 

( lP) (laugh) 

(He comes singing.) 

-a<R � � 311@ I 
(He is speaking with her 
[lit . , He sits speaking 
with her.]) 

�e�IS6Rt 1 
(He goes on laughing 
[lit. , He stands laugh
ing.]) 
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Two of the most common and characteristic idiomatic uses of 
the participles, especially the present participles, are the Bfcf 
� and mf: � or locative and genitive absolute construc
tions. By the use of these constructions, a noun and its participle 
may, by being placed either in the � or l!flS<fi case, form a 
special kind of relative clause that conveys a sense of concur
rent or immediately contiguous time relative to that of an 
independent clause. 
a. By far the more common of these usages is in the � or 

locative case. Its meaning is simply "while" or "when," 
and it may be formed freely with both active and passive 
participles. 
Examples: 
� eR � � � �:ftrcrr � I  
(When Rama was going to the forest, all the people were 
unhappy.) 

� � 4�'!1._'!1i a>CI;«'!!tR"I(J_ I 
(While Sita was watching him, Kaikeyi laughed.) 

� � �:� � � 3lftt � � I 
(When all the people are unhappy, even the gods become 
dejected.) 

� �P'!Ilil�� rl� err-m 31H .. J:'1i'j54i I 
(When the demons were being killed by Rama, the mon
keys danced for joy.) 

i. The same construction may be used with other 
participles, for example; 
afft:t .. �a r!affi � � � � I  
(When that riik$asa was killed, all people became free 
from fear.) 
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b. An exactly parallel usage to the Bfcr � may be formed 
from the �. or genitive case. This usage, called the Ba: 
�. is somewhat less common than the Bfcr � although 
its function is quite similar. It too indicates simultaneous 
action. Its occurrence, however, is occasionally restricted 
to cases in which the action expressed by the genitive par
ticiple is carried on not only at the same time as the action 
expressed by a finite verb (or equivalent) but in spite of it. 
As this construction is used to indicate action that is in 
some way disrespectful or contemptuous ,  it is called 
31"11G:(tttsJl, or genitive of disrespect. 
Examples : 
� � <P11 <T8:R"IH::R I 
(Rama kills the rak�asas [despite the fact that] RiivalJa is 

looking on ; i .e. , Rama kills the rak�asa-s right before 
RavaQa's eyes.) 

mn ¥tltttil01f4 <tct;c;q�t�ct l 
(Kaikeyi laughed while the king was speaking.) 

c . Note that both absolutive constructions are used only when 
the subjects of the two clauses are not the same. 

1 5 . 1 2  Special problems 
One of the most elementary but frequently occurring errors 
that students commit with regard to the � � is due to 
the fact that in many instances the various cases of a participle 
of a given root may be homonymous with finite forms of the 
same root. A glance through the paradigm will indicate where 
confusion is possible. 
a. The most common instance of this should be considered 

separately. It happens that the �. QCf)CiiH, " or 
"''�fl<:f;lf&W of the � � '¥Rf of roots belonging to 
the 31 �-s has exactly the same form as the extremely 
common ��. QCf)CiiH, � of the � � 
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Since, because of the common occurrence of the '8fcl � 
( 1 5 . l l .a), the former form occurs relatively frequently, the 
opportunities for confusion are not rare. To avoid this 
confusion, be sure, when dealing with an apparently finite 
verbal form, that you can identify the subject of the verb 
and that there are no "suspicious locatives" in its vicinity. 
Example: 
� eR � � �:fufal � I 
Do not simply assume that � is a finite form. If it 
were, you would have to find a subject. �. of course, 
cannot be the subject of any finite form. Even if you 
were to assume an unexpressed subject, you would have 
to explain �- Keeping in mind the '8fcl � eliminates 
the difficulty. 
1.  One should note in this connection that the confusion, 

common among beginners, of the post-consonantal 
forms of� and 3lt (viz.� and) ) can prove particularly 
troublesome here. 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up until the sentence beginning � crefcl 
Wt. 

B .  Identify all the � �-s in A. Rewrite the reading, sub
stituting relative clauses or other paraphrases for the � 
�-s. 

C. Translate the remainder of the reading and carry out the same 
procedure as in B .  

D. Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit, using � 
�-s and absolute constructions whenever possible. 
1 .  Rama and Lak�mal)a killed rak�asa-s in the forest while 

(despite the fact that) the king of the rak�asa-s was watch
ing. (v'�[4P]) 
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2. When the king speaks, everyone stands listening. 
3 .  The guru stands among the students who are reading books. 
4. I cannot see the book that is being read by you. 
5 .  When who is slain, do  the people become free from fear? 

E. Now rewrite the sentences of D., substituting relative clauses 
for the participles. 

F. Translate and memorize the following two verses. 

� (Ill � � �� � 
� Cf?fcldi�IRCli cr-=e: Ci1('4lf4;c,;)f4;Ml{_ 1 1  

qf('4l4;1f."lfatR"4 Cf?fcld1Ci'1=ct1Rot: I 
,_oq�tliCf?� Cf?1 ;:r � -cm �  1 1  
Note: These two verses are based upon figures of speech called 
Btlfd€qCf?-s, or compound-metaphors, in which the subject of 
comparison (e.g . ,  CIIC'4lfch:) is compared to the object of com
parison (e.g . ,  �:) by making an appositional Cf?lfm«l' 
compound (see 1 2. 10.b) of which the former is the prior and 
the latter the final, member. Thus, the word CIIC'4lfchq,lf$M: 
means the "Va.Imiki cuckoo," or "Valmiki viewed poetically 
as a cuckoo." There are two such Btlfd€qCf?-s in the first verse 
and three in the second. 

READING 

� q.:i Jt"t:iwftRI � (1)&11Uf qRtsCicittttril w:fl stt ... 4d 1 
&<IT Ci'1Jttf'1k'f.cf q�4t4lRI 1 QCi fq ... af4,Cit alcuqRI: � � 
�: I ffidi'41Jf"t:i§;J fcrcfulcro;;j �i � � ... d41 �4tfi�Citf
� I Qdi<£�1E4 �TICf?E4 Cf?RUf'i"t:4di�RI I QCi�l �� 
�cfic(_ I � "ffiiT ("k4�Riil;:r �� Cl;&;<:� tf�ICil'.1 � I 3Wl 
� Bf54lil0l BT CTG:fu" I �� =ct�d>�ICiiSITfUI � C:U$%1-
(U(.l 3ts4dll{_ I f�:dl�rt � <fiCiO!Icr� sP1�"t:4dl�kl I miT 
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�q ��Rl@l"l"j){j5<114l'c..<ri qR,<lci!--Cl<i �<r=l I ,q(ll�q 
�� I �� <l� BCJGJ ¥f� �i<d�I"1)"C:rfl B�� I 
� � � cil'ict>�H<ll B�W �4$RFI<t>�l1_ I � f¥ 
lWffi I �� q:q;j ;r � 'Cll<;?ll cftu ��frq I �eR 
�: q;� lWTI � �AA I tZCi �qcff B8i ;r �4"t:i9S::IJOfl 
�:m �--d<li_ I m � I � tf8 I eR cmcrr m 
�:{cll.-<l=j)�� I eR rfi$1G:<ll* �1;1'� <l� ICf> ll"l'"( I 
cr::J -:q �frq <St{--<1--<llf."l �� � :{qlril� I � �� 
�:ftrcn ��uf;r<:RT ��cfq I � Wf I � Fl'€''<llOIIOIIFl 
�=m �{ql--�q ��hCl<ll � B=ct�--'<1' lJ11 1 � cr-i � 
q;� �<:ill I � � � �� Cll ��<:ill I 
3t&l"lq'1 ffi"1' I c;:osCf>RU<i Jl"t:i§dl � tl$1$lOIIJI"t:i914lkl I 
ni11 sftt cri �fl::q .. Jf 4RtSCl�<l m..-,Cl<laCliClC::1_ 1 Brcj � m'j 1 
<lfu: lf<lT ti$1JI.-<jfq"t:i§fe �JI"t:�R! 1 1  

* S ee  "3llfc:::" in the glossary 
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GLOSSARY 

3l� 
(n)-syllable, sound, word 
3lfT.:f: 
(m)-fire 

� 
(ind)-enough, sufficient; with 

�' 'enough of . . .  ' 

�: 
(m)-beginning; this word is very 

frequently used as the final 
member of a bahuvrihi 

application of appositional 
karmadhiiraya compounds of 
the meaning 'having . . .  for a 
beginning. '  This is the typical 
Sanskrit way of saying ' . . .  etc . , '  
indicating a known group by its 
first or foremost member. 

� 
(f)-poetry 
"CpJ"q: 
(m)-<iesire 

CfiRUTl\ 
(n)-reason, cause 

..J� 
( l P)-warble 
�: 
(m)-koil, Indian cuckoo 

� 
(adj)-fourteen (see 19.3) 

.../"'q{_ 
( lP)-move, wander 

(m)-roamer, wanderer 

Example: $=-s:J� �: (the gods) �: 
(m)-creature, living being having Indra foremost,i.e . ,  

Indra, etc. 

3U + ...f� 
( lP)-ascend (to) 

3tffi1B: 
(m)-satirical laughter, ridicule 

� 
(adj)-such 

cp� 
(f)-story, tale 

�: 
(m)-son 
� 
(£)-<laughter 

� 
(adj)-like you 

wiT 
(f prop)-Durga, woman' s  name 

�: 
(m)-roar 



f.t: + ...J� 
( lOP)-see, perceive, foresee, 

describe 

q( 
(adj )-highest (see 5 .7) 

t1ft + ...J� --7 qRtsq618 
( 1 A )-embrace 

...Jtfl --7 � (see 7 . 1 5 .d) 
( 1 P)---drink 

� 
(f)-worship, reverence 

¥ + (� fcMf$) 
(ind)-before 'X'  

!.f + ...J� 
( 6P)---enter 

� 
(ind)-sweetly 

<:[� 
(ind)-in accordance with desire, 

at will 
<:renfcrRl 
(ind)-in accordance with custom 

...J<:rr 
(2P)-go 

�q(i$4'{ 
(n)-state of being heir apparent 

...J� 
( !A)-praise, extol 

27 1 

� 
(n)-year; in � 'for a year' (see 
4.4 1 )  

� 
(n)-face 
�: 
(m prop)-the r�i Valmiki, first 

poet (iidikavif:t), and traditional 
author of the Ramayal)a 

fcl'fu: 
(m)-rule, custom 

� 
(n)-poison 

� 
(f)-branch 

...J� 
( 1 P)-grieve 
':l11: 
(m)-toil, effort 

� 
(ad j)-angry 
B + ...JT.f\_ 
( 1 P)-go, walk 

...J� 
( lOP)-pacify, appease 

�: 
(m)-lion 

®J 
(adj)-injurious, harmful 

m=rr 
(f)-violence 
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ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

book � (n) 
fear � (n) 
free 1fP (adj) 
listen -�� (5P) 
people �: (m) (use sing. or pl. ) 
read -�� ( l P) 
slain � (adj) 
stand -If� ( l P) 
student �: (m) 



LESSON 16 

Non-� Conjugations; 

The � �� and � 

(Future System and the Conditional) ; 

The � (Gerundive) 

1 6 .0 Thus far, all the finite verbal forms you have learned, with the 
exception of the � m, have involved knowledge of the 
�. or conjugation class, to which each �. or verbal root, 
belongs. These forms, the � � � and � are, more
over, the only finite forms generated according to these �-s. 
The remaining verbal conjugations, then, whatever their own 
peculiarities, do not require that you know the � of a root in 
order to generate their forms. 

1 6. 1 Be;, �  and � Roots 
With regard to the non-� conjugations, all Sanskrit roots may 
be classified according to whether or nor they require the vowel 
� between themselves and tense markers or endings that begin 
with any consonant except � Since � is an exception, the 
issue does not arise with regard to the � m. 
a. This particular � is called � by the Sanskrit grammar

ians, and all roots are then classified as � (with � or 
roots that require the � wherever possible, � (without 
�. roots that do not require �. and � or roots that op
tionally take the �- The � roots are rather more numer
ous than the others. 

b. It is tl_lis distinction that explains the seemingly sporadic 
occurrence of the � before the agentive suffix -9: and the 
infinitive ending -WL 

c. The rules for which roots belong to which categories are 
complex and need not be learned at this point. The dis
tinction, however, is an important one. Its existence should 
therefore be kept in mind. If this is done, the verbal forms 
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themselves, when learned, will show clearly the presence 
or absence of the � This will be seen, for example, in the 
case of the � conjugation introduced below. 

1 6 .2 � � : The Simple Future 
Thus far, although you have learned several modes of verbal 
forms indicating "present time" and numerous ways of indi
cating preterite or "past" time, you have learned no straight
forward way of expressing future time. Sanskrit has several 
ways of doing this . The simplest, which may be used to indi
cate immediate future, is simply to use the <£"_, or present in
dicative. 
Example: 
� � eR �  I �� � � 
(Hey boy ! Go to the forest. So be it. I [will] go.) 

On the other hand, for more general expression of future time, 
Sanskrit has two distinct verbal conjugations. The most im
portant of these and the one more frequently used is also the 
simplest. . It is called � (i'R:_, or "� in the sense 
of general future time." The term tff11F<:I', "ordinary, general," 
is used by the grammarians in an attempt to distinguish the 
usage of this form from that of the other future (see 1 6. 1 1 ) , but 
in fact no such distinction is observed in the literature. 

1 6.3 Formation of the � 
a. The � stem is formed by the suffixation to a verbal root, 

of the tense marker -Bt-. 
1. Before this marker a root vowel takes � if capable of it. 
u .  In case of � roots, and optionally in the case of � 

roots, the tense marker is preceded by the vowel �- In 
this case the � of the marker is changed to t!J.. (3 .58) . 
The future stems of such roots then typically end in 
-�. 

111. To the future stems thus formed are added the same 
primary endings used with the <£"._, 
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IV. The final 31 of a �  stem is treated just like the final 
31 of any 31-� stem. 
Examples: 
Root 
�GJ (P) (give) 
��(P) (go) 
�t:q_ (A) (think) 
�Cf (P) (do) 

� forms 
� 
Jl�lS'!lJ� 
� 
<f?Rts<llli: 

(he will give) 
(I will go) 
(they will think) 
(we will do) 

v. 1Oth � roots form the � from the present stem. All 
1Oth � roots are � 
Examples: 
�""R (P) (steal) �(�ts;ql{t (he will steal) 
�� (P) (think) fi!P\1�ts41� (I will think) 

1 6.4 � m  of the � 
The � like most conjugations, has corresponding CfilffUT and 
� m-s. But, like all conjugations not formed from the 
present stem, the � has no special � or � stem. The 
� and � m-s then, are distinguished only by the fact of 
their always requiring the � endings. In the case of 
roots (�-s) ordinarily conjugated in the 31k'"I�4G:, there is no 
difference between corresponding � and � or � m 
forms. 
Examples: 
Root 
�"(=� ( lP)(stay) � eR � �) 

� eR � � -
(Rama will stay in the forest) 

��(A) (gain) ";J � � (� (� 
(He will gain nothing; Nothing will be gained.) 

1 6.5 � and the � 
The formation and usage of the � are so simple and regular 
that they present few difficulties. There are, however, a few 
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� rules and other sound changes that should be noted here. 
Some of these have been introduced before but are repeated so 
as to refresh your memory. 
a. � roots ending in consonants present a number of in

stances of internal consonant � since no vowel inter
venes between their final consonants and the &._ of the � 
marker. Before &._ of the future tense marker: 
i. Voiced �-s change to their corresponding non-voiced 

�-s. 
Example: 
Root � 

..J� (split) � (he will split) 

11. Aspirate �-s are changed to their corresponding non
aspirates and rule i . ,  if necessary, applies. 
Example: 
Root � 

..J� (obtain, gain) � (he will obtain) 

111 . � consonants and � are changed to � and the &._ is 
changed to 1!{_ (7. 1 8 .c). 
Examples: 
Root 
..J� (abandon) 
..J� (see) 

� (say) 
..J� (burn) 

� 

�� (he will abandon) 
S::lt� (he will see) 

(see 1 6.5 .b.i) 
er� (he will say) 
'cl� (compare 7.26.b) 

(he will burn) 

iv. &._ of several roots, most notably ..Jcr&._ ( l P) (dwell), is 
changed to q, 
Example: 
Root � 

..Jcr&._ (dwell) � (he will dwell) 



b. Several other sound changes are to be noted. 
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1.  In the � and some other forms requiring vowel 
strength, like the infinitive ( 1 3 . 1 .a) ,  a few roots with 
medial :f1 show ( instead of the regular � (i.e. , 31\). 
Examples : 
Root 

-../� (see) 
-../� (emit, create) 
-../� (move, creep) 

� 
S::ll:<Wf (he will see) 
Qrll:<Wf (he will create) 
� (he will move) 

u .  A few roots are strengthened by a penultimate nasal. 
Example: 
Root 

-../� (4P) (perish) 

1 6.6 � of Some Important Roots 

� 
�ll:<Wf (he will perish) 

Learning the following examples will give a sense of the eas
ily recognizable form of the � of some common roots. 
a. �roots are more common than �(and� roots. Some 

typical examples are: 
..JGJ (give) � 
-../� (stand) � 
..J-w (know) � 
-../�(leave) �� 
-../�(see) S::ll:<Wf 
-../�(get) � 

(he will give) 
(he will stand) 
(he will know) 
(he will leave) 
(he will see) 
(he will get) 

b. � roots, however, are quite common and include some 
that you must remember. 
-../<f (do) q;R&:�fd (he will do) 
--./l! (be) � (he will be) 
--./�(go) Jlf?l&:�fd (he will go) 
-../� (kill) �f.ls;qfd (he will slay) 
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For � roots, of course, two forms are possible. Thus: 
.V� (perish) �8:�/'1�1ts4Rt (he will perish) 
--JW{_ (pardon) ��� (he will pardon) 

1 6 .7 The following sentences illustrate the use of the future: 

� � � l0Jfclts4cftkt R:l'""(14'""(1 : � �: l:!tta:!I�IIMI!j�cil'""("l 
311JIIflts;q� I 
(Thinking, "What will be? What will be?'' all the students will 

come, trembling, to the examination hall . )  

� cii'1Cf5cH4i �8:� � Ch!fti::tJI� f�lf4cft�:4CI�4 � 
<'<j$M+<H I 
(The bringer of joy to Raghu ' s  race will certainly think, "If I 
abandon the daughter of Janaka, in what city will she stay?") 

Ji(OII+d( � Jjlflts4kt "Ua:IB: I <r-1 1" � 9:8::� � "CIT cr-i 
Jjlflts4kt I 
(Where will the rak�asa go after death? He will go where he 

will neither see nor hear anything.) 

1 6.8 l0Jfclts4�:Cf510 � : Future Participle 

A future participle may be made from the � stem in a way 
precisely analogous to the formation of the present participle 
of an 3l 'J'fOT stem ( 15 .6). 
Examples: 
.Root 
--JGJ (P) 
--Jlj_ (P) 
.V� (A) 
Example: 

Participle Stem 

� 
l0Jfclt>4o:ct._ 
4l�:f4til'1 

� � � o41'1;:1Jiq�4Cf_ l 
(The man about to set of! for the village saw the tiger.) 



1 6.9 � � : The Conditional 
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Classical Sanskrit has a special tense formation specifically 
reserved for hypotheses or situations contrary to fact. This is 
called � �, or "� in the sense of nonexistence, non
coming to pass (�:)." This is actually of rather rare oc
currence and is included here only because its formation, once 
the � is learned, presents no difficulty whatever. 

1 6 . 10 The � is formed from the future stem, exactly as the � 
(imperfect) is formed from the present stem. The stem is pre
ceded by the augment 3l and followed by the appropriate sec
ondary ending (8.9) .  A few examples will suffice: 
Root 

;f�(P) (go) 
;flWl_(A) (speak) 
;}� (P) (leave) 

� 
Jlffl's'!Otfd 
� 
�a:� 

� ' 
3fJI!iltS4q__ (he would have gone) 
� (he would have spoken) 
�ll:� (he would have left) 

The form, when it occurs, is used in reference to situations that 
are hypothetical or that are flatly contrary to fact. 
Example: 
�: m �cMRt>4q__ I 
(If Rama had been there, RavaJ.la would not have abducted 

Sita.) 

1 6. 1 1  � (� �fcltS'!'!,Cf>l& � : The Periphrastic Future 

The second of the two future formations is considerably less 
common. Its formation is peculiar in that it is periphrastic, or 
made up of two distinct forms. One of these forms is nominal 
and one verbal . This peculiarity is enhanced by the fact that in 
the most frequently used person, the J:r�, the finite verbal 
form is omitted. 

1 6. 12  Formation of the � 

a. The � of a given verbal root, except in the J:r� form, 
consists of a sequence of: 
i .  an agentive noun derived from the root, 
n .  the � form of the root ;}� (2P) (be) agreeing in 

number and person with the cpcf of the root. 
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b. The agentive noun is formed by the addition of the suffix 
-� to the root, strengthened by �- The formation of the 
noun is discussed at 10.0-3. Its use is as follows. 
1. Its ];1"�0 QCP0 " form (ending in- CfT) is used for all 

tf':.""<Pi and 3"dtf3'6t!l forms regardless of number and 
gender. 
a. Examples: 
Root 
.J<f (8P) (do) 
.J�( lP) (go) 
.Jl! ( lP) (be) 

Agentive Noun 
� � � 
� � "3Fal 
� � m 

b. tf':.""<Pi and 3"dtf3'6t!l forms: 
Root 
.J<f � 
"� � 
"l! �: 

(I will do) 
(you will go) 
(we two will be) 

u.  ];[� forms differ from those of the other persons 
in that the fmite form of � is normally omitted. Since 
without this form it is impossible to indicate number, 
the remaining agentive noun normally takes its proper 
number. 
Examples :  
Root 

.J<f 
� 
"l! 

� 
(he will do) 
(they [2] will go) 
(they will be) 

Only context can help you distinguish these future 
forms from the normal use of the agentive nouns. 

1 6. 1 3  The complete paradigm of .Jl! would be: 
QCj?O �0 �0 

];fe:p:fO m � �= 
tf':.<fqO � �; � 
3"'ij'tj"o �: �: 
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16 . 14  The � has no modes and occurs only in  the � , regard
less of the conjugation of the underlying root. 

1 6. 1 5  The � i s  called 3FmCR ("not today") or � ("pertaining t� 
tomorrow") to distinguish it from the more general � This 
distinction, however, has not remained clear in the classical 
language. 
Example: 
� BRl ��� if eR � I 
� � q( ";f q( l 
(Oh Sltii, Rama and Lak�maQa will go to the forest tomorrow. 
Will you too go or not?) 

1 6. 1 6 � : The "Gerundive" or Prescriptive Passive Participle 

The "gerundive" (not to be confused with the "gerund" of 1 1 .5) 
is yet another of those extremely useful "verbal adjectives" 
that we call participles. This particular participle is like the � 
� of a � or � application as it requires the � of the 
action or state expressed by its verbal root to be in the p 
�. It is not uncommon, however, to find the � of a ge
rundive in the 1!!51. The participle, itself, is, when formed from 
a �  root, in agreement with its � Moreover, it is "pre
scriptive" in that the form indicates that the � (thing modi
fied) of this adjectival form is to be, should be, ought to be 

the object (where an object is possible) of the action or state 
expressed by the verbal root. Its force is very similar to that of 
the � � or optative mode. 
Examples : 
� ";{ � �: I  
(A brahman is not to be killed by anyone.) 

B ";J � � I  
(A woman, too, is never to be killed.) 

� � <.f)(Ufi41f._ I 
(Rama should rule the kingdom.) 
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� � � I 
(The Mahiibhiirata is hard to understand, even for the gods . )  

� � ";{ thfo<OJ4!il I 
(That is not to be said, not even thought.) 

� 11ll � I  
(I don't have to do that.) 

a. The gerundive of � roots is a participial equivalent 
of the � m. As such, its � , if expressed, must be in 
the � (or � while the form itself, having no � 
with which to agree, must be ��. �. "1�8Cfii&\'}·. 
Examples: 
3r-f ll4T � I  
(Lit.,) (It is to be stayed here by me.) (I ought to stay here.) 

� I ll4T Jl"*fo<OJJ{_ I 
(Very well, I must go.) 

-:=J � Jl"*fo4t{_ I � �� I 
(No one is to leave. Everyone must stay.) 

1. The gerundive of the root ..Jl! is used idiomatically to 
indicate likelihood or probability. Here, as in other 
uses of the copula, the subject must be in the same 
case as its predicates. The case here is �
Example: 
� -miT �fctao<OJJ{_ I 
(He must be king.) 

u. The form lifct(fo4t{_ by itself is frequently used in con
versation and dramatic dialogue in the sense of "very 
likely," "probably," "undoubtedly," etc. 

16 . 17 The gerundive, because of its prescriptive nature, can be used 
as a polite imperative with a � form of one of the 2nd 
person pronouns expressed or implied. 



Examples: 
311JHo'!ll"{ I 
(Come ! )  

� � 11'11 � 1  
(Go ! If you have made up your mind.) 

;:r � ;:r � I � �  ;:r q;l sftr � I  
(Do not fear, do not fear. While I stand here, let no one 
experience fear. ) 

'!l'adJ'Cid CI�'UI@IO{ I � � dT'!llcr'!ll"{ I 
(Take what you like, leave what you don't .) 
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16 . 1 8  Gerundives, like other adjectives, may sometimes become 
nouns . 

Examples : 
..J<f � 
(duty, what is to be done) 

..Jqy � � 
(beverage, what is to be drunk.) 

16 . 19 Formation of  the Gerundive 

The gerundive may be formed from most roots by the addition 
of one of the following three suffixes: 
-<i -� -� 
The rules for treatment of roots before these suffixes are as 
follows: 
a. The suffix -<i 

The rules for the treatment of root vowels before -<i are 
complex and, unusually for Sanskrit, allow a good deal of 
freedom. 
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1 .  Root final vowels 

a. final 3lT always becomes t:r. 
Examples : 
--�� 
._Jqy 

(to be known) 
(to be drunk) 

b. final vowels other than 3lT are treated variously. 
They may be unchanged, subject to �. or (less 
commonly) to �. In some cases, the same root 
may show optionally any of these alternatives. 

c. If the vowel is subjected to � or �. then the 
strengthened vowel may if 'Q or oQ and must if 3TI 
or 3ft be treated as though it preceded a vowel 
(see 3 . 1 1 ) . Thus: 
'Q --7 'Q or 31<{_ 
oQ --7 oQ or 3W{_ 
3TI --7 3lC!_ 
3ft --7 3'fTCt 

Examples : 
Root Gerundive 

--�� � I � 
--�� lf<X1 

� 

(to be conquered) 
(to be) 

d. If a final short vowel is not strengthened then the 
consonant � often intervenes between the vowel 
and the suffix -<i (cf. 1 1 .7.b.ii) . 
Examples : 
--�� � 
--l<fj cpl 

u. Root medial vowels 

(to be conquered) 
(to be done) 

a. medial 3l is unchanged in some roots and length
ened in others . 



Examples : 
Root Gerundive 

..J� � (to be gone [to] ) 
..J� � (to be abandoned) 
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b. medial �. 3, or =11 vowels are unchanged in some 
roots and subjected to djUT in others. 
Examples: 
..JfW\ � 
.../<Jti_ �;� 
..J� � 

(to be hated) 
(to be fought) 
(to be hidden) 

Don't worry about the vagueness of these rules . 
You will come to recognize the common forms 
with practice. 

b. The suffix -Cf<X:t 
This extremely common suffix is added in each case 
to the same stem that precedes the -W\ of the infinitive 
( 1 3 . 1 ) ,  or the agentive suffix -� ( 10.0). 
Examples : 
..J� � 
..J<r � 
..JCf9._ � 
..Jtq � 
� � 
..J� � 
..JGJ GJCf<X:t 
..J� � 

c. The suffix -3ffl<:r 

(probably) 
(to be done) 
(to be said) 
(to be thought) 
(to be gone) 
(to be read) 
(to be given) 
(to be eaten) 

In general, root vowels are subject to djUT before this 
suffix, which is rather less common than the other two. 
Examples : 
..J<r (to be done) 
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(to be gone) 
(to be protected) 

Many roots, especially those ending in long 311, do not 
form gerundives with this suffix . 

1 6.20 The difference of suffix does not change the meaning or use of 
the form. As can be seen from the above, one root may have 
several gerundives because of the three suffixes and the vari
ety of forms possible before the suffix. On the other hand, not 
all roots actually occur with all suffixes, and in any case par-
ticular forms are often preferred. 
Examples: 
-l<tj �. q;r;J, �. � 
-�� �. �. �. � 
-�� 

1 6. 2 1 Roots that only occur in the present system (e.g. , -/� [ l P] 
[see] and -/� [2P] [say]) do not form gerundives or other non
present participles. 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading into English. 
B. Translate the following sentences into English: 
1 1 '1 1 1  � �::41�Rt �ra��::C41 BtaT 1fun "llf41S<:�dl�::�ci � � 1 
1 1 � 1 1  �a:u:n::ue:PtiS<:�gA � � � 1 ckt&�til �� 

'!i"''t:l.-9;14 �: I 
1 1 �1 1  � I �::4*f'(l� � ��: trcf 'r:H eym1 1  BtTj BtTj I 

� trcf �::4*Pif?:"' I cklhll4t!C4t::i � eR � I 
1 1� 1 1  "GW� 4lt"'ia:cflJo4 q;t:f � I ck414Cfi4Ui: 4lRU{ ;:ri�f4F.:r.ii::b<:�=q__ I 

� � I  
1 1� 1 1  m m '1JRW<UPI q;ej cN"'M<S11MCfil'-41"1kt"l'll"'M41 tftct<rr -:q 

�::41v41Pt I � �: � Cfict�IC4�� I 
� �� � �  (l"''i:lr9;("4 'i:j.-9;1}"4 � �d::?i4l4l{ I Cf8i ll'tj(qj<f<:jjPt 

� I dC:J+<tcfiROI't:!Rci '<:41do4"1fCl I 



C. Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit: 
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I .  If I do not see the moon-face of the beloved son of the 
king, I will abandon my body. 

2. Who gives what is to be given, who says what is to be 
said, he is one whose duty (i.e . ,  what is to be done) is done. 
(Use a �. )  

3 .  Listen ! I will go wherever the son of the king goes. If I 
have to go (use a gerundive) to the dreadful forest, the 
abode of deer, monkeys ,  and rak�asa-s, then I will not stay 
in Ayodhya. 

D. Compose five simple Sanskrit sentences using � forms of 
the following roots: 
-..fB_ -..f<J? ..J"i. ..J� ..J� 
- Now substitute in your sentences the � 
- Compose five sentences using gerundives of these same roots. 

E. Translate and memorize the following verse. 

� s::a:� � � � l 
� �IRG>f�--�: �('Mt4 Cf5li&t4 -:er 1 1  

READING 

m WWi&:� eR � 1 �r=<�i trn <l�"Wt Jlfllts4Rt 1 m 
('"d)Cj)M1--G:q1 fcRT Cf;ef cifH4cto4fl!Rt fcl&q.-(fi S4fc41ctlrft;f) �: 
'JISCf5ci!M � � $61 1�4--d I l'i4�flct5cflf%ct(li) SL4'j)�l$:n
JI-c§.-cj �c{ �"[! ��d�al sfiw--liRts4141Rt fif--d4�cta:�t� 
cm:J "1" � "'C:IIdo4J{_ I � "ITCrct !ill � "1" � � � 
� sftt "'C:Jido4'{_ I ��4lct(G:H&fl�dt4 l1ll � � � "1" 
�41�4'{_ 1 :$ �-!u�oft4 � 1 d-c*�ctl e�4ctl<{l � s�citr& 
cr�ctlctG:CL_ I "1" ctwo4fllci q:q.i "1" li--do4lO(fq I � � 1ffif: I 
:$ ct1ctiBlil"i:IRts41fll I !OIR!�I--8 l'ict�41G.1 lfRftflts41fll I 3lftr -:er 
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<:rF�UJH� tJTt�<:rTflJ Cfi: w1 11� 'GJ�<:r� CJT� 1 3lCJT s� 
� 1J_tercff fcla!�!lff'"l I � m -a<:fl I 3W1 eR 
Jl--ai�4H� 1 mJ: ftRi � m:fial&a:1=JUTI � if <:A 
� �= � q;y<f � fil--a<:t--ecf '<Fi <sl'mUJl-"<U � 
'jf.icte;;i � eR � � 1 mn fc!Jieii+C:J � <:l'"!fcld�a'iJii 
<t:t--s:A1'ifflct1Chl�i al<:t�'ifflctiOJq'"fq�<:f'"l l «<Ren sttr Rr� � 
� �Cf)�l<.><:te;a'"l'il �= �"q'"'i�lf� m m (1)1) � IJPI�IIq
q;&f?IRt � '"lt';RI�: !>41UIJ'i�4�q__ l l 



GLOSSARY 

�: � 
(m)-gesture of reverence or (f)�ld age 

supplication made by placing the � 
palms together (n)-water 

�: �: 
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(m)-ruler (m)-lord of the stars ; the moon 
3l1Jlq: � 
(m)-the sea (n)-water 
3l� 
(ind)-(at end of a compound) for GFfl1.. 

(n)-giving, granting the purpose of, for the sake of 
�: 
(m)--end 

� 
(n)-sky 

� 
(n)-lotus 

� 
(adj)-rough, harsh 

� 
(n)-family 
� 
(adj)-tender 

..J� 
(9P)-seize, grasp 

�: 
(m)-moon 

..J� 
to see, to look upon, regard, 

consider (supplements � in 
non-present conjugations) 

� 
(n)-wealth 
"eR 
(ad j)-fortunate 
..j'q( 
(3P)-to put or place ( 16) 

� 
(n)-grain 

�: 
(m)-causer of joy 

f.l + ..J� 
(9P)-imprison 
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llJ'G:: 
(m)-foot 
'!;�" + 3lT + "� 
( ! A)-start, undertake 
muf: 
(m)-the breath; muTF( +..J� [ l P] 

= "abandon life breaths," die 
'!;�" + ..J3lll{ 
(5P)-receive, get 

� 
(n)-fruit 

� 
(ad j)-blooming 

� 
(n)-fear, alarm 
�: 
(m)-sensual enjoyment 
1=KBr: 
(m)-fish 

..JTr 
( l P)---die 

� 
(ad j)---deluded 

� 

CttB: 
(m)-<:alf, son; in � as term 

of endearment, 'my dear child ' 
� 
(n)-forest-food; i .e . , gathered 

food as opposed to cultivated 
� 
(n)-garment, clothing 

� 
(m)-speaker 

fcl + ..Jm 
(9A)-realize 

fcRfua 
(ad j)---deserted, separated from 

fcl + "� 
(6P)-release, give-up 

� 
(f prop)-Vaidehi ("lady from 

Videha"), Sita 

� 
(n)-arrow, spear 

� 
(adj)-autumnal 

� 
(adj)---devoid of, missing (esp. at (f)-room, chamber, house, hut 

end of compound) ; example: 
'iiR"5i!�C1 without water 

� 
(n)-kingdom 

� 
(adj)-dried up 
W: 
(ind)-tomorrow 



ffi: 
(n)-lake 
� 
(n)-a thousand 

�� 
(6P)-release 

�"fl'{ 
( l P)-move 

� 
(adj) = � 

ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

abode � (n) 
body � (n) 
deer T'f= (m) 
dreadful -qR (adj) 
face � (n) 
monkey CfFR: (m) 

29 1 
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LESSON 17 

qit� � (The Perfect) ; The Perfect Participle 

1 7 .0 The �" or "perfect," is the last of the finite verbal conjuga
tions in very frequent use. Like the � it functions as a simple 
narrative past. The term "perfect," like the term "imperfect," 
was given to the form by Western philologists and has no sig
nificance with regard to "aspect" or duration of action or states 
expressed. 

17 . 1 The traditional Indian grammatical texts do attempt to distin
guish the functions of the two forms (� and �- They say 
that the �expresses �. or past time (not today) 
that was witnessed directly by the speaker, while the �ex
presses tW�, (past time not directly perceived) an action 
not witnessed by the speaker. In fact, however, as is the case 
with all parts of the verbal system (cf. 1 6. 15 ,  etc.) , such dis
tinctions are not generally maintained in actual usage. 

17 .2 The � then, is used as yet another simple preterite tense. 
Thus, the following sentences all mean the same thing. (No 
translation, it is to be hoped, is necessary.) 
nqt eR � ftJ I (� 
nqt ct"'''iJI-eBiQ_ I 
nqt eR �: I 
nqt cR � I 
nqt cR � I 

17 .3 Use of the � 

� 
� �  
� or 'past active participle' )  
� 

The general use of the � then, requires no particular com
ment. 
a. It might, however, be noted here that by an extension of 

the grammarians' prescription of the form for tWaJ time, 
poetic (and pedantic) usage may reserve the 3'it'i�'6ISI forms 
of the � for actions of which the speaker (who is also the 
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subject) has no clear recollection, or is unconscious. Such 
usage is, of course, rare. 
Example: 
� � � � <lcittP:ftq I 
(I prattled on like a drunkard in the presence of the king.) 

b. The �also has a few stereotyped usages. When in epic 
or puriil}ic texts a new speaker is introduced, this is gener
ally marked by his or her name or title and the appropriate 
�of the root ...J'Cf9., 
Examples: 
rl11 '3Cf["q (Rama said) 
� �: (the r#-s said) 

c .  Commentators on texts often use the root ..../31ft (say), which 
occurs only in the � ... to suggest or paraphrase what the 
author on whose work they are commenting is going to 
say. Thus: CI'1Jf¥i'1H�( rl11: 14:l¥ict?ilR:�'41� I ("What did 
Rama do after going to the forest?" He [i.e., the author] 
now says.) 

d. At the end of some puriil}ic texts, the "!:!'� tf<'P0 � of 
..../3Tt{_ is used to indicate the end of a narrative. The phrase 
used is � mB" � + � + 31"1B) (Thus it was . . .  ). The 
phrase in time has become a noun �: (m) (history, 
chronicle, legend, or story). 

17.4 · Formation of the � 
The forms of the � ... however, present a wide and initially 
intimidating variety of phonological and morphological con
tingencies. These need not be memorized immediately. It is 
important, however, to learn to recognize �forms and how 
to generate some of the more important ones. This is made 
much simpler by the fact that, within certain limits of varia
tion, most� forms exhibit one or more of a number of typical 
and easily recognizable characteristics. These signs are: 
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a. The use of 3P-<nB (reduplication) in the formation of the 
� stem. 

b. Characteristic strong-weak alternation in the � stem. 
c. Special personal endings. 

1 7 .5  Al l  of these features involve a certain amount of irregularity 
which will be discussed separately under each heading. 

17 .6  3P-<nB : Reduplication 

The most characteristic feature of the "perfect" system is that 
virtually all its stems are formed by the peculiar process known 
as 3P-<nB. This is the same process introduced in connection 
with the third '3JUT of the present system (7.22-25) .  In fact, the 
particular rules for � 3P-<nB are much the same as those for 
the third '3JUT. There are, however, some differences and some 
additional rules. Only the latter are detailed below, so review 
carefully the rules for the formation of present stems of the 
third '3JUI. 
a. Treatment of consonants 

Root consonants are treated just as in the present stems of 
the third '3JUT. Note, however, that the consonant q_ of the 
root .J� (conquer) and the consonant � of the root .J� 
(kill) are changed to � (velar) sounds in the root por
tion of the �stems. 
Examples: 
root 

.J� (IP) 
.J� (2P) 

(he conquered) 
(he killed) 

b. Treatment of root medial and final vowels 

1. Root vowel '5li always becomes 31 in the 3P-<nB syl
lable (cf.7.23 .b). 
Examples: 
root 

.J<tj (do) 
.J� (bear) 

� 
"qCf;R (he did) 
� (he bore) (cf. � [C'iGj) 
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11 . Other non-initial root vowels reduplicate as in the 
present stems of the third 7f'UT, but a very important 
exception, which must be learned immediately, is that 
the root \l"lj_has � as its 3P-<m=!, so that its �stem is � 
(see 17 .9.a below). 

111. Certain common roots beginning with Cf (and in the 
case of � �) followed by a single final consonant 
(cf. 9.27 .d) are subject in several forms to a distinctive 
weakening. This process is known as � These 
roots, e.g. , \"'� \I"CfG.., \l"qq, \"'� \I"CWt, \"'� and \"'� 
take respectively their � vowel (i .e., 3' or � as 
their :W.<f!B syllables. This, in turn, is prefixed to the 
full (or strengthened) grade of the root in strong forms 
(see 1 7.8 .f). In weak forms, however, the root, too, is 
subject to � and the contact of the two similar 
short vowels yields the corresponding long vowel (3.3). 
Root Strong �form Weak � form 
\"'� (P) (say) � (he said) �: (they said) 
\I"�(P) � (he sacrificed)�: (they sacri-

(sacrifice) ficed) 

c .  Treatment of root initial vowels 
1. Roots with initial vowels may form the reduplicated 

� only if the syllable of the root is � (light). San
skrit syllables are considered either � (light) or � 
(heavy) depending on the nature of their vowel. 
a. Long vowels, � vowels, and any vowels that 

immediately precede a consonant cluster, �. 
or � are � (cf. 7. 16). 

b. Short vowels, unless they precede a cluster, �. 
or � ,  are �- Roots with a �  vowel (as in i. 
above) in initial position do not form a redupli
cated � but have a corresponding form, the 
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periphrastic perfect, which is treated below 
( 17 . 1 8) . The only exception to this rule is the root 
.V3llq_(5P) (obtain) , which forms a reduplicated � 
as though from a root .V*3l'L 

u.  Root initial short vowels 
a. The vowel 3l (and the 3lT of .V3llq) are redupli

cated, and the result of the contact of the two 
vowels is, of course, 3lT. 
Examples : 
.V*I_ (P) (be) 
.V� (P) (say) 

3l'IB (he was) 
3W (he said) 

.V3W1._ (P) (obtain) 31'fq (he obtained) 
b. Initial � and 3 are likewise reduplicated, but the 

coalescence of the two short vowels to a long oc
curs only in weak forms (see 17 . 1 3) .  In strong 
forms: 
1 .  the root vowel is subject to �. and 
2. the 311-<lm is separated from it by its corre

sponding semi-vowel. 
Example: 
Root Strong � 
.V� (wish) � (wished) 

Weak � 
�: (they wished) 

c. Do not worry about roots beginning with :R'. 
1 7.7 There are two important exceptions to the rules regarding �-

a. If a root fulfills all of the criteria listed below, then in weak 
forms only (see 17 . 1 3), it is subject to the phenomena of 
1. 311-� (loss of reduplication), and 
ii. �(change of medial 3l to t:D. 

The criteria are: 
1 .  The root must be of the form consonant-vowel

consonant with both consonants simple (i .e. , not 
part of a cluster) . 
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2. The vowel must be 3l. 
3 .  In  general, the first consonant must be one which 

is not altered in 3ll-<nB (i.e. , it must not be aspirate, 
� [velar] or �· 
Examples: 
Root 
-Y(ff{ (be hot) 

.Y� (curse) 
-Yl1Cl (fall) 

Strong 
� (he was 

heated) 
� (he cursed) 
'q"qTCC' (he fell) 

Weak 
�: (they were 

heated) 
�: (they cursed) 
�: (they fell) 

4. Some roots, however, will optionally undergo 
3ll-� and � even though they do not con
form to the rules above. 
Examples : 
.V� (to bear fruit) 
.V� (to share) 

� (they bore fruit) 
�: (they shared) 

b. The root .V� (2P), ''know," has no 3ll-<nB in its � 
forms. Furthermore, the form is commonly used as a 
present tense; Bel � � I <:!' QCf � B' t:!CJ �: I 
B' tftaj � I (All this [world] is truly Brahman. Who 
knows this, he alone is a knower of essential truth. He 
will gain liberation.) 

1 7.8 Stem strength in the � 
The perfect is exactly like the non-3l �-s of the present sys
tem in its general distinction of strong and weak forms (7.9, 
1 0) . Here, too, the QCficfi:O.H � forms are strong, while the 
others (� and � � and all the :':)1ktt�4C:: forms) 
are weak. 
a. In general, as with the present system, the distinction is 

maintained by a strengthening of the root vowel of the 
strong forms while the weak forms retain the root vowel 
in its original grade. 
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1. This does not pertain to root initial 3l. For the rules 
governing other root initial vowels, see 17.6.c.ii . 

1 7 .9 I t  is characteristic of roots with a final vowel that among the 
strong forms themselves there is a regular alternation of root 
vowel strength. The system of root final vowel strength in the 
strong forms is: 
Form Vowel Strength 

Examples : 

.,J<f (do) 
.,J� (fear) 

� 
� 
� or � 

�0 

a. The extremely important root .,flJ._ , however, is irregular in 
this regard. Its root vowel is unstrengthened and is set off 
from vowel endings by its corresponding semi-vowel -CJ._ 
(for irregular 3ll-<m=l, see 1 7.6.ii above). 
Example: 

.,J'1 (be) 

b. For the treatment of root final 31T, see 17. 14. b .  
17 . 10 Root medial 3l, which occurs very frequently, follows the anal

ogy of root-final vowels in the strong forms .  That is, it takes 
� (=length) in the ��. � (=no change) in the lfc.<:rl0 
and optionally, � or� in the �o. Since roots with medial 
3l are so common, their forms are among the most typical of 
the � The rhythm of the strong forms, particularly of the 
�� short-long-short (3l-31T-3l), is an easily recognizable 
sign of the perfects of the roots. 
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Examples : 'j;[�O tfi:.<PlO �0 
..J"Jff{_ (go) � �� � � �  
..J� (be able) � �� � � �  
..J� (fall) Gl1la m� � / Gl11a 
.,;� (kill) � �� � � � 

1 7 . 1 1  Other medial vowels are subject to � in all strong forms. 
Examples : 
Root 'j;[o l:!CP0 
..J� (split) � 
..J"¥{ (be angry) � 

1 7 . 1 2  The above rules of stem strength in strong forms do not apply to 
vowels which are � (see 1 7.6.c . i) .  Such vowels take no 
strength and so their perfects do not exhibit the strong-weak 
distinction. 
Examples: 
Root 
� (kiss) 
..J� (rejoice) 

'j;[O "QCPO 'j;[o �o 
�: (they kissed) 
�: (they rejoiced) 

1 7 . 1 3  The weak forms usually show the root vowel with no change. 
Examples : 
Root 
..J<f (do) 
..J� (cut) 

Strong 
� 
� 

Weak 
�: (they did) 
fM�0taA (we cut) 

However, a few roots with medial ..,3J-, but which, by reason of 
their first consonant's being subject to change in 3ll-<f!B, do not 
qualify for 3ll-� and �(17.7.a), show a weakening of 
their root vowel in the weak forms. This weakening, which 
has no bearing on the variable strength of the strong forms as 
shown at 17. 1  0, involves the complete loss of the root vowel . 
The four most important roots that exhibit this phenomenon 
are ..J�(kill) ,  ..J�(be born), ..J"Jff{_(go), and ..JrcFl(dig) : 
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Examples: 
J;l'�o 'Q'Cf)o ];1'�0 �0 

.Y"fli_ (P) � (he went) �: (they went) 
.y� (P) � (he killed) �: (they killed) 
.y� (A) � (he was born) fi (they were born) 

�: (they dug) -J<!q (P) "i:RCCR (he dug) 

1 7 . 1 4  The �endings are as follows: 

� 31klOJ�qa: 
'Q'Cf)O �0 �0 'Q'Cf)o �0 �0 

];1'0 -31 [3TI] -�: -3: -� -� -[�] t 
110 -et -3l�J -31 -B -311� ->c.� 
30 -31 [3TI] -Cl -11 -� -cm -� 
a. The � endings are generally peculiar to the perfect. 

Only -Cl, -11, and -3: are the same as the corresponding sec
ondary (e.g. , � or � endings. On the other hand, the 
31k·Ji�qa: endings are the same as the corresponding pri
mary (e.g. , � endings-with the exception of the J;l'�o 
'Q'Cfl0 and �· It is important that you learn the ];!'� 
endings at once. 

b. The bracketed ending -3TI is the regular J;l'�o and �o, 
� �ending for roots with final 311 (and, more rarely, 
� vowels). 
Examples: 
Root 
.Y<n (go) 
.Y�(stand) 
.Y� (know) 
.Yc::r (give) 
.Ylff (drink) 
.Yfr (sing) 
.Y"cll (place) 

J;l'�o / �o 'Q'Cf)o � 
� (he/ I went) 
�eft (he/ I stood) 
� (he/ I knew) 
a:G) 
qq1 
� 
� 

(he/ I gave) 
(he/ I drank) 
(he/ I sang) 
(he/ I placed) 
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c. These roots are also peculiar in that they lose their root 
vowels before any ending beginning with a vowel or pre
ceded by the vowel �-
Example : 
Root 

..J�� 
These forms, particularly those ending in W are also typi
cal and easily recognizable "perfect" forms. 

17 . 1 5  The �endings that begin with consonants ( -�, -Cl", -ll, -�, -B, 
-"'<:.�, -�. and -�) are, moreover, frequently separated from 
the perfect stem by the vowel �- The application of this vowel, 
which is not wholly dependent upon whether the root in ques
tion is 31f.=rc� � or � is summarized as follows : 
a. The '!4�, �. 31kli�4G> ending is always preceded 

by �- Since this rule has no exceptions, it is useful to re
member this ending as -�. 
Examples : 
..JlW{ � 
..J"fFl_ � 

(they spoke) 
(they thought) (See 1 7.7.a.) 

b. The ll"'c.�, QCf>cfil"'', � ending -� takes the � spo
radically. Many roots take it optionally, and in the case of 
those in final -31T, the root vowel is lost before it ( 1 7  . 14.c ) .  
For example: 
Root 

-JGJ � 

c .  The remaining six consonant-initial endings (-Cl", -ll, -B, 
-'<:.it, -�. and -� may or may not take � but in practice 

almost always do so. 

Examples: 
Root 

..JlW{ (A) 
consonant endings 

� (we spoke) 



-.J� (P) 
-.Jcr-c{_ (P) 

(we two went) 
(we two spoke) 
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-.JlF( (A) (you thought) (See 1 7 .7 .a . ) 
d. Several roots ending in the vowels 3 and ;Ji do not take the 

� except, of course, before -t These roots are: 
(in 3) (in ;Ji) 
-.J9 (praise) -.Jcr (do) 
-.J� (run, flow) -.J� (bear) 
-.J� (flow) -.Jcr (choose) 
-.J� (hear) -.J� (move) 
All of these roots are fairly common and some, like -.Jcr 
and -.J� , are extremely so. 
Examples : 
-:qcp� (you did) 
-::qcpl (we did) 
W (we two heard) 

17 . 1 6  These; then, are the basic rules for the formation of  the � 
Do not attempt at this point to memorize them all . Do, how
ever, familiarize yourself with the varieties of formation and 
strength of the various perfect stems. Pay special attention to 
the basic types of� sound patterns. Review these paragraphs 
several times. You should memorize all the lJ� endings 
with their typical forms for the types of roots mentioned above. 

1 7 . 1 7  Some examples o f  the � 
cll<>41 f¥t.>Cl I i1 I 
<:{GJ � tC!lj<ifctCIOPJ{� � (fGJ f.t:� f.ttltrra1 
(Valmi:ki said: "When the father saw the pale face of his own 
son, he fell sighing to the ground.") 

� � lifct1S4dk:iifll �ll:llUft eR �: I 
(Having said "Bharata will be king," Rama and Lak$mal)a went 

to the forest.) 
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q;:f � r.Jl<llii:l� p<l\ Sl:r:i � I mU �8:ffiRi fWTtB 
{"lqc;;�Jl8:� I 
(Having gone to the forest, Sri Rama gave fearlessness to the 
munis. Then he cut off the heads of the wicked riik$asas with 
arrows as sharp as serpents ' teeth.) 

mi t.rCl �8:ffiRi � I � � � � CBf CBf 
� � �: I 
(Because of that, great dread sprang up among the riik$asas. 

Wherever the two Raghava heroes stood, there the rangers of 
the night [riik$asas] lamented greatly.) 

CIC::'"I�<li-4�;:ri � �: I CBf -::q li$1CJq@� B: I 
(Then the lord of the Raghus [Rama] went to another forest. 
There he performed great austerities.)  

1 7 . 1 8  � Continued: The Periphrastic Perfect 

As mentioned at 1 7  .6.c.i, roots of a certain phonological type 
do not form the ordinary reduplicated perfect. These are roots 
that have an initial vowel which is � either by nature (long or 
�) or by position (preceding a conjunct consonant) . Such 
roots are, in fact, relatively rare and of no great consequence. 
The form that they take that corresponds to the reduplicated 
�� however, is of considerable interest because of its other 
�applications. This form is also called � by the grammarians. 
W estem grammarians call it the periphrastic perfect. Like the 
periphrastic future �. it is made up of a fixed nominal and a 
variable verbal form. 

1 7 . 1 9  Formation of the Periphrastic Perfect 

The formation of the periphrastic perfect is quite simple. The 
nominal element is formed by suffixing -3WI.. directly to the 
root. This form is then followed in the � by the appro
priate� of the roots ...J� ...J<J}, or less often ...J'l! In the �. 
the auxiliary verb is the � form of ...J<J} only. 
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1 7 .20 Thus, for example, for the roots -v'3WI._ (2A), "sit," and -v'"Q'c{_ 
( l A), "grow," the "!l"erl0, t:fcfi0, � forms would be 3WIT 
�and � �- In the epic, -v'31Rl_is sometimes taken as � 
and so its � form could be 3lfHil1!B", 31R"li'CICflR, or �
The "!l"erl0, �0, � would then be �: (-�: ,  -�:) .  
The root -v'31ll!. is exempt from this formation ( l 7  .6 .c . i .b ) .  

1 7 . 2 1  This form i s  also used instead of the reduplicated � for roots 
of the tenth �- Here, however, the syllable -3W\is added, not 
to the root, but to the present stem. 
Examples: 
Root Periphrastic perfect 

.,j� 
.,j� 

(steal) 
(think) 

ill<AI"' R"l (he stole) 
(he thought) 

1 7.22 By this last technique (i.e . ,  suffixation of -3W\ to the present 
stem) are formed the most significant occurrences of the peri
phrastic � the perfects of the secondary conjugations. These 
will be discussed in the following lesson. 

1 7.23 The Perfect Participle 

The � ... like � and the � has associated with it a verbal 
adjective. This one serves as a past active participle but is of 
extremely rare occurrence, being restricted in actual usage to a 
very few verbal roots. 

17 .24 Its masculine stem is formed by adding the suffix -cffi:J.. to the 
weak form of the perfect stem. Thus, -v'<f � � If this 
stem is monosyllabic, the -cffi:I._ is set off from the stem by the 
vowel � (but see a.) :  
.,J(=� � � (stood) 
-v'Cff{ � � (heated) 
a. In fact, this form and its peculiar declension is of interest 

mainly because a fairly common word, � (learned or 
wise man) , is, in form, a perfect participle. Like the finite 
�of the root -v'� it loses both its reduplication and its 
past sense. 
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b. The paradigm is as follows: 
1. "-� (learned or wise man) 

t:rcf)O �0 �0 

qo fcm:q � fcmja: 
�0 � � �: �0 � �<w!_ �: 
-:qo � �<w{ �<:{: 
qo �: �<w!_ �<:{: 
1Sf0 �: �: � 
Bo � �: � 
Bll._o � � fcmja: 
Note the � grade in the weak forms that occur 
before vowel initial terminations. 

11.  =i�("!Cf>f&�· 
qo, �o, Bll._o-� � fctgjfB 
The remaining cases are the same as "· 

iii. � 
� is suffixed to the weakest stem ( =�), and the de
clension follows (7 . 1  ) . 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up to the line beginning � �-
B. Isolate all the � forms in the passage translated for A, and 

give for each the '!:i�, � form. 
C. Repeat A. and B .  for the remainder of the reading. 
D. Give the '!:i�, t:rcl>0 and � �of the following roots 

(A or P as indicated): 
--./� (1 P) (curse) --./� (4P) (be angry) 
--./Cf (8P) (do) --./"1 ( lP) (be) 
--./3Tt{_ (2P) (be) --./CR=I_ ( lP) (dwell) 
--./� ( lA) (grow) --./� ( lP) (sacrifice) 
--./3lJlt (5P) (obtain) · --./�(lOP) (think) 



( lA) (obtain) 
( l P) (go) 

-../'ell (3P) (place) 
..J� (2P) (kill) 
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E. For review of the �-s, provide the �(imperfect) forms cor
responding to those generated in D. 

F. Translate the following into Sanskrit, using the � whenever 
a preterite is called for: 
1 .  When the sons of the aged king saw the students of the 

sages ,  they gave them fruits . 
2 .  The leader of the army of the ra/cyasas, his eyes red with 

anger, seized (-../� the trembling daughter of the yogi and 
said, "Today you will be my wife, 0 one of the beautiful 
face (use � ." 

3 .  When that supreme yogi, whose senses were subdued, 
heard the terrible news, he stood up and wept like a boy. 

G. Read, translate, and memorize the following two verses .  Note 
that the syntax here has nothing to do with the verse bound
aries. (The last word of the first verse construes grammatically 
with the first word of the second.) 

-miT ��: � � fci(>Sq .. �ct'{_ I 
� � � q�3!11lj{��l 1 1  '1 1 1  

Pt'9;v'!IJ:tlo:ll � �"t;0S::Iv4 �: I 
B � eR cful (IJOJ41G:!II81d:cf): 1 1 � 1 1  

READING 

88'1<:1108:� T<.ft<IJ:t"CI.-a G;U6Cf;RU4 Jl"t;0Rf ct<t4l�� � � 
�� q?fi;t("Cf;l0ljf5kql ecf Cf"dJOtfcl�l'!l ��<rf !11("'!11<'141 I 
B ���: "#wa:� � 4�<:t .. �:R.<HJOJ'11 USIJOJPa:i (16\�rf 
ffi�g);:f q; .. a;<fljq ��� I � � ctCf;4lqG;'1td:q ,� 
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fttcR 1f{ � f.'lctftBa1 -:q � «<R� � � � 
-:q I %l � I ffl.,_ � � I � fdct<:ft � I ¥£: 
�'6fio41�1 eR �: I �� �� fct;l01ffi;4d � I QCf�:q>l 
tCf��OI Bl rq'Cji&l�lf.'lO&*ii � I � lJ� ,Cf,fd 'Qq 1l<:JT 
B'Cfqa,fd'{_ I 1lT �flct5lil� cfR I 3l'W� � � �0<:1-
� I '8 �jlc:pcfi�dli'iltdt41 fcNtldcti:l4 �� � � I 
� 1l<:JT � �;:r I �� wrT 4�� I � 
eR Jl.-dlffli �llOI"CI.-s;>CfG><1 � I t:f<:ll '8Q �'1�1JI�ts4,44l'C.(lj 
rq<f&'"t.-<;>'1: I � � � I 3lfTri � mj � �W 
err � �'9� I dCfl.-41 �� I <W:: wl Cf'ild>lq� ;:r 
�ICf<il� � �a_=lOIOICf*i�Cf fejlf41Jfifd f?ct .. d41lil8 I 3Fmf: '8 
�llil=jil «<R� �� �� � � � � 
G;U$Cf51�04Jit:t'iliRll 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

31¥f: 
(m)-'born after, ' i .e . ,  younger 

brother 

:#1 + --.f� -7 �  
(6P)-anoint, consecrate 

�: 
(ind)-from the beginning 

:m + --.f� 
( lP)-bring, fetch 

:m + --.f� 
( lP)-have recourse to 

� 
(n)-reply 

--.}� 
( I  A)-grow 

cptl"6: 
(m)-throat 

� 
(n)--cave 

� 
(ind)-particle expressing anger or 

contempt, "damn!"; may be used 
singly as an interjection. 
Example: m �"damn !" or to 
condemn or revile some particu
lar person or object that must 
then be in the � �- Ex
ample: � � "damn you !" 

�: 
(m)-hell 

f.t + � 
(7P)-install, appoint (with �en 
or � � 

� 
(adj)-exiled 

� 
(ad j)-surrounded 

�: 
(m)-boy, son 

� + :m +  ..J<rr ¥ 
lqte (ind)--on account of, for the (2P)-come back to, return 

sake of (used with genitive or at 
end of compound) 

�4 
(adj)-fourth 

� 
(ind)-meanwhile 

� 
(ind)-(at end of cmpd. , after ind. ,  

or the �) starting 
from . . .  Examples : � 
from birth on,� from 
today onward 
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� 
(adj)-bound 

._,;� � �1'Tfij 
(9P)-bind 

� 
(n)-house, palace 

�: 
(m)-matemal uncle 

lFi 
(adj)-dead 

��: 
(m)--chariot 

� 
(n)-mouth 

(adj )-perverse, contrary, false 

¥ 
(adj)-happened, occurred; 

-m (n)-news report 
O<:fl'a: 
(m)--tiger (at end of cmpd. = "best 

of') 

B;u 
(f)-army 

1!1'51"1�¥{ Fcl' 
(n prop)-Rajagrha, capital city of (adj )-(normally declined like 

the Kekeyas 

�a-<fi 
(f)-fortune, prosperity, the god

dess Lak�mi 

pronoun) one's own; commonly 
used as prior member of a 
�- Example: � his, (her) 
son, etc. 

-feT 
(adj )-standing (at end of cmpd. 

only) 

ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

anger q;fq: (m) 
beautiful, excellent CR (adj) 
boy �: (m) 
eye � (n) 
face � (n) 
fruit � (n) 
leader 11<fcfi: (m) 
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news <flRJ: (m) 
red 0f) (adj) 
sense � (n) 
student �: (m) 
subdued � (adj) 
supreme q(l1 (adj) 
tremble 3<\ + "� (6A) 
weep "� � � (2P) (see 

7.20.c) 

GLOSSARY FOR VERSES 
(In order of occurrence) 

8: 
(m prop )-one of the great 

brahman r�i-s of Indian 
tradition 

�: 
(m)-heaven 

fcf + -.)(1)£{_ 
( 1 P)-lament 

WFl 
(ad j)-foremost 

�: 
(m)-'twice-born,' a brahman 

f.:r + "� 
(7P)-install, appoint (with �eft 

or �) 

·� 
(n)-power, strength 

q"((\: 
(m)-foot, esp. ,  as part of the 

body touched in veneration of 
someone; hence after a name 
or title in a compound it means 
that person referred to with 
reverence. For example: 'the 
foot of Rama, ' i .e. , the vener
able Rama 

� 
( adj)-propitiating 





LESSON 18 

�. �. and � Secondary Conjugations; 

� (The Denominative) 

1 8 .0 With one exception, the characteristic signs of the various con
jugated systems introduced thus far are alike in that they are 
markers only of tense or mode. In other words, the ten signs of 
the ";lfUI-s (7.4ff.) , the -8l" of the future ( 1 6.2ff.) ,  and the �""<:fiB 
(reduplication) of the perfect ( 1 7  .Off.) suffice only to mark the 
general conjugation to which a verbal form belongs . They do 
not tell us anything about the action expressed by a verbal root 
except, in general, the relative time of the action. 

1 8 . 1  The one exception is the <:!, characteristic o f  the � m 
(9.5ff. ) .  This, unlike the others, tells us that the sentence or 
clause in which it appears is "passive." This special "passive" . 
sign, however, is applicable only to forms which mirror the 
present system. 

1 8 .2 Secondary Conjugations 

In addition to the conjugations discussed so far, Sanskrit has 
four special conjugations that, like the m m, indicate some
thing about the action of a verbal root other than its tense. 

1 8 .3 These forms are also like the � stems in -<:! in that they 
have a distinctive sign that is suffixed to a special form of the 
root to form a distinctive stem. They differ from the � 
stems in -<:! and other present stems in that, in many cases, this 
distinctive secondary stem may serve as the basis for forma
tions outside the present system. The secondary conjugations, 
then, are not tenses but special derivative stem formations that 
in turn are used, like verbal roots, as the basis for various con
jugations. It is for this reason that these forms are said to be 
"secondary" conjugations. It is also for this reason that the forms 
are identified in Sanskrit by their special stem-forming suffixes: 
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� (ending in fiJRQ, 
� (ending in �, 
� (ending in B'=l). 
The forms are discussed below in order of decreasing impor
tance. 

1 8 .4 � (�): The Causative 

This is by far the most frequently used and important of the 
secondary conjugations. It is referred to either by its charac
teristic suffix ( -31<J), which is called fiJrt:I.. by the grammarians, 
or by the name � ("causer," "impeller") for its function. 
a. A � verbal form indicates that its grammatical sub

ject causes someone or something to carry out or undergo 
the action or state expressed by the underlying verbal root. 
Causative sentences, then, involve two �-s: the subject 
of the causative (i.e. , derivative) verb and the subject of 
the simple verb or the action or state expressed by the un
derlying verbal root. Take, for example, two sentences: 
� eR � I (Rama goes to the forest.) and �en Ull 
eR � I (Da5aratha sends Rama · [causes Rama to go] 
to the forest) . In the first sentence rfll: is, of course, the 
� of the root ..,J"Jff{_ (go) as he is the agent, the goer. In the 
second sentence, however, the finite verb is �. which 
is formed not from ..,J"Jff{_ but rather from � (cause to go), 
the � derivative of..,J� The � of this form is ��:. 
Rama remains the � of the underlying root ..,J"Jff{_ as he is 
still the one who does the actual going. 

1 8 .5 �-s of Underlying Roots 
The� of a finite � form is treated exactly like that of any 
other finite verbal form. It is in the �� � if the form is a 
� m and in the � if it is a �  m. The treatment 
of the � of the underlying or simple verbal root, however, 
requires some explanation, especially as it is different depend
ing on the transitivity of the underlying root. 
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a. � �-s 
With � forms of � �-s, including verbs of mo
tion (see 4.38,4 1 ) , the � of the underlying root is placed 
in the � �. The � forms even of � �-s 
are themselves � . 
Examples : 
Underlying root 

-.J� (go) «<R� nJj <R � I 

-.J�eu (stand) 

-.J'1Cl (fall) 

-.JCRl_ (dwell) 

(be) 

(Dasaratha makes Rama go to the 
forest.) 

Bcr<:f;: � � � �� I 
(The servant places a fruit in his 
master' s  hand. )  

qr;:r(f �atl-4k14R I 
(The monkeys fell the great trees . )  

q;) l1f eR Cllt1Rits4RJ I 
(Who will make me dwell in the 
forest?) 

«<R� nJj � � I 
(Da§aratha makes Rama king.) 

b .  In the case of� �-s, the � of the underlying root is 
generally placed in the � �. although the � is 
sometimes encountered. 
Examples :  
Underlying root 

"� (kill) � � � mm 1 
(Sugriva has Rama kill Valin.) 

(do) � � � Cf5R4ll0lltl I 
(Rama had Bharata rule the kingdom.) 
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(give) <1611j'Cl�"cf.:i � � I 

(Let the king cause his attendants to 
give money to the people. )  

1 .  Roots whose � stems convey the senses of teach
ing ,  or feeding, are exceptions. With them the � of 
the underlying root is placed in the ��<l'T. (See 
1 8 . 10.a. iii .) 
Examples: 
�: ��t>�lr�A<l>IPI � 1 
(The guru has his students read the books. )  

� � � � 
(The king feeds the brahman.) 

u. The roots ...J� (2P) (eat) and ....J� ( lP) (eat) are ex
ceptions to the exception. The subjects of their fUrvRJ 
derivatives, �(feed) and � (feed) are in �
Example: 
� � ?;m1: � I 
(0 charioteer, feed the king's horses . )  

1 8 .6 Formation of the fUrvRJ 
The formation of the � is quite simple. In general the 
causative marker � {fUrtQ is suffixed directly to the root, which 

, is usually strengthened. Because of additional strength of the 
� in various forms, it is simplest to regard the causative marker 
as -� 

1 8 .7 The rules for root-strength are as follows: 
a. Initial or medial short vowels (except 3l), if in a �  syl

lable (see 1 7.6.c.i), usually take �-
Examples: 
Root � 
....J� ( l )  (be awake) � (awaken) 
� (6) (enter) � (cause to enter) 
....J� ( l )  ( be  arranged) � (arrange) 



Some roots, however, have � only optionally. 
Examples: 
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..J� ( 1 )  (shine, �/ � (make beautiful) 
be beautiful) 

b. Initial or medial vowels in � syllables (except 3l) remain, 
as elsewhere, unstrengthened. 
Example: 
Root fUrvFr 
..J� ( 1 )  (kiss) � (cause to kiss) 

c. Medial or initial 3l, if in a �  syllable, is usually length-
ened. For example: 
Root fUrvFr 
..J� ( l )  (abandon) � (cause to abandon) 
..J� ( l )  (read) � (teach) 
..J3TG.._ (2) (eat) � (feed) 
..J� (2) (kill) � (cause to kill) 

(Note irregular form) 

1.  But a number of roots show no lengthening. 
Examples: 
..J� ( 1 )  (go) � (cause to go) 
� (4) (be born) � (give birth to) 

n. In some cases both forms (i .e . , with 3l and 3lT) are 
citable from the same root. 
Examples: 
..J� ( 1 )  (step) �/ � (cause to step) 
..J� (4) (be still) ���(calm, extinguish) 

d. Final simple vowels, except 3lT, are subject to �· 
Examples: 
Root fUrvFr 
..J"1 ( l )  (be) � (cause to be) 
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1 8 .8 

"er (8) (do) � (cause to do) 
...Jl>J, (5) (hear) � (cause to hear, teach) 

e. Final 3lT (and � vowels) are generally set off from the 
causative marker by the consonant � This is a character-
istic sign of the � forms of roots with such finals. For 
example: 
Root � 
"� (3) (stand) � (place) 
...Jm (3) (give) GJtF{_ (cause to give) 
...JFIT (2) (bathe � (bathe [transitive] )  

[intransitive]) 
"� (9) (know) � (inform) 

A few roots show not the ' but <L before the � 
Root � 
...jqr ( 1 )  (drink) � (cause to drink) 

f. The root ...J� (2) (go), which would form � by rule d . ,  
instead forms � (a common verb meaning teach) when 
preceded by the � �-

Forms of the � 
Since the � is a secondary or derivative verbal root, it is 
not restricted to any one conjugation but may be used fairly 
freely as the base for the various verbal systems. Note that 
except for the m w:iPr ( 1 8 . 10), the � endings are gen
erally used for the causative, regardless of the voice of the 
simple root. 

1 8 .9 The Present System 
The � may serve as the base for a complete present sys
tem, exactly analogous to those of the 31 1JUT  roots of the present 
stem, formed by suffixing 31 to the �suffix -� Therefore, 
the � present stem is characterized by the sign -� and is 
conjugated exactly like roots of the tenth c...J� 7(1Jl_ J;T� 
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QCf)C\*'1'1 forms of the � of the root -'./� (stand) (stem � 
will suffice as an example : 
� �� 
� :m=� 
�--- �� 
� �  �� 
� � �� 

1 8 . 1 0 The Cfi1ffUr m 

(he places) 
(he placed) 
( let him place) 
(he should place) 
(placing) 

A regular Cfi1ffUr m stem may be formed from the � by 
replacing the causative sign -3l<t with the regular Cfi1ffUr m 
sign -<:f. This is added to the root strengthened as for the caus-

. ative ( 1 8 .7), including the consonant l{_where required ( 1 8 .7.e) . 
As usual with the Cfi1ffUr m, the 31kiOJ�qc;: endings are used. 
Examples : 
Root � �  CfilfiUT � 
-'./�� � �� 
'./"lff{_ � ft 
,j� � �� 
,j� � � 
a. When transforming � m into Cfi1ffUT m, it is neces

sary to be aware of the different treatment accorded the 
�-s of � and 3fcPltcp �-s ( 18 .5) . 
1 .  3fcPltcp �-s 

� forms of 3fcPltcp �-s are themselves �
The CfilfiUT m is formed just as for a simple � 
verbal form. For example: 
�-� tdaruf � � I 
Cfilf!UT-� qaft � �� I 
(The girl places the bird in the cage.) 

ii. � �-s 
� �-s are treated similarly. Here the � of 
the � (= the � of the underlying root) is put into 
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the '!.Ter:IT �. while the � of the � goes into 
the � �-
Example: 
�� (1ituJ [� Cfl] cnfcq � I 
�-� tf1TI qyfc?;:i � I 
(Sugriva has Rama kill Valin.) 

iii. Roots whose � stems convey the senses of teach
ing or feeding, may optionally take their causal object 
(� of the �) in the '!.Ter:IT � or � � 
In the first option, the � of the underlying root is 
placed in the � �; in the second option, it is 
placed in the '!.Ter:IT �- (See 1 8.5 .b.i .) 
Examples : 
�- �: �ltS41<"4G:I'"l � I 
�- � � � � �  
�-� �ltS4Jr�G:I: � I 
(The guru has the students study the Vedas.) 

�-� <liii€1Uisfla:;:j � I 
�- mrr � � � �  
�- mu <lill€101sfla:<il � 1 
(The king feeds the brahman rice.) 

1 8 . 1 1  Other Formations 

In conjunction with the following forms, it is important to note 
that causative stems are always � (16. l .a) .  That is, they al
ways have the vowel � between them and the endings of the 
non-present forms for which the 3lf.tc;__� distinction is rel
evant. 

1 8 . 1 2  � �  
The � � and its counterpart the past active participle (in 
-� are formed by the suffixation of the ending directly to 
the root, strengthened according to 1 8 .7, plus the � 
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Examples: 
Root � � 
-Y1=en (stand) fft (placed) 
,j� (see) � (shown) 
-Y"Jff{ (go) • (banished) 
-Y<r (do) � (caused to be done) 
.YW{ (be angry) Cf>lfilctq� (angered [transitive]) 

Gerund 
a. 

b. 

Without � 
The normal ending -�. preceded by the � is added di-
rectly to the causative sign -31<{. 
Examples : 
Root Gerund 

-Y1=en (stand) � (having placed) 
-Y<r (do) CJil���:ql (having caused to do) 
,j� (see) e:�f�kql (having shown) 
,j� (go) Jl'i��:ql (having banished) 
With � 
The normal ending -G! replaces the causative sign. 
Examples : 
Root 

3l1 + <f (imitate) 
� + fer! (be firm) 

Gerund 

� (having caused to imitate) 
!IIRtiS31'4 (having established) 

c .  When roots with medial 3l that show no strength in the 
� ( 1 8.7.c.i) are preceded by an �. the ending is 
added directly to the � marker. 
Examples: 
Root 

31Cf + � (understand) 
Gerund 

� (having caused to 
understand) 

3l1 + � (be born after) 31'j�•Ft<l (having caused to be 
born after) 
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1 8 . 14  Infinitive 

1 8 . 1 5  

As with the gerund without �. the infinitive ending -� 
preceded by the � is added to the causative marker. 
Examples: 
Root Infinitive 
-v� (stand) � (to place) 
.y� (kill) 'C:IICIRiijY:_ (to kill) 
.y� (go) "l¥iRiij'{ (to go) 

Gerundive 
a. -"CI<Xl' 

Like -� and -�. the ending -({(Xl' preceded by � is added 
to the causative sign. 

b. 

Examples: 
Root Gerundive 

--./(=� (stand) (=ell q Rid o� (to be placed) 
.y� (go) JjfiRJCio� (to be made to go) 

-<l' 
Like the -<l' of the � m the ending -<l' replaces the 
causative marker. 
Examples: 
Root 

.Y� (stand) 
.Y� (go) 

Gerundive 

� (to be placed) 
� (to be made to go) 

c. -3f.ft<l' 
The ending -3f.ft<l', like -<l', replaces the causative marker: 
Examples :  
Root 

--./(=� (stand) 
.Y� (go) 

Gerundive 

� (to be placed) 
� (to be made to go) 
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1 8 . 1 6  � 
The future sign -81 preceded by the R ( ---7 �) is added to 
the causative marker. 
Examples : 
Root 

�� 
�"Jlf=l 
�<f 

1 8 . 1 7  � 

(stand) 
(go) 
(do) 

� 
�e!l4f4tS'4Rt (he will place) 
JIJif4tS'4Rt (he will cause to go) 
CfiRf4tS'4Rt (he will cause to do) 

The nominal suffix -� preceded by R is added to the caus
ative sign. For example: 
Root � 
-'1/� (stand) �� (he will place) 
�"Jlf=l (go) Jilil4dlf€li (I will cause to go) 
The nominal element may also serve as an agentive noun. 

1 8 . 1 8  � 
The causative may form only the periphrastic perfect and in 
fact, accounts for the great majority of the occurrences of this 
form in the language. The periphrastic perfect is formed from 
the causative stem exactly as from the few simple roots that 
must take this form ( 17 . 1 8) .  
Examples: 
Root 
�� 
�<f 
�� 

(stand) 
(do) 
(hear) 

1 8 . 1 9  Uses of the � 

� 
�IY'41liR"I �f'CICPR) (he placed) 
CfiR'41liltl (�f'CICPR) (he caused to do) 
':i!ICI'41liltl (�f'CICPR) (he caused to 

hear, he taught) 

As can easily be seen, it is extremely useful to have a simple 
grammatical form that can remove the subject of a verb one 
step from the action of a verbal root by making that subject the 
agent who impels another subject to act. This useful form is 
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exploited often in Sanskrit. Keep in mind that, in many cases, 
the fUr5r::a may be translated by a simple verb in English. Try 
to translate in this way whenever possible, avoiding such 
phrases "cause to" unless you feel that they are either stylisti-
cally sound, or unavoidable in English. 
Examples: 
.J� ( 4) (be angry) 
.JT1Cl_ ( 1 )  (fall) 
.J� (2) (sleep) 
.J� ( 1 )  (read) 
.J� (5) (hear) 

.J� (3) (stand) 
.J� (7) (eat) 
....f� (9) (know) 

� (he angers) 
� (he fells) 
fCIIY'!lRt (he puts to sleep) 
� (he teaches) 
� (he announces, he 

teaches) 
� (he puts, places) 
� (he feeds) 
� (he informs) 

a. The � of the common root .J�� may, without 
change of form, be used both actively and passively in the 
senses of: 
i . to cause to see; 
11. to show (i .e., cause to be seen). 

The second usage may or may not take the 3'111:"1�40: 
endings and is especially common when the idea of 
one's showing oneself or something of one's own is 
intended. 
Example: 
�<I: fCi fuwi e>:<tPkCII •= � � I 
(Having manifested his cosmic form to the r�is , 

Mahesvara went to Kailasa.) 

1 8 .20 mRl : The Desiderative 
The mr-=a, or desiderative, is another derivative stem formed 
quite freely from most roots and causative derivatives. The 
form is considerably less common than the fUr5r::a and is, in 
fact, chiefly represented by two derivative nominal forms. 
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1 8 .2 1 The mFl indicates that the subject of the form desires to do or 
experience the action or state expressed by the underlying root. 
It may be paraphrased by the infinitive of the simple root with 
an appropriate form of ...J� etc . 
Examples : 

� eR �JI!iiiS!kt I 
= � eR Jl'iJiii-c\Jkt 
(Rama wants to go to the forest.) 

� itqt fil�IS!i!ii I 
= � itqt <fltllii-c01!ii I 
(I want to serve you [lit. , do your service] . )  

1 8 .22 Formation of the mFl 

The form is made by suffixing the characteristic desiderative 
sign -B" (called '81_ by the grammarians), preceded in some cases 
by the R to a verbal root. The R occurs more or less as it 
does with the infinitive. The rules regarding formation are for 
your reference. You need not memorize them. 
a. Before this sign (-B" or -�), the root is subject to 3ll-<:f!B. 

1.  The reduplication of consonants is mostly the same as 
with the third � and � (7 .22). 

ii. The treatment of vowels is somewhat different: 
a. 3l, 3ll, ';!i, :jt, and�. � vowels all appear in the 3ll-<:f!B 

syllable as �-
Examples: 
Root � Stem 

...J<;? (do) � (wish to do) 
"� (go) � (wish to go) 
"� (conquer) � (wish to conquer) 

(See 1 8.22.b.v.) 

b. � or :jt vowels when preceded by a labial conso
nant reduplicate as 3". 
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Example: 
--./TJ_ (die) (wish to die) 

c .  3, 3i, vowels appear as 3 in the 311-<rn:l syllable. 
Example: 
--./"1_ (be) (wish to be) 

b. The root syllable itself is usually unchanged, but: 
1. Final � and 3 are lengthened before R 

Example : 
--./fuf (conquer) � (wish to conquer) 

11.  Final =!1 or '3!t becomes � or �before R 
Examples : 
�<f (do) 
�"€!, (cross) 
--./TJ_ (die) 

(wish to do) 
(wish to cross) 
(wish to die) 

111. �. 3, and =!1 vowels always, when final, and optionally 
when medial, take � before -�. 
Example: 
�� (grow) � (wish to grow) 

1v. Some roots with final -3f.\ or -31l{)engthen their root 
vowel. 
Examples: 
�lFl (think) (wish to think) 
(Note irregular lengthening of reduplicated vowel.) 
�� (kill) � (wish to kill) 

(See 1 8.22.b.v) 
v. Some initial �-s and Q'.._show reversion in the root 

syllable to �-s after the 311-<rn:l syllable. 
Examples: 
--./� (kill) � (wish to kill) 

(See 1 .22.b.iv.) 
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but 
-.Jm (know) 
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(wish to conquer) 

(wish to know) 

vi .  A few roots, notably ..J3fi'C{ (obtain),  ..Jc::t (give), and 
-.f'4f (place), have peculiarly contracted forms of 3l\-<lm 
and root. These forms are � (desire to obtain), � 
(desire to give), and � (desire to place), respectively. 

c. All mRr stems end in 31 and are treated exactly l ike 31 � 
stems in the present system. 
Examples:  
Root � 
..Jrr <do) �ctMRt 

(he wishes 
to do) 
� �  .... 
� 

(let him wish 
to do) 

� 
3l�Cfl14tt_ 
(he wished 
to do) 

� � 
�<t14;:q_ 

(he should wish to do) (wishing to do) 

d. Like the other secondary stems, the mRr always forms its 
future with � 
Examples: 
--i<r (do) �<6\�&�Rt I 

(he will wish to do) (I will wish to do) 

e.  Like the other derivative stems, it forms onJ� th� perip�s- · · 
tic perfect. 
Example: 
..Jcf (do) �<6\Eif'i18 

(he wished to do) 

· · 1 8 .23 The most frequently encountered forms of the mRr are two 
nominal forms that are peculiar to it. These are: 
l . an adjective ending in -3' that indicates that the person or 

thing modified by it is desirous of doing the action or un

dergoing the state expressed by the s imple root .  
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2 .  a � noun in  -3lT that indicates the actual des i re to do 
or undergo what is expressed by the s imple root . 

a. Both forms are derived by substituting the proper ending 3 
or 3lT for the final 31 of the B:Rf stem. 

b. 

Examples : 
Root Stem Adjective Meaning 

..Jcr (do) � � (wishing to do) 
..J� (fight) � m (wishing to fight) 
..Jm (know) furnm � (wishing to know, 

curious) 
�� ¥� � ���ttCf: I 
T:fi11CPT: 4IO$Cfl� fcflqtifu � 1 1  

�4�Jictij)dl 9 .  9 
(What did my sons and the sons of Pal)c;lu do, gathered on 
the Kuru field, the field of dharma, eager for battle, 0 
Saiijaya.) (MEMORIZE THIS VERSE) (See 20. l l .j . )  
Examples: 

Root Stem Nominal form Meaning 

..Jm (think) furnm � (the desire to know 
curiosity ) 

..JCJ} (do) � � (the desire to do) 

A number of these nouns of type 2. take somewhat re-
stricted meaninl!s. 

· ·'B1tiiples: 
Root Noun Meaning 

..JTFi_ (think) t1ltlim (inquiry, name of a 
philosophical school of vedic 
speculation) 

..J3WI.. (get) � (desire [esp. to get ])  
� (hear) � (obedience) 

� (drive off) � (loathing , repulsion) 
..j'C{[ (drink) ftttnm (thirst) 
� (eat) �an (hunger) 
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1 8 .24 A �  m may be based on the � stem. The form is 
generated by substituting the � marker <l" for the final 3l of 
the desiderative stem and using, of course, the 3li�:J:t�qa; end
ings. 
Examples: 
...fer (do) t:t<TI fi:l�tS4€\ I (It is desired to be done by me 

[i .e. , I want to do it] . )  

..J3Wl._ (obtain) � B"ff: I (Everyone wants the good. )  
1 8 .25 � of �  

It is possible to form a secondary verbal derivative based on 
another such derivative. An example would be �. the 
'!l"ep:f0 � q(elqa; � of the � derivative of the � 
d�rivative of the root ..J� (be). This would mean "he wishes to 
cause to be." Such tertiary forms are not at all common and 
need not be studied here. 

1 8 .26 �. 46:._�JI<=a : The Intensive 
The last of the secondary verbal derivatives has two forms, the 
� and the 46:._�JH. Called in English the intensive, or the 
frequentative, it indicates that the action or state signified by 
the verbal root is either repeated or of great force or intensity .  
Its characteristic is a reduplication marked by particularly strong 
forms of the 311-"<l"TB syllable. It may �) or may not 
(4€(�JI<=a) have the stem sign <l", called �by the grammar
ians. The intensive can be made from nearly every root in the 
language except roots of more than one syllable, roots that begin 
with a vowel, and roots belonging to the tenth 'JfOl. 
Examples: 
� (he does repeatedly) 
� (he gives generously) 

a. Stem Formation 
Both the � and the 46:._�JI<=a require 31l-""41B" (reduplica
tion) to form their stems. The rules for 31l-""41B" are generally 
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the same as those found for the third � roots (7.22) and 
for the �(perfect) ( 1 7.6). However, in the � the <:r is 
added to the root prior to reduplication and the root is sub
jected to the same changes that are found with the passive 
(9.25) stem formation. In the 46.:__�Jira the reduplication is 
based on the root alone. In the intensive the reduplicated 
syllable is unusually strong. The strengthening of the re
duplicated syllable is accomplished in one of three ways. 
1 .  Like the third � roots and the � the first conso

nant of a root is reduplicated. But unlike these, . .the 
root vowel in the reduplicated syllable is strong: 3l and 
=11 reduplicate as 3fT, � and � reduplicate as t:!, and 3' 
and J; reduplicate as 3TI. 
Examples : 

Root Stem 

n. The entire root is reduplicated. This type usually in
volves roots that end in '{_ or � or a nasal and that have 
3l or =11 as their root vowels. Note that the final nasal 
of the reduplicated syllable assimilates to the follow
ing consonant and the root vowel =11 is strengthened to 
either 3l'{_ or � 
Examples : 

Root Stem 
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"'./� �or� (following i.) 

m. This type of reduplication is seen in about thirty roots , 
most having final or penultimate � or in roots with 
final or medial �. Here the entire root is reduplicated, 
as in ii. above, but between the reduplicated syllable 
and the root and � is inserted. Note here that the gen
eral rules of reduplication are for the most part ignored. 
Example: 

Root Stem 

b. The '4i5.:.._�Ji<=a 
This form of the intensive is similar to third 'JfOl roots of 
the present system (7 .2 1 ff.) ,  although it is conjugated only 
in the �. While in theory any verbal form in the lan
guage can be made from the '4i5.:.._�Ji<=a, its occurrences are 
most commonly found in the present system. When con
jugated in the present system, the reduplicated stem of the 
intensive will take strengthening where necessary (7 .9) . 
In strong forms, between the stem and consonant initial 
terminations, an� may optionally be inserted (except when 
the reduplication follows type iii . above). Before this �. 
root final vowel will take �. but a root medial vowel re
mains unchanged. Note that, like the conjugation of the 
3rd 'JfOl, the '!4l?.'fll0 �o �o ending is -3lfu' and the '!4l?.'fll0 �o 
�o will take '3: . 
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c. 

Examples : 
"'� � weak stem (to really know) 

� strong stem t:[cfiO �0 �0 
� � � � ilfcRJ: � 

� � � ilfcR�: ilfcR� 
� � � �: q: 

� ' � or � 
� � or � 
� � �  
� � � 

"'� � weak stem 

� strong stem 
J;f�Ot:[cfiO J;f�O�O J;f�O� 

� � �  �: � 
The � 
The � is the more common form of the intensive in the 
later language. To its reduplicated stem, the 31k"'�qe:; end
ings are added. From this form of the intensive all verbal 
forms of the language can be made. 
Examples: 
Root 

;/G;J 
Stem 

� 

periphrastic perfect 
� 
� � 

� 
� 
dAl4dll{_ 
� 
-m �  
2Al141S48 
� 
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Another source of verbal forms in Sanskrit is the �, or 
noun-root, which, as its name implies, is a technique for deriv
ing verbal forms from nouns. This technique is common in 
English. Consider such sentences as : "Stop clowning !"; "We're 
just kidding around"; "I wish he would stop badgering me" ; 
and so forth. No doubt you can think of many others . In each 
of these sentences a verb is generated from a noun as opposed 
to a "verbal" infinitive (in English) . In the examples, the sub
ject of the action is either behaving like the signified noun in 
question or treating the object like that thing. 

1 8 .28 Forms such as these, not directly derived from a � (verbal 
root) but from a � (noun) , are common in classical San
skrit. The basic meaning of these forms may be summarized 
as follows, in decreasing order of importance, letting X stand 
for any nominal item (noun or adjective) : 
1 .  a. become X (especially if X is an adjective) ; 

b. act like, imitate X (especially if a noun) 
2 .  a. turn intoX; 

b. regard or treat as X 
3 .  desire X 
4. do or perform X (especially if X is a noun expressing an 

action) 
Meanings 1 and 2 are by far the most important. 

1 8 .29 Formation of � Stems 
The characteristic sign of the � is �. which is suffixed to 
nominal stems. Therefore, like the � and �. �-s 
are treated just like the present stems of 3l � roots. 
a. As one would expect, nominal stems with final 3l form 

the bulk of � stems. Here � is added to the stem 
whose final 3l is either unchanged or lengthened. 
1. In practice, examples with lengthening are more 

common, tend to take the �kll�% endings, and are 
generally used in meaning 1 .  
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Examples: 
Noun � �  

cpJ'Cf;: (m) (crow) Cf>ICf>l<ld 
� (adj) (white) �CfMI<ld 

fmo: (m) (lion) 

(R?1JT (adj) (young) d'60JI<!ld 

Meaning 

(He acts like a crow.) 
(It becomes [turns] 
white.) 
(He plays the lion 
[i .e . , is brave, etc . ] )  
(He becomes [or 
acts] young.) 

u.  Where the final 3l is unchanged, the forms tend to 
take the � endings and are generally used in 
meaning 2. 
Examples: 
Noun � � Meaning 

(R?1JT (adj )  (young) d'60J'4kt (He makes 

� (adj) (white) �M<lkt 

fmo: (m) (lion) 

[someone] young. )  
(He makes [paints] 
[something] white.) 
(He treats or regards 
[something] as a 
lion.) 

This distinction is a general one and not absolute. How
ever, it is a fair generalization that stems with 3lT and the 
3lt�¥i�qa: endings are � and are used reflexively while 
stems with 3l and the � endings are �
Examples: 
� �t�fif�l<ld I 
(Through kind words an enemy becomes a friend.) 

� B � � I 
(Through kind words he makes his enemy a friend.) 
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b. Nouns with other stem finals are relatively less common. 
They are treated as follows: 
1 .  3U usually remains unchanged. 

Example: 
� (f) (girl) <t>•=<n;q8 (becomes a girl) 

1 1 .  �. � or 3, 3i become � or 3i. 
Example: 
;ntl (f) (woman) � (becomes a woman) 

111 . Consonant endings usually remain unchanged. 
Example : 
;p:f: (n) (homage) � (do homage) 

1v. But final consonants may be lost, especially when the 
middle endings are used in meaning 1 .  Here, the pre
ceding vowel is treated as the final. 
Examples : 
mFI_ (m) (king) 

� (f) (nymph) 

1 8 .30 Use of the � 

� (he plays the king, 
acts like the king) 

� (seems to be an 

apsaras) 

A common and characteristic application of the � injects 
irony into meaning 1 .  to indicate the fact that a person or thing 
is either incapable of acting like another, is foolishly acting 
like another, or in some way (ironically) appears to be another. 
Learn these two examples :  
1 .  !'llel<::t�k4� sttt � m Jj(>sl<l8 1 
(Even though perched on the pinnacle of a palace, a crow does 
not become an eagle. [i.e. , No matter how high a fool may 
rise, he remains a fool. ] )  
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2 .  IDnta �6�1q� �<l54t4!{1(14d I 
(When she attains sixteen years of age, even a sow becomes a 

nymph. [i .e. , Any girl seems beautiful in the first blush of 
youth . ] )  

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up to the sentence beginning with � 
and identify by simple root and form all forms from secondary 
roots. 

B .  Do the same for the reading from � to 3Rfa1 lffiil. 
C. Do the same for the remainder of the reading. Then translate 

into Sanskrit the sentences that follow using the � and 
tr::RJ wherever possible. A void, however, forming the tr::RJ 
of �-s. 

D. Translate the following into Sanskrit (for vocabulary, see 
English-Sanskrit glossary below). 
1 .  Having caused Rama dwell in the forest, Kaikeyi will wish 

to make Bharata king. 
2 .  Thinking, "The prince wants to kill me," Lak�mm;m was 

desirous of fighting. 
3 .  Bharata, the knower of  dharma, had his army bathe in  the 

Ganges. (Use periphrastic perfect.) 
�- Lak�mal)a wanted to fight Bharata but was unable to an

ger Rama. 
5 .  A donkey does not become a lion by a roar; a man does 

not become a hero by boasting. 
6. The boy places the fruit at his teacher' s  feet. 
7. The two boys should inform their mother and father of all 

that happened. 
8. Let the old sage teach (� of ...J11J) us the 8-gveda. 

9. Angering his father, the young child wanted to see his 
mother. 

10 .  His curiosity made him follow Rama to the forest. 
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E. Translate and memorize the following two verses (see vocabu
lary for verses, below). 
1 .  The first verse, from the Ramaym:za, is a charming descrip

tion of the monkey Hanuman' s delight upon thinking that 
he has found the kidnapped Sita. It is especially valuable 
to memorize as it provides a fine drill for the perfect (�, 
periphrastic perfect, imperfect (�, and causative (�. 

311tthk<tlliltt � � � � � � I 
� � Pta:�<t+Cii � Cflcft'"11J{ 1 1  

2 .  The second verse, from �-s "�(IJ4::ik1Cf>" (hundred verses 
concerning withdrawal from the worldly life), illustrates 
two things, the aging poet 's battle with craving and the 
� : .  

� q[&@(�·ci �: I 
� � � cl()OIJ<td 1 1  

READING 

� -qq ;ft U5ll ��kliHli�-=t:f<t I tflfu "clltlil'iR�ll� 
(Jci!Cf){� f?q���: Bcf � �crrq I � t�l4�do<fl 
� ffie;R"t� I tl�� m<:f � �llttrft4 � I 31cfl � �;ti 
4lcit�("CII �Td"i dci!ff:Ciri Htcl14Ri C1'"11G\IJIJi�ts<tl4lRI I "QC{ 
�ltStliiUl � � ,UCRri fciJicl�CflHi � �l.<J: wf�
�Jtsqfcil..-a:� �: I dd\'"1'"*1( ��'5-g�q'i : ttlil@'<t (lcilliiJT CflR�("CII 

� � ";{ �a:<J@r fclfr!CIJ�i CF!Tcl l  
eR crncr ckt<tl� <fri �a:+fOlta�fa 1 1  'i 1 1  

� Cl'iJili'"tl<t �eft I "QCf)GJ i;\U5Cf)RU<tJid nll � Cf.Rll
uft<rclf �� �itf�r�(l4JI"t;i9..-("<tl �B11'<tl �llJ�l �t<:J 
lie; I �11 Mli I (lltl -:qr{ �8Jfficr q:r;R � I 
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3lfT.:t ��Jli'!l<"ct14: BRn -:q � �� I 
� �� -:crrci -:q �� CfiCI'T.i �err 1 1  � 1 1  

� ��cp) � 3lfcfi t:lld���� IJid : I �  l;llCf: I 31tl' 
n�'!l�-ci§.-Jl ��<ft lNI � �� s::�� � �l"l��fu 1 
� � <'J�l=JUi qR{ii.-<"CI'!l.-CIICf'!lli�cfu{_ l liT� CfiTtJ1 
<'J�11UT I � � �llfB;n � en I � l;lJCR �T � 
Ci?Rts'!l l� �';[ I 

� � en �  en a:r� �q__ 1 
� �RiJI&fi'!li l18:11Pct�l"l'!l1Ptct 1 1  � 1 1  

� �8Jlfq I 3lfcfi .-(lfd�ltSII�� �klq1C''5'!11CI: I dC:'1.-dl!lj)qJid 
{"1�11t:� � �� «<R�� � {ilOjiJitfl Sl1Crcl l  � � 
<i\gOI!Icillii!Oj @q(l ll"l l{i I miT �<:fi �;:WJk4 BCf� �llt<"ctl<f 
� �§)CIII!lj)�: J<jj(ll"l"i:l.-S:: : �: � ro t� � � 
Tf1l ftMT cr::l &lq�<j � l"l�<"'!l�'""d'!lli_ l B'iuJCI'1CIIBI+dl!l"lq)'C.<:fi 
lNI Jl�ts'!ld &lCi?�IIB::i -:q Ci?RtS'!ld I '!liCI.-l"l'!ll q;:r � diCI9\Icr4 
� �;r �Hd�<"'3�CIIi_ I � � �cn-:q I �j 
�lll!� � � � 1 8 �� m<i Ci?Rts'!ld � 1 
��lff<"ctRi I!I�OII'j�ldl %l) l;l��� mta t� I 
� � m<i �� I � '1JII!Ig:f�q� ��cf<"t'!ll� I 
� ��� � � � ';[ s::�<:J@r � ��lt4141Ri I CAT 
�<:IT -:q �: �R!Ptct<id 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

3lRf 
(adj )-afflicted with, suffering 

from (usually at end of cmpd.) 

3WR1\ 
(n)-seat 

..J� 
(2P)-go 

� 
(adj )---drawn near 

�: 
(m)-bull (fig. at end of cmpd. , 

bull among . . .  ; i.e. , 
' best of . .  . ' ) 

q;q:q: 
(m)-armor 

ll:l<t: 
(m )--destruction 

�: 
(m)-elephant 

� 
(f)-cave 

� 
(f)-army 

� 
(adj )---desirous of doing 

-� 
(ad j)-( at end of cmpd.) born 

from, produced 

d��Cii 
(adj)-(f -�) glorious 

..J� 
( l P)-bum 

Wl= 
(m)-tree 

� 
(n)-thing, thing of value, wealth 

�: 
(m)-man 

� 
� off.l + ..J�-show, point 

out 

f.l + ..Jqq__ 
( 1 P)-fall or sink down 

f.l + ..J� 
( lOP)-perceive, notice 

� 
(adj)-set down 

qRt�h:'{ ttft + ..J� 
( lOP)-calm, soothe 

..JT1! 
(2P)-protect 

� 
(f)-sandal 

fqtm:n 
(f)-thirst 
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ma + "� 
(9P)-take 

ma + f.r + "� 
( I  A)-return 
� ma + ""1f(') ..... 
( lOP)-wait, watch, protect 

ma + ..Jcrt:t 
(2P)-answer 
ma + "� 
( IP)-establish 
J;f + "� 
( lP)-set out 

�: 
(m)-joy 

�: 
(ind)-outside 

� 
(ind)-many times 

�: 
(m)-friend, relative 

�: 
(m)-drop, spot 
llll:T: 
(m)-food 
llT.{ 
(ad j)-broken 

"� 
( I  A)-have recourse to, betake 

oneself to 

� 
(ad j)-omamented 
-11"<l' 
(adj)-(f -'l1"<fi) (affix) consisting 

of, made of 

� 
(n)-dying, death 

� 
(adj)-stupefied, senseless 

"� 
(7A)-join 
(tJUfi<ktl 
(f)-beauty, charm 

� 
(m)-king-maker 

�: 
(m)-dust 

"� � � 
(6A)-break, destroy: �-

neglect, violate 

� 
(adj)-filled 
mn-ca 
(adj)-arrived 

�t'iR"Ht{_ 
(n)-lion-seat, throne 

�: 
(m)-loss, damage, violation 

� 
(n)-dwelling, abode 



fct + f.l + "� 
( !A)-turn back, return 
� 
(adj)-clear 

�: 
(m)-sound 

� 
(n)-weapon 

�: 
(m)-a kind of tree 

"� 
(2A)-rule 

� 
(n)-sovereignty, rule 

�: 
(m)-peak, pinnacle 

fm: 
(n)-head 

� 
(m)-artisan 

34 1 

B + "� 
( 4A)-be extinguished 

� 
(adj)-ready 

Bll. + 31cl' + "� 
(2P)-convene, come together 

�: 
(m)-meeting 

Bll._ + 3lT + "� 
(9P)-know; � = order, 

command 

�: 
(m prop)-Saurnitri, son of 

Surnitra, Lak�mal).a 

� 
(n)-place 

� 
(n)-gold 

ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

bathe "Rr (2P) 
boasting �� (n) 
donkey �: (m) 
Ganges � (f) 
roar ;ne::: (m) 
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GLOSSARY FOR VERSES 
(In order of appearance) 

31T + --.�� �: 
(6P)-burst, make a loud noise ; (f)-nature 

� = clap the hands on the cpftt: 
chest, strike the arms (m)-monkey 

--.�� Cffc?: 
( lP)-kiss (m)-wrinkle 

� � 
(n)-tail (adj)-occupied, taken over 

--.�� � 
(6P)-play (n)-grey hair 
--.�� 31ftcJ: 
(4P)-sing (adj)-marked 
�: �: 
(m)-post (n)-head 
--.�� � 
( l P)-rejoice (n)-limb 
--.�� � 
( lP)-climb up (adj)-loose, slack, weak 

f.t + ...f� � 
( lP)-fall (f)-desire, craving 
fCf � 
(adj)-one's own( declined like (adj)-young 

lR, see 5.7, but optionally 
follows masculine in -a) 



LESSON 19 

ftcf'"lllif_ (Additional Pronouns) ; �-s (Numerals) ; 

� � (The Aorist Systems) 

1 9.0 Additional Pronouns 

In addition to the pronominal stem m(_ (B: ,  m(_ ,  B1) (5 .5ff.) ,  
Sanskrit has two important pronominal paradigms which you 
must learn. Both are like m(_ etc . ,  in that they are demonstra
tive, construe with verbs in the ];!'�, and may serve in the 
senses of "the," "this," and "that." 

1 9 . 1 The stems are: 
1 )  � (m), � (n), � (f), and 

· 2) 31tft (m), 31G;: (n), 31tft (f). 
Of the two, the first is the more common. The second, 31tft, 
when it is used, usually conveys a sense of remoteness, as in 
"that" (as opposed to "this"). � may indicate something 
less remote or be used generally. The paradigms are as fol-
lows: 
a. i . � �; � (<i�iflfc?�') 

tfcF' �0 �0 
];fO �(m), � (n) � (m), � (n) � (m), � (n) �0 �(m), �(n) � (m), � (n) �(m), � (n) 
�0 � � t!fil: 
-:qo � 3111-<!ll\_ �<:J: 
qo � � �<:{: !;{0 318t m= � 
Bo � m= � 
11. � (f�fc?�') �0 �0 �0 
];fO � � �: �0 � � �: �0 3FI<fl 3111-<!ll\_ �: 
-:qo � 3111-<!ll\_ 3111-<:J: 
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qo 3!8U: 3W-� 3W-<i: �0 3!8U: 3Ff<U: � 
f!O � 3Ff<U: 31RJ 

b. 1.  3lBt ("); 3lG:: ( '1 �(i Cf) r& �) 
"Qq;0 f@:o � �0 3Wft (m), 3fG:: (n) 3lli(m, n) 3llfi (m), 311f-=r ( n) f@:o �(m), 3fG:: (n) 3lli (m, n) 31lB._ (m), 311f-=r ( n) �0 

3l1flT :wr-� :wftfil: -::qo � :wr-� 
31lftl..<i: qo 

� :wr-� 
31lftl..<i: �0 � 311fTI: � 

f!O � 311fTI: � 
11. 3lBt (t�f&�") "Qq;0 f@:o �0 
�0 3lBt 3lli 311!: f@:o � 3lli 311!: �0 3l1fU 3lT"� �: -::qo � 3lT"� �<i: qo �: 3lT"� �: 
�0 � : 311fTI: � 
f!O � 311fTI: � 
Notice that the pronominal endings are virtually the same 
as those already learned. 

1 9.2 These pronouns, especially the first, are immensely useful and 
are used as commonly as fl:, �. and m. 
Examples: 
� � I 
(Whose house is this?) 

31fB:t;:q;Jl � wf: � I  
(Dharma grows lax in this Kali age.) 
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� I  
(What of that?) 

$<l4<ftCI � 
(This one [i.e. , she] is very beautiful.) 

a. The first of these pronouns is sometimes used, especially 
in "politeness formulas ," with a noun meaning "person, 
man, woman," and so forth, as a very formal equivalent to 
the � � pronoun. �� � verbs are of course still 
required. 
Example: 
a:t�"<ldl44 �: 
(Excuse me [lit . ,  Let this person be excused] . )  

1 9.3 tRo<rr-s : Numerals 

Certain of the numerals and some techniques for numbering 
have already been introduced, including �the number one 
in its function as an indefinite article (see 5 .7)-, the collec
tive nouns -'9:<l'l\ (a pair), -� (trio) , and so forth, � 
compounds, and the ordinal numbers applied to the grammati
cal categories of case and person. However, a more systematic 
treatment of the issue of numbering will be useful. 

19.4 The d:ct11JI� numerals are, in fact, the source of our so-called 
"Arabic" numeral. Both systems work in the same way. Thus, 
one need learn only nine figures and the sign zero in order to 
write out the figures for any number. The more important num
bers, with their symbols, names, and arabic equivalents are: 
0 � 0  � � 5 
<t � 1 G '5fl!t 6 
::( � 2 \9 BtWl 7 
� fff 3 z:; � 8 

C:l � 4 � � 9 
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<to 
"i"i  
"i� 
"i� 
"i� 
"i� 
"iG 
"i\9 
"iz:; 
"i� 
�0 

� 10 �0 � 30 (f) 
� 1 1  �0 ::q�cuR�11_ 40 (f) 
ID«<! 12 �0  q�::ql�l1_ 50 (f) 
� 1 3  G O  �: 60 (f) 
� 14 \90 �: 70 (f) 
� 1 5  z:;o �: 80 (f) 
� 1 6  �0  �: 90 (f) 
� 1 7  <too � 100 (n) 

� 1 8  <tooo � 1 ,000 (n) 

� 19  <tooooo �8Ft 1 00,000 (n) 

�: 20 (f) <tooooooo �: 10,000,000 (f) 

The words for the numbers intervening between decades, e.g. , 
� "i, ��.  G�, etc . ,  are generally formed by prefixing a form of 
the "unit number" to the "decade number." 
Examples: 
�Cfi��lfa: (twenty-one) 
�;qft4�11_ (thirty -three) 
�:�: (sixty-four) 
However, for the number immediately preceding each mul-
tiple of "'o (e.g. , "i�, ��. ��), it is also common to construct a 
compound consisting of the next highest decade preceded by 
the adjective 3i::r ("less ,  deficient"), which in turn may or may 
not be preceded by the word �-
� (nineteen) 
$'"1��1Rl: (twenty deficient by one) = "i� (nineteen) 
QCfll'"I��IRl: (twenty deficient by one) 

1 9 .5 Cardinal Numbers 
a. The words for the numbers from one to nineteen are treated 

as adjectives. They must, insofar as their individual stems 
permit, agree with the noun indicating the thing numbered 
in case, number, and gender. 
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Examples : 
ct>tiidAf4 � = gftSqa!!R�c:il � t 
(I am smitten by the five flowery arrows of Kamadeva.) 

� wu ;ffi@ � � � 
(Rama has no equal in the three worlds.) 

� «<R� �: � �: I 
(Dasaratha' s  three wives had four sons.) 

b. The words for the numbers from 20 to infinity are gener
ally treated as nouns. They each have their own gender 
and construe with the thing numbered in one of two ways . 
1 .  The item numbered is in the !ffiT � and is gram

matically subordinated to the word indicating number. 
Examples : 
� �{>IS((OI(Ji(J(-e0fd I 
(A hundred men come.) 

� ��acsctftl � �= 
(The Raghavas shine even among thousands of gods. )  

u .  The word for the number is in case apposition with the 
thing numbered. For example: 
� �: 
(a hundred gods) 

1 9.6 The declension of the adjectival numbers (i.e. ,  't-'t�) requires 
some special attention. 
a. t:!Cf> : This word belongs to the pronominal declension (like 

B'Ci, etc.) .  It is also used as an indefinite article and in this 
usage may occur in the � in the sense of "some," 
"certain," 
Examples: 
Qct>it=qf.:G:� mn q.t � 1 
(One day the king went to the forest .) 
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� � � - · ·  
(Some people say that . . .  ) 
'CfcP has no �-

b. �. except in Bl11B, is treated as though its stem were g. It 
is therefore declined like any -3l stem adjective in all three 
genders, but only, of course, in the �-
Examples: 
ro � �= l  
(Two men went.) 

-g � C�G:a: I 
(Two girls speak.) 

�: �Cfi�: fc¥ l1<ll � I 
(Which of these two books am I to read?) 

c .  Numbers � through '1� have only � forms. f-f be
haves like a regular� stem in the " and '"I�Cfil&�· in all 
forms except the � where � would appear to be 
formed from a stem �-
Examples: 
� � �CfiiA l1<ll � I 
(I read these three books. )  

;furra:R'll� 'cif'C:Urt I 
(He killed three riilqasas.) 

f-ll.<i: �<i � � � �: I 
(These three elephants are to be given to the three men.) 

The �. however, is formed from the stem � which 
is declined more or less like any -� stem, except that its 
"!:�"� and � show no strength and are the same (i.e., 
m:), and its � has a short rather than long stem vowel 
(i.e . , � . 
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Example: 
�: �c<OlJiHIJI.,0Rl BBl I 
(Stui comes attended by three women.) 

d. � : Here again, as with -�. the " and '13act>IM�· form 
from a different stem than that of the �- Unlike -�, 
however, the " and '13act>IM�· forms have a strong and a 
weak stem. The strong stem is � while the weak stem 
is � :  

" '13act>IM�· 
-qo "'CFcfR: � 
fuo , �= 

I � ,  
�0 •= 
"i::fo qo �<l: 
1Sf0 � 
Bo � 
Example : 
� � � BR � � � 31CIJI&�;:(j I 
(The four vedas are understood only by him who has four 

faces [i.e . ,  Brahma] .) 

The � stem is �, and it is declined exactly like fmr 
(see 1 9.6.c above). 

e . The numbers 'i. through '1� do not distinguish gender. 
Except for � they are declined somewhat like '13act>IMW 
stems in -3f-t with the following exceptions : 
1 .  The "!:rerr! and � appear to have the forms of the 

singular of such stems. 
Examples: 

tp-q �: 
(=Jta �: 
;rcr �  

(five men) 
(seven goddesses) 
(nine gems) 
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u. The � is like that of a stem with a final 3l. 
Example : 
«<TRi � �; . . .  
(The pupil of ten teachers . . .  ) 

iii. � has the following declension: �o, �o � 9:0 �; 

1 9 .7 Ordinal Numbers 

Ordinal numbers, indicating numerical position in a sequence 
(e.g . ,  first, second, third, etc.) ,  correspond to the cardinal num
bers. They are all adjectival in nature. 

1 9 .8 The ordinals are: 
a. �� or 31W1 (first) 

� (second) 

� (third) 
��. �. or � (fourth) 
� (fifth) 
"l:ffl (sixth) 
B"tQ"ij (seventh) 
3rell (eighth) 
';fCPl (ninth) 
� (tenth) 

b. For the numbers from '1'1 through '1�,  the ordinals are the 
same as the cardinals. 

c. For the numbers over 20, the ordinal may be of two forms: 
1.  the suffix -ijll is added to the cardinal, 

Examples: 
ICi:aRt�Pi 
:;;j4ff=:i�IWi 

(twentieth) 
(thirty -third) 
(hundreth) 
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1 1 .  reduction of the cardinal back to its final -31, and if its 
final vowel is -�. substitution of -31 for -�. 
Examples : 
� 
� 

(twentieth) 
(eightieth) 
(sixtieth) (do not confuse with t5iE 

sixth) 

1 9.9 All ordinals, therefore, are -31 stems . 
a. �er:I, 3Wl, �. �. �. and � have their � 

forms in 311. 
b. All other nouns have their � form in �

Examples: 
�ep:rr fcr:JRp 
� fcr:JRp 
� fcr:JRp 

(nominative case) 
(accusative case) 
(locative case) 

1 9. 10 � � :  The Aorist 

Sanskrit has yet another full-fledged and elaborate verbal con
jugation with which the beginning student must somehow come 
to grips. This is the � ,  or so-called "aorist." The � has 
been left for last for a reason. It occurs in the classical lan
guage with much less frequency than either the � or�. the 
other preterite tenses. In fact, its use in the classical language 
is restricted largely to pieces and passages in which the author 
wishes to show his command of obscure forms. On the other 
hand, certain aorist forms of particular roots are not uncom
mon, and these must be learned. Moreover, there is a particular 
usage of aorist forms ( 19. 1 8) that occurs with some frequency 
and with which one should be familiar. 

1 9. 1 1  As its name implies, the � � is yet another past tense. 
The term 31WR, "of today," is meant to complement the terms 
� (�. "not of today," and tRlllJ (�, "remote," thus 
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distinguishing three basic kinds of past. However, as in the 
case of the other past tenses , no such distinction can be ob
served in usage. In short, the �. �  and �are quite freely 
interchangeable as simple past tenses. 

1 9 . 12  Types of � 

The "aorist," in fact, comprehends three basic types, several of 
which have subtypes of their own. It is not intended that you 
attempt to memorize the rules for the � formation in the way 
that forms like the � must be learned. Therefore, the follow
ing represents a brief synopsis of the major features and usages 
of the aorist system. Particular usages which should be learned 
are stressed. The three basic types, according to the stem for
mation, are: 
1 .  the simple aorist 
2. the sibilant aorist 
3. the reduplicated aorist 

1 9. 1 3  The Simple Aorist: The Root Aorist 

The simple aorist has two subtypes: the root-aorist and the 31 
aorist. 
a. The root-aorist is restricted to a small number of roots with 

final 3lT and the root .,.J'1 It is formed as follows. 
i .  The stem consists of the preterite augment 31 prefixed 

directly to the unchanged root. 
11. To this stem are then added the appropriate secondary 

� endings, except in the case of��. �. 
where the ending -3': is used. 

11. The treatment of the common root .,.flf._ differs from 
that of the roots with final 3lT in that: 
a. The ��. � takes the regular secondary 

ending -3FL 
b. Before the endings beginning with a vowel (i .e. , 

��. � and 3'"dli�'6t51, QCf;CliH) the letter ({_is 
inserted after the 3i of the stem. 



b. The paradigms, then, of ...JGJ and ...J� , are: 
t[c'f;'O 

'!:{0 
llo 

fu:o �o 
· �= ! � 
3lGB' I 3llFf 
31GJll I 3Pfl' 
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1 9. 14  The Simple Aorist: The 31 Aorist 

19 . 1 5  

The 31 aorist may be made from a fairly large number of roots, 
but is not usually formed in the 31kl0f�qe;_ It is formed simply 
by suffixing short 31 to the root, prefixing the augment, and 
adding the appropriate secondary endings. Only roots with 
final '3f; take �- In short, except for '3f; roots, the form is made 
exactly like the � of the sixth �- It is not, of course, re
stricted to roots of any �- Examples that you may see are 
...J� and ...J'CfCl Note particularly that ...J'Cf'C{_ in this form takes 
the irregular stem form � 
Example: 
� ct'i:l1lictl'i:l� I 
(He spoke this speech.) 

t[c'f;'O fu:o �0 
� � 3FJlq 
� �cil'i:ldlt{, � 

llo 3FJll: � 3Fllld 
31ctfq-; � � 

30 3F1llt{, 3FJl11ct' 3FJll1ll 
� � � 

Sibilant Aorists 

This class of four subtypes is so named because the tense-sign 
of each either consists of or contains the consonant B._ or ' The 
tense signs are ( 1) B._ or "l, (2) � less commonly (3) � and 
(4) R All forms require the preterite augment prefixed to the 
roots and take, with some slight variation, the secondary end-
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ings . Unlike the root aorist and in general the 31 aorist, the 
sibilant forms have both � and � conjugations. 
The 3lkJi�qe; forms serve also as the � conjugation for 
roots of the root aorist. 
a. The � Aorist 

This form is relatively common for an aorist. 
1.  Its stem is formed by prefixing the augment to the root, 

which usually is strengthened. � is added to this 
strengthened root. The rules for root strength are: 
a. Final vowels. 

Final vowels are subject to � in � and � 
in �. But final � takes no strength in the 
31kli�Ye:. 

Root 

'-'� (hear) 
'-'<ti (do) 

b. Medial vowels. 

Stem 

� 
� 

Stem 

� 
� 

Medial vowels are, ·�-ed' (if in a � syllable) 
in � and unchanged in 31kJi�qe;, 
Root � � 
'-'� (block) 3'tful � 
'-'� .,_(see) 3l9J8:1{ cf. 1 3  . 1 .  b) 31'<!8l:. 

u.  Endings: To the stem are added the normal secondary 
endings with three notable exceptions: 
a. '!4° 'Giio � takes -3': (not -3FI) 
b. '!4° 'Giio � takes -� (not -3Rf), 

and, most important, 
c .  '!4ep:f0 and lfc.<:rl0 �o � have the vowel � 

inserted between the stem and the endings. This 
is important as it lends a distinctive shape to these 
forms, which are in any case the only ones you are 
at all likely to see. 



For example : 
..J<Jj (do) � I 3fcfil"lff: (he/you did) 
..J� (see) :m::raftq_ I :m:Jafi: (he/you saw) 
..J;fi (lead) � I  m: (he/you led) 
..J1>J, (hear) � I �: (he/you heard) 

The complete paradigm of ..J� (see) is 
�0 �0 �0 

:m:J�: 
� 
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Memorize only the examples given in (c.) above. 
b. The � Aorist 

This form, less commonly encountered than the above, is 
of a similar formation. 
1. It takes the augment and adds �to the root, which is 

strengthened as follows: 
a. Final vowels are strengthened as with the � aorist, 

but here � is no exception, 
Example: 
Root 

..Jrr (cleanse) 

b. Medial vowels have � in � and �k10f�4G: if 
in a � syllable, 
Examples: 
Root � 
..J� (shine) � 

but ..J� (live) � 
Medial -31- is occasionally lengthened in �-

ii. Endings: Endings are as for the r:t aorist. Here, too, 
the endings of the 'Q'ep:ro, ll':-<:r=F, QCf;cfT:.I'"I � are, 
� �:. Moreover, before these two endings , the sibi
lant tense marker is dropped. 
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For example: 
Root 

"'� (be awakened) �I �: (he [was]  I 
you [were] awakened) 

Do not bother to memorize this form. 
c. The � Aorist 

This form, rarer still than the preceding one, is made only 
from roots in -311 and three roots in -31ll._ ; "'';ff{_ l P  (bow); 
"'<rfl lP (�) (reach) ; "'� lA  (take pleasure) . It occurs 
only in the �. its 31kli�4C: being formed like the B._ 
aorist. It is formed exactly like the � aorist. 
Example: 

"'� (stand) 

�erqo 1 lft.<r=fO "Qq;O 
3R=-._ I �: (he I you stood) 

Do not bother to memorize this form. 

d. The B Aorist 

This form can be made only from 23 roots, few of which 
are very common. These roots share the following char
acteristics: 
1.  They all end in � ,  ll_, or � sounds, which join with the 

B of the tense sign to form the conjunct ll:T. 
ii. Their root vowels are �. 3, or �-

a. B is added to the augmented and unstrengthened 
root. 

b .  To this are added the appropriate secondary end
ings with a few exceptions which are prescribed 
by the grammarians but which, owing to the rarity 
of the form, cannot be cited from the literature. A 
typical paradigm is that of "'� 6P (point out) : 



� 
�0 �0 �0 

311,toj�qc:: 
�0 �0 �0 
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�0 �� �� �a;q 
tJO �8:'f: �� �8:1d' 
3"0 �8:lll_ �a:nq �/l:T'["q 

�8:1d' �8JR!ll{_ �� 
�a:T�: �8:1T� �llJ'c:crl_ 
31fufiT �fi �" 

Do not bother to memorize this form. 
1 9 . 1 6  The Reduplicated Aorist 

This form, also not common, is of some interest because it is 
the �form that corresponds in meaning (although there is no 
formal affinity) to the �. or causative, conjugations. It is 
characterized by a peculiar and quite distinctive 31l-<m=l" or re
duplication. The 31l-<m=l" syllable is formed according to the 
general rules, with 31 and 3fi vowels becoming �- What is 
distinctive about the form is that it always favors a contrast of 
� (metrical lightness) and � (metrical heaviness) be
tween the 31l-<m=l" and root syllables. Thus, if the root syllable is 
�. the 31l-<m=l" vowel will be lengthened to make it �
Examples: 
Root 

-'./� (be quiet) 
-'./� (be bom) 

Stem 

� (make quiet, calm) 
� (give birth to) 

If the root syllable is � (i.e. , long vowel or short before con
junct), the 31l-<m=l" syllable will be light and, in this case only, 
an 31 vowel will appear as 31 in the 31l-<m=l". This is quite rare. 
The stem thus formed is given a final 31, as though it were the 
imperfect stem of an 31 1fOl root, and receives the endings 
proper to such a root. The paradigm of -'./� is as follows: 

�0 
� 31k'"l�qc:: 
�0 �0 �0 �0 �0 

31��1'"1�1'{_ � � 31�fi�l��l'{_ 31��(4;::q 
31��14�'{_ � ��: �� �qlJ_ 
31�fi�l4t<=l 31�fi�l'"ll'"l � 31�fi�I'"IICI� 31�fi�l'"ll'"l� 
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The form is not common enough to wovrry about, but its com
mon metrical structure of V - V - represented by the 
sequence: augment, heavy �<HB, light root, any 1:%"0 � 
ending, makes it easy enough to recognize. 
Examples: 
� ltP=tl"IJbH� I 
(Kausalya gave birth to Rama.) 
qGJ ctRl: cN41f.l'1lOI�fi�l\011_ I 
(Then the heroes extinguished the fire of [their] anger.) 

19 . 1 7  ��. Q<.flcfiH, �. � 
The aorist has various modes, none of which you need learn, 
and, as with any non-present form, its :jjk\01�4C:: forms may be 
used in � m. However, there is a special, peculiar, � 
m form, which occurs only in the �0 � and has no regular 
conjugation. It is formed by adding the personal ending � to 
the augmented and generally strengthened root . 
a. The root is strengthened as follows : 

1 .  Final vowels and usually medial -3l- in a light syllable 
are subject to �. 

u. Other medial vowels, if in light syllables, are subject 
to �. 

m. After final 311, the consonant <I_ is placed before the 
ending �. 
Examples : 
Root 

--./c::r (give) 
--./<f (do) 

1 9. 1 8  The Injunctive 

� (it was given) 
3l<.fllR' (it was done) 

There is one usage made of the � forms which is quite dif
ferent from the basic preterite application. This is the so-called 
injunctive, or negative imperative, which may be formed from 
any � form by dropping the augment and using the regular 
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prohibitive particle (lll) (see 1 1 . 1 8) .  In classical Sanskrit, this 
usage is perhaps more common than the preterite one. For 
example: 
Root Injunctive 

--J<f (do) CPlT m: I (Don 't do that ! )  
--J"l! (be) lffil1 � llT � I  (Let Bharata not be 

king ! )  
--J� (go) � � I � llT �:  I (0 Arjuna ! Do not be 

a weakling ! [lit . ,  Do 
not go to unmanliness ! ] )  

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up until the sentence beginning with � 
�-. Isolate all � � and � forms and in each case 
provide two finite equivalents (e.g . ,  is the form is � give the 
corresponding � and �-

B. Do the same for the passage up to !?ll4oRcflcU'i:f. 
C. The same for the remainder of the reading. 
D .  Translate the following sentences into English. 
1 1 '1 1 1  GRR� � � ctltt<:>'41G><i1 IWit!Bffi �: 

ijo:e:l!�=;f H cif� 5H"l_ I 
1 1 � 1 1 �: ijtif�lr'tilHt�a:� � lll ��R�:1td'l � 

� I  
1 1� 1 1  <r<::r (l'iilk'"l<il �: ljG>R.>utct:o:fl � � tnftlf.t � 

�:CI'41Cf'lft�:'4cfl'i:l1_ I 
1 1gn � � q;: � � � WctT � � � �: 1 
1 1� 1 1  ct'1Jt'"l'1H'""di trqq: fci;q<:f'l� I "'iW "!re0'4: I � � �: 

� ctt<:>tftfci;(t'"li'4Ul I 
E. Translate the following into Sanskrit, using the forms used in 

the chapter. (Give also equivalent � and � forms. ) 
1 .  There was a terrible riilcyasa in Lanka named Raval).a, the 

equal of a hundred gods in battle. 
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2 .  In order to kill this enemy of the righteous, the gods caused 
Hari to be born among men. 

3 .  I f  a man should act like a riilcyasa (� , � �). 
then, like a night-roamer (�:),  let him not see (injunc 
tive) the glorious sun. 

F. Translate and memorize the following verse. 

�: qRe;Jo<ll fCWJ41c>Stdl sftt tfrl l  
llfUFrr �: Blf: � ";{ �: 1 1  

The analogy is based on  the poetic convention that snakes, 
particularly the deadly cobra, carry precious gems in their heads. 

READING 

�� �<:d�l�t:<i<fl nr.ft JnC:ICiff ;rcff � �t=dcf�tCII 
f<i H JOt Cfl I t5ff q__ I CRI: 

�: B rmT (Jl{: 8la1fgdl4: � �a_.-qOl";{ 1 
� fJIR<:r51�� �: �HPC:4JICIIPI��t :  ll'i l l 

� 1J_�4J:tlrfl �fi'l: tf0f�ll&l4i ftr�<rr � ��Cffi1 I 
31�11jf6JOtrBJOt4 � � tr8Rft �ORCfl ;w:r dtf:JOtrG;06Cf)J<:04 
SCfB"q__ I B"T -::q �'(cf)qf fcf�T ����� �T8:TB"T�U�F� 
G!MlCflCflOcCflf4 C:�14lC!t=4 <:JCIOHf�T � I � m eR 
�� WRft eft ID �'!:[:qrroq� cfl<:tCIS::Iafu:t 1 

� �� wf CJ_�.:<f JOJ�C:tl I 
Rt� � m  �BR �<:ctt=CI<il 1 1 � 1 1 

� -::q Cfl I JOt Jil ffid I � Cl :q '"1 JOt cfl :q � I � cfR 
� �U'f(cfl ;w:r tr8Rft CfliJOt�fCioft I 
ncrm ;w:r -q l;lTal rrarn1 rr�: 1 
�{o4fdcfl� -::q <U\ lJrcRl {Cf(�CS10� 1 1 � 1 1  
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3HT lFfl BQIJI.-�lltfu � I � � ";'[ ClCJ �� I ,(;!lv<OII 
m 1 3Ren �tfl'"1('4lG>il C�CJ l;mR -:qm llaJ�tS<:�ItoflRI 1 cri 
Cfi I '"I q I �I <Si�< 18Rff 13ft(l11: ff'"l d lf cf� Cl� 'i lOl � cfR:l_ I Cfd fc1 Cl I� 
sfFr I l;ll'Cil � lt s fc1 Cl I ffi <:fl cftit �� llCfl ClCJ �� I trc:f 
�� �UJ Cfill"lCI�IJicl<i nll �� qR,<:�v<:! C'J&JOlUI'"Ictl�<t_ I 
�UJ <j� lWlf ClCI lOJfc1tS<:! I� 1 lFfl � �<_cj G>UsCfiiPct�RtS<:�
Btfu I � $1BCfiRUi � C'Ja-"lfUTI $B�cflct l� I GR1l sfFJ 
cm;R S;rj ::it�<:! � I w:i BCJFCl' fc1�11Mifa:T (l'"lq,;ft lOJfc1tS<:�fB I 
Cfi1 f%" ��� � � a-"WTI <!:ID � Btcri ";'[ ,(;j ciifu\RI I � � 
�Ta:rBl Cfill"l&ct�<:! � C'J�t'"loil'ib4R$1BlOlfc1citHJl cm 
-=cJ: B'<:!'"ll"l�<:!d I �f{URctlctl� -=cJ I � (111 

3ffllfi lla"I�IS(;!I� 4�<:!d�dCI l"l l'j�J{_ I 
� � �RtS<:! I� �:� <l�� lltS I I 

-=-\?,""""1ifi="TI m �J;"i�>g:l �� �aUrihlo<:!l'4l ='<i)ITTJOi&="�Jt�Jr>:"'I�IT:::IICI-:rq; 
<leTT I � Cfftld�di PlctR<OIIl"li�CII� -=cJ I ¥�: � 
4Rt: l� ";f CfiG>tG:kCfit4: 1 � &�"�G>il n8Rff . fc1�q��WB 
�'t'�o<:�tilfa I d-c*'CII ll<:�cflf%ai -a� -:q �� <ll"ll'jcit : Fcf
��� U�T: Cf;uf'i'TBl�G: I �� fcl�0::tCfiUJ";fTUT 
�dlG>t:dCfi�lljCI::tG>.-Jl �ct-cilf01dl-c0tfu\dH'il l;lJCi'{ mi 'dttJCf 
�� � I �en;{ �TC<l l"ltii<SiM <_eR �<{�IB{i�UI G:WJT
narnRi Bi!dlj4fc1e m fc1'€ftla1 � �C1fc1�qa1Cfi� 
�� � Pl441d 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

3RT 
(adj)-first 
3lfumr: 
(m)�verlord, king 

� 
(adj)---<:onformable, suitable 
3R� 
(ind )�therwise 

� 
(n)-security 
�: 
(m)-ablution, ritual bath 

� 
(f)-having a small belly 
311-.::i:Pifd:Cl 
(adj )---<:overed, enveloped 

�: 
(m)-lord, Siva 
� 
(adj)---<:razy, drunk, maddened 
� 
(adj )-seated 

�: 
(m)-the 8gveda 

q;uccp; 
(m)-thorn; fig. ' something 

irritating' 

�: 
(m)--elephant 
cpul: 
(m)--ear 

�: 
(m)-Kamadeva, god of love 
cf)JtF€'fil1_ 
(adj)-taking any form at will 

� 
(ind)-a prefix implying 'badness ' 

pq 
(adj)-ugly, deformed 

�: 
(m)-sword 

(<R": 
(m prop)-Khara, a great riilcyasa 

chief, brother of Raval)a and 
SiirpaQakha 

PlR<Icit�:ift 
(f prop)-' daughter of the King of 

the mountains, ' i .e . , Parvati ' 

(f prop)-name of a river 

� 
(n prop)-Janasthana, portion of 

the DaQc;lakaraQya, headquarters 
of Khara 
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(adj)-equal (2P)-be informed; � = � 
v'� R + v' '! 
(4P I A)-be satisfied (5P I A)-be blocked, prevented 

� filrvFq = �  
(adj)-three (see 1 9 .6 .c) m 
�: (adj)-slain 

(m)-'having ten necks ; '  epithet � 
of Raval)a (adj)-five (see 19.6) 

GJB: �: 
(m)-servant, slave (m)-joke, jest 

� � 
(f)-having an ugly face (n)-leaf 

�: �: 
(m prop)-Diisal)a, brother of (m)-noose 
Khara 
v'� 
( IP)-run 

v'� 
( IP)-roar 

(f)-river 

�: 
(m prop)-Nandi (or Nandin), 

Siva 's  bull 

;;rm 
(f)-nose 

f.l:BtWf 
(adj)-having no rival 

(m)-ancestor 

� 
(adj)-flowery 

vi'! 
(9P I A)-purify 

v'� 
( IOP)-worship, revere 

(adj)-famous 

�: 
(m)-goad 

� 
(adj)-famous 
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�: 
(m)---question 

qlll. cq + ..f�ll!.) 
(6A)-see, behold 

� 
(adj)-addressed, spoken to 

� 
(n)-power, strength 

..f-qll!_ 
( IOP)-eat 

� 
(f)-sister 

(adj)-terrible, fearsome 

..fWl 
( lP)-wander 
lj"'C.�: 
(m)-middle, waist 

� 
(f)-having a big belly 

� 
(adj f)-female human, woman 
'£JI:WCICfl: 
(m)-fawn 

�: 
(m)�elusion 

�� 
(ind)-according to pleasure 

4�..:;041 
(ind)-by chance 

� 
(adj )-joined, furnished or 

endowed with (with � or in 
compound) 

� 
(n)-a cosmic era 

� 
(n)-battle 
rra:mt 
(f)-a female riik$asa 

..fmt 
( lP  I A)-shine 
(TCIUT: 
(m prop)-Ravat)a 

�: 
(m prop)-Rudra, a name of Siva 

� 
(n)-form, beauty 

� 
(adj , f- -i)-potbellied 
CR 
(adj)-best, excellent, most 

precious 

� + ..J"'Cf\._ 
( lP)-wander 
AAffif 
(adj)-severed 



fcwT 
(adj)-ugly 

RRl\ 
(n)-bathing, ablution 

.JWr1 
( l P  I A)-smile 

rPid'iCll{ 
(ind)-with a smile 

..;� 
( 1 P)-flow, run 

fc4'€'q01¥{_ 
(n)--disfigurement 

� 
�)--disfigure 

� 
(adj )--disfigured, mutilated 

fcR:ftq 
(adj ; f -�)-ugly 

�aft 
(adj f)-having large eyes 

� 
(adj)-(in this B1liB) slender 

�: 
(m)-bull 

�: 
(m)-veda 

O<Wdt 
(f)-tigress 

� 
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(f prop )-SiirpaQ.akha, sister of 
RavaQ.a 

� 
(n)-blood 

Bcfl 
(adj)-surrounded 

� 
(ind)-suddenly, at once 

� 
(adj)-very terrible 

� 
(ad j)-handsome 

� 
(ad j)-furious 

.J"Rl 
(2P)-bathe 

�: 
(m)-sound, cry 

�: 
(m)-sound, cry 

mB: 
(m)-laughter 

� 
(ind)-indeed, surely 
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ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

battle � (n) 
enemy �: (m) or 31ft: (m) 
righteous � (adj) 
Hari (Vi�l).u) �: (m prop) 
glorious d61�Cli (adj) 
sun �: (m) 

GLOSSARY FOR VERSES 
(In order of occurrence) 

�: 11fUT: 
(m)-evil person (m)-jewel 

w + ...Jii � 
( lP)-avoid, shun (ad j)-ornamented 
m Btt: 
(f)-learning (m)-serpent 

� � 
(adj)-ornamented (adj)-fearsome, terrible 



LESSON 20 

¥l and � �-s; The � � 

Nominal Derivation and Sanskrit Vocabulary 

20.0 The grammatical complexity of Sanskrit is such that, in the 
first year, it tends to overshadow other areas of language 
learning, especially the acquisition of a working vocabulary. 
Nonetheless, the major features of the grammar will soon, 
through constant repetition, become quite familiar. Vocabulary, 
on the other hand, tends to loom as a greater issue when one 
begins reading Sanskrit texts . With Sanskrit, more perhaps 
than other languages, the beginning student feels that he or she 
never seems to be able to learn enough words so that he or she 
can obtain some modicum of freedom from the dictionary. 

20. 1 There are a number of reasons for the extraordinary richness 
of the Sanskrit lexicon. One of the reasons concerns the deri
vation of nouns and adjectives from verbal roots . Despite the 
relatively small number of verbal roots in common use, it is 
possible, through the use of the �-s and a wide variety of 
derivational suffixes, to make a given root the base for a large 
number of words. By combinations and permutations of the 
�-s and suffixes, it would easily be possible to generate a 
hundred words from a single root. Mastery of the more impor
tant of these suffixes, like a knowledge of the �-s, is, 
therefore, of immense help in the task of acquiring a working 
Sanskrit vocabulary. 

20.2 Sanskrit derivational suffixes are called �-s and fall into 
two major categories depending upon whether they are added 
directly to a �  or to some more complex form. Suffixes that 
are added directly to a verbal root are called <Ft �-s (pri
mary suffixes), while those added to a form already derived by 
<Ft or other derivation are called � �-s (secondary suf-
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fixes). For example, from the root �� (awaken) , we may 
derive, by means of a familiar � �  ' -q, ' the form � (� 
�) (awakened, enlightened, the Buddha). Then, from this 
� derivative, we may further derive, by means of a . �. 
the form � (a follower of the enlightened one, a Buddhist) . 

20.3 The most important �-s and their basic functions are best 
learned according to their basic category (i.e. , � or .), 
and within each category, according to their significance. Be
fore going on to examine the �-s, however, it is essential 
that you be thoroughly familiar with the grades of vowel 
strength called � and � (3.5-7). These vowel grades are 
often characteristic of the various kinds of nominal derivation, 
and it is difficult to relate many forms to their underlying forms 
without a clear, virtually automatic, knowledge of the grades 
of the simple vowels .  If you cannot immediately see that the 
words �. uc:rq, �. �' 31ltf, and � are derived from 
�eT, -rq, �. �. � and �� respectively, go back to 
3 .5-7 and learn the vowel grades thoroughly. 

20.4 Major R �-s 
� derivation is primary in that it depends on the simple ver
bal �-s of the language. Although all three vowel grades (no 
strength, � and � occur in various examples of � deri
vation, it is a fair generalization to say that � is the most 
characteristic while the other two are less common. 

20.5 !here is one group of � �-s that should by now be quite 
familiar to you. These-the participial, infinitive, gerundive, 
and gerund suffixes such as -q, -';[, -WI. -�, -<:!, -m, -(cff, 
and -�have been discussed elsewhere. 

20.6 There remain, however, a number of �-s that are used to 
derive nouns and adjectives from the verbal roots . Such de
rivatives differ somewhat from the participles in that they 
generally lose their verbal character insofar as they do not so 
clearly have �-s and �s in sentences. 
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a. fcfqq_ 
The simplest of these suffixes, is the zero, or fcfqq_ �
Derivative nouns with this suffix consist simply of the 
verbal root with or without an �- Such forms are rela
tively rare and are restricted to a few items, mostly � 
nouns expressing the action of the root. 
Examples : 
Root 

..J� (see) 

..)� (fight) 

3tf + frr + ..J� ( l P) 

Derivative 

� 

(f) (sight) 
<�wP..) 
(f) (fight, battle) 
(�'[cl)( see 3 .25 .a) 

� [-� (f) (upani�ad) 
(sit down near [�]) 
B"l{_ + ..J� ( I P) � [-� (f) (assembly) 
(sit together) 
q# + ..J� ( I P) � [-a"] (f) (assembly) 
(sit around) 
3lT + ..J� (IP) � [-� (f) (calamity, 
(undergo misfortune) misfortune) 

The fcFqq_ �. however, is more common in forms occurring 
at the end of compounds (see 1 2. 1 7) . Here, it forms an agent 
noun, i.e., a noun identifying the agent of the action of the 
root. Unlike action nouns, agent nouns can take any gender, 
depending on the inherent gender of the person or thing iden
tified as agent. 
Examples: 
..J� (9P) (know) 
..Jful ( I P) (conquer) 
..JGJ (3P) (give) 

�: (knower of everything) 
� (conqueror of lndra) (see 2 1 . 1 )  
CR"G;: (m prop) (boon giver, 

Brahma) 
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b. 3l 
This is the most important derivational suffixes in the lan
guage. It is added freely to a large number of roots and 
with them forms of a great number of action nouns mostly 
"· Before this suffix, the following changes in the root 
occur: 

l .  A root vowel, if capable of� (i.e. , in a light syllable or a 
final long vowel), takes it. (In fact, this suffix is largely 
restricted to such cases.) 

2 . Medial 31 is subject to �. but this is not invariably the 
case. 

3 .  Some final vowels are likewise subject to �· 
4. A �  (palatal) �. and sometimes {l in root final posi

tion revert, before the �. to their corresponding � 
(velar) . 
Examples: 
Root Derivative 

-..�� ( IP) (conquer) �: (m) (conquest, victory) 
-../<pi_ ( 4P) (be angry) cRq: (m) (anger) 
..J� (4P) (be angry) �: (m) (anger) 
3<\_ + · ..J� (2P) (go up) �: (m) (ascension, 

success) 
..J� (7P) (split) �: (m) (separation, split, 

distinction) 
� + ..J� (7P) �: (m) (distinction, 

(distinguish) species) 
..J� ( IP) (grieve) m= (m) (grief) 
..J� ( lP) (leave) c<lFJ: (m) (abandonment, 

renunciation) 
..J� (7P) Uoin) <lPT: (m) (mental 

concentration) 
-../C'J:l_ ( 4P) (be greedy) �: (m) (greed) 
Blt + 3lT + -../';J'ff{_ ( 1  P) �: (m) (meeting) 

(come together) 
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3<\ + "� ( I P) (tremble, �: (m) (fear, trembling) 
fear) 

"fcm. (2P) (know) 

"1- ( 1  P) (be) 

fcf + "� (6P) (release) 
� (7P) (enjoy) 
"CS. (9A) (choose) 

�: (m) (veda, sacred 
knowledge) 

lfcl:fll�Cr: (m) (being, state, 
abstract condition) 

�: (m) (release, visarga) 
�: (m) (enjoyment) 
CR': (m) (boon) 

i .  A few words of this derivation are neuter. 
Example: 
"� (3P) (fear) � (n) (fear) 

u .  A few are agent nouns. 
Examples: 
"<r (8P) (do) CR/CPR (at end of compounds) (doer, 

�: 

c. -31T 

maker, agent) 
(m) (light-maker, sun) 
(m) (pot-maker, potter) 
( I P) (emit fluid, urinate) �: (m) (cloud) 

A number of roots, especially those whose vowels do not 
qualify for � or � (i.e., short in heavy syllable or long 
non-final, see 7. 16), form � action nouns with the 
suffix 31T. 
Examples: 
Root 
"� ( lA) (serve) 
"llfl'l. ( lA) (speak) 
� ( lP/A) (play) 
"�(lOP) (think) 

Derivative 
-acu (0 (service) 
� (0 (speech, language) 
� (0 (play, sport) 
mr (0 (thought, anxiety) 

As seen in Lesson 1 8, this suffix routinely fonns action 
nouns from the � (desiderative) stem. 
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Examples : 
Root 

.YlFf_ ( 4A) (think) 
.Y� ( I A) (ward off) 

d. -3R 

Derivative 

� (f) (inquiry) 
� (f) (disgust) 

The suffix -3R, like -3l, is one of the most productive and 
important of the non-participial 'Fcl �-s. Like -3l, it 
forms action nouns freely from many roots. Before it, root 
vowels generally take � if they can. In contrast with the 
-3l �. -3R forms nouns mostly in the "i�q;fc?�·. Final 
� (palatal) consonants are unchanged before -3f.l. 
Action nouns of this group sometimes take on a sense of 
object nouns, i.e., nouns indicating the object of an action, 
or, in the case of � roots, nouns indicating the locus 
of action. A few are agentive. 

Examples: 
Root 

.Y"Jffl_ . ( 1  P) (go) 
..J� (2P) (kill) 
.Yq:q__ 
.YGJ 
.YTfi 
.y� 

(2P) (speak) 
(3P) (give) 
(3P) (drink) 
(7P) (enjoy, eat) 

.Y� ( lP) (speak) 
� + .Ylf{. ( I P) (adorn) 

-v� (3P) (stand) 
.,J-;ft ( lP) (lead) 

Derivative 

� 
� 
� 

(n) (going) 
(n) (killing) 
(n) (speech) 

GJ"11l. (n) (giving, gift) 
lWfl{_ (n) (drinking, drink) 
� (n)(enjoyment, food) 
� (n) (face [mouth]) 
� (n) (ornament, 

adorning) 

� (n) (standing, place) 

� (n) (eye [leader]) 

.y� (7P) (crush, grind) � (n) (grinding) 

.y� (5P) (hear) � (n) (hearing) 
.Y31Rl_ (2A) (sit) � (n) (seat, posture) 
.YCITt. ( I  P) (carry) � (n) (carrying, mount, 

vehicle) 
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e. -3l : 

. f. 

This suffix forms a fairly restricted group of predominantly 
'"lqeCfifM�· action nouns. Before it, root vowels take � if 
possible (see 9.0-9.4) . 
Examples: 
Root 

.../err{_ ( 1  P) (burn, 
perform austerity) 

.../� (2P) (speak) 
.../T:FI_ (4A) (think) 
.../";ff{_ ( l P/A) (bow, 

do homage) 

-8 

Derivative 

Cftl": (n) (austerity) 

cr;;r: 
tR: 
;p:J: 

(n) (speech) 
(n) (mind, thought) 
(n) (homage, bow) 

This suffix forms many important � action nouns . 
Before it, roots are generally unchanged or weakened, ex
actly as before the -a of the � �-
Examples :  
Root 

.../� ( IP) (go) 

J;J + .../31Tq_ (5P) (attain) 

Derivative 

�: (f) (gait, path, way, 
going [see 6 . l .b] ) 

mftt: (f) (attainment, 
acquisition) 

( 4A) (think) -qfu: 
(6P)(release, free)�: 
(4A) (be born) �: 

(f) (thought, opinion) 
(f) (liberation) 
(f) (birth, genus, 
caste) 

(P) (see) 
( lP) (pour, 
shower) 

3TI + .../<f (8P) (fashion, 
form) 

(f) (sight, vision) 
(f) (rain, shower) 

�: (f) (form) 

.../� ( 4A) (be awake, �: (f) (idea, thought, 
aware) highest mental 

faculty) 
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v"Cf'Cl ( IP) (speak) 3Rl;": (f) (speech, saying) 
'./� (6P) (create) �: (f) (creation) 
v"ft{ ( lA) (take mr= (f) (pleasure, love 

pleasure in) making) 

1. The common root V'tf'G.._ ( 4A) ,  "go," forms qfu: (f), "go
ing," despite the fact that the � � is tr::i (see 
10 . 12) .  This important root occurs only with �-s. 

g. -lFI. 

Examples : 
3Cl_ + V'tf'G.._ (be born, �: (f) (birth, 

arise, originate) origin, arising) 
� + V'tf'G.._ (experience �: (f) (misfortune) 

calamity) 
B1l_ + V'tf'G.._ (experience �: (f) (good fortune) 

good fortune) 

This suffix forms action nouns from a few roots. The nouns 
are mostly "''�BCfif&�·. Before the suffix, root vowels are 
subject to �-
Examples: 
Root Derivative 
'./� ( 4A) (be born) � (n) (birth) 
V<f (8P) (do, make) � (n) (action, karma, 

grammatical object) 

h. -� 
This suffix forms, from a few roots, nouns that individu
ally indicate an instrument or means of the action of the 
verbal root. These nouns are usually "l�Cfir&�·. Before 
this suffix root vowels are subject to �-
Examples: 
Root 
'./� (2A) (go) 

Derivative 
� (n) (limb of the body 

[means of motion]) 
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-JTfCl ( l P) (fall, fly) � (n) (wing [means of 
flying]) 

..jqr ( l P) (drink) � (n) (cup, drinking 
vessel [instrument 
for drinking] )  

..J� (2A) (rule, � (n) (scientific or 
restrict) prescriptive text 

[means of 
instruction] ) 

..J� (5P) (hear) � (n) (ear [means of 
hearing] )  

..J;ft ( l P) (lead) � (n) (eye [means of 
leading] )  

..J� (2A) (clothe) � (n) (clothing [means 
of clothing] )  

1 .  -� 
This � forms agent nouns in the " and <1�4?1&*·· 
Corresponding � nouns are formed with the suffix 
::fi. Before these �-s root vowels take � if possible. 
They may be added to many roots . The suffix � is the 
same one discussed in connection with stems in final =11 
( 10.0-3) and the � ( 16. 1 2.2). It is added to the stem with 
or without the vowel � as noted at those places. 
Examples :  
Root 
..J'f (8P) (do) 

( lP) (lead) 
(3P) (give) 
( l P) (protect) 

Derivative 
� (m,n) (::fi f) (agent, 

maker, grammatical 
subject) 

� (m,n) (::fi f) (leader) 
GR! (m,n) (::fi f) (giver) 
� (m,n)(::fi f) 

(protector, 
protectress) 
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1 .  Before this suffix, certain roots in which a consonant 
precedes the sequence � are changed as follows: 
3l � 3lt ; � � � . (See 10 .8 .d). 
Example : 
-'./crer_ ( 1  P) (carry) (m, n) (carrier) 

J .  -31cfi 
This � forms " and "''�(iCflf&�· agent nouns. Its 
� equivalent is usually -�. although -3Tcfil and 3fctt 
are occasionally seen. It is used fairly freely. Before it, 
medial short vowels take �. medial 3l and final vowels 
� 
Examples: 
Root 
-'./;fi ( I P) (lead) 

(7P) (split) 

( l P) (cook) 

(8P) (do) 

Derivative 
1FfCfl": (m, n) (leader, hero) 
� (f) (heroine [in 

drama]) 
�:� (m, n) (splitter) 
� (f) 
qrqq>:� (m, n) (cook) 
� (f) 
�:�(m, n) (effector) 
C:liRCflll (n) (the relation of 

noun to a verb, 
expressed by the 
grammatical case) 

"CfllfrCflT (f) (concise, metrical 
statement in one of 
the �-s) 

20.7 The above are by no means all of the CFJ.. �-s. They are, 
however, the most important and commonly used. The others 
do not generate enough forms to warrant your learning them. 
It is sufficient to learn the individual forms without worrying 
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about their derivation. You should, however, make yourself 
familiar with the above list of suffixes and the ways in which 
they work. 

20.8  � Derivation 
Just as the <FJ.. �-s are used to generate a variety of nouns 
from the verbal roots, so the a%a' �-s enable one to build 
new nominal forms based on the meanings of other nominal 
stems. The underlying nominal forms are called �-

20.9 The forms thus derived are of several types. Two of these, 
however, are most important. 
a. Derivative adjectives. 

1 .  These are normally derived from nouns and indicate 
that their � (modificand) is in some way related 
to the �. 
Examples: 
� 

(n) (mind) 
(m) (world) 
(m) (man) 

Derivative 
(adj) (mental) 
(adj) (worldly) 
(adj) (human, 
pertaining to men) 

u. Such adjectives are themselves often stereotyped as 
nouns, especially when they refer to people who know 
or study the thing indicated by the �-
Examples: 
� 
041$(0('"1.. (n) 
(the science of 
grammar) 

Derivative 
a<lt$(0( (adj) (pertaining 

to grammar, but 
more commonly: 

a;q(q)(O(: (m) (a grammarian) 

iii. This kind of nominalization is regularly stereotyped 
in the derivation of proper names from those of some 
parent or ancestor. 
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Examples: 
� Derivative 
«<R�: (m) (Dasaratha) �: (m) (son of 

Dasaratha, e .g . , 
Rama) 

� (f) (Kunti) �: (m) (son of 
Kunti ; e .g . ,  Arjuna) 

b. Abstract nouns. This important class of nouns is derived 
freely from both nouns and adjectives. If X is any noun 
and Y any adjective, the derivations are usually best trans
lated X-hood, the state of being an X; Y-ness, the state of 
being Y. 
Examples: 
� 
'$1 (adj) (cold) 
� (adj) (young) 
�: (m) (man) 

Derivative 
� (n) (cold, coolness) 
� (n) (youth) 
� (f) (manhood) 

20. 10  Just as � of a root vowel i s  a frequent characteristic of � 
derivation, a characteristic mark of the � derivation is �
A number of the most important of the � �-s require 
�, which occurs in the initial syllable of the � - This rule 
has one relatively important exception. When the first vowel 
of an underlying form is immediately preceded by the semi
vowel � or CI._, especially where the semi-vowel is the resultof 
an external � change of the final vowel of a quasi-indepen
dent word (e.g. , the 3'tRFf-s f.l-, fcl'- or the coumpound forms �
or �-), this semi-vowel is first analyzed into � or 3Ct and the 
� then applies to the vowel � or 3). This applies to all � 
suffixes requiring �-
Examples: 
� 
o4(Cfl(O(J{ (n) (grammar) 

(fcl'-3l[ -q;(UflJ) 

Derivative 
�41Cfl(O(: (m) (grammarian) 



�: (m) (logic) 
�: (f) (individual) 

fCrn: (m prop) ('l}:mf:) 

�: (m) (logician) 
� (adj) (personal, 

individual) 
Blcra: (m prop) (son of 

Svasva) 
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When a semi-vowel preceding an initial vowel is not the result 
of external �. the regular rule applies. 
Example: 
� Derivative 

� (m prop) (BFi-lj) �: (m) (son of 
(the god Brahma) Brahma) 

20. 1 1  The most important of the � �-s are: 
a. -31 

This suffix is as important among �-s as its phonologi
cal twin is among the ¥ts (20.6.b) . It has four basic 
meanings, the first two of which are somewhat more im
portant than the others. The meanings are: 
1 .  31q�4cll'i*fl (genealogical descent) 
2. "l"fiCICII'i:ICf> (abstraction) 
3. � (possession) 
4. � (knowledge) 
The suffix has a �  counterpart, �- Both require � 
of the first syllable of the wrfu. 31 (and �) are added to 
nominal stems as follows: 
i. They replace final 31 or 31T. 

Examples: 
wrfu 
�: (m) (son) 
<llfl1 (f prop) 

(Yam una river) 

Derivative 
qf:;r: (m) (grandson) 

�: (m prop) (son of 
Yamuna) 

'll"Cfu: (m) (mountain) m (f prop) (daughter of 
the mountain) 
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1 1 .  They replace final �. 
Example: 
� 
mm (f prop) 

(Sarasvat:i) 

Derivative 
�= (m prop) (son of 

Sarasvati) 

111 .  They are added to the � of -3'. 
Example: 
� 
�: (m prop) 

(Raghu) 

Derivative 
('I'C:l'q: (m prop) (descendant 

of Raghu) 

iv. They are added directly to �. which is not strength
ened. 
Example: 
� 

(m prop) 
(Tval}lf) 

Derivative 
�: (m prop) (son of 

Tval}tf) 
v. They are added directly to consonant stem finals. In 

the case of final 3Rl.. the weak form 3Kl is the base. 
Examples :  
� 
lf.l: (n) (mind) 
� (n) (Brahman) 
� (m) 

(the Himalaya 
mountains) 

Derivative 
(adj) (mental) 
(m) (a brahman) 
(adj) (pertaining to 
the Himalaya 
mountains) 

The following are additional examples of its uses : 
1 .  31q�4clli!Cfi 

(m prop) 
(Raghu) 

Derivative 
('I'C:l'q: (m) (Rama, descen

dant of Raghu) 
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�: (m prop) � (f) (Sita [daughter of 
(Janaka) Janaka]) 

l:fcfu: (m) (mountain) m (f) (Uma, daughter of 
the mountain) 

2. l"liClCli'ClCfl 
� Derivative 
� (adj) (heavy) � (n) (weight, 

profundity) 
� (adj) (light) � (n) (lightness, 

triviality) 
�: (m) (child) � (n) (childhood) 
� (adj) (young) � (n) (youth) 

3 .  � 
� Derivative 
ftrct: (m prop) (Siva) � (adj) (belonging or 

pertaining to Siva) 
�; (m prop) � (adj) (belonging or 

(Vi�IJ.U) pertaining to Vi�!J.u) 
�; (m) (Buddha) � (adj) (belonging or 

pertaining to 
Buddha) 

4. � 
� Derivative 
o4jCfl(0jt{_ (n) (grammar) a41Cfl(Uj : (m) (grammarian) 

-<:r 
This suffix is also of great importance. It is used to form a 
great number of nouns, mostly l"liClCllilCfl (abstract), which 
are generally '"l�t!Cflf&�·. � of the first syllable is general, 
but a number of forms show no strength. The suffix re
places any stem-final vowel and is added to any stem-final 
consonant. 
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Derivative 
(f prop) (Aditi) �: . (m)(Aditya; the Sun) 
(m prop) 'Cf?l"CXl: (m) (son of Kavi) 
(name of a sage) 

2. lOiiClCli"''Cf? 

This is one of the most productive generators of 
lOiiClCli"''Cf? forms in the language. 
wpa 
�; 
�; 
'tffilsa: 

Derivative 
(m) (hero) � (n) (heroism) 
(adj) (proper) � (n) (propriety) 
(m) (wise man) q1f06cl!l{_ (n) (state of being 

a wise man) 
� (adj) (eager) 3"fidjCflll{_ (n) (longing, 

eagerness) 
� (adj) (lazy) � (n) (laziness) 
� (adj)  (indifferent) 31\<!J�rl!l{_ (n) (indifference) 
�: (m) (fool) � (m) (foolishness) 
c&: (m) (hero) � . (n) (no �) 

(heroism, valor) 
� (n) (face) (adj) (no � 

(foremost) 
3 .  � llfCI':  (produced from the referent of the � 

wpa 
�; 

c .  -� 

(m) (tooth) 
(n) (palate) 

Derivative 
� (adj) (dental) 
� (adj) (palatal) 

This is actually the preceding � with the epenthetic 
vowel � before it. It occurs where the suffix -<i would 
otherwise have to follow a conjunct consonant directly. 
wpa 
� (n) (field) 

� (n) (kingly power) 

Derivative 
� (adj)  (pertaining to a 

field) 
�: (m) (the princely class) 
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d. -� 

e. 

This suffix is largely restricted to the function of forming 
possessive adjectives from the pronouns . In each case it is 
added to the form the pronoun takes in Bl1lB ( l 2 . 1 6 .d). 
The � shows no strength. 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
B:, BT, � 
-l:!<l' 

(I) 
(you) 
(you) 
(we) 
(you) 
(he, she, it) 

Derivative 
� (adj )  (my) 
� (adj) (your) 
� (adj) (your) 
� (adj) (our) 
� (adj) (your) 
m (adj) (his, hers, its) 

This is a relatively common suffix, mostly as an 3fq<:"!lcll't:!Cf5. 
It replaces a final vowel and requires �-
Examples : 
� 
� (f) (Kunti) 

(f) (Ganges) 

fcR<rr (f) (Vinata) 

Derivative 
�: (m) (son of Kunti, 

Arjuna) 
�: (m) (son of the 

Ganges, Bhi�ma) 
�: (m) (son of Vinata, 

Garuga) 

The suffix has some non-3fq�:<fCII't:ICf5 usages. 
Examples: 
� 
�: (m) (sage) 

�: (m) (man) 

�: (m) (guest) 

Derivative 
� (adj) (pertaining to 

!$is; descended from 
T$iS) 

� (adj) (human, as 
opposed to divine) 

�� (adj) (pleasing to 
guests) 
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f. -� 
This suffix requires � and replaces a final vowel. Its 
chief use is as an 314,'!JC'II""'Cfl. 
Examples :  
� Derivative 

(m) (Dasaratha) �: (m) (Rama) 
(f) (Sumitra) �: (m) (Lak�mal)a) 

g. -� and -en 
These two �ICICII""'Cfl �-s are extremely important. They 
are used with great freedom to form abstract nouns, which 
signify the state or condition of being that which is indi
cated by the �. They correspond to the English suffixes 
-ness, -hood, etc. No strength is required in the�· Nouns 
formed with -� are '1�eCflfc?�·; those with -en are �. 
Examples: 
� 
Cfiftt: 

Derivative 
(m) (monkey) � (n) (monkey-ness, 

the state of being a 
monkey) 

tfW (adj) (sweet) � (f) (sweetness) 

h. -Cfl" 
This common � has various meanings. It is sometimes 
used as an agentive suffix, sometimes as a diminutive, and 
often with no special meaning. It requires no strength in 
the �- For example: 
� Derivative 
3R: (m) (end) 3Rfcfi: (m) (ender, i.e. , 

death) 
� (n) (form) � (n) (giving form, i.e. , 

metaphor) 
�: (m) (son) �: (m) (little boy) 
ll"(lJlq: (m) (man) l1[01ClCfl": (m) (youth; especially 

a brahman boy) 



(m) (arrow) 
(adj) (naked) 

�: (m) (arrow) 
� (adj) (naked) 
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I .  -� 

J .  

This suffix requires � in  the first syllable of  the �- It 
has various uses, chiefly as � (possession) and � 
(knowing something). It replaces a final vowel and is added 
to a final consonant. 
Examples: 
� Derivative 
�: (m) (world) � (adj) (worldly) 
iffl:: (m) (veda) � (adj) (vedic) 

�: (m) (a vedic scholar) 
�: (m) (dharma) � (adj) (righteous) 
�: (m) (logic) �: (m) (logician) 

� (n) (purii!Ja, �: (m) (a man versed in 
a class of texts) purii!Jas) 

8M]Cf: (m) (inherent � (adj) (pertaining to 
nature) inherent nature, 

innate) 
tr.{: (n) (mind) � (adj)  (mental) 

-3f<:P 
This suffix functions like the one above but is generally 
less common. 
Example: 
� Derivative 
� (f) (a philosophical �: (m) (a follower of the 

school) mimiiiJlsa school) 
The form � (adj), mine, is derived by this � from 
the liffit �o form of � (See verse at 1 8.23.2.a.) 

k. -ll<l 
This suffix, which is added directly to a nominal stem with
out any vowel strength, forms adjectives conveying the 
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sense of "made of'' or "consisting of'' the thing indicated 
by the �- � before this suffix is external. 
Examples : 
� Derivative 

� (f) (speech) � (adj) (consisting of 
speech) 

C:W5:__li<!ll{ (literature) 
� (f) (mind, � (adj) (consisting of 

consciousness) consciousness) 
� (n) (wood) � (adj) (made of wood) 

I. There are a number of suffixes which indicate the pos
sessor � of the �- These are said to be tcllf?kctcll'i:!Cf> 
(expressive of ownership) .  These have already been in
troduced in the various paradigms. They are -JR{, -� 
-� and -fcr;J, (See 1 1 .3 and 1 2.0- 1 2.3 respectively. ) 
Examples: 
� Derivative 

(m) (wing) 11fa:q 
(n) (asceticism) � 
(m) (cattle) � 
(f) (memory) tlfctJir(f__ 

· · m. 3��ctl'i:!Cf) � 

(m) (bird) 
(m) (ascetic) 
(adj) (rich in cattle) 
(adj) (having a good 
memory) 

There are two unrelated sets of�-s that are used to form 
comparative and superlative grades of adjectives. They 
are said to be 3�Cf)�ctl'i:!Cf> (expressive of superiority) :  
i. -eR--comparative 

-Qll-superlative 
These are added to any adjectival stem. If the stem is 
one that has a twofold distinction of strength, then the 
weaker is used; if the distinction is threefold, the middle 
grade is used. The object of comparison is usually in 
the � �-
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Adjective 
� (dear) 
� (great) 

Comparative 
� (dearer) 
� (greater) 
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Superlative 
� (dearest) 
� (greatest) 

11. -�=-----comparative 
-�-superlative 
These are technically ¥_ �-s, before which a root 
is subject to �- Relatively few roots take these forms 
in the classical language, and even then, the deriva
tives are not often really related to their roots .  
Therefore, i t  i s  best simply to learn a few important 
forms. Each of the following examples shows the ad
jective corresponding in meaning, not the underlying 
verbal root. 
Examples: 
Adjective Comparative Superlative 
� (good) �: (better) � (best) 
� (heavy) �: (heavier) � (heaviest) 
� (young) cp;fj<:J: (younger) � (youngest) 
� (old) �: (older) � (oldest) 

m. The declension of the superlative ending in � is like 
that of any adjective in 3l; its � ending is 3ll. On 
the other hand, the declension of comparatives in �: 
is quite irregular. It will be given in the following 
chapter. (See 2 1 .4.) 

n. -Ckl.. 
This �. added to any noun (stem final consonants are 
treated as in compounds), forms an adverb conveying the 
sense of "like" the referent of the wrfu. (See 2 1 .6.a.ii .a) 
Example: 
� Derivative 
q;fi:t: (m) (monkey) � (ind) (like a monkey) 
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20. 1 2  The� � 
a. This � is treated separately from the others for two rea

sons. First, it is common and extremely versatile . Second 
it requires a subsidiary element, either a finite form or a 
derivative of the roots -!er or -Ill 

b. The � itself is �. and it is added in place of a final vowel 
or directly to a final consonant. It requires no strength in 
the �. 

c. In meaning, the � construction is rather like one use of 
the � (denominative-18 .27-30), in that it indicates 
that a thing either becomes or is made into, literally or 
figuratively, something that it is not. 

d. When an intransitive, reflexive sense is desired, a form of 
the root -!� is used. When the transitive sense is desired, a 
form of the root -!er is used (see 1 8.29.) The effect of this 
is to create a series of new complex "roots ." 
Examples: 
� 
Cf5UI (adj) (black) 

Derivative 
� ( lP) (to become 

black) 
� (8P) (to make black, 

to blacken) 

From these "roots" can be made any finite form and any 
'Fl. derivation that can be made from the simple roots -!er 
and -Ill Note that in the formation of the gerund, the � 
affix has the effect of an � (see 1 1 .7). 
Examples: 
� 
y_;tsofiCfiltOI'{_ 
y_;wfiy_;a 
y_;tsufiy_;�4 

� (it will become black) 
(n) (blackening) 
(adj) (blackened) 
(gerund) (having blackened) 
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i. If the � is a noun, then it indicates a genuine change 
of state. For example: 
� � flPJCfl1q;(IRt I 
(The king makes the boy into a soldier.) 
If the � is an adjective, then the form indicates a 
change of quality: 

;rRl � � {!Cf&:lctiilkt I 
(The woman whitens her breasts with sandalwood.) 

ii. Perhaps an even more important usage of the � is in 
a figurative sense. Here the change of state is not real. 
The subject either acts like (�'!), or, more often, treats 
or regards something like (�<f) the referent of the �
Example: 
3R � i!lci!S'61!li@tUq;:j •Pitl'fcfPd I 
(Hey ! These policemen are turning the penance grove 
into a city [i.e. , they are making noise and generally 
acting as though they were in a city] .) 

� � � � �id;4lcit'1fclfdloit�IJI(l if}ISqctJCf>d: I 
(0 Maruti [Hanuman] ! You, in leaping, have turned 
the ocean, a hundred leagues across, into [a puddle in] 
a cow's hoofprint.) 

iii. Idiomatic usage: The adjective 8l', "one's own," and 
the indeclinable 31W (ind) (exclamation of agreement), 
"OK," are used idiomatically with the � � and 
�Cf to indicate acceptance, either mental or physical. 
Examples: 
� � ='e:ftir.::rq;,.:rJo""'4 l1cfdT I (or f41Cfiillj � I) 
(Please accept this food, sir.) 

� "CllCf"<:i ";J Cfid>l'4�!ih4d � I 
(Such speech is never accepted [agreed to] in India.) 
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20. 1 3  Examples of  the use of various �-s. 
Virtually all of the Sanskrit you have learned so far has been 
illustrative of the principles of nominal derivation. However, 
a few remarks on some of the uses of this principle may be 
helpful. 
a. One valuable result of the system of suffixes is that it makes 

possible a very precise and systematic evolution of techni
cal terminology. Consider the root ..J� (7P) with the 
� •fct• in the sense of "qualify, specify." Although 
finite forms of the verb are not common, its nominal deri-
vations are very useful. Thus: 
1 .  fcl�IS!Oil{, "qualification," is used in grammar to indi

cate an adjective. 
� (gerundive), "to be qualified," then means the 
noun modified by an adjective. The� of course, 
is �. "modified," by the fcl�ISIOI'"l_ etc. 

n.  The poetic terms 3"GlTI (f), "simile," � "subject of 
comparison," and � "object of comparison" are 
derived from 311 + ..Jlff (2P), "compare." 

111. By use of the various suffixes one can derive many of 
the important grammatical terms from the root ..J<J]. 
Example: 
� 
� 

(subject) 
(object) 
(instrument) 
(action word, verb) 
(case relation) 

b. Juxtaposition of two (or more) derivations of the same root 
can, by virtue of the significance of the �. make for 
very powerful conciseness of speech. 
Example: 
�: � BtllB) "one who has done what he had to." 
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Here, eight English words are needed to express what can 
be expressed by one word in Sanskrit. Again, take the 
example, ftl�qti!Oifl (\1� 7P-grind) "the grinding of the 
ground" (i .e. , beating a dead horse) , where five English 
words are needed to express one Sanskrit word. 

c .  The capacity of Sanskrit for concise utterance, through a 
combination of derivational techniques , nominal compo
sition, and the connotative power {fi) of the case endings, 
is nowhere better employed than in the �-s, or schol
arly texts. 
Example: 
3lfciw 4R�Jo41 ciFt:IJii(OIIjzy;ll:loRif!Rl�qRJ�<j�CII� I 
(Ignorance is to be shunned because of its being the cause 

of the origination of the cycle of re-birth, which is charac

terized by birth, death, and so forth.) 

Note here how the one compound, even though it has seven 
members, requires twenty-three words in an English ren
dering. 

d. The different "meanings" of the different suffixes make 
for a virtually unlimited freedom of paraphrase. Take, for 
example, the term �CI'i4"1¥{ (=� CfCRli) "the speech of 
the Buddha." By subjecting the � "�," which here is 
a noun, to further � derivation, one can generate the 
adjective�. "Buddhist," "pertaining to the Buddha." One 
can then substitute the � W!1B <Sl'l<t:CI'i4"1l{ for the origi
nal �- Likewise, derivatives of adjectives like �. 
"clear," and �. "fast," can be used variously to convey 
more or less the same meanings: 
Examples: 
i . they can be used adjectivally 

� sW\ � I (The swift horse runs. ) 
� 'CI'"'CR � I (He speaks clear speech.) 
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e. 

11.  or adverbially, 
:mJ: � � I 
� qc::fij I 

(The hose runs swiftly.) 

(He speaks clearly.) 

111 .  or, by � derivation, they can be made into abstract 
nouns which can then be put in an appropriate case, 
:mJ: � � I (The horse runs by swiftness 

[i.e. , swiftly] . )  
(He speaks with clarity [i .e., 
clearly] .) 

As a final example of the usefulness of learning the major 
suffixes, consider the following partial list of derivations 
of the root ...J� (7P), "join, harness, yoke, concentrate the 
mind." 
<:iF�: (m) yoga, spiritual exercise, yoking, 

a philosophical school 
� (m) -� (f) Yogi, Yogini:, yoker 
� (adj) joined, fitting, proper, 

concentrated (as of mind) 
�: (f) joining; a well-made plan, plot, 

strategem 
� (adj) to be yoked, joined 
� (n) instrument for fastening, rope, 

thong 
� (m, f, n) harnesser 
� (n) yoke, pair, cosmic cycle 
� (n) joined pair; even (as of numbers) 

(adj) 
� (adj) suitable, fit, proper 
� (f) propriety, suitability 
� (adj) suitable, fitting 



<1FT (m) 
� (n) 

4l61f.lq; (adj) 

� (adj) 
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a follower of the Yoga school 
a yoking, a measure of distance 
(i.e. , as far as one goes without 
unyoking oxen, etc . ) ,  mental 
concentration (=yoga) 
pertaining to a yojana, of so many 
yojana-s in length 
to be joined 

Many more forms could be derived from the root preceded 
by various �-s. 

EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up to q(448RI. 
B .  Pick out and analyze all <Ft and all � derivatives from the 

passage. Give, for �-s, the root, �. and meaning; for�
s, the �. �. and meaning. 

C. Do the same up to �"'1�"'11��-
D. Do the same for the remainder of the reading. 
E. Generate the indicated nominal derivatives from the following 

list of �-s and �-s using the indicated �-s. 
Base � derivative and meaning 
�: (m) (buffalo) -31 (adj) (related to or coming from 

buffalo) 

�: 
-� (n) (state of being a buffalo) 

(m prop) (Piiru) -31 (m) (son or descendant ofPiiru) 
..J� ( l P) (abandon) -31 (m) (renunciation) 

(6P) (release) 
(2P) (speak) 

-� (adj) (to be abandoned) 
-fa (f) (release, liberation) 
-::I (n) (organ of speech) 
-Cl (adj) (spoken) 

� (m prop) -31 (adj) (related to, coming from 
(Himalayan mountain) Himalaya) 
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3fc'iB (adj) (lazy) 
� (f prop) 

(the Ganges) 

-<i (n) (laziness) 
-�(m) (son of the Ganges) 

O<:!lB: (m prop) (Vyasa) -� (m) (son of Vyasa) 
�: (m) (messenger) -<i (n) (office of messenger) 
14 + -J� (6P) (enter) -3l (m) (entrance) 

-3R(n) (entrance) 
-J� (4A) (be born) -lf.=l(n) (birth) 

_fa (f) (birth) 
�: (m prop) (Upagu) -3l (m) (son of Upagu) 
-J� ( lOP) (think) -3lT (f) (thought, anxiety) 

F. Translate and memorize the following verse from the �'i:!Rd, 
in which we hear the dramatic vow of the newborn prince � 
affirming his destiny. 

� � � 6fdl�dl� �ql,qRlR4 � I 
"Citlru>�i fBQJiktf4&lct<:t crroff � l1<XU%�1jCII"CI 1 1 

G. Analyze the following derivatives used in the above verse. In
dicate the underlying form, the �. and the type of deriva
tion (<Ft or � - Check the glossary for verse, below, for all 
items. Give case, number, and gender where applicable. 
a. � 

�b. �: 
'.c. � 
d. 3F<U 
e. llCf: 
f. �: 
g. � 
h. �: 
i. � 
J .  � 
k. l1o<i 

1. � 

(-J'4r [3P] [place]) 

(-J� [6P] [point]) 

(-J"CfUl [ lP] [sound]) 
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READING 

�: �URC11<011 00 � � d'� �TifOiclfu:J'Cl
mRT !Th::tCf)Ol'ilfBCf)j � � �8:<:1 ��d': W trei �  I 
� Cl?Jl-<ti � �cj fCI�ftlaT l llll �: cm ¥"i61cfti1 �
llRCJRPlci� � � -q� I 

�8l lFfl �� wB�UJ: I 
Bif;;f ilfu:;ft � Cf)8l � qlt<:!Rt 1 1 '1 1 1 
'Cf)8:l' ��: =-Cl)Tni<OIM""""I.-¥0imjBll� �"JJd'T: I 
�� lla:t�ts<:�Pa Pl6at<:� 1f<lT � 1 1 � 1 1 

Cfd': BCtrf¥ifil�fu:d � �URC1<011 W: q(¥0i¥i .. 1�� ¥"i61cil&H.-a
Cf?lq¥0ilc:l i��C4¥0icfl:q1_ 1 � � �tr::tl a1qe1�"cil<l 
c;:osCf)RU4 Cf)41i4'i �� � �: I '8� crcl Cf)R�'�¥"ii 1111 
� �� � �fB 1 QC41j*bl n� ����1q4RI � 
$'41�1¥iili!''4 � GJW�: ��4¥0ifCI@<OI ��'iiJI-c\3.-C::I�I<:��-
1=Jll_ 1 ��et� 1Jn .. a�"<ilq¥ilc:ll� Cf)l<f,ten �la<:¥0i�cftct l 

�� l1cJ -a� �: !'k<:!'i .. a<: : 1 
<TJC�� �€1'6'ilo::l laRu.-C4q 1 1 � 1 1 

� Pl�lli4\!l'jC41i4 
�IS¥0il .. 6 .. 1j¥"i� �rccr � Pl<:il�a: 1 
� �rlfftm� clt ��ci P!@i4<:1 :  1 1 g 1 1  

�� ¥"i6k¥"i'il �<.lcfl4aqa., '8 �&q1o1<:�l n8RII: � 
�: I 

� "'iT �: � �¥0i6k¥0i'i : I 
� 6 1t4fB �IOII'i'Ellt¥0i1Pm� 1fQ 1 1 � 1 1 
Cf)J � � ��Rfj�Cf)t� � �� I 
3"1t¥0i1Cf)¥0i"'ld : t� F¥ ��� 1 1 � 1 1 

� �qiOIIta ��8Jlj� � � q<:¥iC1Jit I B' cfRt 
";J 8:fUlll9@61¥iHtalfrr �c{� qf{'C:Iefitqrfrf �&Tfrr aiC4�R-
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��C::I wJl f."I�II"C�<Iwa:4l15�<1 � � � I d" 
� nooRi cmitB �� � ct<?4lct>lf."lct Btrf � ��: 1 
q;)-:q,q' �� f."I�II"CI�� �cfUR<lldlCI � � � l];��� 
� 'lrcR W Bel @q<fiJOiRi I ClfitW•<f U f."I�II"C�<l � �: 
a.-�ISfUt ;w:{ B'11qRfljfi:�<f �: {q(CI"CI'110icn"CIC( I 

�<'f�T �TfUT 1l1l f?q"dl'jctfcf� I 
(ool �JOi�"IHi e�tsctf."lctRf'11l{_ 1 1 � 1 1 
rft06ft'!C1CIOIJ'1i mnurr �<ct>4UIIl{_ I 
('))�m�Tftuli iSJ����ll"l 11 z:: 11 B;ri B��� 

�� 1 �: B�� nooB� � � 1 3Fml1 
� f."I�II"CI<"C�t: (i{q(�ISfOII �� ... 10J"d"l511el ffflCIJfi�;:r I 
�� G;U6Cf)I(U<fffercJRT nOO�CI? QCIICf)l=q;il ';JJll Cl?� 
�:W � q?�f?qdHL<f n� G\�l'!ftci � i!ICIOI!jq
� {q(�ISfvlfCHI�I":j �G\'lU;>-"CICf)R 1 1  
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GLOSSARY 

�: 
(m prop )-name of a rak�asa 
3BR[: 
(ind)-in front of 

� 
(8P)-accept, agree to 

� 
(adj)-not turning back 

� 
(ad j)-obedient 
3Fa<fi: 
(m)-death (lit., "ender") 

� 
(adj)-slain, annihilated 

� 
(n)-garment 

31�: 
(m)-use, value 

31Kf 
(adj)-afflicted by 

�: 
(m)-battle 

311' 
(adj)-fierce, terrible 

3q__ + '-'er 
(6P)-tear to pieces 

� 
(�)-stir up, arouse, produce 

� 
(idiom)-such kind, such sort 

�: 
(m)-body 

q;� or -� 
(ind)-somehow or other, barely 

�ej': 
(m)--epithet of Rama 
� Tt= 
( ind)-how much more (or less) 

'-'fa:Ttt 
(6P)-throw 

m 
(adj)-harsh, cruel 
�: 
(m)-a kind of celestial being 

� 
(n)-thought, will 

�: 
(m)--cloud 

QT'�Rl': 
(m)-ascetic 

� 
(adj)-so many, as many 
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::j'@ 
(ad j)-frightened 

� 
(ad j)-smeared 

� 
(adj)-invincible 

�: 
(m prop )-name of a demon 

�: 

�: 
(m)-iron bar, a massive club 

tffiUT: 
(m)-hand; at end of compound 

'having . . .  in hand, ' for example, 
�: 'with sword in hand' 

!k'!l1�< 
(adj)-being in the immediate 

neighborhood 

(m)-title of respectful address to J;j'qGJ 
a king (f)-a beautiful young woman 

--./'cf\ � 
(5P)-be bold or courageous, be (adj)--delighted 

confident, dare '!4rn" 

� (adj)---come, arrived 

(n)-fortitude, courage tJ;;,: 
f.i<{\fuia (m)-foam 

(adj )-appointed � 
f.l + --./Cffl.._ (adj)-strong, powerful 

( IP)-live, dwell � 

f.l + --.j� (adj)-killer of brahmans 

( IA)-tum back --./� 
f.l + --.j� (7P)-split, cleave 

( 4P)-hear, listen lfiq 
m (adj)-terrible 

(adj)--dark, blue-black � 
� (n)-vital spot 

(n)--dissolution, death 11RCf 

��: (adj)-relating to Manu; -1:1-
(m)-bird (here, carrion bird) man, human 



(adj )-human; -b-man, human; (n)-chest 
-!-woman 

� 
(n)-flesh 

"� 
( 6P)-release 

� 
(n)-moment, instant 

� 
(m)-head, forefront (of battle) 

� 
(f)-earth 

'3JII""a�t:l: 
(m)-cloud gathering at the end 
of a cosmic cycle 

� 
(n)-battle 

!'{ 
(f)-battle 

�� 
(n)-herd, group 

�ll:T: 
(n)-rak�asa 

� 
(n)-crying 

�ll:"Wl_ 
(n)-target 

� 
( f  prop)-name of Raval).a ' s 
capital 

"Cfi{ 
( I  P)-kill ,  slay 
qul: 
(m)-color, hue 
�: 
(m)-ant hill 
fcr + "� 
( 4P)-be destroyed 

� 
(adj)--delighting in 
�: 
(m prop)-son of VisravaJ:ta; 

Raval).a 

�: 
(f)-power, ability 

� 
(n)-body 

� 
(n)-lance, spear 
� 
(ad j)-infuriated 

� 
(adj)-pierced 

� 
(n)-battle 
B"JRl 
(adj)-joined or united with 
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� 
(adj)-like 
WIT: 
(m)-battle 
� 
(adj )-at end of compound 

'endowed with ' 
B'lf: 
. (m)-snake 

(adj)-gentle, pleasant; as a 
vocative, 'my friend ! , '  'my good 
man ! '  

(f)-violence, injury 

GLOSSARY FOR VERSE 
(In order of occurrence) 

�: 
(m)-enlightenment 

� 
(n)-the world, universe 

� 
(n)-benefit, well-being 

31� 

� 
(f)-direction, cardinal point, 

quarter 
�: 
(f)-gait 

fcr + "� 
(lOP)-look at, perceive 

(ind)-at end of compound 'for the Cfl1lfi 
sake of' (f)-speech 

� 
(adj)-final, last 

llC{: 
(m)-existence, worldly 

existence, the world 
�: 
(f)-birth 

� 
(adj)-true, capable (of perceiving 

truth), fortunate 
� 
(adj ; f -�-at end of compound 

'does, makes or causes ' 



LESSON 21 

Additional Consonantal Stem Formations; 

Stems with Final � Vowels ; Some Irregular Nominal 

Declensions; Declension of the Comparative Suffix �<I:; 
Some Remarks on Adverbial Formation 

2 1 .0 Aside from the nominal stems with final consonants already 
introduced, there is a class of nouns ending in one or another 
of the simple consonants . These nouns are most often mono
syllabic and derive either from a root with only the � or 
zero, suffix (20.6.a), or from a root in final short vowel to which 
the consonant q_has been added ( 1 2. 1 7) .  

2 1 . 1  Nouns of this sort are normally � when they signify the 
action of a verbal root (e.g. , � [f] [battle] ; � [f] [direction]) 
and commonly " when they signify its agent (e.g . , � 
[m, f, n] [sinner] ; � [m] [foe, enemy]). The declension of 
such stems is the same for " and �- "''�t�Cf'f&W· stems 
are less common and as usual, differ in the �� and �-
The variation of the stem final consonant in the paradigms is a 
result of the rules of "possible word finals" (3.25). 
a. � (P�lf&W") (speech) 'Q'cp0 �0 �0 

�o, tlllo � ri Cfrq: �0 � ri Cfrq: 9:.0 crrqr �� cnf.h.l: -:qo � �� ��; qo Cfrq: �� ��; 15[0 C{T'q: �; � 
Bo � �; en� 
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b. � (") (weapon bearer, warrior) 
'QCJiO �0 �0 

'!:l'o, Bl\o � � �: 
�0 � � �: 
9:0 � � �: 
-:qo � � �: qo �: � �: lS[O �: �: � 
B'o � �: � 

c. � ('1�<.f)f0�) (creator of the universe) (=� 
'QCJiO �0 �0 

'!:l'o, Bl\o � � � 
�0 � � � 
9:0 � �<rr\ �: 
-:qo � �<rr\ ��: 
qo � : �<rr\ ��: lS[O � : �: � 
B'o � �: . � 

2 1 .2 A typical stem with a final � vowel is '11 (f:;;ftfM�') (boat) . 
'QCJiO �0 �0 

'!:l'o, Bl\o ;ft: � "11CC': 
�0 � � "11cc': 
9:0 ;rrcrr �<rr\ ;fip:r: 
-:qo � �<rr\ ��: 
qo "11CC: �<rr\ ��: 
lS[O "11CC: -;:uq): "11CrP=l 
B'o � -;:uq): � 

2 1 .3 Irregular Declensions 
Aside from the regular declensions, Sanskrit, like any other 
language, has a number of nouns which are irregular. That is 
to say, these nouns fail in one or more forms, to follow the 
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pattern which one would expect for their stem finals and gen
ders. Fortunate! y, the number of such nouns that are of common 
occurrence is rather limited. The following are the paradigms 
of some of the more important irregular nouns. 
a. � (� (friend) has a decidedly peculiar declension 
which should be learned. m<fi (t::ftiM'S'D is declined regularly. �0 

j;[O 
�0 
�0 
-:qo 
qo 
t!fO 

Bflo 

�0 �0 
� m.cw:f: 
� � 
�<wl_ �: 
�<wl_ �<:[: 
�<wl_ �<:[: 
m= 
m= 
� m.cw:f: 

b. qfct: (� ( l . lord; 2. husband) is regularly declined when 
it means "lord, master, etc. ," and in either meaning when 
at the end of a compound. However, when it is used to 
signify "husband" and is not the final member of a corn-
pound, its declension is : �0 �0 �0 
j;[O qfct: tRft �: �0 � tRft � �0 � 
-:qo � etc . ,  as a regular �-stem 
qo �: 
t!fO �: 
Bo � 
Bflo � 

c .  31faT ('1SBctiiM�") (eye), and also the neuter�, (curd) �. 
(bone), and Bfcf�. (thigh), form the weakest cases (i.e . , weak 
forms before vowel-initial endings) from corresponding 
stems 3lllFJ. GXq, etc. 
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3lfa:T (13�<hl&�n (eye) 
t[c:pO �0 �0 

�o, �o, �o 3lfa:T 3lfajufi 31aftfUT �0 31/fUTT -� �: 
-:qo 311l:-1it -� 3lt8P-<:J: 
qo 31/l:-"U'f: -� 3lt8P-<:J: 
1!f0 31/l:-"U'f: 31/l:--ult: 31/l:"Ufl1\ 
Bo �"U'ft31m 31/l:--ult: � 

d. qf� � (road) is quite irregular. 
t[c:pO � �0 

�0 q-�: q-...ewft tr�: 
�0 q-� q-...ewft q�: 
�0 qen �� �: 
-:qo q� �� �<:f: 
qo q�: � �<:f: 

1!f0 q�: q�: t{ew:{_ 
Bo � �: � 

e. � � (bull) ; (f�l&�n (cow) is also irregular. 
t[c:pO �0 �0 

�0 �: "JJTCit �: 
�0 � "JJTCit "Jf(: �0 � � �: 
-:qo � �<nll �<:f: 
qo �: �� �<:f: 

1!f0 �: �: � 
f!O � �: � 

f. The noun � ctl&w prop) (epithet of Indra) takes in 
weakest forms a stem � 

t[c:pO �0 �0 
�0 lj"'q'CCT � ll'CrcfR: 
�0 li'<::Jct 111{_ � lf<::lf.:r: �0 lf<::JRT �� �: 
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:qo � �<wl. ��: 
qo �: �<wl. ��: 
1Sf0 �: �: � 
Bo � �: � 
Bl\0 � � �: 

g. 3lQ1._ ('11B<'PI&�n (day) supplements its paradigm with forms 
of �: . In Bll"IB, only �: occurs as a prior member, while 
as final member � (like � may revert to the 3l de-
clension. 

'Q'CPO �0 �0 

'!4o, �o, Bl\o �: � 13Wofi 31mf.t 
�0 � �<wl. 8: 
:qo � �� ��: 
qo �: � ��: 
1Sf0 �: �: � 
Bo ��� �: �:lJ 

h. 'eft: (tsfll&�) (thought) 
'Q'CPO �0 �0 

'!40' Bli._" 'eft: � �: �0 � � �: 
�0 � '4P-<w!_ "c:flfil: 
:qo �� 'cfil.� 'cfil.�: 
qo �:�: 'cfil.� 'cfil.�: 
1Sf0 �:�: �: �fc.1Fwl 
Bo �� �: � 

The Comparative SuffiX �: 
This �. introduced in the previous chapter (20. l l .m.ii), has 
a peculiar distinction of strength and weakness in " and 
rt1B<'PI&W. The strong-weak alternation is <ti&_(�/�� 
(e.g. , � : ) . The � is formed by adding � to the weak 
stem and is completely regular. 
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2 1 .5 

a. �: (better) 
t:fcfiO fuo �0 

" �0 so �0 so �0 
'!:1'0 � �: m m �: � 
fuo � �: m m �: � 

I I I I I I �0 m �� �: 
'q'O � �� �(J: 
qo �: �� �(J: 
"fl'o �: m= � 
Bo � m= �:� 

I I I 1 1  '8lJ..o � �: m m �: � 
b. Note that in most cases, the strong stem is in � 

Example: 
�: (heavier) '!:1'0 � �: � �  �: � etc. 

�-s: Adverbial Formation 
Of the three types of words mentioned in 4.3, adverbs, or 
�-s are naturally the cause of least difficulty. Neverthe
less, a few remarks about their formation are in order. 

2 1 .6 There are many kinds of adverbs but two, especially, invite 
systematization. These are 1) adverbs formed by the use of 
special adverbial suffixes, and 2) adverbs formed by stereo
typed usage of the � endings. 
a. Adverbial Suffixes 

A number of the suffixes, which-when added to various 
forms of the pronominal stems-produce the characteris
tic interrogative, relative, correlative series of �-s 
(6.3), may be added to other stems. Most of them may be 
appended to the adjectives which decline pronominally 
(5.7). 
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Examples: 
B$1 
� 
BClcJ: 
� 
3R� 
� 

(everywhere) 
(always) 
(from all sides) 
(elsewhere [especially "in the next word"]) 
(otherwise) 
(elsewhere) 

1 .  The suffix -Cf: however, may be added to virtually any 
nominal stem to form an adverb. 
Examples: 

Adverb Noun 
� (n) �: (ind) (according to 

(authoritative text) 
(m) (dharma) �: 

(n) (back) �: 
(adj) (foremost) :mRf: 

the sastras) 
(ind) (in accord with 
dharma) 
(ind) (behind) 
(ind) (first, in front, 
in the .beginning) 

�: (m) (village) �: (ind) (from the 
village) 

n. There are some other suffixes which may be used to 
generate adverbs. 
a. -CRI.. forms an adverb from any noun X, in the sense 

of "like X." (See 20. 1 1 .9.) 
Examples : 
q;fq: (m) (monkey) 
� (ind) (like a monkey) 
Cf4fiO�Cfl: (m) (a frog in a well) 
Cf4fiO�CflCl1_ (ind) (like a frog in a well [i .e., in 

a narrow or provincial manner]) 

b. -"ell may be added to numerals , or to adjectives 
indicative of quantity, in the sense of "-fold." 
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Examples : 
� "two" � (ind) (twofold) 
� (adj) "many" � (ind) (manifold) 
� u � � � 
(Sages call by many names what is really one be
ing.) 

c. -�= may also be added to numbers or quantifiers 
to indicate the sense of "by so many at a time." 
Examples : 
� (n) (hundred) �: (by the hundred) 
!:!li:<>-51t:IH �: � I 
(He slew his enemies by the hundreds and thou

sands.) 

b. � Endings 
A very common and often deceptive feature of Sanskrit is 
the fact that the � terminations themselves are frequently 
stereotyped as adverbial markers. This phenomenon is 
most marked with the � and less freely, the � end
ings, although other cases show it sporadically. QCflC!'CFI 
forms are most common, although occasional � forms 
occur. 
1. � 

The �. QCflC!'CFI, '1�BCfli&W forms of nouns and even 
of pronouns, are freely used as adverbs, 
a. pronouns 

� 

b. adjectives 

(why) 
(in that, insofar as) 
(in that way) 

� � I (He runs swiftly.) 

� � � � ilwl_ 1  (The wind drives the 
cloud very gently.) 



c. nouns 

(He wanders at will.) 

(He lives happily.) 
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Cfil1l � I  
� � I 
�� -;w:J I  (There was a king, Dasaratha 

by name.)  

d. Other cases : Some adjectives, notably �. (long) 
(as of time) and �. (far) may occur adverbially 
with other � endings, e.g. , 
� a-.-��lil-c011il I 
(I want to hear that in its entirety.) 

Qd@@�OI Cl?� � I 
(Tell it, sir, at length.)  

fi;Ruy � � ll<iT I 
(I see your face after a long time.) 

�: ���c{aJ(i I (He speaks very slowly.) 

3-c�clC:: I (Speak loudly ! )  

� � � I (I hear your words as  it 

were from afar.) 

� may mean 'for a long time' or 'after a long 

time' in any QCI?Cii:i'1 case but the �er:rt. 
Examples: 

� 
fi;Ruy 
� 
� 
� 
#R 

� (live long) 

However, the � and � are not common. 
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EXERCISES 

A. Translate the reading up until � 'f'lkcli!=i'L Provide a Sanskrit 
prose summary of the passage. 

B .  Do the same for the passage up until the verse beginning with 
81<'10lkCl'L 

C. Do the same for the rest of the passage. 
D. Translate into Sanskrit: 

1 .  Oh friend ! RavaQ.a is to be killed because of his being a 
riik�asa. 

2. Look ! Regarding the son of Dasaratha as a fly (use� 

�), the foolish lord of Lanka, impelled by Death, is 
coming to the iisram with Marica as a companion (lit. , 
"as second") . 

3.  When the fair-waisted daughter of Janaka was abducted 
by the night-roamer, Rama, thinking, "How can I live 
deprived of the lovely lady ofVideha?" was afflicted with 
great sorrow. 

4. Doubtlessly, the demon, assuming the form of a golden 
deer by means of magic, walked the path to the iisram. 

When he arrived there, he revealed his true form: tall as a 
mountain, bearing weapons, and dark as a cloud at the time 
of the cosmic dissolution. 

5. The dwelling shone with a bright light, but from within a 
harsh voice called out, "I am the demon Bhagnanga, mighty 
and valorous, destroyer of many armies ! Depart to save 
your lives !" 

E. Translate and memorize the following verse: 

qmifu -sfiuiTf.l <:f� � 
� � ;Rt StRTfUI 

�� �ltlotlfUI � �-
... 4 ... 41Pt � � � 1 1  



READING 

��erc:rl �T8JBT � QCff: I 
� �: B� q;�fi!G>tP"iiJicl : ll'i l l  

4 1 1 

��Rt Sq?tq�� �: �0�1f.l"1Rct * 'iSII�ctc-�YH: � 
its:f<olf?l"t::i?@<Y��cl: �· � � I CRft s@:Jl�=i CtH�ct_ 
<S10ctcll 'tl1� 111� wffi:rc:: tcl f?l RI cfi:HY l<:f?O 4 �� 
mf(�;R � 'Yf8:1Cf? I�H� dlsg:I&Cf? � I Jlf?lts�lf?l �ewj 
nlf � �a_:yo1f?IRI llltiYitil � q;tq""lq?�qcll<:f?tq""l �� 
� CJ"cHYcil"Ciq__ I 

� f%" wn ="'G>�d�...ftbct � � � � 1 
�ami cnfir ��** f'ct'Jf: �ftq 1 1 � 1 1 
� � �� � ����m 1 
31<-i � crqlq l�ta ... y�cpq;f'[: � 1 1 � 1 1 
1Wrt clt<:fl*!YI � BRrr ;w:J Wfc-<Fil I 
� � t�l<:�A � 1 1 g 11 
clt� lqQ< 1Wfl � � '!Pl�� � I 
� �= m wn Qlt�RI �HC!att_ � � � � � 

� Tt�cfct"Ciri �Ja1� G>�14lctl�li1"i:la 1 �en f%" 
� � Jtftlts�tcit<:f?: � m 1 
31H�ts�tf?l �d:&l�yj � �tr:L_ 1 1 � 1 1 

$<:"'3�1 � �cR;g'ih �� 8{o;gYlil"i:1"11� : Cf?t�"i:l""l <:f?IY'€'ftlon 
PI�II"CI<t� Plcnetewi y;j)�iil""l � 1 � e1atqQJoit<;";g� �: 
BSftclY""ll QCJYaJcflq__ I � fct � I <l'c:lct��4 � 'iSIHirB � I 
81a1YqQ�ra �� � <I"C:Jctch1qtf.l"1"11 � ��-oo 1 

� �CR naTB;:s:: � � � � � I 
� � � � � nq: � � � 1 1 1.9 1 1  

ec�J'iSIHI� (lCfBI 'ClR trmfili <:A: "'m �Ff 31 18Y�"1 lWI
� I �  t!CW<J� 
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<cnRicDf-i � < l'"l::th1t'!l ncJUl 1 * * *  
� -:q "<"em1CT mTB ciH'!lPa � l l z:; l l 
� � d@:ICf4 8Jli �� ffidiCI{:l{_ I 
�;n �ttn mrr CJ1CF<:i q{ll':i'"!�cftq__ 1 1 � 1 1 

JPl Cl"iF1'"!'fcrfui � � I �. futciftfcl�ffir ,UJ '"lcD<ll'"ll�ll{ I 
Wquf� � � m <61a�--�fil: 1 
� ij8J � �: �� � I 
�� <l� �� �� 11 '/o l l  
� fu' '"1141'"14 � Cbl�=t:�o:i 611dfclt'"!'!ll I 
311"1�YifGRI ram � Cl&� � 1 1 '1 '1 1 1 
3jqffil--d -:q Cblf�t� �� dkqll�� I 
m � <'5"a='"l���ci <I'"ICIICf�l'j�qCf)l{_ 1 1 '1 � 1 1 
a�Y��Cl l <t'"lqa:cff � -:q ��: 1 
31'jJt�i?RI BlJR: fi1fGG!<fll fi1&:G\kl 11 '1� 11 
31qffil--d -:q Cblf�t� <'5"&� -:q �emj� I 
311"1�1S41ffl � li{i lo'!li'Q} lflnfGCI 1 1 '/�::HI 

<I'"I<ICIOI<fl{l�: wl w:nci fcl�l�dl o'!ll�@dtdilRI q4f<j;&l lllttq: 
en� �cf=t:�Yi'"l��:qCf)R I craT �'OJ � G\O$Cf)R04 JkCIIRI
� lfll�qJ0118:41�dtddl fcl=t:�Nilill34lilii61JIIli 1 1 

NOTES 
* '6ll.:sCI<'4"1H see 1 8 .26 = � 
* *  Take � here in the sense of 'host, multitude' ; � then 

construes as � trn � 'by you, even with a host of. ' The 
last three words constitute a simile. 

* * *  In  the verse Marica suggests the terror that Rama inspires in 
him. He is so frightened of the hero that he becomes terrified 
of words beginning with the letter r. 
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GLOSSARY 

3Kf: 
(ind)-from this, hence, therefore 

� 
(adj )-like, the same as 

� 
(adj)-gone away, lured away 

� 
(adj)-to be abducted 

3fq + --}� 
( 1 P)-abduct 
3PR 
(adj)-immortal; (m)-a god 

3{q + --1"'1 
(5P)-shake off, disregard 

� 
(ind)-<ioubtlessl y 

31W"= 
(m)-<iemon, titan 

3lT + --}� 
(9P)-know; � order 

3lT + --iGJ 
(3P)-take, assume 

3lT + --}� 
( lP)-assume, have recourse to, 

take 

�:-mf: 
(ind)-here . . .  there 

� 0'4ll;:l@ct@il 
(idiom)-on one side a tiger, on 

the other a precipice, i .e . , a 
serious dilemma 

�: 
(m)-( at end of compound) lord 

of, best of 

�: 
(m)-lord, god 

� + 3lT + --}� 
( lP)-announce, call out 
�: 
(m)-means, device, stratagem 
� 
(adj)-both (used only in the dual) 

�: 
(adj)-having an attentive mind 

� = Oil  
� 
(n)-tremor, shaking 
� 
(adj)-trembling 

� 
(ind)-at daybreak 
� 
(adj)-golden 

� 
(m)-lover 
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�: 
(m)-time, Death 

"'� 
( I P)-play, amuse oneself 

llFI' 
(adj)-favorable, suitable 

� 
(ind)-quickly, immediately 
(eR: 
(m)-ass, donkey 
�: 
(m)-mountain 
� 
(adj)-spotted, speckled 

� 
(n)-life 

"'� ' 
( IA)-shine, blaze 

(f)-slope, precipice 

� 
(n)-truth 

� 
(adj)-tall 

"'� 
( l P)-burn 

c::R: 
(m; occurs only in plural)-wife, 

wives 

� 
(ind)-far 

� 
(adj ; m, n)-having a bow 

�: 
(m)---destroyer 

� 
(ind)-always, constantly 
f.lclm: 
(m)---dwelling 

m 
(f)-path; with � + '-'� follow 

in someone ' s  footsteps 
�: 
(m)-valor 

� 
(ad j)-harsh 

� 
(adj)-frightened, confused 

�: 
(m)-light 

� 
(ad j)-urged 

� + '-''ffet 
( IP)-harass, torment, annoy 

� 
(ind)-in front of, before the eyes 

of 
W<:j: 
(m)-cosmic dissolution 



� lTitfcr: 
� of 'Q' + .V�-infatuate (m prop )-name of a riik$asa 

� �: 
(adj)---calm (m)--death 
'Q'Kl': (=� �: 
(ind)-in the morning (m)---cloud 
m<:{ � 
(adj)-(at end of compound) for (f)-lady of Mithila, i.e. , Sltii 

the most part, generally, �� 
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practically (ind)-according to desire, as you 
m wish 
(adj)-urged, impelled � 
� (adj)-proper 
(adj ; m, n)-mighty "fcl)R: 
� (m)-the syllable 'ra, ' the letter ' r' 
(ind)-excellent ! good idea! � 
.V� (n)-silver 
( lP)-say .Vrq__ 
-� ( lA)-enjoy, make love 
(adj)-(at end of compound) �: 

bearing, carrying (m)-lord of Laiika, epithet of 
� Ravat).a 
(f)-fly, mosquito C?)q;: 
� (m)-host, army 
(adj)---charming, fascinating qllf: 
� (n)---chest 
(f)-great city crs:J) 
1=f('<:IT (adj)---crooked 
(f)-illusion, magic Cl"'cl: 

(m)-killing, slaughter 
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Cfc.<:{ � 
(adj)-to be killed (ad j)---confused 
fcr:;rrB: � 
(m)-terror (ind)-<iirectly, straight 

BRtet: 
(adj)-(with infinitive) capable of (m)---charioteer 

of being . . .  �) W<-<lln 
� 
(n)-valor 

� 
(adj)-<iark 

� 

(f)-woman with beautiful waist 
� 
(ad j)-golden 

� 
(n)-friendship 

(f)-a young woman (who has not tit 
had children) (f)-woman 

� 
(ind)-properly, fully 
� 
(m)-friend 
� 
(ad j)-terrified 

� 
(f)-woman of symmetrical limbs 

�: 
(m)-kin 

ftf: 
(m)-welfare, benefit 

� 
(adj)-<ielighted 



ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 

foolish � (adj) 
impelled � (adj) 
fair-waisted wrc-<:fli' (adj) 
from within 3FRRl (in d) 
abduct 3lll + ..J� ( lP) 
doubtlessly � (in d) 
golden � (adj) 
path GG:Cfi (f) 
bearing weapons � (m) 
bright � (adj) 
light �: (m) 
harsh � (adj) 
destroyer �: (m) 
save, protect ..J<� ( IP) 

GLOSSARY FOR VERSE 

(In order of occurrence) 

'CfiB': 
(n)-garment, clothing 

3lll( 
(adj)-other 

� 
(adj)-aged, worn out 

� + ..Jm 
(3P)-give up, discard 

1CI' 

� + ..J<n 
(2P)-attain 

ey: 
(m)-body 

� 
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(adj)-new (adj)-having a body; (m)-man, 

';(( : soul 

(m)-man 





LESSON 22 

Readings from the Viilmiki RiimiiyalJa 

22.0 The following verses are excerpted from the first � of the 
c:Uc-4"114; �- In the passage the divine sage -::me::, in re
sponse to Cllc-t:flfcl:; • s  questions, relates, very concisely, the tale 
of WT. It is on the basis of this narration that Cllc-4114;, inspired, 
discovers poetry and composes the �-

The verses selected complete the story in outline, from the 
abduction of tftaT to the end. Due to the conciseness of the 
passage some of the references will be obscure. Notes have 
been provided to clarify various problems. Note that syntactic 
units frequently cross verse boundaries. 
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READING 

� li g:J<.>tfi fch<:lli I '!1 Ol 
iS! I(>') Cfll 0 i5 '{_ 'I 

� e{;liril=t:rh1t'!lr� C1GJ 1 
a;:r li l'!llfcl'1 1 �(Ji4<mu 'flkliJl 1 1 '7 1 1 

� � � � � �� �  
� ":c{ � � � � ":c{ �� 11 � 1 1 
�: @Cfle\itd1 fclMMI41<&C>JPs;:>!l: I 
aat-8�61 � � �en ili<'.:I'3ISI'"l l l � l l 
llFfllJUlt eR $IT rroo B� Q I 
� ;w:r �Uf � t:ih:G>�'1'{_ 11 t HI 
cf � li{;lcill�ct� t6fJfa� B: I 
B � q;� � �=t:rrRuft'"l_ l l � l l 
� �m: eiO'!lJWil · ��: I 
qJOqrdW � BWcit cn;RUT 'Q l lt:; l l  
{;'jli9>=t:r'1r-c:Cl6f �� elirJra : 1 
�'lftCII'!l ":t:l � �ies:>rifl li{;liSIM: 1 1 \9 1 1 
�mRatattl!IT � alal'!ll� �= 1 
�� � � � 'C{'frR: l l z:; l l 
� m � �� �  
� cii'1HISl'1 <l�eR. �fa 1 1 � 1 1 
i!llil'!li�Rd BCi �OI>!lli&=� ":t:l I 
�� ":t:l � C1GJ c:uf&CI'4 � 1 1 '7 o ll 
CR[: !fldli'11td'1 fcm@: B li{;ICflfCI: I 
fch f5Cfl ... 'i:li i! rlie � dl � -:q � C1GJ 1 1  <t <t l l 
� SJIJ,RC!i!: �'$:0 �lifCI%'}-C"): I 
a;:r ;rra;:r � PIJJrrli �= ll '�� "  



31<jl0fl.-� � CJRi �UJ {"ilOf(J(d : I 
Pl61 tl H -:q �;j ��� JiCh 'i 'ITClCf: UC J � 1 1  
mf: {!'!ftctct=ct'it;gsCfl cttf&'ilOII�� I 
{!4lctilct as:::r;:s-4 'ITCrcf: !fk�qra:�ct__ l l 9l1 1 1 
B -:q {"lCft.-elOft;ft� CfH(t.-CfH(4ll: I 
�: �{"=ej(q�ll"f l{"l ��J'ict?kl01611l{_ 1 1 9 � 1 1 
acfl � Cf=ct'ike�q(d�<jlOfl.-tS!� I 
�td4l61'i�t=Jlof �� C'5CfOIIUTCfll_ 1 1 9 � 11 
CBI � {"ll"fl{"lltl 1jtf {(CfU(qlf&dll{_ I 
� � '==�I� .. Jll"f@ct?Cffrlct?i � 1 1 9\9 1 1 
acfl -a:n-crr �tf C'5�·1lf8 � -:q � I 
� Rl�l"fRo�l� �'i(l�l .. lOf�ICf?fCI: l l 9 z:; ll 
mJ: {!41cte�al � aR �: 1 
� � �<lfd:("�ef::lil :  1 1 9 � 1 1 
�mlffil 'itkl"f Ff �: OOT tffij: I 
e�S:::Cf=ct'il-c�Cf � i1<jl"fct?I<�Cl ll �o ll . 
-a";{ � �tf � VcfT {ICfOilOf l�� I 
�: 8ldll"f<j�� tRi �� 11� 9 1 1 
a1�ct1=ct acn � =  � �� 1 
3t4f64l"fiOII BT � fcmT � tRfi � ��� � �  
"dB1 sf.l'ict=ct'ik8lai � �"ldCf?(.'l"ftSfll{_ 1 
� -a";f � �&lc:t4 e=ct<l=ct<q__ � � �� � � 
�Cf�J(Uj � {lt!Cft=4 l"f�kl"f'i: I 
� �: �: p: ��: l l � l1 1 1 
� -:q � �� � l 
�d�("4t=dG\I UlOfT �: � fj" � � � � � � 
'iPG\-t�lil "5fCi � ��: mtn s;rtl: I 
�= 8lall"fi�� � �'i<Cfl'dctli_ � � � � � � 

42 1 
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';f •i:llfJ'"I4 lFl !4£fi:t:11t� lOJcrci!Pd �: I 
';f � lFl �� crct<:td 'd'efi 1 1 �'-9 1 1 
';f � � 'd'"3l' ';f � 'd'efi I 
'"IJJ<IfUI -:q �TfUT � -:q l l � z:; l l 
fr8i ��= � <:rerr � oerr � � � � � � 
��TfUT �� -:q I 
nlll l!lcr'!lljqlffkctl ISI€1&lq; �'!llt'!lRi l l �o l l 
� t@ffl � � ��� B� I 
<:r: tf3s:>llOI"i!Ra BCf�: !111J"t;'!l8 1 1 � 9 1 1  
QdC::Ro'!ll'"llOJI�ts'!j qa..-<:llOJI(lOj ';f"<:': I 
B�*�* B"JTOT: �� � � � � � � � � 

� �lOJS::IlOJI'!lOl cti<'J:ft�;q 311fd\Cf)lo4 csii&Cf)IO� �ep:J: B"Jf: 
1 1 9 1 1  



NOTES 

v. 1 :  The subject is UCJUT. 
<'!Bl" = � 
� (see glossary) = �  
fi kli � = �a:11Uft 

V. 3 :  c:Kf :  = � Ji(OIH�<Y:_ 

423 

�-with grief; having burned with grief-probably a 
reference to the conventional notion of grief as fiery. 

V. 5 :  Cf1l_ = � 
�: = rr=f= 
B= = �= 
� = � take in the sense of �. "told him about . . .  " 

v .  7 :  �-the form is � � with irregular loss of the 
augment. 

v. 9 :  �� (see glossary)-the story of his (�' s) 
hostilities with his brother � king of the monkeys . 

v .  10 :  �-Sugriva is grieved for the love of his wife, who has 

V. 1 1 :  
V .  12 :  
V.  13 :  

been taken by his rival. 
�=fumo ({"!'lft�uo 
�-refers to rr:f' s skill at archery 
�- - �· �l<.q<_.  - ��·"1·  

� = CI1l. 
v. 23-24: After the first half of verse 23, one should mentally supply 

Bi t=cfi"ClCf'R �-.-the killing of UCJUT, etc. 
construe: � � � � �  
B"cRI:q( Bd:ctf�Jioi � [� 

v. 26: �gerund of ...Jm 
v. 27-29b: These verses describe the conditions in rr:f' s realm. 
v. 30: !OilfltlfRI; � is relating all this during rr:f's reign, hence 

the future tense. 
v. 3 1 -32: These verses constitute a�. an account of the benefits 

accruing to one who reads , recites or hears a holy text. 
v .  3 1 :  BflB--construes with instrumental (equal to . . .  ) . 
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GLOSSARY 

� 
(adj)-having fire for a witness 

(the sign of solemn and invio
lable pact) 

3ffQ' 
(adj)-sinless 

· �� 
(n)-account, tale 

3f1 + '!;1 + "� 
(5P)-obtain, get 

� 
(fUrvFa of 311 + --Jlf.l)-reassure 

31lt 
(f; pi. only)-waters 

� 
(fUrvFa of 3f!i + --JC«Q-lure away 
31Ulcf: 
(m)-ocean 

31Ci + "� 
(5P)-obtain 
31�fl<t>qPt<'f>1 

3\Ro'!:IHl{_ 
(n)-story, episode 
3TKlNf: 
(m)-son 

�: 
(ind)-from the beginning 

�: 
(m)-the sun 

� 
(adj )--conducive to long life 

� 
(adj)-made known 

� 
(n)-location of an asram 

�: 
(m)-battle 

� 
(n)-sense, organ of sense 

3ll + "� 
( lP)-attain (a state) 

3ll + --J<rr 
. (f)-a grove of asoka trees, scene (2P)--come 

of Sita 's confinement 
3ll + --j� 

� 
(ad j)--confused 
3lT + "<_o<:fT 
(2P)-tell, relate 

(2A)-wait upon, serve 
� 
(ind)-except, with the exception 

of . . .  (with thing excluded in 
� 



..Jq;� 
( IOP)-tell 
�: 
(m prop)-name of a hideous 

riik$asa who, when mortally 
wounded by Rama, directs him 
to Sabarl. 

� 
(n)-moral taint 

425 

� 
(f)-braided topknot; a symbol of 

asceticism worn by Rama during 
his exile. 

� 
(m prop)-king of the vultures, 

brother of S arppati and o ld 
friend of Dasaratha. He attempts 
to halt Raval)a' s  abduction of 
Sita and is killed by the riik$asa. 

�: (f prop)-capital city of the mon-
keys .  The text here calls it a (m)-feverish disease 

cave. �: 
(m)-fire 

(n)-the Golden Age of the world �= 
l'fcl 
(f)-hunger 

� 
� of ...f8fl)-agitate, cause to 

tremble 
';lfO"!: 
(m)-host, entourage 

..J� 
( lP)-roar, bellow 

� 
(f)-cave, cavern 

�: 
(m)-vulture 

(m)-thief 

� 
(f prop)-queen of the monkeys, 

at various times consort and wife 
of the rival brothers Valin (q.v.) 
and Sugriva (q.v.) 

� 
(n)-bank, shore 

�&l<t4'{ 
(n)-the 'Three Worlds ' heaven, 

earth, hell; the Universe 

� (� 
(f)--cardinal point, direction 

� 
(ind)-far, a long way 
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� � 
(n)-god, divinity (n)-merit 

� � 
(ad j)-righteous (f)-city 

.Y"'<-� �: 
( 4P)-be rapt in thought ( m)-grandson 

==tPe:.alll: TJ + .Y� 
(m prop )-village outside Ayodhya (2P)-die, depart 

where Bharata, acting as regent, J;j'Uf<:l': 
awaited Rama's return 

�: 
(m prop)-a monkey; chief archi

tect of the bridge whereby Rama's 
forces crossed the sea to Lanka. 

;ne:: 
(m)-roar 
�+ .Y� 
( lP)-go forth 
tp:q'[ 
(f prop )-name of a lake; scene of 

(m)-love 

Mkl41G>'t_ 
� of � +  .Yt!q)-install 

t;{ + .YlJG.._ 
( lP)-rejoice 

t;{ +.Y<n 
(2P)-go 

];{f� 
�oft;{+ .Y�send, dispatch 

Ram a ' s first meeting with (n)-good or pleasant tidings 

Hanuman. 

tR 
(adj)-supreme 
� 
(adj)-harsh 

qfcrn 
(adj)-pure, holy 

� 

� 
(adj)-pleased 

.y� 
( lA)-jump, leap 

�: 
(m)-Brahma's world; the highest 

heaven 

(adj)-under the protection of . . . ( IP)-sink 



..Jllf 
(2P)-shine 

�: 
(ad j)-great -armed 
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from ambush. He had reassured 
Tara when going to respond to 
Siigriva's challenge. 

� (adj)--4deforrned 

(� of l1fu [adj ]  great)-to fcWcR 
grow great, rejoice 

�: 
(m)--ocean 

� 
(m)-possessing lil<il, illusory 

power (refers to Marica) 

..JllM 
( lA)-search for 

..Jlfi_ 
(4A)-bear, endure 

<fcl 
(adj)-full of, associated with 

� 
(n)-a unit of distance 

� 
(adj)-salty 
crRf: 
(m)-wind 

(adj)-free from anxiety 
�: 
(m prop )-a rak�asa, younger 

brother of Raval).a, but an ally of 
Ram a 

"� 
(6P)--enter 
� 
(ad j)-reassured, confident 
� 
(adj)-broad 

� 
(n)-hostility 
� 
(f)-shame; in this case it refers 

to Rama' s  anxiety regarding 
what people might say about his 
taking back a wife who had lived 
in another man's house. 

(m prop)-king of the monkey's, ( lP)-relate 
elder brother of Sugriva and hus- � 
band of Tara. At Sugriva's re- (f prop)-a female ascetic who 
quest Rama shoots him down aids Rama 
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� 
(f)-assembly 

� 
(n)-friendship 

� (�) 
(adj)-met with 

BfT8 
(adj)-equal to 

Bfti_ 
(f)-stream: Bfuli '11fa:---ocean 
� 
(adj)-along with 

8'i:I�I�R �: 
(adj)-'together with movable and (m prop)-a monkey king, ally of 

immovable things, ' entire 
Bcfi 
(f)-a virtuous wife 

� 
(ad j)---oppressed, afflicted 
B + -.J� 
( 1P)-see 
t=rWTa 
(adj)-come together 
� + 3lT + -..j;ft 
( 1 P)-assemble 
� + 311' + -.J� 
( IOP)-reach 

�: 
(m)---ocean 
�: 

Ram a 

�: 
(m)-bridge, causeway 

(adj)-gone to heaven 

� 
(m prop)-a great monkey hero of 

the Ramayai)a. He jumped across 
the ocean, burned Lafik:a and car
ried Rama's message to Sita. 

mtR 
(ad j)-best of monkeys 

�: 
(m)-lord of monkeys 

-..f{I 
( 1 P)-abduct, carry off 

. (m)-a vulture, brother of Jatayus: � 
he informed the desperate mon- (adj)-abducted 
keys of Sita's whereabouts . 

�&lit!�·& 
( adj)-golden-yellow 
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� (akarmaka): ' intransitive ' 4.38 
3la:R (ak�ara) :  syllable 2.23 
� � (atipattau lrii) :  see � (lrii) 
� � (adyatanabhiite luii) : see � (luii) 
�-�-"IOI�!Xl6tll& � (anadyatana-[svastana] bhavi�yatkiile 

luf) : see � (lut) 
� � (anadyatanabhiite laii) : see � (laii) 
� (ani{) : roots which do not take the ·�� ( 'it ') infix 1 6. 1  
� (anusviira) :  nasalization of a vowel; sign of nasalization 1 . 1 7 
3fo=a:� (antaf:zstha) :  semi-vowel l . 14 
3lY�4cii"'!Cfi (apatyaviicaka) : a meaning of a � (taddhita) derivation 

20. 1 l .a.i 
3ll-"""4Rl (abhyiisa) : reduplication 

a. of third � (ga!Ja) roots 7.22 
b . of the perfect (�-lit) 1 7 .6 
c .  of the desiderative �-sannanta) 1 8.22.a 
d .  of the intensive (�-yaiianta; 46:_§Ji"'*! yaiiluganta) 1 8 .25 

� (avagraha) :  sign used to separate words whose initial "a" or "a" 
vowel has been lost or has combined with another vowel, from a 
preceding word: 2.26 

� (avyayapada) :  adverb 4.3 .c 
� (avyayibhiiva) :  indeclinable (compound) 14.9 
3li�"'�YC:: (iitmanepada):  "middle voice" 4.26 
� � (ii.Sir liii) : the benedictive, 14. 1 6  
� {if) : the epenthetic vowel � (i) 16 . 1 
3�Cfi�Cli"'!Cfi\k44-s (utkar$aviicakapratyaya-s): comparative and super-

lative affixes 20. 1 1 .m 
3'illiS<t>t!ij (uttamapuru�a) :  ' first person' 4.9 
� (upapada):  reduced word (compounds) 12 . 17 
�-s (upasarga-s) :  verbal prefixes 8 . 1 1  
� (ubhayapada): roots conjugated in either � (iitmanepada) 

or � (parasmaipada) voice 4. 1 7  
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�-s (ii,Jman-s) :  sibilants 1 . 1 5 
QCflCiiH (ekavacana) :  singular number 

a. in reference to verbs 4. 1 2  
b .  in reference to nouns 4.27 

� � (ekase.Ja dvandva) :  elliptical dual (compounds) 14.7 
- (o,J{hya) :  labial 1 .8 
� �kalJ{hya) :  velar 1 . 8  
� m (kartari prayoga) :  the active construction 9.9 
� (kartr) : the agent or subject 4.37.b 
CfilftUT m (karmalJi prayoga) :  the Sanskrit passive 9.5 
� (karman):  direct object 4.38 
¥l_ �-s (krt pratyaya-s) :  primary suffixes 20.2 
'3flJT-s (galJa-s) : conjugational classes of verbs 7.4 ff. 
� (gu1Ja) : a grade of vowel strength 3 .6 ff. 
� (guru) : prosodically heavy syllable 17.6.c.i 
�eft fcMf$ (caturthi vibhakti) : the 'fourth ' or dative case 5 .2 
� � (cvi pratyaya) :  derivational suffix 20. 1 2  
� (� (IJijanta fpreraka]): causative 18 .4 ff. 
� (tatpuru,Ja): syntactic (compounds) 12 . 10 ff. 
� �-s (taddhita pratyaya-s): secondary affixes 20.2 ff. 
� (tadveda) :  a meaning of� (taddhita) derivations 20. 1 l .a.3 
� (tiilavya) : palatal l .8 
� (tiii) : any conjugational ending 4.3.a 
� ({iiianta) : any conjugated form, a finite verb 4.3.a 
� fcMf$ (trtlyii vibhakti) : ' third ' or instrumental case 4.42 

·· ·� (tviinta) :  gerund in ' -Ccll' ( '-tvii' ) 1 1 .5 
� (dantya) :  denta1 1 .8 
� (dvandva): copulative compound 14. 1 
� �-s (dvigu samlisa-s) : compounds with an initial numeral l 3 .6 
� fcMf$ (dvitiyii vibhakti): ' second' or accusative case 4.41 
� (dvivacana):  dual number 

a. in reference to verbs 4. 12  
b. in  reference to nouns 4.27 



� (dhatu) :  verbal root 4.4 
rt3actil&�· (napuf!lsakalii1ga) :  neuter gender 4.26 
� (namadhlitu) :  denominative 1 8 .27 
f.=ltrra (nipiita) :  particle 4.47 
� � (pafzcami vibhakti) : ' fifth ' or ablative case 5.3 
q(#lqc:: (parasmaipada) :  active voice 4. 16 
tfit� � (parok$abhute lit) : (see � [li!]) 
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" (puf[llinga):  masculine gender 4.26 
� (puru$a) :  grammatical 'person' 4.9 (see J;l'� fprathamapuru$a] ,  

lfc.� [madhyamapuru$a] ,  and 3"i'14�tt:!IS( [uttamapuru$a] )  

� (prakrti) : underlying nominal base of � (taddhita) deriva-
tions 20.8 

� (pragrhya) :  vowels not subject to � (sandhi) changes 3 .2 1 
J;!'� (prathamapuru$a) :  third person 4.9 
J;Jer:IT � (prathamii vibhakti) : ' first' or nominative case 4.40 
m (prayoga) : [verbal] usage (see � m [karma!J.i prayoga] ,  

� m [kartari prayoga] ,  and � m [bhiive prayoga] )  

� (bahuvacana) :  plural number 
a. in reference to verbs 4. 1 2  
b .  i n  reference to nouns 4.27 

� (bahuvrihi) : an application of � (tatpuru$a) and � 
B'4RJ-s (karmadhO.raya samasa-s) 1 3 .5 ff. 

'llfc!ls•!kCfiR� � (bhavi$yatkiile krdanta) : future participle 16 .8 
'l'iiC4C41'i!Cfi (bhiivaviicaka): a meanings of a �  (taddhita) derivation 

20. 1 l .a .2 
� m (bhiive prayoga) :  abstract construction (in connection with 

the � m [karmaiJ.i prayoga])  9. 1 7  
� � (bhute krdanta) : past passive participle 10.4 
lfc.� (madhyamapuru$a) :  second person 4.9 
� (murdhanya):  retroflex 1 .8 
� (<Ois��JI""d) (yananta [yanluganta]) :  intensive 1 8 .25 
� (laghu) : prosodically light syllable 17 .6.c.i 
�� (� � (lan [anadyatanabhUte lafz]): imperfect 8 .6 
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� (� � (la{ [ vartamiine la!] ) :  present indicative 4. 1 9  
� (� � (liii [vidhi liii]) :  optative mode 14 . 1 2  
� (liiiga) :  grammatical gender (see �� [puf!lliiiga] ,  'i��Cfll'0�l 

[napuf!lsakaliiiga] ,  and � [striliiiga])  4.26 
� ccm� � (li! [parOk$abhute lit] ) :  perfect Lesson 1 7  
� (luk) : loss of case endings 1 2.8 
� (� � (luii [adyatanabhUte luii]) :  aorist 19 . 10 
� (� 'C¥.) (lu{ [anadyatanabhavi$atkiile lu!] ) :  peri

phrastic future 1 6. 1 1 
� (� � (lrii [atipattau lrii]) :  conditional l 6.9 
� (� � {lrf [siimiinyabhavi$atkiile lr!] ) :  simple fu-

ture 1 6.2 
� (lot) : imperative 1 1 .9 
� (lyabanta): gerund in ' -<i' ( ' -ya' )  1 1 .5 
Cf'CFJ (vacana) :  grammatical number (see QCflcft:l'i [ekavacana] ,  � 

[dvivacana] ,  and � [bahuvacana] )  4. 1 2  (for verbs), 4.27 (for 
nouns) 

'i:Pf-s (varga-s): ' classes ' of sounds 1 .6 
� � (vartamiine krdanta):  present participle 1 5 . 1  
� � (vartamiine la{) : (see � [la!]) 

� (vigraha) :  analysis of compounds 1 2.9 
� � (vidhi liii) : see � (liii) 

� (vibhakti) : grammatical 'case' (see '!l'et1ll [prathama] , � 
[dvitiyii], � [trtiyii] , . [caturthl] , � fpaiicami] , 1!ffiT [$a${hi] , 

Btalft [saptami]) 4.28 
fcror:r (virama) :  a sign indicating elision of inherent vowel 2. 1 3  
� (vise$a1Ja):  adjective 1 3 .7 
� (vise$ya) :  modificand 20. 1 3  
fcm";li (visarga) : post-vocalic aspiration 1 . 17 .2 ;  3 .27 
� (vrddhi) : grade of vowel strength 3 .6 
� (ve{) : roots that optionally take the ·�; ( 'if ' )  infix 16 . 1 
� (vyaiijana): consonant 1 .4 
� FcR'-s (suddha svara-s) : simple vowels 1 .4 



� fcM#p ($a$fhl vibhakti) :  ' sixth ' or genitive case 4.43 
� FcR'-s (saf!Lyukta svara-s) : complex vowels 1 .6 
� (sakarmaka) :  transitive 4.38 
�-s (saiikhya-s) :  numerals 1 9.3 
ffi: � (satal_z $a$fhl) : genitive absolute 1 5 . 1 2  
Bfcr � (sati saptaml) : locative absolute 1 5 . 1 2  
B"8l (sandhi) : euphonic combination Lesson 3 ,  etc . 
� (sannanta) :  desiderative 1 8 .20 
� fcM#p (saptaml vibhakti) : ' seventh' or locative case 5.4 
� (saf!Lbodhana) :  vocative 4.36 
� (samanadhikaralJa): case agreement 1 2. 1 1  
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Bllm (samasa) :  nominal composition (see � [avyayibhava] ,  

� [upapada],  � [ekase$a] ,  � [karmadharaya] ,  � 
[tatpuru$a] , � [dvandva] and � [bahuvrlhi] ) Lessons 1 2, 1 3 , 
and 14  

tlcf<iltt"( (sarvanaman):  pronouns 5 .5 
� � (samanyabhavi�atkale lrf) : see � (lr!) 

WJ.. (sup) :  any declensional ending 
� (subanta) :  any declined form (noun, pronoun or adjective) 4.3 .b 
� (set) : roots take the ·�; ( ' if') infix 1 6. 1  
� (striliiiga) :  feminine gender 4.26 
M (spada) : stop 1 .8 
FcR' (svara):  vowel 1 .6 





GLOSSARY 

-3l-
-a-

( Arabic Numerals following definitions refer to Lessons .) 

31- �  
a-, an- -negative prefix for nomi

nal or indeclinable forms: un-, 
non-, without- , -less ( 14) 

�: 

� 
aflgilq (8P)-accept, agree to (20) 

� 
acirat (ind)-shortly, soon ( 1 2) 
� 

akampanal) (m prop)-name of a ajita (adj)-unconquered ( 1 4) 
rak�asa (20) 

� 
alqta (adj)-undone 

�: 
afljalil) (m)-gesture of reverence 

or supplication made by plac
ing the palms together ( 1 6) 

ak�aram (n)-syllable, sound, JH: 
word ( 1 5) 

� 
agamya (adj)-to be avoided (9 

verse) 
31fT.:r: 
agnil) (m)-fire ( 15) 

� 
agnisak�ika (adj)-having fire for 

a witness (22) 
3Bf 
agra (adj)-first ( 1 9) 

�: 
agratal)-in front of (20) 

� 
aflkita-marked ( 1 8  verse) 

atal) (ind)-from thi s ,  hence, . 
therefore (2 1 )  

ati (ind)-a prefix used with ad
jectives and adverbs meaning 
' very, ' ' too , '  or 'excessively' 
( 13 )  

� + �  
ati + ._Jkram ( lP)-transgress 

� + qq__ 
ati + ._Jpat ( lP)-skip over 
• 
ativa (ind)-exceedingly, very (4) 
3f::l' 
atra (ind)-here, just now 
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atrabhavant (m)-2nd or 3rd per- adhyapakal) (m)-teacher 
son pronoun: he, you (verb al
ways in 3rd, term of extreme re
spect) ( 1 1 )  

� 
atyantam (ind)-exceedingly 
3{� 
atha (ind)-now, then (6) 

� 
...Jad (2P)-eat 

3W 
adya (ind)-today ( 1 3) 

3lfucp 
adhika (adj )-greater (with 

�-greater than) (7 verse) 

� + Cf 
adhi + ...J1q (8P)-authorize 

� + � 
adhi + ...Jgam ( lP)-attain (9) 

�: 
adhipal) (m)-ruler ( 1 6) 
�: 
adhipatil) (m)-king 

�: 
adhirajal) (m)-Dverlord, king ( 19) 

3f4t (� + � 
adhl (adhi + ...Ji) (2A)-leam 

31¥1 
adhuna (ind)-now, at present ( 1 1 )  

3ffC:I' 
anagha (adj)-sinless (22) 

� 
anantaram (ind)-after (9) 
�: 
anilal) (m)-wind 

3fPl&kli'iiJ : 
anilatmajal) (m)-son of the wind, 

Hanuman ( 1 3  verse) 

anivartin (adj)-not turning back 
(20) 

�� 
anukathanam (n)-account, tale 

(22) 

� + Cf 
anu + ...J1q (8P)-irnitate 

� 
anugrhita (adj )-gratified, in-

debted 

�: 
anucaral) (m)-servant, attendant 

31¥f: 
anujal) (m)-'born after ' i . e . ,  

younger brother ( 17) 

� + � 
anu + ...Jjan ( 4P)-be born after 



� + �  
anu + v'jna (9P)-permit (9) 

� 
anujfia (f)-permission (7) 

� + -;ft 
anu + v'ni ( l P)-conciliate, win 

over ( 1 1  verse) 

� + 1:f + 3Wl._ 
anu + pra + v'ap (5P)-obtain, get 

(22) 

� + �  
anu + v'bhu ( lP)-experience, feel 

(4) 

� + �  
anu + manay (� of 311 + 

v'll1)-reassure (22) 
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� 
anuvartin (adj)--obedient (20) 

� + � 
anu + v'sr ( l P)-follow 

� + � 
anu + v'smr ( 1P)-recall , remem-

ber ( 1 1 )  

3F(f: 
anta.Q (m)-end ( 1 6) 

3F(f:� 
anta.Qpuram (n)-inner apartment, 

esp. , women's chambers ( 1 4) 

3FQCJ): 
antaka.Q (m)-death (lit. , "ender") 

(20) 

3Fm{: 
� + <:iT antata.Q (ind)-fimllly (8) 
anu + v'ya (2P)-follow ( 1 1  verse) � 
� + � 
anu + v'ranj ( 4A)-be fond of, like 

(8) 

antaram (n)-interior, inside ; 
3RRq (ind)-from inside, from 
out of (2 1 )  

31¥1l � + "311\ 
anurupa (adj)-conformable, suit- antar + v'gam ( lP)-insinuate 

able ( 1 9) �+ 'll 
� antar + v'dha (3P)-hide (9) 
anurupaka (adj)-like, the same as � 

(2 1 )  antima (adj)-final, last 
� + � 3R<l' 
anu + v'vad ( 1 P)-repeat antya (adj)-final, last (20 verse) 
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anya (adj)---other (declined pro- apahartavya (adj)-to be abducted 
nominally; see 5.7) (5) (2 1 ) 

38i� 
anyatha (ind)---otherwise ( 1 9) 

3F<RU 
anyada (ind)-another time 

31q_ 
ap (f p1 only)-waters (22) 
� 
apakranta (adj)-gone away (2 1 )  
� 
apai)c;iita (adj)-unwise, foolish 

31tl + ;ft 
apa + --.lni ( 1 P)-remove, lead 

away 

31tl + �  
apa + --.lnud (6P)-drive away 

3{11 + � 
apa + --.lhr ( 1  P)-abduct (2 1 )  
:mq 
api (ind)-also, too, even; question 

marker, indefinite marker (with 
interrogative pronouns ;  see 
6. 1 9) (4) 

3lfi't -:q 
api ea (ind)-moreover (9) 

� 
apujya (adj)-dishonorab1e (lit. , 

not to be worshipped) (9 verse) 
31!Nf 
apraja  (adj )-chi ldless (from 

�; as � 

� 
apsaras (f)-heavenly nymph 

apara (adj)---other, another (9, 1 7) 
(declined like a pronoun see 5 .7) 

3fq(J'c:l: 
aparadhal). (m)-sin, offence ( 1 3) 

31tl + �  

abhayam (n)-security ( 1 9  verse) 
� + �  
abhi + --.lgam ( lP)-approach (8) 

� + ftr 
abhi + --.lji ( lP)-win (8) 

� 
apavahay � of 31tl + --.i'Cf{[)- � + m 

apa + --.fvad ( 1 P)-revile (8) 

lure away (22) abhi + --.ljiia (9P)-recognize 
� 
abhijiiata ( adj}-recognized, known 
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� + 'ell :wWt.<n 
abhi + v'dha (3P)-say, tell, name 
� + �  

ayodhya (f prop }-Ayodhya, Da5a
ratha's capital city (5) 

abhi + v'bha� ( !A)-speak, say � 
� + �  

aral)yam (n)-forest (7) 

ab hi + v'bhii (1 P)-overcome (1 0) �: 
� aril). (m)-enemy ( 1 9) 

abhibhiita (adj)-overcome ( 10) 311Jlq: 
� + � 

arl)aval). (m)-sea, ocean ( 1 6, 22) 

abhi + v'�ic (6P)-anoint, conse- 3l�: 
crate ( 17) arthal). (m)-meaning ( 1 3) 

�: 
abhi�ekal). (m }-consecration, coro

nation (9) ; ablution, ritual bath 
( 19) 

� + �  
ab hi + v'han (2P)-annihilate, slay 

3l� 
artham (ind)-'for the sake of' (at 

end of compound) (20 verse) 

� 
v'arh ( lP)-be fit, worthy; auxil-

iary with infinitive forms, polite 
imperative ( 1 3) � 

abhihata (adj)-slain, annihilated 3ft 
(5 verse, 20) arha (adj)-worthy 

amara (adj )-immortal (2 1 ) ; alam (ind)-enough, sufficient; 

(m)-a god with instrumental, 'enough of 

ambaram (n)-garment (20) 

� 
amba (f)-mother ( irregular 

�-� ( 1 1 )  

� 
ayam (pr)-this, that (see 19. 1 ) 

( 15) 

�+ <f 
alam + v'Iq (8P)-adom 

� 
alaq1krta (adj)-omamented (8 

verse, 19  verse) 
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� 3R1_ 
alpodari: (f)-having a small belly --Jas (2P)-to be ( 4) 

( 19) � 
31Cl' + � 
ava + --Jgam ( IP)-understand (6) 

3lCRI 

asa�p.sayam (ind)-doubtlessly 
(2 1 )  

3TIB: 
avandya (adj)-not to be praised, asil) (m)-sword 

blameworthy (9 verse) 

31Ci + � 
ava + --Jbudh (4A)-understand (7 

verse) 

3!W"= 
asural) (m)--asura, demon, titan 

(21 )  
� 
--Jah (only in �-say, tell 

avasyam (ind)-certainly, neces- 3W: 
sarily ahal) (n)-day (see 2 1 .3 .g) 

31CITq_ ( 31cf + 3lJlJ) � 
avap (ava+ --Jap) (5P)-obtain (22) aham (pr)-I (4.46) 

� 3m1 
a�tan (adj)-eight (see 19 .6) 

�: 
asanil) (f)-bolt of lightning ( 1 1 )  

��fl¥Cif?tCf51 

aho (ind)-"aha!" 

-31T-
-a-

a§okavanika (f)-a grove of Asoka 31T + � 
trees, scene of Si:ta ' s  confine- a +  --Jkar!)ay �-hear (21 )  
ment (22) 

� 
asru (n)-tear ( 1 3) 

akasam (n)-sky ( 1 6) 

� 
asruta (adj)-unheard 

� 
akula (adj)-distressed, agitated 

( 1 2) ;  confused (22) 
Jm: 
asval) (m)-horse 
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�: 
akranta (adj )-occupied, taken adital) (ind)-from the beginning 

over ( 1 8  verse) ( 17, 22) 

31T + �  �: 
a + v'khya (2P)-tell, relate (22) adityal) (m)-sun (22) 

31Ro4Hl{ 31FRl{ 
akhyanam (n)-story, episode (22) ananam (n)-face ( 1 3) 
31T + � 3lf.FG:: 
a +  v'gam ( l P)-come (4) anandal) (m)-joy, bliss (6) 

31T + �  31T + ;ft 
a +  .Year ( lP)-practice (7) a + .Y ni ( 1 P)-bring, fetch ( 1 7) 

311-.:i§ifc::d 3Tfll. 
acchadita (adj)-covered, envel- .Yap (5P)-obtain (7) 

oped ( 19) 31T + '41 
31T + � a +  v'ya (2P)-come (7, 22) 
a +  v'jna (9P)-know; �r- � der, command (2 1 )  

� 
ajfia (f)-order, command (9) 

�: 
atmajal) (m)-son (22) 

� 
atman (m)-self, Self (7 verse, 8) ; 

commonly used as reflexive. 

�: 
adaral) (m)-honor, respect 

31T + GJ  
a + .Ycta (3P)-take, assume (2 1 )  

31Tfa:: 
adil) (m)-beginning ( 15) 

ayu�ya (adj)-conducive to long 
life (22) 

31T + � 
a +  .Yrabh ( 1A.)-begin, undertake 

� 
arabdha (adj)-undertaken, at

tempted 

3ll + � 
a +  v'ruh ( lP)-ascend (to) ( 1 5) 
31Rf 
arta (adj)-afflicted with (20) 

3ll<f: 
aryal) (m)-sir (term of address; 

lit. , noble person) ( 1 1 )  
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�: 3lT + �  
aryaputral} (m)-"my Lord"; hon- a + ..Jhr ( 1 P)-bring 

orific commonly used by wife to 
husband 

3lfCfQ 
avaha (adj)-bringing, conveying 

(common at end of compound) 
( 14) 

� 
avedita (adj)-made known (22) 
3{P3iq: 
asramal). (m)-hermitage, ashram 

(6) 

3ll + �  
a + ..Jsri ( lP)-have recourse to ' 

be subject to ( 17) 

3W{_ 
..Jas (2A)-sit 

� 
asanam (n)-seat ( 1 8) 

3ll + �  
a +  ..Jsphut (6P)-burst; �

clap the hands on the chest, strike 
the upper arms ( 1 8  verse) 

3ll + �  

-�-
-i-

� 
..Ji (2P)-go ( 1 8) 

�: 
itai). (ind)-here ; �Cl : . . .  Cl'Cl':-

here . . .  there (2 1 ) ;  �: . .  ,q(C{:-
here . . .  elsewhere (7 verse) 

� 
iti (ind)-quotation mark (4) 

�: 
itihasal} (m)-history, chronicle 

� 
idanlm (ind)-now (7) 

�: 
indub (m)-moon ( 1 4) 

�: 
indrab (m prop)-lndra ( 1 0) ;  

(m)-lord of, best of (at end of 
compound) (2 1 )  

$P9>�� 

a +  ..Jstha ( lP)-assume, have re- indrajit (m)-'conqueror oflndra; ' 

course to, take (2 1 )  proper name of  a riilcyasa 

�: � 
ahaval} (m)-battle (20) indriyarn (n)-sense, organ of sense 

( 14, 22) 
3lT + � 
a +  ..Jhii (4A)-call, summon ( 1 2) 
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iva (ind)-like, as (follows word ugra (adj)-fierce, terrible (20) 
to which it refers) (4) 

� 
�i� (6P)-desire, wish, want (8) 

�: 
i�uQ. (m)-arrow (7) 

� 
i�ta (adj)-desired (from �i�) ( 10) 

� 
i�ta (adj)-sacrificed (from �yaj) 

� 
iha (ind)-here (7) 

-�-
-i- .. 

Idrsa (ad j)-such, of this kind ( 14) 

� 
ujjvala (adj)-shining (8 verse) 
3Cl+ � 
ut + �lqt (6P)-tear to pieces (20) 
:rnq 
uttama (adj)-supreme, excellent 

(8) 
� 
uttara (adj)-later, superior; � 

(n)-answer, reply ( 17) 

3Cl + � (=3Cl + �) 
ut + �stha ( lP)-stand up (8) 

3Cl+ � 
ut + �pat ( lP)-jump up, fly 

�: 
utpattiQ. (f)-birth (20 verse) 

3Cl+ � � ut + �pad ( 4A)-be born, arise 
Ipsa (f)-desire to get 

�: 
IsaQ. (m)-lord, Siva ( 1 9) 

�: 
IsvaraQ. (m)-lord, god (2 1 )  

-3-
-u-

� 
utpanna (adj)-arisen, sprung up 

( 1 3) 

� 
utpaday (�-stir up, arouse, 

produce (20) 

� 
udakam (n)-water ( 1 2) 

�: 
ukta (adj )-spoken, spoken to , udadhiQ. (m)--ocean ( 1 4) 

addressed ( 10) 
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� 
udaram (n)-belly ( 1 2) 

3<\+ 3lT + �  
ud + a + --Jhr ( 1 P)-announce, call 

out (2 1 )  

3<\+ �  
ud + --Jdis (6P)-point out ( 1 3 ) 

mm 
uddisya (ind)-with reference to 

(gerund of 3<\ + --J� ( 1 3) 
3<\+ � 
ud + --Jbhii ( 1 P)-arise, come to be 

(5) 

3<\ + �  
ud + --Jvij (6A)-tremble (6, 1 7) 

3<\+ � 
ud + --Jh[ ( IP)-lift (5 verse, 6) 

3rifij 
unmatta (adj)-mad, crazy, drunk 

(19); -1) (m)-madman 

�: 

3tJ11 
upama (ad j)-like, equal to (at end 

of compound) 
3ti11T 
upama (f)-similarity, simile ( 1 3) 

31J + � 
upa + --Jiabh ( !A)-attain (9) 

31J + � 
upa + --Jvis (6P)-sit ( 1 1 )  
3tJfcre 
upavi�ta (adj)-seated ( 1 9) 

31JmB: 
upahasal) (m)-satirical 1aughter, 

ridicule ( 1 5) 

3tJT<l': 
upayal) (m)-means, device, stra

tagem (2 1 ) . 
� (31J + 3WI) 
upas (upa + --Jas) (2A)-wait upon, 

serve (22) 

upakaral) (m)-assistance, favor ubha (adj)-both (2 1 )  
( 1 1 )  

� -'3fi-
upagata (adj)--drawn near ( 1 8) -r-

31J + � �: 
upa + --Jgam ( lP)-approach (8) ; edah ( )-th R da ( 1 9  rgv . m prop e . gve 

attain (a state) (22) verse) 
31J + � 
upa + --Jdis (6P)-teach rte (ind)-except, with the excep-



tion of . . .  (with thing excluded 
in �) (22) 

�: 
c:puc:cf?: r�abhal:l (m)-bull ; ' best of . . .  ' 
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-k-

(at end of compound) ( 1 8) 
�: 

kal).takal:l (m)-thorn; fig. ,  ' some-

r�il:l (m)-sage, seer (6) 

-e-

'(fcf; 
eka (adj)-one (see 5 .7) (5) 
� 
ekada (ind)-once, one time ( 4) 

�: 

thing irritating ' ( 1 9) 
q;u6: 
kal).thal:l (m)-throat ( 17) 

�� 
katthanam (n)-boasting ( 1 8) 

q;� 
katham (ind)-how? 

how is it . . .  ? ( 4) 
q;� (-� -�) 
kathamapi ( -cit , cana) (ind)

somehow or other, barely 
ekamanal:l (adj)-having an atten- q;� 

tive mind (2 1 )  ..Jkath ( IOP)-tell (22) 
� 
..Jedh ( IA)-grow ( 1 7) 
�= � 
enam = tarn (pr) (2 1 )  

t:!CJ 
eva (ind)-emphatic particle, em

phasizes preceding word (6) 

� 

q;� 
katha (f)-story ( 1 5) 

� 
kadali (f)-plantain or banana tree 

( 14) 

q;GJ 
kada (ind)-when? 

evam (ind)-thus, in this way (4) ; � 
� (idiom)-of such kind, kandaram (n)---cave ( 1 7) 

of such a sort (20); � (adj)- q;;:<ff 
of such a sort kanya (f)-daughter (7) 
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q;fil: 
kapil). (m)-monk:ey ( 1 3 ,  18 verse) kannan (n)-action, religious ac
�: tivity, grammatical object (8) 
kabandhal). (m prop)-Kabandha, � 

name of riik$asa (22) kalma�am (n)-moral taint (22) 

� � 
kamalam (n)-lotus ( 1 6) kalyam (ind)-at daybreak (21 ) 
� c:pq;:f: 
"kamp ( !A)-tremble (6) kavacal). (m)-annor ( 1 8) 

� 
kampanam (n)-trembling, shak- kavita (f)-poetry ( 15 )  

ing ( 2 1 )  c:pJCf): 
� 
kampita (adj)-trembling (2 1 )  

� 
kara (adj ;  f -�-who or what does, 

kakal). (m)-crow 

�: 
kakutsthal). (m)-Kakutstha, epi

thet of Rama (20) 
makes, or causes (generally at � 
end of compound) (20 verse) ; kai:icana (adj)-golden (2 1 )  
�: (m)-hand 

� 
karul).a (f)-pity, compassion ( 1 2) 

� 
kartr (adj)--done, made ( 10) 

�: 
kareiJ.UQ (m )-elephant ( 19) 

m 
karkasa (adj)-rough, harsh ( 1 6) 
q;uf; 
karl).al). (m)-ear ( 1 9) 

�: 
kamal). (m)-desire ( 1 5) 

�: 
kamadeval). (m)-Kama, the god 

of love ( 1 9) 
C'.f>l&i�fili_ 
kamariipin (adj)-taking any form 

at will ( 1 9) 

� 
kamin (m)-lover (2 1 )  
�: 
kayal). (m)_:__body (20) 
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karai).am (n)---cause, reason ( 1 5) kirtil) (f)-fame, good name ( 1 1 

� verse) 

karin (adj)-agent, producer of, �-
etc . 

Cfil'('i: 
kalal) (m)-time, death, the god of 

death (5 , 2 1 )  

� 

ku (prefix)-a prefix implying 
'badness '  ( 1 9) 

�: 
kunjaral) (m)-elephant ( 1 4) 

�: 
kalena (ind)--in the course of time kutal) (ind)-whence? why? 

(5) 

� 
ka�tham (n)-log ( 1 4) 

� 
kim (n. interrogative pr)-who? 

what? which? (q:;: [m] ; Cfi1 [f]) 
(see 6.3, and 5.5) ; � (ind)-
why? ( 1 3) ; � (ind)--but, how
ever (5) ;  �: (ind)--how much 
(more or less) (20) ; � (with in
strumental of a noun)-what is 
the use of, what is the purpose of 
(cf. 4.42.b); fcli � 'why con
tinue on' (e.g., fcli � � 
'what is the use of prattling on') 
(9) 

fcf;f&:f5ptn 

¥' 
kutra (ind)-where? 

� 
�kup ( 4P)-be angry (7) 

� 
kupita (adj)-enraged, angry (4) 

�: 
kumaral) (m)-boy ( 1 3) 
�: 
kumbhal) (m)-pot ( 10) 

� 
kurtipa (adj)-ugly, deformed ( 19) 

� 
kulam (n)-family ( 1 6) 

� 
kusumam (n)-flower (8 verse) 

ki�kindha (f prop )-Ki�kindha, � capital city of the monkeys (22) �kiij ( IP)-warble ( 1 5) 
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Cf � 
"./lq (8P)-do, make, conduct, etc. kamala (adj)-tender ( 1 6) 

( 5) Cf?l1$(")'{_ 
CfCl kautOhalam (n)�uriosity ( 1 3) 
lqt (adj)-doer, causer (from "./Cf, � 

see 1 2. 1 7) kausalya (f prop )-Kausalya, Ra-
1'ij1JI'{_ ma' s mother ( 1 1 )  
lqtayugam (n)-the golden age of � 

the world (22) "./kri<;i ( l P)-play, amuse oneself 

� ( 1 8  verse, 2 1 )  

lqte (ind)-Dn account of, for the m 
sake of (used with genitive or at kri<;ia (f)-play, sport ( 1 2) 
end of compound) ( 1 2, 1 7) � 

Wt "./krudh ( 4P)-be angry, become 
"./Iqp ( lA)-be arranged angry (7) 

�: 
keyiiral) (m)-a bracelet, an arm- kruddha (adj)-angry 

let (8 verse) 

� 
kevalam (ind)-Dnly ( 1 2) 

� 

kriira (adj)�ruel, terrible ( 1 2) 
�: 
krodhal). (m)-anger ( 1 3) 

kaikeyi (f prop)-Kaikeyi, Bha- Cfcl" 
rata's mother ( 1 1 )  

�: 
kailasal) (m prop )-Kailasa, name 

of Siva' s mountain home 

�: 

kva (ind)-where? 
aJOTCl" 
k�al)al). (m)-a moment, instant 

( 1 1 )  

affir;r: 
kokilal) (m)-Koil, Indian cuckoo k�atriyal) (m)-K�atriya, a mem-

( 15 )  ber of the warrior class 
q;iq: 
kopal) (m)-anger, rage ( 14) 
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� -� 
--.lk�am ( !A)-forgive, pardon -kh-

ap:f 
k�ama (adj)-able, competent (9) ;  (cpl: 

favorable, suitable (2 1 )  khagab (m)-bird ( 1 2) 

8:111T �: 
k�ama (f)-tolerance khaQ.gab (m)-sword ( 1 9) 

�: 
k�ayab (m)-destruction ( 1 8) 

(cF{_ 
--.lkhan ( IP)-dig 

fu � 
--.lk� i ( 1 P)-decay , waste ;  aftGJ kham (n)-air, sky ( 1 2) 

�)-to waste away, fade (8 W 
verse) 

� 
--.lk�ip (6P)-throw (20) 

� 
k�ipram (ind)-quickly, immedi-

ately (21 )  

� 
k�ut (f)-hunger (22) 

� 
�ubdha (adj )-shaken ( 10) 

� 
--.lk�ubh ( IA)-shake, tremble 

� 
k�etram (n)-field 

� 
k�obhay (� of --.fllfl)-agitate, 

cause to tremble (22) 

khara (adj)-harsh, cruel (20) 
(cR: 
kharab (m prop)-Khara, a great 

riilcyasa chief, brother of Raval).a 
and sister of Sfirpal).akha ( 1 9) ;  
(m)-ass, donkey (2 1 )  

� 
khalu (ind)-certainly, surely, 

now then (8 verse) 

� 
--.fkhad ( IP)-eat 

� 
khadita (adj)-eaten 

�: 
khedab (m)-sadness, depression 

( 1 3) 
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-� � 
-g- .,Jgarj ( l P)-roar, bellow (22) 

� 
garjanam (n)-thunder ( 10) 

-ga (adj )-going, moving (in, on, �: to) (from .,f"T'{_; see 1 2. 1 8) ( 1 2) 

� 
gafiga (f prop)-Ganges, name of 

a famous river ( 1 8) 

�: 

gardabhal) (m)-donkey ( 1 8) 

• 
garvita (adj)-proud (8) 

ga.I)al) (m)-host, entourage (22); in gatram (n)-limb (7, 18 verse) 

grammar--conjugational class 
(7) 

�: 
gajal) (m)�lephant ( 1 8) 

� 
gata (adj)-gone (7) 
�: 

�: 
giril) (m)-mountain (2 1 )  
fJ1Rn61�:;ft 
girirajputri: ([)-'daughter of the 

king of the mountains , '  i . e . ,  
Parvan ( 1 9) 

� 
gatil) (f)-way, "alternative," state gi:ta (adj)-sung 

of existence, condition (6, 20 
verse) 

�: 
gandharval) (m)-a kind of celes-

tial being (20) 
"lf'{_ 
.,Jgam ( lP)-go (4) 

� 
gamanam (n)-going ( 1 3) 
�: 
garu<;lal) (m prop)-Garu<;la, 

mythical bird, Vi�IJ.u ' s  mount 

dftciT 
gi:ta (f)-song 

�: 
gul).al) (m)-excellence, quality, 

virtue (5, 1 1  verse) 
� 
guru (adj)-heavy (8); -ul) (m)-

teacher 

� 
guha (f)--cave, cavern ( 1 8, 22) 

�: 
grdhral) (m)-vulture (22) 
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� 
grham (n)-house, home (4) -c-

�er: 
grhasthab (m)-householder 'q 
� ea (ind)-and 

>/gai ( l P)-sing ( 1 0, 1 8  verse) 'qllJ 
� cak�ub (n)-eye (9) 

� o  godavar! ( f  prop)-Godavar! , --�, 
name of a river ( 1 9) 

�: 
catur (b) (adj)-four (see 1 9.6) 

�� 
govindab (m prop)-Govinda, caturtha (adj)-fourth ( 1 7) 

name of Kr�I).a 

JjltSqaJ'!' caturdasa (adj)-fourteen ( 1 5) 

go�padilq � �-to turn into � 
a cow' s  hoofprint ( 1 3  verse) 

gau (f)-cow (for declension see 
2 1 .3) 

�: 

catu�tayam (n)-foursome, set of 
four (5) 

-:q.:r 
cana (ind)-(indefinite marker, 

see 6. 1 9) 

gautamab (m prop )-Gautama, �: 
name of a famous sage ( 10) 

� --7 � 
grah --7 grlu;ati (9P)-seize, grasp 

( 1 6) 
"Wcrr 
griva (f)-throat, neck 

-'<l:-
-gh-

'C:lR 
ghora (adj)-terrible ( 1 2) 

candra}:l (m)-moon (8 verse, 1 6) 

� 
camiib (f)-army (5 verse, 1 8) 

� 
>fear ( lP)-move, walk ( 15 )  

� 
caritam (n)-adventure, life story 

(4) 

� 
>/cal ( lP)-move 
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calita (adj)-moved 
"C{lq: 
capal) (m)-bow (8) 

� 
cumbita (adj)-kissed 
� 
.,Jcur ( IOP)-steal 

carin (m)-roamer, wanderer ( 1 1 ) cet (ind)-if (placed after the word 

� to which it refers) 

cikir�u (adj )-desirous of doing �: 
( 1 8) cetal) (n)-intellect (9) 

� 
cit (ind)-(indefinite marker, see -�-' 

6. 1 9) -eh-

m � cita (f)-funeral pyre ( 10 verse) .,Jchid (7P)-cut, cut off 

� 
cittam (n)-heart , mind ( 1 2) ; chinna (adj)-cut 04) 

thought, will (20) 
�: 
cittalayal) (m)-'mind devoted to' 

(lit. , "devotion of the mind") 
with locative (5 verse) -� 

-� 
-j-

� -ja (adj)-bom from, produced (at 
.,Jcint (lOP)-think, consider (4) end of compound) ( 1 8) 

� � 
cinta (f)-care, anxiety, worry (7) jagat (n)-world, universe (6 

verse, 20 verse) 

citra (adj)-spotted, speckled (2 1 )  w:t 

� 
ciram (adj)-long (of time) ( 14) 

� 
.,Jcumb ( lP)-kiss ( 1 8  verse) 

jata (f)-braided topknot, a sym-
bol of asceticism worn by Rama 
during his exile (22) 



jatayus (m prop)-Jatayus, king of jalam (n)-net, snare ( 1 2) 
the vultures (20, 22) fu! 

� �ji ( lP)-win (9) 
�jan ( 4A)-be born, arise (irregu- � lar present stem, �) ( 1 4) jijiiasu (adj)-curious 
�: 
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janal) (m)-person; as collective -jit (adj)-conquering (from �fu!, 
noun-people ; plural-folks see 12 _ 17) ( 1 2) 
(4, 1 5) 

�: j ita (adj )-conquered, subdued 
janakal) (� prop)-Janaka, king of 04) 

Mithila (8) 

� 
j anasthanam (n prop)-Jana-

�: 
jimutal) (m)-cloud (20) 
� sthana, a portion of the DaQ.c;la-

karaQ.ya, headquarters of Khara jlfl).a (adj)-Qld, aged ( 10) 

( 19) � 
�: 
jantul) (m)-creature, living being 

( 15) 

� 
janman (n)-birth ( 14) 

� 
jara (t)-Qld age ( 16) 

� 
jalam (n)-water ( 1 6) 

"5IRf 
jata (adj)-bom, arisen ( 1 3) 

�jiv (6P)-live, survive (4) 

� 
jivita (adj)-living ( 10) 

� 
jivitam (n)-life (2 1 )  

� 
�jr ( lP)-waste away, age ( 10) 

� 
jetr (m)-victor, conqueror ( 10) 

-� 
-jiia (adj)-knowing (from m; see 

12. 1 8) ( 1 2) 
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� 

"jiia (9P)-know (6) 

� 
jiianam (n)-knowledge ( 1 2) 
� 
jye�tha (adj)-ddest (5) 

Cl'� 
tatha (ind)-thus 

Cl'effiit 
tathapi (ind)-even so (8) 
Cl G>"'' ;:a ( '""l 
tadanantaram (in d)-after that (9) 

crcR: C1GJ 
jvaral) (m)-feverish disease (22) tada (ind)-then (6) 

� ' 
"jval ( lA)-shine (2 1 )  

�: 
jvalanal) (m)-fire (22) 

-� 
-jh-

p 
jhatiti (ind)-at once 

-Cl-
-t-

� 
tat (pr n)-this, that (6) 
mf: 
tatal) (ind)-hence, then (5) 

� 
tattvam (n)-truth (2 1 )  
(f::l' 

�: 
tanayal) (m)-son ( 1 5) 
'C1'1'Gil 
tanaya (f)-daughter ( 1 5) 

Cfl{_ 
"tap ( lP/A)-burn, be hot, suffer, 

especially undergo or practice 
religious austerities 

C{'q': 
tapal) (n)-austerity, asceticism 

(9) 

� 
tapasvin (m; f -fcRD-ascetic ( 1 2) 

CR?OT 
tarul)a (adj)-young ( 1 8  verse) 

� 
tarhi (ind)-then (6) 

� 
talam (n)-surface, plane ( 1 2) 

�: 
tatra (ind)-there, in that place ( 4) taskaral) (m)-thief (22) 
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�: 
tatal) (m)-1 )  father, 2) a term of tu1ya (adj)-equal ( 1 9) 

affection applied to any person, 
but usually to inferiors or jun
iors , 'my child, ' 'my son, ' 'dear 
one, '  etc . ( 1 4) 

� 
tadrsa (adj)-such ( 1 2) 

Cf!tffi: 
tapasal) (m)-ascetic (20) 
Clm 
tara (f prop)-Tara, queen of the 

monkeys (22) 

�: 
taradhipal) (m)-lord of the stars, 

the moon 

� 
...Jtu� (4P)-be happy (8) 

tu�ta (adj)--content, happy (8) 

� 
troam (n)-blade of grass, a straw, 

often used metaphorically for 
something of little consequence 
or value (8) 

(fl 
...Jtrp ( 4P/ A)-be satisfied ( 19) 

� 
tr�IJ.a (f)-des ire, craving ( 1 1 

verse, 1 8  verse) 

tavat (ind)-so long, to the extent � 
that, meanwhile (6) ...Jtr ( lP)--cross over 

� 
tiram (n)-bank, shore (22) 

�: 
tejal) (n)-splendor (9) 

�a:-ur 
tik�l).a (adj)-sharp (4) 

� 
tejasvin (adj ; f -�glorious ( 1 8) 

� 
tu (ind)-but ( 1 1 )  

� 
toyam (n)-water ( 1 6) 

� 
tunga (adj)-tall (2 1 )  

� 
trasta (adj)-frightened (20) 

�: 
turarpgamal) (m)-horse 

� 
tri (adj)-three (see 19.6) 
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8t&l=ct'1: � � � 
tri locanaQ. (m)-having ' three .../darps � dasati ( l P)-bite 

eyes, '  epithet of Siva 
�&lCf<ll{ 

«<< 
dasa (adj)-ten (see 1 9 .6) 

tra i lokyam (n )-the ' three �: 
worlds ' : heaven, earth, hell; the dasagr!vaQ. (m)-' having ten 
universe (22) 

� 
tyakta (adj)-abandoned ( 10) 

� 
.../tyaj ( lP)-abandon ( 1 0) 

� 
tvam (pr)-you (4) 

-� 
-d-

-Cl; 
-da (adj )-giving, causing, giving 

rise to (at end of compound) ( 14) 

� 
dagdha (adj)-bumt 

� 
dal).<;lakam (n prop )-name of a 

forest ( 1 3) 

� 
datta (adj)-given 

G:<:fl 
daya (f)--compassion ( 1 1 verse) 

darsanam (n)-sight, view 

necks, ' epithet of Raval).a ( 19) 

�: 
dasabalaQ. (m)-'having ten pow

ers, ' epithet of the Buddha 

C«R"eJ": 
dasarathaQ. (m prop)-Dasaratha, 

Rama' s father ( 4) 

� 
da�ta (adj)-bitten 

� 
..Jdah ( IP)-bum ( 1 8) 

GJ 
..Jda (3P)-give (9) 

GFfl{ 
danam (n)-giving, granting 

ey: 
daraQ. (m)-wife, wives (occurs 

only in plural) (2 1 )  

e::�Rs;:�s:r_ 
daridryam (n)-poverty (6 verse, 

14) 

c::R?Ul 
darul).a (adj)-fierce, cruel, severe 

( 1 3) 
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G'JB: 
dasal; (m)-servant, slave (5 verse, duhiq (f)-daughter ( 1 0) 

19) �: 
� diital) (m)-messenger, envoy 
digdha (adj )-smeared (20) � 
�: diiram (ind)-far, a long way (2 1 ,  
dinal) (m)-day 22) 

� (�j �: 
dis ( dik) (f)------cardinal point, direc- dii�ai).al) (m prop )-Dii�ai).a, brother 

tion, quarter (20, 22 verse) of Khara ( 1 9) 

<J;:� 
dul)kham (n)-sorrow, misery (4) 

<J;:ft=Rl 
dul)khita (adj)-unhappy (6) 

wiT 
durga (f prop )-Durga, name of 

Parvati, Siva' s  wife ( 1 5) 

�: 
durjanal) (m)-evil person ( 1 9  

verse) 

� 

� 
drs-see , seem, appear (non-

present form of � ( 1 1 ) 
�: 
deva}:l (m)-god, a title of respect-

ful address to a king (6, 10) 

� 
devi (f)-lady, queen, goddess (6) 

�: 
ddal) (m)-place, region (6) 

-ey: 
durmukhi (f)-having an ugly face dehal) (m)-body (2 1 verse) 

( 1 9) � 
� 
du�krtam (n)--evil act (4) 

dehin (adj)--having a body; (m)
soul (2 1 verse) 

� 
du�ta (adj)-vicious, uncontrolled daivatam (n)-god, divinity (22) 

� 
"'duh (2P)-milk 

�: 
do�al) (m)-fault, dis-advantage 
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�: 
dravyam (n)-thing ,  thing of dhanul) (n)-bow (9) 

� 
value, wealth ( 1 8) �: 

�dru ( 1P)-run (either of a person, 

dhanurvedal) (m)-science of ar
chery (6) 

or of a liquid or melting solid) 
( 1 9) 

'WJ= 
drumal) (m)-tree ( 1 8) 

� 
dhanu�mant (adj)-having a bow 

(2 1 )  
'eR 
dhanya (adj)-fortunate ( 1 6) 

dvandvam (n)-pair; (m)-type of "iRT 
compound dhara (f)-earth ( 1 2) 

� w:f: 
dvaram (n)-gate, door, entrance dharmal) (m)-law, duty, right 

� (stem == �) ( 1 2) 

(number)-two, treated as an 3T � 
stem noun, in dual only (see dharmacarin (adj)-righteous (22) 
1 9.6.b) (9, 1 1 ) 'cTf 

�: �dha (3P)-to put or place ( 1 6) 

dvijal)(m)-"twice-bom," brah- � 
man, bird (6) dhanyam (n)-grain ( 1 6) 

� 
dvitiya (adj)-second ( 1 1 )  

� 
�dvi� (2P/ A)-hate 

-� 
-dh-

dhanam (n)-wealth (9 verse, 1 6) 

� 
dharmika (adj)-righteous (4) 

� 
dhik (ind)-particle expressing 

anger or contempt ( 1 7) 

'eft: 
dhii) (f)-thought 

'i 
�dhr ( lOP/A)-bear, possess , as

sume (8 verse) 



� 
"dhp� (5P)-be bold, courageous 

(20) 

� 
dhairyam (n)-fortitude, courage 

(20) 
'l:.<:f[ 
"dhya ( 4A)-meditate 

'1:.� 
dhyanam (»)-meditation (7) 

'1:.� 
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�: 
nandana� (n)---causer of joy ( 1 6) 

�: 
nandi� (m  prop )-Nandi  (o r  

Nandin), Siva's bull ( 1 9) 

'1 f.:c: -!111"1 : 
nandigrama� (m prop)-Nandi

grama, village outside Ayodhya 
where Bharata, acting as regent, 
awaited Rama's  return (22) 

"dhyai (4P)-be rapt in thought nandita (adj)---overjoyed ( 1 1 )  

(22) � 

-n-

"1' 
na (ind)-negative particle (4) 
;pRT{_ 
nagaram (n)---city ( 10) 

1Cf 
nata (adj)-bowed, bent ( 10) 

� 
"nad ( 1 P)-roar ( 1 9) 

� 
nadi (f)-river ( 19)  

� 
naddha (adj )-bound ( 1 0) 

� 
"nand ( l P)-rejoice ( 1 8  verse) 

"nam ( lP)-bow, bend ( 1 0) 

;p:J: 
nam� (n)-reverence, homage (5 

verse, 9) 

� 
nayanam (n)-eye ( 1 4) 

�: 
nara� (m)-man ( 1 7 ,  1 8  verse) 

"1"(c.p: 
narak� (m)-hell ( 1 7)  

�: 
nalal). (m prop)-Nala, a monkey, 

chief architect of the bridge 
whereby Rama's forces crossed 
the sea to Lanka (22) 

;rcq 
navan (adj)-nine ( see 1 9.6) 
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;:rq 
nava (adj)-new (2 1 verse) 

� 
.Vnas ( 4P)-perish, be destroyed 

(4) 
� 

f.'f: + � 
nib + .Vsvas (2P)-sigh ( 1 5) 
f.'f:� 
nibsapatna (adj )-having no rival 

( 19) 
f.'f + � 

na�ta (adj)-ruined, destroyed (6) ni + .Vk�ip (6)-throw down, en-

� trust, place (9) 

.Vnah (4P)-bind ( 10) f.'f + � 

;nG:: ni + ...Jgrah (9P)-imprison ( 1 6) 

nadab (m)-roar ( 1 5  verse, 22) � 
;w:r 
nama (ind)-"by name," namely 

(4) 

� 
namadheyam (n)-name (5) 

� 
naman (n)-name (8) 
�: 
nayakal). (m)-leader ( 1 7) 

;nft 
nari (f)-woman (6) 

�: 
. nasakab (m)--destroyer (2 1 )  

-;;rm 
nasa (f)-nose ( 19) 
f.t:-
nil). (ind)-without, devoid of (only 

as first member of compound) 
( 14) 

nityam (ind)-always, constantly 
(2 1 )  

f.'f + � 
ni + .Vdarsay � off.t + .VCfm-

show, point out ( 1 8) 

f.mr 
nidra (f)-sleep ( 1 2) 

� 
.Vnind ( 1 P)-blame, revile 

� 
nindita (adj)-blamed, reviled 

f.t + tKl 
ni + .Vpat ( lP)-fall, sink down 

( 1 8) 

� 
nipm.ta (adj)-clever (6) 
� 
nimagna (adj)-sunk ( 10) 



f.l + � 
ni + -!yuj (7P)-install, appoint 

(with �� or � �) ( 1 7  
verse) 

Pt<iH�a 
niyojita (adj)-appointed (20) 

f.l + � 
ni + -lruh ( l P)-cl imb up ( 1 8  

verse) 

f.l + � 
ni + -frup-perceive, notice ( 15) 

f.R"a 
nirgata (adj)-departed (7) 

f.T{+ � 
nir + -lgam ( I P)-go forth (22) 
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vented (�-f.lc!R<Q ( 19) 

f.l + 'fcl 
ni + -fvrt ( I  A)-turn back (20) 

f.l + � 
ni + -!sam (4P)-hear, listen (20) 

�: 
nisacaral) (m)-lit., 'night-roamer, ' 

a rii/cyasa (5 verse, 7) 
Mct 
niscita (adj )-decided, settled ; 

(ind)-certainly, surely ( 14) 
� 
ni�aiJ.IJ.a (adj)-dejected ( 1 2) 

f.l + � 
ni + -ihan (2P)-kill 
m 

nirmanu�ya (adj )-devo id  of  nihata (adj)-slain ( 1 9) 
people, uninhabited 

� 
nirvasita (adj)�xiled ( 1 7) 
f.l + � 
ni + -!vas ( IP)-live, dwell (20) 

f.i'qrn: 
nivasal) (m)-dwelling (2 1 )  

f.l + fcm.. 
ni  + -fvid (2P)-be informed 

";ft 
-In! ( I P)-lead ( 10) 
� 
nna (adj)-dark, blue-black (20) 

;:f\(>1)4)0(5: 
nllakam:hal:I (n)-'having a blue

throat, ' epithet of Siva 

� 
-fnrt (4P/A)-dance ( 10) 

�� with dative) ( l 4, ?;l= 
1 9) nrpal) (m)-king (4) 

f.l + <! 
ni + -fvr (5P/A)-be blocked, pre- �: 

nrpatil) (m)-king ( 1 3) 
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� 
netr (m)-leader ( 1 0) 
� 
nyasta (adj)-set down ( 1 8) 

-tt-
-p-

Gfcf: 
patib (m)-lord, husband (irregu

lar declension, see 2 1 .3 .b) ( 1 2) 
qfcfq 
patita (adj)-fallen 
tAT 
patni (f)-wife 

-pa (adj)-drinker (from ..Jqr lP, patram (n)-leaf (8) 

see 1 2 . 1 7) tBI(�: 
_q patrarathab (m)-bird (20) 

-pa (adj)-protector (from ..Jqr 2P, qc::cft 
see 1 2 . 1 7) padavi (f)-path; with :311 + ..J� 

� 
..Jpac ( 1  P)-cook 

follow in someone' s footsteps 
(2 1 )  

� � 
pafi.can (adj)-five ( see 1 9.6) ( 19) pampa (f prop)-Pampa, name of 

q.,:q�ctJ{ 
pafi.catvam (n)-'fiveness, ' disso-

lution, death (20) 
� 
..Jpath (lP)-read ( 1 5) 
tiTaCI 
pathita (adj)-read 
�: 
pai).Qitab (m)-wise man, learned 

one (7) 
� 
..Jpat ( lP)-fall ( 1 0) 

a lake, scene of Rama' s first 
meeting with Hanuman (2 1 )  

q<:f: 
payab (n)-milk 

1R 
para (adj)-other, highest ( 1 5) ;  

supreme (22) ; lffil': (ind)-else
where (see �:) (7 verse) ; tmR 
(adj)-greater than (with �) 
(5 verse) (See 5 .7.) 

'IRll 
parama (adj)-supreme (6, 1 7) 



�: 
parames varai:J (m)-' supreme 

lord , '  epithet of S iva 

�: 
parasub (m)-axe ( 14) 
�: 
parakramai:J (m)-valor (2 1 )  

� (tm + fvD 
paraji (para + .Vji) ( I P)-conquer, 

subdue ( 1 4) 
lf(f<l'Ul (tR + :wroT) 
parayaQa (para + ayaQa) (adj)

attached to, devoted to; (n)-last 
resort or recourse (5 verse) 
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� 
parivrta (adj)-surrounded ( 1 7) 
W + qq 
pari + .Vvraj ( I P)-wander (as a 

mendicant) 
qR<;�I&�ct>: 
parivrajakai:J (m)-wandering as

cetic 

.Vparisantv ( IOP)-calm, soothe 
( 1 8) 

W + � 
pari + .Vsvaj ( I  A)-embrace ( 1 5) 

�: 
'llfrq: parihasai:J (m)-joke, jest ( 19) 
parighai:I (m)-iron bar, massive 11ft + �  

club (20) pari + .Vhr ( IP)-avoid, shun ( 1 9  
�: verse) 
pariQamai:J (m)-change, alter- tRT8:TI 

ation 

trtMt (W + ;ft) 
pariQI (pari + .Vni) (I P)-marry (8) 
� + � 
pari + .Vtyaj ( l P)-abandon (9) 

paripliflfa (adj)-full 

qRCIJ<il{ 

parik�a (f)-test 

� 
paru�a (ad j)-harsh 

� 
paru�am (n)-harsh speech (22) 

� 
paflfam (n)-leaf ( 1 9) 

� parivartanam (n)-whirling about, paryakula (adj)-frightened, con-
change, reversal ( 1 2) fused (2 1 )  
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� � 
paryutsuka (adj)-restless paduka (f)-sandal ( 1 8) 

� + �  � 
pala + �i ( l A)-flee (conjugate papam (n)-sin, evil; (adj)-evil, 

like an "a" � root from stem 
Wl<{) (7) 

� 
palitam (n)-grey hair ( 1 8  verse) 
t@ffl 
pavitra (adj)-pure, holy (22) 

� 
�pas (4P)-see (used in present 

system only, see � (4) 
q'[ 
�pa ( lP)--drink ( 1 5) 

q'[ 
�pa (2P)-protect ( 1 8) 

tf1"'Cfci): 
pacak� (m}--cook 
GlfUr: 

nasty ( 1 1 verse, 1 2) 
�: 
papajanal) (m)-sinful person 

qrftq 
papin (m; f -�)-sinner 
ttR: 
par� (m)-lit. ,  "far shore," with 

��-excel at, fully compre
hend (6) 

�: 
parthiv� (m)-king (5) 
m 
parvati (f prop)-Parvatl, Siva' s 

wife 

�' 
�pal ( lOP)-protect ( 1 1 )  

pal).il) (m)-hand; at end of corn- � 
pound-'having . . .  in hand' 
(20) 

tJIU6Cf: 

palita (adj)-under the protection 
of (22) 

�: 
piiQ<;laval) (m prop)-PiiQ<;lava, pasal) (m)-noose ( 1 9) 

descendant of king PiiQQU 

qre:: 
padal) (m)-foot ( 1 6  verse) 

�: 
padapal) (m)-tree 

� 
pitarau (m nom dual of �-"el

liptical dual" ofi''II�CI�, 'mother 
and father, '  parents 
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pitr (m)-father, ancestor ( 10 ,  1 9) pu�pita (adj)-flowery ( 1 9) 
fttcm:rr 
pipasa (f)-thirst ( 1 8) 

�: 
pisacal) (m)-pisaca, type of de-

m on 

p!<;lita (adj)-oppressed, afflicted 
(4) 

tfta 
plta (adj)--drunk (as a liquid is) 

tfta 
p!ta (adj)-yellow 

�: 
p!tambaral) (m)-'having a yellow 

garment, ' epithet of Vi�l).U 

� 
puccham (n)-tail ( 1 8  verse) 

�: 
putral) (m)-son (4) 

'Tt= 
puna)) (ind)-again (4) 

sn 
pura (ind)-previously, long ago 

( 1 3) 

� 
purl (f)--city (22) 

�: 
puru�al) (m)-man, person (6) 

� 
pustakam (n)-book ( 1 3 , 1 5) 

� 
--./pu (9P/ A)-purify ( 1 9) 
� 
--./puj ( lOP)-worship, revere (9 

verse, 1 9) 

� 
puja (f)-worship, reverence ( 1 5) 

� 
pflrl).a (adj)-full ( 10) 

� 
purva (ad j)-previous, former (de-

clined pronominally, see 5 .7 )  
(5); � (ind)-previously; with 
�-'before' ( 1 5) 

�: 
purvajal) (m)-'born-previously, ' 

elder brother 

� 
prthiv! (f)--earth ( 14) 

� 
--.lpr (9P)-fill 

�: 
pautral) (m)-grandson (22) 

�: 
prakasal) (m)-light (2 1 )  
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�: 
pralqtil:t (f)-nature ( 1 8  verse) 

prakhyata (adj)-famous ( 1 9) 

� 
pracodita (adj)-urged (2 1 )  

� 
--.'pracch (6P)-ask (6) 
� + � 
pra + --.'chad ( 1  OP)-cover, conceal 

( 1 1 verse) 
� 
praja (f)-offspring, children, 

people of a kingdom or realm (5) 
'11'$ 
prajfHi (f)-intellect 
Q-JCl�d 
prajvalita (adj)-blazing ( 10 verse) 
�: 
pral).ayah (m)-love (22) 

� 
prati (ind)-to, with respect to 

(preposition with �; each, 
every (as ftrst member of �
� (6, 14) 

� + �  
prati + --.'gam ( 1P)-go back (9) 

� + �  
prati + --.'grah (9P)-take ( 1 8) 

� + �  
prati + --.'jna (9P)-vow, promise 

(8) 
� 
pratijflata (adj)-vowed, promised 

( 1 2) 
QRifc::'1¥0( 
pratidinam (ind)--every day, daily 

� + f.l + Cfcl 
prati + ni + --.'vrt ( I  A)-return ( 1 8) 

�: 
pratipattil:t ( f)-attainment of 

knowledge 
� + �  
prati + paday (fUT�;:d' of �fcf + 

--.'tRQ-install (22) 

� + �  
prati + --.'pal ( IOP)-wait, watch, 

protect ( 1 8) 

� + Cf'Cl  
prati + ..../vac (2P)-answer ( 1 8) 

� + �  
prati + --.'santv ( 1 OP)-calm, soothe 

( 1 8) 

� + �err 
prati + --.'stha ( IP)--establish ( 1 8) 

�: 
pratodal:t (m)-goad ( 19) 
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pratyanantara (adj)-being in the pra + v'mud ( l P)-rejoice (22) 
immediate neighborhood (20) � 

� (� + 3lT + <n) 
pratyaya (prati + a + v'ya) (2P)

come back to, return ( 1 7) 
qep:r 

prathama (adj)-first ( 1 1 )  
Wf(Cl': 

pramudita (adj )-del ighted , 
pleased ( 10) 

'11' + � 
pra + v'yat ( I  A)-attempt, try, ex

ert oneself (8) 

�: 
p rabhaval). (m)-power ( 8 ,  9 prayatnal). (m)-effort ( 1 2) 

verse) 

'11' + � 
pra + v'bha� ( IA)-speak 

'11' + � 
pra + v'bhu ( IP)-be powerful 

� 
prabhrti (ind)�starting from (at 

� + "41 
pra + v'ya (2P)-go (22) 

'11' + � 
pra + v'lap ( IP)-prattle 

W<l': 
pralayal). (m)--cosmic dissolution 

(21 )  
end of compound, after indeclin- �: 
able or � (17) 

'll' + ll� 
pra + v'math ( 1 P)-harass, tor

ment, annoy (2 1 )  

pralapal). (m)-prattling, talk 

'11' + � 
pra + lobhay (�of 'I!' +  v'�-

infatuate 
� '11' + � 
pramada (f)-a beautiful young pra + v'vis (6P)-enter ( 1 1 )  

woman (20) 
'11' + � 

� pra + v'vrt ( IA)-proceed, take 
pramukha (adj)-foremost ( 1 7  place ( 1 3) 

verse) 

� '11' + � 
pra + v'sas (2P)-rule, reign ( 1 3) 

pramukhe (ind)-in front of, be-
fore the eyes (2 1 )  
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�: 
prasnal) (m)-question ( 1 9) pratar (=pratal).) ( ind)-in the 

� + B<\_ morning (2 1 )  

pra + ;/sad ( I P)-be pleased, ap- '!l'1'q_ (� + 3lTq) 
peased, be pacified ( 1 3) prap (pra + ;/ap) (5P)-obtain, re-

� ceive, get, come, arrived ( 1 1 , 1 6) 

prasanna (adj)-calm (2 1 )  • 
�: prapita (adj)-obtained, got (12) 

prasadal). (m)-grace, favor (6 m<l 
verse) 

� 
prasadaka (adj)-propitiating ( 1 7  

verse) 

� 
prasiddha ( adj )-famous  ( 1 9  

verse) 

� + �  
pra + ;/stha ( lP)-set out ( 1 8) 

� + �  
pra + sthapay �of�+ ;/� 

send, dispatch (22) 

�: 
prahar�al) (m)-joy ( 1 8) 

� + � 
pra + ;/has ( lP)-ridicule (8) 

� 
prahr�!a (adj)-delighted (20) 
muf: 
prfu).al) (m)-the breath; � + 

;/�-"abandon life breaths," 
die ( 1 6) 

praya (adj)-for the most part, 
generally, nearly (at end of com
pound) (2 1 )  

�: 
prayasal). (ind)-pract ical ly ,  

virtually 

'!il + � � + 31T + �  
pra + ;/rabh (pra + a + ;/rabh) 

( I  A)-undertake 
� 
prarabdha (ad j)-prepared 

�: 
prasadal) (m)-palace ( 1 2) 
� 
priya (adj)-dear, beloved (6) 

� 
priyam (n)-good or pleasant 

tiding (22) 
� 
prita (adj)-pleased (22) 

� (� + �  
pre (pra + ;/i)-die, depart (22) 



�� ('� + �ll!) 
prek:;; (pra + --.Irk:;; ) ( lA)-see, be

hold ( 1 9) 
� 
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� 
--.lbandh (9P)-bind ( 1 7) 
�: 
bandhanagaral) (m)-prison ( 10) 

prerita (adj )-urged, impelled (2 1 )  � 
� ("!:�' + �� �  
pre:;; (pra + --./i:;;) � pre:;;ayati (caus

ative, conjugated as 1 0P)-send, 
dispatch (6) 

� 

balam (n)-power, strength ( 1 7  
verse, 19) 

� 
balavant (adj)-rnighty (2 1 )  

� 
prokta (adj)-addressed, spoken to balin (adj)-strong, powerful (20) 

( 19) 

� 
--./piu ( !A)-jump, leap (22) 

� 

_q;"' 
-ph-

phalam (n)-fruit ( 1 6) 

� 
phulla (adj)-bloorning ( 1 6) 

il;;{: 
phenal) (m)-foam (20) 

-� 
-b-

� 
baddha (adj)-bound ( 1 7) 

�: 
bahil) (ind)--outside ( 1 8) 

� 
bahu (adj)-many (7) 

� 
bahumata (adj)-respected 

� 
bahuvaram (ind)-many times 

( 1 8) 

� 
ba<;lham (ind)-excellent, good 

idea! (2 1 )  
Gf(Ul: 
baQal) (m)-arrow (6) 

� 
--.ibadh ( !A)-harass (7) 
� 
badhita (adj)-afflicted, oppressed 

(6) 
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�: 
bandhaval) (m)-friend, relative brahman (n)-Brahma, Absolute 

( 1 8) Reality (9) ; (m)-the god Brahma 

�: 
balakal) (m)-boy, youth (4, 17) 
'(Sff!S'q: 
ba�pal) (m)-tears ( 1 4) 

�: 
bindul) (m)-drop, spot ( 1 8) 
� 
bibhatsa (f)-repulsion 

� 

( 1 2) 

� 
brahmaghna (adj)-killer of brah

mans (20) 

�: 
brahmalokal) (m)-Brahma ' s  

world-the highest heaven (22) 

�: 
brahmal)al) (m)-a brahman ( 4) 

.Vbudh (4A)-be awake, enlighten � 
.Vbrii (2P)-speak, tell ( 1 1 )  

buddha (adj)-awake, enlightened 
( 10) ; (m)-the Buddha 

�: 

-ll:-
-bh-

buddhil) (f)-wit, intelligence ( 1 1 ) llllf.. 

buddhimant (ad j ;  f -31Cfi)-wise 
( 1 1 )  

�an 
bubhuk�a (f)-hunger 

� 
brhant (adj)-great 
�: 

�bhak� ( lOP/A)-eat ( 1 9) 
lla:T: 
bhak�al) (m)-food ( 1 8) 

lldiCJ4)dl 
bhagavadgita (f prop )-Bha

gavadgi:ta 

� 
bhagavant (adj)-blessed one ( 1 3) 

bodhal) (m)-enlightenment (20 1:@r;ft 
verse) bhagini (f)-sister ( 1 9) 

'qT.{ 
bhagna (adj)-broken ( 1 8) 
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� ceiving truth), fortunate (20 verse) 
"'bhaj ( l P/A)-worship (5 verse) ; l1f 

have recourse to, betake oneself "'bha (2P)-appear, seem ( 1 3 ) ;  
t o  ( 1 8) 

� 
"'bhafij (7P)-break (8) 

� 
"'bhal). ( 1 P)-say, (2 1 )  

� 
bhadram (n)-auspicious thing 

shine (22) 

lffi": 
bharal) (m)-load, weight, burden 

(9) 
lWlT 
bharya (f)-wife (5) 

� 
..Jbha� ( lA)-speak, say (4) 

bhaya�kara (adj )-terrible ,  lWfl 
fearsome ( 19  verse) bha�a (f)-description, speech 

� � 
bhayam (n)-fear, alarm ( 1 6) bha�ita (adj)-uttered, spoken 
�: 
bharatab (m prop)-Bharata, one "'bhid (7P)-split (20) 

of Rama's brothers (5) 

� 
bhartr (m)-husband, lord ( 10) 
'l1cf: 
bhavab (m)-existence, worldly

existence, the world (20 verse) 

� 
bhavanam (n)-palace ( 1 3) 

bhinna (adj)-split 
� 
"'bhi (3P)-fear (7) 
� 
bhita (adj)-afraid (4) 
�: 
bhitib (f)-fear ( 10) 

� � bhavant (m)-you (polite form of 
ll'c-<:r=! pronoun) bhima (adj)-terrible (20) 

� � 
..Jbhuj (7P)-eat (8) bhavya (ad j)-true, capable (of per-
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� 
.Vbhil ( I P)-be, become (4) 

� 
bhiltam (n)--creature, being 

�: 
bhilmil). (f)-land, earth ( l 0) 

�: 
bhilmipal). (m)-king (4) 

� 
.Vbhil� ( lOP)-adorn 

� 
bhil�al)am (n)-ornament ( 8  

verse) 

� 

�: 
bhogal). (m)-sensual enjoyment 

( 1 6) 
� 
bhojanam (n)-food ( 1 1 )  

W\ 
.Vbhram ( I P)-wander ( 1 9) 
� 
bhra�ta (adj)-lost, destroyed 

� 
bhratr (m)-brother ( 1 0) 

-m-

bhil�ita (adj)-ornamented ( 18 ,  19 � 
verse) 

lf 
.Vbhr (3P)--carry, bear 

mak�ika (f)-fly, mosquito (2 1 )  
llfUT: 
mal)il). (m)-jewel ( 10) 
1B 

bhrt (adj)-bearing, carrying (at mata (adj)-thought, considered 
end of compound) (2 1 )  

� 
bhfsam (adj)-extremely ( 14) 
� 
bhairava (adj)-terrible, fearsome 

( 19) 

�: 

�: 
matil). (f)-mind (6) 

�: 
matsyal). (m)-fish ( 1 6) 

lf'G:: 
madal). (m)--drunkenness, exces

sive delight ( l l verse) 
bhol;t (ind)-hail or greeting "hey" � (6) madhura (adj)-sweet ( 1 5) 
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� � 
madhuram (ind)-sweetly ( 1 5) mahant (adj)-great, large ( 1 1 ) 

lf<-<1': 
madhyal). (m)-middle, waist ( 1 9) mahapuri (f)-great city (2 1 )  

111',_ �: 
...Jman (4A)-think (4) ; llR'<l (fiJT- mahabahul) (adj )-great-armed 

�)-honor, esteem ( 1 1 verse) (22) 
lf.::r: � 
manal) (n)�mind, mental faculty mahiyate (';ffli"tlT� of 11� [adj ]  

(9) great)-rejoice to grow great 

�: �: 
manu�yal) (m)-man, mortal (6) mahodadhil) (m)-ocean (22) 

� � 
manasvin (adj)-wise, intelligent mahodari (f)-having a big belly 

� ( 1 9) 

manohara (adj)-charming, fasci- 111 
nating (2 1 )  ma (ind)-negative used with im-

mandiram (n)-house, palace ( 17) 

�: 
manyul) (m)-anger, rage ( 14) 

� 
marai).am (n)-death, dying ( 1 8) 
� 
marman (n)-vital spot (20) 

�: 
masakal) (m)-fly, mosquito 

perativeand injunctive (see 19. 1 8) 
( 1 1 )  

� 
marpsam (n)-flesh (20) 

1lK1 
matr (f)-mother ( 10) 

.: 
matulal) (m)-matemal uncle ( 1 7) 

llR'<l 
manay � of ...J11rl)-respect, 

esteem ( 1 1 verse) 

masakilq (f;q �-to turn into 'J1RCI' 
a fly or mosquito ( 1 3  verse) manava (adj)-relating to Manu ; 

(m)-man, human (20) 
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manu�?a (adj)-human; (m)-man, mithunam (n)-coupling, sexual 
human (20) intercourse 

many a (adj )-to be respected, rnithya (ind)-unreal , false (9) 
worthy of respect ( 1 1  verse) 

� 
mamaka (adj)-belonging to me, 

mme 
ll'FlT 
maya (f)-illusion, magic (2 1 )  

1WITfcq 
mayavin (adj)-possessing lf1<11, or 

illusory power (22) 

lJRfq: 
mari:cal). (m prop)-Mari:ca, name 

of a rii/cyasa (2 1 )  

� 
-../marg ( !A)-search for (22) 
lWf: 
margal). (m)-path, road ( 10) 
l1TC"5l 

mimarpsa (f)-inquiry, Mimarpsa 
school of philosophy 

lfP 
mukta (adj)-released, liberated 

� 
mukham (n)-face ( 1 3) 

� 
-../muc (6P)-release (20) 

� 
mudita (adj)�elighted 

ljf.\': 
munil) (m)-sage (6) 

� 
muhurtam (n)-moment, instant 

(20) 

" mala (f)-garland, necklace ( 1 3  � 
muc;lha (adj)-stupefied ( 1 1 )  verse) 

� 
mitram (n)-friend ( 14) 

�: 
muc;lhamatil) (m)-fool 

� �: 
mithila (f prop)-city of Mithila murkhal). (m)-fool (4) 

(7) � 
murcchita (adj)-stupefied, sense

less ( 1 8) 
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miirdhan (m)-head, forefront (of medini (f)-earth (20) 
battle) (20) � 

�: 
miirdhajal) (m)-hair, coiffure (8 

verse) 

p: 
mii�ikal) (m)-mouse, rat 

�Cflql('i'i : 
mii�ikavahanal) (m)-'having a rat 

for a mount, '  epithet of Gal).e�a 

1! 
--.lmr ( lP)-die ( 1 6) 

TT= 
rnrgal) (m)-deer (4, 6) 
l£JI�IIClCfl: 
rnrgasavakal) (m)-fawn ( 1 9) 

1)? 
rnrta (adj)-dead ( 1 7) 

�: 
rnrtyul) (m)-death, (m prop)

god of death (2 1 )  

lfl_ 
--.lmr� (4A)-bear, endure (22) 

� 
mekhala (f)-girdle 

ifc:f: 
meghal) (m)-doud (2 1 )  

maithili (f prop)-lady of Mithila, 
i .e. , Sita (2 1 )  

llta:T: 
mok�al) (m)-liberation ( 14) 

�: 
mohal) (m)--delusion ( 19) 

� 
mohita (adj)--deluded ( 16) 

maunam (n)-silence 

-<{-
-y-

<:(: 
yal) (m pr)-who (relative) (6) 

� 
--./yaj ( lP/A)-sacrifice ( 17) 
�: 
yajfial) (m)-ritual offering to the 

gods, a Vedic sacrifice (5) 

� (-GJ 
yat (-d) (n pr)-what (relative) (6) ; 

(ind)-used to introduce direct 
or indirect discourses, used with 
or without � at the end (7, 8) 
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� � 
yata (adj)-restrained yadi (ind)-if (6) 

�: '*�•-.o\0<!11 
yatal) (ind)-whence, since (re la- yadrcchaya (in d)-by chance ( 1 9) 

tive) (6) � 
-lyam ( I P)--control, give ( 1 1 )  

yatra (ind)-where (relative) (6) <:fll: 
<le:r! yamal). (m prop)-Yama, god of 
yatha (ind)-as, like (relative) (6) death ( 1 2) 

<:!'� �: 
yathakamam (ind)-in accordance yamalokal) (m)-Yama' s  realm, 

with desire, at will ( 1 5) death 
�: 

yathavidhi (ind)-in accordance yasal). (n)-fame 
with custom ( 1 5) <:Jl 

ya (f pr)-who (relative) (6) 

yathasakti (ind)-in accordance <:Jl 
with ability -lya (2P)-go ( 15) 

yathasastram (ind)-in accordance yavat (ind)-so long as, to the ex-
with sastra tent that (6) 

yathasukham (ind)-according to yavajjivanam (ind)-for the dura-
pleasure ( 19) tion of life 

<:!'� '!llck8CktR'{ 
yathe�tam (ind)-according to de- yavatsaqlVatsaram (ind)-for a 

sire, as you wish (2 1 )  year 

<lGJ � 
yada (ind)-when (relative) (6) yukta (adj)-joined, furnished with 

( 19); proper 



� 
yugam (n)-a cosmic era ( 1 9) 

':JJII-=dil""'' : 
yugantameghal) (m)---cloud gath

ering at the end of the cosmic 
cycle (20) 

¥t 
.Yyuj (7P/A)-join ( 1 8) 

yuta (adj)-endowed with (6) ; full 
of, associated with (22) 

� 
yuddham (n)-battle (20) 

T{ 
.Yyudh ( 4A)-fight 

T{ 
yudh (f)-battle (20) 

� 
yuyutsu (adj)-wishing to fight 

�� 
yutham (n)-herd, group (20) 

<fraT: 
yogal) (m)-yoga 

� 
yogin (m; f -�)-yogi 
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4iCJ< I v'4'{ 
yauvarajyam (n)-state of being 

heir apparent ( 1 5) 

-r-

'(cf)R": 
rakaral) (m)-the syllable ' ra, ' i .e. , 

the letter 'r ' (2 1 )  
� 
rakta (adj)-reddened; (n -'{)-

blood ( 14, 1 7) 

�at_ 
.Yrak� ( 1 P)-protect 

�ll:l: 
rak�al). (n)-riik�asa (20) 

�a:Tq;: 
rak�akal) (m)-protector (6) 

�ll:lUTl\ 
rak�lll).am (n)-protection (7) 

'fCJ: 
raghul) (m prop )-Raghu, ances

tor of Rama 

� 
rajatam (n)-silver (2 1 )  

�: yojanam (n)-a unit of distance rajjul) (f)-rope ( 1 7) 
(22) 
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� 
ral)am (n )-battle ( 1 9) 
«r 

rak�as1 (f)-a riik$asa woman, a 
female demon ( 1 9) 

rata (adj )-del ighted, attached n'<fc'l': 
(emotionally) raghaval). (m)-Raghava, descen-

'&1: dant of "Raghu" e.g . ,  Rama (7) 

ratil). (f)-pleasure, del ight ( 1 1 m{_ 
verse) ...Jraj ( l P/A)-shine ( 1 9) 

� � 
ratnam (n)-jewel ( 1 3  verse) riijakartr (m)-king-maker ( 1 8) 
(�: � 
rathal). (m)--chariot ( 1 7) rajagrham (n)-Rajagrha, city of 

� Bharata' s maternal uncle ( 1 7) 

...Jram ( lA)-enjoy, make love (2 1 )  � 

ramal)iya (adj)-beautiful (7) 
('"!Oft<!k1( 
ramal)iyata (f)-beauty, charm 

( 1 8) 

�: 
ramesal). (m)-lord of Rama (Sita), 

= Ram a ( 5 verse) 

rahita (adj)--devoid of, missing 

rajan (m)-king (8) 
mr:rtUT: 
raj amal) il).  (m)-jewel among 

kings (5 verse) 
m = 
rajar�il). (m)-sage-king , royal

seer ( 1 2) 

� 
rajyam (n)-kingly rule, kingdom 

(5) ; � + ...J<j? (8P/A)-to rule 
(especially at end of compound) '(11l: 
( 1 6) ramal). (m prop)-Rama 

(lll]B: i!l'il401l{_ 
r�asal). (m)-rak,msa, demon (6) ramayal).am (n prop)-the Ram

ayal)a 



(l'C{UT: 
raval).al) (m prop)-Raval).a, king 

of the riik�asa-s (2 1 )  

rasil) (m)-heap, mass, collection 

� 
ra�tram (n)-kingdom ( 1 6) 

� 
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�8:"11UT: 
lak�mal).ai) (m prop)-Lak�mal).a, 

one of Rama's brothers (5 ) 

��::-� 
lak�mi (f)-fortune, prosperi ty, 

the goddess Lak�mi ( 1 7) 

lak�yam (n)-target (20) 

...Jruc ( 1A)-be agreeable to (ob- � 
ject in dative) ( 1 4) 

� 
...Jrud (2P)-weep ( 1 7) 

� 
liipam (n)-form (literal and figu-

rative), a beautiful body ( 1 9) 

� 
Iiipin (adj ; f -�·;ft}-possessed of 

form 

�: 
rei).UQ (m)-dust ( 1 9) 

'iFT: 
rogab (m)-disease ( 1 4) 

� 
rodanam (n)--crying (20) 

-I-

�8JUlll_ 
lak�al).am (n)-mark, sign, token 

( 1 1 verse) 

Ianka (f prop)-Lanka, name of 
Raval).a' s  capital (20) 

c$R: 
l anke§varal) (m prop )-lord of 

Lanka, epithet of RavaiJ.a (2 1 )  

� 
labdha (adj)-acquired, gained 

( 1 0) 

� 
...Jiabh ( lA)-acquire, gain ( 10) 
� 
lamba (adj)-hanging ( 1 2) 
&x:ci(la}1 
lambodari (f)-potbellied ( 1 9) 

C'X! 
1aya (adj )-sticking, cl inging ; 

(m)-1)  devotion, concentration, 
2) place of rest, abode 

CJJCIUT 
laval).a (adj)-salty (22) 
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� � 
--Jlikh (6P)-write lopay (� of --JC1l{)-neglect, 

� violate ( 1 8) 

likhita (adj )-written ( 1 5 ) 

� 
--Jlih (6P-�; 2P-�)-lick 

-v-

� �: 
--Jn ( 4A)-ding 
� 
II<;Iha (adj)-licked 
c$r 
!Ina (adj)-attached 

� 
Ina (f)-play, sport (8) 

� 
--Jiup (6A)-break, destroy ;  

(��-neglect, violate 
( 1 8) 

� 

vaq1sai) (m)-race, lineage ( 1 2) 
� 
vakra (adj)---crooked (2 1 )  
C[aJ: 
vak$ab (n)---chest (20) 

<Fl 
--Jvac (2P)-speak 
C['q: 
vacai) (n)-speech ( 1 3) 

� 
vacanam (n)-speech, words (5) 

Iesam (n)-little, small bit or par- vajram (n)-thunderbolt, lndra 's 
tion ( 10) weapon ( 1 2) 

�: 
lokai) (m)-world ;  host, army, vat (ind)-like (at end of corn-

people (9, 2 1 )  pound) ( 1 2) 
� 
locanam (n)-eye ( 1 3) 
�: 
!opal) (m)-loss, damage, viola

tion ( 1 8) 

CRB: 
vatsai) (m)-calf, son; in voca

tive-term of endearment, "my 
dear child" ( 1 6) 

� 
--Jvad ( 1  P)-speak ( 4) 
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� �; 
vadanam (n)-face ( 1 5) 

er<{ 
valil:l (m)-wrinkle ( 1 8  verse) 
�; 

..Jvadh ( l P)-kill, slay (20) valmikal:l (m)-ant hill (20) 
Cf4: �; 
vadhal) (m)-killing , slaughter vasal:l (m)-power, control, influ-

(2 1 )  ence ( 14) 
�--'({ 
vadhya (adj)-to be killed (2 1 )  

CAll 
vanam (n)-forest ( 4) 

� 

�; 
vasagatal:l (adj)-under the influ

ence of ( 14) 

cm_ 
..Jvas ( lP)--dwell (4) 

..Jvand ( ! A)-prai se ,  extol (9 �: 
verse, 1 3  verse, 1 5) vasatil:l (f)-dwelling 

van yam (n)-forest-food, i . e . ,  vasi�thal:l (m prop)-Vasi�tha, one 
gathered as opposed to culti- of the great brahman sages of 
vated ( 1 6) Indian tradition ( 1 7  verse) 

�: �: 
vapul). (n)-body, form vastutal:l (ind)-in fact ( 1 1 )  
CR � 
vara (adj)-best, excellent, most vastram (n)-garment, clothing 

precious, beautiful ( 1 7 , 19) ( 1 6) 

Cl(: 
varal:l (m)-boon, wish ( 1 1 ) 
crul: 
vall).aQ (m)-color, hue (20) 

err 
va (ind)--or (placed after words 

as is "Cf) (7) 

� (Clij  
vac (k) (f)-speech (8 verse, 2 l . l .a) 

var�am (n)-year; in � ' for a � 
year' ( 1 5) vakyam (n)-speech ( 1 4) 
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vfu).I (f)-speech (8 verse, 20 verse) vasin (m, n; f -�-dweller ( 1 3) 
'Cffi{: 
vatai:l (m)-wind (22) 

'Cl'FR: 
vanaral:l (m)-monkey ( 1 3) 

�: 
vayul). (m)-wind ( 1 3) 

err{_ ( : )  
var (l).) (n)-water 

�: 

� 
vahanam (n)-vehicle, mount 

� 
vilqta (adj)-deformed (22) 
� 
vigata (adj)-gone, departed ( 14) 
fcf + �  
vi + --.lcar ( lP)-think about, reflect 

(7 verse); wander ( 1 9) 

varasil). (m)-{)Cean (Cfl\+ �:) ( 1 3  �: 
verse) 

vari (n)-water 

vicaral). (m)-deliberation, hesita
tion ( 1 3) 

� 
vicchinna (adj)-severed ( 1 9) 

valin (m prop)-Valin, king of the fcf + fur 
monkeys, elder brother of Su- vi + --.lji ( I  A)-conquer, subdue (5 
grtva (22) verse) 

valmikil). (m prop)-Valmiki ,  a vi + --.ljna (9A)-realize ( 1 6) 
famous sage, first poet, author � 
of the Riimiiya!Ja ( 1 5) 

crn=r: 
vasai:l (m)-dwelling ( 1 6) 

crn=r: 
vasai:l (n)--clothing, garment (2 1 )  

� 
vasanam (n)-dwelling, abode 

( 1 8) 

vijvara (adj)-free from anxiety 
(22) 

fcrn!B: 
vitrasai:l (m)-terror (2 1 )  

-� 
-vid (adj) (from --.lfcrcv-knower 

( 1 2. 1 7) 
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� fcl + lfl 
...Jvid (2P)-know vi + ...Jbhu� ( IOP)-adorn (8 verse) 

fcroT f<l + WI_ 
vidya (f)-knowledge, learning vi + ...Jbhram ( I P)-wander 

( 1 9  verse) �: 
viyogai:J (m)-separation 

vidvarps (m)-learned man, wise ; m + rq 
fclg:v61'1: (m)-wise people ( 1 1 vi + ...Jraj ( I P)-become dispas-
verse) (See 1 7 .24.b) 

�: 
vidvi�al:I (m)---enemy ( 1 1 verse) 

fcffi/: 
vidhil). (m)-rule, custom ( 1 5)  

sionate 

virahita (adj)---deserted, separated 
from ( 1 6) 

00 
fcf + � virupa (adj )-ugly ( 1 9) 
vi + ...Jnas ( 4P)-be destroyed (20) fcl'fqOit{_ 
m 
vina (ind)-without (4) 

fclrti�Ht{_ 
vinasanam (n)---destruction 

fcf + f.=r + � 
vi + ni + ...Jvrt ( IA)-turn back, 

return ( 1 8) 

fcfqfur 
viparita (adj)-perverse, contrary, 

false ( 17) 
�: 
vibhl�aiJ.ai:J (m prop)-Vibhl�aiJ.a, 

virupaiJ.am (n)-disfigurement 
( 1 9) 

� 
virupaya (�-disfigure ( 1 9) 
� 
virupita (adj)---disfigured, muti-

lated ( 19) 

� 
viriipin (adj)-ugly ( 19) 

f<l + � 
vi + ...Jlap ( 1 P)-lament ( 14 , 1 7  

verse) 
a rak$asa, younger brother of fclJq'"lt{_ 
RavaQa (22) vilepanam (n)---ointment (8 verse) 
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fct + �  
vi + --Jlok ( 1 OP)-look at, perceive 

(20 verse) 

fct + �  
vi + --Jsrj (6P)-release, give up 

( 1 6) 
fu:aTu1 

vivarl).a (adj )-devoid of color, vistifl).a (adj)-broad (22) 
pale ( 1 3) �: 

� vismayal) (m)-amazement ( 10 
vivasita (adj)-exiled ( 1 7) verse, 2 1 )  

�: fct + �  
vivahal) (m)-marriage (7) vi + --Jsmr ( lP)-forget (5) 

� � 
vivahita (adj)-married ( 1 2) vismrta (adj)-forgotten 

� fct + �  
--Jvis (6P)-enter (22) vi + --Jha (3P)-give up, discard 

�� (2 1 verse) 

visalak�I (adj f)-having large � 
eyes ( 1 9) viharin (adj)-delighting in (20) 

�: fct + � 
vise�atal) (ind)-especially (5) vi + --.Jh[ ( IP)-take away, abduct 

fcm <fu:: 
visva (adj)-all (declined pro- viral) (m)-hero (5) 

nominally) 

visvasta (adj)-reassured, confi
dent (22) 

� 
vi�ai).I).a (adj)-dejected ( 1 3) 

� 
vi�am (n)-poison ( 1 5) 

� 
vi:ryam (n)-valor ( 1 4) 

� 
--Jvr (9A)-choose (as a boon) ( 1 1 )  

�8:1: 
vrk�al) (m)-tree ( 1 1 ) 

� 
--Jvrt ( lA)-is, exists (5) 



'¥I 
vrta (ad j)-chosen ( 1 1 )  

� 
vrtta (adj)--occurred, happened 

( 1 7) ;  (n)-news, story, report; 
(fig. )-slender ( 1 9) 

�: 
vrttantal). (m)-report, news, story 

( 14) 

Tf: 
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� 
vairam (n)-hostility (22) 

vairagyam (n)-aversion to world
ly things 

�: 
vaisrava.IJ.al). (m prop)-V aisrava.IJ.a, 

son of Visraval)a, Raval)a (20) 

vaisva (adj)-universal 
vrtral). (m prop)-Vrtra, name of a � 

demon 

� 
vrtrahan (m prop)-' s layer of 

Vrtra, ' Indra 

� 
vrddha (adj)--old (9) 

� 
...Jvrdh ( l A)-grow 

�: 
vr�abhal} (m)-bull ( 1 9) 
�: 
vegal} (m)-speed ( 1 3) 

�: 
vedal} (m)-veda (6) 

vyakta (adj)-clear ( 1 8) 

�e{_ 
...Jvyath ( lA)-be agitated ( 1 3) 

� (fcf + 3111 + �) 
vyape (vi + apa + ...Ji) (2P)-sepa-

rate, drift apart 
�: 
vyavasayal} (m)-resolution 

� 
vyasanam (n)-disaster ( 14) 
�: 
vyaghral). (m)-tiger ( 1 6) 

� 
vyaghri (f)-tigress ( 1 9) 

� 
vaidehi (f prop)-lady of Videha, ...Jvraj ( IP)-move, walk 

Sita ( 1 6) 

�: vric;la (f)-shame (22) 
vaidyal). (m)-doctor ( 1 0  verse) 
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�: 
vrfhib (m)-rice 

-� 
-s-

� 
...Jsarps ( l P)-relate (22) 

� 
...Jsak (5P)-be able ( 1 3) 
�l�'"d(")l 
sakuntala (f prop)-Sakuntala 

� 
sakta (adj )--competent 

fi: 
saktib (f)-power, ability (20) 

� 
...Jsap ( l P)--curse (4) 
� 
sabari Cf prop)-Sabarr, a female 

ascetic who aids Rama (22) 

�: 
sabdab (m)-sound ( 1 8) 

� 
...Jsam (4A)-be calm, quiet 

�: 
sambhub (m prop )-Sambhu, Siva 

(8) 

�: 
sarab (m)-arrow (4) 

� 
sariram (n)-body (20) 

sakya (adj)-capable of being � 
(with infinitive) (2 1 )  salyam (n)-arrow, spear ( 1 6) 

� � 
...Jsank ( li\)�oubt ( 10) sasin (m)-having a hare (Sasa/:l), 
$ the moon 
sankita (adj)�oubted ( 10) � 
� sastram (n)-weapon ( 1 8) 
satam (n)-hundred (see 19.5 .b) � 
�: sakha (f)-branch ( 1 5) 
satrub (m)-enemy ( 1 2) � 
�: santa (adj)--calm, peaceful (5 , 9) 
satrughnab Cm prop )-Satrughna, �: 

one of Rama' s brothers (5) sapab (m)--curse (5) 



� 
sarada (adj)-autumnal ( 1 6) 

�: 
salal) (m)-a kind of tree ( 1 8) 

� 
sala (f)-room, chamber, house, 

hut ( 1 6) 

� 
"sas (2A)-rule ( 1 8) 

� 
sasanam (n)-sovereignty, rule 

( 1 8) 

� 
sastram (n)-scholarly text ( 1 4) 
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� 
sighram (adv)-quickly (6) 

�: 
sukal) (m)-parrot 

� 
"sue ( l P)-grieve ( 1 5) 

� 
suddha (adj)-pure ( 1 3) 

� 
"subh ( 1A)-shine, be beautiful 

� 
SU$ka (adj)-dried up ( 1 6) 

�: 
sural) (m)-hero 

sikharam (n)-peak, pinnacle < 1 8) surpaiJ.akha (f prop )-Surpal)akha, 
� 
sithila (adj)-loose, slack, weak 

( 1 8  verse) 

�: 
siral) (n)-head ( 1 8  verse) 

� 
silpin (m)-artisan ( 1 8) 

m= 
sivab (m prop)-Siva 

�: 
si$yal) (m)-student ( 1 7) 

� 
"si (2A)-lie down 

sister of Raval)a ( 19) 

� 
siilam (n)-lance (20) 

m= 
sokal) (m)-grief (4) 

� 
sol)itam (n)-blood ( 1 9) 

� 
sauryam (n)-valor (2 1 )  

� 
syama (adj)-dark (2 1 )  

� 
syama (f)-a young woman (who 

has not had children) (2 1 )  
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�: 
sramal:t (m)-toil, effort ( 1 5) 

� 
SraVaJ_fam (n)-hearing ( 10) 

�: 

�,J:I, + � + er 
sam + alaq1 + ;/lq (8P/ A)-adorn 

(8 verse) 
B: 
sai:t (pr m)-he ( 4) 

sriramal:t (m prop)-"glorious Ra- � 
ma" (4) saq1yata (adj)-restrained, con-

� trolled 

-;/sru (5P)-hear, hear about (5) B + <:fl 

� saq1 + ;/ya (2P)-attain 

sruta (adj)-heard � 
� saq1rabdha (adj)-infuriated (20) 

sre�tha (adj)-best (5) BcittR": 
W: saq1vatsara!:t (m)-year ( 1 4) 

svai:t (ind)-tomorrow ( 1 6) � 
satpvrta (adj)-surrounded ( 1 9) 
B + �  

-!?- satp + ;/§am ( 4A)-be extinguished 
� ( 1 8) 
�� (adj)-six (see 19.6) 
� � 
�o<;Iasa (adj)-sixteen (see 19.6) satpsad (f)-assembly (22) 

� 
satpslqta (adj)-refined (8 verse) 

-s- � 
sakamam (ind)-with desire 

B-
sa- (ind)-with , together with � 

(used only as prior member of a sakopam (ind)-angrily 

compound) ( 1 4) B'ftl 
sakhi (m)-friend (2 1 )  
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sakhyam (n)-friendship, alliance satya (adj)-real, true; (n)-truth, 
(22) reality ( 10, l l  verse) 

� B<\ 
sal!llqtta (adj)-pierced (20) -Jsad ( I P)-sit (see 7. 1 5 .c) (7)  

� BG?Pt 
sal!lkruddha (adj)-angry ( 1 5) sadanam (n)-palace ( 1 2) 

� BGJ 
sal!lkhyam (n)-battle (20) sada (ind)-always (5 verse) 

*rq 
s�gata (ad j)-joined, united with sad:rsa (ad j)-like, fit, suitable ( 14) 

(20); met with (22) � 
B�<l�< 
sacaracara (adj)-'together with 

moveable and immovable things,' 
entire (22) 

� 
sajja (adj)-ready ( 1 8) 

B + � 
s� + -Jcar ( lP)-go, walk ( 1 5) 
� 
s�jna (f)-consciousness ( 1 2) 

� 
sat (n)-truth 

� 
satatam (ind)-always (8 verse) 

� 
sati (f)-a virtuous wife (22) 

sant (m)-good or virtuous man 
( 1 1 verse) 

Bata 
sal!ltapta (adj )-oppressed , af-

flicted (22) 
� 
sal!ltrasta (adj)-terrified (2 1 )  

B + �  
sal!l + ..../drs ( lP)-see (22) 
B + 'tlT 
s� + ..../dha (3P)-join, bring to-

gether (8) 

� 
sannibha (adj)-like (20) 
Bta 
sapta (adj)-seven (see 19.6) 
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Bln 
sabha (f)-assembly (8) 
B1i 
sama (adj)-same, equal ( 14) 

B11<l: 
samayal;-period of time, time 

( l l )  
· . �: 

samaral) (m)-battle (20) 
Bliel 
samartha (adj)-capable, compe

tent (6) 

samavibhaktangi (f)-a woman of 
symmetrical limbs (2 1 )  

� (tp::{ + 31cr + �) 

B'11Rt (tr\ + 3fl + ;ft) 
samani (sam + a +  .,Jnl) ( I P)-as

semble (22) 

� (tr\ + 3fl + �) 
samasri (sam + a + .,Jsri) ( I P)

resort to 

� (tr\ + 3fl + BCV 
samasad (sam + a +  .,Jsad) ( IOP)

reach (22) 

tr\+ � 
sam + .,Ji (2P)-come together, 

meet ( 1 4) 

samipam (n)-neamess, vicinity 
( 1 1 )  

� 
samave (sam + ava + .,Ji) (2P)- samutpanna (adj)-arisen ( 1 3) 

convene, come together (22) 

� 
samagata (adj)-come together 

(22) 

� (tr\+ 3fl + �  
samagam (sam + a +  .,Jgam) ( I P)-

assemble (7) 
�: 
samagamal) (m)-meeting ( 1 8) 

� (tr\+ 3fl + �  
samajna (sam + a + .,Jjna) (9P)

know ( 1 8) ;  �-order, com
mand ( 1 8) 

m 
sa�ppanna (adj)-endowed with 

(at end of compound) (20) 

�: 
sampatil:t (m prop)-Sampat i ,  

name of  a vulture (22) 

� 
sa�ppii11J.a (adj)-filled ( 1 8) 
� 
sa�pprapta (adj)-arrived ( 1 8) 

tNij__ (tr\ + 'q + �Ill) 
sa�pprek� ( satp + pra + .,Jik�) 

(6A)-see, regard ( 1 3) 
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� (�+ � Bftl 
sarpbha� (sam + v'bha�) ( l A)- sahita (adj)-along with (22) 

speak 
ffilR 
sarpbhranta (ad j )-confused (2 1 )  
� 
sarpmita (adj)-equal to (22) 

� 
samyak (adv)-fully, properly (2 1 )  

W: 
saral) (n)-lake ( 1 6) 

BFR": 
sagaral) (m)--ocean ( 1 0) 

� 
sadaram (ind)-with respect 

� 
sadhu (adj)-righteous ( 1 1 verse) ; 

(ind)-directly (2 1 ) ;  as excla
mation-"wonderful ! "  

�: 
sadhul) (m)-sage, holy man (9) 

sarit (f)-stream; Bfu:rt qB:--ocean � 
(22) sanandam (ind)-joyfully (5) 

Btf: BRCl_ 
sarpal) (m)-snake ( 1 9  verse, 20) v'santv ( IOP)-pacify, appease ( 1 5) 

sarva (adj )-each, all , every (see 
5 .7) 

m 
sarvada (ind)-always (7) 

� 
sah ( lA)-bear, endure 

� 
saha (ind)-with (5) 

� 
sahasa (ind)-suddenly, at once 

( 19) 

� 
sahasram (n)-a thousand ( 1 6) 

�: 
sarathil) (m)--charioteer (2 1 )  

fm: 
sirphal) (m)-1ion ( 1 5) 
fet;RHJ{_ 
sirphasanam (n)-lion-seat, throne 

( 1 8) 

� 
siddha (adj)-endowed with su

pernatural or magical powers (6 
verse) 

m 
sita (f prop)-Sita (6) 
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� � 
sukumara (adj)-lovely ( 1 2) sulabha (adj)-easy (8) 

� 
sukha (n)-happiness, joy; (ind) susarpkruddha (adj)-furious ( 1 9) 

-happily �: 
� siiryal:t (m)-sun (9) 
sukhita (adj)-happy (5) � 
�: ..Jsrj (6P)-release ( 1 6) 
sugrivai:t (m prop)-Sugriva ,  � 

younger brother of Valin, ally of ..Jsrp ( 1 P)-move ( 1 6) 
Rama (22) 

Wl: 
sutal:t (m)-son ( 1 2) 

� 
suta (f)-daughter 

� 
sudilrui:Ia (adj)-very terrible ( 1 9) 

� 
sundara (adj ; [-�-beautiful 

(4) 

�<Pll 
sumadhyama (f)-woman with a 

beautiful waist (2 1 )  

� 
sumitra (f prop)- Sumitra 

name of the mother of Lak�
mai:Ia and Satrughna 

� 
sumukha (adj)-handsome ( 1 9) 

�: 
setul:t (m)-bridge, causeway (22) 
ir.rr 
sena (f)-army ( 1 7) 

� 
..Jsev ( IA)-attend on, serve ( 10, 

1 1  verse) 

sevakal:t (m)-attendant ( 1 2) 

seva (f)-service 
� 
sevita (adj)-served ( 10) 
� 
so<;lha (ad j)-endured, borne 

somal:t (m)-soma 

�: 
saumitril:t (m prop)-son of 

Sumitra, Lak�macya ( 1 8) 



saumya (adj)-gentle, pleasant; as 
� "my friend," "my good 
man" (20) 

B1ciuT 
sauvall)a (adj)-golden (2 1 )  

� 
sauhrdam (n)-friendship (2 1 )  

� 
stabdha (adj)-paralyzed, frozen 

�: 
stambhal) (m)-post ( 1 8  verse) 

� 
,Jstu (2P)-praise (9) 

� 
stri (f)-woman (2 1 )  
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RR1\ 
snanam (n)-bath, bathing, ablu-

tion (8 verse, 1 9) 

� 
..Jsnih (4P)-love (object of love 

in �) (5) 

�: 
snehal). (m)-love, affection 

f1i 
sma (ind)-used after � to form 

simple past tense (see 4.47) (4) 

� 
,Jsmi ( IP/A)-smile ( 1 9) 

fB:Ia'i4'L. 
smitapurvam (ind)-with a smile 

( 1 9) 

-81 � 
-stha (adj)-standing (from ,f�) ,Jsmr ( I P)-remember 

( 1 7) �: 
� 
,Jstha ( I P)-stand, remain (7) 
f� 
sthanam (n)-place ( 1 8) 

� 
sthita (adj)-standing; stabilized 

( 1 4) 

81 
,Jsna (2P)-bathe ( 1 8) 

smrtib (f)-memory, a class of 
texts 

�li� 
smrtimant (adj )-possessed of 

memory, well-versed in smrti 

( 1 1 )  

� 
,Jsru ( IP)-flow, run ( 19) 

� 
sva (adj)-one ' s  own (declined 
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like 'IR, see 5. 7, but optionally fol- � 
lows masculine in -a) (7 verse, 9, hatya (f)-murder, slaying 
1 7 , 1 8  verse) -� 

�: -han (adj)-slayer (from .Y� see 
svajanai:t (m)-kin (2 1 )  1 2 . 1 7) 

�: � 
svanal:t (m)-sound, cry ( 1 9) .Yhan (2P)-kill, strike ( 4) 

FcfCI. � 
.Ysvap (2P)-sleep hananam (n)-killing (6) 

svayam (ind)-to, for, by oneself hanumant (opt. � (m prop)-
( 4, 8)  Hanuman (22) 

�: �: 
svayarpvaral:t (m)-l i t . ,  "self haril:t (m prop)-Hari (Visl)u) ;  

choice," the name of a ceremony 
at which a princess chooses a hus
band or has one chosen by con
test (8) 

�: 
svaral:t (m)-sound, cry ( 1 9) 

m= 
svargal:t (m)-heaven (6, 1 7  verse) 

(m)-monkey ( 1 9  verse) 

� 
harivara (adj}-best of monkeys 

(22) 

•= 
hari:Svaral:t (m)-lord of monkeys 

(22) 

Qfcf: 
havil:t (n)-oblation 

svargata (adj )-gone to heaven � 
(22) .Yhas ( lP)-laugh ( 1 2) 

-� 
-h-

� 
hata (adj)-killed (4) 

�: 
hastal:t (m)-hand 

{?@(>SI'C:lctl{_ 
hastalaghavam (n)-skill , manual 

dexterity ( 1  0 verse) 



� 
hastin (m)---elephant 

m 

ha ( ind)-vocative particle ex
pressing grief ( 4) 

m 

..Jha (3P)-abandon (7) 

QT(: 
harab (m)-necklace (8 verse) 

QTB: 
hasab (m)-laughter ( 1 9) 

� 
hi (ind)-indeed, surely ( 1 9) 

� 
hi!p.sa (f)-violence, injury (20) 

hi!p.sra (adj )-injurious ,  fierce 
( 1 5) 

�: 
hitab (m)-welfare , benefit (20 

verse, 2 1 )  
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hina (adj )-devoid of, missing 
(esp. at end of compound) ( 1 6) 

� 
..Jhu (3P)-----offer (9) 

Q: 
..Jhr ( 1 P)-abduct, carry off (22) 

Q:CJ 
hrta (adj )-abducted (22) 

� 
hrdayam (n)-heart ( 14) 

� + Cf 
hrdaye + ..Jk[ (idiom)-take seri

ously , ( l 4 ) ;  + ..J"c:lT (idiom)
"placed in the heart" ( 1 6) 

� 
hr�ta (adj)-delighted (2 1 )  

� 
he (ind)-vocative particle (4) 

� 
heman (n)-gold ( 1 8) 

�lil?l�·& 
hemapiiigala (adj )-golden

yellow (22) 
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ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY 
(This glossary was designed for reference to particular usages and 

meanings in the readings and exercises of this primer. It is not 
intended for use as a general Sanskrit dictionary . )  

-A-

abandon-�( l P) ( l O) ;  11ft +  
�( l P) (9) ; m (3P) (7) ; 
abandoned-� (adj) ( 10) 

abduct-3fll + � ( l P) (2 1 ) ;  � + � 
( l P) ;  � ( l P) (22) ; abducted
� (adj )  (22) ; to be abducted
� (adj) (2 1 )  

ability-m: (f) (20) ; in accor
dance with ability-<1"� 
(in d) 

able, be-� (5P) ( 1 3) ;  able
Wl (adj) (9) 

ablution-�: (m) ( 1 9) ;  
� (n) ( 8  verse, 1 9) 

abode-�: (m) ; cm:Rl\(n) ( 1 8) 
absolute reality-� (n) (9) 
accept-� (8P) (20) 
account-31¥� (n) (22) 
acquire� ( l A) ( 10) ;  � 

(adj) ( 10) 
activity-� (n) (8) 
addressed� (adj) ( 1 0) ;  � 

(adj) ( 1 9) 
adorn-�+ Cf (8P) ; lfl{lOP) ; 

fcl + lfl{ lOP) (8 verse) ; '81\ + 
� + Cf (8P/A) (8 verse) 

adventure-�(n) (4) 

affection�: (m) 
afflicted-E (adj) (4) ; � 

(adj) (6) ; � (adj) (22) ; 
afflicted with-3TRi (adj) (20) 

afraid-'lfui (adj) (4) 
after-� (ind) (9) ; after 

that�G>1�U{_ (ind) (9) 
again-'Tl= (ind) (4) 
age-� ( l P) ( 10) ;  aged-� 

(adj) ( 10) 
agent-� (adj) 
agitate� (22) ;  be agitated

O<:T�( l A) ( 1 3) ;  agitated-� 
(adj)  ( 1 2) 

agree to--� (8P) (20) 
agreeable to, be-� ( l A) ( 1 4) 
aha !-31Ql (ind) 
air-�(n) ( 1 2) 
Akampanai:t-�= (m prop) 

(20) 
alarm-�(n) (1 6) 
alliance-� (n) (22) 
all-fcrn' (adj) ;  Bel (adj) (see 5 .7 )  
along with� (adj) (22) 
also--31ftl' (ind) (4) 
alteration-�: (m) 
alternative-�: (f) (6, 20 verse) 
always-� (ind) (2 1 ) ;  � 

(ind) (8 verse) ; BGJ (ind) (5 
verse) ; m (ind) (7) 
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amazement-m<:!: (m) ( 10 
verse, 2 1 )  

amuse oneself-� ( 1 P) ( 1 8  
verse, 2 1 ) , fcl + � ( l P) 

ancestor-� (m) ( 10, 1 9) 
and-'t! (ind) 
angry, be-� (4P) (7) ; �(4P) 

(7) ; anger-cn1t!: (m) ( 1 4) ; �: 
(m) ( 1 3) ; �: (m) ( 1 4) ; 
angrily� (ind) ; angry
� (adj) (4) ; � (adj) ;  � 
(adj)  ( 1 5 ) ;  

annihilate-3lfil + � (2P) ; 
annihilated-� (adj) (5 
verse, 20) 

announce�+ 31T + � ( 1 P) (2 1 )  
annoy-� + trer_ ( 1 P) (2 1 )  
anoint-3lfil + �(6P) ( 1 7) 
another-3ltR (adj) (9, 1 7) ;  3Pl' 

(adj) (5) 
another time-3F<lGJ (ind) 
answer-� + Cfi'l(2P) ( 1 8) ;  

� (n) ( 1 7) 
ant hill-�: (m) (20) 
anxiety-� (f) (7); free from 

anxiety-fcrv'cR (adj) (22) 
appear-� (non-present form 

of � ( l l ) ;  lll (2P) ( 1 3) ;  
appease� ( lOP) ( 1 5) ;  � + 

� ( l P) ( 1 3) 
appoint-f.l + � (7P) ( 1 7  

verse) ; appointed-� 
(adj)  (20) 

approach-3lfil + � ( I P) (8); 311 
+ �( 1P) (8) 

arise�+ �(4A) ;  3<\ + � ( l P) 

(5) ; �(4A) ( 1 4) ;  arisen� 
(adj) ( 1 3 ) ; � (adj) ( 1 3) ; 
� (adj) ( 1 3) 

armlet-�: (m) (8 verse) 
armor-�: (m) ( 1 8) 
army-� (f) (5 verse, 1 8) ; �: 

(m) (9, 2 1 ) ; B1"f (f) ( 1 7) 
arouse� �) (20) 
arranged, be-CJrl_( l A) 
arrived-mt{_ (� + 31Tq) (5P) ( 1 6) ;  

� (adj) ( 1 8) 
arrow-�: (m) (7); GlfOT: (m) 

(6) ; �: (m) (4) ; �(n) ( 1 6) ;  
artisan-�(m) ( 1 8) 
as-� (ind) (4) ;  <:fer! (ind) (6) 
ascend (to)-31T + � ( l P) ( 1 5) 
ascetic-Qlt!B: (m) (20) ;  � 

(m; f -fcRt) ( 1 2) 
asceticism�: (n) (9) 
Asoka grove-:'jj:RlCfictf.lCfit (f) 

(22) 
ashram-31PWl: (m) (6) 
ask-�(6P) (6) 
ass-m: (m) (2 1 )  
assemble� (B1l_ + 31T + '3fl1) 

( I P) (7) ; � (Bll_ + 3lT + ;fi) 
( I P) (22) 

assembly� (f) (22) ; Blll (f) 
(8) 

assistance-311'CfiR: (m) ( 1 1 )  
associated with-� (adj) (22) 
assume-31T + GJ (3P) (2 1 ) ;  31T + 

'R-TT ( 1 P) (2 1 ) ;  't ( lOP/A) (8 
verse) 

at once--Bmn (ind) ( 1 9) 
at present-3l'fll (ind) ( 1 1 )  



attached-� (adj ) ;  attached 
to-� (lR + 3m) (adj) ;  
attached (emotionally)-� 
(adj) 

attain-� + � ( 1 P) (9); � + 
�(lA) (9) ;  B + <n (2P) ; 
attain (a state )-31l + � ( 1  P) 
(22); attainment of knowl
edge-�: ([) 

attempt-J;I' + �(lA) (8); 
attempted-� (adj) 

attend on� ( lA) ( 10, 1 1  
verse) ; attendant-�: (m) ; 
00: (m) ( 1 2) 

auspiCious thing-� (n) 
austerity�: (n) (9) 
authorize-� + Cf (8P) 
autumnal-� (adj) ( 1 6) 
aversion to worldly things-

�(n) 
avoid-qft + � ( lP) ( 1 9  verse) ; 

� (adj) (9 verse) 
awake, be-�(4A) ; awake

� (adj) ( 10) 
axe-�: (m) ( 14) 
Ayodhya-3<rr (f prop) (5) 

-B-

bad-�- (prefix) ( 1 9) 
banana tree-� (f) ( 1 4) 
bank�(n) (22) 
barely-Cl)� (-� -"CFF) (ind) 
bathe--RT (2P) ( 1 8) ;  bath-

RRll. (n) (8 verse, 19) 
battle-31mCf: (m) (20) ; �(n) 
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( 1 9) ;  �(f) (20); �(n) (20); 
� (n) (20); B'll(: (m) (20) 

be-3lB (2P) (4) ; 10 P) (4) ; <[cl 
( lA) 

bear-� (3P) ; � ( lOP/ A) (8 
verse) ; -�(adj) (2 1 ) ; bear 
(endure)-�(4A) (22) ; � 
( lA) 

beautiful, be-� ( lA) ; � 
(adj )  (7); CR (adj) ( 1 7, 1 9) ;  
� (adj) (4) ; � (f) 

beautiful young woman-w:TGJ 
(f) (20) 

beauty-=<Ji...nufi....,.4C1"""1 (f) ( 1 8) ;  -� 
(n) ( 1 9) 

become-1 ( 1  P) ( 4) 
before the eyes (lit . , before, in 

front of the face)-� (ind) 
(2 1 )  

begin-3ll + �( lA) ;  begin
ning-�: (m) ( 1 5) ;  from the 
beginning-3fi: (ind) 
( 17 ,22) 

behold-�� (J;I' + �Ill) ( l A) ( 1 9) 
being-�(n) 
bellow-�(lP) (22) 
belly�(n) ( 1 2), having a 

small belly-� (f) ( 19) 
beloved-� (adj) (6) 
bend-� ( lP) ( 10); bent-;rCJ' 

(adj) ( 10) 
benefit-�: (m) (20 verse, 2 1 )  
best-eR (adj) ( 17, 19) ;  � (adj) 

(5) 
best of-�: (m) (2 1 ) , (lit . , 

Indra among . . .  ) at the end of 
compound 
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Bhagavadgita-�JICid]dl (f prop) 
Bharata-'lffif: (m prop) (5) 
big belly, having-� (f adj) 

( 1 9) 
bind-�(9P) ( 1 7) ;  � (4P) 

( 10) 
bird-<.CfJT: (m) ( 1 2); �: (m) 

(6) ; carrion bird-tBReJ': (m) 
(20) 

birth-� (n) ( 14) ;  �: (f) 
(20 verse) 

bite-� ( lP) ;  bitten (adj)-ey 
blade of grass� (n) (8) 
blame-� ( lP) ;  blamed-

� (adj) ;  blameworthy
� (adj) (9 verse) 

blazing-!OivCII<>Jd (adj) ( 10  verse) 
blessed one-�(adj) ( 1 3) 
bliss-3lfrF'G:: (m) (6) 
blocked-Fl + � (5P/A) ( 1 9) 
blood-�(n) ( 14, 17) ;  � 

(n) ( 1 9) 
blooming-� (adj) ( 1 6) 
blue-black-� (adj) 
boasting-��(n) ( 1 8) 
body-Cfi'TGI: (m) (20) ; �: (m) 

(21 verse); �: (n) ; � (n) 
(20); having a body-� 
(adj) 

book-�(n) ( 1 3 ,  1 5) 
boon-CR: (m) ( 1 1 )  
born, be�+ 1:f"C\(4A); �(4A) 

( 14) ; born-� (adj) ( 1 3) ;  
born from- -� (adj) ( 1 8) ;  
born after, be-� + �(4P) 

borne� (adj) 
both� (adj) (2 1 )  

bound-� (adj) ( 1 7) ;  -;r.g: (adj) 
( 10) 

bow-"'i:f[q': (m) (8); �: (n) (9) ; 
bow-wielder-� (adj) 
(2 1 )  

bow-� ( 1P) ( 10) ; bowed-� 
(adj) ( 10) 

boy-�: (m) (4, 17 ) ;  �: 
(m) ( 1 3) 

bracelet-�: (m) (8 verse) 
Brahman, the god-� 

0ml)(m) ( 1 2) ;  Brahman' s  
world-�: (m) (22) ; 
Absolute reality-� (�) 
(n) (9) 

brahman-�: (m) (4) ; �: 
(m) (6); brahman killer-� 
(adj) (20) 

branch-� (f) ( 1 5) 
break-�(7P) (8); �(6A) 
breath-mUJ: (m); "abandon life 

breath," die-'!OI'R"Fl._ + � 
( 16) 

bridge�: (m) (22) 
bring-31T + ;fi ( lP) ( 1 7) ;  3lT + � 

( lP) ; bringing-� (adj) 
( 14) ; bring together-----B + 'l::fl 
(3P) (8) 

broad-� (adj) (22) 
broken-� (adj) ( 1 8) 
brother-� (m) ( 10); younger 

brother-31¥f: (m) ( 1 7) ;  elder 
brother-�: (m) 

Buddha-�: (m) 
bull-�: (m) ( 1 8) ;  �: (m) 

( 19) 
burden-�: (m) (9) 



burn-qt{_( IP/A) ; � (2P) ( 1 8) ;  
burnt (ad j)-� 

burst-3ll + �(6P) ( 1 8  verse) 
but-� (ind) (5) ;  "f! (ind) ( 1 1 ) 

-C-

calf-CRB: (m) ( 1 6) 
call-3ll + � (4A) ( 1 2) ;  call 

out�+ 3lT + � ( IP) (2 1 )  
calm, be -Wl_(4A) ; qRah:'{ 

( lOP) ( 1 8) ;  calm-� (adj) 
(2 1 ) ; � (adj) (5 , 9) 

capable-Bl1� (adj) (6); capable 
of being-� (adj) (2 1 ) ;  
capable (of perceiving truth)
lf<XI (adj) (20 verse) 

cardinal point-� (� (f) 
(20, 22 verse) 

care-� (f) (7) 
carrion bird-lf:'Ref: (m) (20) 
carry-� (3P) ; carry off� ( 1P) 

(22) ; carrying-�(adj) (2 1 )  
cause-� (n) ( 1 5 ) ;  causing 

(i.e . ,  giving rise to) (adj) (at end 
of compound)- -<:: ( 1 4) 

cause to tremble� (22) 
causer-� (adj ; f -� (20 verse); 

'¥f_(adj) 
causer of joy-� : (n) ( 1 6) 
causeway�: (m) (22) 
cave-� (n) ( 1 7) ;  � (f) 

( 1 8, 22) 
cavern-� (f) ( 1 8, 22) 
celestial being-�: (m) (20) 
certain-� (adj) ;  certainly-

� (ind) ; � (in d) 
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chamber-� (f) ( 1 6) 
change-ttfturrq: (m) ; .-.+qR.,._,ct ...... d1 ..... ¥{ (n) 

( 1 2) 
chariot-(ef: (m) ( 1 7) 
charioteer-�: (m) (2 1 )  
charm-<ttofi4al (f) ( 1 8) ;  

charming-· (adj) (2 1 )  
chest-'CIIlJ: (n) (20) 
childless-� (adj) 
children-� (f) (5) 
choose (as a boon)-Ci (9A) ( 1 1 ) ;  

� (adj) ( 1 1 )  
chronicle-�: (m) 
citizens-� (f) (5) 
city-� (f) (22) ; � (n) ( 10) 
clear-� (adj) ( 1 8) 
clever-� (adj) (6) 
climb up-f.J + � (1 P) ( 1 8  

verse) 
cling� (4A); clinging� 

(adj) ; clung to-� (adj) 
clothing-�(n) ( 1 6) ; cm:J: (n) 
cloud-�: (m) (20) ; il'c:f: (m) 

(2 1 ) ;  clouds gathering at the 
end of the cosmic cycle
�"lhl�\'01: (m) (20) 

club-qftq: (m) (20) 
coiffure-�: (m) (8 verse) 

(lit . ,  'born from the head, 
hair ' ) 

collection-�: (m) 
color-'Ciuf: (m) (20); colorless

� (adj) ( 1 3) 
come-3ll + 'Jlll.(lP) (4); 3lT + 4T 

(2P) (7, 22) ; IDq_ (� + 3lTq) (5P) 
( 1 6) 
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come back to-� (� + 3lT + 
<:IT) (2P) ( 1 7) 

come to be�+ � ( lP) (5) 
come together-Bl{_ + � (2P) 

( 14 ) ;  � (B1l. + 31cl + �) (2P) 
(22) ; � (adj) (22) 

command-� (f) (9) 
compassion-CR?UTI (f) ( 1 2) ; � 

(f) ( 1 1 verse) 
competent---8:11l (9) ; � (adj) ; 

Bli� (adj) (6) 
conceal-� + �(lOP) ( 1 1 

verse) 
consecration-�: (m) (9) 
conciliate-� + ;fi ( 1  P) 
condition-�: (f) (6, 20 verse 
conduct-'¥ (8P) (5) 
confident-� (adj) (22) 
conformable-� (adj) ( 1 9) 
confused-311¥ (adj) (22); 

� (adj) (2 1 ) ;  � (adj) 
(2 1 )  

conjugational class in 
grammar-�: (m) (7) 

conquered-� (adj) ( 14) ; 
conquer-m (lRl + � (1 P) 
( 14) ; fcf + � ( lA) (5 verse) ; �  
(m) (10) ; conquering- -� 
(adj) ( 1 2) (at end of com
pound) 

consciousness� (f) ( 1 2) 
consecrate-31fil + �(6P) ( 1 7) 
consider-� ( lOP) (4) ; 'If.\ 

(4A); considered-11cf (adj) 
constantly� (ind) (2 1 )  
content, be --W�- ( 4P)(8) ; 

content� (adj) (8) 

contrary-fciqfu (adj) ( 1 7) 
contro}-<:jl{..( 1P) ( 1 1 ) ;  �: (m) 

( 14) ; controlled� (adj) 
convene-� (Bl{_ + 31cl + �) 

(2P) (22) 
conveying-� (adj) ( 1 4) 
cook-lf9._(1P) ;  �: (m) 
coronation-�: (m) (9) 
cosmic dissolution-w<:f: (m) 
cosmic era-�(n) ( 1 9) 
coupling-�� (n) 
courage-� (n) (20) 
courageous, be-� (5P) (20) 
cover-� + �(lOP) ( 1 1 verse) ; 

covered-311-el:§lfc;:d (adj) ( 1 9) 
cow-.ft: (f) ; to turn into a cow's 

hoofprint Jjlcsqe:Jq; ( 1 3  verse) 
craving-� (f) ( 1 1 verse, 1 8  

verse) 
crazy� (adj) ( 1 9) 
creature-�: (m) ( 15) ;  � (n) 
crooked-� (adj) (2 1 )  
cross over4 ( lP) 
crovv-qpfcp: (m) 
cruel-� (adj) ( 1 2) ;  W (adj) 

(20) ; GWJT (adj) ( 1 3) 
cry-Fcft: (m) ( 1 9) ;  �: (m) 

( 19) ; crying-�(n) (20) 
cucko�: (m) ( 1 5) 
curiosity-Cfl11_eli''5'{_(n) ( 1 3) ;  

� (f) 
curious-� (adj) 
curse-�(lP) (4) ;  �: (m) (5) 
custom-�: (m) ( 1 5) ; in 

accordance with custom
<:j� (ind) ( 1 5) 



cut-� (7P) ; � (7P) ; ftnf 
(adj ) ( 1 4) ;  fit:! (adj) 

-D-

daily-IIRifd:'il{ (ind) 
damage-�: (m) ( 1 8) 
dance-� (4P/A) ( 10) 
dark--;:fu;5 (adj) (20); � (adj) 

(2 1 )  
Dasaratha, Rama ' s father -

GRR�: (m prop) (4) 
daughter-� (f) (7) ;  CFr'<U (f) 

( 1 5 ) ; � (f) ( 10) 
day-�: (n) (see 2 1 .3 .g) ; fu:rt': 

(m) 
daybreak-�(ind) (2 1 )  
dear-fit<:r (adj) 
dear one-Q"K!: (m) ( 1 4) ;  &<lr (f) 
death-q-ril�ctl{ (n) (20); � 

(n) ( 1 8) ;  god of death-�: 
(m) (20) ; �: (m) (5, 2 1 ) ; �: 
(m) ; �: (m); Yama's  realm
�: (m); dead-� (adj) 
( 1 7) 

decay-fu ( 1 P) 
decided- � (adj) 
deer-Tf: (m) ( 4, 6) 
deformed-� (adj) ( 1 9) ;  � 

(adj )  (22) 
dejected-f.ltsiuul (adj) ( 1 2) ;  fci1!{UUl 

(adj) ( 1 3) 
deliberation-fcrt:IR: (m) ( 1 3) 
delight-'da: (f) ( 1 1 verse) ; 

delighted-� (adj) ( 10) ; 
� (adj) (20) ; � (adj) ; B 
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(adj) ; delighting in-� 
(adj) (20) 

delusion-�: (m) ( 1 9) ;  
deluded-� (adj) ( 1 6) 

demon-JRf: (m) (2 1 ) ;  (la.ffi: (m) 
(6) ; female demon-(lm=fi (f) 
( 1 9) ;  �: (m)(lit. , night 
roamer) 

depart-� + � departed-
� (adj) (7) ;  � (adj) ( 1 4) 

depression-i<f<:::: (m) ( 1 3) 
deserted-� (adj) ( 1 6) 
desire-� (6P) (8); cpr:[: (m) 

( 1 5) ;  � (f) ( 1 1 verse, 1 8  
verse) ; with desire� 
(ind); in accordance with 
desire-�� (ind) ( 15 ) ;  
desired-� (adj) ( 10) 

desire to get-� (f) 
destroy�(6A); destroyed, 

be-� (4P) ; � + �(4P) 
(20); destroyed-m! (adj); ;re 
(adj) (6) ;  destroyer-�: (m) 
(2 1 ) ;  destruction-�'11�1'1¥{ (n) ; 
aFt: (m) ( 1 8) 

devoid of-f.t: (ind) ( 14) ; � 
(adj) ( 1 6) ; ${ (adj) ( 16) 

devotion� (m); devoted to
� (tR + 31<IU1) (adj); 
devoted mind-�: (m) (5 
verse) 

die-� 01" + m  (22); 11 ( lP) ( 1 6) 
dig-<cq ( 1 P) 
direction-� cfu:c�D (f) (20, 22 

verse) 
directly� (ind) (2 1 )  
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disaster-�(n) ( 14) 
discard-fcf + m  (3P) (2 1 verse) 
disease-�: (m) ( 14) 
disfigure-� �) ( 1 9) ; 

disfigured-� (adj) ( 1 9) ;  
disfigurement-� (n) 
( 1 9) 

dishonorable-� (adj) (9 
verse) 

dispassionate, become-fcf + � 
( l P) 

dispatch-� + �  (�(22) 
dissolution-4:r'i:kCl'{_ (n) (20) 
distance unit-� (n) (22) 
distressed-31JF (adj) ( 1 2) 
divinity-� (n) (22) 
do-Cf (8P) (5) ; doer-Cfi{ (adj ; f 

-� (20 verse) ; done-Cfcl(adj); 
desirous of doing-� (adj) 
( 1 8) 

doctor-�: (m) ( 10  verse) 
doer-� (see lesson 1 1 ) 
done-Cfa (adj) ( 10) 
donkey-�: (m) ( 1 8) ;-W: 

(m) (2 1 )  
door-� (n) 
doubt�(lA) ( 10) 
doubted-$ (adj) ( 10) 
doubtlessly-�(ind) (2 1 )  
drawn near� (adj) ( 1 8) 
dried up-� (adj) ( 1 6) 
drift apart-cx.A (fcf + 3{q + �) 

(2P) 
drink-qf ( lP) ( 15) 
drinker- -tt (adj) (at end of 

compound) 
drive away-3{q + �(6P) 

1 drop-�: (m) ( 1 8) 
drunk� (adj) ( 1 9) 
drunk (as a liquid is)-tficr (adj) 
drunkenness-llG:: (m) ( 1 1 verse) 
duration of life, for the-

lliC!v-::sftCI<i'{_ (ind) 
Durga-crTI (f prop) ( 1 5) 
Dii�ai)a -�: (m prop) ( 1 9) 
dust-tOJ (m) ( 1 9) 
duty-�: (m) ( 1 2) 
dwell-f.:r + CR={_ ( 1  P) (20) ;  

dwelling-f.l"Clm: (m) (2 1 ) ;  
�: (f) ; Cf!B :  (m) ; CWR"'{_ (n) 
( 1 8) ; dweller-qTfB�..(m, n; f 
�) ( 1 3) 

dying-lWll'{(n) ( 1 8) 

-E-

each-� (ind) (6, 14) ;  Bel (adj) 
(see 5.7) 

ear-�: (m) ( 1 9) 
earth-WT (f) ( 1 2) ;  � (f) 

( 14) ;  �: (f) ( 10); � (f) 
(20) 

easy� (adj) (8) 
eat-� (2P) ; � ( l P) ;  �� 

( lOP/A) ( 1 9) ;  �(7P) (8) ; 
eaten-� (adj) 

effort-�: (m) ( 1 2) ;  �: (m) 
( 1 5) 

eight-31F-I._ (adj) ( 1 9) 
eldest-�(adj) (5) 
elephant�: (m) ( 1 9) ; �: 

(m) ( 1 4) ;  �: (m) ( 1 8) ;  � 
(m) 

elsewhere-'4'(C[: (in d) (7 verse) 



embrace-llft + �(lA) ( 1 5) 
end-3Fcf: (m) ( 16) 
ender-�: (m) (20) 
endowed with-� (adj) (6) ; Bta 

(adj) (20) 
endure-lfl(4A) (22) ; BQ_ ( lA) ;  

endured-BTG (adj) 
enemy-�: (m) ( 19); �: (m) 

( 1 1  verse) ; �: (m) ( 1 2) 
enjoy-�(lA) (2 1 )  
enlighten-� ( 4A) ; 

enlightened-� (adj) ( 10); 
enlightenment-�: (m) (20 
verse) 

enough-�(ind) ( 1 5) (with 
�) 

enraged� (adj) (4) 
enter-� + fu{_(6P) ( 1 1 ) ; fu{_ 

(6P) (22) 
entourage-�: (m) (22) 
entrance-g:Rll_ (n) 
entrust-f.l + � (6P) (9) 
enveloped-311..,1:§11&q (adj) ( 1 9) 
envoy-�: (m) 
episode-311\1::041'11{_ (n) (22) 
equal� (adj) ( 19) ; wr (adj) 

( 14); � (adj) (22) 
especially-�: (ind) (5) 
establish-lAfcf + �en ( lP) ( 1 8) 
esteem-� ( 1 1  verse) 
even-31ft! (ind) (4) ; even so-

d'� (ind) (8) 
every-ma (ind) (6, 1 4) ; � (adj) 

(see 5 .7) 
evil-�(n) ; tfltf (adj) ( 1 1 

verse, 1 2) ;  evil person-�: 

(m) ( 1 9  verse) ; evil act -
� (n) (4) 

exceedingly-� (ind) (4) ; 
�(ind) 
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excellence-�: (m) (5, 1 1  
verse) ; excellent� (adj) 
(8); �(ind) (2 1 ) ;  CR (adj) 
( 17, 1 9) 

except-� (ind) (22) (generally 
takes �) 

excessively-3lfcr (ind) ( 1 3) 
exert oneself-� + �(lA) (8) 
exiled-� (adj) ( 17 ) ;  

� (adj) ( 17) 
existence-l1cf: (m) (20 verse) ; 

state of existence-�: (f) ( 6, 
20 verse) 

exists-� ( lA) (5) 
experience-� + lJ_ ( l P) (4) 
extinguished, be-B + �(4A) 

( 1 8) 
extol-� ( lA) (9 verse, 1 3  

verse, 15 )  
extremely-�(adj)  ( 1 4) 
eye-"'q'llj: (n) (9) ;  � (n) ( 1 4) ;  

�(n) ( 13) ; having large 
eyes-�aft (adj f) ( 1 9) 

-F-

face-�(n) ( 1 3) ; �(n) 
( 1 3) ;  �(n) ( 1 5) 

fade--aft<:i (8 verse) 
fall-qq__( lP) ( 10) ;  f.l + qq__ ( l P) 

( 1 8) ;  fallen-� (adj) 
false-fcWta (adj) ( 1 7) ;  �� 

(ind) (9) 
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fame-�: (f) ( 1 1 verse) ; �: 
(n) 

family-�(n) ( 1 6) 
famous-� (adj) ( 1 9) ; � 

(adj) ( 1 9  verse) 
far-� (ind) (2 1 ,  22) 
fascinating-m (adj) (2 1 )  
father-----CfKJ: (m) ( 14) ;  � (m) 

( 10, 1 9) 
fault-�: (m) 
favor�: (m) ( 1 1 ) ;  �: (m) 

(6 verse) ; favorable� (2 1 )  
fawn-lf'I�IIC!Cf>: (m) ( 1 9) 
fear-� (3P) (7) ;  �(n) ( 1 6) ;  

�: (f) ( 10); fearsome-� 
(adj) ( 1 9  verse); � (adj) ( 1 9) 

feel-� + l! ( lP) (4) 
fetch-31T + ;:fi ( 1  P) ( 17) 
fever, feverish disease-�: (m) 

(22) 
field�(n) 
fierce� (adj) (20); � (adj) 

( 1 3) ;  � (adj) ( 1 5) 
fight-�(4A); wishing to 

fight-m (adj) 
fill-� (9P); filled� (adj) 

( 1 8) 
finru-� (a�); � (a�) 

(20 verse) ; finally-3Rlc{: 
(ind) (8) 

frre-31fT.t: (m) ( 1 5) ;  �: (m) 
(22) ; having fire as witness
� (adj) 

first-3RT (adj) ( 1 9) ;  �� (adj) 
( 1 1 )  

fish-�: (m) ( 1 6) 

fit� (adj) ( 1 4) 
five-� (adj) ( 1 9) ; fivefold 

state, death-q-rikClt( (n) (20) 
flee-� + � ( 1  A) (7) 
flesh-� (n) (20) 
flow-� ( 1P) ( 1 9) 
flower-�(n) (8 verse) ; 

flowery-� (adj) ( 1 9) 
fly-� (f) (2 1 )  
fly, to�+ tRJ._( lP) ; 
foam-if>=:J: (m) (20) 
folks-�: (m) (4, 1 5) 
follow-� + <n (2P) ( 1 1 verse) ; 

� + � ( lP) 
fond of-� + �  ( 4A) (8) 
food-l=fll.i: (m) ( 1 8) ;  �(n) 

( 1 1 ) ;  forest-food-� (n) 
( 16) 

fool-�: (m); �: (m) (4) ; 
foolish-� (adj) 

foot-tnG:: (m) ( 1 6  verse) 
for the sake of-eFt (ind) ( 1 2) 

(with 1!f3l or �) 
forefront (of battle)-�(m) 

(20) 
foremost-� (adj) ( 1 7  verse) 
forest-� (n) (7) ;  'CJ'11l_ (n) 

(4) 
forget-fcf + � ( l P) (5) ;  

forgotten-� (adj) 
forgive� ( 1A) 
form (literal and figurative)-� 

(n) ( 1 9) ;  form (body)�: (n) ; 
taking any form at will
<t>lli'€lit'i_ (adj) ( 1 9) 

former-� (adj) (5) 
fortitude-� (n) (20) 



fortunate-"<:Pl (adj) ( 1 6) ; � 
(adj) (20 verse) 

fortune---(')a-"lft (f) ( 17) 
four-� (adj)( l9) 
foursome-� (n) 
fourteen-'61<jd:�lf (adj) ( 1 5 )  
fourth-�� (adj) ( 1 7) (fem.-

�iil) 
free-lJ"l (6P) 
friend-�: (m) ( 1 8) ; �(n) 

( 14) ; Bful (m) (2 1 ) ;  
friendship� (n) (22); 
�(n) (2 1 )  

frightened-� (adj) (20) ; 
� (adj) (2 1 ) ;  lfui (adj)(4) 

from this-3Ta: (ind) (2 1 )  
front of-see ' in front of' 
fruit-�(n) ( 1 6) 
full-� (adj) ; � (adj) ( 10) ;  

fully-�(adv) (2 1 ) ;  full 
of-� (adj) (22) 

furious� (adj) ( 1 9) 
furnished with-� (adj) ( 1 9) 

-G-

gain-�(L�) ( 10) ;  gained
� (adj) ( 10) 

Gal).e�a (lord of hosts), 
� : ,�: ; 'having a rat for a 
mount' -�Cf?c:mH: (m) 

Ganges-� (f prop) ( 1 8) 
garland-� (f) ( 1 3 verse) 
garment-� (n) (20) ; � 

(n) ( 1 6) ;  cm:t: (n) 
Garu<;la-�: (m prop) 
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gate-� (n) 
Gautama-�: (m prop) ( 1 0) 
generall y-QFl (ad j) (2 1 )  
gentle-� (adj) (20) 
get-� + � + 3lTq_ (5P) (22); mt{_ 

(� + 3lJl{) (5P) ( 1 6) 
girdle-� (f) 
give---:-GJ (3P) (9) ; � ( l P) ( 1 1 ) ; 

give up-� + �(6P) ( 1 6) ; � 
+ m  (3P) (2 1 verse) ; given 
(adj)-G;ij; giving-c::Rl{_ (n), 
-G: (adj) ( 1 4) (Blm1Rf) 

glorious-dcit�Cif (adj ; f -�) 
( 1 8) 

go-� (2P) ( 1 8) ; �( lP) (4) ; � + 
m (2P) (22) ; m (2P) ( 1 5) ;  B + 
-:qz(lP) ( 1 5) ;go back-� + 
�(lP) (9) ; go forth-f.:!\+ � 
( 1P) (22) ; going-� (n) 
( 1 3) ;  -71 (adj) ( 1 2) (Blm1Rf); 
gone-� (adj) (7) ;  � (adj) 
( 14) ; gone away-� (adj) 
(2 l ) ;gone to heaven� 
(adj) (22) 

goad-m: (m) ( 1 9) 
god-:w:R: (m); �: (m) (2 1 ) ;  

�: (m) (6 ,  10); � (n) (22) ; 
� (m); god of death
�: (m) (5, 2 1 ) ;  lf<j= (m prop) 
(2 1 ) ;  �: (m prop) ( 1 2) ;  

Godavari-� (f prop) ( 1 9) 
goddess-� (f) (6) 
gold�(n) ( 1 8) ;  golden-

� (adj) (2 1 ) ;  BlcluT (adj) 
(2 1 ) ;  golden-yellow� 
(adj) (22) 
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golden age of the world-'!'(f�JII{_ 
(n) (22) 

good idea !-�(ind) (2 1 )  
good man-�(m) ( 1 1 verse) 
good name-�: (f) ( 1 1 verse) 
good or pleasant tiding-� (n) 

(22) 
got-mflB (adj) ( 1 2) 
Govinda-�: (m prop) 
grace-�: (m) 
grain-� (n) ( 16) 
grammatical object� (n) (8) 
grandson-�: (m) (22) 
granting----.G;Rl{_ (n) 
grasp-� -7 � (9P) ( 1 6) 
gratified-� (adj) 
great-�(adj) ; �(adj) 

( 1 1 ) ;  great-armed-�: 
(adj) (22) ; great city-� 
(f) (2 1 ) ;  greater than-tRCR 
(adj) (5 verse) ;31ftrcf; (adj) (7 
verse) (with �) 

grey hair-�(n) ( 1 8  verse) 
grieve-� ( lP) ( 1 5) ;  grief

m: (m) (4) 
grou���(n) (20) 
grow-�=HIA) ( 1 7) ;  Cftl_(lA) ;  

grow great-� 

-H-

hail-�: (ind) (6) 
hair-�: (m) (8 verse) 
hand-�: (m); trrfUT: (m) (20) ; 

�: (m) 
handsome� (adj ; f

�(4);� (adj) ( 1 9) 

hanging-� (adj) ( 1 2) 
Hanuman-31f.k">kli61: (m) ( 1 3  

verse) ; �(m prop) (22) 
happened-¥ (adj) ( 1 7) 
happy, be-W'{_(4P) (8) ; � (adj) 

(8); W'f (adj) ; � (adj) (5) ;  
happiness------W'l (n) ; happily
�(ind) 

harass-� ( lA) (7) ;� + li'�(lP) 
Hari (Vi�Qu)�: (m prop) 
harsh-� (adj) ( 1 6) ;  W (adj) 

(20) ; � (adj) 
hate-� (2P/ A) 
he- B': (pr m) (4) (see 5 .5) 
head-�(m) (20) ; �: (n) ( 1 8  

verse) 
heap-�: (m) 
hear-frr + �(4P) ; � (5P) (5) ;  

3TI + �(21 ) ;  hear about-� 
(5P) (5) ;  heard-� (adj) ; 
hearing-�(n) ( 1 0) 

heart-�(n) ( 1 2) ;  �(n) 
( 14) 

heat� (lP/A) 
heaven�: (m) (6, 1 7  verse) ; 

highest heaven-�: (m) 
(22); heaven, gone t� 
(adj) (22) 

heavy-� (adj) (8) 
heir apparent-�:; state of 

being,-�CIItl&41{_ (n) ( 15) 
hell -';fltCfi: (m) ( 1 7) 
hence-3R: (ind) (2 1 ) ;  mf: (ind) 

(5) 
herd-��(n) (20) 
here-� (ind) ; �: (ind) ; � 

(ind) (7) ; here . . .  elsewhere-



�: . . .  tl"«f: (7 verse) ; here . . .  
there-�: . . . Cfcl: (2 1 )  

hermitage-3W3111: (m) (6) 
hero-cfu": (m) (5) ; �: (m) 
hesitation-�: (m) ( 1 3 ) 
hey-�: (ind) (6) 
hide-3R\_ + m  (3P) (9) 

highest-t:R (adj) ( 1 5) ; 
history-�: (m) 
holy-� (adj) (22) 
holy man-Bf<;!: (m) (9) 

homage-;rq: (n) (5 verse, 9) 

home-�(n) (4) 
honor- �(� of lF{)( l l 

verse) ; �: (m) 
horse-31W: (m) ; �: (m) 
host-�: (m) (22) ;  c$f;: (m) (9, 

2 1 )  
hostility-� (n) (22) 
house-�(n) (4) ; �(n) 

( 17) ;  � (f) ( 1 6) 
householder-�: (m) 
how?-Cfi�(ind) (4) ; how much 

(more or less)-fcl:i Tf: (ind) 
(20); how is it . . .  -Cfi� (ind) 
(4) 

however-� (ind) (5) 
hue-qul: (m) (20) 
human-llRCf: (m) (20); �: 

(m) (20) ; � (adj) 
hundred-�(n) (see 19.5 .b) 
hunger� (f) (22) ; �S:TI (f) 
husband-� (m) ( 10) ; 11fcl: (m) 

( 1 2, see 2 1 .3 .b) 
hut-� (f) ( 1 6) 

509 

-1-

I-3WI.. (pr) (see 4.46) 
if-� (ind) ; � (ind) (6) ; if . . .  

then- � . . .  � 
illusion-lll<n (f) (2 1 ) ; 

possessing lll<n, or illusory 
power-llf<l"Tf��Jadj) (22) 

imitate-� + Cf (8P) 

immediate neighborhood, in
!'k'!!'1'"cR (adj) (20) 

immediately-� (in d) (2 1 ) ; 
� (ind) (6) 

immortal-31lR (adj) (2 1 )  
impelled-� (adj) (2 1 )  
imprison-f.l + � (9P) ( 1 6) 
in fact-�: (ind) ( 1 1 )  
in front of-3Bfa: (ind) (20); 

� (ind) (2 1 )  (with "Efllfi) 
indebted-� (adj) 
indeed-� (ind) ( 19) 
Indra-�: (m prop) ( 10); 

' slayer of Vrtra'-� (m 
prop) ; 'conqueror of lndra'
�(m) 

infatuate-"!'�" + � 
influence-�: (m) ( 14); under 

the influence of-�: (adj) 
( 14) 

informed-� (� of f.1 + 
�) ( 14, 19) 

infuriated� (adj) (20) 
injury-� (f) (20); injurious

fm:l (adj1 ( 15) 
inner apartment-3Rr:� (n) 

( 14) 
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inquiry-� (f) 
inside-� (n) ; from inside, 

from out of-�(ind) (2 1 )  
insinuate-�+ '"lll_ ( 1 P) 
install-f.l + �(7P) ( 1 7  verse) ; 

� + � (22) 
instant-� (n) (20) 
intellect-�: (n) (9) ; � (f) 
intelligence-�: (f) ( 1 1  ) ; 

intelligent-� (adj) 
interior-� (n) ; from 

inside, from out of-� 
(ind) (2 1 )  

iron bar-�: (m) (20) 

-J-

Janaka-�: (m prop) (8) 
Janasthana-��(n prop) 

( 19) 
Jatayus-�(m prop) (20, 

22) 
jest-�: (m) ( 1 9) 
jewel-ll'fUT: (m) ( 10) ; �(n) 

( 1 3  verse) 
join-� (7P/ A) ( 1 8) ;  B + "tlT 

(3P) {8) ; joined-� (adj) 
( 1 9) ;  � (adj) (20) 

joke-�: (m) ( 1 9) 
joy-3lf.FG:: (m); �: (m) ( 1 8); 

�(n); joyfully-� 
(ind) (5) 

jump-� ( lA) (22) ; jump up
�+ qq__( lP) 

just-t:rel' (ind) (6) 

-K-

Kabandha-�: (m prop) (22) 
Kaikey!-� (f prop) ( 1 1 ) 
Kailasa-�: (m prop) 
Kakutstha, name of Rama-

��: (m) (20) 
Kama, god of love-�: (m) 

( 19) 
karma-� (n) (8) 
Kausalya-� (f prop) ( 11 )  
Khara-W: (m prop) ( 1 9) 
kill-f.l + �(2P) ; �( lP) (20) ; 

�(2P) (4) ; killed� (adj) 
(4) ; to be killed-Cfc-<:t (adj) 
(2 1 ) ;  killing-Cf'cl: (m) (2 1 ) ;  
�(n) (6) 

kin�: (m) (2 1 )  
king-�: (m); �: (m) 

( 1 9) ;  �: (m) (4); �: (m) 
( 1 3) ;  6: (m) (5);  �: (m) 
(4) ; mf=l._(m) (8); king
maker-� (m) ( 1 8 ; jewel 
among kings-�: (m) (5 
verse) 

kingdom-�(n) (5); � 
(n) ( 1 6) ;  kingly rule-�(n) 
(5) 

Ki�kindha-� (f prop) 
(22) 

kiss-''¥�..(1P) ( 1 8  verse) ; 
kissed-� (adj) 

know- � (9P) (6) ; �(2P) ; 
� (W{ + 3TI + � (9P) ( 1 8) ;  
known-� (adj) ;  � . 
(adj) (22) ; knowing-� (adj) 



( 1 2) (tlttR"llo:ct) ; knowledge
�(n) ( 1 2) ; knower-� 
(adj) (end of cmpd.)( l 2 . 1 7) 

koil-�: (m) 
k�atriya�: (m) 

-L-

lady -� (f) (7); ;:rrfi (f) (6} 
lake-m: (n) ( 1 6) 
Lak�maQ.a--C')It1:fOl: (m prop) (5); 

son of Sumitra- �: (m 
prop) ( 1 8) 

lament-fcr + �(lP) ( 14, 1 7  
verse) 

lance-�(n) (20) 
land-�: (f) (10) 
Lanka, name of RavaiJ.a's capital 

city� (f pr()p) (20) 
large��(adj) (1 1 )  
last-� (adj) ; ·� (a<ij) (20 

verse) ; last resort--,-,-� {tR" 
+ � (n) (5 v�rse) 

later� (adj) 

l�ugh�(lP) (12); l<tllghter
.mB: (m) (19) 

law-,-�: (m.) {12) 
lead-,-;fi ( 1P) {10); lead away-,

� +  ;fi {lP); l�ader�;:n<fcfi: 
(m) ( 1 7) ;  �(m) { lO) 

leaf-�(n) (8) ;  �(n) (1 9) 
leap-----� ,(lA) {22) 
learn-3NT (� + � (2A); 

learning---,fcffll {f) (19 v�rse) 
learned-,-� (adj) (7) ; learned 

man-�: (m) ; (7)�(m); 
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wise people-�9:�61"'1: (m) ( 1 1 
verse) 

letter-�: (m) (2 1 )  
liberate-� (6P) ; liberation

llla:T: (m) ( 14) ; liberated-lfP 
(adj) 

lick-�(6P) ; � (2P) ; 
licked� (adj) 

lie down-� (2A) 
life-� (n) (2 1 )  
life story-�(n) (4) 
lift--3<\. + � ( 1 P) (5 vers�, 6) 
light-�: (m) (2 1 )  
lightn�ng bolt-�: (f) ( 1 1 )  
like-� (adj) (21) ;  � (ind) 

(4); 3lPl (adj) ; -�(ind) ( 12) ;  
� (adj) (14) ; • (adj) 
(20); (relative).,.......c(i� (ind) (6) 

like, be fond of.,-� + � (4A) 
(8) 

limb-,.,--�(n) (7, 1 8  verse) 
· lineage---,� : (m) ( 12) 

lion-ftffl: (m) ( 15 )  

listen-f.=r + �(4P) (20) ; � (5P) . (5) ;  3lT + �(2 1 ) 
little---,� (n) ( 10) 
live��,(6P) {4) ; ,f.l + CRic(lP) 

(20) ; living-�(adj) ( 10) 
living b�ing��: (m) {15) 
load-�: (m) (9) 
log�(n) (14) 
long --(of time)��(adj) ( 14) 

(of distance) -� (ind) (21 , 
22) 

long ago -� (ind) (13) 
long life, conducive to-� 

(adj) (22) 
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look at-fcl' + � ( lOP) (20 
verse) 

loose-� (adj) ( 1 8  verse) 
lord-�: (m) ( 19) ; $m: (m) 

(2 1 ) ; tffa: (m) ( 1 2)(see 2 1 .3 .b); 
ll1 (m) ( 10); lord of-�: (m) 
(21 )(BliRih1) 

loss�: (m) ( 1 8) 
lost-� (adj) 
lotus-� (n) ( 1 6) 
love-�(4P) (5) ; � + � 

(4A) (8) ; lJUl<l: (m) (22) ; 8Q: 
(m) ; lover-q:;#q (m) (2 1 ) ; 
make love-� ( lA) (2 1 )  

lovely� (adj) ( 12) 
lure away-3ltl + � (22) 

� of 3ltl + � 
-M-

mad� (adj) ( 1 9) ; mad
man� : (m) 

magic-'Jl"Fil (f) (2 1 ); endowed 
with magical power-� (adj) 
(6 verse) (lit. , "accomplished") 

make-<f (8P) (5) ;  made-<fa 
(adj) (10); maker-� 

man-�: (m) ( 1 7, 1 8  verse) ;  
�: (m) (6) ; �: (m) (6) ; 
Ti"Ff"q: (m) (20) ; �: (m) (20) 

Manu, relating to-Ti"Ff"q (adj) 
manual readiness---{:�Mt'4Cil{_ (n) 

( 10 verse) 
many� (adj) (7); many 

times-�(ind) ( 1 8) 
Mari:ca-11Rf:C!: (m prop) (2 1 )  

mark-c:?8JU"tl\ (n) ( 1 1 verse) 
marked-$ (adj) ( 1 8  verse) 
marry-l:lftufi (tW + ;fi) ( l P) (8) ; 

marriage-�: (m) (7); 
married-� (adj) ( 1 2) 

mass-�: (m) 
meaning-31"�: (m) ( 1 3) ;  ' for the 

sake of'-3f�(ind) (20 verse) 
· (at end of compound) 

means� : (m) (2 1 )  
meanwhile-CfTCRI._ (ind) (6) 
meditate-"<:.<:ft ( 4A); 

meditation-"<:.<1R'l{_ (n) (7) 
meet--B"l{_ + � (2P) ( 1 4); meet

ing-�: (m) ( 1 8) 
memory�: (f) ; possessed of 

memory� (adj) ( 1 1 )  
mental faculty-1ft: (n) (9) 
mere-� (ind) (8 verse) 
messenger-�: (m) 
met with� (adj) (22) 
middle-11'<::� : (m) ( 1 9) 
mighty-�(adj) (2 1 )  
milk, to-� (2P) ; milk-tf<l: (n) 
Mi:maJP.sa school of philoso-

ph y-lfft:rfm (f) 
mind-�(n) ( 1 2) ; liftr: (f) (6) ; 

lft: (n) (9) 
mine-� (adj) 
misery-�:� (n) (4) 
missing-� (adj) ( 16) ; $1 

(adj) ( 1 6) 
Mithila-� (f prop) (7) 
moment�(n); �(n) 

(20) ; for a moment� (ind) 
( 1 1 ) 



monkey-q;fil: (m) ( 1 3 , 1 8  
verse) ; 'CI'f.R: (m) ( 1 3) ;  �: (m) 
( 19 verse) ; best of monkeys
�: (m) (22) ; lord of mon
keys-� (adj) (22) 

moon-�: (m) ( 1 4) ;  �: (m) 
(8 verse, 1 6) ;  CIRTft:rq: (m) (lit . ,  
"lord of the stars") ; �(m) 

moral taint-� (n) (22) 
moreover-3ltil -:q (ind) (9) 
morning, in the -m-az (=�=) 

(ind) (2 1 )  
mortal-�: (m) (6) 
mosquito-�: (m); to turn 

into a mosquito-� (1 3  
verse) 

mother-� (f) ( 1 1 ) ;  'JlR1 (f) 
( 10) 

mount-�(n) 
mountain-�: (m) (2 1 )  
mouse-p: (m) 
move-"q'C?, ( lP) ;  � ( I P) ( 15) ;  

�(1P) ;  �(lP) ( 16) ;  
moved-� (adj) ; moving
-71 (adj) ( 1 2) 

mule-m: (m) (2 1 )  
murder� (f) 
mutilated-� (adj) ( 19) 

-N-

Nala-�: (m prop) (22) 
name, to--31fil + >cU (3P) ; name

� (n) (5) ;  � (n) (8); 
namely, "by name"-;w:T (ind) 
(4) 
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Nandi (or Nandin)--=#c::: (m 
prop) ( 1 9) 

Nandigrama-'iP<::>.al'i : (m prop) 
(22) 

nasty-�(adj) ( 1 1  verse, 1 2) 
nature-�: (f) ( 1 8  verse) 
nearly-J;(1<:{ (adj) (2 1 )  
neamess-Blftqlf..(n) ( 1 1 )  
necessarily-� (ind) 
neck-'$'n (f) 
necklace-� (f) ( 1 3  verse) ;  

�: (m) (8 verse) 
neglect�(18) 
neighborhood, in the immediate 

of !'k4+�R (adj) (20) 
net-�(n) ( 1 2) 
new-"iCl' (adj) (21 verse) 
news-¥ (n); �: (m) ( 14) 
night-roamer-�: (m) 
nine-� (adj )  (for declension 

see 1 9.6) 
no (negative particle)-';{ (ind) 

{4); lTI- (ind) ( 1 1 ,  1 9) (with 
imperative and aorist injunc
tive) 

non- -3l-, 311:- ( 14) 
noose-�: (m) ( 19) 
nose-';f'IB'l (f) ( 1 9) 
notice-f.=r + � ( lOP/A) ( 15) 
now-3le:f (ind); 3f¥l (ind) ( 1 1 ) ;  

�(ind)(7) 
nymph-�(f) 

-0-

obedient-� (adj) (20) 
oblation-m: (n) 
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obtain-3llfL(5P) (7) ; � (� 
+ '!:f + 3lJl{) (5P) (22); 31cifCl 
(31ct + 3lJl{) (5P) (22); ob
tained-fi (adj) ( 1 2) 

occupied-� (adj) ( 1 8  

verse) 
occurred-¥ (adj) ( 1 7) 

ocean-31Ulq: (m) ( 1 6, 22) ; �: 
(m) ( 1 4) ;  �: (m) (22) ; 
�: (m) ( 1 3  verse) ;  '8FT(: (m) 
( 10) 

offense-31tRJ'c:l : (m) ( 1 3 )  
offer1 (3P) (9) 
offspring-� (f) (5) 
ointment-fct&q'"fl{_ (n) (8 verse) 
old-� (adj) ( 10) ;  � (adj) (9) ; 

old age-an (f) ( 1 6) 
on account of-� (ind) ( 1 2) 

(with � or at end of cmpd.) 
once-� (in d) ( 4) 
once, at-P (ind) 
one-'QCP (adj) (5 , 19) 
one's  own-Bf (adj) (7 verse, 1 7 , 

1 8  verse) 
oneself�(ind) (4, 8)  

only-� (ind) ( 1 2) 
oppressed-tfifuQ (adj) (4) ; � 

(adj) (6) ; � (adj) (22) 
or-err (ind) (7) 
order-� (f) (9) 
omament-�(n) (8 verse) 
omamented-� (adj) (8 

verse, 1 9  verse) ; � (adj) ( 1 8, 
19 verse) 

other-3R (adj) (5) ;  3W (adj) 
(9, 1 7) ; tR (adj) ( 1 5) 

otherwise-3R� (ind) ( 1 9) 

outside-�: (ind) ( 1 8) 

overcome-3lfil + '1 ( l P) ( 10) ;  
� (adj) ( 1 0) 

overjoyed-� (adj) ( 1 1 )  
overlord-�: (m) ( 1 9) 

-P-

pacify-� (lOP) ( 1 5) ;  be 
pacified-'!:!' + �  ( lP) ( 1 3) 

pair-� (n) 
palace-mBT"G:: (m) ( 1 2) ;  'l1cRl{_ (n) 

( 1 3) ; �(n) ( l 7) ; �(n) 
( 12) 

pale-mut (adj) ( 1 3) 
palms together (held in re-

spect)-�: (m) ( 16) 
Pampa-tp:ql (f prop) (2 1 )  
Pai)<;lava-�: (m prop) 
paralyzed� (adj) 
pardon� (lA) 
parents-fuRl (m nom dual of 

� 
parrot-�: (m) 
Parvati-N (f prop); PIR<I�S::fi 

(f) ( 1 9) 
path-tre:Cfi (f) (2 1 ) ;  �: (m) 

( 10) 
peaceful-� (adj) (5, 9) 
peak-f�T«RlHn) ( 1 8) 
people-�: (m) (4, 1 5) ;  �: 

(m) (9, 2 1 )  
perceive-frr + � ( 10P/A)( 15) ;  

f<f + �,(lOP) (20 verse) 
period of time-Bl=!<l: (m) ( 1 1 ) 



perish-� ( 4P) ( 4) 
permit-31"1 + � (4P) (9) ; 

permission-� (f) (7) 
person-�: (m) ; �: (m) (6) 
perverse-mm (adj) ( 1 7) 
pierced-� (adj) (20) 
pinnacle-�(n) ( 1 8) 
pisaca, type of demon-�: 

(m) 
pity-� (f) ( 1 2) 
place, to-Fr + � (6P) (9) ; 

place-�: (m) (6); ��(n) 
( 1 8) ;  place of rest-�: (m) 

plane-�(n) ( 1 2) 
plantain tree-� (f) ( 1 4) 
play-�(IP) ( 1 8  verse, 2 1 ) ;  

m <D ( 1 2) ;  � <D (8) 
pleasant� (adj) (20) 
pleased, be-� + �  ( l P) ( 1 3) ;  

pleased-� (adj) ( 10) ; 
� (adj) (22) 

pleasure-00: (f) ( 1 1 verse) ; 
according to pleasure
��(ind) ( 1 9) 

poet-'Cfifcf: (m) 
poetry-� (f) ( 1 5) 
point out�+ � (6P) ( 1 3) ;  

Fr + � ( 1 8) 
poison-�(n) ( 1 5) 
portion-�(n) ( 10) 
possess-'i ( lOP/A) (8 verse) 
possessed of form -�(m; f -

� 
post� : (m) ( 1 8  verse) 
pot-�: (m) ( 1 0) 
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pot-bellied-� (adj ) , 
i?l'"�cll (f adj) ( 1 9) 

poverty-C::IR's:>ill{ (n) (6 verse, 
I 4) 

power-"!MJCr: (m) (8 , 9 verse) ; 
� (n) ( 1 7  verse, I 9) ; cm: (m) 
( 14) ; fi: (f) (20) 

powerful , be-� + � ( I  P) ; 
powerful-� (adj) (20) 

practically-m<:Rf : (ind) 
practice-3TT + � ( I P) (7) 
praise-CFC\(IA) (9 verse, 13  

verse, 15) ; � (2P) (9) 
prattle-� + �(lP) ; prattling-

�: (m) 
precious-eR (adj) ( 1 7, 1 9) 
prepared-� (adj) 
prevented-Fr + � (5P/ A) ( 1 9) 
previous-lfl (adj) (5) ;  

previously-SU (ind) ; � 
(ind) ( 15) 

prison-�: (m) ( 10) 
proceed-� + �(lA) ( 1 3) 
produced from- -� (adj) ( 1 8) 

(tt'iRihl) 
producer of-�(adj) 
promise-� + �  (9P) (8) ;  

promised-� (adj) ( 12) 
proper-� (adj) ; properly

�(adv) (2 1 )  
proper wife� (f) (22) 
propitiating-� (adj) ( 1 7  

verse) 
prosperity�a:lft (f) ( 1 7) 
protect-qy (2P) ( 1 8) ;  �(lOP) 

( 1 1 ) ;  protector- -'11 (adj) 
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(84Ril�); �llfcfi": (m) (6); 

protection-�llJUlTI.. (n) (7) ;  
protected by-� (adj) (22) 

proud-ft (adj) (8) 
purify-'! (9P/ A) ( 1 9) ; pure

� (adj) (22) ; � (adj) ( 1 3) 
pyre-� (f) ( 10  verse) 

-Q-

quality-�: (m) (5,  1 1  verse) 
queen--acfi (f) (7) 
question-�: (m) ( 1 9) 
question marker-31ftt (ind) (4) 
quickly-fmr:t(ind) (2 1 ) ;  � 

(adv) (6) 
quiet-�(4A) 
quotation mark-ma (ind) (4) 

-R-

race-�: (m) ( 1 2) 
rage-cplq: (m) ( 1 4) ;  �: (m) 

( 14) 
Raghava-'(I'C:j'q: (m prop) (7) 
Raghu-�: (m prop) 
Rajagrha-<l�"ltP{. (n) ( 1 7) 
raksasa-�00: (m) (6) ; �a:r: (n) 

cio) ; rak�asa woman-"<Ta:Rfi 
(f) 

Rama-tr=f: (m prop) ; �: 
(lit. , son of Dasaratha) ; ('I'C:I'q: 
( lit . ,  descendant of Raghu) ; 
�: (m) (5 verse) (lit. , lord of 
Rama); �: (lit. , 
descendant of Kakutstha) (20) 

Ramayal).a-<141'4011{_ (n prop) 
rapt in thought-'I:.� ( 4P) (22) 
rat-�: (m) 
Raval).a-�: (m prop) (2 1 ) ; 

<TCJOT: (m prop) (2 1 )  
reach--8'41B<Z (8l\. + 3fl + � 

( lOP) (22) 
read-�(1P) ( 1 5) ;  � (adj) 
ready� (adj ) ( 1 8) 
real-fK'4l{.(n) ( 10, 1 1  verse) 
realize-fc! + � (9A) ( 1 6) 
reason- �(n) ( 1 5) 
reassure-� + l1"R<l..(22) ; 

reassured-fciw@ (adj) (22) 
recall-� + � ( 1  P) ( 1 1 )  
receive-mt{_ ("!:l + 31JT.f) (5P) ( 1 6) 
recognize-31fil + � (9P); 

recognized-� (adj) 
recourse (n)-� (tR + 

� (n) (5 verse) 
recourse to-�(lP/A) ( 1 8) 
reddened-rq; (adj) 
reference to, with� (ind) 

( 1 3) 
refined� (adj) (8 verse) 
reflect-fc! + "CC\. ( 1 P) (7 verse) 
regard�� (8l\. + "!:l + �a:!) (6A) 

( 1 3) 
region-�: (m) (6) 
reign-"!:l + �(2P) ( 1 3) 
rejoice-� ( l P) ( 1 8  verse) ; "!:l + 

�(lP) (22) 
relate-3fl + W:rt (2P) (22); � 

( lP) (22) 
relative-�: (m) ( 1 8) 
release-1J9__ (6P) (20) ; � (6P) 



( 1 6) ;  fcf + �(6P) ( 1 6) ;  
released-lfP (adj) 

religious austerities-Cfq': (n) ; 
practice of-atl(IP/A) 

remain�en ( 1 P) (7) 
remember--9, ( l P) ;  � + � 

( l P) ( 1 1 )  
remove-3ltf + ';:fi ( 1 P) 
repeat-� + �( l P) 
reply� (n) ( 1 7) 
report-�(n); �: (m) ( 14) 
repulsion-� (f) 
resolution-� : (m) 
resort, last.-� (tR + 31<iUJlD 

(n) (5 verse) 
resort to-� (Wl + 3lT + PA) 

( l P) 
respect-3TIGJ: (m); � ( 1 1  

verse) ; with respect� 
(ind) ; respected-� (adj); 
to be respected-llF<l (adj) ( 1 1 
verse) 

resting place--(15<l': (m) 
restless-� (adj) 
restrain, to-<:fll_ ( lA) ; re-

strained-� (adj) ;  � (adj) 
return-'!Wi + f.l + CFt ( lA) ( 1 8) ;  

18WTI ('!Wi + 3lT + � (2P) ( 1 7); 
fcf + f.l + CFl(lA) ( 1 8) 

revere-� (lOP) (9 verse, 19) ;  
reverence-;p:f: (n) (5 verse, 
9); � (f) ( 1 5) 

reversal-qRCIJ'1l{_(n) ( 1 2) 
revile-3ltf + �(lP) (8); � 

( l P) ;  reviled-� (adj) 
Rgveda-�: (m prop) ( 1 9  

verse) 
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rice-�: (m) 
ridicule� : (m) ( 1 5 ) ;  '!:!' + � 

( l P) (8) 
right -'<llf: (m) ( 1 2) 
righteous-� (adj) (22) ; 

� (adj) (4) ; Bfrj (adj) ( 1 1 
verse) 

ritual bath-�: (m) ( 1 9) 
ritual offering to the gods-�: 

(m) (5) 
river-"1C6 (f) ( 1 9) 
road--.:wf: (m) ( 10) 
roamer-''t:rrft.Hm) ( 1 1 )  
roar-�(lP) (22); � ( l P) 

( 1 9) ; "'1'1G:: (m)( 1 5  verse, 22) 
room-� (f) ( 1 6) 
rope-9: (f) ( 1 7) 
rough� (adj) ( 1 6) 
royal sage-�: (m) ( 1 2) 
ruined-� (adj) (6) 
rule-'!:!' + �(2P) ( 1 3) ;  �(2A) 

( 1 8) ;  �: (m) ( 15) ;  �(n) 
( 1 8) ;  rule a kingdom-� + 
� (8P/ A); ruler-�: (m) 
( 1 6) 

run-� ( lP) ( 19) ;  � ( l P) ( 1 9) 

-S-

sacrifice-�(lP/A) ( 1 7) ;  �: 
(m) (5) ;  sacrificed-� (adj) 

sadness-�: (m) ( 1 3) 
sage-�: (m) (6) ; �: (m) (6) ; 

Bfrj: (m) (9) 
salty� (adj) (22) 
same--Wr (adj) ( 14) ;  same as

� (adj) 
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Sampati--Wlnfu: (m prop) (22) 
sandal-� (f) ( 1 8) 
satirical laughter� : (m) 

( 1 5 ) 
satisfied, be-�(4P/A) ( 19) 
Saumitri, son of Sumitra, 

Lak�mal).a�: (m 
prop)( l 9) 

say-3R!; 31fircn (31fil + '=ll) (3P) ; 
� (31fil + mq)(lA) ; � 
( l P) (2 1 ) ; �(lA) (4) ; "g" + � 
( lA); �(2P) ( 1 1 ) ; �(lA) (4) ; 
Cf"T{_(2P) ; �(lP) (4) ; � .(Bll_ 
+ mq) ( lA) 

scholarly text-�(n) (14) 
science of archery-�: (m) 

(6) 
search for-lWi_(lA) (22) 
sea-31Ulc!: (m) ( 1 6, 22) ; �: 

(m) ( 14) ; �: (m) (22) ; 
�: (m) ( 1 3  verse) ; BJ"m": (m) 
( 10) 

seat----:-�(n) (18) ; seated-
� (adj) ( 1 9) 

second---,� (adj) (1 1 )  
security-�(n) ( 1 9  verse) 
see-� {non-:present form of 

� (1 1 ) ; �(4P) {4) ; �1l!_ ('ll' + 
�81) (lA) (19); B + �OP) 
(22) ; �Ill_ (�+ '!l' + �aT) (6A) 
{ 13) 

seem-� (non-:present form of 
� (ll) ;  � (2P) ( 1 3) 

seer-�: (m) (6) 
seize-� -t � (9P) (16) 
self -31Klfl._ (m) (7 verse, 8) 

send-'!l' + � (22) ; � ('!l' + 
� (6) 

sense-�(n) ( 1 4, 22) ; 
senseless-� (adj) 

sense organ-�c(n) ( 14, 22) 
sensual enjoyment-�: (m) 

( 16) 
separate-� (fcl' + 3fq + �) 

(2P) ; separated from-� 
(adj) ( 1 6) ;  separation-�: 
(m) 

servant-�: (m); GJB: (m) (5 
verse, 1 9) 

�erve� (3'11 + 3lR1) (2A) 
(22) ; i=tclOA) ( 10 ,  1 1  verse) ; 
served-Bfcrcf (adj) (10) ; 
service---ilqy (f) 

set down-� (adj) ( 1 8) 
set of f<:>l!r-:'"'l�tse:'!ll{_ (n) (5) 
set out-'ll' + � ( lP) ( 1 8) 
settled-� (adj) 
seven� (adj) (19) 
severe-c:;R?Ol (adj) (13) 
severed-� (adj) , (l9) 
sexual intercourse-4�r�(n) 
Sabari� (f prop) (22) 
shake� (lA) {2 1) ; �(lA);  

shaken� (adj) ( 10); 
shaking�(n) (21 )  

Sakunt<Va�I'S�&I . (f prop) 
salal). tree� : (m) ( 18) 
Sarnbhu-�: (m prop) (8) 
shame-m (f) (22) 
sh�&:"TJT (adj) (4) 
sastra, in accordance with

<:t�(ind) 



Satrughna-�: (m prop) (5) 
shine-�.j lA) (2 1 ) ; � (2P) 

(22) ;  <rq ( l P/A) ; �( lA); 
shining� (adj) (8 verse) 

S iva, ' supreme lord'-�: 
(m); �: (m) ( 19) ;  ftrcl': (m 
prop) ; 8t&l<Fl: (m) (lit. , three
eyed); rfiMCI?Od: (n) (lit. , blue
necked) ; �: (m prop) (8) 

shore-�(n) (22) 
shortly-� (ind) 
show-f.:! + �  � of f.:r + 

�(1 8) 
shun-W .+ � ( I P) ( 1 9  verse) 
Sfirpai).akha-� (f prop) 

( 1 9) 
s igh- f.:r: + � (2P) ( 1 5 )  
sight-�(n) 
sign-"M"8:1Uf1l.. (n) ( 1 1 verse) 
s ilence -� (n) 
silver-�(n) (2 1 )  
s imilarity� (f) ( 13) 
simile� (f) ( 1 3) 
s in-3l'm't1: (m) ( 1 3) ;  �(n) ; 

sinful person-�: (m); 
sinner-� (m; f -�); 
sinless-3Ff'(:[ (adj) (22) 

since (relative)-<Kf: (ind) (6) 
sing-"3l ( lP) ( 10 , 1 8  verse) ; 

sung-� 
sink down- f.:r + � ( 1 P) ( 1 8) 
sir-�: (m) ( 1 1 ) ;  "my lord"

� : ( 1 1 ) 
sister-� (f) ( 19) 
sit-3Wl._ (2A); 3"q + fcro._ (6P) 

( 1 1 ) ;  �(lP) (see 7 . 1 5 .c) (7) 
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Stta-� (f prop) (2 1 ) ; � 
(f prop) ( 1 6) ; m (f prop) (6) 

six-1!ffJJadj) (see 1 9.6) 
sixteen-� (adj) (see 19 .6) 
skill-$@Mi'tlCll"\ (n) ( 1  0 verse) 
skip over-3lta + �( l P) 
sky-�(n) ( 1 6) ;  � (n) 

( 1 2) 
slack-� (adj) ( 1 8  verse) 
slaughter-CM: (m) (2 1 )  
slave-<ml: (m) (5 verse, 1 9) 
slay-� + �(2P) ; qq__( l P) 

(20); slain-� (adj) (5 
verse, 20) ;  � (adj) ( 1 9) ;  
slayer-�(adj) ( 1 2) ;  slay
ing-� (f) 

sleep--Fc!q__(2P) ; f.:lw (f) ( 1 2) 
slender-¥ (fig) ( 1 9) 
small bit�(n) ( 10) 
smeared-� (adj) (20) 
smile-� ( lP/A) ( 1 9) ;  with a 

smile-!Bid'!41"\ (ind) ( 1 9) 
snake-----Btf: (m) ( 1 9  verse, 20) 
snare-�(n) ( 1 2) 
so long-�(ind) (6) ; so long 

as-<tlCRl (ind) (6) 
soma-m: (m) 
somehow or other-Cfi� ( -� 

-'i:R) (ind) 
son-�: (m) (22) ; �: (m) 

( 15) ;  �: (m) (4) ; cm=J: (m) ( 1 6) ;  
WJ: (m) ( 1 2) 

song-"3fidl (f) 
soon-�(ind) ( 1 2) 
soothe-4Rt�I"C{_( l OP) ( 1 8) 
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sorrow-<J;:� (n) (4) 
soul-� (m) (2 1 verse) 
sound-3l�(n) ; �: (m) ( 1 8) ;  

�: (m) ( 1 9) ; BR: (m) ( 1 9) 
sovereignty-� (n) ( 1 8) 
speak-� � (3if1:1 + \lf) 

(3P) ; � (3if1:1 + �( l A) ;  
�( l P) (2 1 ) ; 1-WI_( lA) (4) ; ];{ + 
1-WI_ ( lA); � (2P) ( 1 1 ) ;  1-WI_ ( lA) 
(4) ; �(2P) ; �( lP) (4) ; � 
CWl+ � ( l A) 

spear-�(n) ( 1 6) 
speckled-� (adj) (2 1 )  
speech-� (f) ; Cf"CC': (n) ( 1 3) ;  

� (n) (5) ;  'C!fCl (CfD (f) (8 
verse, 2 l . l .a) ;  � (n) ( 14) ; 
qrufi (f) (8 verse, 20 verse) 

speed-�: (m) ( 1 3) 
splendor-�: (n) (9) 
split-� (7P) (20) 
split -:-fit:! (ad j) 
spoken� (adj) ( 10) ; � 

(adj) ;  spoken to� (adj) 
( 10) ; � (adj) ( 1 9) 

sport-� (f) ( 1 2); � (f) (8) 
spot-�: (m) ( 1 8) ;  spotted-

� (adj) (2 1 )  
sprung u� (adj) ( 13) 
stabilized-� (adj) ( 1 4) 
stand� ( lP) (7) ;  stand up-

� + �� ( l P) (8) ; standing
-� (adj) ( 1 7) (cmpd. ) ;  stand
ing, stood-�ercf (adj) ( 1 4) 

starting from-� (in d) ( 1 7) 
steal-"ij\ ( lOP) 
sticking-(1X{ (adj) 

stir u�(20) 
story-3lRo<JHl{_ (n) (22) ; er;� (f) 

( 1 5) ; ¥ (n) ; �: (m) ( 1 4) 
stratagem--3lll<l': (m) (2 1 )  
straw� (n) (8) 
stream-Bfti_ (f); ocean-Bft:ri 

ttfct': (lit . ,  lord of streams) (22) 
strength-� (n) ( 1 7  verse, 19) 
strike�(2P) (4) 
strong-� (adj) (20) 
student-�: (m) ( 1 7) 
stupefied-� (adj) ( 1 1 ) ;  � 

(adj) 
subdue-m (tRT + �) ( l P) 

( 14) ; fcf + � ( lA) (5 verse); 
subdued-m (adj) ( 14) 

subject to-3TT + � ( lP) ( 1 7) 
such-� (adj) ( 14) ; � (adj) 

( 12); of such a kind, of such a 
sort-� (idiom) (20) 

suddenly� (ind) ( 1 9) 
suffer -----Cfl{_ ( 1P/ A) 
sufficient-� (ind) ( 15) (with 

� 
Sugriva�: (m prop) (22) 
suitable-� (adj) ( 1 9) ;  a;rq 

(2 1 ) ;  � (adj) ( 1 4) 
Sumitra� (f prop) 
summon-� (3TT + � (4A) (12) 
sun�: (m) (22); �: (m) 

(9) 
sung-� (adj) 
sunk-� (adj) ( 10) 
superior� (adj) 
supreme� (adj) (8) ; tR (adj) 

(22); 1R11 (adj) (6, 1 7) 



surely-f.'lftrcl (in d) ( 14 ) ;  1% (in d) 
( 1 9) 

surface-�(n) ( 1 2) 
surrounded-� (adj) ( 1 7) ;  

� (adj) ( 1 9) 
survive-�(6P) (4) 
sweet-lf<¥ (adj) ( 1 5) ;  sweetly

�(ind) ( 1 5) 
sword-3lfu: (m) ; '(c!W: (m) ( 1 9) 
syllable-31� (n)( l 5) ;  -CfiR: 

(m) (2 1 )  (at end of word, e.g. , 
31CfiR:, "the letter or syllable 
'a' ") 

-T-

tail-�(n) ( 1 8  verse) 
take-311 + GJ (3P) (2 1 ) ;  311 + t=en 

( lP) (2 1 ) ;  ma + �(9P) ( 1 8) 
take away-Fm (fcf + '€D ( 1 P) 
take place-� ('!:!" + � ( lA) 

( 1 3) 
take seriously_.ro + <f (idiom) 

( 14) 
taken over-� (adj) ( 1 8  

verse) 
tale-�� (n) (22) 
talk-�: (m) 
tall-4W (adj) (2 1 )  
Tara-CIRl ( f  prop) (22) 
target-<?a-� (n) (20) 
teach� (311 + � (6P) 
teacher-3ft.�: (m) ; �: (m) 
tear -� (n) ( 1 3); tears-�: 

(m) ( 14) 
tear to pieces� (�+ � 

(6P) (20) 
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tell-� (� + 'ill) (3P); � 
3llTo<TI (311 + <CXIT) (2P) (22) ; q;� 
( l OP) (22) ; � (2P) ( 1 1 )  

ten-«<q (adj) ( 1 9.6) 
tender-� (adj) ( 1 6) 
terrible� (adj) (20); if<" (adj) 

( 1 2) ;  'tiR (adj) ( 1 2) ; � (adj) 
( 1 9 verse) ; � (adj) (20) ; � 
(adj) ( 1 9) ;  very terrible
� (adj) ( 19) 

terror-�: (m) (2 1 ) ;  
terrified� (adj) (2 1 )  

test-tRtan (f) 
that-3ltft (m,f)( l 9) ;  31G::(n) 

( 19) ; fl: (m) ; CICl (n) (6) ; m (f) 
(6) 

then-31� (ind) (6) ; (RI': (ind) 
(5); dGJ (ind) (6) ; � (ind) (6) 

there� (ind) (4) 
therefore-31cf: (ind) (2 1 )  
thief-� : (m) (22) ; �: (m) 
thing-� (n) ( 1 8) 
think-�·;:�l(IOP) (4); lf.i_(4A) 

(4) ; think about-� (fcf + 
"Cl'{) ( 1  P) (7 verse) 

thirst-ftftmn (f) ( 1 8) (� of q]) 
this-�(n) ( 19); �(m); � 

(n) ( 1 9) ;  �: (m) (6) ; �(n) 
(6);� (f) (6) 

thorn-� : (m) ( 19) 
thought-�(n) (20); '<ft: (f); 

11cf (adj) 
thousand�(n) ( l6) 
three-f-1 (adj) (see 19.6) 
three worlds : heaven, earth, 

hell-�MlCf<l'{ (n) (22) 
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throat-Cfi'UO: (m) ( 1 7) ;  m (f) 
throne-lfi�RH!Of..(n) ( 1 8 )  
throw-� (6P) (20); throw 

down-f.r + � (6P) (9) 
thunder-�(n) ( 10) ; 

thunderbolt-�(n) ( 1 2) 
thus-� (ind) ; CJeu (ind) 
tiger-O<:!fq: (m) ( 1 6) ;  tigress

� (f) ( 1 9) 
· time-�: (m) (5, 2 1 ) ;  �: (m) 

( 1 1 ) ;  in the course of time
� (ind) (5) 

titan-3fW"= (m) (2 1 )  
to-� (ind) (6, 1 4) 
to the extent that-� (ind) (6) ;  

�(ind) (6) 
today-3WJ (ind) ( 1 3) 
toil-'3P1: (m) ( 1 5) 
token--(')1lJUll!.. (n) ( 1 1 verse) 
tolerate-lfl (4A); �( lA) ;  

tolerance--8Fll (f); 
tomorrow-W: (ind) ( 1 6) 
too-� (ind) ; 31ftt (ind) (4) 
topknot-� (f) (22) 
torment-'!:!' + ll� ( l P) (2 1 )  
towards-� (ind) (6, 14) 
transgress-� (� + �  

( lP) 
tree-Wl= (m); �: (m); 'C11li= (m) 

(1 1 )  
tremble� + � (6A) (6, 1 7) ;  

�(lA) ; � ( lA) (6) ; 
trembling-q;l=q;p:l(n) (2 1 ) ; 
trembled-� (adj) (2 1 )  

true-'11cX! (adj) (20 verse) 

I truth-� (n) (2 1 ) ; �(n) 
( 10 ,  1 1  verse) 

try-'!:l�_('!;J + � (lA) (8) 
turn back-�(f.r + CfD ( l A) 

(20) ; � (f<f + f.r + CfD ( lA) 
( 1 8) 

twice-born-�: (m) (6) 
two; only in dual-� (adj) 

( 1 1 , 1 9) 

-U-

ugly-� (adj) ( 1 9) ;  � (adj) 
( 1 9) ;  �(adj) ( 19) ;  ugly 
faced-� (f) ( 1 9) 

un- -31-, 3f.l:- ( 1 4) 
uncle, maternal-•= (m) ( 1 7) 
unconquered-� (adj) ( 14) 
understand-3lCPJl\. (31cf + � 

(1�) (6) ;  � (31cf + � 
(4A) (7 verse) 

undertake-31W{(311 + � ( lA) ;  
m + � (!i + 311 + � ( lA) ;  
undertaken-� (adj) 

undone-31<fa (adj) 
unhappy-<J;:fu!a (adj) (6) 
unheard-31Wf (adj) 
uninhabited-� (adj) 
united with-� (adj) (20) 
universal-� (adj) 
universe-�(n) (6 verse, 20 

verse) ; �&lct410f.. (n) (22) 
unreal-Pll!-"4'1 (ind) (9) 
unwise-� (adj) 
urged-� (adj) (2 1 ) ;  � 

(adj) (2 1 )  



-V-

Vaisravat;a-�: (m prop) 
(20) 

Valin-� (m prop) (22) 
Valm1ki-CliC'4lfcl:;: (m prop) ( 1 5) 
valor-�: (m) (2 1 ) ;  � (n) 

( 1 4) ;  �(n) (2 1 )  
valuable thing-� (n) ( 1 8) 
Vasi�tha-�: (m prop) ( 1 7  

verse) 
veda-�: (m) (6) 
Vedic sacrifice-�: (m) (5) 

vehicle-� (n) 
very-31Rf (in d); 3fatc! (ind) ( 4 ) ;  

'QCl (ind) (6) 
Vibhi�al)a-�: (m prop) 

(22) 
vicinity� (n) ( 1 1 ) 
vicious-� (adj) 
victor-� (m) ( 10) 
view-� (n) 
violate�(l8) ;  violation-

�: (m) ( 1 8) 
violence-� (f) (20) 
virtually-�: (ind) 
virtue-�: (m) (5, 1 1  verse) 
vital spot-� (n) (20) 
vow-� + � (9P) (8) ; vowed-

� (adj) ( 1 2) 
vulture-�: (m) (22) 
Vrtra-�: (m prop) 

-W-

waist-ift.<i: (m) ( 19) 
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wait-�(� + tfiC1ij ( 1 8 ) ; 
wait upon� (3'11 + 3ffiD 
(2A) (22) 

walk-"'Cf{( I P) ( 1 5 ) ;  �( I P) ; 
�(ti + "'qQ ( I P) ( 1 5) 

wander-'Wl_ ( lP) ( 1 9) ;  fcrqz (fcf 
+ "'qQ ( 1  P) ( 1 9) ;  fctw{ (fcf + WO 
( l P) ;  wanderer-� (m) ( 1 1 )  

wander (as a mendicant)-� 
(tffi' + � ( I P) ;  wandering 
ascetic-4R<;li61Cf>: (m) 

want-� (6P) (8) ; wanted-� 
warble-�(lP) ( 1 5) 
waste-f8:! ( l P) 
waste away-� ( l P) ( 10) 
water�(n) ( 1 2) ;  �(n) 

( 16);. � (n) ( 1 6) ;  "CfT'\ (n) ; 
waters-311l_ (f pl only) (22) 

way-�: (f) (6, 20 verse) 
weak-� (adj) ( 1 8  verse) 
wealth-� (n) ( 1 8) ;  � (n) 

(9 verse, 16) 
weapon-�(n) ( 1 8) 
weep-� (2P) ( 1 7) 
weight-llR: (m) (9) 
welfare-�: (m) (20 verse, 2 1 )  
what (relative)-� (-G) (n pr) 

(6) ; what?-� (n. interroga
tive pr) ; + � (ind), -:q;:r 
(ind)-(indefinite pronoun, see 
6. 1 9) 

when (relative)-<:!GJ (ind) (6) ; 
when?-q;GJ (ind) 

whence-�: (ind) (6) ; 
whence?-'¥t: (ind) 

where (relative)-<:ffl (ind) (6) ; 
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where?-� (ind); CfCI' (ind) 
which?-�(n. interrogative pr) 
whirling about-4RC!d"''l{_ (n) ( 1 2) 
who (relative)-<:f: (m pr) (6) ; <:rT 

(f pr) (6) ; who?-� (n. 
interrogative pr) 

why?-� (ind) ( 1 3 ) ;  �: 
(ind) 

wife-tF-fi (f); lWlT (f) (5) ;  GRT: 
(only occurs in plural) 

will-� (n) (20); at will
<:r�(ind) 

win-3M (3lfil + � ( l P) (8); 
� ( l P) (9) 

win over-� (� + ';:fi ) ( l P) 
( 1 1 verse) 

wind-�: (m); 'CI'Rf: (m) (22) ; 
�: (m) ( 1 3) 

wise-��Y�(adj ; f -31cft) ( 1 1 ) ;  
�(adj); �(m); wise 
people-fcl9:v'cil"'': (m) ( 1 1 
verse) ; wise man-'4fU6c;: (m) 
(7) 

wish-�(6P) (8) ; er<: (m) ( 1 1 ) ;  
according to your wish
<:f�{ind) (2 1 )  

wit-�: (f) ( 1 1 )  
''With-B- (ind) (only as first 

member of compound) ( 14) ; 
� (ind) (5) 

with respect tQ--"-� (ind) (6, 14) 
without- -3l-, 3f=l- ( 14) ; f.t: (ind) 

(only as first member of 
compound) ( 14) ; fcAl (ind) (4) 

woman-11'fi (f) (6) ; � (f) (2 1 ) ;  

woman (who has not had 
children)-� (f) (2 1 )  

wonderful !-� (ind) 
word-�: ; words (as 

collective)-�(n) (5) 
world-� (n) (6 verse, 20 

verse) ; �: (m) (20 verse) ;  m: 
(m) (9, 2 1 )  

worldly-existence-�: (m) (20 
verse) 

worry-� (f) (7) 
worship-� ( I  OP) (9 verse, 1 9) ;  

�( lP/A) ( 5  verse) ; �  (f) 
worthy-3((1P) ( 1 3) ;  3lt (adj) 
wrinkle-qfcl;: (m) ( 1 8  verse) 
write-� (6P) ; written-� 

(adj) ( 1 5) 

-Y-

Yama-<:fll: (m prop) ( 1 2) ;  
Yama's realm-�: (m) 

year-�(n) ( 1 5) ;  �: (m) 
( 14) ; for a year <liCI�eCI�B<:l{_ 
(in d) 

yellow-tfff (adj) ; ' having a 
yellow garment, ' epithet of 
Vi�I)u-�: (m) 

yoga-"<lFT: (m) 
yogi-�(m; f -�) 
you- �(m) (polite) ( 1 1 ) ;  

'Cclll._ (pr) (see 4.46.b) ; �(m) 
(f -(fi) (polite) (see 1 1 .2.b) 

young-'CR?UT (adj) ( 1 8  verse) ; 
youth-�: (m) ( 4, 1 7) 



INDEX 

a-aorist, see aorist 
abhyasa, see reduplication 
ablative case (pan cam!), 6 1 ,  80-8 1 
absolute constructions (sati saptaml 

I satal) �a�thl), 265-267 : see also 

genitive absolute, locative 
absolute 

absolute final position, 3 1 -32 
abstract construction, see bhave 

prayoga 
accusative (dvitiya) , 60, 67 
action nouns, see derivational 

suffixes 
ad or second gat).a, 1 20- 1 23 :  

examples of, 1 2 1 - 1 22;  internal 
consonant sandhi of, 1 20- 1 2 1 ;  
irregular roots of, 1 22- 1 23 ;  see 

also non-a gal)as 
adah, "that," 343 
adjectival karmadharaya com

pounds , 2 1 2  
adjectival application of com

pounds, see bahuvnhi 
adjectives (vise�al)as) : in -in, 207-

208,  386; made from desidera
tives ,  327-328;  mahant, "great," 
1 92;  negation of, 106;  suffixes -
mant and -vant, 1 93 - 1 94; that 
follow pronominal declension, 85-
87;  verbal, 1 76- 177 ;  see also 
participles 

adverbs (avyayapadas), 99- 102, 
407-409: see also indeclinables;  
suffixes,  406-409- -dhii, 407-
408;  -da, 99, 102; -sal), 408 ;  -tal), 
99, 1 02,407 ; -tham, 99, 1 02;  -tha, 
99, 102; -tra, 99, 102; -vat, 407 

adyatanabhiite lun, see aorist 
systems 

affixes, derivational (pratyaya) , see 
derivational suffixes and adverbs 

agama (preterite augment), 142, 
352, 353 

a-gal)as, 1 1 5 :  of lat, 1 1 8- 120, 126, 
1 29, 132; of lan, 143- 144; of lin 
(atmanepada), 249; of !in 
(parasmaipada) 247-248; of lot, 
1 97-200; see also gal)as 

agent nouns, see derivational 
suffixes 

agentive suffix in -tr, 1 70- 1 76, 375-

376: gul)a of, 1 73 
agho�a, see nonvoicing 
aham, "I," paradigm of, 7 1  
akarrnaka-dhatus, "intransitive 

roots," 65 : bhilte krdanta of, see 

bhiite krdanta; of causatives, see 

causative 
ak�aras, see syllables 
alpapriil)a, see non-aspiration 
anadare �a�thl (genitive of disre-

spect), 266 
anadyatanabhavi�yatkale Ju!, see 

periphrastic future 
anadyatanabhiite lan, see imperfect 
ani! roots, 273-274 
antal)sthas, see semivowels 
anusvara, 4: pronunciation of, 8, 1 8  
aorist (adyatanabhilte lun) systems, 

25 1 -259: a-aorist, 353;  as 
injunctive, 358;  augment of, 352, 
353 karrnal)i ("passive") of, 358;  
reduplicated aorist, 357-358; root 
aorist, 352-353; sibilant aorists, 
353-357-"s" aorist, 354-355;  
"i�" aorist, 355-356; "si�" aorist, 
356; "sa" aorist, 356-; simple, 
352-353 ;  types of, 353 

api: as indefinite marker, 105 ;  as 
question marker, 95; with present 
participle, 263 

appositional karrnadharaya corn-
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pound, 2 1 2-2 1 3  
artha. see mode 
as. "to be," 57 :  paradigm of, 58 
asau , "that," 343 
aslr liii., see benedictive 
aspiration (mahapra.Qa), 3, 4 
assimilation,  progressive, 38 
assimilation, regressive, 38 
atipattau lfl:l, see conditional 
atmanepada, see voice: and 

namadhatu, 333-334 
augment, preterite (agama), 142, 

352 , 353 
avagraha (separation), 1 9  
avyayapadas, see indeclinables 
avyaylpada samasas (indeclinable 

compounds),  244-245 
ayam, "this," 343 

bahuvacana (plural), see number 
bahuvnhi application of compounds 

(samasas), 227-236: as names and 
epithets, 235 ; English examples 
of, 228 ; gender of, 230-23 1 ;  
identification of, 229-230; length 
of, 234-235 ;  of dvigu ("two-cow") 
samasas, 235 ; structure of, 229; 
vigraha (analysis) of, 228, 23 1 -
233;  with karmadharayas, 233-
234; with tatpuru�as, 234 

benedictive (asir liii.), 249-250 
bhave prayoga (abstract construc

tion), 1 63 - 164: formation of, 1 66-
1 68 ;  imperative of (lot), 20 1 ;  
imperfect (laii.) of, 1 65 ;  kartr of, 
1 63- 1 64 ;  of vartamane krdanta 
(present participle), 262-263 ; see 
also karma.Qi prayoga 

bhavi�yatkale, see future 
bhavi�yatkale krdanta, see future 

participle 
bhu or first ga.Qa, 1 1 8- 1 20:  irregular 

roots of, 1 1 8 - 1 19 ;  see also a-

gal) as 
bhute krdanta, 1 77- 1 84: formation 

of, 1 80- 1 84;  in compounds, 2 1 5-
2 1 6;  of akarmaka (intransitive) 
roots , 1 78- 1 79 ;  of causative, 320-
32 1 ;  of sakarmaka (transitive) 
roots, 1 77- 1 78 ;  of tenth or cur 
ga!)a, 1 84;  sandhi in formation of, 
1 8 1 - 1 83 

boundaries of syllables, 1 8- 1 9  

"ea" varga, see palatal sounds, 2 
cana, as indefinite marker, 105 
cardinal numbers, see numbers , 

cardinal 
case (vibhakti), 60-6 1 :  ablative 

(paii.cami:), 6 1 ,  80-8 1 ;  accusative 
(dviti:ya), 60, 67-68; dative 
(caturth!), 60, 80; instrumental 
(trt!ya), 60, 68-69; genitive 
(�a�P1!), 6 1 ,  69-as absolute 
construction, 265-267; as subject 
of gerundive, 28 1-; locative 
(saptarni:), 6 1 ,  8 1 -82-as absolute 
construction, 265-267-; nomina
tive (prathama), 60, 66-67 ; typical 
endings of, 1 38- 139;  vocative 
(smpbodhana), 6 1  

caturthi:, see dative case 
causative (.Qic, .Qijanta), 3 14-324:  

aorist of, 357-358 ;  see also 
reduplicated aorist; formation of, 
3 16-3 1 8 ;  forms of-bhute krdanta 
of, 320-32 1 ;  future of, 323 ; 
gerund, 321 ; gerundive, 322; 
infinitive, 322; karma.Qi of, 3 19-
320; perfect of, 323 ; present 
system of, 3 1 8-3 19 ;  uses of, 323-
324--; kartr of, 3 14-3 16-of 
akarmaka dhatus (intransitive 
roots), 3 15 ;  of sakarmaka dhatus 
(transitive roots), 3 15-3 1 6-; 
stem strength in, 3 1 6-3 1 8  



cit as indefinite marker, 105 
citation of nouns, 6 1 -62 
classes (gal)as) of the present 

system, see gal)as of the present 
system 

clauses, correlative, 97-98 ; subordi
nate, 97 

coalescence (of vowels) ,  24-25 : of 
similar vowels, 24; of dissimilar 
vowels, 25 

comparative (utkar�avacaka) : 
declension of, 405-406; in- Iyal), 
387 ;  in -tara, 386-387; irregular 
forms of, 387 

complex vowels, external sandhi of, 
27-28 

compounds, nominal (samasa) 208-
2 1 9; 227-236; 24 1 -245: adjectival 
application of, 227-236; analysis 
of, 2 10-2 1 1 ;  bahuvrihi application 
of, 227-236;  bhute !qdantas in, 
2 1 5- 2 1 6 ;  formation of, 2 1 5-2 1 8 ; 
identification of, 2 1 7 ;  pronouns 
in, 2 1 8 ; reduced or altered forms 
in, 2 1 7-2 1 8 ; techniques of, 2 1 1 ;  
types of-avyayipada samasas 
(indeclinable compounds), 244-
245 ; dvandva (copulative), 24 1 -
243 ; dvigu ("two-cow"), 235-236; 
ekase�a (elliptical dual), 243-244; 
karmadharaya, 2 1 2-2 14;  
tatpuru�a. 2 1 4-2 1 5 ;  upapada 
(reduced word), 2 1 9, 369-; word 
order in, 209-2 10  

conjugation of  verbs cited in 
grammar: as, "to be," (lar) 57;  
bha�. "to speak," (la�) 55 ;  bhu, "to 
be" (!ut), 280; bhu, "to be," (lufl) , 
353 ; dis, "to point," (lufl), 357 ; da, 

"to give," (lufl), 353 ;  gam, "to 
go," (lufl), 353 ;  han, "to kill" (!at) , 

1 23 ;  §am, "to calm," (lufl) , 357 ; 
vac, "to speak," (lufl), 353;  vad 

"to speak," (!at) 55 ; vid, "to 
know," (yaflluganta), 332 
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conjugations , secondary: causative 
(l)ic), 3 1 3-324; denominative 
(namadhatu), 333-336; 
desiderative (sannanta) ,  324-329; 
intensive (yal)anta, yal)luganta),  
329-333 

conditional (atipattau lrfl),  279 
consonants (vyafljanas),  1 ff: 

absolute final position of, 30-32;  
conjuncts of, 1 6- 1 8 ;  external 
sandhi of-absolute final position 
of, 30-32; final position of, 30; 
general principles of, 38-39; of 
nasals, 40-42; of original final "r", 
37-38 ;  of original final "s", 32-37 ; 
of stops (sparsas), 38-40; progres
sive assimilation of, 38 ;  regressive 
assimilation of, 38-; final 

position of, 30; internal sandhi of, 
see sandhi, internal; initial 
position of, 29 

copulative compound, see dvandva 
samasa 

correlative clauses (independent 
clauses), 97-98 

cur or tenth gal)a, 1 32 :  strength of, 
1 32 

cvipratyaya, 388-389 

danta, see teeth 
dantya varga, see dental sounds 
dative case (cathurthi), 60: infini-

tive, 226-227 
declension, see noun 
declensions cited in grammar: aham 

(mat), "I," 7 1 ;  ahan, "day," 405 ; 
ak�i. "eye," 404; atman, "soul, 
self," 1 39 ;  ayam, "this ," (mascu
line), 343 ; bhagavant, "blessed," 
1 9 1 ;  catur, "four," 349; datr, 
"giver," 1 76;  devi, "queen, lady," 
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1 1 4; dhanui:I, "bow," 159;  dhli:I, 
"thought," 405 ; gatii:I , "way, 
path," 92; gaui:I, "bull, cow," 404; 
havii:I, "oblation," 1 5 8 ;  idam, 
"this," (neuter) , 343 ; iyam, "this," 
(feminine),  343-344;  kanya, 
"girl,"79; karma, "action," 140-
1 4 1 ; kartr, "doer," 175 ;  madhu, 
"honey," 93-94; maghavan, 
"Maghavan," 404-405 ; matr, 
"mother," 1 75 ;  munii:I, "muni, 
sage," 9 1 ;  naman, "name," 14 1 ; 
nau, "boat," 402; pathin, "road," 
404; patii:I, "husband, lord," 403 ;  
pitr, "father," 1 75 ;  puru$ai:I, 
"man," 62; pustakam, "book," 63 ; 
rajan,  "king," 1 40;  riipin, "pos
sessed of form," 208 ;  sakhi, 
"friend," 403 ;  sai:I, "he, that," 83 ; 
sa, "she, that," 84; $a$, "six," 350; 
sastrabhrt, "weapon bearer," 402; 
satrui:I, "enemy," 93;  sreyarps, 
"better," 406; tapai:I, "austerities," 
1 57 ;  tat, "it, that," 83-84;  tvam 
(tvat), "you," 72; vidvarps, 
"learned," 306; visvasrj, "creator 
of the universe," 402; vac, 
"speech," 40 1 ;  yogin, "yogi," 
207-208 

demonstrative pronouns, see 
pronouns 

denominative (namadhatu),  333-
336: atmanepada of, 333-334; 
formation of, 333; parasmaipada 
of, 334; use of, 335-336 

dental sounds (dantya varga, "ta" 
varga), 2: pronunciation of, 7 

derivational suffixes (pratyaya), 
368-387: examples of, 390-393 ; 
krt pratyayas (primary suffixes) 
-a (action nouns), 370;  -a 
(action nouns),  37 1 -372; -aka 
(agent nouns),  376; -ana (action 

nouns, agent nouns), 372; -ai:I 
(actions nouns) ,  373;  -kvip (action 
nouns),  369, as upapada, 369; 
man (action nouns),  374; -ti 
(action nouns), 373-374; -tr (agent 
nouns) ,  1 70- 1 76, 376-377; -tra 
(instrument or means of action) 
374-375-; taddhita (secondary 
derivations) - abstract nouns of, 
377-378;  derivative adjectives of, 
377-378 internal sandhi of, 378-
379; meanings of, 379; prakrti 
(base) of, 377;  pratyayas of- -a, 
379-38 1 ;  -aka, 385 ;  comparative/ 
superlative (utkar$avacaka) , 386-
387 ;-eya, 383; -i, 384; -ika, 385 ; 
in, 207-208,  386;  -iya, 382; -i:ya, 
383;  -ka, 384-385 ; -mant, 1 93-
1 94, 386;  -maya, 385-386; -tva, 
384; -ta, 384; -vant, 1 93- 1 94,  386;  
-vat, 387;  -vin, 207-208 , 386;  -ya, 
38 1 -38 1-; vrddhi as marker of, 
378 

desiderative (sannanta) : adjectival 
forms of, 327-328 ; formation of, 
325-327 ; karmaQ.i prayoga of, 
329; nouns made from, 327-329; 
of causative, 329; reduplication 
in, 325-327 

devaniigari, see script 
dhiitus ,  see verbs, roots of 
div or fourth gaQ.a, 1 26: sign of, 1 26 ;  

strength of, 1 2 ;  see also a-gaQ.as 
direct object, "karma," 65 
dissimilar vowels, external sandhi 

of, 26 
dual (dvivacana), see number 
dvandva (copulative) samiisa 

(compound), 24 1 -243 : gender of, 
241 -242; in extended compounds, 
242; vigraha of, 242; word order 
in, 242-243 

dvigu ("two-cow") samiisa (corn-



pound), 235-236 
dvitiya, accusative case 60, 67 
d vivacana (dual), see number 

eka, "one," as pronominal adjec

tive, 85-86 
ekase�a (elliptical dual) samasa, 

243-244 
ekavacana (singular), see number 

elliptical dual compound, see 
ekase�a samasa 

enclitic pronouns, 72 
endings: nominal (see also declen

sions, paradigms) --consonantal, 

1 38- 1 39 ;  verbal-of laqpresent 

indicative), 53-54; of laii (imper

fect), 143;  of lit (perfect),  30 1 ;  of 

lot (imperative), 1 96; primary, 53-
54, 1 65 ;  secondary, 143, 1 65 , 354 

etat, "this," 85 
etvam, 297-298, 300: see also 

perfect, reduplication of 

euphonic combinations, see sandhi 

external sandhi, see sandhi, external 

fear, objects of, 8 1  
feminine gender (stri1iiiga), 59 
final position of sounds, 30 
finite verb, see verbs, finite 

first person (uttamapuru�a), see 
person 

future (In, lut), 274-28 1 :  simple 

(samanyabhavi�yatka1e In), 274-
278- formation of, 274-275 ; 
gm).a in, 274; important roots of, 
277-278 ;  karmaQ.i prayoga of, 

275 ; of causative, 323; sandhi in, 
275-277; use of, 278-; participle 

(bhavi�yatkale lqdanta), 278 ;  
periphrastic (anadyatana

bhavi�yatkale 1ut) - formation 
of, 279-8 1 ;  of causative, 323-; 
passive participle of, (gerundive, 

lqtya), 28 1 -286; of causative, 

322; see also gerundi ve 
future tense (bhavi�yatkala), see 

tense 
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gaQ.as (classes) o f  the present 

system, 1 14- 1 32:  a-, 1 1 5 , 143-
144, 197- 1 98, 200, 245 , 247-248, 
249, see also a-gaQ.as: chart of, 

1 1 6- 1 1 7 ;  eighth or tan, 1 27- 1 28 ,  
1 98 (see also tan gaQ.a) ; fifth or 

su, 1 27- 1 28 ,  1 98 (see also su 

gaQ.a) ; first or bhil, 1 1 8- 1 20 (see 
also bhil gaQ.a); fourth or div, 1 26, 
(see also div gaQ.a); ninth or kri, 
1 3 1 - 132,  1 98 see also kri gaQ.a) ; 

non-a, 1 1 5 ,  144- 145,  1 98- 1 99, 
1 99, 248-249 (see also non-a 

gaQ.as); second or ad, 1 20- 1 23 ,  
(see also ad gaQ.a); seventh or 

rudh, 1 29- 1 3 1 , 1 98 (see also rudh 

gaQ.a) ; sixth or tud,  1 29 (see also 
tud gaQ.a); strong and weak forms 

in, 1 1 5 ;  tenth or cur gaQ.a, 132-
bhilte lqdanta of, 1 84;  perfect of, 

305 ; -tvanta of, 1 96-(see also 
cur gaQ.a)-; third or hu, 1 23- 1 26, 
1 98,  200, see also hu gaQ.a 

gender of nouns, (liiiga), 59:  
feminine (striliiiga), 59;  masculine 

(puij1liiiga), 59 
genitive absolute (satal). �a�thl), 265-

267: of disrespect (anadare 

�a�thi), 266; special problems of, 

266-267 
genitive case (�a�thi), 6 1  
gerund (tvanta, lyabanta), 1 94- 197:  

in -tva, 1 95- 1 96 ;  in -ya, 1 96- 1 97 ;  
of causative, 32 1 -322 

gerundive or the future passive 

participle (lqtya), 28 1 -286: 
formation of, 283-285- in 

aniya, 285-286; in -tavya, 285 ; in 
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-ya, 283-285-; of causative, 322; 
strength of, 284-287; kartr of, in 
sixth ( �a��hi), 28 1 

gul)a, 25-26: exceptions to, 1 1 9- 1 20 ;  
of  bhil or  first gal) a ,  1 1 8 ;  of ad or 
second gal)a, 1 20;  of hu or third 
gal)a, 1 25 ;  of su or fifth gal)a, 1 27 ;  
of  tan or  eighth gal)a, 1 27 ;  of  cur 
or tenth gal)a, 1 32 ;  of third gal)a 
!an, 1 44; as sign of Iq-danta 
(primary derivation), 368, 372-
376; of agent nouns (-tr) , 1 73 ;  of 
infinitive (tumannanta) , 225 ; of 
future (In), 274; of gerundive, 
284-85 ; in perfect (lit), 297-30 1 ;  
in causative (Qijanta), 3 1 6-3 1 7 ;  in 
desiderative (sannanta), 326; in 
sibilant aorist, 354-356 

guru,  "heavy, " 296, 304, 3 1 7 , 357:  
see also gul)a, exceptions to 

hard palate (milrdhan),  see palate 3 
heavy, "guru," syllables,  296, 3 1 7,  

304, 357:  see also gul)a, excep
tions to 

hiatus in vowel sandhi, 29 
hu or third gal)a: gul)a of, 1 25 ;  

irregular roots of, 1 25- 1 25 ;  
reduplication (abhyasa) of, 1 24-
1 25 ;  strong forms of, 1 25 

hypothesis, in optative mode, 246-
247 

"1," see "aham" 
idam, "this," 343 
imperative (lot) , 1 97-20 1 :  bhave of, 

20 1 ; endings of, 1 97;  karmal)i of, 
201 ;  ma as negative, 20 1 ;  
madhyama puru�a of, 1 97 - 1 99;  
negation of, 20 1-see also 
injunctive; stem strength in, 1 98 

imperfect (adyatanabhilte lan), 1 42-
1 45 ,  294: a-gal)as of, 1 43- 1 44;  

endings of, 142;  karmal)i of, 1 65 ;  
non-a gal)as of, 1 44- 145 ;  preterite 
augment of (agama), 142 

indeclinable compounds 
(avyayipada samasas) , 244-245 

indeclinables (avyayapadas), 47, 95 , 
99- 1 02),  407-409, see also 
adverbs:  api, 95 

indefinite constructions, 1 05- 1 06 
infinitive (tumannanta), 225-227: 

dative, 226-227; formation of,,. 
225-236;  gul)a of, 225 ; of caus
ative, 322; with auxiliary verbs, 
226, 227 

initial position, of sounds, 29-30 
injunctive, 358,  see also imperative, 

negative of, 20 1 
instrumental case (trti:ya), 60, 68-69 
intensive (yananta, yanluganta) , 

329-332:  abhyasa of, 329-33 1 ;  
yananta, formation of, 332; 
yanluganta, formation of, 332 

internal sandhi, see sandhi, internal 
interrogative sentences, 95 : api, as 

marker of, 95 ; with the "k" series ,  
95 

intransitive roots, "akarmaka
dhatus," 65 : bhiite Iq-danta of, see 
bhiite Iq-danta; of causatives, see 
causative 

"i�" aorist, see aorist, sibilant 
iti, use of, 73  
iyam, "this," 343 

"ka" varga, see velar sounds 
kal)�a. see velum 
kaQ�hya varga, see velar sounds 
kala, see tense 
karma, "action, direct object," 65: of 

causative, of causative, 3 14-3 1 6  
karmadhiiraya compounds, 2 1 2-2 14 :  

adjectival, 2 1 2; analysis (vigra
has) of, 2 1 2, 2 1 3-2 1 4; apposi
tional, 2 1 2-2 1 3 ;  bahuvrihi 



application of, 233-234; formation 
of, 2 1 5-2 1 8 ;  samanadhikarmJa 
(case agreement) in, 2 1 3-2 14  

karmal}i prayoga (Sanskrit 'pas

sive ') ,  1 6 1  � 168:  formation of, 
166- 168 ;  imperative (lot) of, 20 1 ;  
imperfect (lafi) of, 165 ;  karma 

(object) of, 1 6 1 - 163;  kartr 

(subject) of, 1 6 1 - 1 63 ;  of aorist, 

358;  of causative, 3 19-320; of 

desiderative, 329; of future (1ft), 

275 ; of vartamane krdanta 

(present participle), 262-263 ; 
sa!p.prasaral}a in, 168 ; transfor

mation of, to kartari, 1 65 ;  see also 
bhave prayoga 

kartari prayoga (active construc

tions) : see also present system: 

transformation of, to karmar_ti, 1 64 
kartr, "doer, subject," 64: of 

causative, 3 1 4-3 16 
kr, or  "do," in  eighth gaQa, 1 27- 1 28 
krdantas (primary derivations), 176-

177:  see also bhiite lqdanta, 
causative, derivational suffixes, 

future participle, gerundive 

(future passive particle), parti
ciples, perfect participle, verbal 
adjectives 

kri or ninth gaQa, 1 3 1 - 1 32: impor

tant roots of, 1 32; lot of, 199 ;  
marker of, 1 3 1  

kriyapada, "action word, verb," see 
verb, 

ktavatu (past active participle), 194 
"k-y-t" series 95-99: important roots 

of, 1 3 1 - 1 32;  usage of, 103- 106; 
see also clauses, interrogative 

sentences. 

labial sounds (o�thya varga, "pa" 

varga) , 2-3 : pronunciation of, 7,  
13  

laghu, "light," syllables ,  296, 3 16, 

53 1 

357:  see also guQa, exceptions to 

lafi, see imperfect 
lat (vartamane !at), see present 

indicative 

light, "laghu," syllables, 296, 3 16, 
357: see also gui).a, exceptions to 

!in (vidhi lifi), see optative mode 

lifiga, see gender 
lipi, see script, devanagari 

lips (o�tha), 2 
lit (parok�abhiite lit), see perfect 

locative absolute (sati saptami), 265-
267 : special problems of, 266-267 

locative case (saptami vibhakti), 6 1 ,  
8 1 -82 

lot, see imperative 

love, objects of 82 
ltfi, see conditional 

In. see future, simple 

lufi, see aorist systems 

Jut, see future, periphrastic 

lyabanta, gerund in -ya, 196- 197 

madhyamapuru�a. see person: of lot, 
197 - 1 99 ;  see also person 

-mant: as adjectival suffix, 193- 1 94; 
see also derivational suffixes 

masculine gender (pmplifiga), 59 
memorization of paradigms, 63-64 
mode (artha), of verbs, 47, 48, 5 1 :  

benedictive (asir lift), see 
bendictive; imperative (lot), see 

imperative: optative (vidhi lift) , 
see optative 

mood, see mode 

miirdhan, see hard palate 

miirdhanya varga, see retroflexed 

sounds 

nagari, see devanagari, script 

namadhatu, see denominative 

napuqlsakalifiga, see neuter gender 

nasals: absolute final position of, 
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3 I ;  external sandhi of, 40-42; 

pronunciation of 6-8 
negation: of adjectives, l06; of 

imperative, 20 I ;  of nouns, l 06; of 

sentences, 1 06;  of terms, I 06 
neuter gender (napurpsakaliiiga) , 59 

Qic, see causative 

Qijanta, see causative 

nipatas, "particles," 73 

nominal composition (samasa), see 
compounds 

nominative case (prathama), 60, 66-
67 

non-a gaQas, I 1 5 :  of lat, 1 20- 1 26, 
1 27- 1 28 ,  1 29- 1 3 1 ;  of lafi 14-45 ; 
of lifi (atmanepada), 249; of lifi 
(parasmaipada) 248-249; of lot, 

1 98-200; see also gaQas 

non-aspiration (alpapraQa) ,  3 ,4 

non-gaQa conjugations: anit roots of, 

273-274; causative (Qic), 3 1 3-324; 

conditional (lrfl), 279; denomina

tive (namadhatu), 333-336; 

desiderative (sannanta), 324-329; 
future (In, !ut), 273-28 1 ;  intensive 

(yaQanta, yaQluganta) , 329-333;  

perfect (lit) , 293-305 ; set roots of, 

273-274; vet roots of, 273-274 
nonvoicing (agho�a), 3 ,4 

nouns (namans, subantas), 59-64, 

93-95: Citation of, 6 1 -62; declen

sions, cif cited, see declensions 

cited; endings of, see endings ;  
gender of  (lifiga), 59-feminine 

gender (stri:lifiga), 59, 79-80; 

masculine (purplifiga), 59, 62; 
neuter gender (napurpsakalifiga), 
59, 63-; irregular declensions of, 
402-406; made from desiderative 
stems, 327-328; negation of, 106; 
number of, 47, 59-dual 

(dvivacana), 59-60; plural 

(bahuvacana) ,  59-60 ; singular 

(ekavacana), 59-60-; stem 

strength of, 1 37-38 ;  stems ending 

in- a- , masculine, 62, neuter, 

63; a-, feminine, 79; -an mascu

line 1 39, 140; neuter 1 40- 1 4 1 ;  -ant 

masculine (bhavant, bhagavant) 

I 9 I ,  neuter 192, feminine 1 9 1 ;  -al). 

neuter 1 57, masculine 1 57- 1 58,  

feminine 1 57- 158 ;  i - masculine 

9 1 ,  feminine 92, neuter 94; -in 

masculine 207-208, neuter 208 , 
feminine -in! 208 ; -ii). neuter, 158 ;  

monosyllabic consonant final, 

40 1 -402-k [c] , 40 1 ;-t, 402; -t 
UJ, 402-; monosyllabic vowel 
final- -au, 402-; -r masculine 
kinship 1 75,  masculine agentive 
1 75 ,  feminine kinship 1 74, 175 ,  

neuter agentive, 176 ;  u - masculine 

93, neuter 93-94, feminine 94; !

feminine, strllifiga, 1 1 3 ;  -ui). 

neuter, 1 59; -varps masculine 306, 

-vat neuter 306, -u�I feminine 

306; -r masculine kinship 1 75 ,  
masculine agentive 175,  feminine 

kinship 1 74, 1 75 ,  neuter agentive 

176-; typical case endings of, 
1 38- 1 39 

number: dual ( dvivacana), of nouns, 

47, 59-60; of verbs, 47, 48, 50; 

plural (bahuvacana) -nouns, 59-

60; verbs, 50-; singular 

(ekavacana) - nouns, 59-60; 

verbs, 50 
numbers (sarpkhya) : cardinal, 346-

350-1 - 1 9, 346-347; catur (4) ,  
349; declension of, 347-350; dvi 
(2), 348 ; eka ( 1 ) , 347-348;  paiica
navadasa (5- 1 9), 349-350; �a� , 
350;  tri (3), 348-349-; chart of, 
345-346; in compounds, see divgu 

("two-cow") samasa; in 

devanagan script, 19 ;  ordinal, 



350-35 1 
one (ekavacana) : as pronominal 

adjective, 85-86; number, 347-

348 

optative mode (vidhi liii.), 245-249: 

atmanepada of a-gal)aS, 249; 

atmanepada of non-a gal)aS, 249; 

hypothesis, 246-247; mode sign 
of, 247-249 ; parasmaipada of a
gal)as, 247-248 ; parasmaipada of 
non-a gal)as, 248-249; prescrip
tion, 245, 246 

ordinal numbers , see numbers , 
ordinal 

original finals, 30 

o�tha, see lips 
o�thya yarga, see labial sounds 

"pa" varga, see labial sounds 
pada, see voice 
palatal sounds (talavya varga, "ea" 

varga) , 2: pronunciation of, 6-7 ; 

1 3  
palate: hard (miirdhan), 3 ;  soft 

(talu), 3 
pancami, see ablative case 

paradigms: memorization of, 63, 64; 
verbs- as, "to be," (lat), 58 ;  
bha�, "to speak," (lat), 55 ;  bhii, 

"to be" (lut) , 280; bhii, "to be," 

(luii.), 353;  da, "to give," {luii.), 

353; dis, "to point," (lufi), 357; 
gam, "to go," (lufi), 353; han, "to 

kill" (lat), 1 23 ;  sam, "to calm," 

(lufi) , 357; vac, "to speak," (lufi), 

353; vad, "to speak," (lat), 55 ;  
vid, "to know," (yafiluganta), 
332-; nouns- aham (mat), "I , "  
7 1 ;  ahan, "day," 405 ;  ak$i, "eye," 

404; atman, "soul, self," 1 39; 
ayam, "this," (masculine), 343 ; 

bhagavant, "blessed," 1 9 1 ;  catur, 

"four," 349; devi, "queen, lady," 
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dhanul), "bow," 1 59; 1 14; dhil), 
"thought," 405 ; datr, "giver," 1 76; 

gatil), "way, path," 92 ;gaul), 
"bull, cow," 404; havil), "obla
tion," 158 ;  idam, "this," (neuter) , 

343 ; iyam, "this," (feminine) , 
343-344; kanya, "girl," 79; karma, 
"action," 140- 141 ; kartr, "doer," 
1 75 ;  madhu, "honey," 93-94; 
maghavan, "Maghavan," 404-405 ;  

matr, "mother," 175 ;  munil), 
"muni, sage," 9 1 ;  naman, "name," 
141 ; nau, "boat," 402; pathin, 
"road," 404; patil), "husband, 

lord," 403;  pitr, "father," 175;  

puru$al), "man," 62;  pustakam, 

"book," 63 ; rajan, "king," 140; 

riipin, "possessed of form," 208 ;  

sakhi, "friend," 403;  sal), "he, 

that," 83; sa, "she, that," 84; �a$ , 
"six," 350; sastrabhrt, "weapon 

bearer," 402; satrul), "enemy," 93; 

sreylilps, "better," 406; tapal), 

"austerities," 157; tat, "it, that," 

83-84; tvam (tvat), "you," 72; 
vidvarps, "learned," 306; visvasrj , 
"creator of the universe," 402; 

vac, "speech," 40 1 ;  yogin, "yogi ," 

207-208 
parasmaipada (also see voice), 52: 

present indicative of (vartamane 
lat), 53;  of namadhatu, 334 

parok$abhiite lit, see perfect 
participles 176- 177: see also verbal 

adjectives, kfdantas: bhiite 
krdanta, 177- 1 84; future 
(bhavi$yatkale kfdanta), 278 ;  
gerundive or  future passive 

participle (krtya), 28 1 -286; 
indeclinable- gerund (tvanta, 

lyabanta), 194- 197,32 1 -322; 
infinitive (tumannanta), 225-
227-; past active participle 
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(ktavatu), 1 94; perfect participle, 
305-306 ; present (vartamane 
lqdanta}, 255-267 

particles (nipatas}, 73: iti, 73 ; sma, 
73 

parts of speech, 48-73 , 64-73 
passive, see karmal).i pniyoga 
past active participle (ktavatu), 1 94 
past passive participle, see bhilte 

lqdanta 
past tense (bhiltaki:ila), see also 

tense :  ktavatu, past active 
participle as, 1 94; lafi has present 
system as basis of, 1 1 3" 1 1 4; lafi, 
see imperfect; li�, see perfect; sma 
as marker of, 73 

perfect (parok�abhilte lit) , 293-305 : 
endings of, 30 1 -303 ;  examples of, 
303-304; formation of, 294-303; 
of causative, 323 ; periphrastic, 
304-305- formation of, 304-
305-; reduplication (abhyasa) in, 
295-297-----of consonants, 295 ; of 
root medial vowels, 295-296; of 
root final vowels, 295-296 ; of root 
initial vowels, 296-297; excep
tions to, 297-298; loss of 
(abhyasalopa), 297-298 ; etvam, 
297-298; 300-; stem strength in, 
298·30 1 ;  use of, 293-294 

periphrastic: future (lut), see future, 
periphrastic ; perfect (lit), see 
perfect, periphrastic 

person: of verbs, 47,48,49-50; first 
person (uttamapurusa), 49-50; 
second person (madhyama
puru�a), 49-50- of lo�, 1 97-
1 99-; third person (prathama
puru�a), 49-50-----of lo�, 1 99-200 

personal pronouns, see pronouns, 
personal 

phonology, l ff 
plural (bahuvacana), see number 
points of articulation (sthana-s), 2: 

hard palate (milrdhan),  2; lips 
(o�tha), 2; soft palate (talu); teeth 
(danta), 2; velum (kal).tha) , 2 

post-consonantal forms of vowels , 
1 5  

pragrhya vowels , 29 

pralqtl (base), of taddhita (second
ary derivation), see derivational 
suffixes 

prathama vibhakti, see nominative 

case, 60, 66-67 

prathamapuru�a, see person 
pratyaya, see derivational suffixes 
preraka, see causative 

prescription in optative mode , 245 , 
246 

present indicative (vartamline lat) , 
53-58, 1 1 3 - 1 14:  atmanepada of, 
54 ; characteristic clues to, 54-55 ;  
endings of, 53-54; has present 
system as basis of, 1 13 - 1 14; 
internal sandhi of, 56-57; 
parasmaipada of, 53;  strong forms 
of, 1 1 5 ;  weak forms of, 1 1 5 

present participle (vartamane 
lqdanta), 255-267: absolute 
constructions (sati saptami I satal) 
�a�thi) and, 265-267 ; bhave of, 
262-263; formation of, 259-264; 
karmal).i of, 262-263 ; of 
atrnanepada roots, 262; of 
parasmaipada roots, 259-6 1-
masculine, 259-260; feminine, 
26 1 ;  neuter, 26 1 -262-; special 
applications of, 263-264; use of, 
255-259 

present stem: as basis of lafi, 1 42;  
formation of, 1 1 8-32 

present system, 1 1 3-1 32: as basis of 
the la�, lafi, lifi, and lo�, 1 1 3-1 14;  
classes of, see gal).as; gal).as 
(classes) of, see gal).as; imperative 
(lot) of, see imperative; of 



causative, 3 1 8-3 1 9; optative 
(vidhi Iiii) of, see optative; past 
tense of, see imperfect (lafl) ; 
present indicative (laO of, see 
present indicative; present 
participle (vartamane krdanta) of, 
see present participle; verbal base 
of, l14 

present tense (vartamane kala) , see 
tense 

preterite augment (agawa), 142, 
352, 353 

primary derivations (krdanata) , see 
krdanta, derivational suffixes 

progressive assirnilation, �0 
pronouns (sarvanamans) : adjectives 

that ,follow pronqminal .declen
sions: 85�87; bhaya�t • .  "you 
polite," 192- 1 93 ;  demonstrative, 
8 2-87-masculine .(purpliiiga), 83,  
343-3-:1-5 ; neuter (napmp�;llca
liiiga), 83-84, 343-345 ; feminine 
(striliiiga), 84, 3-:1-3-345-; etat, 
"this," 85; in compound, 218 ;  
personal, 7 1 -73:-- prathama
puru�;t. "firstperson=third 
person," �2-87-IIlasculine, sal}, 
"he," 83 ;  .11euter, tat, "it," 83-84; 
feminine, sa, ':her," 84----c; 
madhyamapuru�a, "middle 
person," tvam, "you.�· 72; 
uttamapuru�a, "lastperson:::frrst 
person" ahrun, '�I," 7 1�; posses
sive, 73, 383; reflexive-atman, 
1 39 ; sva, 172, 3 10 

pronunciation, 4-8 :  of anusvijra, 8;  · of co�sonants (vyaiijanas) ,  5-8; of 
semiv9wels (antal}sthas),7; of 
sibilants (ii�mans), 7; of stops 
(sparsas), 5-7 ; of visarga, 8; of 
vowels (svaras), 5 

purpliiiga, see masculine gender 
puru�a. see person 
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quotes , see "iti" 

reduplic(lt�on (abhyasa): general 
rules of, 124; loss qf(abhyasa
lopa) , 297-298;  of aorist, 357; of 
desiderative, 325-327 ; of inten
sive, 329-331 ; of perfect (liO. 
295-297; of third gaQ.a, 1 24-1 25 

reflexive pronoun, see pronoun, 
reflexive 

regressive assimilation, 38  
retr()flexed sounds (miirdhanya 

varga, . "f' varga), 2: pn;munciation 
of, 6; 13  

root aorist, see aorist 
roots, verbal (dhatus) : akarmaka, 

"intransitive," 65 ; and secon�ary 
c<;mjugations- causative (Q.ic), 
3 1 3-324; desiderative (sannanta), 
324-329;  intensive (yaQ.anta, 
yaQ.luganta), 329-333; denonlina
tiye (nama-dhatu), 333-336-----:; 
and tertiary conjugatiop.s, 329; 
and present system, H4; anit, 
273-27�; classes {gaQaS} ()f, 1 14-
1 32; of motion, 65 ; sa1canna).<.a, 
"transitive," 65 ; saq1pras��a 
(reducti9n) of, 168; set, 273.�274; 
vet, 273-274; see also .v<:;rbs, of 

rudh or �eventh g@a, 129- 1 3 1 :  
markt:r o.f, 129; intem.alconsonant 
sandhi of, 130; exaJl1ples of, 13 1  

"s" aorist, s,ee aorist, _sib,lallt 
"sa" aorist, see aorist, sibilant 
sakarmaka-dhatus, "tr(lllsitive 

roots," 65: bhiite lqdanta of, .see 
bhute lqdanta; of causatives, see 
causative; of karmaQ.i prayoga, .see 
karmaQ.i p�ayoga 

samanyabhavi�yatkale Irt. see future 
simple 

samasa, see compounds 
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sarp.bodhana, see vocative 6 1  
sarp.khya, see numbers 
sarp.prasaral).a (reduction), in 

karmal).i, 1 6 8  
sandhi, external, 23-42: of conso

nants- absolute final position of, 
30-32; final position of, 30; 
general principals of, 38-39; 
initial position of 29; of nasals, 
40-42; of original final "r", 37-38 ;  
of  original final "s," 32-37; of 
stops (sparsas), 38-40; progressive 
assimilation of, 38; regressive 
assimilation of, 38-; of vowels
absolute final position of, 32; 
coalescence (of vowels) ,  24-25; 
coalescence of dissimilar vowels, 
25; coalescence of similar vowels, 
24; final position of, 30; hiatus in, 
29; initial position of, 30; of 
complex vowels, 27-28 ; of 
dissimilar vowels, 26; pragrhya 
vowels, 29; word final position of, 
30 

sandhi, internal, 25, 42-44: conso
nant of (verbs), 1 20- 1 2 1 ,  1 30- 1 3 1 ;  
consonant, in reference to bhiite 
krdanta, l 8 1 - 1 83;  gul).a, 25-26; in 
future, i75-277; of n> !)., 43-44; of 
present indicative (vartamane lat), 
56, 57; of s>�. 43 ; of taddhitas 
(secondary derivations), 378-379; 
sarp.prasaral).a, 168;  vowel 
strength in, 25 ; vrddhi, 25-26 

sannanta, see desiderative 
saptami, see 1ocative case 
sarvanarnans, see pronouns 
sati saptami (locative absolute), 265-

267 
script (lipi), devanagari, 1 ,  1 3ff: 

avagraha (separation), 19;  
consonant con juncts in, 16- 1 8; 
numbers in, 19;  post-consonantal 

forms of vowels in, 1 5- 1 6; special 
conjuncts in, 1 7- 1 8 ;  syllable 
boundaries in, 1 8- 1 9 ; vowel "a" 
in, 1 3  

secondary conjugations, see : 

causative (Q.ic), 3 1 3-324; denomi
native (namadhatu), 333-336; 
desiderative (sannanta), 324-329; 
intensive (yal).anta, yal).luganta) , 
329-333 

secondary derivation (taddhita) , see 

derivational affixes 
secondary endings, see endings, 

secondary 
semivowels (antal)sthas), 4: pronun

ciations of, 7, 1 3  
sentences: active construction 

(kartari prayoga) of, 64-65 ; bhave 
prayoga (abstract construction) of, 
see bhave prayoga; clauses of, 97-
98; complex, 95- 106; indefinite 
constructions in, 105-106; 
interrogative, 95-97; karmaQ.i 
prayoga (Sanskrit "passive"), see 

karmaQ.i prayoga; kartari prayoga 
(active construction) , 64-65, 1 64; 
main parts of, 64-65 ; negation of, 
106; passive constructions, see 

karmaQ.i prayoga; word order in, 
70 

set roots, 273-274 
�a�thi. see genitive case 6 1  
l?al?thi satal) (genitive absolute), 265-

267 
sibilant aorist, see aorist 
sibilants (ii�mans), 4: absolute final 

position of, 3 1  ; pronunciation of 
7; 1 3 ;  sandhi of original final "s," 
32-37 

simple aorists, see aorist 
singular (ekavacana), see number 
"si�" aorist, see aorist, sibilant 
sma, as marker of past tense, 73 



soft palate (talu), 2 
sounds : absolute final position of, 

30-32; final position of, 30; initial 
position of, 29; original finals, 30 

sparsas , see stops 
sthana, see points of articulation 
stops (sparsas or points of contact), 

2, 3: external sandhi of, 38-40; in 
absolute final position, 3 1 ;  
pronunciation of, 5-7; 1 3  

strength: in imperative (lot), 198;  of 
sibilant aorist, 354-356; of agent 
nouns (-tr), 173 ;  of future (lft), 
274; of gerundive (lqtya), 284-
287; of infinitive (tumannanta), 
225; of lqdantas (primary deriva
tions)1 368, 370, 372-376; of lit 
(perfect), 297-301 ;  of Qijanta 
(causative), 3 16-3 1 8 ;  of nouns 
stems, 1 37, 1 73 ;  of sannanta 
(desiderative), 326; of taddhitas 
(secondary derivations), 378, 380, 
3 8 1 ,  383-385, of verbal roots 
(dhatus), 1 1 8 ,  1_20, 1 25, 127,  129, 
1 32, 248, 249, 274, 3 16-3 1 8, 297-
30 1 ,  3 1 6-3 1 8 ;  of vidhi liii 
(optative), 248, 249; of vowels, 
see also guQa, vrddhi; of redupli
cated syllables (intensive), 330 

stress, 9 
striliiiga, see feminine gender 
strong forms of verbs: of lat, 1 15; of 

lit, 297-30 1 ; see also guQa, 
strength 

su or fifth gaQa, 1 27- 1 28:  important 
roots of, 127 ;  rules for, 1 27;  
strong forms of, 1 27 

subantas, see nouns 
subject (kartr) as part of speech, 64 
subordinate clauses, 97 
superlative suffix (utkar!?avacaka) : 

in -i!?ta, 387; in -tama, 386-387; 
irregular forms of, 387 
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svara-s, see vowels 
syllables (ak!?aras), 1 8: anusvara in, 

1 8 ;  boundaries of, 1 8- 19 ;  heavy, 
"guru," 357; light, "laghu," 357; 
visarga in, 1 8  

syntactic compounds, see tatpuru!?a 
compounds 

syntax, see sentences, clauses 

"ta" varga, see retroflexed sounds 
"ta" varga, see dental sounds 
taddhitas (secondary derivations), 

see derivational affixes 
talavya varga, see palatal sounds 
talu, see soft palate 
tan or eighth gaQa, 1 27- 1 28:  

important roots of, 1 27;  root lq in, 
1 27 - 1 28;  rules for, 1 27;  strong 
forms of, 127 

tat, "that," see pronouns, demonstra
tive 

tatpuru!?a (syntactic) compounds, 
214-21 5 :  bahuvrihi application of, 
234; formation of, 215-2 1 8 ;  
vigrahas of, 214 

teeth (danta), 2 
tense (kala), of verbs, 47, 48, 5 1  
tertiary verbs (e.g. , desiderative of 

the causative), 329 
that, "asau, ada.Q.," 343-344: see 

also pronouns, demonstrative; 
this, "ayam, idam, iyam" 

that, ''tat": feminine (striliiiga), 84; 
masculine (puqiliiiga), 83; neuter 
(napurpsakaliiiga), 83-84; see also 
pronouns, demonstrative 

this, "etat," 85 
this, "ayam, idam, iyam," 343 
tifiantas, see verbs 
transitive roots, "sakarmaka

dhatus," 65 : bhlite lqdanta of, see 
bhiite lqdanta; of causatives, see 
causative 
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trtiya (instrumental), 60, 68-69 
tud or sixth gai)a, 1 29: common 

roots of, 1 29;  rules for, 1 29 
tumannanta, see infinitive 
tvam, "you," paradigm of, 72 
tvanta, gerund in tva, 195 - 196 

ubhayapada (also see voice), 52 
upapada (reduced word) com

pounds, 2 1 9  
upasargas, see verbal prefixes 
ii�mans ("heated" sounds), see 

sibilants 
utkar�avacaka, see comparative, 

superlative 
unamapuru�a, see person 

vacana, see number 
vad, (lat) paradigm of, 55 
-vant: as adjectival suffix, 1 93- 1 94; 

as ktavatu, past active participle, 
1 94 

vargas (sets of sounds), 2, 3 ,  4 
vartamane kala (present tense),  see 

tense 
vartamane krdanta, see present 

participle 
vartamane lat (present indicative), 

53-58 
-vat: as adjectival suffix (pratyaya), 

387, as adverb, 407 
velar sounds (kaQthya varga, "ka" 

varga), 2: pronunciation of, 7, 1 3  
velum (kal)tha), 2 
verbal adjectives, see adjectives, 

verbal and participles 
verbal prefixes (upasargas),  144-

1 52: analytic, 145; chart of, 146-
1 5 1 ;  idiomatic, 145- 146; place
ment of, 152; pleonastic, 145 

verbs (tiiiantas, kriyapada), 47-58 ,  
64-65: aorist (luii) systems of, 
25 1 -259; atmanepada, 52; 

benedictive (aslr liii), 249-250; 
conditional (lrfi), see conditional ; 
conjugation of (see also conjuga
tion of verbs), 53-60; endings 
of-primary, 53 -54; secondary, 
143-; finite, 48-49; future (In, 
lut), see future; gai)as of, 1 14-
1 32-eighth or tan, 127- 1 28;  fifth 
or su, 1 27- 128 ;  first or bhii, 1 1 8-
1 20;  fourth or div, 1 26 ;  ninth or 
kri, 1 3 1 - 1 32 ;  second or ad, 120-
123; seventh or rudh, 1 29- 1 3 1 ;  
sixth or tud, 1 29; tenth or cur, 
1 32; third or hu, 1 23- 1 2Cr-; 
imperfect (adyantanabhiite lafi), 
see imperfect; karmai)i prayoga 
(Sanskrit "passive") of, see 
karmai)i prayoga; mode (artha), 
47, 48, 5 1 ;  mood of, see mode of; 
number (vacana), 47, 48, 50; of 
motion, 65, 67; parasmaipada, 52;  
passive of, see karmai)i prayoga; 
person (puru�a), 4 7, 48, 49-50; 
prefixes of, see verbal prefixes 
(upasargas); present indicative 
(vartamane lat), 53-58- atmane
pada of, 54; characteristic clues 
to, 54-55; internal sandhi of, 56-
57; parasmaipada of, 53; strong 
and weak forms in, 1 15-; present 
system of, 1 14- 1 32, see also 
present system; roots of (dhatus), . 
47-48, 64- akarmaka, "intransi
tive," 65 ; sakarmaka, "transitive," 
65-; secondary conjugations 
of- causative (I)ic), 3 13-324; 
denominative (namadhatu),  333-
336; desiderative (sannanta), 324-
329; intensive (yaQanta, yai)lug
anta), 329-333-; strong and 
weak forms of, 1 15 ;  tertiary, 329; 
tense (kala), 47, 48, 5 1 ;  ubhaya
pada, 52; voice (pada), 47, 48, 52 



verses cited : aspho�ayamasa 
cucumba puccham, 337; bho 
daridryam, 107 ;  bodhaya jato ' smi 
jagaddhitartham, 394; citarp 
praj valitarp dr��va, 1 85 ;  dhanya 
drak�yanti ramasya, 287; 
dharmak�etre kuruk�etre, 328 ; 
durjanai) parihartavyo, 360; 
dvandvo digur api, 220; 
go�padikftavarasim, 237; ito na 
kirpcit, 1 3 3 ;  keyiira na 
vibhii�ayanti puru�am, 153 ;  
kiijantarp rama rameti, 268 ; 
niyujyamano rajyasya, 307; 
pujyate yad apiijo 'pi, 1 70;  raja 
dasarathai) svargam, 307 ; ramo 
rajamal)ii) sada vijayate, 88;  
tr�Qarp chinddhi bhaja k�amarp 
jahi madam, 203 ; valibhir 
mukham akrantam, 337;  valmi:ker 
munisirphasya, 268 ; yatha ka��arp 
ea ka��arp ea, 24 7 

ve� roots, 273-274 
vibhakti, see case 60-6 1 :  caturthi 

(dative) , 60; dvitiya (accusative), 
60, 67; paficarni, (ablative), 6 1 ;  
prathama (nominative), 60, 66-67; 
sapatmi (locative) , 6 1 ;  sarpbodha
na (vocative), 6 1 ;  �a��hi: (geni
tive), 6 1 ,  69; qti:ya (instrumental), 
60, 68-69 

v idhi !in, see optative mode 
vigrahas (analysis) of compounds, 

2 1 6-2 1 7 :  of bahuvrihis, 228, 23 1 -
233 ; o f  dvandvas, 242;  of 
karmadharayas, 2 1 2, 2 1 3-2 14; of 
tatpuru�as, 2 14  

virama, 14, 
v isarga, 4: as part of syllable, 1 8 ;  
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pronunciation of, 8 ;  writing of, 1 4  
vise�al)as, see adjectives 
vocalic L pronunciation of, 1 3  
voice o f  verbs (pada), 47, 4 8 ,  52 :  

atmanepada, 52 ;  parasmaipada, 
52; ubhayapada, 52 

voicing (gho�a) , 3,4 
vowels (svaras ) ,  1 -2, 1 3 : coales

cence of, 24-25 ; pragrhya, 29; 
pronunciation of, 5 ;  sandhi of 
complex, 27-28 ; sandhi of 
dissimilar , 26; sarpyukta (com
plex), 2; suddha (simple), 2; 
strength of (gul)a, vrddhi),  25-26 
(see also gul)a, vrddhi) ;  writing 
of, 1 3 , 1 5 - 1 6  

vrddhi, 25-26: as sign o f  taddhita 
(secondary derivation), 378-379, 
38 1 ,  383-385;  of causative 
(Qijanta), 3 1 7 ;  of gerundives, 284; 
of sibilant aorist, 354 

vyafijanas: aspiration of, 3,4; non
aspiration, 3 ,4; nonvoicing of, 3 ,4; 
pronunciation of, 5-8;  voicing of, 
3,4; writing of, 1 3- 14, 1 6- 1 8 ; see 

also consonants 

weak forms of verbs, 1 1 5 :  of vidhi 
!in (optative), 248,  249 

word final positions of sounds, 30 
word order: in sentences, 70; in 

compounds (tatpuru�as, 
karmadharayas), 209-2 10 ;  in 
dvandvas, 242-243 

yananta, see intensive 
yai'i.luganta, see intensive 
"you," see tvam 
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